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ANTIGR AV I TY : FROM
DREAM TD REALITY

1.1 TRAVELING TO THE STARS

EntersteJIar -space travel has long captivated the imagination and longing

of humankind. Indeed, we have penetrated the cosmos and walked on,

the moon, while breakthroughs in long-range exploration, such as the

Hubble Space Telescope, bring the farthest reaches of space cantali7.in.pjy

close, rekindling our desire to travel beyond our galaxy. As of vet, we arc

bound by the frustrating limits of conventional propulsion technology.

Skeptics remind us that a spacecraft powered by even the most advanced

chemical rockets would need to carry so much fuel chat travel over inter-

stellar distances would he out of the question. Alternatively, vehicles

equipped with nuclear-powered ion thrusters would have a much greater

range. However, the fuel requirements would be such as to make a jour-

ney of even a few light-fears quite impractical—basic physics tells us

that a rocket-powered spacecraft would need a fuel mass that would far

exceed the mass of the vehicle itself.

Is there a way ta free ourselves of this fuel problem, using a totally

different means of propulsion, one that does not require large quanti-

ties of mass to be jettisoned rearward for the craft to move forward?

Imagine a spaceship that could alter the ambient gravitational field,

l
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artificially producing a matter- at t rat ting, gravity-potential well that

was just beyond the ship’s bow. The gravity well's attractive force

would Eug rhe ship forward post as if a very massive, planer-sized body

had been placed ahead of it. The ship would begin to “fall* forward

and, in doing so
r
would carry its self-generated gravity wet I along with

it. The gravity well would con rinu ally draw che ship forward, while

always staying ahead. Through such a carrut-and -stick effect, the ship

could accelerate co nearly the speed of light, or maybe even beyond,

with essentially no expenditure of energy other than that needed to

generate the gravity well.

Is such gravity control possible? Would it he possible- to construct a

spaceship with small enough propulsion power requirements that inter-

stellar travel could he achieved? The answer is yes. For the past several

decades, highly classified aerospace programs in the United Scares and

in several other countries have been developing aircraft capable of defy-

ing gravity, One form, of this technology can loft a craft on matter-

repelling energy beams. This exotic technology falls under the relatively

obscure field of research known as elcctrogravitics.

The origins of elcctrogravitics can be traced hack to the turn of the

twentieth century, to Nikola Tesla's work with high-voltage shock dis-

charges, and somewhat later to T. Townsend Brown's relatively unpub-

licized discovery that electrostatic and gravitational fields are closely

intertwined. Unfortunately, the elcctrogravitic effect has for the most

patE been ignored by mainstream academics, because the phenomenon

isn’t anticipated hy cither classical electrostatics or general relativity,

effectively preventing it from being caught in university courses such as

physics and electrical engineering, Rather, to unlock the secrets of elec-

trogravicics, one must delve into popular science articles, patents, and

relatively obscure technical reports that once held a classified status.

Perhaps Ehc best place to begin is to review some of Brown's seminal

work.

1.2 THE BIRTH OF ELECTRGGRAV3TICS

The American physicist and inventor Thomas Townsend Brown was

born in 1 905 to a well-to-do Zanesville, Ohio, family. At an earlv age, he
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Figure f.J. Thomas Tnnvsend Qraivrt ji

fifty-ibtee yews of age. . rfrj.'J 1 ctuirTeiy

<if ibe Tuumsptid Erwun Family otitl

QsiaUglu. L.L-.€.)

displayed a keen interest in space travel ind dreamed ns isac day itiurney-

ing into ’PJl'c hnnsell. Hin discovery of the electrogravlbc phenomenon

occurred during his high school rears, when his interest in space trjveJ

led him to toying ivith a Coulidge tube—a high-voltage X-ray-emitting

vacuum luhe similar to that (bund in modern dental X-ray machine.

Brown had Hie insight to mount the cube on a delicate balance to inves-

tigate whether it might produce any thrum. To his surprise. the ruht

moved every time it was Fumed on. Ruling out X-rays as die cau*t ol this

mysterious force. he react J the cihect Lithe high voyage he was applying

lo the tube's plates. He concluded that the rube liad moved because sts

gravity held had somehow become affected bv the plate's high-voltage

charge. J "

'

Alter additional experiments* Brown eventually developed ait dec

me capacitor device- that he termed a grai'ilalor '.nr, alternately, ^miv-

for]. These units Were very heavy. One version consisted of a wooden

box, 2 feet long and 4 me lies square, that contained a senes of mas-

sive. electrically conductive plares made of lead and separated from otic

another by electrically insulating sheets ol glass, which served as the

capacitor’s dielectric mednim la dielectric is- a suhsFance that dues not

conduct electric current). Another version used a dielectric molded from

a mixture of lead monoxide and beeswax encased in Bakelire. The dia-

gram in figure i.Z, which is reproduced from Brown’s ! M2H parent,

shows vet another version made with aluminum plates and paratfin.

When energized wiEh up n? 150,0041 volts of direct current (DC|,

Brown's gravitaror developed a thrust in. the direction oJ rev positively
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Figure 1.1. A celiatar

gravitator shown in

perspective together with

end- til-id side-view details

of its plates. (Brown, 191BJ

charged, end, One such gravitatm, which weighed 10 kilograms, was

observed to generate a maximum thrust of 0,1 kilogram (1 newton a

force equal to about I percent of its weigh t.
5,1

' When oriented upright

on a scale and energized, it proceeded co gain or lose that amount of

weight depending upon how the charge polarity was applied, Ic became

lighter when its positive end faced up and heavier when its negative end

faced up.

Brown entered the California Institute of Technology in 1922. He

spent a good part of his freshman year attempting to win the friend-

ship of his professors and to convince them of his abilities as a first-

class "lab man." However, when he began mentioning his ideas about

electrogravity, no one would listen. At the end of the year, he had his

laboratory equipment shipped from Ohio, set it up in his quartets, and

sent invitations to several of his professors, including the renowned Dr.

Robert Millikan, to witness a demonstration of the new force he had

discovered. No one came, Some time later, one of Brown’s friends tested

Millikan by asking him whether be knew of anyone who had ever found

a way of modifying or influencing the force of gravity. Millikan is said

to have replied brusquely, "Of course not; such a thing is impossible and

out of the question,”

His feelings deeply hurt by the incident. Brown transferred to

Kenyon College, in Gam bier, Ohio, and the following year he trans-

ferred to Dennison University, in Granville, Ohio. One of his physics

professors at Dennison, Dr, Paul A. Biefeld, had also been interested in

the movement of electric capacitors. Brown had frequent conversations

with Biefeld and came co refer co the electragravitic phenomenon as the
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Bitheld-Brawn effect, perhaps in retipcf t lo Riefcld's own interest in Ehc

subject Still, it is not clear that Biefeld actively tolkborainl with Grown

on his research

For one of his experiments, Brtywn arranged a pair of gravitatorv.

one at each end of an arm i hat was suspended from the laboratory ceiling

by a long cord attached to the arm's central fulcrum (figure 1.3>. When

energised with between 75, frill) ar.d 30CJ +f?00 volts DC* the connecting

arm rotated as each gravilator moved tn the direction of its positive

poie. This force occurred in the same fashion even when the capacitor

was immersed in a tank of oil, thereby ruling out the possibility chat

tlue effect was produced by a wind of electric ions. Brown's gtavira-

mrs eti ulii produce rhis motion with a power input of just 1 watt With

rich gra vita tor generating Siifr grams of thrust, for .t total ihrnst tif 2

newtons, the ihrust-iO-pawer rario <j>i Grown \ elecirogravitic ibrusters

calculates tn 2,000 newtons per IdJtnwatL This is 130 runes ihethrusr-

tn- power ratio nt a icttncine, pr 10,000 rimes Lhe Thrust-ru -power nirio

of the space shuttle main engine.

Brown determined thm the efectrogravitLC cflecl he observed

depended on the amottnl of charge stored in his capacitors. At the

appf ied Voltage was increased and a greater amount of charge was stored,

the capacitors would respond with i greater amount of electrogravitic

force. Moreover, because the intensity of :bc effect depended upon the

Figure S.3. An experimental s&Itip

designed to mensure the ibrusi

pruduced bv Tbnnns Townsend

Brown's spariiiAttrrs. Fboicj conrtesx

of the Townsend IFn inr FjJTfffy

jnd QUakgfrt, L T.C.

)
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rapucitur’s mass, he concluded that the induced morion rnu:<T tit due to

the- capacitor's ability to generate a IpciJLEcd gravitational field.

After lie lc!t Lfemi i son . Brown conducted astrophysics research for

four years, from ]'^2t to 19 .10
,
working at a private laboratory :n his

hometown of Zanettville and also ai Ohio's 5wucv Observatory, where

lie was- lsi contact with Dr. BieJcld. Jn a variation of his rotating grayita-

tot experiment. Brown suspended j single gravuator front his Labora-

tory ceiling by two Wires (figure 1 ,4 ), The grayitator w^£ hung so that it

Would stay immersed in a tank of oil. so ns to reduce the production of

ions. When energized, tin; pendulum would ewing toward die graviFa-

rnr i positive pole. Brown characterized This elrcirogrsvirk: phenomenon

as an impulse. He noted that less than five seconds was requited for rhe

pendulum to reach the maximum amplitude of us swing, Lmt then, even

while he maintained the high-voltage potential, his pendulum would

gradually' roTuni to iit pliIFtih position. irking from Itl to f)|5 seconds to

return He noted further shat on ifs return from raasimtim deflection,

his pendulum WOLilii hesitate at definite levels or steps, but repeated tri-

als showed tbaL diere Were no consistent positions to these steps.

Grown also noted that he would have to give his gravitatur a rc^t

after e.tcli lest to sec the effect repeat once again. He had Lo remove hts

charging potential for at least five minutes to allow his gravitator suf-

ficient time ta ''recharge'’ itself so fhui tr might regain irs
K
Htrrnrr gia-

vitic condition." He did not mention what might have been happening

during this recharging process, probably because a I rhar time he had

no dear idea hirastli. He saw thai when che duration of the gFavitic

impuLse had been grearet, more time was needed of Minx- to allow the

gravitaioE to refresh .cself.

We may gain an understanding nf why his gravitator would not

i limf Ahn tchi-c Horn e.ntu^ni=n

hptTt: L4. Tfjomjs Urntnsmd

Brutt'rr’s grm Hatai hung m
panditlum fashion and uus

sithtrufrsei: in a tank of < rii.

iBniu-rt, 1929)
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hi.'Id its initial gravitic Ironic ru1 analyzing what wan happening inside

irs dielectric . Initially, before Hiph voltage w.is applied, the dielectric

Would reside in an Unpolarizcd state. With the application ol voltage,

current v. u!d begin to ffoiV and the gravitator's plates won Id. progres-

sively charge up. The electric field hetWeen Lhe plates would exert an

electrostatic force on the dielectric's molecules, causing Lhem to displace

slightly—the positive molecular charges being ru^gt-d in t h e di rect ion of

i he grayitaturis negative pole jnd I lie negative molecular charges being

tugged toward its positive pole. As a result, the dielectric would become

polarized Isee figure 3 .51, its electric dipolemoment pointing in a direc-

tion DppitsLts hi the direction ot the applied electric field.

Tbr dielectric dues not polarize instantaneously in response Ui the

applied voltage: it takes- some time in reucb lull polarization. This Lime

lag ss a common pro pert v ol dielectrics known as dielectric relaxation.

It is analogous to chc properiv Of hysteresis observed when a trans-

former cure is magnetically energized. Must capacitor dielectric? used

tueiay have Very diort dielectric relaxation times—less than microsec-

onds. However, brown's capacitor must hau had a very slow relaxation

lime, probably because it was rather Jung from end in end and because

ot i he nature of the wax-litharge mixture ol which :r was aotnposed.

The 30 to SO seconds or so that the grayita tor took ro gradually return

to its plumh position I rum iLs maximum tlcf lection was hkch the dura-

tion tit its dielectric relaxation, the time rec| Lured for ifs dielectric tci

become Fully polarized.

During the first few seconds that the voltage was applied, rbe slowly

responding dielectric, For the most part, would have remained u ti polar

-

ired. Hence the applied electric held, along with its assacsatied gFavitic

field l-IEv-le, wunid have extended ivitli fuiJ in tensity throughout Lhc

gravita tort exerting a itij ximol gravitic thru si on the die lee rne in the

ffjipire f.i, The polarised

charge arrangement or Ihe

l^rai'itdtur ' s dieted ne ti-hen

L'uitagc is debited tc> the

gravitator plates. Arrorwi

fijtficn^ the direction uj the

L'leciragrtivitic fn re

r

4 - + - 4 - + - +
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direction of the gravitaror’s positive pole. However., as the dielectric

became increasingly polarized, its oppositely directed electric dipole

moment field arising within the dielectric would have progressively

increased in strength, progressively canceling out the gravitic effects

induced by the externally applied electric field. Thus the thrust pushing

the gravitator in the direction of its positive pole would have progres-

sively' subsided. Moreover, when the dielectric reached, its fully polarized

state with its opposed dipole moment field at its maximum, this thrust

would have become almost entirely canceled out, leaving the gravitator

to return to its plumb position.

As the dielectric became progressively polarized, the gravitator

capacitor plates would have been able to hold an increasing amount of

electric charge as an increasing number of polarized molecular charges

moved adjacent to the plates to attract additional charges. Asa result,

throughout this polariz-ation interval the gravitator would have been

charging up and a current would have been flowing to its plates. Charge

would have been accumulating most rapidly in the beginning and the

charging rate would have progressively dropped off as the full charged

state was approached. Similarly, the reverse gravitic thrust generated by

the polarizing dielectric would have caused the overall gravitic thrust

to decline most rapidly at the beginning of the pendulum’s swing and

to subside more slowly as the fully charged state was approached.. The

observation that the gravitic force subsided in steps may be an indica-

tion that the dielectric experienced a succession of abrupt mechanical

shifts in its approach to the fully polarized state.

The need to recycle the gravitator between test runs, to discharge it

and let it rest so as to "regain its former gravitic condition,” is under-

standable if we realize that it was necessary to allow a sufficiently Jong

rest period for the dielectric to completely depolarize. After the DC
voltage supply is shut off, a residual charge will initially remain on the

capacitor plates, kept there by the dielectric’s residual polarization.

Engineers refer to this remnant charge as dielectric absorption. It is

particularly important in capacitors that arc capable of storing a lot of

charge. As the dielectric progressively relaxes, this charge is gradually

released. Once the gravitator dielectric had relaxed to an unpolarized

state, new charges would be able to rapidly accumulate on its electrodes
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during the next charging eycle^ Onto again, a steep gravity potential gra-

dient would have been able to form across the gravitator and temporar-

ily exert a net thrust on its massive dielectric until it was again opposed

by the dielectric’s progressively increasing dipole moment field.

13 A THEORY OF ELECTROGRAVE!ICS

En August 1. 927, Brown filed tor a British patent on his gravitator idea,

which was issued to him in November 1928 | British patent 300,311 ). In

the patent's text. Brown clearly proclaims that the propelling force he

has discovered is of an unconventional nature;

The invention also relates to machines or apparatus requiring elec-

trical energy that control or influence the gravitational field ur the

energy of gravitatlrni; alsn to machines or apparatus requiring electri-

cal energy that exhibit a linear force t>r motion which is believed td he

independent of all frames of reference save that which is at rest relative

to the universe taken as a whole, and said Linear force ur motion is

furthermore believed to have no equal and opposite reaction that can

he nbservod by any method commonly known and accepted hy the

physical science to date. 1

Here he describes his belief that electrogravitic force operates rela-

tive to a unique reference frame that is at rest in relation bo the universe,

an idea that challenges special relativity’s notion that a force should

operate in the same man net relative to any frame of reference. Moreover,

he suggests that this force is rcacrionless when producing its forward

thrust—that is, it produces ics forward thrust without any back-directed

recoil, He is in effect suggesting that it violates Newton’s third law of

motion—that every action should produce an equal and opposite reac-

tion, Dr. Patrick Cornule, who repeated Brown’s high-voltage pendu-

lum experiment, came to the similar conclusion that Newton’s third law

of motion was indeed violated (sec chapter 12}.

On October 28, 1928, just prior to receiving his patent, Townsend

submitted to the physics journal Physical Review a paper tided

“Tapping Cosmic Energy,” which described his gravitator experiments.
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Figure 1.6. A gravitator configured within jn evacuated envelops reproduced

from Brown's paten!. in this version, the negative electrode or cathode (left}

is heated to incandescence, thereby encouraging the thermionic emission of

electrons , whereas the positive eiectrode or anode fright) is cooled by circulat-

ing air or water. This configuration mimics many of the design features of an

X-ray tube for Coolidge tube j, hhe the ones that Brown used when he first

observed the eiectrograritic phenomenon, fBrown, 19ZS)

Unfortunately, the journal rejected his paper, apparently because of its

unconventional nature. For one thing, his ideas challenged Einstein’s

theory of gravitation, which had by then become staunchly accepted by

the physics community, One year later. Brown published a less technical

version of his findings in Science and Invention Magazine" and suc-

ceeded in impressing a large number of people with his wort,

in 1930 one of Brown’s colleagues wrote about the gravitator to

Colonel Edward Deeds, who was one of Brown’s longtime acquain-

tances. In his letter he wrote, “I have had a number of scientists view

the gravitator and they have all been absolutely amazed at its action,

frankly stating that whereas they sec rhe results and the movements of

the gravitator, it is absolutely unexplainable by any laws of physics that

they know” 10

At that time, Brown had no theory to explain clectrogravity. It

would not be until twenty years later that he sketched out a theory of

sorts, which he made notes about in one of his lab notebooks. But a

theoretical methodology that actually predicted charge-mass coupling

and that could begin to make some sense oot of clcctrogravities in a

uni tied- field-theory context did not begin to emerge until the late 1970 s

with the development of subquantum kinetics,
1 l-i;i

It is useful to review

a bit about this theory here, as itw’ill help us interpret the novel results

t h at Brown was getti ng,
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Subquantum kinetics offers an explanation for gravity that is -sub-

stantially different from Einstein's relativity theory. Whereas general

relativity postulates that masses exert an attractive gravitational force

on other bodies by warping the space-time dimensional fabric around

themselves, subquantum kinetics proposes thar masses have no such

effect on the geometry of space or time , Subquantum kinetics assumes

that space is geometrically flat, or Euclidean; hence. It conforms to the

geometrical rules most everyone learns in high school math class. It

predicts that a mass creates a classical gravity potential field and that

a gradient in such a field exerts a force on a remote body by affecting

how that body's constituent subatomic particles regenerate their physi-

cal form. {Details of how potential fields are generated and how they

accelerate material particles through form regeneration are further dis-

cussed in chapter 4.)

Sub-quantum kinetics also differs from general relativity in its pre-

diction of gravitational field polarity. According to general relativity,

masses only attract other masses, never repel them. Although Einstein

did introduce the notion of a matter-repelling effect whose magnitude

he symbolically represented by a quantity called the cosmological con-

stant, this was not part of his general relativity theory, but was an ad

hoc correction factor added to his field equations so that they would

not predict a universe that was spontaneously contracting due to self-

gravitation.

Einstein had attempted to expand his relativity theory to encom-

pass hath electromagnetism and gravitation, hut he was unsuccessful.

Relativity was unable to predict any connection between charge polar-

ity and gravitational field polarity.

Sub-quantum kinetics, on the other hand, predicts that gravity-

should have two polarities. It permits the creation of either a matter-

attracting gravity potential well or a matter-repelling gravity potential

hill and predicts chat these two gravity polarities should be directly cor-

related with electric charge polarity. That is, positively charged par-

ticles such as protons would generate gravity wells, whereas negatively

charged particles such as electrons would generate gravity hills, When

protons and electrons combine to compose electrically neutral atoms,

the gravitational polarities of the protons and electrons for the most
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part wuuld neutralize one another. Hcwtpcr, because a proton."* gravity

well is theorized id marginally exceed an electron's gravity’ hilL, elec-

trically neutral matter would produce a unal], residual matte r- attract-

ing gravity potential well, thereby general mi; (lie gravity we commonly

experience nulling us to Eiarth.

Subtenant urn kinetics predicts shat a masrer-rericllrng gravity paten-

riaJ hi SI shouJd form on I be ncgativdv charged Hide at a capacitor and

that a matter- attracting gravity potential well (arms on the positively

.harped, stele. The intervening gravity potential gradient would produce

u gravEraiicmaj force an the capacitor** massive dielectric that would

act Eti pull it irr the direction of rbe positive!v charged plate \ Figure J.T

The more prominent the gravity hdl and well, the sleeper the gravity

pncentiaJ gradient and, the stronger tin- produced gravitational thrust.

While this I once was present, the ca piicitor would behave as 1 1 it was

being rugged forward bv a very strong gravitational field emanating

From an invisible planetary mass si runted abend of its positive pole and

as if it was being pushed forward hv in equalh -trong repulsive gravi-

tational force emanating from he hind tts negative pule, it the capacitor

Was placed with its positive pole facing up and was cncrgi/ed such that

it generated a sufficiently steep Vertical gravity gradient, theoretically

tlie downward pull oi gravin' could he entirely overcome. lE'or a more

detailed maitliernatical analysis of how this dec tropra Vine iorcc might

be quantdied- see the lext box on page.- 13—16.1

At present there is no easy way lo check the prediction ridF an indi-

vidual electron, might have negative gravitational mass because any

matter -rtp tiling gravitational force it might produce would be greatly

I'jlj kilovolts

Figure J.7. The etcctni-j*raxitiiltorul

force cffeci noraidvnd fy
1 rharpng a

cnpciatii r hi j high pit

,
J
J
. LdYjoXT*. © l9H4f
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L-vrrpawcred hv srs electrostatic fort;? interactioni wilt surrounding

matter. That is, no one has Sound a wav to screen out these eJectm-

it.itsc forces sufficiently to allow an accurate measurement of a single

particle’s gravitational mass. However, when large numbers of electrons

and protons are differentially accumulated. as al tht opposite poles of

a charged capacitor, the cumulative effect of the negative gravitational

potentials of the electrons appears to fit great enough to produce an

iirbservahlL macroscopic force. That lorce is the clectrogjovitic etleci

that Brown observed.

Quirt I lying the ESectrogrjvltie E fleet

^ubaLOinfrun emeries, then, predicts Lh’ot a charged tiotry shod d ctsner

:.te a graviTatior:i mass ny that scales d reedy with the rn:igp tude of

ls electrical charge. Their proportional equivalence is expressed by 'me

falJuwing e'c-ttrograviiic coupling relation:

"gravitational mast-] nforoRna*^ L ~o [electric charge]

r with symbols;

cii

~hus, a body that fins a fcuKold increase m p Motive c lecLrit charge

thou •] produce a fourfi .1 greare r positive ^avitationa'i mm. Alto n

fourf-.d Increase in negar re elecin: charge sho-.. d produce a fourfold-

greater negative i mass reoell ngigrev tataonal mass Moreover, because

etc etne ena rgo cobles i- q. rhe r a positive or n egasive p e&a ri:v, ± q gravi

TsUunal mass wculd amHariy be fnduced in either of two polarities co'

related with the charge polarity

The some electrbgraviHc rule !’,old s w.oer expressed in terms of elec-

trie charge density, p. ,
and gravitat tmal mass dwjsfly p quant ties thaL

rtfsr to the amouriL of charge or gravitational mass per un i volume.

Their Dropo rtiooal equivalence is expressed as.

[gravirarjr..ol mass density] is phokf pc*m_ rofalecmc cnarge denary!

rwsth symbols’.
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Wo may also express this charge -mass correspondence m terms of

energy potentials or to use another pH -ase, in terms erf r^eld potentials,

ftsrexnmp e, .a positively charged body that is characierized by a posi

five charge density. p L
.. woJc create a positive e'ecLn-: pasentiaJ w.tb n

tsc-lf T-iis elevated ptnenljal wadd creole an e cctnc pater tid Fis :d

.

(cj. disc #ould appear as sr electnii; potential hill ha^irs i£& maxi

mum cjE-ni.ErEd on the Chargr-Li body and j magnitude that progressively

declined * : rh in ere asm? radial durance from [hat body The oarer

theucal express on, [rj
H
indicates Lhac the fieb magr Ltde varies with

distance r.

Ai noted in- relation 1. a body hav-ng a posiuvE electric charge density

Mould produce a proportionate pcs rive gravitational mass density, Jv,

that Mould supplement 'ts irhencr.t natural mass density. This in turn

Mould create a proportional negative grev ty pntertial within the bod .

supplementing its naturally produced negative gravity potent al. ^hich

n turn Mould generate ar. extended gravity potential field -Cf'liW- Tnis

gravity field wou d be configured as a gravity potent a I well centered on

the charged body, > cs grav-ty potential progressive^ nsirg rc more posi

ti've values w :

tr ineneas-ng radial distance r from tha: bedy.

n die case of a negative charge density ih-ese title pol-aritic = won 1 a

ac reversed, resultir? m an eletTric potential well centered tan tbe body

ili at in sum wou d p reduce a yravicy potential nil. Nose that when

speak ng of gravity fields, v/nat me term ' nositive mas; by longer

lion is nne that produces s matter attraedns gravity potential well n

the case of electric charge, or the other kind, by mnventiDti n posi rive

charge would produce a positive electric potential hll

The olectrograv tic reJatians presented in fl) anc (2) may oe

expressed in terms of f p|d potentials as
-

r gravity poientraf] is fso^ok-onal to [negative elcctnt potenualj

or w'th symbols:

Hence, an electric potential field gradiem sscendini; between cne

uositive and negative p aLes erf a capac-ror would produce a eroper-

bomaS gravity patented held gradient: of opposite sign across the caoati

tor's intervening dielectric: recall figure 1,5.
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Also, Newton's second aw tells us tbit a gravity potential field will

generate a forcE on a body that n proportional Lo Che magnitude- of

Lhe field gradiert mu Uolie-d by Lno body's mertial mtur. Tnis may be

expressed mathematically by the equation.:

F^r^-Gm,^^ (4)

wnEre F.-irJ is the gravitational forcE acting or a body. G is che graviia

tiona' constant, . t the nertia mass of the afrectcd body. and is

the ocal gravity potential gradient that is some-times alternaciveCy sym •

bohzeo as grad t|^f,
r
’i. T '-e hold type on the force and grsd -:-nt symbols

noicntes thst Lhey arc vector quantities havirE. direction is well as mag

nitude. Basically th-s equation states that the iLeeper Lhe gravity Field

gradient, diE greater the produced force, as was mentioned ear ie" n

lonnect an with figure ‘ ,7, Or. alternatively, Lhe- greater the magnitude

f VijJr). the gn?aier ihe produced force.

The quantity - GVip
E
(r} in eduauon 4 s termed The gruvitutfavTOi atoe/-

eroUtii' and Is sometimes symbolized as gfr). Thus equation 4 nsy be

rewritten to yield the more condensed expression for gravitabonal

force: Fjl'r] = FHagfr). Often the magnitude of a gravitation al accelerat

ng force is measured ir terms of "g's," cr multiples of Earth’s gra vita

lion n acceleration pulling us toward Earth. wnich at Earth's surface has

a va ue of about 9 GO cm s- Tl
-
is shau d not be confused with the ner

tial g" symbol winch quantifies the magnitude c-
; amponanical aces'

eratmE force eJGJor erced by a ,et pitot or rocket astronaut as i
r-ETtial

force resistir e. accek-ration. Thus, an decErogravitic acceleration dJ 10

g’s would signify a gravitational acre I e.rati0n '-an times that orod.ee d

naturally at Earth's surface Depending or the polarity and orientation

of the applied eiectmc field, this artificially induced gravitational accel

arm cm. may be engineered ether to supplement cr to counter that

produced by Earth’s fic'd

Equation 4 may be combined wdi prcparUara icy rditian ,3 to

Express the gravitational force F
;
acting on a body (or dielectric} n

terms o J
the p r-oduct of tr e i neru a! mass m a I th at b ody ;

or d ieleclric)

and the voltage E r adienL, that spans, t

Fjjft
= k Wfe (r> (5)
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1 hi cpfEtnnt k added m l-^rc ce an GypEnirtnially determ nee GiDC-

rrog'avmc proportionality torsLart rh-ni quaotHie- the chare? -so mass

:oup!ir^ rtlitidRshiv' l-lj^e^ul
y future- Eyperimentaticin will c-rG vi de r>

iralne far this cortSuiL EcunGon- 5, then, rTrathEmMiailly Enp-rEssu: tne

Eiectrici1 'nduLtiar of ^ jrayouonil rrree

1.4 ELECTROGR AVITIC MOTORS

In Ins J' J2^ British patent, Brown also introduced his invention of a

gravitaiDF motor This involved ,i scries of gjavitator cells arranged in

a ilrdc 'Figure l.JFK By ensuring thal the -.dls were spaced sufficiently

tar apart from one another anil thai the spacing medium was- less sic use

than [he diefrclnc medium wrrhni each cdl, the cells would collect! yd y

Lencrate unbalanced force* and hence produce nutation, He noted rliai

this motor may cither be “independent! 1 ' excited,
11

rhat is, run hv jo

externa! source of electric power, or he ''selt-cxcited,' rhar lh, energized

From electric power that it generates itself.

A later version ljI his gravitate r motor was described an l \ par-

ent t, £174.4 9^ filed in February 1 930 and which was issued to Brown

in September 1^34. This used a rotor: made from] alternating sectors

of marble and varnished win id, separated by copper-plate electrodes

across whrch a high-voltage charge was applied i.sce figure MJj. !n

another variation, hr used alternating sectors of Lead o\jde and paraffin

essentially he alternated a bigh-dcnsirv dicJectric with a low-den-

sity dielectric.

En his 1^29 patent, where he discussed the possibility ot powering

his motor from elec tnc power that the motor itself would produce, he

Figure f.i'. A gTiii'iLitvT motor composed

nf grm'iKtlor cell* jl f positioned attmtid the

cj muiifm' rit f • ,! e whee < H n turn
,
1 YJ H i
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pointed out that the electric power output generated by the motor could

tar exceed the electric input needed to run it. He stated i

Hera it will be underload that the energy created by the operation of

the motor may at times he vastly In excess nf the energy required to

operate the motor. in soma Instances the ratio may he even as high as

a million tn one. ... In said self-excited motors the energy necessary

to overcome the friction or other resistance In the physical structure

of the apparatus, and even tea accelerate the motors against such resis-

tance is believed to he derived solely from rhe gravitational field or the

energy of gravitation .- 11

In effect. Brown boldly states that has motor is a perpctuuim mobile.

There is a question as to whether be was overstating this motor’s over-

unity capability, for he mates no reference co experimental data, Also,

there is no evidence of anyone having reproduced this design and hav-

ing obtained such, high electrical or mechanical outputs, Nevertheless,

such a blatant violation of the first I aw of thermodynamics in principle

is possible in cases in which a gravitational field is made to follow a

circular path, as in Brown's gravitator motor. That is, because the

gravitators mounted on the wheel’s periphery would generate a cir-

cumferentially oriented gravity field and carry this field along as chc

wheel turns, regardless of the wheel’s position, the induced gravity

field would always cause further rotation. In effect, the wheel would

rotate in a state of circular free fall. Just as a mass is able to fall for-

ever in an infinitely deep pie, so too would this rotor be able to turn

indefinitely without reaching the end of its potential energy supply, A

I

the while, power could he extracted from the wheel’s shaft at no cost,

save that needed to power the gravitators.

Figure 1.3. A rotor component for an electrostatic

motor built ami patented by Thomas Townsend

Brown that used dielectric sectors of alternating high

and low density, {Brown, 1 930)

\
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Suc!h vortical gravity tie-ids arc rarely observed in nature, because

Earth's field is for the most part directed, radially with respect to Earth’s

center. However, there may be marginal exceptions to this rule, as is

the case in the vicinity of Argostol i Bay, on the island of Cepha Ionia,

located off the northwest coast of Greece. Several kilometers northwest

of the coastal town of A rgostol i, there is a place where water from the

bay flows inland, runs downhill from sea levels and, after a few hun-

dred meters, disappears into a fissure in the rock, To find where this

water goes, Austrian geologists added 3-50 pounds of a tracer dye to

this inflow and, using sensitive equipment, two weeks later detected

this same dye on the other side of the island fourteen kilometers to the

east in a spring issuing from a subterranean cavern. Curiously, the water

in this cavern is situated several meters above sea level and eventually

flowrs downhill emptying back into the bay. Thus, the water makes

a complete circle! One hundred years ago, local residents fashioned a

channel for this inflowing water and built a waterwheel to harness its

energy to produce electric power (sec figure 1.10),

What causes water on the western side of this bay to flow downhill,

below' sea level, and then flow uphill toward the eastern side, returning

once again to the bay? Some have suggested that geothermal, subterra-

nean hydrostatic pressures may be responsible for siphoning the water

upward. Because of the existence of several other unusual phenomena in

the region, the Greek physicist Panagiotis Pappas believes that a gravi-

tational field anomaly may instead be responsible. For one thing, the

water flow in Argostoli Bay changes its direction about every quarter

of an hour. This is most easily seen from the vantage point of the one-

kilometer- long bridge that spans the shallow southern end of the bay.

There, one can sec water flowing briskly under the bridge and passing

through its arches at speeds of up to one meter per second, but after

some minutes it slows to a stop, reverses, and begins to pick up speed

in the opposite direction, This effect is not at all related to lunar tides,

which occur on a much longer, twelve-hour cycle.

Across the hay from Argostoli, near the village of Loukouri, lies

a huge boulder that for many years was observed to very slowly sway-

back and forth, Because of its motion it came to he called Kounopctra,

meaning ""rocking rock,
11

If a sheet of paper was placed under one end of
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Figure t.lff. Waterwheel

ew Cephaltmia JsJ<r?rd

tut ilt aver j sluiceway to

generate electricity from

infimumg wafer. The water

Seiet drops about 2 meters

betelW sea iei-el by ihe time If

reaches tbs waterwheel ntui

thereafter drops seivmi more

meters before entering a

fissure, i rhotu b\ the author)

rhi 5 rock , some time later we would find that the sheet was taught undcF

rile rock and could noi he removed. Laser still, however. The rock’s ceri-

rer of gravitv would shift and once again the paper could be removed.

Perhaps the houidcr’s slow rocking, the gradual change in warer-flow

direction in the adjoining hay, and rhe gravitational anomaly respon-

sible for propelling the subterranean flaw of seawater uphill 10 its spring

outlet alj arise from the same cause— a vortical instability in the local

gravitational lield ihsi causes motion tangential to Earth's surface. If

su, the waterwheel at Argostoli mav have been The first gravitational

perpetual-motion machine built in modern times.

1,5 BROWN'S GRAV1TO- ELECTRIC DISCOVERIES

Brown kept a sharp eye on the daily operation of his elcetrogravitic

motor, In the course of his studies, he found Lhat the rate of rotation

of his motor w-* not constant? it varied depending on the time of day.

Further observation revealed that its torque rose and fell according to
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tin." lunar .md solar cycles . A diurnal sidereal cvclc was abiii present in

which tit gravittc torque changed as a ncsult of the Earth's rolanon

relative E-n 3 iixed point m spate lying in ihc general diirec t ion. of the

galactic center. He observed si mi|ar cyclic influences in his gravLtator

pcnd'jlum experiments in which she total duration oE the pendulum's

OPVcIapcd impulse was seen to vary with cosmic conditions, such jjj the

pendulum s alignment with the sun and moon aL times of conjunction

or opposition. Ruling out factors uch Jr- changes in temperature and

supplied voltage, he concluded that i he impulse was governed solely by

rhe condition of Lhc ambient gravity field potential. He foonJ shat any

number of different kinds of gravitarnrs. operating simnltaneously ni

very different voltage 1-. re era led the same impulse duration at any given

instam and underwent equal variations over extended periods af time.

The cause of these variations greatly intrigued him and became a locus

of Ins gravity research throughout his life.

In t'i'iO., Brown left Swa?ey ObservatUry and began working at the

Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C .. as a specialist m raui-

arion, field phvsics, and spcctro-scopy. From 1^31 to rhe Nival

Research Laboratory placed him in charge ol a project ^v-Jiosc staved

purpose was to investigate certain unusual 'VEectnc” ellects found in

fluids and in massive h,igh-K dielectrics. Drown found that such mas-

sive high- K dielectrics exhibited the strongest electrograyiric coupling.

Again* he found thaL rhe magnitude of the electrogravTtic thru si varied

with the rime of day.

Explaining che Dielectric Conctjnt, K

Often Lhe permittivity of a ciGioctr : o expressed fn terms afih&'dii Me-

tric constant K of the material. winch is ’.he --atio o :
Its permittivity to

th : pcrmiL’.iyiryo'c T.piy spa :e = B.95* IQ' 1 fend* par mete r. that

s. K = e/t-.. So f two cipscice^ are lonroaredi do.i havng a dielectric

Detweer its eicnrodis with 1 te--.f>’d higher K value a id it both capaci

ton ar-: charged *.c- the same voltage, the cjpaoior with the h(gher Y

dielectric wdl be sb.4 to sLore tc-i ' times it rmich elear-: charge. K

values ran rann;; From near unity, such as the vsl je for air. io n n r
-i than

2C.CQ0 fer :er[:nr. csrlmic compounds. Whan Eirowri was cooduct-
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n£ !tl first lasts, he usec lead mQmyajde ns a cbElectric i"cr on= if his

gravitatura which has a K oi 2£. ceramic eompou r-d =
. 5'_«-_h :s

siriurn iiianate, not only :sn have a very high dit-lerihc constant, mr
ng fr cim 2,COO to 50.C00 K. but they also happen ro dg quite heavy

f^ore recently, a ceramic compound called airiUm zirconium trtanatE

[also known as 3ZT |. which also it ouitc massive has been :ourd to

mve a oiel-attnc constant of 23.000*.

Bmwn consmioicd expensiv e recording instruments. some ot winch

resembled the electrostatically erveqgized multrsegmemcd rotur hr had

developed in the 192(h hut which used massive dielectrics with much

higher K values. Hl called these sidtTEnl clectTotficten. For several

'. cars, he Look continuous readings with them under carefully controlled

•. inJiuons, kvc-pir." vuJt.igc ami ti-ir.tvr.in. i f ci rsr.ir.: .me shicldiiig his

units from magnetic and electrostatic fields in rhe environment. His

sidereal electrometer rmor m js topically II inches in diameter and was

suspended from "Eh center by a tbiir wire thar allowed it to rotate under

torque in a horizontal] urieni.ition. A sequencer applied I t,Q[J<] volts for

thirty seconds across the nuror scgmcnss v causing the rotor hi turn by

several degrees. The power was then shur oEt lor three minutes to allow

flic rotor to return to it'- relaxed, un torqueJ position. The cycle wnu3d

then repeat. The rotor’s energized and related angular positions were

automatically recorded un a slowly advancing papcF strip, and later the

trends were statistically processed ici check for possible cyclic correla-

tions. In 1973, Drown wrote the following about hi findings:

Then.1 werG pronounced carrel.iLionv wh main Solar rime. sidL-raai

Lime and lunar haur inghi. This seamed to prove heyand a doubt that

LJui Lhrust m the "grivi tarots” varied with time- in .1 way that ralatifd

Lit solar and lunar tidies and a sidereal correlate m of unknown nrigin.

Thow- autumn L'c records, acquired in sn many dilferimt locations over

such a long period! t»f lime.. appear in indicate rliar the elsctrogTHvine

coupling ls subject loan ExtraterrestrijJ factory possibly related to ihu

universal grav itntitmaJ pomntsipo or some otfter (as yeri unidentified

cosmic sa halite. 1
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En addition, Brown’s Naval Research Laboratory investigations

unexpectedly revealed that the electric resistivities of certain high-

density dielectrics also undergo cyclic changes correlated with solar and

sidereal time. He devised a resistance- sensing device that was able to

measure these changes. Unlike his sidereal electrometer, it had no mov-

ing parts. He made observations with these two types of detectors, both

in Washington and at sea on the Navy- Princeton International Gravity

Expedition to the West Indies conducted, on board the U,S. submarine

5 -48, Interestingly, Admiral Hyman Kickover, who was then a lieuten-

ant, served as the executive officer [second in command) for this expe-

dition. Brown’s laboratory findings were summarized in a study titled

“Anomalous Behavior of Massive High-K Dielectrics,” which, it seems,

has yet to be declassified, A Freedom of Information Act request was

made to the Naval Research Laboratory in May 1995 to retrieve a copy

of this document. However, the response came back that the library had

no record of it. Hither they did not do a thorough search or :it was relo-

cated and its existence and whereabouts are presently classified.

The results of these graviro-clcctric measurements were so encour-

aging that in 1937 a decision was made to extend the investigation

and to establish another naval field station some distance west of

Washington. Measuring equipment was set up in a constant- tempera-

ture vault in the basement of Brown’s home in Zanesville, with provi-

sions made for automation of the data-reconding process. These new

measurements confirmed the Naval Research Laboratory findings. The

field station was moved the next year to the University of Pennsylvania,

in Philadelphia, The investigation was interrupted during World War

El hut was resumed again from 1944 to 1949 in California, at Laguna

Beach and Los Angeles. The project was sponsored by the Townsend

Brown Foundation, a scientific research organization, established by

Brown’s parents in the mid-1 920s.

I n a letter he wrote in 19£S to che researcher Thomas Turman, Brown

commented about che observed variations in elect rogravicic force!

There are a number of mysteries concerning the nature nf the jelecrm-

gravLtic[ force, largely the variations which it undergnes. There appear

to be at least t h ree sem i-diumal cycles:
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I ; ri*Lj tjnjj, in mean solar firra.1 (with maxima nt 4 AM ard 4 PM|

2, rotating In lunar hour angle with maxima approximately 1 hours attar

the upper and lower meridian transit of the moon, and

V' relating in sidereal lime with a sharp peak at J 6h S.X [Greenwich

sidereal timu| and a minor maximum at 4h li.T. The reasons for these

variations as well as the reasons tor the almnir continuous secular

variations |are| completely unknown. 1,1

At ssx’iecn hours Greenwich sidereal time, tbr western end of the

Scorpios constellation was reaching its zensrh. a shy position lying

within 15 degrees of the galactic center. Consequently, Brown theorized

that the sidereal effect he was observing was due to some kind of radia-

tion emanating from the center oJ oilr galaxy. He concluded that these

“sidereal rays' were not electromagnetic in nature and did not resemble

cosmic rays. They had no known ionizing power, were not disturbed by

Figure JJJ. Thomas Townsend Brown m bis underground

gmvitc-eiectric monitoring station at Ins home in Zanesville,

Olno. \Ffroto courtesy of the Townsend Brown Family and

Qu alight, LlL-C.. 19.1"}
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Earth's magnetic fidd
h
and were highly penetrating. He eventually came

to feel that they muse be high-frequency gravLtational waves.

Brown resumed hi? sidereal measurements- in 1970 from an isolated

sice on Catalina, an island situated off the coast of Southern California.

Around this time, he discovered a new correlated effect. He found that

certain materials, including massive high- EC ceramic dielectrics, certain

kinds of resistors, complex silicates, and natural igneous rocks and

clays, spontaneously generate DC electric potentials, wit h some materi-

als producing as much as 0.7 volt. Moreover, he found that this gener-

ated DC potential varied from hour to hour and from day to day in

much the same way as the resistance variations he had observed in the

Naval Research Laboratory experiments, 1

In a paper about his find-

ings, he commented t

It has hc-vr. found that certain basaltic and granitic rocks exhibit a

self-potential which undergoes large cyclic variation not related to

temperature, pressure, humidify or other local variables. Long-time

monitoring has revealed perinds of the year when the self-potential

correlates consistently with sidereal time, reaching maximum and

minimum values vectoring on the Calactic center (17h 43m RA). At

other rimes, solar cycles predominate md [the
|
sidereal component

disappears. Even so, a circadian pattern nearly always exists which

cannot he correlated with ambient laboratory conditions. Hence, it is

of interest not so much that a self-potential exists, hut that it varies

with a cosmic pattern. 11

Brown's discovery that these variations were registered on two dif-

ferent kinds of detectors helped to support his hypothesis that the side-

tea I effect was due to an energy flux, as opposed to simply a potential

gradient. Whatever it was, this phenomenon apparently had the ability

to input electric energy into certain dielectric materials, substances that

he named petrovattaics. Because his measurements indicated that this

flux could penetrate even to subterranean vaults, be concluded chat it

mighc be reasonably identified with high-frequency gravity wave radia-

tion. He found that, in addition to their DC voltage, petrovoltaics also

generate alternating current (AC) electric noise, spanning a broad radio
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frequency bind. He theorized chut this AC component may arise from

cosmic gravity waves that constantly pass through the substance and

impart some of their energy to it, He speculated that the rock might act

as a rectifier, converting a portion of these energy fluctuations into DC
potential.

If electric energy is spontaneously generated in petrovoltaics, it is

reasonable to expect chat they would also be evolving heat, In fact,

in the 1920s, the American inventor and industrialist Charles Brush

took measurements on petrovoltaics and demonstrated that they spon-

taneously gave off heat even though they were not radioactive.-* He

reported his findings in a Physical Review paper titled “Retardation of

Gravitational Acceleration and the Spontaneous Evolution of Heat in

Complex Silicates, Lavas, and Clays." His calorimetric results were sub-

sequently confirmed by Dr. Elmer Harrington, of tbc National Bureau

of Standards. - ' 1

Probably because it was not well understood, the phe-

nomenon received little attention from the scientific community. If such

heat evolution indeed exists, it is reasonable to speculate that a substan-

tia] portion of the geothermal flux originating from the Earth’s crust

arises in this fashion,

In 1974, Brown set up his automated recording equipment at the

Halrakala Observatory on Maui for high-altitude observations (10,000

feet}, and in 1975 he moved his laboratory to an underground vault at

the University of Hawaii in Honolulu. Later, he also took measurements

at the bottom of a 3 00 -foot mine shaft in Berkeley, California. His col-

lection of measuring instruments now included a sidereal electrome-

ter, a dielectric resistance sensor, a petrovoltaic self- potential detector,

and a “ K-wave” detector. All the instruments registered variations that

showed sidereal correlations, In this way, he established that this side-

real phenomenon influenced clectrogravitic coupling in a bidirectional

fashion. It affected both the electrogravitic conversion of electrostatic

potential into gravitational force and the gravito-eiectric conversion of

gravitational wave energy into electric power.

Brown’s K-wave detector could measure very small changes in a

capacitor’s dielectric constant, thereby monitoring small changes in

the local electric permittivity of space—the ability of space to store

electric charge. A capacitor’s electric permittivity

—

B— is equal to
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its dielectric constant K times Ejh the electric permittivity of matter-

free space, that is, a = The- K-wave detector registered changes

believed to be caused by slight variations in 6^,. Drown felt that long-

term changes in £,> could account for historical variations in the mea-

sured value of the speed of light.

The circuits Brown used for the K-wave detector and the dielectric

resistance detector are shown in figure t.12. Another version of his K-

wave detector used a spent nickel-cadmium battery cell in place of a

high-K capacitor. Figure 1.13 presents portions of a nine-day strip chart

recording the voltage I in millivolts) spontaneously generated by a piece

of Koolau basalt in August t97B. _l The voltage varied cyclically with

time of day and reached a maximum at times when the galactic center

reached the Kcnith. Eie also found that detectors separated by distances

of up to eighty kilometers occasionally registered concurrent events, or

“bursts,” indicating that they had been triggered by a common external

source.’ 2

1.6 THE PHILADELPHIA EXPERIMENT

Another interesting episode in Brown's career that should he men-

tioned, hut for which documentation is very sparse and contradictory,

concerns his work with the Navy on the Philadelphia Experiment. This

was a highly classified research project reportedly conducted in the

Philadelphia Navy Yard in October 1943 whose alleged objective was

to render a naval vessel invisible both to radar and to rhe naked eye.

Figure S.12 . Bridge circuits that Brawn used for his K-ie,ave defector fa) and for

his dielectric resistance detector ft). \ Taken from entries in Thumns Townsend

Brown's 1974 laboratory notebook)
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1 h c list nt scientisis scud id have wodeed r?n vhc project includes Albert

Einstein, Vannevar Bush. ]ohn van Neumann, and Nikola Tesla. Before

describing this hirtjier, it is Worth re viewing what drown was doing, in

tlic years leading up to Lhe project.

Early m 1933. while working ae the Nava! Research Laboratory

in Washington. D.C.. drown was given temporary leave to nerve is a

physicis i -.-n j geophysical expedition to the i Caribbean sponsored by the

Smith soman. Institute and financed b> businessman Eldridpe Johnson,

cafoundcr ct the Victor Talking Machine Company, which was the

forerunner of RCA. 1
I he Johnson- Smithsonian Expedition, which was

conducted on board Johnson's immense yacht the CjroSitm, involved

mapping the locations ul underwater rifts,

However, there was much more to this cstpciiuion than iu+l iciencc.

While on this crufse. Brown had the I'ppurLnnitv io nu-et Johnson ami

h m* ri.< ^Bcerdfog Stctmiwu, iiiir,
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several of his associates, who included his wealthy business partner Leon

Douglass and the British master spy William 5, Stephenson, who, years

later during World War II, earned the title “hhe man called Intrepid./
1

In his Internet-published biography about Brown, Paul Schatzkin states

that he learned ifrom one of Brown's former dose acquaintances that

Johnson and Douglass were members of Stephenson’s international

intelligence network, and that while on board the Caroline, Brown him-

self became recruited into its ranks.-
1
Schatzkin dubbed this network

the Caroline Group and said that it was to play a significant role in che

course of Brown's life. Much of Schatzkin's inside information came

from an individual he code-named Morgan, who at that time held a

high-ranking position in one of the U.S. intelligence agencies and in

earlier years had worked closely with Brown.

In the years that followed, Brown held a number of jobs. One par-

ticularly worth mentioning is his assignment in 1933 to serve as an assis-

tant engineering officer on the maiden voyage of the USS Nashville. On
its return trip from Europe, this ship ferried across the Atlantic 550

million in gold bullion that was being transferred from the Bank of

England to the Chase Manhattan Bank in New York. While Brown

was on chat voyage, an eJcctrogravitic research laboratory was estab-

lished tor him at the University of Pennsylvania. Schatzkin wrote that

Johnson was involved in the construction of this laboratory, whose

operation was funded from part of the money that the Nashville was

transferring, 13

In 1939, Brown left the University of Pennsylvania to work as a

material and process engineer with the Glenn Martin Company in

fialti more, an early forerunner of che Lockheed Martin aerospace

corporation. Shortly afterward, in 1 940, the Navy called on him to

head up a “mine sweeping research and development project” under

the Bureau of Ships in Washington, D.C, William Moore wrote that

Brown directed a staff of fifteen Ph.D.'s and was allotted a research

budget of nearly $50 million for the project. M One might suspect that

the funding money came from the very same stash that had been trans-

ferred to the Chase Manhattan two years earlier. This was a significant

sum of money, about S percent of the U.S. Navy’s 1940 budget! Wc ate

left to speculate whether the Caroline Group was somehow involved.
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Whatever the ease, this project must have been very important, and one

wonders whether it was dealing with just “mine sweeping.”

Following the attach on Peart Harbor and the beginning of

America’s direct involvement in World War II, Brown was assigned to

the Naval Operating Base in Norfolk, Virginia, as officer in charge of

the Atlantic Fleet Radar Materiel School and Gyro-Compass School, In

the summer of 1942, he was assigned to return hr Philadelphia to disas-

semble the scientific equipment kept at his laboratory at the University

of Pen nsylvania and ship it to Norfolk. He continued his work there, at

the Atlantic Fleet Radar School, until retiring from the Navy near the

end of 1943,

From a brief entry Brown made in one of his autobiographies, we

find that after his assignment hr the Bureau of Ships in Washington,

D.C,, and before his assignment to the Atlantic Fleet Radar School, he

was assigned to the Philadelphia Navy Yard as an assistant machinery

superintendent for “outfitting new ships.
11

In the autobiography, Brown

wrote:

My activities during the war were largely as follows*

1. Acoustic and Magnetic Mine Sweeping (Offioet-m-Charge) Bureau of

Ships,, Washington, D.C.

2. Assistant Machinery Superintendent ^outfitting new ships! Philadel-

phia Navy Yard

3 . Naval Research La horatory-Etadr r Refresher

4. Atlantic Fleet Radar School [Commanding Officer) Naval Operating

Base, Norfolk, VA. Advanced teaching and writing of textbooks. Of-

ficer and librarian.17

Curiously, the navy yard assignment as well as his “radar refresher
1 '

assignment at the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington arc omit-

ted in other biographies of Brown, His autobiography does not give

dates for these assignments. However, his biography in Who's Who in

American Science lists him as finishing his work at the- Bureau of Ships

in 1941 Also, Moore's article lists Brown as beginning his work at the

radar school shortly after the December 1941 bombing of Pearl Harbor,

hence in I942.
:,

‘ His assignment to the Philadelphia Navy Yard, then.
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would likely have teen somccLmc during 1941, This would have placed

him in the very location where the USS EldriJge 1>E 173 destroyer

escort is said to have been outfitted in preparation for the Philadelphia

Experiment and where the invisibility experiment was alleged to have

been conducted in October 1943, Considering Brown’s technical caliber

as a research scientist, without further information one is left to wonder

whether the nautical machinery chat he was in charge of out fitting at

the Philadelphia Navy Yard might have been equipment for a research

experiment to be conducted aboard a ship, lending credence to claims

that he had worked on the Philadelphia Experiment,

Later in his life. Brown was privately ashed by family friend and busi-

ness associate josh Reynolds about his involvement in the Philadelphia

Experiment. Brown answered that he “was not permitted to talk about

that part of his work”; however, he did comment that “much of what

has been written about the project is grossly exaggerated/' lL Here, he

was probably referring to claims some have made that the ship had been

made to travel through time or that it had teleported itself to Norfolk

Harbor, where it was alleged to have reappeared for a few minutes

before disappearing and reappearing once again in the Philadelphia

Navy Yard. Yet the fact that he did not flatly deny his involvement in

the project leads one to suspect that the rumors of his involvement arc

true,

Moore, coauthor of the book The Philadelphia Experiment* once

asked Brown to edit a rough draft of an article he was writing on Brown’s

life, Moore had planted a paragraph describing a series of experiments,

sponsored by the Navy, that were based on the effects and equipment

later associated with the Philadelphia Experiment, He had done this

intentionally to see Brown’s reaction. Although Brown made other cor-

reccions and notes for changes to the manuscript, he allowed the entire

test paragraph on the Philadelphia Experiment to remain intact. Thus,

we are left to conjecture that tales of the existence of this project may

be true and that Brown had somehow been involved in this project,

although what his involvement was is open to speculation.

In their book The Philadelphia Experiment, Moore and Charles

Berlitz cite letters attributed to a former sailor, Carlos Allcnde (a.k.a.

Carl Allen J, that suggest that the USS EIdridge was made invisible on
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October 28, 194.3> when it enveloped itself in a very strong magnetic

field,
-,] They said a large1 amount of electric power from onboard gen-

erators was used to resonantly excioe large degaussing coils chat were

wrapped around tbc inside of the ship's steel hull. The resonant excita-

tion would have set up a pulsating magnetic field, turning the ship into

a giant electromagnet. This intense field was said to make chc ship invis-

ible both to radar and by sight I

According to .Aliende, the crew of the ship experienced physical and

mental side effects so horrendous that the project was immediately ter-

minated, He alleged that most of the crew were found to be violently

sick after the field had been shut off, some were missing, and some had

gone crazy. Most unusual, five men were found fused to the metal of

the ship’s structure, some crew members being stuck in steel bulkheads,

others within the ship's deck, and another with the ship’s railing stuck

through his body. Aliende also claimed that for a period of time, rang-

ing from minutes to, in some cases, months, men would spontaneously

become invisible and unable to move, speak, or interact with other

people. Such people were said to have become “caught in the Flow
1
' or

“stuck in a freeze,” Depending on the duration of the mishap, recovered

victims were said to be left with symptoms ranging from psychological

trauma to insanity, Aliende maintained that those who lived were dis-

charged from the Navy as “mentally unfit
1

' for duty regardless of their

condition.

Although it is difficult to sort out fact from fiction when trying to

understand what had been done in the Philadelphia Experiment, labo-

ratory research has shown that a metal object can be made radar invis-

ible by high-intensity magnetic fields. At the 1994 Tesla Symposium

in Colorado Springs, K, Corum, j. Corum, and J, Daum described an

experiment in which they wound a high-amperage coil around a 2-inch-

thick, 14-inch-diamctcr steel torus,
13 They found that when the coll

was electrified with a sudden surge of current of several thousand amps

or mote discharged from a large high-voltage capacitor, the high-gauss

magnetic field produced around the torus caused a fivefold reduction in

radar reflection from the steel core, Some term this the Corum-Daum

effect. The production of optical invisibility, however, has yet to be

reported by scientists working outside of the classified world.
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F.lectrcunagnElie wave Experiments con tsucred by the independent

researcher John Hutchison lend some credibility rn the report rhar bail-

ors had been luund iu&ei with :hc vessel’s metal structure. Beginning in

3 979r Hutchison experimented wirh high-voltage, h igh-trcqilency longi-

i li lima I wave emissions similar to those Tesla was producing. Employing

a Van it Graatt generator and. two or more Tesla coils, he was able to

create wave interference zones in which a number of strange phenomena

were observed.. These included the fusion of dissimilar materials such as

Wood and met.il. cold liquefaction or fragmentation of metal, invisibsl-

iry, and levitation. Examples of meial splitting and fusion of dis similar

materials are shown in figures 1.34 and 1.15. Fn eEic fusion phenomenon,

rite substances do not dissociate^ they retain their individual composi-

rions. A piece of wood, for example, could sink <nto a metal kit v, irh

neither the wood nor the bar coming apart.

Interestingly, Brown's work on magnetic mineswceping would have

made him a prime candidate for work on this version of the Philadelphia

Experiment. In his autobiography, he describes how he had developed

a new technique for blowing up magnetic mines—submerged explosive

devices chat are triggered when a steel-hulled vessel passes over them. A

detector in a mine senses rhe temporary alteration in the Earth's map-

Figuri 1 1.14. Frnfesst.iT Tunas Fjppas t Iffit hnidwg j 1-inck-it‘ide hrjss

bar thil tL'iis split l-
n

l
Use Hulchison Effect, f'ohn ihnyhisor is shoir.*?r

standing hi the right . Fholo cutirlnsy <j
t

' J
1

Pafipus}
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Figure t J j . A si Liiulass-
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l ! l! intensity produced bv she steel hull and detonates rhe mine' 1;

explosive. Brawn had -devised a method of exploding these mines by

floating a loop of degaussing cable on the witer’s surface and passing

30(1 amperes oi current rh rough it, pro-ducing j magnetic field Lliut rng-

gered the mines to explode. The esilt, which typically measured 3.5

inches in diameter, could easily carry a current of several hundred thou-

sand amperes or more. Suds a cable would have been ideal to genera I e

an extremely high- intensity magnetic field around a dip. Jf so. Brown's

work in Washington at the Bureau of Ships and later at rhe Philadelphia

Navy Yard may have involved more than |ust research an magnetic

mincsweeping, The S 5(] mil I inn research project he was heading, which

involved n team of fifteen Ph.D,’s and reportedly had occasional input

from FinstL-in himself, was mast likely directly connected with the fabled

Philadelphia Experiment.

Another, very different, account of the story, presented by Gerry

Vassilatos in his hook Lord Science, claims that the cloaking effect

was instead brought about by enveloping the ship in a very intense

pulsing electrostatic field and makes no mention of magnetic tields.
|:

Vassilatos s account Is not is documented as Moore's, as he gives no

indication of what sources he used for the rather detailed information

he gives. One is left with the impression that portions of his story

have been improvised. Vassslaros writes thar the invisibility effect was

firsr serendipitous ly noticed at a classified military arc-welding facil-

ity that had developed a new spar-welding technique for Fabricating

very Jurahlc armor-plated vessel hulls, The process employed a very
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intense, high-ampcrage discharge supplied from an immense bank of

high-voltage capacitors. When the titanic* lightning-like discharge was

applied to the hull, the resulting shock wave reportedly rocked the entire

welding facility, Vassilatos writes that during the discharge, an optical

blackout region was seen around the arc, and tools left in the vicinity of

the discharge were displaced or found to have vanished. Scientists from

the Naval Research Laboratory who were called in to investigate deter-

mined that the blackout was not a neural retinal bleaching phenomenon

and that the tool disappearance was not due to thermal vaporization.

Something far more exotic was going on, They eventually concluded

that the momentary buildup of high electric field potentials in the vicin-

ity of the arc in some unexplained, manner induced a state of invis-

ibility and even caused local demateriafizaeion of objects. The project

was code-named Project Rainbow, and Vassilaros says that at one point

Brown was brought in to consult on the project.

Vassilatos writes that after conducting a series of further experi-

ments, researchers devised an experiment that attempted to render

an armored tank invisible. Capacitors of very Large capacitance were

arranged in a ring, and the tank was placed at the ring’s center. The

capacitors were oriented so that their plates were parallel to the circle’s

circumference, that is, with their polarization axes directed toward the

circle’s center. They were synchronously energized with high-voltage,

high-amperage pulses conducted in phase along a spolcelike array of

cables extending from the center of tbc ring out to each capacitor, In

this way, the capacitors acting together were able hr build up a very

high electric field potential, presumably with a negative potential in the

ring’s interior, Tesla had done years of research with higb-voltage shock

discharges, which could explain why he was allegedly called in to con-

sult on the project.

According to Vassilatos, as a next step they scaled up the cloaking

experiment to attempt to make an entire ship invisible, He says that they

sought to control the effect by adjusting the electric field’s intensity to a

moderate level so that a state of invisibility might be produced without

inducing complere dematerialization. He claims that Brown bowed out

of the project prior to the test on the E/drrd#?, which reportedly ended

i n tragedy.
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Wh i It the Navy cEa i ms tha 1 1 he story of t he Phi I adcIph ia Lxperimen t

is entirely myth, Brown’s hesitation to speak about the subject suggests

that something, very importune and highly classified was going on in

Philadelph ia during his wartime service. Ones suspicions are piqued

about the significance of the whole affair because of the tremendous

amount of disinformation that has apparently been circulated to pur-

posefully cause confusion. Conflicts emerge even in Brown's own bio-

graphical records spanning this period. It is as if these years of Brown's

Life arc shroudeded in a blurry haxc, Conflicting accounts give the

impression of there being two Townsend Browns, one account plac-

ing him at tbe naval base in Norfolk, Virginia, during 1942 and 1943,

the other account having him working at Lockheed Vega Aircraft in

Burbank, California, during this same period.. This duplicity leaves us

asking whether it bad been Brown and not the Eidridge that had been

teleported in space and time during that mysterious 1943 experiment.

According to the version that Moore published in 197B, Brown

retired from the Navy in December 1943 after haying suffered a ner-

vous collapse.-^ He says that Brown subsequently took six months off

to recover at his home following the recommendation of a team of naval

physicians.

He began employment in June .1944 at the Advanced Projects Unit

of Lockheed Vega Aircraft in Burbank, This was the forerunner of

Lockheed’s modern Skunk Works. We are led to believe that Moore’s

account should be accurate, because prior to its publication he gave

Rrown the opportunity to check over the draft of his article to make

any necessary corrections. The Lockheed Vega employment date that

Moore gives is consistent with that Listed in the Who’s Who biography

published after Brown’s death, which states that Brown was employed

at Lockheed Vega as a radar consultant from 1944 to 1945." 1

A. L. Kitsclman, a mathematician who worked at this Lockheed

facility, met Brown there and became his longtime friend, In an essay

he wrote in 1 962, Kitselman describes Brawn as
,L

a quiet, modest, retir-

ing man— exactly the sort one expects to find in important research

installations. He was a brilliant solver of engineering problem s, and l

soon found that he was more familiar with fundamental physical laws

than anyone I bad met. So many of us arc strictly textbook scientists that
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it is stimulating to find someone who has first-hand knowledge ,

TI
1

In this essay, Kitselmnn comments that Brown had previously suf-

fered a collapse after working too long and too hard at the Norfolk

radar school, was subsequently retired from the Navy, and then, after

a six-month rest at home, came to work at Lockheed Vega, Hence

Kicscl man's account corroborates portions of Moore’s story.

According to this timeline. Brown would have been working for

the Navy during the critical period when the Philadelphia Experiment

was conducted and would have had his nervous collapse around the

time of the disastrous failure of this invisibility experiment, In fact,

in their book The Philadelphia Experiment. Moore and Berlitz quote

Riley Crabb, founder of Borderland Sciences Research Foundation, as

saying that the cause of Brown's breakdown was directly related to the

Philadelphia Experiment, Crabb noted that it sucb a disaster had hap-

pened to the crew of the ship, it is not too difficult to imagine the mental

pressures that those in charge would have experienced.

Schaczkin has come to entirely different conclusions about Brown’s

whereabouts during this key period. Ac Morgan’s suggestion, he

obtained from the Navy a copy of Brown's resignation letter, which is

dated September SO, 1^42, and which states,
ll

l herewith submit my

resignation from the Navy for the good of the naval service in order to

escape trial by General Court Martial.
1 ’ 1

If we arc to believe this date,

this was to have occurred just two months after Brown bad shipped bis

equipment from the University of Pennsylvania to Norfolk,

Schaczkin also obtained an official copy of Brown's Navy fitness

report dated October 5, 1 942. Describing this report, be wrote:

The final fitness report is a I most completely blank. Instead of the usual

details, the page is struck through with a single pen-stroke, above

which is hand-written “See remarks.'" And on the second pagp, in

the "remarks" section that in previous reports had displayed so many

glowing assessments of Lieutenant Brown's character and service.

Captain E link amp writes, "In view of the circumstances under which

this officer was detached, ] desire to make no comment." 11

We know something is amiss in the Navy's records because they
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contain no reference to Brown’s assignment in 1942 to the Atlantic Fleet

radar schools in Norfolk. However, trusting that the naval records or

R rown's discharge papers had noi been altered by covert operatives in

the interest of protecting any top-secret naval research projects from

exposure, Schat7.lt in accepted October 5, 1942, as the date of Brown’s

detachment. He then suggested that within two weeks of the date Brown

left the Navy, he began working at Lockheed Vega, Schatzfcin proposed

that Brown had neither a nervous collapse following his discharge nor

a subsequent six- month recuperation period. Schatz kin’s version of

Brown's history then conflicts with both that given by Moore and that

given hy Kitselman, both of whose accounts he maintains are seriously

flawed. The suggestion that Kitsel man’s account might be flawed, how-

ever, comes as somewhat of a surprise, seeing as he was one of Brown’s

close friends. In writing his essay, he should have had easy access to

input from Brown as well as an interest to ensure that he got his facts

straight about Brown’s departure from the Navy, Also, Brown himself

had checked over Moore’s story prior to its publication, so if there was

such a major error as the date and circumstances of his departure from

the Navy, why did Brown not catch it? Considering rhat there is no

record of Brown having expressed any doubts about the accuracy of

Moore’s or Kitselman’s account, one is surprised hy the allegation that

they were in error,

Furthermore, there is the inconsistency of the date when Brawn

began working at Lockheed Vega, Schatzkin places his arrival at the

end of October 1942, while Moore states the arrival date was more

than one and a half years later, in June 1944—a stare date that is also

corroborated by the account given in the WVjo’s Who biography, So

which version is correct, the revised timeline based on Navy records or

the preexisting biographic timeline that was developed with Brown’s

full knowledge? Unfortunately, Brown is no longer around to comment,

having passed away in 1985,

To support his argument for Brown’s early departure, Schatzkin

cites a Federal Bureau of Investigation jFBI) report that claims to have

been filed in March 1945, This report states that hy that date. Brown

had resigned from the Navy and returned to his home in Los Angeles,

as told hy an anonymous informant (name blacked out). Rut should
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this anonymous informant be relied upon? Scharzkin himself ad mics

that mujch of the information the report provides about Brown is inac-

curate and contradictory. The filing date given on the report appears

to he among che fabrications. The report states, “He [Brown] had his

own laboratory and had purchased equipment from his own funds for

use in. his experimental work, and this equipment was taken by Subject

when be was detached from the Fleet Service School.
11

This equipment

included gravico-electric sensor equipment, which was among the

apparatus that had earlier been transported from Brown’s University

of Pennsylvania laboratory to Norfolk. According to Schatzkin’s

revised timeline, this equipment would have then been transported

from Norfolk to Los Angeles around October 1942, when he claims

that Brown was discharged.

H owever
,
the revised ti meline dues not jibe wcl I with Brown’s account

of che dates and locations at which be was conducting gra vito-clcctric

measurements. In his March 1375 paper titled “Anomalous Diurnal

and Secular Variations in the Self-Potential of Certain Rocks,” Brown

discusses dates and locations at which he conducted gravito-clectric

measurements, mentioning his work at the Naval Research Laboratory

[1931- L 933) and his research at the University of Pennsylvania (1939J.

Then he writes, “The investigation was interrupted by World War

[I but was resumed in 1944 in California by the Townsend Brown

f oundation {an Ohio non-profit corporation) and was carried forward

in two locations in especially constructed, shielded rooms at constant

temperature.
11 ”

If we accept the traditional timeline in which Brown is discharged

from the Navy in December 1943 and transports his equipment to

California around that same time, then his seated 1944 date for resum-

ing his gravito-electric measurements in California makes sense. This

implies chat he wasted no time in setting up his equipment to start col-

lecting data once again. On the OEber hand, if we accept the Navy-FBl

timeline that has Brown being discharged in October 1942, we would

have to conclude that he shipped his equipment to California at the end

of 1942 and left it sitting boxed up for more than a year before setting it

up. However, it seems unlikely that Brown would have tolerated having

his detectors “off the air” for such a long time period. Could it be that
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the FBI report was actually filed in 1944 and its dace was at some later

point changed! co 1943 in an effort to- rewrite Brown's official history?

To support his 1942 date for Brown’s Wavy discharge, Schatzhin

refers to a hound laboratory notebook chat he believes Brown had used

while at Lockheed Vega.4* The ledger's notes are written in Brown’s

handwriting and contain occasional daces chat also appear in Brown’s

handwriting, the oldest date near the beginning of che book being

December 1 7 1942, and rhe most recenc dace near the end of the book

being May 2, 1944. The notebook’s cover page is neatly hand printed

and reads: 4

T. T. B now n

Vega Aircraft Coef.

Buhsanc, Calif,

NOTE 5

We are left to consider the possibility thac the notebook contains lec-

ture notes that Brown began writing while reaching at the Atlantic Fleet

schools in Norfolk. The last dated entry in the notebook would have

been made after Brown had lefe the Wavy and had moved to California,

prior to going to work at Lockheed, He may have labeled the notebook

as “Vega Aircraft Corp.” because he wanted his notes with him at his

new job, or he may have purposely mislabeled che notebook in chis way

so that naval intelligence would not squirrel ic away in some classified

storage room.

If we instead accept chat Brown actually wrote these notes while

he was at Lockheed Vega and that he began working there as early as

October .1942, then we are confronted with the inconsistency of this

date with those given in Brown's autobiographies and wr ith the question

of why his gravito-elcctric sensor equipment would supposedly have

been scored unused for more than a year. Also, with this early- departure

scenario, ic is difficult to understand why Brown wished Co resign from

the Wavy at the height of World War II, just nine months after Japan

4 [formation !:» |>hc>K>.'"pi«L. sample pages lent Id n natirteiy nf Paul Schjitx.\in.

Being hand printed, it is more difficult to tell whether the cover pjgp is also in Brnwn’s

handwriting; however, members of his, family affirm thac if is.
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had bombed Pearl Harbor and. at a time when his Navy career looked -so

prom i sing. According to chc FBI report,, Brown was “reported to know

more about Radar detection than any individual in the U.S, Navy,” So

why would the Navy let him go at such a crucial time of need? If, on

the other hand. Brown's decision to leave the Navy arose as a result of

a nervous breakdown brought abouE by the great weight ot" guilt he felt

from being associated with a project that had suffered an immensely

tragic ouEcome, as Moore and Vassilatos suggest, then his departure

at the later date ot December 1943 becomes more understandable. The

Navy administrators who had knowledge ot this classified project and

who themselves shared the guilt of its outcome would have sympathized

with Brown's wish for departure and released him from service, even

knowing how indispensable he was.

According to Schatzkin, “Starting in the fall of 1942 there is virtu-

ally no documentation available that might shed some light on just what

Brown was doing during those crucial years."
41 He notes that the Brown

family files are devoid of any correspondence or documentation from

roughly that time until the end of World War IE and that they have very

little information about his activities at Lockheed Vega.

So considering the absence of information from both the Navy

records and the Brown family files, we arc left only to speculate. Had

some military intelligence organization gone out of its way to ensure

that any record of Brown's activities during this period was either erased

or classified to keep a tight cover on Brown’s wartime research activi-

ties? Despite its official denial, did the Navy conduct a highly secret

project on ship invisibility and was Brown involved in it? Perhaps the

adage “Where there’s smoke, there’s fire’
1

applies here. One suspects

that something very strange and clandestine was under way in the

Philadelph ia- D.C.- Norfolk area during the 1942 to 1943 time period.

In July 1946, the Etdridge was decommissioned and placed in the

Reserve Fleet. In 1951, the United States transferred her to the Creek

navy, in which she served as the HS Leon until the 1990s. One Creek

engineering professor related that he formerly served on the Leon as a

naval officer specializing in electrical engineering.^ While on board, he

noted several odd things about the ship, One was that he saw numerous

remnants on the inside of its hull of heavy-duty cables that once ran
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along the Scnp.th of the ship, These were in the form of insulated metal

bars measuring 10 to 15 centimeters in width that had been cut in

between their points of attachment to the hull, Other large-diameter

cables were also present fully intact that were presumably part of the

electric wiring for the ship’s propulsion system, The Etdridge was a

Cannon class electric drive ship, meaning that instead of having a shaft

running from its engine directly to its propeller, as most ships do, it had

a diesel-powered elect rica I generator whose power was conveyed through

heavy-duty cables to a huge electric motor at the ship’s stern that drove

the propeller. The Eidridge ' s ability to produce large amounts of electric

power with an on board generator would have made it ideal to use in

conducting the Philadelphia Experiment,

The other unusual thing that the professor noted was that one room

adjacent to the ship’s hull was barred from access, its hatch having been

welded shut. The commanding officer had instructed the ship's crew

that it was forbidden for anyone to cry to enter the scaled room.. What

this forbidden /one hid will perhaps never be known, for the ship was

decommissioned and sold as scrap sometime after 1992,
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BEYOND ROCKET
PROPULSION

2.1 BROWN'S ELECTRIFIED FLYING DISCS

Enuring the years tallowing World War EE. Brawn continued Eo improve

his grj.vit.iEor device in Ins spare time. Financing his efforts through the

Townsend Brown Foundation. By 1950 he had built a test apparatus

to demonstrate the electrogravitic propulsion concept in pair of disc

airfoils. He set a 6-foot-long horizontal Beam on a pivot so that it could

rotate about its midpoint, and from each end of rhe beam he suspended

two lightweight saucer discs by means of 7-foot- long tethers [figure

Figure 2.S. Thomas Townsend

Hrown 's flying disc setup.

42
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Figure 2.2. Thomas Toumsend Brawn r

j 2-foot-diameter experimental disc

airfait, (From Project Wmterhasfeni piate It photo courtesy of the Townsend

Brown Family and Qualighl. L.L.C.)

2.1 ). When the sauerra were in Might, rorating tethers extended side-

ways and expanded the diameter of the flight course to as much as 20

feet. In one version, each disc was made of two curved aluminum shells,

measuring 1,5 tee tan diameter, fixed on either side of a 2-fuot-dia merer

Plexiglas sheet (.figure 2.2 1.
1 High-voltage power of up to 50,000 volts

was supplied through feed wires to positively charge a fine outboard

wire running along each disc's leading edge and to negatively charge rhe

aluminum disc body. When electrified with approximately 50 watts of

this high-tension power, the discs traveled around their 20-foor-dia me-

ter course at speeds of up to twelve miles per hourd’ 3

The wire electrodes ionized the surrounding airT forming a cloud

of positive ions around the leading wire and a cloud of negative ions

around the disc body. Although ions would continuously leave these

clouds as a result ot being attracted to the oppositely charged electrodes,

the electrodes would resupply ions at a sufficiently fast rate so as to

maintain a positive-ion spaee charge at the front of the disc and a nega-

tive-ion space charge on the disc body Isec Iigure2.3).

As to how the disc generates its propulsive force, two possibilities

present themselves. One is that the ion clouds it emits produce elec-

trostatic fields that act on charges attached to the disc’s leading-edge

wire and to its main body, producing a net forward thrust. The other

possibility is that an electrogravitic thrust may he present whereby rhe
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Figure 2.3. A side view of

one of Thomas Townsend

Brown’s flying discs,

as normaUy energized,

showing She location

of its ion-space charges

and induced gravity field

gradient. (F. LaVioleite,

£> 1994)

positive- anti negative-ion clouds would create, respectively, a gravity

potential well and a. gravity potential hill in their vicinity. As new posi-

tive charges are continuously added to the cloud, they replace charges

that leave the cloud through attraction to the disc’s negative pole. As

a result, the cloud will maintain a moderately deep gravity well ac ics

bow through a kind of dynamic equilibrium. The same will hold for the

disc's rearward negative charges. Despite the mobility of the individual

negative Lons, the negative-ion cloud as a whole will persist and create a

net gravity hill. Consequently, the gravity potential gradient established

across the disc’s body between this hill and tbe well propel Is the disc

forward in the direction of its positive-ion cloud.

By accumulating charges in the air in the form of fore and aft ion

c loads, large quantities of charge may build up, comparable to the quan-

tity of charge on the plates of a higb-K dielectric capacitor. But because

these charges are freshly created, there is little time for them to polarize

the ambient a in Furthermore, due to the disc’s forward motion, the air

dielectric around the disc is continuously replaced hv new, unpolarized

air, and this also contributes to maintaining the air dielectric in a rela-

tively unpolarized state. Consequently, the electric and gravity potential

fields are able to extend between the oppositely charged fore and aft

clouds unopposed by any electric dipole moment in the intervening air.

Hence a substantial gravity field gradient could span the disc and exert

a maximal forward thrust.

As the disc moves forward, its associated positive- and negative-

ion clouds also move forward, transporting their generated electrostatic

and gravity field gradients along with them. Consequently, each disc
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rides its advancing wave much like a surfer riding an ocean wave, E3r.

Mason Rose, one of Townsend’s colleagues, describes the disc’s gravitic

principle of operation;

The saucers made by lirnwn have no propellers, no jets, no moving

parts at all. They create a modification of the gravitational field around

themselves, which is analogous to putting them on the incline nf a hill.

They act like a surfboard on a wave. . . . The electro-gravitational sau-

cer creates its own "hill," which is a local distortion hFthe gravitational

field, then it takes this “Kill” with it in any chosen direction and at

any rated

A full-scale version of Brown’s vehicle was thought to he able to

accelerate to thousands of miles per hoar, change direction, or stop

merely by altering the intensity, polarity, and direction of its electric

charge. Because the wavelike distortion of the local gravitational field

would pull with an equal force on all particles of matter, the ship, its

occupants, and its load would all respond equally to these maneuvers.

The occupants would feel no stress at all, no matter how sharp tbe

turn or how great the acceleration. A turbo-jet airplane, by comparison,

must produce a twenty fold increase in thrust just to attain a twofold

gain in speed. Whereas jets and rockets attempt hr combat the force of

gravity through the application of opposed brute force, electrogravitics

instead attempts to directly control gravity so that this longtime adver-

sary is made to work for the craft rather than against it.

Partly with the help of his friend Kitselman, who was then teach-

ing calculus in Pearl Harbor, Brown’s discs came to the attention of

Admiral Arthur Radford, commander in chief of the U.£. Pacific Fleet

at the Pearl Harhor Navy Yard. In 1950, Brown was hired as a consult-

ing physicist to stage a demonstration. Nothing immediately came of

this, However, two years later, on March 21, 1952, Brown was visited

at his Los Angeles laboratory by Vic Bertrandias, a well-connected Air

Force major general. He dropped in unexpectedly, just when Brown was

about to demonstrate his flying discs to a group of colleagues. Once

there, Bertrandias demanded that he be included in the demonstration.

Having formerly served as vice president of Douglas Aircraft, he was
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well informed on the state of the art in aviation, technology and knew

that Brown's discs could have important military applications. Shaken

by what he saw, Bertrand ias urgently telephoned Lieutenant General

Ed. A. Craig the following morning to voice his concerns. An excerpt

from a declassified transcript of their conversation reads as follows:

liertrandias: the- tiling frightened me—for the fact that it is hc-ing held or

conducted by .1 private group. I was in there from about 1:3-0 until

5:00 in the- afternoon and [ saw these two models that fly and the

thing has such a terrific impact that I thought we ought to find out

something abnut it—who the people are and whether the thing is

legitimate ... if it ever gets away, 3 say it is in the stage in which the

atomic development was in the early days.

Craig: [ see.

ISertrandias: It was quite frightening. E made the inquiry whether the Air

Force or the Navy knew anything abnut it and 3 was told—no. But

I tell you, after hearing it and all the other things that 3 had heard,

I was quite concerned about it. ... 3 am of the opinion that if all i

heard the other day— if it ever comes true, and somebody occupies

space with that instrument, it is a bad deal for somebody.

Craig: Well, we will Ionic into it, Vic.

Craig subsequently initiated a, background check on the Townsend

Brown Foundation,

Bertrand ias was also a close friend of General Albert Boyd, direc-

tor of Air Force Systems Command at Weight Air Development Center.

It was under Boyd that Air Force Systems Command carried out most

of ics early* super-secret: research projects on andgravity propulsion/5

Brown's work may have been encroaching inroan area in which the Air

Force had establish ed a substantial lead.

Perhaps Brown sensed Bertrandias’s fearful reaccion and was con-

cerned that he might initiate formal military classification of Brown's

elcctrogravitic work, for just two weeks after Eertrandias’s visit. Brown

and his two associates* Mason Rose and Bradford Shank, held a press

conference to publicize rbe fantastic possibilities of this elcctrogravitic

propulsion technology. In this way, they got the word out before things
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got coo hushed up, Reporters from chc Leu Angeles Times were invited

to view Brown’s flying discs in operation and had a chance to read a

paper prepared by Rose chat explained che Bicfeld-Rrown antigravity

effect and how it could be used, bo propel a full-scale antigravity space-

craft, The next day the Times carried a scory about Brown's discs and

how flying saucers (also popularly known as UFOs, short for “'uniden-

tified or unconventional flying objects"! might function on a similar

principle. 1
' Ic quoted Rose as saying that details about Brown's wrork had

been given to some Navy admirals and chat there was military interest,

although no censorship had yee been imposed. Like the Air Force, che

Navy had an active interest in advanced aviation technology.

About two months after the L.A. press conference, in June 1952,

the Office of Naval Research (ONR) sent Will Cady to investigate a

number of Brown's inventions, including his flying discs, The ONR data

indicate that Cady witnessed a pair of 1.5-foot-diamcter discs achieve a

top speed of three miles per hour with a propulsion efficiency of 1,5 per-

cent while drawing 15 watts of power at 47 kilovolts,
7 This was about

one-fourth the speed and efficiency obtained with che 2-foot-diamcter

model. Did Brown stage this more modest performance with che inten-

tion to reveal just enough to get the military interested hut not enough

to make the demonstration so astounding chat they might demand clas-

sification of his work? One alternative suggested by Paul Schatzkin is

that there had been a security breach during Brown’s Pearl Harbor dem-

onstration and that Brown had been asked to purposely downplay the

performance of his device in order to mislead foreign intelligence agents

into thinking that his Invention was not worth pursuing.*

Presumably, Cady was unable to sec the discs perform at higher volt-

ages because of the limitations of che power supply chat Brown chose

for the occasion. That is, the ONR data indicate that the output voltage

progressively leveled off to 47 kilovolts as the control panel voltage dial

was turned up to increasingly higher settings. This indicates that the 0.7

milliamp that the test rig was drawing was more current than the high-

voltage power supply was designed to provide/ For his own research.

*1 he power supply s upper-limit current would he determined by the impedance of the

seconder}' winding of its high-voltage transformer.
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Brown probably used a transformer that bad a slightly higher current

rating, perhaps 2 milliamps, Cady conducted a test in which he removed

one of the saucers from its carousel and suspended it from the ceiling

to measure its static propelling thrust at various applied voltages. At 47

kilovolts, he observed that the discs delivered only 8 grams of thrust,

Cady concluded that the technology was impractical for aviation

because the discs were propelled with an efficiency over an order of

magnitude less than the efficiency of a jet engine. He had failed to real-

ize that the trends in his own data showed that the speed and propulsion

efficiency of the discs increased exponentially with increasing voltage

and chat he had been observing their behavior in a very unfavorable volt-

age range. A logarithmic plot of the ONR data (sec %ute 2.4] reveals

that above 33 kilovolts, the velocity of the discs increased according to

the 5.5 power of voltage and that their propulsion efficiency increased

according to the 4.5 power of voltage." These projections may he some-

what optimistic, as most of Brown’s writings state that thrust increases

according to the second or third power of voltage. Nevertheless, enor-

mous speeds and efficiencies would undoubtedly have been attained at

higher voltages-

Cady maintained that it was unnecessary to introduce exotic ideas

such as electrically induced gravity fields because the behavior of the

discs could he explained entirely in terms of the conventional ion-wind

effect. That is, he believed that the discs obtained their thrust because

ionized particles impacting the disc electrodes imparted more of their

momentum in the forward direction chan the reverse direction. On the

contrary, although ion-wind forces would have been present, such forces

would have been too small to account for the thrust, Furthermore,

vacuum chamber tests that Brown later carried out on electrostatically

charged rotors and saucers showed that thrust persisted even in the

absence of ion discharge.

Cady also suggested that the discs may have been propelled forward

by unbalanced electrostatic forces operating between the discharged

ions and the disc that was discharging them. This is a more likely pos-

sibility than ion wind. For example, positive ions emitted by the leading

wire electrode would move toward the negatively charged disc body,

setting up a positive-ion space charge behind the wire and ahead of the
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Figure 2.4. A logarithmic plot showing

how the velocity fright Sine) and efficiency

\
let's tine) of Thomas Tnrt'pj.sfjjrf Brown's

electrogravitic discs increased with voila^e.

Empty squares and circles indicate the ONR
measurements of the 1.5-foot-diameter discs,

while solid squares circles indicate the

performance ofan improved 2-foot-diameter

model. {F. I.aYiolette,.® 1997)
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disc
I
see figure 2,3|. These charges would repel forward the positively

charged wire and attract forward the negatively charged disc body. Ah

the saucer's speed increases, the airflow would assist in displacing the

positive ions behind the wire, thereby improving the forward propul-

sive force. Also, the positive-ion wind and the airflow passing the disc

would blow the negative ions toward the rear of the disc, and as a result,

their space charge would electrostatically repel forward the negatively

charged rear wire and disc body. Asa result, both the negative and posi-

tive ions would work together to create a forward thrust on the saucer.

Brown referred to a mass effect (gravitational force effect? oper-

ating in the elect rokinctic movement of massive high-K dielectrics

but did not similarly report a mass effect operating in the case of his

elcctrokinedc disc experiments. Thus it is not clear bow much of the

thrust he was attributing to gravitic forces and how much to electrostatic

forces. Nevertheless, his research colleagues did seem to think chat a

new electrogravitic principle was needed to account for the propulsion.

Sn his 1952 write-up. Rase stated that “anyone wanting to understand
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clectrograyitation and its application to astronautics must dismiss roc

principles cif electromagnetics ;n order to grasp the essentially different

principles of electragravitatioru . . . EEcctrogravitation must be under-

stood as an entirely new field of scientific investigation and technical

development,” 111

As we can sec from entries be made in 1943 in one of his laboratory

notebooks. Crown was exploring an “ether” theory interpretation of

the electrogravitic phenomenon, one thaE has many similarities to sub-

quantum kinetics. More will be said about this in chapter 4.

The CNR researcher's skeptical reaction was typical of individu-

als who were used to thinking in conventional scientific terms. In one

ot his articles on Brown, the journalist Gaston Burridge wrote that

many scientists and engineers had watched the discs fly and most of

them concluded that the discs were propelled by the well-known “elec-

tric wind” phenomenon and not by some new principle of physics.

One engineer blurted out to him, ‘"The whole thing is so screwball E

don’t want ro even talk about id ' Other engineers reportedly objected

to the lack of mathematical substantiation. Burridgc explained, “To

engineers and scientists one equation is worth a thousand words!”

But even an equation s of little use unless it has values assigned to at

least some of its main parts, When these were not forthcoming, from

a technical point of view, it appeared Brown was walking on straw

l^"

2,2 THE SECOND PEARL HARBOR DISC

DEMONSTRATION

Some years later, around 1953 or 1954, in the hope of renewing the

Navy's interest. Brown again staged a demonstration at Pearl Harbor for

a number of admirals. This time his demonstration was on a much larger

scale, from a gymnasium ceiling, at a height of 50 feet, he suspended a

revolving horizontal beam that tethered a pair of 3 -foot- diameter discs

(see figure 2,5). Powered by a potential of 150 kilovolts, the discs flew

around a 50-foot-diameter course at such an impressive speed that the

subject became highly classified. The speed may have been in excess of

100 msles per hour, because the May 1956 issue of the Swiss acremau-
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Figure 2. .5. Sketch made by

Thomas Townsend Brorepr

showing the test setup used

for demanst rating his 3 -foot-

diameter flying discs. {From

Brown 's November J . 1971.

letter r<'j T. Turman; see

appendix A/

A.

ki

I

tics magazine1 Interavia stated that the- dines were capable of attaining

speeds of several hundred miles per hour when charged with several

hundred kilovolts! 1 " Such high velocities are not surprising considering

that the ONR test data show that the speed of the discs increased expo-

nential Ip with voltage.

Brown used a different disc design tor this later demonstration.

During a telephone conversation he had in the early 1970s with electri-

cal engineer Tom Turman, Brown disclosed thac the airfoil disc design

depicted in his L9£0 patent (no. 2 ,949,550 }
was an inferior one. The

cross-sectional view presented in that patent shows the spun aluminum

discs having a knife -thin edge at their periphery [as shown in %ure

2.3). The discs used in the 1952 OWR test were of a similar design.

On the other hand, the discs chat Brown flew in his gymnasium dem-

onstration had a blunt profile, as shown in figures 2.6 and 2.7, This

design consisted of two spun aluminum discs cupped on cither side of

a Plexiglas sheet, hut the upper disc had a “triareuate’
1

cross-sectional

profile— a convex central bulge chat turned concave farther out and that

finally terminated in a convex
ly

curved rim with a radius of curvature

of Vi inch or more. The outer rim of the lower half of the disc had a flat

profile, but its outer edge was curved to make a smooch transition to the

edge of the upper disc.

Also, the leading-edge electrode used in the disc flown in Brown’s

gymnasium demonstration was of much smaller diameter, In a letter

he wrote to Turman in 1971, Brawn noted in a sketch that he used an
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Figure 2 .6. Sketch

made by Thomas

Townseu d Brown

showing the design of

the 3-foot- diameter

disc airfoils he

demonstrated to

the military. {From

Brawn's November l t

1971, Setter to

T. Turman)

electrode that had a diameter of only I mi] [0,001 inch). This is five

times smaller in diameter than the wire he used on the discs flown in

his OMR test in Los Anodes. Moreover, it is far smaller than the diam-

eter he had specified in his I960 patent. His patent states that saucers

designed to be energized at voltages greater chan 125 kilovolts would

preferably have leading-edge electrodes of large cross-section made of

rods or hollow pipes having diameters measuring from ]4 to Yt inch

[e.g,, 250 to 500 mils] to ensure that their surface potential gradient

was below the threshold required to produce a visible corona. He main-

tained that energy Josses associated with coronal ionization reduced the

achievable thrust, but, as he acknowledged in his 1971 letter, the design

specified in the patent was inferior to what he used in his Peart Harbor

gymnasium demonstration. The leading-edge electrodes of the discs he

flew in that demonstration would have had a much steeper field gradi-

ent at their surface, which would have allowed them to emit ions more

effectively.

Kurridge has commented that the discs emanated a slight humming

sound as they flew, 11 This implies that Brown may have been apply-

ing a nonreversing high-voltage AC potential across his disc that, on

average, established a DC potential across its electrodes. He may have

used a rectifier bridge circuit to convert the 60-cycle AC output from
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Figure 1.7. Thomas Townsend Braurn huiding one of bis 3-fool-diameter

disc*. which he referred in as an experimental Iriaraiate ballistic etetirade.

{Courtesy ofthe Tisunsend Brown family and QitalighU 1 .L.C.l

Ins high-voltage transformer into a series ol unJiiterrd half-wave volt-

age cycles oscillating at 120 hertz. His use of j blunt profile for the

edge of the negatively charged disc hotly won .d have helped, to suppress

negative-ion coronal discharge toward the front of the craft, This would

especially have become an im porta nL issue in Lhis gymnasium demon-

stration because he flew has discs at much higher voltages than used in

t lying his earlier model. The asymmetrical profile of his saucer, with

its curved upper surface and flat lower surface, would also have been

beneficial since airflow over the surfaces would have given the saucer

aerodynamic lift during flight.

After his Pearl Harbor demonstration. Brown traveled to the ma in-

land. Upon returning id Hawaii, he found That his room had been

broken into and that some government agency had confiscated his mod-

els and notebook h and sealed his laboratory.
14 A day larer, the Navy

informed him that they hail his note books and that he could have them

back. A few days after that, they said thar they were not interested in
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his work. They claimed that the dzscs must be powered by ion wind

and, hence, that they won let not work in oncer spaced
1

So here we find

that the Navy had the opportunity to make changes, in the interest of

national security, to any of Brown’s laboratory notebooks, including his

Vega notebook.

2.3 PROJECT WJNTERHAVEN

The negative evaluation that came out of the 1952 OMR investigation

ot Brown's electro!; inctie discs temporarily slowed down the Pentagon’s

endorsement of his work, bur it did not halt the eventual implementa-

tion of h is electrogravitic technology. In an effort to secure government

funding. Brown wrote up a proposal in 1952 urging the Navy to initi-

ate a highly secret project to develop a manned flying saucer as the

basis of an interceptor aircraft with Mach 3 capability and proposed

that this might follow along the same lines as the Manhattan District

Project, which developed the atomic bomb- at the end of World War

II. This confidential January 1953 submittal was code-named Project

Winterhavend 4 Extrapolating the numbers from the performance charts

for Brown’s laboratory-model flying discs. Project Winterhaven esti-

mated that larger discs opera tin gat 5 million volts, rather than 50,000,

should be able to develop speeds of 1,1 JO miles per hour l.Mach 1.5] in

the presence of atmospheric resistance and in excess of 1,500 miles per

hour (Mach 2.5) in the upper atmosphere.

This rather conservative speed estimate was based on the assump-

tion that disc speed extrapolated Linearly with voltage, when in fact the

evidence suggested a nonlinear relationship in which disc speed would

rise exponential! v with applied voltage. Thus, considering that Brown’s

1 ki-foot-dia merer discs had achieved speeds of twelve miles per hour

when energized at SO kilovolts, the report conservatively estimated

that larger versions should he able to achieve speeds at a hundred times

greater when energized at 5,000 kilovolts. The Pearl Harbor Navy Yard

demonstration, which Brown performed shortly after this proposal was

submitted and was intended as a demonstration of the aviation technol-

ogy he was proposing in Project Winterhaven, indicated that speeds far

higher than this would be possible. Because his J-foot-dia meter air-
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toils were shown to achieve speeds of several hundred miles per hour

when energized at just 150 kilovolts, even a simple linear voltage-speed

extrapolation would indicate that speeds of Mach 13 [10,000 miles per

hour| would have been more reasonable for a 5-megavolt disc. However,

since the jet speed record at the beginning of 1 953 was only Mach LSS,

Brown could guarantee Navy interest even with his more conservative

speed estimates.

Project Wintcrhaven proposed a five- to ten-year-long research and

development (Kii; D, or RAND) program that was to he carried out in

stages. Beginning with 3 -foot- diameter discs powered at 50 kilovolts, it

would proceed to 4-foot-dia meter discs powered at 150 kilovolts, and

finally to a 10-foot-di a meter disc powered at 500 kilovolts. The pro-

posal also suggested making a 10-foot demonstration model capable of

vertical levitation as well as horizontal thrust.

The aircraft that Brown had in mind for military development prob-

ably looked sim ilar to t he version descri bed i n, his U,5
,

patent 3,022,45 0,

which was filed in July 1957 (figure 2.B). 1 Like his small-scale flying

disc models, this craft produced a cloud of positive ions at its bow and

a cloud of negative ions at its stern. Brown did not discuss gravity field

effects in his patents, probably because he felt that such unconventional

concepts might jeopardize a patent’s ultimate acceptance. So although

his patent alludes to ion thrust as being the craft’s means of propulsion.

+

Figure 2. B. The flying disc Thomas Townsend Brown proposed for develop-

ment itnder Project Winterhaven may have looked tike this. {After Broum,

V.S. patent 3,022,420, figure J J
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on the bank of his own research Brown was convinced, that the propul-

sion also involved electrogravitic effects.

In parallel with this effort co develop an dectrograritic craft. Project

Wintcrhavcn also planned to investigate various methods to generate the

high voltages required on hoard rhe aerospace vehicle. The discs that

Brown had flow n in his carousel demonstration were energized from

a heavy, high-voltage laboratory transformer powered by wall current.

A full-size airborne craft, however, would need to carry Lrs own energy

source, one capable of delivering far more power at far higher voltages

than were used for this demo model. However, a conventional tur-

bine generator and transformer unit capable of delivering the required

amount of power would have been prohibitively heavy. Consequently,

Brown took a very different approach. He recommended Investigating

a device that he called a '"flame-jet" electrostatic generator. This was

essentially a jet engine modified to electrify its exhaust stream, turn-

ing it into a powerful electro-hydrodynamic generator (figure 2.9, taken

from Brown's 196-5 patent!.

The jet engine’s exhaust nozzle was to be fitted with a negatively

charged needle electrode and a positively charged plate electrode. A

50,000 -volt starter transformer located on the craft would cause the

needle hr emit a stream of negative ions into the jet exhaust. The ions,

however, would never succeed in reaching the nozzle’s positive electrode

because they would be whisked out of the nozzle throat and away from

the craft by the high-velocity exhaust gases. The departing negative ions

would acquire a very large negative voltage potential relative to the elec-

trodes in the jet’s nozzle. The farther they would he forced from the

Figure 2.9. A high-voitdge flame-jet generator design patented by Bmwtr.

{After Brown, U.S. patent 2,022,430, figure 3)
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craft, the greater would be their potential difference. A Van de Ciraaff

generator, a common fixture in most high school physics laboratories,

operates on a similar principle. In chat case, a rapidly running conveyor

belt cakes the place of the engine exhaust for cransporting and sepa-

rating the negative ions from the positive, The Win terhaven proposal

indicated, that such an engine would he capable of generating up to 15

million volts, three hundred times higher than the 50-kilovolt input

potential initially used to electrify its needle ionizer.

By positioning a metallic grid in the exhaust stream just beyond the

generator’s nozzle, some of the exiting exhaust ions could be collected

at an intermediate voltage of around l million and, after being stepped

down in voltage, could be recycled to drive the generator’s needle ion-

izer. Thus, once the generator got going, tbc 50 -kilovolt starter trans-

former that supplied the initial power could be turned off, leaving the

generator to run itself from its own electrical output. In the alternate

design, shown in ure 2.10, the downstream exhaust grid is replaced

by a series of conical baffles that become charged to successively nega-

tive potentials, with the outermost baffle being the most negative and

attaining a charge of many millions of volts.

Furthermore, Brown proposed that the flame- jet generator’s positive

electrode he connected to an ionizer wire running along the craft’s lead-

ing edge (see figure 2,8J. As a result, when the generator was in opera-

tion, a positive-ion space charge would build up in front of the craft,

counterbalancing the negative -ion space charge built up in the exhaust

plume trailing the craft, The gravity gradient generated between these

oppositely polarized ion clouds would induce a forward-pulling gravi-

tational force. The craft could be steered to one side or the other by

diverting its exhaust through one or the other of its side nozzles, thereby

producing a corresponding shift in its gravitational propulsion field.

Brown found that his flame- jet generator conveyed charges most

effectively when its flame was adjusted to an orange -red color, indicat-

ing incomplete combustion of its fuel, 11 Incomplete combustion would

produce large numbers of charged suhmicron-size particles (0.003 to

0,03 micron in diameter!" that, upon being ionized, would grow in size

to form l.angevan ion smoke particles |> 0.03 micron). Being much more

massive than air ions, Langevin ions would move considerably slower
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Figure 2.10. A high-voltage [Same-jet generator, a second design depicted in

Brawn's patent. Numbers indicate the following* (47) r a SO-kHovolt power

supply? (30 } ,
exhaust nazz/er fB2), needle electrode^ (S in and air and

fuel inlets? (84 and 35), baffles

-

r f
S3), capacitors? (91), jagged elect rots emitter

edges. (After Brawn. U.S. patent 3*022,43Q V figure 4)

under the influence of an electric field. For example, in a field of 10,000

volts per centimeter, the kind Brown often worked with, Langcvln ions

would travel about 1 centimeter per second, as compared with 450

nides per hour for air Lons, Hence, once the-y are ejected from the craft,

the negative exhaust ions would not readily return to the front of the

aircraft to neutralize the positive ions. Consequently, a much larger

negative-ion space charge would buildup behind the craft that, in turn,

would substantially increase the forward-directed gtavitic propulsion

farce, Although the positively charged air ions produced at the front of

the craft would have a much higher ionic mobility, the bow shock front

that would form under high-speed flight would tend to deflect these

ions away from the body of the disc, thereby retarding their rearward

flight toward the negative-ion space charge cloud.
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The Winterhaven proposal stared that the clectrogravitic motor

would be essentially soundless, vihra tinniest, and heal Jets and that ii»

internal resistance lasses would be almost negligible and its speeds enor-

mous. The motor’s ihrust could be controlled bv regulating the applied

Voltage, and its flight yeiocrtv could be braked or even reversed sim-

ply by reversing Lis electric polarity; The proposal commented that past

laboratory research had indicated that an clectrogravitic motor would

set up .a gravitational field independent of that, ol Harth. Hence
7
an elcc-

trograyitic spacecraft could maintain sustained acccJcratian even utter

leavmg the gravitational influence of Earth. It predicted top speeds far

beyond those of ict propulsion or rocker drive, with the possibility of

approaching Lhc speed of light in free spice.

A I960 report ritled " Electiohydrodvnamics,” issued hv the Klectro-

kmc-tics Corporation of ball Cynwyd, Pennsylvania presented an idea

tor i vertical takeoff aero-marine vehicle ihar was j variation of the one

proposed so Projrcr Winlcrhavrn i.iigure 2,1 l).
|U

Ehc proposed vehicle

was to be 24 Sect high and 70 leer in diameter. Through cv.pcri men-

tation. brown found that a disc whose upper surface had l rnarciiate-

sbaped profile, a helmet-shape similar ro that shown in figure 2.1 L.

produced the best vertical thrust.

As described in the report, the vehicle would Use spherical, pan-

toons to rest on the water surlnce I see figure 2.12, Landing Position L To

h%itrt: 2. J i . rrolutype jeru-mnrrne ivhicte fnweraa iiya bigtt-mliage ftame-fet

(fcwe'iutiv. iCcittrlesv cfthe Tcvmsend Bmwn Family and QUalight, L.LX'.I
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tike off, the- craft would ignite its flame pee without electrical excitation

[figure 2.12, Stage I). The jet would be powered by either kerosene or

solid rocket propellants, The exhaust would set up a positive pressure

beneath the canopy that would loft the craft about ten feet above che

water surface, allowing the pontoons to be partially retracted. A gyro

wheel in the cabin dome would provide horizontal stability and orienta-

tion control.

Once the vehicle was airborne, the flame would he electrically ener-

gized by applying high voltage to che incandescent cathode [figure 2.12,

Stage 2J. An electric gradient would establish itself along the length

of the exhaust plume, with the voltage progressively increasing down-

stream to reach a potential difference of several million volts. A poten-

tial gradient would similarly build up on the nozzles conical collector

electrodes, which collect power for the craft. The exhaust would set

p

llMf i

TIM "'Aft

(,u™.Tkh’i9tT iH.tM.Twrt fT

TAM -Off
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TMi-vr
ITlU A

ItlviTKkH-»n

Figure 2.12. Singes in (be takeoff of Brown's electrohydrodynamic propulsion

vehicle. (Courtesy of the Townsend Brown Family and Qualigbt, L.L.C.)
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up a negative- ion space charge below the craft, and ionizer elect rodes

on the canopy would, create positive ions above the craft. The positive

charges emitted from the canopy would create an ion wind that would

move downward, and radially inward toward the central cathodic axis,

setting, up a toroidal ion vortex. The flow would receive negative charges

from the exhaust, which would cause it to accelerate upward coward

the canopy, The large volume of upward-moving plasma would impart

upward momentum to the undersurface of the positively charged canopy,

thereby helping to loft the vehicle, Also, the inflowing ion plasma would

buck the l lame jet’s outgoing gas flow, confining its flow and increasing

the lift pressure beneath the canopy, Ac this stage, the vortex would be

slightly larger than the diameter of the craft, The craft would have risen

to about a 25-font elevation and would continue to rise as subcanopy

pressures induce further lift. At this point, the pontoons would have

completely retracted. Smoke tests, which Brown conducted on an 18-

inch-diameter model, showed that this electrode geometry indeed gener-

ates a toroidal vortex (see chapter 3, figure 3.3),

The report states that as the craft rises, the toroidal vortex would

expand to about three (era f tj diameters. The axial upwelling would

continue to buck the downward jecstream to add to the jet’s upward

thrust {figure 2.12, Stage 3). At about a 50-foot elevation, the suhean-

opy pressure would diminish to equal the weight of the craft and equi-

librium would he established. In this fashion, the craft would be able

to hover at about this height, its canopy riding upon the vortex, whose

aerodynamic pressure would act at all points against the craft’s under-

side, providing lift. Eleerrogravitic forces would also contribute to this

effect, as would electrostatic forces between the craft and charges in the

surrounding air and charged plasma.

Horizontal thrust in any direction would he provided by altering

the symmetry of the electric field and of the resulting vortex pattern

ure2.12, Stage 4l. This would allow flame gas to escape to the rear

of the craft and the forward side of the vortex to exert traction upon

the water surface. The unbalanced canopy pressures would provide for-

ward thrust, and the additional lift of the leading edge would cause a

change in the altitude of the craft.

Project Wintcrhaven also requested funds to develop solid-state
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dectrogravitic motors similar to Brown’s early gravitators, it stressed

the importance of improvements that had been achieved in developing

new dielectric materials* noting chat the available dielectric constant K-

vahie s had progressively increased from 6 to 100 to 6,000 to 10,000 and

beyond, it proposed engineering a 500-pound high-K dielectric motor

tor propelling a model ship and envisioned that this would presage the

development of much larger motors for ships weighing thousands of

tons.

Yet another Wintcrhaven project concerned the investigation of dec-

trogravicic communication equipment that would transmit and receive

dectrogravitic waves. Early in 1952, Brown conducted a demonstration

in Los Angeles of one such transmitting and receiving system, through

which he successfully transmitted a signal over a distance of 15 feet to a

receiver located within an electrically grounded metallic enclosure. 3,1 He

used a relaxation oscillator as his transmitter. This consisted of a high-

voltage power supply that continuously charged a capacitor, which, in

turn, periodically discharged itself through a small spark gap when its

voltage had reached a certain value (figure 2,11), Just as in his early

capacitor experiments, Brown reasoned that dectrogravitic coupling

Figure 2.13. Schematic circuit diagrams of Itrauw's dectrogravitic suave

transmitter .(left) tittd receiver (right).
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would cause the rapacisur id radiate gr-avitaiiDiuil waves. His receiver

j nttnn a consisted of a charged high-voltage capacitor bridge circuit sim-

ilar Id the arc he used for his govito-dectric measurements,. Because

r lie grounded har.ad.iv shield! that surrounded his receiver anTcnn.i Mils

.tble to prevent the entry ! ordinary electromagnetic waves, lie c<in-

tluded that llie signal being conveyed via grant ic rather than elect ro-

magnetic anti that his capacitor bridge was able to detect gravitational

diEturhances.

In a patent disclosure Brown wrote in September L
Jj
53, he described

another version of dris communication device-, which was designed tn

send a SLgnal from an audio uicilJjmr to an electrics I Ev shielded radio

receiver. However, instead, of capacitors^ this device used heavy spheri-

cal masses tor the transmitter and receiver antennae." ' His Protect

Wiistcrhavco proposal env isi-mcd :!'. c'.l-c : n cr/.viu. v.'. Tui-s mission

.ind reception could he developed Lnso a fundamentally new DDmnmni-

rarion technology. !t noted that because of ihc extreme peneirjting abil-

i t v ot these waves, messages could be transmitted 10 submarines and to

Underground shchers and military installations, locations inaccessible

to norma I radio- wave communication. Brown’s spherical antenna gravi-

tational tvave generator bore a close resemblance to devices developed

bv sciential and inventor Nikola Tesla in the early twentieth century.

How such devices generate gravity waves nuiy be understood m terms of

the suhqiinntiim kinetics ether methodology isee box),12 '- 1

A Gravity Wave Model

As men-.- a nee Earlier iubqyantum kinetics pcs diets tnai j positive

charge ihojlo induce the formats 1 or j grsv-ty ftotertial wei ,i
r
<d s

negative charge shoclc .nduce the fertnatiDp oi 1 gravity potential hill.

Hence. .1 spherical oapduclor t h nr. is alternately charged and discharged

shou d ridQt;? bob' ar electric potential wavs and a gravity potential

wave, These Waves wou d be scalar Wavas rather [ban farce f, eld vector

waves because tiey woele consist of charges vi chcrny potential |i.e.,

sth cr codre ntration
; ,
wb id, is a sc. 1 .i rqur tny. Tr .1 : is : pate ntial wave

would have 1 measurnnie mj-gn.cude at ,i given point in space but no

associated directim. Electric th.ir^es sm sp-,en:-| monapcle anicnn:.
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wowd no: be letter jliy displaced co any appreciably extent, as ili-E}

wo-'d b-i in a mnyientionaJ :ipc'i? antenna; henc-c, Lrey would induce

i min mal magnetic fold. So anl'ka Hentzian eiGctramagnebc vaves,

wriich Qsd Hate Lmnsverse to th^ir directum of travel, these scalar waves

wo-. d ipdu:c no forces transverse to a wave's direction or travel Th-aj

wo'j j d instead produca longitudinal electric ard gravity potential fiL=ld

gradients that vould nduce longittidiml iorxes, chat s, itrces aligned

wah LOe- wave's crireccc-n cl propagation:

Tesla's ether sound wi'/t mode - 'or describing radia nt energy waves

fits nit energy potential description quite well because sinusoidal

vanalions r. ether concentration may he vi-s^alizee as aliemate corn

oressions ard rarefactions o{ the ether mc-durr, analogous to the

: jr-iproEsc-ns and rarefactions of air molecules in a sound wav-:. A high

elher ciarier [ration ^qu d correspend tc a high Energy poser da,:,

j low ether concentration wdl Id correspond to a 'ow Energy potoncal

ao according tc Lhie model, the antenna wot. d be radiating spherical

“waves of alternating -other concentration, Ip the event that Lhe waves

Were made to repeatedly reflect back and forth under resonance, they

could remlorte one another to produce stationary wave patterns char-

acterized by very strong longitudinal forces

The Project Wmrerhaven proposal requested that its projects be

carried tmL under j Department of Defense R6cD contract adminis-

tered hv l priinL contractor. Ei advocated a cooperative participation

t four commercial corporations engaged in applied research and four

academic institutions engaged Ln pure research. The four corporations

were ro comprise Lear Em:. i for gravimetric field measurements |> fansky

it Bailey llnr eJectnogravitic vvaye common icarion research I, Brush

Development Company I for deVelopmertt of bigh-K dielectric thrust

moEors), and Hancock Manufacturing Companv [lor development of

the disc airiniU ’. The .academic institutions included Stanford Research

Enstiruie, the University of Chicago, and the Franklin Institute,

The proposal acknowledged that the Pentagon had classified some

of Prnwn's past electrogravitir research. It noted that additional data

confirming the existence of the tJcctrogravitic coupling effect have been
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“^associated with government research projects of highly classified sta-

tus, and publication Lias been precluded,” Nevertheless, Brown's desire

in proposing Project Winterhaven was not to keep rhis technology secret

but to accelerate its development so chat it could benefit humanity,

Unfortunately, his dream of unrestneted access to electrogravitic

technology was not to be realized. Perhaps unknown to him at that

time, highly classified work on electrogravitics then in progress had

proceeded to a relatively advanced stage of development. En particular,

out of all the ideas proposed in Project Winterhaven, the electrogravitic

wave communicator device came closest of all to this ongoing sensitive

propulsion research.

2.4 ANTIGRAVETY RESEARCH' TOP SECRET

Brown's effort to promote his electrogravitic propulsion conceptreceived

its greatest boost from Aviation Studies
!
Intern acional! Ltd., a privately

owned. London-based aviation intelligence consulting firm/ Since its

formation in 1950, Aviation Studies has marketed reports to aerospace

companies and government defense departments on a wide variety of

subjects* giving information about various kinds of aircraft, rackets,

and missiles (e.g., their design features, prices, production run sizes,

foreign arsenal sizes I ; data on nuclear, thermal, and directed-energy

weapons; assessments of foreign government military intelligence capa-

bilities [e.g., organization missions, manpower, intelligence advisories)"

and much more. Their price lists for publications available between

1957 and I960 and for publications issued in 19 Pi are reproduced in

appendix B.

Richard Worcester, the director of Aviation Studies, had become

convinced that Brown had discovered something that could radically

revolutionize aviation technology. So beginning in August 1954, his

think tank began an effort to promote Brown’s ideas to the aerospace

industry, indicating that the rewards of success En developing clcc-

trogravirics technology were too far-reaching to be overlooked, They

* ] hu firm v a-iidr-rsa was given ji Aviation Ktudics | [ntETna.tmaul) Ltd., Slis-sck I Idiik,

37A pjirkisdu, Wlmhlednn, [ cm;ui>i: 5WL'9i 5NE
[
L'K. Hawiwr, curraitly rau addnciE for

tliLi- orpa m uni ion 11 a.va i la Me-.
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hcp.ui including news kerns about clcctrogravitics technology in their

weekly newsletter, Aiki^on Report,* and by 1956 also began spon-

soring research into- high-K dielectric materials for use in clectrograv-

itic aircraft. Their catalytic effort proved successful because industry

involvement in clcctrogravitics expanded exponentially from 1954

onward. Around the late 1950s, antigravity propulsion research went

underground and little was heard about it, although today the effort

continues secretly on a scale rivaling the Manhattan Project's effort to

develop the atomic bomb.

In February and December 1956, Aviation Studies published two

summary reports on clcctrogravitics. The February report, tided

“ Electrograv itics Systems: An Examination of Electrostatic Motion,

Dynamic Counterbary and Earycentric Control," presents an illumi-

nating survey of government and industry’s early involvement in the

field of andgravitics RBiDr14 Its cover page lists its origin as the Gravity

Research Group, a subdivision of the Aviation Studies Special Weapons

Study Unit, hut it is now known to have been written by Worcester.

The December report, tided “The Gravities Situation," also written by

Worcester, was issued, as being produced by Gravity Rand Limited, an

affiliate of Aviation Studies.’
1

It provides additional information about

aviation industry progress in developing electrogravitic antigravity tech-

nology. Gravity Rand had no affiliation with the Rand, Corporation.

Rand, an acronym for Research and Development, is often included in

the names of companies that arc involved in RE; D work.

Et is relatively difficult to obtain original copies of these ehtcuments.

A Ichough the ca rd catalog at the U, 5 , Li bra ry of Congress i n Wash i ngton

,

D.C., has a card on file for the February 1956 “Electrogravitics Systems"

report [LOG no. 3,1401,00034,5879; call no, TL565.A9), when I tried

to check out the report in 19B5, the librarian found that it was missing

from its shelves. A subsequent check of the Library of Congress com-

puter database showed that one other library in the United States kept

a copy of the report. That was the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

Technical Library in Dayton, Ohio. Originally marked “confidential,
11

*A J S93 circular states that thas newsletter ewers aerospace policy and contains equip-

ment end. ante.lienee data, evounri ie/iecli men I nequisilcicn needs, and govern mvni

news-, analysis, and Trends. ] du nor know if it continues to Be puliii sbicd .
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the- report had been declassified 50m.cci. 1nc prior to when [ obtained it in

1985 and is currently available for public scrutiny. It may be borrowed

from Wright-Patterson through the interlibrary loan system, but doing

so may require some persistence on the part of the requester since the

document is not cataloged on a] I Wright- Patterson computer databases,

so Air Force librarians m ight overlook its presence. The February 1956

report is reproduced in appendix C,

An original copy of the December 1956 report was more difficult

to locate. Librarians at Wright- Patterson could not find a copy in their

stacks and an attempt to obtain the document from Aviation Studies

was also unsuccessful. The director responded that copies of both

1956 elcctrogravitics studies could not be found in its files. Currently,

however, it is possible to download these documents from the Internet.

Aircraft and missile companies that have been purchasing the Aviation

Studies reports may still keep copies of these older issues in. their tech-

nical libraries, but company officials may be hesitant to share them

with outsiders. There is an apparent effort to keep this subject very

quiet. For example, Loral Vought Systems Corporation of Grand

Prairie, Texas, a company that is heavily involved in missile R&[ D and

that served as a subcontractor to Northrop Grumman Corporation

on development of the R-2 stealth bomber, had Listed the December

1956 report on its library database, but in a 1993 telephone conversa-

tion, one of their Librarians told me that the document was marked as

“destroyed,” Although she mentioned that three or four other Aviation

Studies reports were listed, she was unwilling to divulge their titles

and cited company policy that prevented the documents from being

loaned out.

The subtitle of the February 1956 report—An Examination of

Electrostatic Motion, Dynamic Countcrbary, and Earycentric Control—
blatantly indicates that it deals with gravity control. The words dynamic

counterbary and barycentric control translate to mean andgravitv pro-

pulsion and the control of gravity, the root word bury coming from the

Greek fkipi]* meaning weight. More specifically, page 19 of this report

defines counterbtiry as “the manipulation of gravitational force lines
'

and barycentric control as “the adjustment to such manipulative capa-

bility to produce a stable type of motion suitable for transportation.”
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The glossary of tbc December 1956 Aviation. Studies report defines

coanterbary as “another name for lofting . , , the action of levitation

where gravity’s force is more than over-come by electrostatic or other

propulsion.” It defines haryceniric control as ''the environment for reg-

ulation of lofting processes in a vehicle."

The term “dynamic conncrrbary,” or contrabary, was coined by cbe

renowned German sciendst Burkhard Heim, who used it publicly for

the first time in 1952 in a Stuttgart lecture titled “Dynamic Contrabary

and cbe Solution of Astronantical Problems.” Heim had been heavily

engaged i n gravity force field research in the early 1950s and claimed to

have- discovered! what he called the
IL

concrabaric effect ” a way of induc-

ing a gravitational force field by electromagnetic means.

Tbc February 1956 report briefly reviews Brown’s seminal work and

mentions his 1952 Project Wintcrhaven proposal to develop an eleccro-

gravitic interceptor disc of approximately 35 feet in diameter that would

be capable of attaining Mach 3 (2,250 miles per bourj and executing

sharp-edged changes of direction. The authors of the report were quite

convinced chat clcctrogravitics involves a nonconventional method for

artificially altering a vehicle’s gravity field, because cbe report begins by

scaring:

Elect nogravitics might he described as a synthesis -if electrostatic

energy used for propulsion . . . and gravities *;or dynamic counterha ry)

in which energy is also used to set up a local gravitational force inde-

pendent of the earth’s . . .

The essence of eiecrrogravitics thrust is the use of a very strong

positive charge on one side of the vehicle and a negative on the other.

The core of the motor is a condenser and the ability of the condenser

to hold its charge *;tho K n umber
)
is the yardstick of performance . . .

. . . The electrogravitics saucer can perform the function of a classic

lifting surface— it produces a pushing effect on the under surface and

a suction effect on the upper, but, unlike the airfoil, it does not require

a flow of air to produce the effect.- 1'

The report summarizes clcctrogravitics work that was being

done in the United States and in Great Britain and even indicates
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that several antigravily test rigs were in operation at that time. It

also includes extracts from various issues of Aviation Report dated

between August 1954 and December 1955, These give an illuminat-

ing view of how interest in elect rogravitks progressively expanded

over this eighteen -month period. Some interesting excerpts are quoted

here in chronological order;

AKTT-CRAVrTATlON RESEARCH

The basic research and technology behind elect no-antigravitatinn is so

much in its infancy that this is perhaps one field nf development where

not only the methods hut the ideas are secret. Nothing therefore can

he discussed freely at the moment. Very few papers on the subject have

been prepared so far, and the only schemes that have seen the Light

of day are for pure research into- rigs designed to make objects float

around freely in a box . . . long term aims . . . eovisage equipment that

can defeat gravity

Aviation Report, August 20, 1954

Managerial Policy For ANTi-CRAvrTtc's

Anti-gravities wort is . . „ likely to go to companies with the biggest

electrical laboratories and facilities. It is also apparent that anti-

gravities, like other advanced sciences, will he Initially sponsored

for its weapon capabilities. There are perhaps two broad ways of

using the science— one is to postulate the design of advanced type

projectiles . . .The other, which is a longer term plan, is recreate an

entirely new environment with devices operating entirely under an

anti-gravitic envelope.

Aviation Report, August 24, 1954

Gravities Formulations

Sinme extremely ambitious theoretical programs have been submitted

and work towards realization of a manned |anti-gra vitae] vehicle has

begun. On the evidence, there are far more definite indications that

the incredible claims are realizable than there was, for instance, in

supposing that uranium fission would result in a bomb.

Aviation Report, September 7, 1?54~
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An October 1 954 report refers £o Brown’s 1952 Winterhaven Project

proposal and indicates that the Pentagon was about to begin funding

the development of clcctrogjaviric aircraft:

El.KCTEO-CKJlVtTtC PROPULSION SITUATION

Under the terms of Project Winterhaven [1952| the proposals to

develop electro-gravities to the point of realizing a Mach 3 combat

type disc ware not far short of the extensive effort that was planned

for the Manhattan District. Indeed rha drive to develop the new prime

mtrvier is in some respects rather similar to the experiments that led to

the release of nuclear energy in the sensa that both involve fantastic

mathematical capacity and both are sciences so new that other aLLied

sciences cannot be nf very much guide. In the past two years since the

principle of motion by means of massiva-K was first demonst rated on

a test rig, progress has been slow. But the indications ane now that

the Pentagon is ready to sponsor a range of device* to help further

knowledge. - Tentative targets now being set anticipate that the first

disc should be complete before I960 and it would take the whole of

the “sixties” to develop it properly, even though some combat things

might be available ten years from now. . . . The frame incidentally is

indivisible from the "engine.” If there is hr be any division of respon-

sibility it would be that the engine industry might become respon-

sible for providing the electrostatic energy (by, it is thought, a kind of

flamej and the frame maker for the condenser assembly which is the

core of the main structure.

Aviation Report, October J2
?
I954 :1

Note that: the October report mentions Brown’s flame -jet high-

voltage generator concept as a means for generating electrostatic

energy and suggests that such a device would be developed by the jet

engine industry. A November 1954 report describes the Air Force’s

first attempts to draw up specifications for the development of an elec-

trogravicic vehicle and notes that the goal of a Mach 3 combat saucer

would be possible through an extrapolation of technology available at

that time:
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Gravities Steps

Specification writers seem to he still lather stumped to know what

to ask for in the very hazy science of elect rogiavitic propelled vehi-

cles. They are at present faced with having to plan the first family

of things—first of these is the most realistic type of operational test

rig, and second, the first type of test vehicle. In turn this would lead

to sponsoring of a comhar disc. The preliminary test rigs which gave

only fcehle propulsion have been somewhat improved, hut of course

the speeds reached so far are only those more associated with what

is attained on the roads rather than In the air. hut propulsion is

now known to he possible, so it is a matter of feeding, enough KVA

| kilovolt-amperes
|
into condensers with better EC figures. .5£i,Q00 is a

magic figure for the combat saucer— it is this amount of KVA and this

amount of K that can he translated into Mach 3 speeds.

Aviation Report, November 19, 1954 - ’

The term “KVA,” which stands for kilovolt-amperes, is used exclu-

sively in referring to power consumption in which the power source is

AG. Its use in the above passage suggests that the disc being discussed

was co use high-K capacitors powered wich AC, rather than DC ,' 1

It the

disc’s capacitors were instead powered exclusively with DC, then it would

have been more proper to refer to kilowatts of power, or KW.*
1

Also, this

same report later states, “Perhaps the main thing for management to hear

in mind in recruiting men is chat essentia I ly electrogravicics is a branch

of wave technology and much of it starts with Planck's dimensions of

action, energy, and time, and some of this is among the most firm and

least controversial sections of modern atomic physics.” So here is further

acknowledgment that researchers were actively investigating the use of

time-varying electric fields for clcctrogravicic propulsion.

Although Brown’s early demonstration discs were powered wich

high-voltage DC power, later demonstrations, such as the one given in a

“When a capacitor is cner^jLied with AC, there- is a. pha» s-hifr between the current

And , oltage s-ine waves such that the lu

T

rent change cliroug.li the capacitor cendv to

Ibid the roll-age change atrots Lt. ConiEquentI y, the product of average current ti mes

average voltage (or kilowatts I it not a goad measure fur the average power of a half

cycle. In such cases, elcctiical engineers instead refer to kilovalt-arnpcret.
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gymnasium at Pear] Harbor, appear to have instead used rectified AC.

Alsu, in, -one of his patents. Brown briefJy alludes to energizing high-K

dielectrics with high- frequency AC, hut he kept fairly quiet about this

part of his work. How an AC-eneigized capacitor might he used to pro-

duce an amplified elcctrogravitic thrust is described in the nest chapter.

During a January 25, 1955, meeting of aviation leaders held in New
York, George S. Trimble, vice president of advanced design for Glenn

Martin Aircraft in Baltimore, was quoted by the Associated Press as

saying, “Unlimited power, freedom from gravitational attraction, and

infinitely short travel time are now becoming feasible-" 31 He then added

that eventually all commercial air transportation would be in vehicles

operating on these fantastic principles. Recall that Brown had briefly

worked at the Baltimore Glenn Martin plant sixteen years earlier, before

the beginning of World War II. Undoubtedly, he had planted the seeds

about cicctrogravidcs at that early date.

At the same meeting, Dr. Walter R. Dornbcrget, a guided missile

consultant for the Bell Aircraft Corporation, predicted that airliners

would eventually travel at 10,000 miles per hour {Mach 13), This would

make possible a trip from New York to Sidney, Australia, in approxi-

mately one hour. Two weeks later, Aviation Studies issued a report dis-

closing that many aircraft companies were aware of the existence of this

antigravity technology:

Management Note foh Eiectro-ghavitics

New companies . , . who would like to see themselves as major defence

prime contractors in fan or fifteen years time are the ones most likely

to stimulate development. Several typical companies in Britain and

the U.S, come to mind—outfits like AiResearch, Raytheon, Plessey in

England, Rotax and others. But the companies have to face a decade

of costly research into theoretical physics and it means a great deal

of trust. Companies are mostly overloaded already and they cannot

afford it, hut when they sit down ar.d think about the matter they can

scarcely avoid the conclusion that they cannot afford not to be in at

the beginning.

Atvdffdff Report, February S, 1955
' 2
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In July 1 955, A viatiori Report quoted Lawrence D. Bell, founder

of Bell Aircraft* as laying that the tempo of development leading to

the use of a nrigrav [rational veil ides would accelerate and that break-

throughs that had become feasible at chat time would advance the

introduction of such vehicles ahead of the time it had taken to develop

the turbojet/ 1 That same issue predicted that government procure-

ment would open up “because the capabilities ot such aircraft arc

immeasurably greater than those envisaged with any known form ot

engine.
1 ’

On October 15, 1955, the Department of Defense issued a news

release informing the public that some government aircraft under devel-

opment could resemble flying saucers. Secretary of the Air Force Donald

A. Quarles stated:

. . . we are now entering a period nf aviation technology in which air-

craft of unusual configuration and flight characteristics will begin to

rppear . . . The Air Force and other Armed Services have under devel-

opment several vertical-rising, high performance aircraft . . . Vertical-

rising aircraft capable of transition to supersonic horizontal flight

will be a new phenomenon in our skies, and under certain conditions

could give the illusion of the so-called flying saucer/*

Although Quarles did not refer to any unconventional propul-

sion technology, it may be no coincidence that just one year earlier the

Pentagon had begun plans hr fund the development of Brown’s elcc-

trogravicics technology. To camouflage the truly exotic nature of the

project, the news release called attention to the disc-shaped AVRO car,

developed by AVRO Ltd. of Canada, The AVRO car was an ill-con-

ceived vehicle that used a conventional air turbine that was ducted to

provide vertical lift. Unfortunately, its design was inherently unstable;

it had the persistent tendency to flip over after rising just a few feet off

the ground.

The November 1955 issue of Aviation Report acknowledges the key

role that the Aviation Studies newsletter played in catalyzing the devel-

opment of the elccrrogravitics industry:
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The feasibility of .1 Mach 3 fighter (the present aim in studies! is

dependent on a rather large K extrapolation, considering the pair of

saucers that have physically demonstrated the principle only achieved

a speed nf some 30 fps Jfeet per second |j. But, and this is important,

they have attained a working velocity using a very inefficient (even by

to-day’s knowledge} form of condenser complex . .

.

It was, by the way, largely due to the early references In Aviation

sport that work is gathering momentum in the U.5. Similar studies are

beginning in Trance, and in England some men are on the joh full time.

Aviation Report, November 15, 1 955 i5

Later that month, Ansel Talbert* military and aviation editor for the

New York Herald Tribune, published a scries of articles on the aviation

industry’s interest in gravity -control, On November 20, he wrote:

A number nf major, long-established companies in the United States

a i rcra fts a nd elect ron ics i ndustries a Iso a re i nvolvedm gravity research.

Scientists in general, bracket gravity with Life itself as the greatest

unsolved mystery in the Universe. But there are increasing numbers

who feel that there must he a physical mechanism for its propagatinn

which can be discovered and controlled. Should this mystery be snhed

it would bring about a greater revolution in power, transportation,

and many other fields than even the discovery of atomic power. The

influence of such a discovery would he of tremendous import in the

field nf aircraft design where the problem of fighting gravity’s effects

has always been basic. ^

Talbert’s article displayed a photo of two General Dynamics Con-

vair Division scientists conducting a research experiment aimed at con-

trolling gravity. It showed them facing an apparatus supported on pillars

that was wired with electrical connections. In an article dated November

21, Talbert named six other firms chat wierc involved in such studies:

Aircraft industry firms now participating nr actively interested in grav-

ity include the Glenn I.. Martin Co. of Baltimore, builders nf the nation's
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first giant jet- powered flying beat; Convair of San Diego, designers- and

builders of the giant B-36 intercontinental bomber and the world's first

successful vertical take-off fighter; Bell Aircraft of Buffalo, builders of

the first printed airplane to fly faster than sound and a current jet *ver-

tical takeoff and landing
11

airplane, and Sikorsky division of United

Aircraft, pioneer helicopter builders. I.ear, Inc., of ianta Monica, one

of rho world's largest builders of automatic pilots for airplanes; Clarke

Electronics of Palm Springs, California, a pioneer in its field, ard the

Sperry Gyroscope Division of Sperry-Rand Cnrp., of Great Neck, L.I.,

which is doing important work on guided missiles and earth -satellites,

alto have scientists investigating the gravity problem,17

Talbert also named several physicists who were interested in pursu-

ing gravity control research!

. . . current efforts to understand gravity and universal gravitation both

at the sub-atomic level and at the level nf the Universe have the positive

hacking today ofmany of America's outstanding physicists. These include

r. Edward Teller of the University of California, who received prime

credit for developing the hydrogen bomb; Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer,

director nf the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton; Dr. Freeman

j. Dyson, theoretical physicist at the institute, and l>r. John A. Wheeler,

professor of physics at Princeton University, who made important oon-

tributions to America^ first nuclear fission project.
1 ’

Others mentioned to be working on understanding gravity included

Dr, Vaclav Hlavaty of the University of Indiana and Drs. Stanley Dcscr

and Richard Arnowiti of Princeton’s Institute for Advanced Study.

Unlike his colleague Albert Einstein, Hlavaty believed gravity simply to

be one aspect of electromagnetism,

In his November 21 article, Talbert further acknowledged the exis-

tence of a widespread industry program geared toward gravity control

research

;

Many in America^ aircraft and electronics industries are excited

over the possibility of using its magnetic and gravitational fields as
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a madium of support for amazing " Oping vehicles” which will not

depend on The air for lift. Space ships capable of accelerating in a few

seconds to speeds many thousands of m iles a n hour and malt i ng sudden

changes of course at these speeds without subjecting their passengers

to the so-called
,L
C-forces" caused by gravity’s pull also are envisioned.

These concepts are part of a new program to solve the secret of grav-

ity and universal gravitation already in progress in many top scientific

laboratories and Long-established industrial! firms of the nation.

William P. Lear, inventor and chairman of the board of Lear, loc.,

one of the natioo’s largest electronics firms specializing in aviation,

for months has been going over new developments and theories relat-

ing to gravity with his chief scientists and engineers. Mr. Lear Lo J 9.50

received the Collier Trophy from the President of the United fitates

ll
for the greatest achievement in aviation in America

1

" through devel-

oping a light-weight automatic pilot and approach control system for

jet fighter pla nes. He is convinced t hat It w i 1 1 he possible to create arti -

ficial "electro-gravitational fields whose polarity can be controlled

to cancel out gravity.” He told this correspondent; "All the (mass)

materials and human beings within these fields will he part of them.

They will be adjustable so as to increase or decrease the weight of

any object in its surroundings. They won't be affected by the earths

gravity or that of any celestial body. This means that if any person

was in an anti-gravitational airplane or space ship that carried along

its own gravitational field . . — no matter flow fast you accelerated

or changed course—your body wouldn't any more feel it than It now

feels the speed of the earth

T

3*

It is unlikely that an industrialist as prominent as Lear would make

such a strong statement unless he himself had seen concrete evidence

that such an elcctrogra vatic effect was possible, Beli, whose company

in Buffalo had built the first piloted aircraft in history to fly faster

than sound, also was optimistic about the results of gravity research

then in progress. The New York Herald Tribune quoted him as saying,

“Aviation as we know it is on the threshold of amazing new concepts.

The United States aircraft industry already is working with nuclear fuels

and equipment to cancel out gravity instead of fighting icJ^
11
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Grover l.oening, the fine engineer hired by the Wright broth-

ers and whose forty-year career in aircraft design, construction, and

consulting had been decorated, by the U,S. Air Force, told Talbert,
4T

firmly believe that before long man will acquire the ability to build

an electromagnetic contra-gravity mechanism that works, Much chc

same line of reasoning chat enabled scientists to split up atomic struc-

tures also will enable them co learn the nacurc of gravitational attrac-

tion and ways to counter it.
71 * 1

Trim ble’s company, Glenn Martin, was the first in the United Stares

to invcstigace electrogravitational propulsion,42 This is not surprising

given thac Brown worked for Martin as early as 19S9. The blew York

Herald Tribune said chat, under Trimble's initiative, Martin Aircraft

was building a laboratory between Baltimore and Washington to house

the new Research Institute for Advanced Study, which would be com-

mitted to investigating chc theoretical basis of elect rogravibes and to

conducting programs in applied research, Regarding the development

of this new technology, the Herald Tribune quoted Trimble as saying,

“I think we could do the job in about chc time chat it actually required

to build the first atomic bomb if enough trained scientific brain-power

simultaneously began thinking about and working cowards a solution.

Actually the biggest delrrrent to scientific progress is a refusal of some

people, including scientists, to believe that things which seem amazing

can really happen.*'4 "1

Dudley Clarke, president of Clarke Electronics, was also reported

to he optimistic about gravity control. In an article dated November 22,

Talbert stated, “Mr, Clarke notes chat the force of gravity is powerful

enough to generate many thousand rimes more electricity chan now is

generated at Niagara Falls and, every other water-power center in the

world—if ir can be harnessed. This impending event, he maintains, will

make beat and power needed hv one family for an indefinite peTRid.
77,41

Two weeks after the Herald Tribune story came out. Aviation

Report stated:

Electp.q-cejWitics Effort Widening

Companies studying the implications of gravities are said in a new

statement, to include Clenn Martin, Convalr, Sperry-Rand, Sikorsky,
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Bell, 3.ear [me. and Clark[e] Electronics Other companies who have

previously evinced interest Include Lockheed, Douglas and Hiller. The

remainder are nest disinterested, but have nnt given public support to

the new science—which is widening all the time. The approach In the

U,S. Is in a sense more ambitious than might have been expected.

Aviation Report December 9, 1955 4,;

Of these companies. Brown had particularly strong ties with

Lockheed, having worked there just ten years earlier. The Aviation

Studies
1

“Electrogravitic Systems
11

report, issued two months after the

December 9 article quoted above, noted the increasing number of U.S.

aviation companies chat were expressing interest in antigravity propul-

sion technology!

One nf the difficulties in 1954 and 1955 was to get aviation to take

electrngravitlcs seriously. The name ilnne was enough to put people

off. However, in the trade much progress has been made and nnw

most major companies in the United States are interested in enunter-

hary. Croups are being organized to study electrostatic and electro-

magnetic phenomena. Must nf the Industry^ leaders have made some

reference to it. Douglas has now stated that it has counterbary on its

work agenda hut does not expect results yet awhile. I Idler has referred

to new forms of flying platform, Clenn Martin say gravity control

could be achieved in six years, but they add that it would enrail a

Manhattan District type of effort to bring it about. Sikorsky, one of

the pioneers, more nr less agrees with the Douglas verdict and says

that gravity is tangible and formidable, but there must be a physical

carrier for this immense trans -spatial force. This implies that where a

physical manifestation exists, a physical device can he developed for

creating a similar force moving in the opposite direction tn cancel it.

Clarke Electronics state they have a rig, and add that in their view the

source of gravity^ force will be understood sooner than snmc people

think. General Electric is working nn the use of electronic rigs designed

to make adjustments to gravity—this line of attack has the advantage

of using rigs already in existence for other defence work. Bell also has

an experimental rig intended., as the company puts it, to cancel nut
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gravity, and Lawrence Bell, has said He is- convinced that practical hard-

ware will emerge from current programs. Grower Leon mg Is certain

th .it what he referred to as an electro-magnetic contra-gravity mecha-

nism will he developed for practical use. Ccnvair is extensively com-

mit ted to the work w ith several rigs. Lear I nc., a utopi lot a nd election ic

engineers have a division of the company working on gravity research

and so also has the Sperry division of Sparry-Rand. This list embraces

most of the U.5. aircraft industry. The remainder. Curt is-Wright,

Lockheed, Bneing and North American have not yet declared them-

selves, hut all these four are known to be in various stages of study

with and without rigs.
111

The- report added that a terrain amount of antigravity work was

also going on in Europe. It mentioned two French companies getting

involved and several private ventures developing rigs in Britain. It also

mentioned that one Swedish company, two Canadian companies, and

several German companies were also making studies. The Airplane

Corporation and Glubarcff Helicopter were among the foreign compa-

nies that had recently joined the growing gravity research club,

The report extrapolated that it should be possible to produce a

Mach 3 fighter disc by electrifying tbe craft with million-volt potentials

and using surface coatings having K-valucs of more than 10,000, By that

time, K figures of 6,000 had been obtained from some ceramic materi-

als, and researchers had demonstrated JO percent weight reductions in

some energized devices. Moreover, there were prospects of synthesiz-

ing ceramics with K. figures as high as 30,000, Thus it was felt that an

operational manned aircraft could be built simply by sealing up what

was then already in existence,

The emphasis on using high-K dielectric materials for the craft's

hull indicates that its designers planned to achieve gravity" control pri-

marily by electrically charging the craft's surface rather than depend-

ing entirely on the gravitic effect of external ion clouds. Nevertheless,

since this vehicle was to obtain its high-voltage power from a flame -jet

generator, its designers probably planned hr make beneficial use of such

auxiliary ion cloud effects,

One month after the February 1956 Aviation Studies report was
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released, Interavia magazine echoed similar optimism regarding the

practical application of Brown’s electnograv it ic technology:

Such a [gravitic[ force raised exponent ia I

ly
to levels capable of push-

ing man -carrying vehicles through the air—or outer space—at ultra-

high speeds is now the object of concerted effort in several countries.

Once achieved, it will eliminate most nf the structural difficulties nmv

encountered in the construction of high-speed aircraft . . . The force

is nor a physical one acting initially at a specific point Ln the vehicle

that needs then to be translated to all the other parts. It is an electro-

gravitic field acting on all parts simultaneously. Changes in direction

and speed of flight would be effected by merely altering the intensity,

polarity and direction of the charge.*
7

In December 1.956, Aviation Studies issued a second progress report

that pointed out the military advantages of the technology and men-

tioned that government funding was being continued:

F.lactrosTatic discs can provide lift without speed . . This could he

an important advance over all forms of airfoil which require induced

flow; and (lift without airflow! is a development that deserves to

be followed up in its own right, and one that for military purposes

is already envisaged by the users as applicable to all three services

(Army, Navy, St Air Force). This point has been appreciated in the

United States and a program in hand may now ensure that develop-

ment of large sized disks will he continued. This is backed by the

U,S. Government, but it is something that will be pursued on a small

scale. This acceptance follows Brown's original suggestion embodied

in Project Winterhaven.^ 1

The- report also made chc fori Lowi ng revealing assessment of the elcc-

trogravicics industry situation:

Already companies are specializing in evolution nf particular com-

ponents of an electrngravitLcs disk. This implies that the science is

in the same state as the ICBM, namely that no new breakthroughs
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arc needed., only intensive development engineering. This may he an

optimistic reading oil the situation; It is true that materials ate notv

available fm the condensers giving higher K figures than were postu-

lated in Winterhaven as necessary, and all the ingredients necessary

for the disks appear to be available. But industry is still some way

from having an adequate power snuice, and possessing any practical

experience of running such equipment.^

The re-port suggests that other companies were duplicating Brown’s

flying disc experiment and similarly obtaining speeds in the range of

hundreds of miles per hour. It states, ‘'High speeds in electrostatic pro-

pulsion of small discs will be worth keeping craclt of [by high speed

one means hundreds of mph) and some of these results arc beginning

to filter ch rough for general evaluation,
11

'511

Interest in the subject of

antigravity continued to accelerate in the following years. In January

1957, the Institute of Field Physics at the University of North Carolina

in Chapel Hill held a weeklong scientific conference on the role of gravi-

tation in physics. The conference was attended hy forty-five physicists

from the United States and seven other countries, Brown was undoubt-

edly among them, Interestingly, the Wright Air Development Center of

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base was one of the sponsors of the meeting

and was also in charge of publishing the conference proceedings. That

same year, J, E, Surrat Jr, s
vice president of the Society of Aeronautical

Weight Engineers, said that Wright-Pattcrson was equipped writh a mul-

ti mi Ition-dol La r installation designed for the research and study of anti-

gravity forces,
31

A. V. Cleaver, who worked as assistant chief engineer at the Aero

Engine Division of Rolls-Royce, assessed the status of clcctrogravitics

in a February 1957 article published in the prestigious Journal of the

British Interplanetary Society.11 He estimated that government and

industry in the United States were spending on the order of 55 million

annua Lly on fundamental research on rleetrogravitics and noted that

firms in France, Italy, and Japan may also have been researching the

phenomenon.

Nevertheless, unknown to the many newcomers being indoctri-

nated Into the field of electrogravitics, this multicompany R8iD effort

was merely supplementing a highly classified effort that had already
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been in progress si nee the end of World War I L This preexisting project,

known ns Project Skyvault, was actually ahead in achieving the goal of

a manned andgravitv craft. Vet before examining this project, let us

study subsequent developments made by Brown that greatly improved

the propulsion force of his technology.
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ONWARD AND
UPWARD

3.1 THE PARIS EXPERIMENTS

Skeptics had claimed that Brown’s flying, discs were propelled entirely

by km wind pressure inti would lose their propulsive force if tested ini

vacuum chamber where few air molecules would be present, but in 1 955

and 1956, they were proved wrong, Under the sponsorship of the f rench

government.. Brown conducted a series of vacuum chamber ex peri meats

at facilities made available by Societe Nationale du Constructions

Acronautiques du Sud-Ouest, a Paris-based aeronautical corporation.

There, he successfully flew a pair of miniature saucer airfoils :n a high

vacuum of less than one billionth of an atmosphere. Not only did the

discs propel themselves more efficiently, but they also sped faster, since,

without ion leakage, they cou Id be energized with greater voltages.

The tests used a 200 -watt power source to supply DC potentials rang-

ing from 70 to 220 kilovolts/ Few details arc known about these tests

because the results were considered a confidential matter. However, it

appears the discs measured about 4 to 5 inches in diameter and had a

central body made ot solid aluminum. 1, ^ By comparison, the t.5- and 5-

foot-diameter discs chat Brown had tested in IlLS carousel demonstration

were made of Plexiglas and lightweight sheet aluminum.

93
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En addition to these miniature airfoils, Brawn conJutted vacuum

chamber tests of a rotor apparatus. {Appendix D presents one of his

reports on this experiment.*) The apparatus consisted of an arm that

rotated about a central bearing and that was fitted at each end with

a pair of electrodes [figure 1.1b When the electrodes were oppositely

charged, the rotor spun l ike a pinwheel, revolving around its axis in the

negative-ro-positive direction Et was found that the torque increased in

an exponential fashion with applied voltage. At times when a stream of

electrons would discharge from the negative to the positive plate, the

rotor would acquire a momentary hurst of forward thrust. At arou nd

150 kilovolts, the rate of rotation became so great after four or five

discharges that the voltage had to be reduced for fear that the rotor

might fly apart and shatter its glass bell-jar enclosure. Moreover, Brown

found that the thrust persisted even when the capacitor elements were

each surrounded by Plexiglas enclosures in the manner shown in figure

11. Since there was noway that ions could escape from the enclosures,

ion thrust could he ruled out as a motive force. He also used asym-

metrical capacitors having electrodes of differing sizes in which cither

the positive plate was Larger than the negative or the negative plate was

larger than the positive. However, neither of these geometries had any

appreciable effect on the amount of thrust generated by the discharge

events.

In February 1 971, Dr. Rolf Schaffranhe, who wrote the book Ether

Technoiogy under the pseudonym Rho Sigma, received a letter from

Broum responding to inquiries he had made abouc Brown's Paris experi-

ments. 5 In that letter Brown disclosed that the thrust on the rotor was

several orders of magnitude larger than ion thrust could account for. He

also related to Schaffranke that he had obtained a greater thrust when

a massive high-K dielectric such as harium titanate was placed between

Figure 1.1. Top view of

wcA.- the eiecttogTavshc rotor

uied in Thomas Townsend

flTort.'M’s Tatis twcwifprj

chamber experiments.

(After

T. Itroum.)
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the- capacitor plates. He also acknowledged that a residual thrust was

obtained even when there were no discharges, clear evidence of the exis-

tence of a Eicfeld- Brown rleclrogjavitic effect.

Several effects could explain why very Large thrusts accompanied

each discharge event. As one possibility;, the volley of high-energy elec-

trons chat formed the spark discharge could have delivered an elcctro-

gravitic impulse to the positive electrode. The electron burst would

have moved from the negative to the positive electrode of the spark-

ing rotor capacitor at close to the speed of light. That is, in the pre-

vailing hard vacuum, electrons accelerated by a 150-kilovolt potential

would have attained a velocity of about percent of the speed of light.

Suhquantum kinetics predicts that these free electrons would have gen-

erated a local gravity potential hill, and as they flew toward the positive

electrode, they would have carried this gravity potential hill with them.

In the rotor rest frame, this would have appeared as a forward-propa-

gating gravity potential wave. The sharp potential rise at the leading

edge of this wave would have had a matter-repelling effect, which would

have given a thrust impulse in the negative-co-positive direction as it

momentarily passed through the positive electrode mass and any inter-

vening dielectric. This electrogravitic impulse effect is further discussed

in chapter 6 in connection with the gravity beam experiments of the

Russian materials scientist Eugene Podkletnov.

The nonlinear field gradient associated with each spark could also

have contributed to the thrust. Brown observed that the discharges were

emitted from a point on his negative electrode and fanned out to pro-

duce a broad Luminescence on his positive electrode. In other words,

regardless of the size of his positive electrode, whether it was a 4-inch

disc or a half-inch sphere, the field produced from the discharge would

have fanned out from a small high-flux-density region to a larger lour-

density region. The fanning geometry of the discharge and the sudden

onset of the discharge would momentarily have produced a nonlinear

electric field between the capacitor plates. This in turn would have gen-

erated a large virtual -charge gradient between the capacitor electrodes

along with an accompanying gravity potential gradient that would have

momentarily induced a large thrust on the capacitor dielectric in the

direction of the positive electrode, where the field's flux density would
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have been lowest, We will defer further discussion of such virtual charge

eleetragravitic effects until section 4.2 of the nest chapter.

Brown’s work as a consulting physicist for Societc Rationale

ilc Constructions Acronautiqucs du Sud-Ouest came to an end in

1956, when the company merged with a larger company, 5ud Est,

that apparently had no interest in elect rogravirics. That summer he

returned to the United States with ail his papers and took up residence

in Washington, D.C/ There, he contacted the Wavy, hoping to show

them his Paris data, which proved that rheir earlier ion wind theory

was wrong. He was met by Admiral Rickover, but instead of show-

ing interest in Brown's results, the admiral sternly advised him not to

take his clcctrogravitics work any further, that it would he best if he

dropped it, ' Nevertheless, by the end of 19.56, the Pentagon had begun

sponsoring el ectrograv it ics research that was chen in progress at some

of the major aerospace firms and had apparently elevated the matter to

a Eop-sccreE status. W'as Brown, the father of this amazing technology,

to be excluded from the inner circle of companies chosen to develop

his ideas ?

Brown was unwilling to give up that easily. He continued his work

under the sponsorship of a Delaware company he had formed called

Whitehall- Rand Corporation, which had offices in both Washington

and London. He probably chose the name Whitehall to allude to the

executive branch of the British government, which is based largely on

Whitehall Street in London. In July 1957, while serving as its director

of research and development, he protected his electric disc and flame

-

jet-d riven aircraft ideas by applying for three LL5. patents (2,949,5.50;

5,013,594; and 5,022,430). When these were issued, in I960 and 1962,

they were assigned to W'diitehall-Rand. Brown was the only contributor

of patents to this company.

"'Ey [he- end cif August-. Brown had founded [lie National Investigations Ccunmittee

oi: Aerial Phenomena >.il:,i> known as N 1C. A P
•, a CFO rewareh. ar|£amxation - h .it at

the time was the aarpest and racist influential o: sucli urpanirdrioii-i. Nevertheless, lout

m,,n:hi .acer. as a result of a disagreement over what the ar54n:xdti<Hi's ci.Teec iwes

should be, he was turced to resign as ics director, the position hemp subsequently filled

by Major Donald Ei. Keyhne.
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3.2 OVERUNITY LEVITATION

In the fall of 1957, Brawn teamed up with Dr. Frank. King anti Agnew

Bahnson Jr., who also had a strong interest in antigravity research.

Bahnson, an industrialist from Winston-Salem, North Carolina, had. in

1956 played an instrumental role an establishing the Ensiirote of Field

Physics at the University of North Carolina., an organization dedicated

to the study of gravitation. Having a longtime interest in Brown’s elec-

trostatic antigravity propulsion work, Bahnson constructed a well-

equipped private laboratory in Winston-Salem and invited Brown down

as consultant to work with himself and King. Beginning in November

1957 and continuing for several years, the three carried out clcctrogra-

vitics research on various kinds of “ ballistic electrode
1
’ saucer models.

Bahnson kept a record of their work in a series of laboratory notebooks,

and some of this was reviewed by Charles Yost in the second issue of

Electric Spacecraft JoumaL This work led Brown and Bahnson to file

a series of U.5. patent applications in May 1953: an "'electrok inetic

apparatus” patent awarded to Brown in June 1965 (3,137,206} and two

“electrical thrust producing device” patents awarded to Bahnson in

1960 and 1966 (2,953,790 and 3,263,102).

That same year. Brown and his friends organized a company called

Eland I nternational Limited, with Brown serving as its president.

Together, chcy carried on electrogravitics experiments and applied for

more than seventy-five patents in twelve mnjor countries (the United

States, Australia, Canada, France, Belgium, Great Britain, Germany,

Holland. Italy, Japan, Sweden, and Switzerland] .

Et was around this rime that Brown succeeded in developing a E5-

inch-diameter, dome-shaped saucer that was capable of levitating its

own weight I Kitsclman, Brown’s mathematician friend, related that be

had contacted Brown after being out of touch with him for several years

and was told, ‘The lift isn’t just 1 percent any longer; the apparatus

will now lift 110 percenc of its own weight!!” Kitsclman and his wife

immediately flew to Washington and with their own eyes saw a mod-

erately heavy gadget made of metal and Pyres lift itself right up when

50 kilovolts of electricity were applied and floarsteat ily when a slightly

lower voltage was used. a

En an April 1973 letter to Schaffranke, Brown confirmed that he
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had performed thin dcmonstradon lull indicated that he had conducted

experiments throughout the entire voltage range from JO to 2J0 kilo-

volts DC, Illustrating his Better with the sketch depicted in figure 3.2,

Brown wrote;

Mr. KLtselman witnessed an experiment utilizing .1 15" circular, dome-

shaped aluminum, electrode, wired and energised as in the attached

sketch. When the high voltage was applied, this device, although teth-

ered by wires from the high voltage equipment, did rise In the air, lift-

ing not only its own weight but also a small balance weight which was

attached to it on the underside. It is tine that this apparatus would

exert a force of upward of L 10% nf its weight.*

[n a November I, 1971, letter written to electrical engineer Tons

Turman to respond to same of Turman's questions. Brown described

tests on an IS-inch-cliamctcr disc that lifted 125 percent of its weight:

We used a tri arcuate ballistic electrode as the anode and a small elec-

trode underneath as the cathode . . . The Large electrode was made

of a balsa umbrella- 1 ike frame with aluminum, foil covering. A thin

glass stand- nff insulator mounted the cathode as shown in the draw-

ing [drawing shown In appendix A[.. The Lift of this unit at 170 lev was

Figure .1.2. A crass-seetianai

view ofa model eiectrogravitic

saucer shat reus capable of

sustained levitation. flSrawrs,

April St 1973, letter written So R

Schaffranke)

, 77'7/ -/ -r-F J r >~r
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about E25 grams. The electrode structure it-s^L^ weighed only about

fi 00 grams, so it was actually self-Levitating."
1

The- report titled “Electrahydradynainics^ issued in March I960

bv the Electrokinetics Corporation, presents a diagram of this IS-inch-

diameter test model that shows that a toroids] air current vortex was

generated beneath the arcuate electrode when rhe electrode was electri-

fied | figure 3.3 j J
1

[r notes that this vortex was an effective aerodynamic

pattern for inducing lift, although vacuum chamber tests that were con-

ducted showed that anv momentum that may have been imparted by

this ion wind would have heen many orders of magnitude too small

to account for the observed thrust. The report notes that hydro-static

pressure exerted against the entire inner surface oi the large arcuate

electrode resulted in a lift force.

In a second letter to Turman, Brown drew cross-sectional views

showing how the hydrostatic air pressure is distributed beneath the pos-

itively charged clectnHlc for differing inclinations of the negative elec-

trode {sec figure 3.4), 1 - The pressure was found to be up to 0.2 5- inch

water gauge (—0,64 gram per cm-; and more positive below Ehe electrode

than in the disc's immediate surroundings. Estimating from Brown’s

sketch, the positive pressure beneath the positive electrode would have

averaged about 0.1 inch water gauge, or about 0.25 gram per cm". An

IS -inch-diameter saucer would have had a cross-sectional area of 1640

emr; hence, this pressure would have imparted an upward force of up to

400 grams, more than enough to support the 125-gram weight.

Commenting on various means of steering or stabilizing the flight

of such a saucer. Brown wrote:

Figure J.J. Thomns Townsend

Brown's t 8-mch-drantzieT

triarcyate ballistic electrode

and its generation ofa

toroidal airflow vortex.,

f
Courtesy ofthe Townsend

Brown Family and Quaiighti

L.L.CJ
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figure 3. 4 . The

pressure profile under

Brown's vertical lift

iriarcuate ballistic

electrode. (Drawing

from a 1 971 letter

from T. T. Brown

to T. Turman; see

appendix A, letter 3)

It was found that, hy canting the center electrode, the pressures could

he unbalanced so that one side or the other could be Lifted. This could

provide horizontal stability in a large prototype. An alternate way

of doing thin is to provide three independent electrodes in triangular

configuration instead of one center electrode. These electrodes can he

differently charged in order to change the electric field configuration

under the ballistic canopy and this did away with the necessity for

a mechanical moving part. Horizontal stability could he maintained

entirely electrically."

'

Brown recognized that Ehc forces involved may not be just elect ro-

gravitic., hut may also involve a more conventional electrostatic force

phenomenon such at electrophoresis [the force exerted on a charged

particle in the presence of electric fields) or dielectrophoresis [the force

exerted on dielectric materials in the presence of nomini form electric

fields;. He referred to this new field of study generally as electrohydro-

dynamics-—the study of high-intensity electric field phenomena and

their influence on nonconducting fdielectric) media. He regarded this

area of investigation to he the counterpart to the more widely known

field of magnetohydrodynamics. Electrokinetics Corporation's “ Electro-

hydrodynamics” report also describes vacuum chamber tests in which a

6-i nth-diameter ballistic electrode saucer was made to levitate when

energized at ISO kilovolts DC, the lift force reaching a detectable level
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above 10 kilovolts, The graph reproduced in urc 3.5 indicates how

thrust and input electric current were found to vary as air pressure

was decreased, with the supplied DC voltage being kept constant.™

The report notes that when the pressure tell moderately below one

atmosphere, current rose catastrophically and went off-scale when

the pressure had decreased to about a hundredth of an atmosphere

[10 mm of mercury). At these low pressures, the air spontaneously

ionized, producing a glow discharge that shorted out the electrodes.

As a result, the electrogravicic thrust plummeted, only to reappear

when the pressure had dropped to the very lowr value of 4 X 10*

atmospheres (0.003 mm of mercury), Ac and below this hard vacuum

pressure, the glow discharge diminished, along with a precipitous

drop in current to the device. Significantly, the graph demonstrates

that thrust remained constant at 17 grams (0.6 g/ctn 2
), despite the

major drop in supplied current. The report states:

A. significant feature of the curves is that, except for this limitation

[the glow discharge gap], thrust remains constant with the reduction

Pressure tn mm of Hg

Figure .1.5. Typical plot showing bow thrust and current nary with vacuum

pressure for an electrohydrodynamic thrust device. (Sketch provided by T. T.

Brown to A . ner)
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in pressure ta 10 " mm of Hg, while current consumption falls off

sharply—demonstrating the system's improved efficiency as a hard

vacuum is approached.

l

:or this reason the strong indication remains that thrust results

primarily from electrostatic field stresses, rather than plasma flow.

Thus el ectrohyd rody nam ics may prove more efficient in a hard vac-

uum 10 13 mm of Hg) than in air where the induced plasma actually

seems to result in unnecessary power consumption. 1
''

Because the rate of ion flux passing between the electrodes of

the device correlates with current, the ion wind should accordingly

have dropped precipitously with the drop in current, Hence, the data

clearly demonstrate that the source of the observed thrust is due not

to ion wind, as critics often charged, but rather to some other force.

This raises a question in regard to the canopy pressure measurements

described in chapter 2. In the vacuum chamber tests, there would have

been no vortical ion movement below the positive electrode, nor any

air-induced pressure differential of the sort proposed in explaining the

operation of the aero-marine vertical takeoff vehicle. The suggestion in

the “Electrollydrodynamks” report that the upward thrust results from

“electrostatic field stresses” is explored later in this chapter,

Another test, presumably carried out with a larger eleotnsjde and

energized at a higher voltage
,
achieved even greater thrusts::

Laboratory devices weighing 100 grams (approx. To ounces} less

power source have produced a thrust of 110 grams, for an electrical

power expenditure of 500 watts (250,000 volts <£ 2.0 milliampeiesj.

This experiment was performed Lnair(1 atmosphere). Supplementary

research indicates much greater efficiency results |same thrust for less

power input) when operated in a vacuum (10
4 mm Hg or betterl, when

the current drops to about 2.0 microamperes. 1
"

Here, the report makes the astounding disclosure that under hard

vacuum conditions, a force of 110 grams (Id newtons) could be achieved

for a power expenditure of just 0.5 watt (250,000 volts times 2 X 10'

" amps);, or 2,200 newtons of thrust per kilowatt. This is about 150
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Limes the ilinist-M-pawcr ratio nF a jci engine I Also, it is IfhQ'LlM limes

greater than rht rh.ru si-to-powur ratio of a space m h u tE

?

l
j main en^inx-

.

The report nates that under harder vacuum conditions nf Mr 'mmHg,

such as exist an space. Brown’s deetpokinetic propulsion, device would

Be expected to achieve even higher efficiencies due lo j further reduc-

tion in ion leakage power consumption. The report also compared

I lie observed thrust with that of the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration 'ff (NASA! ion propulsion engine, which weighed ten

limes as much as Brown's saucer and produced only 2S grams of force

For an inpui power of 1,2D0 wans, or jusr LJ..23 aewton per kilawntl.

Edenec, NASA’s ion propulsion engine was 10,000 rimes Jess efficient

rlian Brown's elecrrokineiic disc.

These measurements of thrust indicated rJrat the hi ice I i Fling

Brown's electrified disc was almost 100 milJion times greater than what

could reaso n a h lv he generated hv on iun wind. l
:or example, an upward

thrust of I 10 grams is equivalent to a force of about LM dynes. By com-

panion, a 2 -microampere ion wind resulting from electrons accelerated

itr a 25' J-kilovolt potential would yield a Force oF somewhat over 1,0

dvnes. almost JdO million times less Lhan the lift produced bt EW'.vn's

apparatus.

Ion Wind Foret

T|ie ,-|] pet limit Estimate far Ian wind force may be arrived at tnrourh

the ft. bw-.ng ca leak tier.' An electron oJmtnE cf 2 « 10 amns -von ••

Comprise an ion w.nu f ux of <! -
I 25 it 10

J
electrons per second:

A van age drof. cf 250,-M0 volts wa-Jo accelerate these particles lci t

velocity v = 1.96 x.
10' : cn/sec, or 0.9£flc. Wfach Would yield a LooenCz

factor of y = 6a. The ion wind Ft^ice
,
ore-ketron nomernii'n fiUx, >voUJd

eqc.a c = 92 x 10 :,i g/ilec.ror * y Lh = 1.2 x 10 ] dynes. If the ion

wrr-d was made up a* a|urni nu~n ions instead of ctctrons the resulting

force- would h? only thirty eight- FuJd grafter By comparison, -he I ftinj

force Brovv observed ameunted to dOgm 90j cm fsec = IBSx 10
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This vertical-life device performed nrueh better than the tethered

electrokinetic discs that Brown flew in his demonstration for Will

Cady, the scientist from the ONR. It developed fourteen times greater

thrust when electrified at a voltage that was more than five times

higher. Also, it consumed thirty times less power when operated Linder

vacuum conditions.

Moreover, Brown’s apparatus would have yielded a far greater

thrust if it had used barium titanate for its dielectric instead of Pyres.

Barium titanate ceramics can have a dielectric constant, K, of around

5.000 when charged with a DC potential, hut when rapidly charged

and discharged at frequencies of hundreds of megahertz, its K value

mav drop to about 50. The lower value mav he the more relevant here

because, as discussed in section 3.4 of this chapter, it appears that he

was cyclically varying the voltage potential across the plates of his

electrokinetic apparatus at frequencies of around 750 megahertz to

maintain a high thrust condition. The *l
Eleclroh.yidxadynamics

1>
report

notes that thrust on the electrokinetic apparatus was observed to

increase directly with the K value of the dielectric and according to the

square (or in some cases the cube] of the applied voltage. Consequently,

a dielectric having a K equal to 50, which is about twelve times greater

than the dielectric constant for Pyrcx, would produce a twelvefold-

greater thrust, Also considering that barium titanate has a mass den-

sity 2.7 times that of Pyrex, it should develop a proportionately greater

thrust when subject to a gravitational gradient. So, one might expect

overall a thirty- two-fold improvement, allowing Brown's apparatus to

generate a phenomenally high levitating force of about 3.5 kilograms I

If this high-K dielectric device consumed only half a watt of power,

its thrust-to -power ratio would have had the unusually high, value of

70.000 newtons per kilowatt, almost five thousand times that of a jet

engine.

The measurements reporting a power consumption of only half

a watt may have been referring to just the DC power consumption.

If substantially greater power was needed to establish an AC field

across the apparatus, then the thrust-to-power ratio value estimated

above would have to be reduced accordingly, If tests were conducted

with barium titanate, curiously, they are not mentioned in the report.
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Brown probably did nor openly discuss such lest results because they

were so phenomena L Jf reports were written, it is possible that they

are currently classified.

Consider the usefulness of this technology tor spaceflight. Suppose

that a high-K eiectrolci neti-c thruster was able to achieve a thrusc-to-

power ratio of 70,000 newtons per kilowatt. Energized by a 2 -kilowatt

power source, a bank of 6,000 asymmetrical capacitors could develop a

thrust of 21 metric tons 1210,000 new ton sj, enough to propel a small,

JO 0-ton spacecraft to Mars in just over five days. Using chemical or

nuclear rocket propulsion, the same trip would require anywhere from

five to seven months and demand, a far greater fud load. If this 100-ton

spacecraft were placed in space and left to accelerate under the influ-

ence of this 0.21 -g force |2t tons/ 100 tons/, its propulsion efficiency

would increase line a rly with time. By the end of one second, when it

had attained a velocity of about 2 meters per second, its propulsion

efficiency would already have reached 7,000 percent.^ Moreover, its

efficiency would continue to increase tenfold with every additional ten-

fold increase in flight time. Because kmc tic energy far in excess of rhe

inputted electric energy appears to be created out of nowhere. Brown's

device, by its nature, violates the first law of thermodynamics. Such

iconoclastic results become the new norm when one steps into the era

of field propulsion.

3.3 NONLINEAR FIELDS

Unlike his tethered flying disc models. Brown’s levitating saucer mod-

els had no humper wires for generating positive and negative ions. An

idea of how they achieved their high, antigravrty thrust was put forth in

Brown's ‘'clcctrokinctic apparatus” patent, filed in 1958 and awarded

in 1965, which discussed the assembly shown in figure 2.6. The patent

*A 0.2.1 -g accelerating, (vice will accelerate a 100 -tan craft at ik-r rate of 106 cm/:1
.

After erne- second, chi-i craft will a: tain a velocity of ahraut 2 mfiec and have a kinetic

energy nf - 2.3 X I'D
11 ergs. During thii second, the craft's 3 -kilowatt electric power

CDDS-umpcian, E*, would have rc&ulccd m a tutal energy consLmpricm of 3,ODD jtnilea,

or fc, — 3 X 101D erjjj. Hence, the pfDpisl ssure efficiency would equal s. - E^i'E, - /,060

percent.
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attributes the thrust of the device to its ability to produce a nonlinear

field gradient between its positive and negative electrodes, the gradient

being steeper at the negative electrode chan at the positive electrode.

This was accomplished by curving the upper, positively charged sur-

face into the form of a para haloid and by reducing the size of the

negative electrode. The negative electrode was pictured either as a

small-diameter sphere or as a disc placed at the positive electrode’s geo-

metrical focus. Regarding the importance of having a nonlinear field

gradient across the dielectric member. Brown wrote:

[ have discovered that if two electrodes are mounted cm opposite ends

of a dielectric member, altd a field emanates from these electrodes

which produces a linear gradient through the dielectric member as

shown by dotted line JO of FIGURE 3 | dashed line in figure 3.6 1,

then nn thrust is produced hy the dielectric member. However, if the

field is distorted to produce a non linear gradient such as graphically

represented by line 32 in FIGURE J [solid line in figure 3.6 1, then

a thrust will be produced which thrust will be related to the degree

of nonlinearity of the field gradient. One way to produce a gradient

which varies nnnlinearly is to shape one of the electrodes in a form of

an arcuate surface . . .

|7

Brown's patent suggests that the elec trie field gradient could also be

made nonlinear by using a conical dielectric member chat capers toward

the negative electrode or one whose dielectric constant K progressively

changes along its length, that is, one that preferably decreases coward

the negative electrode. It also points out chat the force is directed from a

Figure 3.6. j-Ih

electrograritrc thrust-

producing device described

itr Brown's 1965 patent

electric potential.

<b, plotted ttersus distance

along the length of the

dielectric rod ftight j

.
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region where the electric flux density is high toward a region where the

dee trie fins density is low. For example, it states:

By attaching a pair of electrodes tn opposite ends of a dielectric mem-

ber and connecting a source of high electrostatic potential to these

electrodes, a force is produced in the direction of one electrode pro-

vided that electrode is of such configuration to cause the lines-of-force

to converge steeply upon the other electrode. The force, therefore, is

in a direction from the region of high flux density toward the region

of low flux density, generally in the direction through the axis of the

electrodes. The thrust produced by such a device is present if the elec-

trostatic field gradient between the two electrodes is nonlinear. This

nonlinearity of gradient may result from a difference in the configura-

tion of the electrodes, . . . from the shape of the dielectric member,

from a gradient in the density, electric conductivity, electric permittiv-

ity and magnetic permeability of the dielectric member, or a combina-

tion of these factors. 11

Brown -often emphasized that nonlinear electric fields were central

to the phenomenon. In a letter to Turman, in 19f>B, he wrote chat this

1965 patent held the key to understanding electrogravitics:*

The Patent No. 3,187,206 contains the essential teaching in electro-

gravities. A definition of the elcctrogravitic force might he "the pon-

dernmotive force developed within a high-K dielectric under electrical

strain." The patent teaches the use of nonlinear electric fields such as

those internally developed in truncated cones of dielectric material.

. . . The belief that the phenomenon is gravitic in nature is based

almost entirely upon the appearance of the effects of mass jin the

dielectric material) on the force exhibited. 1 *

Brown did not elaborate as co why a nonlinear electric field would

produce increased thrust. He arrived at his conclusions from care-

ful observation hut offered no theory to account for them, However,

by extending the theory described in chapter 1 tor the elcctrogravitic

T
E his ,nvi other Setters that Brown wrote ki lorn lurmanm ncnrcxluccd in appendix A.
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effects of charge densities, it should be possible to gain an. understand-

ing of bow nonlinear electric fields might boost a capacitor's electrogra-

vitic thrust, This involves understanding how a nonlinear field would

produce a virtual-charge-density gradient across a dielectric and how

this gradient, in turn, would generate a gravity field gradient. A virtual

charge in a charge source, like an electron or proton, but is one chat

is not associated with any particle. It instead arises from the ambient

electric field continuum whenever that field varies with distance in a

nonlinear manner.

This virtual-charge concept is most easily understood within the

“ether physics” contest presented i n the nest cha pter . T h us we wi 1 1 defer

discussing the virtual-charge electrogravitic thrust effects on Brown’s

clectrokinccic apparatus until after the subquantum kinetics ether con-

cept has been introduced. It should be noted here, however, that with

sufficient field nonlinearity, the electrogravitic thrust effects produced

by virtual charges could far exceed those produced by the real charges

being applied to the capacitor plates.

Part of the thrust developed by Brown’s elcctrokinctic apparatus

would also have been produced by unbalanced eiertroshitit: forces act-

ing on the charges on the capacitor's plates. An unbalanced residual

force would have been present because the capacitor’s nonlinear electric

field would have exerted mote force on the smaller electrode than on

the larger electrode. Such a residual force would he absent in a conven-

tional capacitor having equal-size electrodes. Such capacitors establish

a linear electric field across their dielectric when charged, the electric

potential gradient being the same at their negative pole as at their posi-

tive pole. The electric field gradient being created across the charged

capacitor, then, would electrostatically attract the capacitor's negatively

charged electrode toward the field’s positive pole and the capacitor's

positively charged electrode toward the field’s negative pole. Because

both capacitor plates would carry the same surface charge density and

be subject to the same field gradient, these two attractive forces would

be equal to and opposite one another. Hence, the capacitor would expe-

rience a compressive force pushing the plates in toward the dielectric.

However, since these forces would balance one another, the capacitor

as a whole would experience no net translator}' motion. In this force
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analysis, wc assyme that the capacitor's electric field is anchored neither

to the capacitor’s charges nor to the cap acicor’s plates, but rat her resides

in the capacitor’s environs as an independent entity capable of exerting

forces on the very same charges that created it.

Wow, let us instead consider an asymmetrical capacitor of the kind

that Brow n used in his electrokinetic saucer experiments, one whose

positive electrode is larger than its negative electrode (figure J.7), The

electric field across this type of capacitor varies with distance in a non-

linear fashion, the electric flux density and field gradient being highest

at the capacitor’s negative pole and lowest ai its positive pole. Suppose

the capacitor is in a vacuum and, hence, has no ionic charges around it.

The electric field established in the vicinity of the lower negative elec-

trode would induce an attractive force on the negative charges gathered

there, which would be directed upward toward the electric field’s posi-

tive pole. Also, the electric field established in the vicinity of the upper

positive electrode end of the dielectric would induce an attractive force

on the positive charges gathered there, which would he directed down-

ward toward the field’s negative pole (figure J.7), However, since the

electric field lines converge toward the negative electrode, the field gra-

dient would he stronger there as compared with the p<reitively charged

Figure J.7. Unbalanced, electrostatic

repulsion forces induced on the

dielectric members aftwo of

Brown's saucer designs- {a} design

itSuslrated m his etectrokinetic

apparatus patent and
f
b) apparatus

used in test witnessed bv Kitseiman.

( F. LaYiclette, O 2007

J

? J- J S f S J ? ? s fj
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end of the dielectric. Consequently, the force pulling the lower eml of the

dielectric upward would he greater than the force pulling the upper end

of the dielectric downward, Ana result, the capacitor as a whole would

experience a net force directed upward toward its larger electrode.

Moreover, the force vectors on the upper electrode would have only

a fraction of their total force directed downward. The more periph-

eral regions of the positive electrode that make up most of the elec-

trode’s surface would have their force vectors angled inward, toward

the dielectric axis, with a lesser vector component being directed down-

ward (sec figure d„7). It then becomes clear why Brown fashioned his

upper electrode into an umbrella-like arcuate shape, so that it curved

downward to enclose all or most of the dielectric column. This pulled a

greater number of positive charges toward the electrode's periphery and

changed the direction of the attractive forces affecting those upper elec-

trode charges, causing their vectors to be angled more horizontally, per-

pendicular to the dielectric axis. Thus the downward force on the upper

electrode would be less than the upward force on the lower electrode

both because the upper electrode force magnitudes would be less and

because they would be vcc hired so that only a portion of their thrust

would be aimed downward.

Such unbalanced electrostatic forces would produce a thrust toward

the larger electrode even if the capacitor’s polarity was reversed. This is

because the direction of the residual electrostatic force is not linked to

plate polarity, hut to the direction in which the electric field diverges.

The directional dependence for this electrostatic thrust differs from chat

for the electrogravicic thrust which, as explained in the previous section,

is always directed toward the positive electrode. So, depending on the

polarity of the DC field across the asymmetrical capacitor, the unbal-

anced electrostatic thrust would either reinforce or oppose the electro-

gravitic thrust.

In his patent, Brown mentions that his asymmetrical elcccroh inetac

apparatus always produces a thrust toward Its larger electrode, even

when the elrctnjde polarity is reversed, although he mentions that the

thrust is greater when the larger electrode is positive rather than nega-

tive. This suggests that the electrogruvitie force is being overpowered

by the unbalanced electrostatic thrust that depends on field geometry
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rather than plate polarity, However
s

hit; statements here appear to be

referring to the ease where his thruster is energized with a DC potential.

He does not comment on. she correlation of thrust direction with plate

polarity when an AC field is energizing the apparatus.

In responding to the unbalanced electrostatic force, the upward

movement of Brown’s eloctrokincric apparatus would occur with no

recoil displacement of the electric field it was generating. In fact, as the

apparatus moves upward, the charges that generate this field would also

move upward, so the field would move upward as well, Thus, by means

of this unbalanced force cffccE, Brown’s saucer, so Eo speak, "picks itself

up by its own bootstraps,”

Standard physics is somewhat split over the issue of whether a

field might exist as an independent entity. For example, most would

agree that electromagnetic waves propagate as entities independent

of the displaced charges that first created them. However, the notion

that an electrostatic field exists independently of the charges creating

it poses a problem for theories chat view electrostatic attraction as

being mediated by entities such as virtual particles that arc "mechani-

cally” ejected and subsequently absorbed with a momentum recoil at

the time of ejection and an equal and opposite momentum transfer at

the time of absorption,

Subquantum kinetics, however, avoids this source-to-target momen-

tum exchange requirement. According to subquancum kinetics, charges

are able to create an clrctric field without suffering any momentum

recoil from the effect chat this field might pruKlucc on other charges.

In other words, the source charges arc blind to the consequences of the

field they are producing, Also, when the field’s voltage gradient acceler-

ates these other charges, they respond with no recoil being transferred

back to the field. In the familiar case of repulsion between two like-

charged particles, each particle acquires its repulsive impulse by respond-

ing to the other particles field with no recoil momentum being imparted

to the field itself, This reaction less electrostatic thrust idea is generally

consistent with a similar idea independently advanced by French inventor

Jean-Claude Lafforguc (sec discussion in chapter 4|, The existence of elec-

trostatic thrust in asymmetrical capacitors has been demonstrated in tests

of devices developed by Lafforguc, which are reviewed in chapter 12.
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Ah the nonlinearity and steepness of the applied voltage gradient

increase, so too diises the net thrust -developed, from the unbalanced elec-

trostatic forces. The magnitude of the induced electrostatic force also

depends on the amount of charge stored on the capacitor’s plates. This

explains why Brown emphasized using a high-K dielectric. For a given

voltage differential, high-K dielectrics are able to store up more elec-

tric charge on their end electrodes, the amount of charge being directly

proportional to their K factor. With a greater charge load, the plates

are able to generate a proportionately greater unbalanced attractive

force with respect to the ambient field. In agreement with this, the

“ Elect rohydrodvnam lcs” report states chat under vacuum, the thrust

oa the triarcuate electrode was observed to increase in direct pro-

portion to the K of the dielectric, chat is, in proportion to the stored

charge; rccal! the previous section.

Increasing the voltage across the dielectric would also cause the

dielectric to store more charge because its ability to store charge is

directly proportional to the applied voltage differential. At the same

time, the higher voltage would increase the electric potential gradient

across the capacitor and thereby augment the inward attractive force

acting on each of its electrodes. Hence, for a given field geometry, a

given increase in voltage should produce a far greater increase in thrust.

Indeed, Brown found chat the thrust on his saucer varied as the square

or cube of voltage.

When Brown’s clcctrokinetic apparatus was operated in an atmo-

sphere, ionic forces also played a role, although in view of the results

of chc vacuum chamber tests described in the “Electrohydrodynamics’'

report, such forces could not have been very significant. Positive ions

tended to be emitted on the underside of the canopy, the side facing

the negative electrode, and they produced an upward-repelling force

on rhe positive charges in the canopy. Also, negative ions emitted from

the lower, negative electrode prfjduced a negative space charge located

somewhat above this electrode. This repelled the negative charges in

that electrode, producing a force directed inward toward the electrode

and angled downward. It is difficult to say whether the force produced

by the upward-repelling positive ionic charges prevailed over the force

produced by the downward-repelling negative ionic charges to pro-
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duce a net upward thrust. Ionic forces appear to be more important

in understanding the operation of the Sifter devices rhat are described

in chapter 12.

To summarize, electrostatic forties on the plates of a capacitor become

unbalanced when rhe electric field intensity varies non linearly with dis-

tance between the plaEes. The net thrust me teases as the Jield nonlin-

earity increases in accordance with the teachings of Brown’s patent,

3.4 AC FIELDS

Careful reading of Brown’s 1965 patent indicates that he proposed apply-

ing an AC voltage across the high-K dielectric of his Thrust-producing

device. He may have gotten a clue to energizing his dielectric with a

nonlinear AC field potential as a result of studying the results of his

Paris vacuum-chamber experiments. Observing that the test rotor in

those experiments developed a very high elect rograviric thrust during

each of its spontaneous electron discharges, it would have been natu-

ral for him to steer his research in the direction of duplicating these

high-thrust conditions by rapidly charging and discharging his verti-

cal thrust elccrrokinetic apparatus with a high-frequency oscillating

field.

Brown's 1.965 patent suggests thaE a cyclically varying potential

would repeatedly establish a nonlinear field gradient along the length of

the dielectric member and increase the rcsnlring thrusT:

In applying potentials so these various embodiments, it has been found

that the rate at which the potential is applied often influences the

thrust. This is especially true where dielectric members of high dielec-

tric constant are used and Lbe charging time is a factor. In such cases,

the field gradient changes as the charge is built up. . . . One adv.in-

tagenus manner of applying potential is that of employing potentials

which vary cyclically.31

In his patent. Brown proposed applying a high-voltage AC field in

the megahertz radio frequency range to a hornlike device lifted with

a conical dielectric (figure 5.S). The small disc (29 j at the apex of the
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dielectric was identified as a “half-wave radiator,” and the applied AC

voltage was -said to he of a frequency such that a ha Lf-wavelength spans

the disc's diameter.

Note that the saucers that Brown tested, which succeeded in levitat-

ing 110 to 125 percent of their own weight, also used a disc electrode

attached to the tip of a central dielectric column, Hence, these devices

were essentially the same design as the microwave device pictured in fig-

ure 3,5, except that their positive electrode was curved rather than coni-

cal in shape and the disc antenna was somewhat larger. So the dramatic

lift Brown obtained in these experiments may have been because he was

applying radio frequency AC in addition to the high-voltage DC bias

potential. In describing this experiment to KitseJman, Schaffrankc, and

Turman, Brown never mentioned that he was also using AC, Perhaps

this was the key to the practical application of his technology, and for

that reason, he wished to keep that aspect proprietary.

In the case of the device shown in figure 3.2, whose canopy was

15 inches in diameter, the negative disc electrode would have been

about 4 inches (i,e.> 10 cm) in diameter. In the absence of an attached

dielectric, it would have been most efficiently excited at a frequency of

around 1.5 gigahertz to radiate a 20-centimeter wavelength. However,

in :n is case, in which the same size disc is cemented to the apex of a

dielectric cone, the dielectric changes the disc’s impedance so that the

antenna would he driven more efficiently at a lower frequency, say

Figure 3.S. An electrakinetic apparatus proposed fry Thomas Townsend Brown

that used high-voltage AC to generate an electrogravitic thrust. Numbers indi-

cate she fallowing: positive electrode in the form ofa frustrated metallic cone

(25)t frustrated dielectric cone {2 7) containing semiconducting particles neat

its tip (28)i; negative electrode m the farm of a disc serving as a half-wave

radiator (29} ,- direction ofelectrogravitic thrust (31}. (From Brawn, U.S. pat-

ent 5 t lB7,206, figure 4)
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of 750 megahertz, which would be in the UHF range.4 This would

radiate a proportionately longer free-spaee wavelength of 40 centi-

meters. Provided that the negative disc electrode was spaced from the

positively charged canopy by a quarter-wavelength distance [about 10

centimeters), the canopy (or horn) would act as a resonator cavity,

allowing a 10-ccnti meter quarter-wavelength standing wave to build

up across tbe two ends of its central dielectric.

Let us suppose that the DC potential bias applied across the capac-

itor dielectric was chosen to be -100 kilovolts and that the AC field

amplitude was adjusted to have a comparable value of 95 Idlovolts and

was applied so that the negative electrode potential was left free to oscil-

late relative to the grounded positive electrode. The net potential across

the capacitor, due to the summed AC and DC potentials, then would

have varied between -5 kilovolts and -195 kilovolts. As explained in the

next chapter, this repeating unipolar oscillation would have generated a

virtual-charge gradient across the dielectric that would have produced

an oscillating unidirectional elect rogravitic thrust on the apparatus.

The clectrogravitic thrust would have been stronger than that

achieved with DC energization alone because with such a rapid charg-

ing cycle, the dielectric would have had insufficient time to appreciably

polarize in response to each voltage onset. Hence, the dielectric's oppos-

ing clectrogravitic dipole moment would have been unable to build up

sufficiently to cancel out the imposed clectrogravitic held, allowing a

maximal thrust to he exerted throughout the dielectric. Unlike Brown’s

gravitator, described in chapter 1, whose forward thrust progressively

diminished after being initially energized, tbe oscillating potential

applied across his clcctrokinetic thruster would have caused it to receive

a series of rapidly recurring forward thrusts.

Brown’s patent suggests that the half cycle period of the AC voltage

oscillation applied to the asymmetrical capacitor’s negative electrode was

For example, copper territc- barium than ace compos itus haw a J ic.i-ct tic eunnini nt"

about Sv in tbe frequency range tit I ' ) to L hertz, rfie dielectric constant od such high-

K dielectrics being much hover .n hip-t frequencies than at low frequencies. Knowing

ib.ii eke optimal driving frequency scales as Ji'yK a ml that The dielectric covers (inly a

small portion nt tbe diameter of the radiating disc, we imehi surmise that the optimal

driving frequency would be reduced by a factor of 1 rather than 7, making it about /JO

mc|;ahcm.
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comparable to the tame taken for this voltage change to travel across

the dielectric to the capacitor's positive electrode. Under such a circum-

stance, the applied oscillation would increase the nonlinearity of the

field spanning the dielectric and thereby boosE the thrust arising from

both the electrogravitic effect and the unbalanced electrostatic force

effect.

There is another aspect to this AC energizing that Brown did not

discuss in his patent—namely, that a phase-locked stationary wave pat-

tern would have formed beneath his disc and stored up the energy of

each AC cycle. This would have created an electric and gravity poten-

tial gradient in the spice around the disc chat would have progressively

increased over time, eventually becoming far greater than the gradient

applied during any individual cycle. Tesla observed this effect in his

experiments with high-voltage, high-frequency shock discharges. This

important effect is weLl known to “black-project" engineers, who term

it
11

field-induced soliton phenomenon.
71

It is explored further in chapter

8, in the discussion of phase-conjugate resonance.

Rapid recurrent charging of the dselcctric should also improve the

thrust arising from unbalanced electrostatic forces. As the capacitor

dielectric polarizes, the charges on the capacitor plates become partially

neutralized by charges of opposite polarity supplied by the adjacent

dielectric, so the residual thrust on die capacitor would tend to decline.

By cha rging the plates auickly and repetitively, without any polarity

reversal, the electrostatic thrust could be maintained at a maximal

I evel.

3.5 ELECTROGRAVITICS GOES BLACK

When Brown begin working on this AC electrugravitic resonator con-

cept, he mav have been getting too close to something that governments

considered top secret. Around 1959, there was a substantial change in

openness about antigravity research. Earlier, during the mid-1950s,

aerospace companies did not hide from the public the fact that they

were conducting etectrogravitics R£cDT although they generally kept the

particulars of their own work confidential. For example, an article by

A. V. Cleaver, from Rolls-Royce's Aero Engine Division, indicates that
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as of the begin n ini; of 1957, secrecy had not been imposed, but m ifiht be

imminent. The article states,
uThe fact that there appears to he no very

high security rating attached to it in itself suggests that definite results

have n-ot yet been achieved.- if, and when, they arc one would expect the

usual "clamp’ to be tightened, down.”' 1

Openness continued, even into the early part of 1953, with the sub-

ject inspiring heated discussion at a January aeronautical science meet-

ing in New York, Just prior to the event, Product Engineering magazine

carried the following news brief;

ELECTKOCHAVITICSt SCIENCE OK DAYDREAM?

A few weeks from now,, at a special session of the institute of the

Aeronautical Sciences (New York City, Jan. 27-31), a group rd dedi-

cated men will discuss what some people label pure science-fiction, hut

others believe is an attainable goal. The subject: electnogravitics— the

science of control I ing gra v ity.

After exploring various notions of gravity, the article finally

concludes:;

Perhaps British aeronautical engineer A. V. Cleaver is right in insisting

that it any anti-gravity device is to be developed the first thing needed

is a new principle in fundamental physics—not just a new invention

or application nf known principles. Nevertheless, the Air Force is

encouraging research, in electrogravities, and many companies and

individuals are working on the problem.- 1

After the meeting, Business Week magazine reported the- following:

Ifanyone had predicted 10 years ago that a cross-section of the nation's

top physicists, aeronautical engineers, and mathematicians would he

fighting for standing room to hear the chaste theory of gravity seri-

ously challenged, he would have been labeled sun-stroked, senile, or

worse.

... At an opening day meeting of the Institute of Aeronautical

Sciences in New York last week, however, the impossible became
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possiblc. ]n record numbers—in a rush that stacked up scientists 20

deep at every entrance to the Sheraton-Astar’s North Ballroom—the

elite of research came to hear what it is that has reawakened scientific

interest in the possibility of doing something about gravitation.

What has happened, they wanted to know, that has caused major

aircraft companies as well as the government and various universi-

ties, to start serious inquiries into the possibility of controlling grav-

ity? How do the recent discoveries in antiproton research fit into the

picture? And even more importantly, how accurate ate the reports

(circulated by Tass] that Russian scientists hope to turn up some sort

of machinery to cancel or modify the force of gravity sometime dur-

ing

Business Week went on co list an impressive array of compa-

nies and institutions backing gravity research, companies such as the

Glenn Martin Company, Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation,

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Sperry-Rand Corporation, the Army

Transportation Research and Development Command, Princeton

University, the University of North Carolina, and the University of

California, Hughes Aircraft should also be added to the list of organi-

sations that by 1958 had become involved in ancigravity research."
1 '"'

Yet ch is climate of openness began to change very soon after, as

companies became increasingly silent about their involvement in gravity

research, In the July 1959 issue of Canadian Aviation, Charles Carevv

wrote,
uThc author has not been able to determine whether the Glenn

L. Martin Corp. has discontinued its antigravity program or made a

significant discovery which has elevated it to super-top-sccrct category,

since no information about the project has recently been available.

This indicated that Glenn Martin had made a decided turnabout

from its unusually outspoken support of elcctrogravitics, evident in its

vice president's statements to the press in 1955. Most probably, anti-

gravity research had begun to be funded by the military and as a result

had continued under a cloak of secrecy. This could explain the diffi-

culty Brown had been encountering in promoting his ideas. During this

period, he had been slowly and patiently giving demonstrations for the

Pentagon and key aerospace companies in the United States, hoping
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Lo p.c ncratc some interest in his work, but success continually eluded

him. In TJr.? Philadelphia Experiment, Moore wrote that “"such inter-

est as lie was able to generate seemed eo melt away almost as fast as it

developed—almost as if someone (or perhaps something?) was working

against him.
712

As mentioned earlier, beginning in 1957 Brown was invited to work

on a consulting basis with Agncw Bahnson Jr. to investigate electra-

gravitic propulsion. Together with Dr. frank King, they had explored

methods of applying AC fields to electrified discs. An examination

ot Bahnson’s laboratory notebook shows that on January 5, 1,953, he

had suggested to Brown a variation of the AC electric field concept,23

Bahnson^s idea was to place a parabolic metal grid between a positively

charged, parabolic lift canopy and a negatively charged sphere, as shown

in figure 3.9. Then he applied an oscillating high-voltage field between

the lift canopy and the negative sphere. He chose a megahertz frequency

for this osci] lacing field that would establish a resonant stationary wave

between the two electrodes. He hypothesized that this electrostatic sta-

tionary wave would somehow store the energy of the applied AC field

in an
u
cther-Jike

T
’ energy reservoir residing in the space immediately

around the test device. He felt that this resonant condition might allow

the latent energy in this stationary held to be used with a minimum of

power consumption. So here we see Bahnson hitting upon this same key

idea of a field- induced soiiton phenomenon,

Bahnson also described the use of alternating current fields in a

LT.S- patent that he filed In September 1964 on an electing ravitic levi-

tation device ;see figure 3. UH.JH The data in his patent indicate that

his test rig had developed a thrust of 100 grams at 150 kilovolts, with

thrust increasing exponentially according to the 2.6 power of voltage.

This performance was comparable to the levitating rigs that Brown had

Figure 3.9. An

electragravitic lift device

suggested by Bahnson.

(After C. Vast, Klectric

Spacecraft journal, May/

June I99t, iml. S)
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tested, which again leads us to suspect chat Brown was using AC to get

the impressive results that his friend Kitselman had witnessed.

Shortly after Bahnson filed his patent, tragedy struck. He was killed

under somewhat unusual circumstances, when his private airplane

reportedly st ruck a high-tension wire." 1
' His patent, which was issued in

December 1965, was assigned to his estate. His heirs, having no interest

in further developing Bah n son’s antigravity work, sold his patents to

another company.

Brown's elect rokinctic apparatus and his electric generator pat-

ents (3,187,206 and 3,196,296) were issued several months before

Bahnson's, in June and July 1965. Brown’s patents were assigned to

the Electrokinetics Corporation, a company chat Philadelphia busi-

nessman Martin Decker had formed in collaboration with Brawn to

develop Brown’s eleccrokinetic devices. The company was located in

the Philadelphia suburb of Bala Cynwyd, where Decker was operating

an industrial compound. This was only eight miles from the General

Electric Space Center in King of Prussia, where Brawn had conducted

vacuum chamber experiments in 1959. Brown had consulted for

Electrokinetics since the early 1960s and had received a considerable

Figure 3.10. An eSecirogravitic thn/st-prodwring device as illustrated in

Bahnson -s 1963 patent.
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quantity of stock in the company in exchange for the assignment of his

patent rights, In his biography of Brown, Schatzkin writes that in the

summer of 1964, Decker had told Brown that his Electrokinetics stock

had become worthless. S] Nevertheless, the company must have contin-

ued to function, as patents of Brown's issued as late as 1967 are listed

as being assigned to Electrokinetics. Some mystery appears to surround

this company’s circumstances.

Electrokinetics Corporation kept its elcctrogravitics work veiled

in secrecy because in 1968, in a letter to Turman, Brown wrote, “The

company to wbicb I serve as consultant has not released some of the

information you have requested and I am very much at a loss to know

what to say."
13 This shroud of secrecy over Brown’s work apparently

continued into the 1980s because in February 1982, responding to an

Illinois gentleman inquiring about the status of his work, he wrote, “I

regret to advise you that elcctrogravicic research has been taken over in

its entirety by a California corporation which has imposed secrecy— at

least until their investigations are completed. No further publication or

release of information is permitted, possibly until next year.”-1 -3 Was this

California corporation Lockheed Martin,, or was it Hughes Aircraft?

B row n did not say.

After h is brief consulting work for Electrokinetics in the early 1960s,

Brown went into semi retirement
,
and by 1970 had dropped most of bis

applied clectrogravicic work to busy himself with research on petroclec-

tricicy, or so it had seemed. Brown died of natural causes in 1 985. Until

the time of his death, details about the use of pulsating fields in his clcc-

trogravitics research were not forthcoming. Classification restrictions

or concerns for trade secrecy presumably discouraged him from openly

saying much about this aspect of his work.

Moore’s biography of Brown paints a picture of someone who was

ahead of his time yet not understood by most of his colleagues, of an

inventor who was confronted by one discouragement after another in

his attempts to secure government funding and who finally gave up

elrctnugravitic propulsion research at the end of the 1960s. However,

one source close to the Brown family indicates that this was not the

case, that Brown was being kept in the loop of the secret aerospace

research he had catalyzed and that the switch to petroelectricity research
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was primarily a cover. The public exposure he had received in the past

due to media attention to his electric disc technology would have made

him a potential security threat. Thus it is understandable that when the

military began seriously funding his ideas, the work would have been

contracted to a large aerospace company, with Brown being allowed to

consult in private as long as he kept quiet about his involvement.

Although Brown was probably legitimately pursuing petroelectric-

ity research, which also included the work he was doing at Stanford

Research Institute, this openly acknowledged work must not have occu-

pied him full time. He apparently had obtained high-level clearance and

was also quietly consulting on a secret military project that was imple-

menting his electrograviric propulsion ideas. As described in chapter 5,

brown's electrokioctic technology was eventually incorporated into the

B-2 Advanced Technology bomber, serving as its primary means of pro-

pulsion. In effect, the B-2 is the realization of the concept Brown first

proposed in Project Winterhaven, Its electrogravitic technology would

probably have remained a secret were it not for information Leaked by

a group of engineers who were part of the inner circle working on such

super-secret projects.

It seems that the optimistic projections that electrogra vitic vehicles

would be commonly used for commercial flight have not come to pass

as of the present date, Carew’s investigations into the unpubliciz.ed

gravity control research, being conducted all over the globe in 11359,

at that time led him to believe that the technique for effectively con-

trolling gravity would be mastered within the Lifetime of bis readers.

The February IPSfi Aviation Studies report was even more optimistic,

it estimated that development of a prototype antigravity combat disc

was only ten years away. It predicted that the twentieth century would

be divided in halt. Whereas air transport during the first half had used

aerodynamic principles, heat engines, and flapping controls, it pre-

dicted that the second half would arise as a radical offshoot with no

tics to past aviation science and that in this new era electrical energy

would serve as the catalyst to motion. Gravity, the bitter foe in the

first half of the century, would become the great provider in the sec-

ond half. However, almost half a century later, we still find commer-

cial aviation using the
i! sledgehammer" approach, employing jet and
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rocket propulsion technologies, Still, these early predict ions were par-

tially correct:! gravity control did become practically applied, font not

tor commercial use. As described in subsequent chapters, antigravity

vehicles have been developed for the military and are being flown in

large numbers, bur knowledge of their existence is being kept a closely

guarded secret.
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AN ETHER 1C

EXPLANATION

4.1 THE NEW "CLASSIFIED" PHYSICS

As we discussed in chapter t, die Biefeld-Brown effect proved to be

puolingto scientists right from the -start, because of its departure from

prevailing theories of gravitation held by classical field theory and gen-

eral relativity. Hin stein's space-warping equations, for example, failed to

predict a connection between electrostatics and gravitation. The follow-

ing passage from Aviation Report illustrates this confusion:

Meanwhile Glenn Martin now feels ready to say in public that they are

examining the unified field theory to see what can be done. It would

probably he truer to say that Martin and other companies are now

looking for men who can make snmu kind of sunse out of Einstein's

equations. There's nobody in the air industry at present with the faint-

est idea of what it [eJectrogravitics] is all about.

Aviation Report, November ID, iD34

Motsng that modern physics did not shed much light on the elcc-

trogravicics phenomenon, the Aviation Studies February 1956 report

speculates that an answer might be forthcoming from discoveries pro-

1 1 4
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viding mew an^;Lg.bitE into the physics of subatomic particles. Et suggests

that atom-smasher experiments and abstruse field theory calculations

might turn up useful leads.

The scientific establishment provided little help in carrying out

needed basic research into clcetrogravirics because its members refused

to believe that such an. effect could exist. The complacency of the con-

ventional scientific world pertaining to this Sine of investigation is

typified by the response of scientists at the U.S. National Bureau of

Standards Laboratory in boulder, Colorado. Of any government sci-

entific laboratory, this one should have made it its business to be doing

basic research into elect rogravitic phenomena. Yet in 1985 I asked their

expert on gravity measurement. Dr. James Pallet, whether he knew of

anyone who had done experimental research investigating a possible

coupling between charge and gravitational mass, He replied that he

knew of no such research. When E asked him why no one had carried

out such a study, he answered, “Because there has been no interest."

Nevertheless, since 1956, when the Aviation Studies “Rlcctrogra-

vitics Systems” report was written, there have been vast improvements

both in understanding the theory behind the clcetrogravirics phenome-

non and in developing hardware, but most of this work has been carried

out in Air Force black projects, In 1992, I had an interesting telephone

conversation with a man who is one of the group of informants men-

tioned in chapter 5 whose stunning revelations about the B-2 bomber

were published in A viation Week & Space Technology. Although he

gave me his full name, l will identify him as Ray for reasons of confiden-

tiality. Ray claimed to have worked on a number of black R&[D projects

and to have been in contact writh certain other black-wxjrld researchers.2

He told me that the physics theories that academics and most laboratory

physicists currently understand, teach, and write about are grossly in

error. A very advanced and much more accurate theoretical framework

has been developed by scientists of the bl aclc-programs community, hut

its fundamentals presently remain classified. From the standpoint of

this new physics, modern physics concepts used in the conventional

world, such as relativity theory, quantum electrodynamics, and quan-

tum mechanics are referred to as
HL
classical concepts,

1
' that is, they are

regarded as terribly outdated.
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According to Ray, unlike today’s “classical” physics, the new physics

does not begin with physical observables in developing its treatment of

physical phenomena. Rather, it postulates the existence of an underlying

reality consisting of an inherently unobservable subtle substance called

an ether* or alternatively jether, which fills all space. It then defines all

of its fundamental quantities at that su bphysical level. Physical observ-

ables then emerge as mathematical solutions to equations defined in

terms of these more basic ether processes. This new physics regards time

and space as absolutes and views Einstein’s notion of relative time and

space as fundamentally incorrect. Physically observable phenomena,

such as length contraction and clock retardation, which relativists nor-

mally interpret as alterations of the space-time continuum, emerge as

manifestations resulting from motion through the absolute ether. Thus,

the ether concept, so long spurned by the academic establishment, turns

out to be central to this highly classified new physics.

Ray said that this ether physics embraces Brown’s electrogravitics

phenomenon as well as key research that Brown conducted while he

was with the Navy, documents of which have remained highly classi-

fied. Perhaps he was referring to work Brown did in connection with

the Philadelphia Experiment. Ray stated that this physics also embraces

phenomena discovered by Tesla. Among other things, Tesla is known

for his work with resonant AC circuits and with techniques for produc-

ing unconventional shock discharge Coulomb waves, sometimes called

longitudinal waves. As described in chapter 1, the elcctrogravitic waves

that Brown was producing with his communication device were of this

sort. How Tesla’s work relates to antigravity propulsion is further dis-

cussed in chapter 6.

As mentioned earlier, conventional physics is at a total loss to

account for the BicfcJd- Brown effect. Nor does string theory, with

its ten-plus dimensional spaces, offer any insights, and now, after its

forty-year reign, many physicists have become disenchanted with it,

leaving the search open once again for a unified field theory that will

work. 14 As of this time there has been no public disclosure of the clas-

sified ether physics or of how it explains electrogravitics. However,

there is one very promising theory that we can talk about and that

docs predict many aspects of the elcctrogravitic phenomenon, 7"his
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is the ether physics of subquantum kinetics,
s_l 1 Unlike string theory,

which never resulted in any testable prediction, subquantum kinetics

has to date had twelve a priori predictions verified, outdoing most

standard field theories .
4

Let us take a moment to review something about this new approach

and examine how it accounts for the mysterious gravitational thrust

that Brown was observing, Subquantum kinetics is an approach to

microphysics that is based upon discoveries made in recent years in the

disciplines of general system theory, nonequilibrium thermodynamics,

and nonlinear dynamics. It was inspired from research carried out in

the late twentieth century on certain types of nonequilihrium reaction

systems that have the ability to spontaneously self-organ i/e wave pot-

terns of precise wavelength, Problems such as wave-particle dualism,

field-source dualism, infinite energy absurdity, naked singularities, the

cosmological constant conundrum, the wave packet dispersion prob-

lem, and many others that plague conventional physics do not appear

in subquantum kinetics because it represents quantum phenomena in a

very different way.

Like the classified physics of the black-project world, subquantum

kinetics begins with an ether as its point of departure. It conceives

quantum structures, such as subatomic particles and energy waves, to

be concentration patterns that emerge in a primordial reaction-diffusion

ether, one whose constituents both diffuse through space and react

among one another according to a specified set of nonequilihrium reac-

tion processes. This subtle medium is postulated to extend throughout

space and to he composed of subquantum units, called etherons, that

come in various types. In a similar manner, conventional physics pos-

tulates subquantum structures called quarks that come in various sorts

distinguished by their “colors
1
* and

:L

flavors .’
7

However, subquantum

kinetics, in its current Model G formulation, uses far fewer types of

etherons as compared with the number of quarks chat physics postu-

lates. Model Ci involves just seven types of etherons for its specification:

A, B, G, X, V', Z, and fU Unlike quarks, which arc characteristically

un reactive-, these etherons arc postulated to react with one another and

Tur infurmaticin ahnut those subquantum kinetics ured^tmns that were subsequently

inn firmed, see wwvi'.xtaiburxtfeiindjDrgfLaVialetre/l'rcdLctl.lirjnl.
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Figure 4.1, A schematic representation of Mode! G's reaction kinetic path-

ways {left}, also displayed as a series offive separate kinetic equations (right).

f
P. LnVioietie, O 1995/

transform from. one et heron state to another according to a specified set

of five reactions, which are collectively termed Model G [figure 4,1).

This reaction system is similar to the Brussclator, a two-variable

reaction system developed at the Free University of Brussels, with the

exception that it interposes a third variable G between the A and X

reaction states, hence the name Model G. The kj symbols in figure 4,1

are Kinetic constants that specify the rates at which each reaction pro-

ceeds forward. Together with the diffusion coefficients that describe the

rate at which each ethcron type diffuses through space, this set of reac-

tions forms the essence of subquantum kinetics. The basic processes are

extremely simple, yet from their interactions emerge physically realistic

structures and a very rich array of behavior.

Subquantum kinetics identifies ethcron concentration at any given

point in space with the standard energy potential concept. In par-

ticular, an electric field characterized by a spatial variation in electric

potential would correspond to a spatial variation in X and V ethcron

concentration, A gravity field characterized by a spatial variation in

gravity potential would correspond to a spatial variation in G ethcron

concentration.

Unlike traditional physics, which is founded on closed-system, mecha-

nistic concepts, the continually reacting and transmuting reaction-

diffusion ether of sub-quantum kinetics functions as an open system.

Unlike closed systems, open systems allow- the possibility for order to

emerge from disorder. Under the proper conditions, the ether is able

to spawn subatomic particles that have wavelike characteristics. They

form spontaneously from energy fluctuations of sufficiently large
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magnitude that occasionally emerge trout the ethers chaos . Thus.* sub-

quantum kinetics; espouses a cosmology of continuous matter creation

rather than a single big bang creation events

According to subquantum kinetics, the et heron concentrations are

in a state of continual fluctuation throughout space, manifesting as

energy potential fluctuations. These are similar to the zero-point energy

fluctuations proposed in conventional physics, except of fat smaller

magnitude, each being less than a quantum of action. Also, they do

not necessarily arise as correlated matter-antimatter polarity fluctua-

tions, but rather as individual unipolar pulses that can he of either posi-

tive or negative polarity.* This can manifest either as a positive polarity

fluctuation-—a region of high-V and low-X ether concentration—or as

a negative polarity fluctuation— a region of bigh-X and low-Y ether

concentration.

On occasion, one such electric potential fluctuation "seed
1

' will

become large enough that over time it will grow in size and develop into

a subatomic particle configured as a stationary electric potential ware

pattern. The spontaneous growth of such an energy fluctuation would

appear to violate the first law of thermodynamics, which holds that

energy may be neither created nor destroyed, but such growth is permis-

sible due to the open-system character of the ether, the action responsi-

ble for this growth coming from the ever-present reaction processes that

underlie all particle and field phenomena. This matter creation process

would occur so slowly that a well -equipped physicist would he unable

to detect it in an Earth -based laboratory.

Subatomic particles would not emerge as mass points, as standard

physics would conceive them, hut as wave patterns configured of et heron

concentrations whose magnitudes vary cyclically through space. Figure

4.2a illustrates the spherical, shell-tike geometry of the X-Y wave pat-

tern forming a proton, and figure 4.2b presents a stylized cross-sec-

tional view of the variation of the X and Y ether concentrations in che

core of a proton. This would chart the proton's electric potential field, a

positive charge polarity corresponding to a high-Y/Iow-X core concen-

tration. The negatively charged antiproton would have a low-Y/higb-X

4
I his of unurse violate* the convention all rule of char|^e unn5erva.tii.in bur is allcnvahlc in

the suhquanru hi lcinctars framework when duakng.with muijiienc zero-paint flnrtmt lewis.
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core concentration, hence X and Y magnitudes that were of reversed

polarity.

The wavelength of this electric field pattern would equal the parti-

cle's Compton wavelength, which is numerically equal to the wavelength

of the photon that would result if the particle's rest mass was converted!

entirely to energy,. This Compton wavelength, \ is mathematically

quantified as: A = hc/E, where £ is the rest mass energy of the particle, b

is Planck’s constant, and c is the velocity of light. The proton’s Compton

wavelength, for example, would measure just 1,32 X 10' 15 centimeters.

The electron's wavelength would be about two thousand times longer.

Suhquantum kinetics calls this wavelike field the particle’s Turing wave,

in honor of the British cyberneticist Alan Turing. Turing was the first to

demonstrate that reaction-diffusion systems could form such wave pat-

terns through a process he termed morphogenesis.

One of the successes of subquantum kinetics is chat its predic-

tion that the nucleon's core electric field should he contoured with a

Compton wavelength periodicity was confirmed almost thirty years

later by nucleon scattering experiments. 12 The quark model, by com-

parison, failed to anticipate the nucleon’s wave character.

The standard quantum mechanical view proposes modeling the

location of the subatomic particle as a wave packet, a superposition of

|b>

Figure 4.2. (a) A cross-section of the concentric, sheit-like ether concentra-

tion pattern making up a proton shouting alternating V arid X ether max-

ima.
f
b) Radial variation of the X and V etheron concentrations forming the

proton’s stationary electric potential wave pattern. The peah-to-peak shell

wavelength would eatnil the particle ’s characteristic Compton wavelength.

(F. LaViolette. S 1

9
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1

a series of linear electromagnetic waves. It has long been recognized,

however, that the wave packet has the problem that over time it sponta-

neously broadens and eventually disperses, leaving che parade entirely

unlocalized. The subatomic particles thac Model G forms, though^ do

not disperse over time. Their periodic ether concentration structure is

continually regenerated by order-creating etheric reaction-and-diffusion

processes. The cyclical transformation of X into V and Y into X depicted

in figure 4.1 is what allows the model G reaction system to create and

maintain the subatomic particle's stationary wave pattern.

An analysis of the Model G reaction system indicates that there is

a stable steady state in which the core Turing wave of an initially neu-

trally charged particle becomes biased away from its zero-charge steady

state, Upon making the transition to this state, the particle acquires

a unit of electric charge that allows it to create its long-range electric

field, This is not an assumption; it is a characteristic that emerges as a

consequence of the postulated reaction system. In a positively charged

particle, for example, the electric field pattern would become posi-

tively biased at its center, its h.igh-Y core concentration rising and its

low-X core concentration falling to adopt bias levels similar to those

shown in figure 4,21b. In a negatively charged particle such as an elec-

tron, the electric field pattern would instead be negatively biased, the

V core concentration being depressed and the X core concentration

being elevated. Recent particle scattering observations chat elucidate

the charge distribution in the core of the nucleon confirm this wave

pattern bias prediction

„

13

Subquantum kinetics predicts that a particle’s electric charge

generates its gravitational mass and associated gravity potential field

through the reverse, ether reaction G *- X, which converts X ct herons

[X-ons] into G et herons (G-ons). Although the ether reactions shown

in figurc 4,1 proceed predominantly in the forward direction {to the

right in the figurej, such reverse reactions also exist, although they

proceed at an almost negligible rate, But even though the reverse X-

to-G reaction produces a very small G flux, without it particles would

be unable to generate their gravity fields, Through this reaction, an

increase or decrease of X arising from either a negative or a positive

charge polarity translates into a corresponding increase or decrease
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lit 4.1. AcLurLliiip.lv, scibq unntiim. kinetics predicts :h,ir there should be

two gravitational mast polarities, each correlated with a correspond-

ing electric charge prlarity, Thor is, po>itiveb charged par tides such

as prolong which hove low X-on concentrations in their cores, should

produce a central gravity potential well, while negatively charged par-

ticles inch, as electrons, which have high X-on, concentrations m their

cures, should produce a central gravity parent id bill.

Consider, tor example, a positively charged p.in i cl e such as a pro-

i-ni, which would maintain a high Y-on and low X-on concentration ai

its center. The low X-on concentration would correspondinglv reduce

the rate at which G-uns were created in che centrF of the pro tern via the

X-m-Ci reaction. In cither words, the particles positive charge would

generate a corresponding positive ccaintarional mas?-: set figtirc 4. X The

reduced X-on and Ci -on core cun ctn tractors resulting -from the X-an and

C.-un production rate deficits would induce X-ons and G-ans to diffuse

inward from surrounding regions. Also, the elevated Y-an core concen-

tration arising from the Y-on production rate surplus would induce

Y-ons ro dilfusc radially outward to the environment. These radial dit-

tUsivc lluxe-s would generate the long-range electric and gravity puten-

1 iul Held- that surround the proton’s core.

4 i. fi3 ) The uJcC/rrc

potential field ->f u proton

(pQn't Fi'e Y-offl concentration/

Ijprnij created tv J central posith'f

charge density < Y'-ofi production

rjic surpittsi. i'
1

.' T.i'c' negnliw

jjrevif V poteptied ((fill uf ij /"run n

fitejfohue G-on Limcentraluinl

hein^ crsated l< v a rfpf liJ (Kisitiiv

mass density fC-rwr prudtfffrtm

rate deficit). Afim\>s indicate

the directions of T-< er and G-uir

diffusion that create the i l- ipectirc

Hilids, The X-an concentration

profile, not sfriuctr^ a the intern,

if ike V- 1 1 rj profit

e

,
J
J

.
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The electric field would consist of a 1/r decline in the particle’s

X-on and Y- on et heron concentration biases, and the gravity field would

consist of a 1/r decline in the particle’s G-on concentration bias. Both

fields mathematically conform to the requirements of classical electro-

statics and gravitation. Their 1/r character is not assumed ad hoc, hut

rather emerges as a natural consequence of radial etheron diffusion. In

his Lectures on Physics, the Nobel laureate physicist Richard Feynman

proposed an ethcron diffusion model not too different from this as a

way of understanding how a subatomic particle generates its 1/r energy

potential field. 14

These concentration biases and etheron diffusive fluxes would be

just the opposite for an electron. A negatively charged particle such as

an electron would maintain high X-on and G-on and low Y-on con-

centrations in its core, which would constitute the negative charge and

negative mass state. This X-on and G-on production rate surplus would

induce X-ons and G-ons to flow outward to surrounding regions and

the Y-on production rate deficit would induce Y-ons to diffuse inward

from the environment. These fluxes would generate the electron's long-

range electric and gravity potential fields. A proton's gravity well would

have a m after-attracting effect on surrounding neutral matter, while an

electron’s gravity hill would have a matter-repelling effect on surround-

ing neutral matter.

Austrian astrophysicist Sir Hermann Bondi described this gravity-

field-generating mass with the term “'active gravitational mass,"' dis-

tinguishing it from passive gravitational mass, which characterizes the

particle's tendency to respond to an external gravity field, and from iner-

tial mass, which characterizes the particle's tendency to resist changes in

velocity. Electrically neutral matter, containing equal numbers of pro-

tons and electrons, would have a net positive active gravitational mass,

since the proton's positive gravitational mass is sitgbtly greater than

the electron’s negative gravitational mass. That is, the proton’s gravity

well is only partially canceled out by the electron’s gravity hill, and

as a result, the electrically neutral atom is left with a residual matter-

attracting gravity well. Particles producing gravity wells would attract

neutral matter, whereas particles producing gravity hills would repel

neutral matter.
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It should he kept in mi mi that subquantum kinetics grew out of the

intention to apply chemical kinetics concepts to microphysics and the

realization chat a reaction kinetic ether could provide a viable framework

for describing the formation of subatomic particles. I did not devise it

in a concerted attempt to explain the phenomenon of cleccrogravitics.

In fact, I was initially somewhat concerned that the theory predicted

two mass polarity states, each correlated, with a corresponding electric

charge polarity, but was later relieved upon discovering Brown's work.

Sub-quantum kinetics accounts for gravitational force in terms of the

action of gravity potential gradients on material bodies and not by intro-

ducing ad hoc assumptions about dimensional warping. Gravity poten-

tial fields move a particle by affecting the ether reactions that generate

the particle and form its Turing wave. This reaction-kinetic approach

is something quite foreign hr classical physics and quantum mechanics,

which consider a proton or an electron as a relatively immutable struc-

ture. Not so in subquantum kinetics. The subatomic particle’s etheron

population is continuously transformed and renewed. A particle's Turing

wave structure is re-created every instant, as etheron diffusion balances

etheron creation or dissolution at each point in space. The subatomic

particle, then, maintains its field structure in a dynamic steady state,

or what the Hungarian systems theorist Ludwig von Bertalanffy would

call a Fiiessgteichgeivicht, a ‘'patterned flow equilibrium.™ Or, using

a term coined hy the Russian Nohcl laureate Ilya Prigogine, we would

refer to subatomic particles as “dissipative space structures.
1’

The presence of an external field gradient will necessarily affect the

position of a particle because it will disturb the equilibrium of the reac-

tion processes that continually generate the particle's Turing wave pat-

tern. That is, the field gradient will distort the particle's space structure

by raising (or lowering) the etheron concentrations more on one side of

the particle than on the other. Because the steady-state condition tends

to create a symmetrical space structure for the particle, any such depar-

ture from symmetry will induce a stress, or a state of disequilibrium.

This stress is identified with the electrostatic or gravitational force that

this electric or gravity potential field exerts on the particle. The reaction

system relieves this stress and momentarily gains greater symmetry by

accelerating or moving the particle's regenerating wave pattern cither
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up or down the field gradient, the direction of movement depending on

whether the field’s action in attractive or repulsive.

According to subquantum kinetics, force action is fundamentally a

reaction-kinetic process rather than a mechanical process, one in which

the particle's core field readjusts its concentration pattern in response to

the disequilibrium caused by an imposed field gradient, Thus the field's

induction of force and acceleration is accomplished with no recoil force

being applied back on the field. No momentum transfer is involved.

Similarly, the potential gradient generated hv a charge or mass becomes

established in the ether and is able to operate on charges and masses

without any deference to the charges or masses that originally generated

it, Thus, in subquantum kinetics it is perfectly acceptable for a field to

accelerate the very same charges that generate it. This field autonomy

is key to understanding how unbalanced electrostatic forces can induce

morion in an asymmetrical capacitor, a subject we examined in the pre-

vious chapter,

French inventor jean-Claude Lafforgue proposes a similar idea in

his 1991 patent on an asymmetrical thrust capacitor. He suggests that

when a capacitor is charged, the fields it generates have their seat in

the local space-time continuum reference frame, allowing them to act

on the capacitor without any reaction force being directed back to the

capacitor itself. Thus, he suggests that the electric fields generated by a

properly shaped asymmetrical capacitor can exert unbalanced electro-

static forces on the capacitor, whose residual is capable of displacing

the capacitor relative to its initial rest frame. In his patent Lafforgue

states:

It is acceptable then to consider that F [electrostatic fence
|
rests its

support on E [electric force field intensity
|,
that is to say, on the space-

time continuum . ... It is the same for all the electrodes whatever their

orientation and polarization . . . V&'hether the electrodes are at rest or

in motion does nnt at all change the values of p, of o, of q, of E, nor of

F. 5o under the action of the "force of expansion,” the isolated system

moves and drags with itself u and E and consequently F. Our isolated

systems are therefore self-accelerated.
1

'
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L.afforguc’s term “force of expansion
11

refers to electrostatic pres-

sure, that is, the electrostatic force F = irE present or a portion of the

capacitor plate divided! by the surface area it acts through. Lafforgue

does not refer to the notion of an ether, He uses instead the relativ-

istic term
u
s pace-time conti nuum,'’ and he adopts the convention of

working with force field intensity, E, rather than che electric potential

gradient Vipj;, However, his conclusions about a capacitor’s self-field

action, which are based on experimental observation, are surprisingly

identical hr those predicted by subquantum kinetics. Hence, his work

may be considered as independent support for the subquantum kinetics

approach. Tests performed on one of Lafforgue
:

s asymmetrical capaci-

tors arc discussed in chapter 12,

Classical physics assumes that subatomic particles produce only

matter-attracting gravitational forces regardless of their charge polar-

ity, Classical theory doesn’t describe what a gravitational field is or

how it exerts its force; it just identifies it and mathematically repre-

sents how gravitational force is related to the mass of a body and to

an observer’s distance from che body. As for antimatter, there arc a

variety of opinions among physicists. Some believe that antimatter par-

ticles should produce matter-attracting fields and others believe that

they should produce matter-repelling fields,

General relativity, like classical physics, also asserts that all sub-

atomic particles should produce attractive gravity fields regardless of

their electric charge. Yet it also advances the additional proposition that

these gravitational effects come about because the body’s mass warps

the surrounding metric of space and time and as a result induces an

attractive motion in neighboring masses. Relativity docs not state how

matter manages to accomplish this warping feat; it simply states this as

a given. Although fancy equations are presented to describe the warp-

ing assumption, they do not themselves provide any insight as to why

matter, a physical quantity, might affect the geometry of space or the

rate at which time passes, The initiate is asked to accept this on. faith.

Subquantum kinetics, on the other hand, does explain how a material

body generates its electric and gravity potential fields, why these two

fields are interlinked, and also how these fields induce forces on charges

and masses, Furthermore, it describes how a material particle comes
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into being in space, another point on which conventional physics is a

bit vague.

Most physicists are reluctant to consider ether-theory explana-

tions of particles and fields because relativists have Jong drummed :nto

them the misconception that the idea of an ether, with its preferred

reference frame, has been disproved. Usually, they cite the Michelson-

Morlev experiment’s failure to detect a directional variation in the

velocity of light. However, many have argued that the experiment’s null

result was due to the fact that it was conducted underground, where

the ether was stationary in the reference frame of the rotating Earth.

Other experiments carried out by Georges Sagnac, Dayton Miller, and

Ernest Silvertooth have since shown that the one-way velocity of light is

not a constant,^'10 Hence, the results favor the notion of an ether over

relativity's relative-frame notion.

The vindication of the ether-frame concept even impacts us every day

in a practical sense. To establish proper synchronization of the docks

in the global positioning system satellite array, computer software must

make allowances for the change in radio signal velocity caused by che

array’s geosynchronous rotation relative to the local ether frame. Were

this not done and the network was instead synchronized in accordance

with the pronouncements of special relativity, a hiker would he unable

to accurately establish his latitude and longitude coordinates. The mili-

tary knows this quite well.

M oreover, general relativity has no exclusive claim over tests car-

ried out to check its predictions, such as the gravitational bending of

starlight by the Sun and the precession of Mercury’s orbit. All of these

have also been accounted for in terms of classical physics effects .

11
It

might he added that these same gravitational effects ate also predicted

by subquantum kinetics. What general relativity refers to as a spatial

warping of starlight photons by a celestial mass subquantum kinetics

understands to he a refraction of photons | ether waves) by tbe body’s

gravity potential gradient (C-on concentration gradient!. The gravita-

tional time dilation phenomenon that all massive bodies experience and

that relativity interprets again as an inexplicable warping of space is

understood as a clock retardation effect that arises as a result of the

redoction of the G-on concentration within the star or planet (as G
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decreases, so too docs X, and in turn so too does the X-Y flux rate

that is responsible for all physical action), The gravitational redshift of

Light emitted from a massive celestial body occurs fora similar reason.

Suhquantum kinetics also accounts for special relativistic effects. All of

these effects emerge from the five basic equations diagrammed in figure

4.1 [see page 118}. In summary, special and general relativistic effects

emerge as corol I a ties of subquantum kmetics, but without requiring the

magical warping of space-time.

So it is not surprising that highly classified black- budget programs

embrace the concept of an ether in their attempts to understand the

gravity-defying technologies that they have been developing. They

have no obligation to please the academic physics establishment,

which still teaches the rocket principle as the ultimate in space pro-

pulsion technology.

Norwegian researcher l>r. Bjorn Overbye points out that most

physicists find it virtually impossible to visualize and understand rela-

tivity theory because it requires that one think in terms of four dimen-

sions. He says, “‘Even experienced mathematicians and theoretical

physicists who have worked, with higher dimensional space for years

admit that they cannot visualize them! Instead, they retreat into the

world of mathematical equations.
1"’’ According to the Nobel laureate

Hannes Alfvcn,
:LThc people were told that only Einstein and a few

geniuses that were able to think in four dimensions could understand

the true nature of the physical world, Science was something to believe

in, not something that should be understood,” 11

Subquantum kinetics, on the other hand, offers us a path back to

visualization and understanding. It is based on a simple conceptual

framework, but to follow it one must forget the misleading models

that have been taught in the past, quantum mechanics and relativity

theory being among them. Since the theory is not easily presented in

the space of a few paragraphs, the reader is referred for more details

to the journal articles cited at the beginning of this chapter and to my

book Stdiqtmntum Kinetics, all of which deal more thoroughly with

the subject.,
11 The more phi!osophically inclined are referred to my

book Genesis of the Cosmos, which presents a Jess technical introduc-

tion to the subjject,
1 *
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4.2 VIRTUAL CHARGE ELECTROGRAVIT I

C

EFFECTS

In earlier writings of how subquantum kinetics predicts an clectrogra-

vitic connection* ] did not also consider that virtu a I -charge gradients

might also produce clectrogravitic effects. However., it is reasonable to

expect that, like real charges,, virtual charges also should induce grav-

ity potentials. Moreover, gravitational thrusts on a capacitor dielectric

arising from virtual charges may in some cases he far greater than those

produced by the real charges creating the capacitor's electric field. So it

is evident that the scope of the sub-quantum kinetics dectrogravicics pre-

diction should he expanded to include such virtual-charge effects. Let

us proceed to derive this by considering a charged asymmetrical capaci-

tor that establishes a nonlinear electric field across irs dielectric.

Due to the math involved, the material presented in the next several

pages may he a bit challenging for those who have not had a course in

college physics, Some, then, may want to skip over it, But those wishing

to acquire a nuts-and-bolts understanding of how antigravity technology

might work are encouraged to read this section, if not now, at least at some

later time, for this material is referenced frequently larer in the book.

As was explained above, subquantum kinetics identifies an elec-

tric potential gradient with an X-on or Y-on ether concentration gradi-

ent, Consider a charged asymmetrical capacitor whose negative plate is

smaller than its positive plate, With such a field geometry, the voltage

gradient will vary non linearly with distance across the dielectric, the

field gradient getting steeper toward the capacitor’s smaller negative

plate. Represented in terms of the X-on et heron concentration compo-

nent, C K ,
X-on concentration will rise non linearly, reaching a maximum

at the negative plate. X-ons wi continuousiv diffuse down this concen-

tration gradient away from the negative plate, their flux per unit surface

area being represented by the symbol 'l**, called the X diffusive flux vec-

tor, It is related to the X-on concentration gradient, VC,, by rhe formula

il^lV; = -D,YC,(r), where D* is the diffusion coefficient.

Suppose that we consider three adjacent volumes in the capacitoF

dielectric aligned along the axis of the capacitor and located near the

capacitor’s negative plate isee lower three boxes in figure 4.4}. Because

the field potential varies non linearly with distance across the dielectric.
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Figure 4.4. The flux vector divergence

concept. The tower boxes show adjacent

volumes of space jSong she polarization

axis ofa capacitor with their

corresponding A" diffusive fSttx vectors ¥

flV arising from a prevailing nonlinear

X-ori concentration gradient. The

upper boxes show, as in conventional

tiieory, the corresponding elect rf l

ftnx density lectors, D, arising from j

prevailing electric potential gradient.

fF. La Violette, 0 2007)

the X-on concentration gradient, VC K , between box I and. box 2 will

be steeper than that between box 2 and box d. Therefore, more X-ons

will be induced to flow into box 2 than will be induced to leave from

box 2. As a result of this flux imbalance, the number of X-ons in that

box will increase at the rate n - LIJ
-

S ...vuii . This has the effect of raising

the X-on concentration in thit hox, which is equivalent to lowering its

electric potent ill, negative potential being correlated with increased

X-on concentration.

Because there is a net inflow of X-ons into box 2, the divergence of

the X diffusive flux vector V' 1!** for that hox will be a negative quantity.

This diffusive -flux-vector divergence by definition is calculated from

the variation, of X-on conccntriELon using che equation V-'l^fr) =

This negative "l 3
* divergence, in turn, is equal ro a quantity

called the X production rate balance density, p.*, a scalar quantity that

represents the rate, Q s , at which X-ons enter a unit volume dV. This is

mathematically expressed as p x fr) = Q K(r)/dV = —V' <£,,.{r)
= -DXV

2 C^rL

The X production balance density, p K ,
is the ether counterpart of the

negative virtual electric charge density, —py.
4, Thus the excess influx of

X per unit t i me i n to hox 2 would act as though a n egative elect ric charge

density, —pj;, was present in that box. Also, the X diffusive flux vector,

H
l
3
3(1

is the ether equivalent of Ehe electric flux density vector, D. of con-

“T he Y production rate Subsic# density, py, would be The enunnsrpart Lit die positive

vimi.il “lee irk ch.ir^ density. ^e instead tucin here an specifying the X-nn compli-

ne rat, once it is tbii component [Jut is involved in generating the C-on gravity field.

i 4
D *
#
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ventional theory. Physicists also refer to IJ as the electric displacement,

but we use here the flux density vector designation since it more closely

approxi mates the terminology used for its ether counterpart. It should

be mentioned that allot these conventional physics terms were origins I ly

developed in the context of 1 Bth- and 19th-century ether models.

The upper set of boxes in figure 4.4 illustrates how these et heron

fluxes would be expressed in conventional physics terms using I> and pi£.

A nonlinear electric potential gradient Yp(.- is assumed to extend across

the capacitor dielectric with the potential gradient steepening toward

the negative electrode on the left. This field gradient induces a greater

electric flux density hr flow out from box 2 [to the left) than to flow into

box 2 (from the right]. Consequently, D has a positive divergence, which

by definition creates a negative virtual-charge density in that box. In

conventional terminology, this is expressed as VjD(r) = — = -pjr.

Rearranging these terms we may write:

p* \r) = YD
(
r) = -zV-E( r) = fY%;( r) \6 >

Here we also include in the expression the term -rYE(r), which expresses

this equivalence in terms of the permittivity times the divergence of the

electric field intensity, E. for those who arc familiar with this alternate

term.

However, in the case of real negative charges such as electrons, the

D vectors would instead be inward directed making the divergence term

V D a negative quantity. If this subtle difference between real and vir-

tual charges is not appreciated, one might mistakenly assign an incorrect

polarity to virtual charges and calculate gravity thrust vectors pointing

in the opposite direction. Taking the ctheron model as an example, if

real negative charges were present in box-2, X-ons would be entering

the box through X-on creation attributable to the Model G reactions.

The resulting X-on surplus would produce an outward diverging flux,

making the divergence term V-d 3

* a positive quantity. In. the case of a

negative virtual-charge density, on the other hand, the X influx arises

from the spatial redistribution of X-ons, which enter the unit volume as

a result of the electric field’s nonlinearity. Thus the diffusive flux vectors

will instead point inward, making the divergence term Yd 3
* a negative

quantity.
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Hascd on equation 6 above, we conclude that virtual charge is

farmed wherever the field’s electric flux density1 vector D -acquires a

nonzero divergence value, div II # 0, or in other words, wherever the

derivative of I) differs from zero, Expressed in terms of the electric

potential field, ip>; (r), a virtual charge would arise wherever the second

derivative of the field’s electric potential becomes nonzero, that is,

V 3

q>|£ # 0, l
;or the second derivative to be nonzero, the magnitude of

the field's electric potential must vary wow fi wfariy with distance.

Now, going back to our ether flux model, let us consider how these

virtual electric charge densities would produce a gravitational field

across the capacitor. The positive X production rate balance density in

box 2 {lower half of figure 4.4 1 results in the creation of a positive C
production rate balance in that box due to the reverse reaction, G X,

which in turn produces a local increase in Ci-on concentration, C
g

. With

this surplus G production rate, the volume acts as though it contains a

negative virtual mass density that produces a local increase in gravity

potential, tp
g

.. Consequently, a negative divergence of the X diffusive flux

vector leads to an increase in gravity potential at that point.

Thus suhquantum kinetics leads to a charge-mass equivalence simi-

lar to that stated in relation 2 of chapter 1 7 except here we broaden

the definition of charge density so that we consider the elcctrogravitic

effects of a vircual-charge-dcnsity gradient opposed to a real-chargc-

density gradient. Hence we may state that a virtual-charge density of

magnitude p t
- creates a proportional virtual mass density of magni-

tude p,^, that is, pm x p[: , If the negative virtual-charge density var-

ies with distance across the capacitor's dielectric, then there will he a

corresponding variation in negative virtual mass density and a gravity

potential gradient will form across the dielectric. Given that this virtual

mass density creates a proportional negative gravity potential field,

a —tpgfr} ,
wc cone I ude that the gra v ity potenti a I at a given point r shou Id

be proportional to the negative charge density at that location. % using

equation 6 above, this may be mathematically expressed as;

x = V-D(r) = fV -E(r) = (7J

The gradient of this gravity potential field would create a gravita-

tional force on matter that it spanned. As mentioned earlier, this force
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would arise because the G-on concentration gradient spatially distorts

the etheric wave patterns of the subatomic particles it affects, perturb-

ing, them from their ideally spherical symmetric configuration, Because

of their tendency to maintain a state of morphogenic homeostasis, the

particles respond to this stress by moving down the gravity potential

gradient toward the capacitor’s positive pole.

In accordance with Newton’s second law, the gravitational force

acting on a body at point r would be proportional to the negative gra-

dient of the induced gravity potential field at that location multiplied

by the body’s inertial mass, which is expressed as F^r] = -GmJFip {r}.

Hence using relation 7 to substitute for gravity potential ^(r), the gravi-

tational force on a capacitor is expected to vary in proportion to the

third derivative of the electric potential or as the derivative of the

LaPlacian of the electric potential:

F^lVJ = k m.^lV^gdr)) |8)

As before, the constant k in this equation is an experimentally deter-

mined clcctrogravicic proportionality constant chat quantifies the virtu al-

chargc-to-virtual-mass coupling relationship.

This thrust on the capacitor dielectric will persist as long as the

applied electric field is not canceled out hv the opposing electric dipole

moment created by the polarization of the dielectric. By oscillating the

electric field to repeatedly create virtual charge, the gravitational thrust

may he maintained without complete cancellation.

One thing chat becomes apparent from studying relation B is that the

electragravitic force should increase as the electric potential field across

the capacitor becomes increasingly nonlinear; the more nonlinear the

field, the greater the induced gravitational thrust, Force also increases

in accordance with the dielectric’s dielectric constant, a, and its mass,

ma . Thus dielectrics with higher K and greater mass will deliver greater

thrust. Brown stressed all of these points in his work.

Furthermore, like the elcctrogravicac force produced by a real-

chargc-density gradient, the electmgravitic force arising from a virtu al-

chargc-density gradient will always be directed coward the positive pole.

If the field polarity is reversed, the polarity of the virtual-charge density

would also reverse, as would the direction of the gravitic thrust. Thus,
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if the smaller electrode in an asymmetrical capacitor was made positive

instead! of negative, t tie- clcctrogravicic thrust would he directed once

again toward the positive electrode, which in this case would be the

smaller of the two electrodes.

Wow let us consider a standard symmetrical parallel plate capaci-

tor. Such a capacitor would develop no vi rtual-chargc-den siev gradi-

ent when charged since its electric field potential would vary linearly

across its dielectric, The only gravity field across its dielectric would

he that arising from the charges on its plates. The negative charges on

the negative plate would he producing X-ons and G-ons whi le the posi-

tive charges on the capacitor's positive plate would be consuming X-ons

and G-ons. Consequently, the X-on and G-tm concentrations would he

highest at the capacitor's negative pole and would drop linearly with

distance across the dielectric until they reached their lowest value near

the capacitor's positive pole. These X-on and G-on concentration gra-

dients would he accompanied by a diffusive flux of X-ons and G-ons

flowing down, the gradient in a uniform manner. Since any volume in

the dielectric would experience the same cthcron influx as cflux, the

divergence of the X diffusive flux vector would he xero throughout the

dielectric, as would he the virtual-charge density.

We may now attempt to calculate the gravity field developed across

an asymmetrical AC electrokineiic capacitor having a design similar to

that shown in figures 3,2 and 3.6, We may use eleccrogravitic relation

7 to determine the virtu a I -charge profile and gravity potential held that

would he generated across the dielectric. Suppose that a 100 -kilovolt

DC bias potential were applied across the capacitor plates, with poten-

tial varying non! i nearly according to the inverse square of distance as

shown by the dotted line in figure 4.5a. This would plot as the equation

V = —1/f
1

. Compare this with the field potential graph reproduced from

Brown's patent (see figure 3.6J. Note that this field is substantially more

nonlinear than the 1h potential field chat would typically cxisc around a

charged sphere. Let us also suppose that the capacitor's negative antenna

electrode excites a quarter-wave sine wave oscillation across the dielec-

tric with a node at the positive electrode. If ic was a conventional sym-

metrical capacitor having equal area electrodes, the oscillating potential

would vary with distance across the dielectric, as shown in figure 4.5b,
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in which the solid and dashed curves represent the potential distribution

at vultape minimum and voltage maximum. However, since the capaci-

tor is asymmetrical, with a field that varies with distance in a nonlinear

manner, this sine wave amplitude will decrease sharply with distance

toward the positive electrode.

(a) nsIflrkFi iltrm -it--Kinrtrnrto| ^

IJ I

Ulnianr^ {Iron hn i dcclractel i+j

Figure 4.5. fa) The DC bias potential across the dielectric {dotted It fie,', teith

the superimposed resonant oscillation fsolid line represents maximum nega -

live

-

r dashed tine represents maximum positive), ft) dine wave voltage osdila-

tion applied across the dielectric in Brown s elecirohmetic apparatus. fc) The

corresponding gravity potential profile. (F. LaViolette, © 2007}
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tr ir weic superimposed -i rlu- DC bias potential the ovctjiI field

would oscHJart between the I'm1 negative potential profile prevailing

when the saint Wave :-• ci 1 Li tLcort was at Ira maximum negative Vofltagje

[shown as the soiid Eiiil in figure 4. .5a I and ehe l-os^
1 negative voltage

field J i-eeri hut i<i n prevailing when the sine wave oscillation was at its

maximum positive voltage l shown as the dashed line in figure 4.5al.

The amplitude of the sinusoidal oscillation at i lie negative electrode is

adjusted to he about LJ5 pence nL of i he bias Voltage. Using Lhe tlectrogra-

itic coupling expression (hat is presented as relation
~~ and including 2

geometry correction to account for the capacrs or’s asymmetrical gcom-

ecr\, the resulting gravitv potential distribution is computed tt' re that

shown in hguic 4.5c; see text box lor details. The gravity gradient and

resulting thrust vary from a minimum to a maximum as the voltage a I

rite sine wave resonance ar rhe negative electrode cycles between posi-

tive and negative maxima Throughout the AC cycle, the thrust remains

alwnvs directed toward the positive electrode, hut oscillates in magni-

tude approximately ~5U million tunes per second.

Gravity Potential Distribution in an Asymmetrical

Capacitor with a DC Voltage Bias and

Applied AC Voltage Oscillation

The gravity poEsntia! grziphcc' n Fi.p'j--« (l.5c was computed from rnc

following equation:

*&>) -J0M) l,
Thu central csr-rm In the brackets nepnsents tne Electric potential

ind IS given os

V,M=-j(|i(3*'>'nt±0-5+(I )))-!,)

The ;ln-E Term hErc represents the sins wave- veksge qsdhation it.

l= positivEand ne^slivE; maxima. Tins I: mL-upl ec hy lo modEJ tn-

potEntia ?k'J's nnfi |lnear variation with distancE aiross the dielectric

THe tterrr, I which has a simitar noniirtar variation wit^. distance r.

a added to this ta represcmL the DC field bias. The summed Electric

qocc-ncn held has \ minus si^n the voltage across the capacitor beir^
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negative 3b referenced : rom the grc-ur-ded p-as.uvf: plate. T'lis qUan

fcity 13 diffenanbitEtJ ea dervt? lte sIeclt :, ^ l d gradient. T,r
E

. «tijeh

by definition is proportional lo lH-e negativE elecric rijy density vec

Lor -O. However s?nce w e are dealing vyitlh an asymmetr cal Dtpariticir

A Lf j posiove electro do surface area dm is larger than Lht negative

electrode surface area, ir ccnsids'ing lI’c tota electric flux Entering

o r ea.v»nr a given spherical nh eli increment *e -"jst ’multmly D Times

4ttj~. which accoLiriQ far ih = increased surface area toward she oosi

rive Eleciratif. Taking the derivative of uais art! divid-ng by gives

ihe divergence of D in that vole me Increment Then. multiplying n> -I,

wie get the w rtiual charge- oensic^ ir chat increment p r {
r

|
Tfi« nega tive

ef this, in Luiti gives tfit gravity pciantsaJ ^(rj. *"hi-dh «s the quantity

ulottea In figure 45 l.

Note dval if Lhe vdtagE potential across Lne di electee instead was

to vary only as 1/r, as go fie'ds raoiatirg Iron a charged sphere then in

that case the divergence would be zero, since she flu* per un r iurface

area would not change vith distance. Hence, such a field, although nor

lir car. would no: produce a -'irma! charge density gradient.

The prnvttv potential gradient :s seen to he sntcpcsT at the negative

electm lie and ro rapidly decrease in magnitude as the punitive electrode

is approached,, and the gravitational thin.-t mi the dielectric declines in a

similar fashion. Consequently, rhr thrust developed hr the device collSlS

he maximized by incorporating hiqh-mass semiconducting particles In

the dielectric near its negative pale, where the gravity gradient is highest.

The amplitude of the AC qUartcr-wavr resonance should he kept

bellow JOO percent of The negative DC baas voltage. Otherwise the net

electric potential across the dielectric would became slightly pusinve

during, the small traction Of" Lhe oscillation cycle when the sane wave

iisciLLatmo was at tts positive maximum. This in mrn would produce

a slight Jv negative gravity potential having a small positive potential

gradient that would generate a thrust directed toward the negative elec-

trode . During the brief i.meit was produced, chi a small opposing chrusT

would subtract front the gravibc thrust developed during the majority

ot the oscillation cvc!l\
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The remits obtained in Brown’s Paris vacuum chamber experi-

ment may also be explained in terms of the virtual-charge elect ro-

gravitic concept. The sudden rotor thrusts observed alter each spark

discharge could be due to the creation of a virtual-charge-density gra-

dient across the rotor's capacitor element. The fanning field geometry

of the spark discharge would have created a nonlinear electric poten-

tial gradient between the capacitor plates that in turn would have cre-

ated a virtual -charge-density gradient between tbe plates. This, then,

would have momentarily generated a gravity potential gradient across

the capacitor element. With the disappearance of the spark, these vir-

tual charges would have also disappeared, tbe intervening field hav-

ing become linear once again. While the virtual charges were present,

however, they would have generated a substantial gravitational thrust

on tbe rotor.

It is also possible that the rapid recharge of the negative electrode,

which took a matter of milliseconds following each spark discharge,

served to increase the nonlinearity of the field between the plates

thereby increasing the created virtual charge and the accompanying

gravitational thrust. Brown's observation that he obtained greater

thrusts when he used a barium titanate dielectric between the capaci-

tor plates may be cxpl a i ned on tbe basi s of t h is vi rtu a I
- charge cone ept.

In accordance with equation 8 above, the cJcctrugravitic force exerted

on an intervening dielectric should vary in direct proportion to the

dielectric’s permittivity. A dielectric such as barium ticanate has a K-

valuc of abouE 10* when slowly charged, but when rapidly charged

over a few milliseconds, its K-value will be much lower, perhaps

around 1,500.. So during the course of a voltage change of a millisec-

ond duration, a 1,500 -fold- greater virtual-charge density and t, 500-

fold greater thrust would be created, compared to the case in which

such a dielectric was absent. The high mass density of barium tita-

natc would be another factor concri busing to the production of greater

thrust, barium titanate being about six times as dense as water. That

i s
,
for a gi ven grav it y potc nt i a l grad ient genera ted across the capacitor,

dielectrics having greater mass would produce greater thrust.
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43 TOWNSEND BROWN'S ETHER PHYSICS

To account for electrogravitic phenomena. Brown, too, came to the-

orize about the existence of an ether and to reject the idea of rela-

tive frame s. His Vega laboratory note hoolt contains a section titled

“Structure of Space,” in which he qualitatively explores the subject

of the existence of an ether and sets forth some of its more impor-

tant properties, Although the notebook's cover page is labeled “Vega

Aircraft Corp.J” these notes on the ether are dated between January

and March 1943, which suggests that Brown most likely wrote them

when lie was reaching at the Atlantic Fleet Radar School in Norfolk,

Virginia. Interestingly, the ether theory that Brown explores has some

similarities wirh subquantum kinetics,

In one passage. Brown explains his reason for considering the pres-

ence of an ether. He writes!

for certain phenomena it is desirable and almost necessary to assume

the existence af an aether in order to evoke a satisfactory explanation.

An example is the force of gravitation, particularly the electrogravi-

tatLonal effnets; Thu phenomenon of the movement of a dielectric is

such an example , , . Much of the work [presented in these notes]

is based on facts derived from actual experiments which cannot he

satisfactorily explained without the existence of an aether possessing

substantially these qualities.-^

Brown proposes that the dielectric constant & and permeability p,

which are electromagnetic properties of free space, be identified with

the ether. He then proposes that matter might induce a variation in the

magnitude of k and p, causing these quantities to attain greater values

near a massive body. He associates this variation in K and p with a grav-

itational potential field gradient and suggests that a mass acted upon

by this field has a "Tendency to migrate

'

J

toivard regions of higher K

and p, that is, toward Fegions where the gravitational potential is more

negative. He envisions a low K and p region as manifesting a “high pres-

sure^ and a high K and p region as a manifesting a “low pressure.’* and

that a gravitating hodv would he migrating from a high-pressure region

toward a low-pressure region.
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Ah if done in hvi hqua ntum kinetics, Brown proposes that potentials

are the real existents and that a body’s adjust ive response to a field gra-

dient is the esscree of force. Brown’s suggestion that a body migrates

in an equilibrating response to the influence of a gravity gradient very

much, resembles concepts used in subquantum kinetics. However, he

uses a mechanical analogy of a solid body's response to a pressure

differential, whereas subquantum kinetics adopts a reaction-diffusion

process analogy, which is fundamentally different, I believe the reaction-

diffusion system concept is a better framework for application to micro-

physics because in addition to offering an understanding of how fields

are generated and bow they exert force, it predicts the autogenetic

creation of subatomic particles having charge, mass, spin, and matter-

wave properties.

Brown adopts a mechanical model when he suggests that the eth eric

field creates a pressure upon a material body. A similar concept has been

expressed in many of the nineteenth-century ether theories. However,

Brown’s theory does not bring us any closer to understanding what force

is, To say that the observed gravitational force arises from the summed

collisional action of myriad energetic etheric particles merely begs the

question; one is still left to wonder why these etheric particles should

exert an accelerating force. Subquantum kinetics, on the other hand,

addresses this question by providing an understanding of how a mate-

rial body—an etheric reaction-diffusion wave pattern—migrates in

response to the influence of an ctheron concentration gradient
|
poten-

tial gradient). The wave pattern migrates because the ctheron gradient

alters the ongoing reaction and diffusion processes that are responsible

for generating it and deploying it.

Like subquantum kinetics. Browns theory makes a significant

departure from the traditional general relativistic concept of assuming

that masses warp space-time. However, does his theory explain how a

mass might alter the K and p values he ascribes to the ether? Based on

the few quotes from his notes that his family has released to the public

up to this point, there is no indication that it docs. Brown indicates

that his ideas about the ether arc based on experimental results. Indeed,

permittivity and permeability are observable quantities that are used to

characterize the electrical properties not only of material media hut also
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of a vacuum transmitting elect rDmagnetk: waves- However, it is a major

leap of induction to assume that this aspect of the ether is the cause of

gravitation. Beginning from observables, it is difficult to extrapolate

the workings of an etheric realm, which are inherently inaccessible to

direct observation. One risks making the error of the blind men and the

elephant.

We know that the speed of light slows down in media having higher

K and p values, and we also know that the speed of a photon decreases

while passing through the gravity well of a massive celestial body, which

is responsible for the gravitational lensing effect, However, it does not

necessarily follow that gravity mediates this effect by increasing the

ether’s K and p values. Might not this speed decrease arise because a

decrease in the gravity potential fetheron concentration) causes a gravi-

tational clock retardation effect? Subquantum kinetics predicts the lat-

ter and proposes that the same retardation phenomenon that relativists

term “time dilation” is also responsible for causing the gravitational

redlshifi observed in the spectra of white dwarf stars/

Subquantum kinetics also describes in detail how a mass locally

decreases the G-on concentration to create a gravity potential well in

its vicinity and also how a charged particle generates a corresponding

decrease or increase in gravity potential, depending on its electric polar-

ity, As such, it is the only united field theory to predict the existence of

electragravitic coupling at low potential energies. Does Brown's ether

theory correspondingly explain how electric charge might produce

gravitational force effects by inducing changes in the ether’s K and p?

With the small amount of information that has currently been made

available, we are left only to wonder. Nevertheless, it is interesting to

find that Brown was considering ether physics explanations at this early

date in his elec trogravitics research.

4t hanging the K of the ether, that is. the vaSuc of as- electric permittivity, is

equivalent in subc|uantum kinetics to cjiangi nitthi- X end Y diffusion coefficient], of the

Model t, ether reaction sjr”™1 - Changing these diffusion coefficients miuSd change the

X and Y etheric concentratinn magnitude I the electric potential). In xubquantum kinet-

ics. however, etheric concentration gradients.
! potential gradients! may he produced

v, ithou, altering the diffusion coefficients.
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THE U.S-

ANTIGRAVITY
SQUADRON

5.1 ELECTRGGRAVITIC SECRETS
OF THE B-2 BOMBER

For many years, rumens circulated that the United States was secretly

developing a highly advanced radar-evading aircraft. Rumor turned

to reality in November IflSS, when the U.S. Air Force unveiled chc

B-2 Advanced Technology Rom her (see figure 5.t). Although mili-

tary spokesmen related some thsngs about the craft’s outward design

and low radar and infrared profile, there was much they were silent

about.. However* several years later, some key secrets about the E-2

were leaked to the press. In its March 9, 1992, issue. Aviation Week &
Space 'Technology magazine made she surprising disclosure that the E-2

electrostatically charges its exhaust stream and the leading edges of its

winglike body. 1 Those familiar with Brown's work will quickly realize

that this is tantamount to stating that the E-2 is able to function as an

antigravity aircraft.

Aviation Week obtained its information about the B-2 from a small

1 42
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group of renegade West Coast scientists and engineers who were for-

merly associated, with Mack research projects, which are defense proj-

ects so secret that evert Lhcir very existence is classified. En making these

disclosures, the scientists broke a code of silence that rivals the Mafia’s.

They rook the risk because they fclr that :r was important for economic

reasons that efforts be made to declassify certain black technologies

tor commercial use. Two of these individuals said that their civil rights

had been blatantly abused I in the name of sccuriiv J, either to keep them

quiet or to prevent them from leaving the tightly controlled black Rik' D

communstv-

Severa l months after Aviation Week published the article, security

personnel from the black world went into high gear. That sector of the

bLack RflcD community received very strong warnings, and as a result,

the group ofscientists subsequently broke off contact with rhe magazine.

Clearly, rhe overseers of black RLfitD programs were substantially con-

cerned about the information leaks that had come out in ihaT article.

Northrop, the prime contractor for the ES-2, bad been experiment-

ing fnF some time with the propulsive benefits of applying high-voltage

charge to aircraft IiuIIsl For example, at an aerospace sciences meeting

held in New York in January l^fiES, scientists from Xurtluop's Norair

Division reported that they were begin rung wind runnel studies on
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the aerodynamic effects of applying high-voltage charges to the lead-

ing edges of high-speed aircraft bodies. 1"'' They said they expected that

the applied electric potential would produce a coronal glow that would

propagate forward from the craft's leading edges to ionize and repel air

molecules upwind of the aircraft. The resulting repulsive electric forces

would condition the airstream so as to lower drag, reduce heating, and

soften or eliminate the supersonic boom. 1

' Their results showed that

when high-voltage DC is applied to a wing-shaped structure subjected

to a supersonic flow, seemingly new “tloclro-aeradynamk” qualities

appear that result in significant air-drag reduction on the structure and

the virtual elimination of friction-caused aerodynamic heating, as well

as the elimination of shock wave and wave-drag phenomena. 4 Similar

research was carried out in 1 9fi5 by the Grumman and Avco corpora-

tions. Interestingly, in 1994, Northrop bought out and merged with

Grumman as part of its drive to place increased emphasis on defense

electronics technologies.

Northrop and Grumman scientists apparently got the idea for

investigating this sonic cushion effect either from Brown or from papers

describing his work that had been previously circulated. For example,

in his 1952 paper describing Brown's clectrogravitic discs. Rose wrote,

“The Townsend Brown experiments indicate that the positive field which

is traveling in front of the saucer acts as a buffer wing which starts mov-

ing the air out of the way. This immaterial electrogravitational field acts

as an entering wedge which softens the supersonic harrier, thus allow-

ing the material leading edge of the saucer to enter into a softened pres-

sure area.” s This was accompanied by the diagram reproduced in figure

5.2a, which shows how the supersonic flow would be diverted around

leading edge of a wing.

Brown also called attention to this effect in his 1 9£Q electrokinetic

apparatus patent, which describes using a flame- jet generator to place

a high-voltage positive charge on a needlelike electrode at the front end

of a rocket (sec figure 5.2b). In one passage, he wrote, “By using such

a nose form, which at present appears to be the best suited for flying

^Although the jlii her of that article speculated that NortJirop was negatively charging

The aircratYs leading -edge, rlhe k>hk hairier effects could also he accomplished wuh a

positive charge, as Brown originally suggested.
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Figure 5.2. ;a} Electrostatic deflection ofthe airstream around the electrified

leading edge afa saucer-shaped aircraft. {From Rose, “Tbe Flying Saucer,"

University for Social Research. April U, 19.52, uol. 7} \
b) Brown's proposed

use ofa high -voltage needle electrode a I the prow of a rochet. (From Brown,

U.S. patent 2,Ct22,430, figure 2,1

speeds approaching Dr exceeding the speed of sound, 3 am able to pro-

duce a a ionization of the atmosphere in the immediate region of this

foremost portion of the mobile vehicle. E helievc that this ionization

facilitates piercing the sonic barrier and minimizes the abruptness with

which the transition takes place in passing from subsonic velocities to

superson ic velocities

.

1

Aerospace companies later put Brown’s suggestion into use on

rockets, A spike was placed at the nose of a rocket and caused to emit a

high-voltage arc. Wind tunnel studies showed that the resulting electric

field pushed the bow shock front away from the rocket nose so that it

no longer contacted the main body of the missile and, hence, substan-

tially reduced air drag. According to one Greek scientist working in

affiliation with the LT.S. Embassy in Greece* nose electrification is a

standard technique used on LT.S. rockets to stabilize them during take-

off Engineers arc told eo figure a 10 percent weight reduction during

the first few kilometers’ gain in altitude when determining the rocket’s

trajectory,

in the laEe 1970s, Russian scientists at Ehe Ioffe Institute in St.

Petersburg led by Anatoly Klimov carried out an interesting experiment

that demonstrated bow plasmas could reduce air drag. They tired a d-

centi meter steel sphere ai a velocity of one kilometer per second through

a tube filled, with low-pressure argon gas. In one section of the tube,

the argon gas was ionized to farm a plasma. They found that when

the sphere entered the plasma, its shock wave stood twice as far away

from the sphere as it would in ordinary gas, and,, more important, the

sphere’s aerodynamic drag was reduced by JO percent.
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Interestingly, Northrap, which had past experience in lead i ng-edge

electrification, was contracted by the Pentagon in 1931 Eo work on she

highly classified B-2. Northrop’ s expertise in this area must have been

a hey factor contributing co its winning of this contract, tor Ai'iation

Week reported that the E-2 uses “electrostatic field-generating tech-

niques'’ in its wing leading edges to help it minimize aerodynamic tur-

bulence and thereby reduce its radar cross-section,
3 The same article

mentions that the B-2 also charges its jet engine exhaust stream, which

has the effect of rapidly cooling its exhaust and thereby remarkably

reducing its thermal signature,

Although these disclosures were framed in the context of enhanc-

ing the E-2’s radar invisibility, in fact they are part of its field propul-

sion drive capability, With a positively charged wing leading edge and a

negatively cha rged exhaust stream [figure 5.3}, the B-2 would function

essentially as an clectrogravitic aircraft, just as in Brown’s model flying

discs (see figure 2.1) and in his patented electrokinetic disc (see figure

2.B), the positive and negative ion clouds created ahead and behind the

Figure 5.3. The profile of the B-2 a s seen from abo re. The plane mea-

sures 69 feet from from to hack and ill feet from wing tip to wing

tip. Cowlings on either side of the cockpit feed large amounts of intake

air to the flame-jet high-voltage generators enclosed within its body.

( P. LaVioSette
,
© 1993

}
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15-2 would produce -a locally altered gravity field chat would cause it to

feel a forward-directed gravitic force. In effect, the B-2 is a realization

of the flying disc design Brown described in his el cctrok i necic generator

patent as seen in chapter 2.

Rumors circulating among aviation industry personnel close to the

project allege that the B-2 docs use antigravity technology. A similar

claim was made in the 1970s by Marion Williams, a former Central

Intelligence Agency officer who had worked at the highly classified Area

51 facility, where the B-2 was test-flown. 9,1 ' 1 just before he died of can-

cer, Williams confided to his relative Andrew Basiago that design prin-

ciples from crashed alien antigravity spacecraft were being utilized in

the stealth bomber. Thus, out conjecture that the B-2 incorporates an

elcctrogravitic drive may be substantially correct, although its design

may actually have originated closer to home than Williams had been led

to believe. The B-2, then, may be the first military antigravity vehicle

to he openly displayed to the publicl It may be the final realization of

the kind of craft that Brown had proposed in Project Winterhaven and

that the 1956 Aviation Studies report had disclosed was beginning to be

developed by the military in late 1954, Consequently, the designation

“B-2” might more appropriately stand for Biefeld- Brown effect.

The secrecy that has so tightly surrounded the B-2 most likely does

not concern its radar-evading technology as much as it docs its anti-

gravity propulsion technology, although the two are probably closely

intertwined. Tbe use of such nonconventional propulsion technology

would explain the B-2’s high price tag, which averaged more than 52

billion per plane.

Although the black-world scientists mentioned nothing about clcc-

trogravicics in their Aviation Week disclosure about the B-2, they did

admit to the existence of very “dramatic, classified technologies” appli-

cable to “aircraft control and propulsion.” They were especially hesi-

tant to discuss these projects, noting that they are “very black.” One

of them commented, “Besides, it would take about 20 hours to explain

the principles, and very few people would understand them anyway.” 1-

Apparently, what he meant is that this aircraft control and propulsion

technology is based on physics principles that go beyond what is currently

known and understood by the general public as well as most academic
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physicists. Iiidced. by all normal standards, electrogravitics is an exotic

propulsion science. Nevertheless, by begin rung with an understandable

theory, dnctragravitics becomes a lot Jess mysterious. As mentioned ear-

lier, subquantum kinetics provides one such viable theory.

The B-2’s body design also raises suspicions that the aircraft is in

fact an elcccrogravitic vehicle. A primary design criterion for an elcctro-

gravitic craft is that it have a large horizontally disposed surface area

so as to permit the development of a sufficiently strong antigravity lift

force. As Brown's experiments demonstrated, such an aircraft need not

necessari ]y he d isc shaped- triangular- and square -shaped forms also

exhibit antigravity lift when electrified; although disc shapes give the

best performance. The triangular planforms used in the B-2 and other

advanced stealth aircraft may have been deemed better for reasons of

their much lower radar cross-section.

Interestingly, one of the central features of the B-2's classified tech-

nology is the makeup of its hull's outer surface. Authorities tell us that

the hull is composed of a highly classified radar-absorbing material.

Ceramic dielectrics arc a likely choice for the B-2. Unlike many lossy

dielectrics that dissipate the energy of incident radio waves and there-

fore function as radar wave absorbers, ceramic dielectrics are lossless,

energetically noninteractive, and, hence transparent to radar waves.

More important, ceramic dielectrics also have the ability to store large

amounts of high-voltage charge. By covering the hull with such an elec-

tric insulator, it would he possible for rhe B-2 to maintain a high-voltage

differential between its positive leading edge and its negative ion exhaust

stream. At sea level, the breakdown voltage is about 27,000 volts per

centimeter, whereas at an altitude of fourteen kilometers, the breakdown

voltage drops to about 10,000 volts per centimeter- So with its 69-toot

[21 -meter) front-co-back dimension, the B-2 at sea level in dry air should

be able to maintain a voltage differential of up to 57 million volts before

arcing over, whereas at fourteen kilometers, it should he able to maintain

a differential of up to 20 million voles. Military spokesmen have said, chat

the B-2 cannot fly in rainy weather, giving the reason that its coating of

radar-absorbing material can be adversely affected. The real reason is

that if the hull becomes wet, it can lose its insulating properties, and the

leading edge electrode can short out to the rear exhaust duct.
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Even after the hull’s high-voltage electrification is shut off, the hull

dielectric can retain a residual charge tor some time because of the

dielectric absorption effect mentioned in chapter 1. This could! explain

rumored incidents of ground crews having been zapped by touching a

B-2 ton soon after it landed.

The B-2’s positively chained Leading edge, another key component

of its propulsion technology, was also a matter of special concern to

Northrop designers. According io Aviation Week
,
the bomber's leading

edges posed a particularly challenging production problem on the first

aircraft. The leading edge ionizer is most probably a conductive strip or

wire that runs along the B-Z's sharp prow and is electrically charged to

upwards of many millions of volts. As the craft moves forward, its elec-

trified Leading edge deflects the approaching airstream to either side,

so that a large fraction of the generated positive ions are carried away

from its body surface and are prevented from immediately contacting

and neutralizing the negative ions in the B-2's exhaust stream. As a

result, the B-Z is able to build up very large space charges ahead of and

behind itself that would subject it to a large gravity potential gradient.

This artificially produced gravity gradient should become steeper as the

B-2 attains higher speeds and deflects its positive ions outward with

increasing force. Hence the B-2’s clcctrogravitic drive should operate

more efficiently when the craft is moving at higher speeds.

Best results should be obtained when the E-2 is traveling at super-

son ic speeds. Positive ions from its Leading edge shou Id become ent ra i ned

in the upwind sonic shock front and flaw away from the craft through

that sonic boundary layer, later to converge on the negatively charged

exhaust stream. Military sources, however, claim that the B-2 is a sub-

sonic vehicle. Its somewhat stubby cross-section and tbc angle of its

wings might lead one to believe that this is so. Yet these design fea-

tures should not pose a problem for supersonic flight, considering that

the B-2 uses an electrostatic field hr deflect the approaching airstream.

Brown's saucer designs similarly had a stubby cross-section and yet were

intended for supersonic travel. The Air Force probably avoided disclos-

ing the B-Z’s supersonic capability to avoid raising curiosity about how

the craft would generate the required thrust.

In both subsonic and supersonic flight, the deflected positive ions
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would form an ellipsoidal sheath an they circuit around the B-2 \ figure

5,4). The E-2’s forward positive ion sheath would act very much like

an extended positively charged electrode whose surface has a parabolic

shape. Thus* che electrogravitic force propelling che B-2 would arise

not just from the leading-edge electrode, but also from che entire posi-

tively charged forward ion shcach. The positive- and negative-ion space

charge distributions would very much resemble the charge configuration

that Brown employed in some of his later electnogravitic experiments.

Compare figure 5.4 with the parabolic electrogravitic devices shown in

figure 5-7 that Brown had been testing. Brown noted chat he obtained

a greater electrogravitic thrust when the positive electrode was curved

and made much larger than his negative electrode. At the time they exit

the E-2’s exhaust nozzles, the negative ions should he spatially much

more concentrated chan the positive ions emitted along the B-2’s leading

edge, so the field gradient from front to bach would be very nonlinear.

figure 5.4. A side view ofthe B-2 shouting the shape of its electrically charged

Mach 2 supersonic shock and trailing exhaust stream. Solid-line arrows show

the direction of ion flow, dashed -line arrows show the direction of the gravity

gradient induced arottnd the craft. (F. I.aViolette , 0 199.J)
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As mentioned in chapter 3, in describing the operation of his vcrtical-

Uft test rigs. Brown had voiced the necessity of establishing a nonlinear

field gradient across rhe inEcrvcning dielectric to maximize thrust, As in

these laboratory test rigs, the B-2 would have established a highly non-

linear field from aft to fore while in flight. The field lines would have a

very high flux density at the negatively charged exhaust stream exiting

the rear of the craft and would have diverged out to a much lower field

flux density at the greatly dispersed, positively charged ion sheath sur-

rounding the front of the craft, This same asymmetry would character-

ize the polarization of the E-2’s ceramic dielectric hull, the field lines

being most concentrated toward the negatively charged exhaust ducts

and most dispersed toward its positive leading- edge electrode,

The electrostatic field produced hv the ions surrounding the B-2

would exert forces on the B-2's polarized dielectric body that would pro-

duce a net forward thrust, as shown in figure 5.5. The high concentration

of negative charges at the rear end of the craft would repel its negatively

charged tail forward. Electrostatic attraction forces would also assist the

craft’s forward thrust by pulling Its negatively charged stern toward its

positively charged how shock. The electric field would fan out and there-

fore drop in intensity toward the B-2
h

s how, so opposing forces acting on

the front of the craft would be weaker and would have force components

vectored mainly crosswise to the craft’s direction of travel. The rear-

ward slant of rhe B-2"s positively charged how shock would also assist

the craft's forward propulsion by producing forward vectored repulsive

forces on the B-2’s nose and wing leading edge, At faster velocities, the

craft’s bow shock would bend back hr a steeper angle, thereby increasing

the forward thrust delivered by these repulsive forces.

Although the charges are moving away from the aircraft at a very

high velocity, they are continuously being generated and dispersed

into the surrounding air. Consequently, their space charge distribution

remains stationary relative to the crafc. lc follows the era ft and continues

to exert its propelling force. The electrostatic forces depicted in figure

5,5 are arrayed quite differently from the electnogravitic forces shown

in figure 5,4, hut both would assist the craft’s forward propulsion. Not

enough is known at this point to say which of these sets of forces would

be more important in propelling the craft.
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As iwn in figure 5 .6 , both of the E-2's leading edges arc segmented

in&- eight sections sepatared from one another by LO-erntimeter-wide

stmts. Quite possibly, ihc struts electrically isolate the sections so that

they may he individually electrified. In this way, Lh rough proper con-

trol of the applied voltage, k would he possible to gnaviticalJy steer the

craft. Qptwn had suggested a similar idea as a. way of steering his cauceF

craft.

The Leading-edge sections positioned in from of rhe air scoops arc,

most likely, sparingly electrified so as lu prevent positive ions frurr

entering the engine ducts and neutralizing The negative ions being pro-

duced there. These two naneJectrificd leading-edge sections: woo Id he

ideal places to mount forward-looking radar anttnr.ac, since the idli

pLasma sheath produced by the other leading-edge sections would form

j harrier that would interfere with radar signal tranfirnisvLou, In tact,

the If-2 s- two Hughes Aircraft radar ulijih arc mounted precisely in

these lea d i itg-edgL- locations* right in Irons ol the jlt Intakes. The el lip-
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Figure 5.6. ,4 cutaway view showing the arrangement of the B -2's flame-jet

generators. (F. LnVioiette. C1 1993)

soidal ion plasma sheath that envelops the E-2 would strongly attenuate

incoming radar pulses as well as any signal reflected bach by the craft,

thereby substantially reducing the B-2’s radar visibility. This ion sheath

might actually attenuate radar signals better than the ceramic radar-

absorbing material that composes the B-2’s hull, In fact, the military

continues to research ways of using plasmas to absorb radar signals in

the hope that a plasma-enveloped plane would be radar invisible,
11

The Hughes radar units may also be supplying microwave energy

to the B-2’s leading edge to assist the air-ionization process. Microwave

frequencies emitted along the leading edge would readily ionize the

approaching air and allow the B-2’s high-voltage electric field to dis-

charge a greater flux of positive ions. With increased ion currents,

the B-2 would be able to generate a greater ion sheath space charge at

a given velocity and thereby increase the clcctrogravitic and electro-

static thrust propelling the craft. New Scientist magazine reported that

NASA’s Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia, had conducted

wind tunnel tests in which they used a microwave beam to create a

plasma upwind of an aircraft wing in a Mach 6 airflow and found dra-

matic reductions in air dragd'* Quite likely, the B-2 has been using the
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same technique, although a high-voltage radio frequency field m i^ht

wort j ust as well.

5.2 THE B-2'5 FLAME-jET GENERATORS

The excerpt from the October 1 954 Aviation Report article quoted

in. chapter 2 suggests that there should be a division erf responsibility

in the program to develop a Mach 3 elecrrogravitic aircraft, that the

“condenser assembly which is the core of the main structure" be devel-

oped by an airframe manufacturer and that the flame-jet generator that

provides the electrostatic energy for the craft should be developed by

companies specializing in jet engine technology. Consistent with that

suggestion, we find that Northrop Grumman, a company experienced

in aircraft electrostatics, was contracted to develop the B-2’s airframe

and that General Electric, a company experienced in the development

of jet engines and superconducting electric generators, was contracted

by the U,5. Air Force to develop the B-2’s engines. Recall that the 1956

Aviation Studies report mentions General Fleet ric as one of the compa-

nies involved in early e3ectrogravLti.es work. Also, note chat Brown had

conducted vacuum chamber experiments at the General Electric Space

Center and rhat the Electrokinetics Corporation, which had hired him

as a consultant, was located just several miles away.

The Air Force states that the stealth bomber is powered by four

General Electric F-118-GE-100 jet engines similar to chose used in the F-

16 fighter, but the B-2’s engines quite likely have been modified to func-

tion as flame-jet high-voltage generators. The propulsive force lofting the

craft, then, would come not only from the mechanical chi use of the jet

exhaust, but also from the elecrrogravitic and electrostatic force fields

set up around the craft that would be powered by the jet’s generators.

Such flame-jet generators also would account for the presence of ions,

which Aviation Week says are present Ln the E-2's exhaust stream. As in

Brown's saucer, the engine nozzle would acquire a high positive charge as

it exhausted negative ions. Presumably, rhe engine is electrically insulated

from the aircraft hull and surrounding ductwork and its positive charges

are conducted forward to power the leading-edge ionizers.

The E-Z’s General Electric engines arc reported to each be capable
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of putting out 19,000 pounds of thrust. Consequently, all tour engines

together should provide the B-2 with a total output of about 140,000

horsepower, which translates into an electric power output of about

25 megawatts, assuming a 30 percent conversion efficiency4 By com-

parison, the November 1954 Aviation Report concluded that a 35-foor-

diameter clectrogravitic combat disc would need to have access to

about 50 megawatts of power in order eo attain Mach 3 flight speeds.

Thus it appears that the magnitude of the B-2's power output is in the

right ballpark.

A total of about 50 kilowatts of power (50 kilovolts X 1 ampere)

probably would be sufficient to get the engine ionizers started. This

could easily be handled by electric generators mechanically driven by

the jet turbines. Once the flame-jet generators were operable and power

was being extracted out of the ionized exhaust stream, the power draw

of the leading- edge and exhaust ionizers could be allowed to rise much

higher, to tens of megawatts.

The B-2 may use superconducting generators for its more conven-

tional means of generating power from its turbines. Such generators

have the advantage of being nearly 100 percent efficient in converting

shaft power to electricity and of being extremely lightweight, weighing

less than one-tenth as much as conventional generators. The first super-

conducting generator was developed in the mid-1970s by scientists at

the General Electric Research Laboratory working under an Air Force

contract. Subsequently, the generators were being mass-produced for

the Air Force.

When the B-2 was unveiled in 1933, one Air Force official com-

mented that it uses a system of baffles to mix cool intake air with its hot

exhaust gases so as to cool the gases and thereby make them less visible

to infrared -guided missiles, Although infrared invisibility might be one

side benefit, most likely the real purpose for diluting the exhaust is to

greatly increase the flow volume and, hence, the ability of the exhaust

scream to eject negative charges from the craft. Much of the ait entering

the B-2’s intake scoops would bypass the inlet to the flame jet and be

allowed to mix in with the jet’s hot ionized exhaust [figure S-&).

4
I hes horsepower estimate is based on the assumption that the jets would he nji.e to

propel rhe craft to a velocity of about tiOU miles per hour (Marti D.8).
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Actually, the jet's exhaust has an aspirator effect in tbaE friction

between the exhaust scream and ehc surrounding air creates a sheer

layer that naturally entrains the bypassed air into the exhaust flow and

thoroughly mixes the two, Asa result, the temperature and velocity of

the exhaust stream drop as its volume increases. At the same time, rhe

sound that normally emanates from the exhaust's shear layer, which is

the prime contributor to a jet’s sonic boom, is substantially muffled, for

all this occurs within the engine shroud. Aeronautical engineers call this

air-mixing exhaust nozzle an ejector-type suppressor nozzle

.

A series ot electrified conical collars, similar to those described in

Brown's patent 5,022,430 (see figure 2,10), located in the exhaust noz-

zle might inject additional negative ions into the mixed exhaust stream,

thereby boosting its ion content. This augmented volume of ionized

gases then discharges through the two rectangular exhaust ports posi-

tioned near the rear of the B-2’s wing and contacts the titanium-coated

overwing exhaust ducts, portrayed in figure 5„£r, These open-duct sec-

tions may function as rear electric grids that collect million -volt elec-

trons from the exhaust streams and recycle them to power the exhaust

and wing air ionizers. This might be done in the same fashion as Brown

had suggested in his patent (sec figure 2.9). Additional high-voltage cur-

rent could be recovered from the conical electrodes.

As the exhaust leaves the craft, it passes over trailing- edge exhaust

deflectors, flaps that can he swiveled so as to direct the exhaust stream

either up or down for flight control. This accomplishes more than just

vectoring of the exhausts thrust; it also changes the direction of the

electrogravitic force vector. When the exhaust is deflected downward,

negative charges arc directed below the craft, As a result, the elcctro-

gravitic force on the craft becomes vectored upward as well as for-

ward. Wr

hen the exhaust stream is deflected upward, its negative ions

are directed above the craft, resulting in an electrogravitic force that is

directed downwa rd as well as forward. Thus, by using these flaps, the

B-2 is able to control its force field so as to induce either a gain or a loss

of altitude.

Once the B-2 attained a sufficiently high flight speed, it would

receive enough airflow through its scoops that it could maintain a rela-

tively high flow rate of ionized exhaust, even with its engine combustion
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substantially reduced, Since hot exhaust is net essential to its opera-

tion, the high-voltage generator could, just as well run on cool intake

air with fuel combustion entirely shut off, As Brown pointed out in his

electrokinedc generator patent, “It is to he understood that any other

fluid stream source might he substituted for che com hu scion chamber

and fuel supply”
1

In such, a “coasting mode,1
’ in which jet combustion is entirely

shut off, the B-2 would be able to fly for an indefinitely Jong period of

time with essentially zero fuel consumption, powering itself primar-

ily with energy tapped from its self-generated gravity gradient. For

example, during coasting, the kinetic energy of the scooped airstream

would arise entirely from the craft’s own forward motion, with this

motion being due to the pull of the elec frog ravitic propulsion field.

The kinetic energy of this ionized airstream is responsible for linearly

accelerating negative ions down the B-2
h

s exhaust ducts and, hence,

for creating the mulcimcgavolt potential difference relative to the posi-

tively charged engine body, The craft's high-voltage electron collector

grids—the overwing exhaust ducts and other collector surfaces pos-

sibly hidden in the exhaust nozzle—recover a portion of this electric

power to run the ionizers for the craft’s flame- jet generator. Provided

that this power drain is not excessive and that the plane’s propulsive

gravity field can be adequately maintained, the craft would be able

to achieve a sratc of perpetual propulsion. As mentioned in chapter

l, such perpetual motion behavior is possible in devices having che

capability to manipulate their own gravity field. Moreover, when the

B-2 flies at a sufficiently high velocity, such that the flow rate of its

scooped air exceeds many times the exhaust flow rate from its jet tur-

bines, the electric power output of its mixed exhaust will he compara-

bly larger, perhaps exceeding 100 megawatts.

When the B-2 was first put on public display, critics had suggested

that it could not risk flying at high altitudes because it might create

vapor trails that would be visible to an enemy. Edward Aldridge Jr.,

then secretary of the Air Force, was asked whether that problem had

been solved.. He replied, “Yes, but we’re not going to disclose how,”

Clearly, to explain how the B-2 could travel at high altitude with its jet

combustion essentially shut off and producing no vapor trail, he would
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have to disclose the vehicle’s nonconvencional mode of propulsion.

Incidentally, in such, a coasting mode, the B-2’s waste heat output also

would be greatly reduced, hence lessening its chance of being detected

with infrared sensors.

The E-2’s emergency- power units (EPUs) probably play a hey role

in assisting such high-altitude flight. According to Bill Scott, author

of the book Inside the Stealth Bomber, 13 each EPU consists of a small

self-contained gas turbine powered by hydrazine, a Liquid that rapidly

decomposes into gases when activated by a catalyst. The expanding

gases are made to drive a turbine chat, in turn, drives an electric gen-

erator. Public disclosures state that the purpose of the EPUs is to sup-

ply electric power to the craft should the B-2’s four jet engines happen

to flame out or its four electric generators happen to simultaneously

fail. More Likely, they were designed to function as auxiliary generators

capable of operating at high altitudes (or even in space], where the air

would be too thin to sustain normal jet combustion. At high altitudes,

the decomposed hydrazine gases would take the place of scooped air as

the medium for transporting ions from the craft. That is, after passing

through the EPUs, these gases would be electrified and expelled from

the craft in the same fashion as would the jet exhaust. Brown noted that

his clcctrogravitic propulsion system could run pust as well using a com-

pressed gas source such as carbon dioxide as the ion -carrying medium

as it could using the exhaust from a jet engine.

When flying between an altitude of twenty- eight and eighty-three

kilometers, the B-2 would have to shut off its bull electrification, since

in this altitude range the air would become a very good conductor

because of the glow discharge effect, By accelerating to an orbital veloc-

ity speed in the range of Mach 19 to 2J prior to reaching an altitude

of twenty-five kilometers, the B-2 could coast through this forbidden

region. Once in space, above an altitude of eighty-three kilometers, the

vacuum would be good enough that the E-l
J

s elect rogravitic drive could

once again be switched on. As mentioned earlier, it would rely on its

hydrazine EPUs to power itself in spaceflight,

figure 5.7 is a picture taken of a B-2 in transonic flight through

humid coastal air. Ac transonic speeds, which range from just below

to just above the speed of sound (Mach 0.& to 1 ,3), some parts of the
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airflow over m aircraft become supc.r.nmk. In this speed regime, venr-

1 1 KVi'-pres-yu ri." areas form ar various locations around an aircraft, a nJ. if

rhe aircraft Happens to he passing through hum id air near the dewpoint,

visible clouds can form m these low-pressure areas and remain with the

aircraft as it L ravels, Figure 5,Ji shows a cloud formed around an f^A-IS-

jet fighter flying at transonic speed.

Northrop Grumman has produced a movie clip showing the B-2 in

various flight modes. It is available for public viewing at its website,

W.ww.i5 Jnorthropgrumman.oom/windo'W5_medifl/b2_tx.wni'V l ine seg-

ment near Hie beginning of ihe dip, which Lists for one and a ball sec-

onds, shows the B-2 surmainded bv transonic vapor condensation clouds

as <r Hies LhrDurJi humid air. French astrophysicist
|
can- Pier re Porit has

posted this segment tin Ins website and notes th.tr the vapor cloud above

rhe li-2's wirrg visibly luminesces as though it was heing c.xoreil by a

high-voltage field.
1
' The reader is also referred to color Mills from rhis

video posted on Pent's website. Lbi fortunately, we were nos able to secure

permission from Northrop Grumman to reproduce rhe stills here.

The segments from this vllSco show thaF the cloud itself has a yellow

luminous hue. a color that differs from I lie white color I liar such clouds

Figure J, 7. .L Ft-1 bonifxr fhlfftg

through humid CLiaKaf ufr .ti irjn-

snnic speeds with a vapur ciVh'd lw:

djffsinj behind r'fr toil" 'comp region

I'.dL'C. iFhi/lo by Bubbi Garrra, cnrrr-

fesy o( lite L\S. Air Force Flight Tesi

Center}

Figure .T.B. Vapor ch>nd iirnunJ on

r ,.i-

r

R ret fighter fining at trans-nnic

spu'd,
i
L’.,5. Nai v phntn b} Efisi'sin

Jttbn Cdiyl
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would norm ally ok h i bit in sun I ight . Since ar high voltages fog is more

subject to electrical breakdown thin is dry air, a high-voltage field could

excite a glow discharge in an owerwing vapor cloud to appear mujeh like

the luminescence seen in the video. An orange hue is also seen reflecting

from the portion of the B-2's upper-wing surface that borders the vapor

cloud. Interestingly, in the last two frames of the video clip segment, the

vapor cloud almost entirely vanishes, yet this orange luminescence or

glow reflection is still apparent on the B-2’s wing, suggesting that Ehr

high-voltage field is still active. It is surprising that this cloud disappear-

ance happens suddenly from one frame to the next, in less than a tench

of a second. It is not clear whether this change is due to a sudden change

in air humidity or whether the B-2’s electric field was being switched to

a lower setting.

The B-2 is not quiet as invisible to detection as is often claimed.

I'or example, its flame-jet generator exhaust could generate a radio

noise signal. If that's so, the random high-velocity movement of nega-

tive ions present in the turbulent exhaust stream would produce radio

wave noise emission. This could explain the signal noise that one TV
viewer reported at the time of one E-2 sighting. Alsu, although invis-

ible to radar detection at microwave frequencies, at lower frequencies

such as arc used in television broadcasting, the B-2 produces a distinct

reflection. Just like conventional low-flying airplanes, ir causes a local

distortion in che TV signals received by residential televisions. In fact,

during the war in Yugoslavia, Serbs were momcori ng TV disturbance

patterns over populated areas as a method of alerting them to when

a B-2 was in the area and to determine where one might be located at

any given time. In retaliation, the Americans bombed their television

transmitting tower.

5.3 AC ELECTRIFICATION?

Et is possible that che B-2 superimposes an AC signal on its DC bias

potential. The Aviation Studies “Electrogravitic Systems report men-

tions using high-K dielectrics energized with 50,000 kilovolt- a nips of

power as a means for propelling a supersonic combat vehicle of the

sort proposed in Project Winterhaven, This clearly implicates the use of
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high-voltage AC. So, we might venture that, in addition to the DC bias

potential, a high-frequency AC field is applied between the wing leading

edge and the rear exhaust ports. If the excitation frequency was chosen

to be 30 megahertz, then a quarter wavelength would hair: fit across

the ten -meter distance from the exhaust ducts to the wing leading edge.

This would have allowed the applied AC field to resonantly build up to

a high voltage potential, similar to what Brown was achieving with his

elecfrofcinetic apparatus, This could be done with a high-voltage class

C amplifier designed to automatically Jock in on the wing’s resonant

frequency. By repeatedly charging and discharging the craft’s dielectric,

the AC field would also have kept the craft's dielectric from fully polar-

izing and building up an electric dipole moment that might cancel out

most of the field propulsion thrust effects.

We might venture that the same AC energization technique may

also be used to provide vertical thrust to the B-2, thereby allowing it to

hover. The B-2 is said to have a weight of about 15fi,0Q0 pounds ^72

metric tons) when empty and about twice that when fully loaded. For

a wing area of 460 square meters, this works out to about 16 grams

per square centimeter empty or 32 grams per square centimeter when

fully loaded. By comparison, Brown’s 1
8 -inch-diameter vertical clcc-

trokinctic thruster was generating an upward force of 125 grams when

energized at 170 kilovolts, This amounts to a lift of about 0,08 gram

per square centimeter. So, to generate a force sufficient to support the

B-2, a thrust-per-unit area only four hundred times greater would be

needed. This could easily he accomplished simply by using a high-K

dielectric for the thruster’s central insulator and energizing the device

at a higher voltage. The “ Elect rohydrodynamics” report mentions that

thrust increased exponentially with voltage, according to the square or

cube of voltage. Moreover, the data Bahnson presented in his 1965 pat-

ent Indicates that thrust on an AC-energized test rig increased according

to the 2,6 power of voltage. Extrapolating this, we find that Brown’s

vertical thruster would deliver greater chan a hundred times more thrust

if it were energized at 1,000 rather than 170 kilovolts. Also, if Brown

had replaced his Pyrcx insulator with a material such as barium titan ate,

having a higher dielectric constant and higher mass density, this would

have boosted the thrust by an additional thirty-two-fold. So instead
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j u si 125 grams of force. Brown's thruster could have produced an

amazing 400 kilograms of force. It 3 BO of these asymmetrical capaci-

tors were distributed over the 15-2‘s lower wing surface, they would col-

lectively produce an upward thrust of 152 tons, sufficient to loft a fully

loaded B-2. Brown is likely to have made similar thrust projections in

proposing his clcccrogruv it ics idea to the military. We may he erring

on the low side in making this estimate, since dielectrics arc known to

exist that have K values more than four times higher than the K value

of barium titanatc
*

To ensure that the thruster electrodes did not arc over at these high

voltages, the interior space of the arcuate canopy [shown in figure 3.2J

could he filled with a low-K insulator, The entire thruster together with

its high-strength canopy, central high-K dielectric, surrounding low-K

insulator, and high-voltage step-up transformer might weigh only 20

kilograms, which would amount to 2 percent of the thrust that the

device would be producing.

The "Electrahyd rodynamics” report states that under vacuum

conditions. Brown’s electrokinetic capacitor drew just 2 microamps of

current at 250,000 volts. At the 1,000 -kilovolt potential proposed for

the B-2 thrusters, this leakage current would probably extrapolate to

about 30 microamps, or about 50 watts of power. Adding in the power

requirement for the AC microwave source used to excite the negative

electrode, the total power consumption might come to about 100 watts

per thruster, or about 3B kilowatts total. Given chat each thruster would

be yielding 400 kilograms of force, this amounts to a thruse-to-power

ratio of about 40,000 newtons per kilowatt, or about 2,700 times that

of a jet engine.

As an alternative hr Brown’s elecrrokinetic thrusters, the B-2 could

“'l he black- project scientists iiicnrioncJ earlier in this chapter disclosed information

about the development <sf itJW-radar--Dbser'vali:lity dielectric ceramics made f:up pow-

dered., depleted uranium. 1 The material ix said to have approximately 31 percent the

bull density erf uranium, which would give a a specific gravity of about 17.5. 1 hus, this

ni-* 1 mater.al wunld have a mass density .trout three times that of barium cit.ut.m- and

xd would develop a comparably greater electir.gravitic pul.. Aiymmetnca. thrusters

pussibly i ncDrpnruted in the B-l's wing may use a high-density dielectric of this sort

adpcenc to their negative electrodes where the held strength and gravine thrust would

be highest.
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be lofted by a series of Lafforguc field, propulsion eh rosters of the type

discussed in chapter 12, Theoretical projections suggest that such a

capacitor, measuring 28 centimeters high, 8 centimeters wide, and I

meter long, made with a K = 4,000 barium titanate dielectric, would

be capable of delivering a lift of 2 tons when charged to 100 kilovolts.

Currently* there is no laboratory data available on barium titanate

Lafforguc thrusters to back up this projection, but if it is correct, it

would imply that seventy-five such thrusters would he sufficient to levi-

tate a fully loaded B-2,

Earlier, we spoke of General Electric's Air Force—funded develop-

ment of lightweight superconducting generators, with the Air Force

being the prime purchaser. Such generators might not only be used to

run the B-2
!

s electrical equipment, hut might also be the principle means

by which the craft generates AC power for its vertical lofting. Power

from these generators would be fed to a network of high-voltage step-up

transformers attached to each thruster. High-voltage AC power could

also be conveyed between the leading-edge electrode and the overwing

exhaust ducts to enhance the B-2’s forward thrust. Power applied at a

radio frequency of some tens of mrgahertz would have helped ionize the

airstream approaching the wing's leading edge to soften the shock front,

having the same effect as a microwave ionizer.

By having a distributed array of vertical thrusters, the potential of

each thruster could he made to “float
1
' so that those located closer to

the bow of the B-2 would operate at a more positive DC potential than

those at the stern. Also, the B-2 could accomplish pitch stabili nation by

selectively powering these thrusters. Activating more thrusters on its left

side, for example, would cause the craft to execute a clockwise roll to

its right. Thus, its thrusters would take the place of mechanical flaps on

conventional planes. This selective energization could he carried out by

an onboard computer, which would automatically control the stability

of the B-2 with the help of a fuzzy logic servo system.

After the B-2 bomber was unveiled, scientists at the British

Aerospace Corporation (BAE Systems! were eager to reverse-engineer

its propulsion system. In 1 996
,
a member of their Advanced Concepts

Office privately told one visitor that they were aware that the B-2 flies

by means of some form of antigravity propulsion and that the craft
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has a very massive power supply. Indeed, it the B-2 had superconduct-

ing generators and numerous high.-voltage transformers on board, Its

power supply would have been quite massive.

In 1997, a three-scar general told retired Air Force colonel Donald

Ware he knows chat
Hl
chc new Lockheed Martin space shuttle | National

Space Idane] and the E-2 [stealth bomber] both have elec trogravicic sys-

tems on boards and that “this explains why our 21 Northrop B -2s cost

about a billion dollars each. Thus, after taking off conventionally, the

15-2 can switch to antigravity mode, and, I have heard, fly around the

world without refueling
” ia

Ware made this comment four years after 1 had presented my paper

on the B-2’s elcccrogravitic propulsion system at the 1993 International

Symposium on New Hncrgy.‘
H
After presenting this paper, I scat a copy

of it to Bill Scott, editor of Aviation Week and Space Technology, the

same magazine that had made the original disclosure about the B-2

charging the leading edge of its wing with high voltage, Scott, who has

formerly worked for the National Security Agency, has himself flown the

15-2 bomber during test-flight operations. Some time after sending the

paper, I telephoned him and asked him what he thought. His response

was, “[Y]ery interesting, very interesting.
1
' He would say no more.

That same year Ben Rich, the man who had led the development of

the F-117 Stealth Fighter at Lockheed’s secret research and development

Skunk Works, gave an alumni speech at his UCLA alma mater in which

he scatedj “We already have the means to travel among the stars, but

these technologies are locked up in black projects, and it would take an

act of Cud ro even get them out to benefit humanity . , , Anything you

can imagine, we already know how to do.
1
' Rich was right about the dif-

ficulty of breaking the military code of secrecy, In October 2007 I heard

from a reliable U.S, government source that Boeing recently completed

a classified clectrogravitics propulsion project for the military that had

certain novel features. The technology worked so well that they felt it

could be of fantastic benefit if used on their commercial jet airliners.

They reportedly applied for declassification of their invention for com-

mercial use, but were denied permission.
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6.1 EXPLAINING THE ELECTROGR.AVIT1C
IMPULSE EFFECT

A high-voltage shock discharge produces a momentary gravitational

thrust chat we may refer to as the electrogravitic impulse effect. One

example ot this is the train of shock discharges that were emoted

from Tesla's high-voltage magnifying transmitter (see figure 6,1). The

shocks created thru her in their direction of travel with minimal reversal

occurring during their intervening relaxation periods, Tesla frequently

remarked on the force chat such impulses would exert on distant objects.

E Te noted that when he scood near the source of the discharges, he could

feel them as a great force or sharp pressure striking che whole crone of

his body. 1 These effects were most apparent as a stinging of the face or

hands,, which persisted even when he situated himself behind glass and

metal shields as tar as 50 feet from the shock source. By properly adjust-

ing the discharger on his transmitter, he was able to either project forces

outward or direct forces inward."

Tesla referred to these longitudinal force field rays as radiant

energy, although the usual use of this term was to signify the radia-

tion of transverse electromagnetic waves. He fashioned a series of Jong

1 £. £
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vacuum tubes to project the radiant energy waves he was producing.

These “beam-ray tunes” employed a single concave negative electrode

in one end and. in many cases, had a thin nietallec window, usually

aluminum or beryllium, at the opposite cod. Despite the hard vacuum

I liar they were initially provided with, these tubes of ten developed

anomalously high pressures and often exploded. In Secrets of Cold l^ur

Technology, Vassilatos notes tha t trie Dnllard, who duplicated many of

Tesla’s beam-nay experiments in the J^SO-s, also observed the anoma-

lous iorcc that these tubes developed. V'assilatos wrote that “vacuum

bulbs so activated! actually ruptured in tiny holes, and yet continued id

produce their 'vacuum' discharges! Mr. Dollard and the witnesses of

these experiments reported hearing a hissing issuance which emerged

from the glass rupture holcs^ Once the activating energy was removed,

die globes simpSv imploded.

Dnllard has demonstrated both mass-repulsion and mass-artraci on

effects being produced bv radiani energv impulses. Tesla conceived

these discharges as being waves conducted in 1 rarefied ether. Vassilatos

wrote:

In his article, Tesla describes the shtodd-penneating shocks as "snunJ

waves of electrified air.” Nevertheless, he msk« a remarkable state-

ment concerning the found, heat, light, pressures and shock which

he sensed passing dinctS through copper plates Collectively, they

"iinpLj the nreeence of a medium nl gaseous structure, that is, one

consisting ot inde pendent carriers capable dE tree motion.'' Since air

rf^llTF in, (. Tesla .

magnifying

transmitter

upe fating, with

Tl’jJj sitting ix tin1

hackg/xtand

.
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Figure 6.1. Nfkaiz Ieshi in t b' V-J

was rabrictLisljF nol this "medium ,

71 In wliai ihen win bn referring?

E-'isrilier in the arLicle he dearly stuie.i tIij.i "hvnetps the i i r, anmh*r

medium Is p-resEntT
1

fes-la's reference to etheric sound waves implies an ether medium

rli.bi is compressible _md ihn transmits waves longitudinally,, much as

.iir transmits Hound. The ether lie visualized was very different from the

elastic solid ether proposed bv i lie nineteenth-century ether physicists

rli.bi was supposed to transmit electromagnetic waves by means of t ran s-

yerse stresses in Lts lattice, creating forces perpendicular to the direc-

tion of wave propagation Tesla adopted this different view because the

tomes produced hv his shocks were directed longitudinally, nor trans-

versely. !\.i such. his concept of Hie ether conics close m t he rran.“-mur-

ing ether idea suggested m subquintum kinetics, which views a local

energy ptilcnrcaJ us a tocaJizcd high or law echcron conconrrarjun and. an

energy potential wave as a propagating cthcron concentration mugni-

tude. The all emu tc increase and decrease of etherein concentration that

would characterize a passing wave very much resembles Tesla’s idea of

alternate compression and rarefaction of an ether gas.

TesL.i iscribed the longitudinal forces he observed Co the action

of ether currents propelled forward hy the ether shocks he was gen-

erating. However, .ik is suggested below, the ncL force imparted hy

these impulses is more likely due to the action of the potential gradient

I the eLheroii concentration gradient) rather than to any mechanical

momentum-type action arising from an associated ether wind.

Experiments performed fc"uj;L-ne Pudkletnov and his mworkers

ac a laboratory in Rub-slu provide vet another example cd the existence
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of the dcctrogiavitic impulse effect. Using his knowledge of crystals

and ceramic materials, Podkletnov developed a unique superconducting

ceramic material, yttrium-ha riu m-copper- oxide ( YBa-iCu^Oy^), and

conducted a scries of experiments in which he emitted high-voltage dis-

charges from an electrode that had been coated with this superconduct-

ing material, In his early experiments, he applied thin coatings of this

superconductor to the surfaces of metal spheres having diameters rang-

ing from 25 to 50 centimeters, He would cryogcnically cool a sphere,

charge it to 500 kilovolts with a Van de Graaff generator, and then

allow it to discharge across a gap to a second metal sphere. Both were

contained in a helium- til led chamber (figure 6.3 He observed that a

weak gravitational pulse was emitted that was able to move a newspa-

per taped to the wall in an adjoining room. The force did not appear to

diminish with distance.

In later experiments, which used a modified version of this spark gap,

Podkletnov determined that this force was gravitational in nature. He

succeeded in confining the impulse to a narrow beam that was capable

of imparting strong longitudinal forces to very distant test masses. For

these tests, he elaborated on the technology by enclosing his discharge

apparatus in a vacuum chamber. Also, instead of a sphere, he used a

10 -centimeter- diameter, 0,8-ccnti meter-thick superconducting ceramic

disc for his emitter [see figure 6,4). The disc was cooled to 50 to 70 K,

and an inner electromagnet coil induced a “frozen-in” magnetic field

oriented perpendicular to the face of the disk to assist in collimating the

discharge, An outer coil that girdled the discharge chamber was used to

generate an auxiliary field to further enhance the collimating effect of

Figure 6.3. The initial

seltip of (he Fodkletnov

impulse gravity generator.

(After Fodkletnov and

hAodaneee. 200i)
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Figure 6.4. Gravity impulse beam generator developed by Fadkfctnov. fAfteT

Cook, Jane's Defense Weekly, 2001}

the inner magnetic field. Podkletnov then used a Mars capacitor bank

to generate a high-voltage electron pulse ranging from 0.5 to 2 mega-

volcs, which he discharged through the disc and across the evacuated

gap toward a 1.5-centi meter-chick copper anode of similar diameter.

When the capacitor hank was discharged, a coherent plane ware

was emitted from the superconducting cathode as a flat, 10 -centimeter-

diameter glowing disc covering the entire electrode surface, which then

propagated toward the anode. Using a laser beam as a sensor, Podk let nov

and his associates were able to determine chat the discharge had a rise

time of Jess than 100 nanoseconds and a duration of che order of 10 to

100 microseconds, A gravity shock wave was apparently accompanying

this electron discharge. While the electron discharge terminated at the

beam generator’s anode, a gravitational shock wave, apparently accom-

panying the discharge, would continue in the same direction, passing

through the anode unstopped and emerging as a gravity impulse that

was confined to a 10-centimeter-diameter heam matching the anode’s

cross-section.

When fired with a discharge voltage of 2 million volts, the emit-

ted wave was found to produce a 14-centimeter deflection of an IB, 5-

gram pendulum hoh suspended from an 80 -centimeter-long thread and

placed at a distance of 150 meters from the beam generator. The beam

was able to exert this force after having first passed through a Faraday

cage shield, an additional 2Vi centimeters of steel, and a 30-ccnrimeter-

t hick brick wall. This reminds us of Tesla’s radiant energy shocks, which

exerted forces even after having penetrated shields of copper and glass.
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A quick calcu I ation indicate that their pendulum bob experienced a

momenta ry repulsive force of about 500,000 g with the passage of each

100-nanosecond shock fronts

Pendulum bobs of differing masses and made of various materials

[e.g., rubber, glass, plastic, metal) were used, but all deflected by the

same amount for a given discharge voltage, Since force on the pendu-

lum scaled in direct proportion to the pendulum mass, Podkletnov and

the physicist Giovanni Modanese concluded the effect they were seeing

was gravitational in nature.
11

This mass effect rules out the possibility

that momentum is being imparted co the pendulum hv electromagnetic

radiation pressure. Furthermore, the amount of electromagnetic cncrgv

produced by the discharge is far too small to explain the observed force

effects. These pendulum results also rule out the possibility that this

force might he due to a longitudinal “elcctrokinetic force,” of the sort

proposed by American physicist and professor Oleg fefimenko, which

would act only on free charges present in the target material. 10 If chc

force produced by the gravity impulse beam were due to such electro-

kinetic ion forces, differing force magnitudes should ha ve been observed

when differing pendulum bob materials were tested, and such was not

seen. Figure 6.5 shows the amount of deflection that the pendulum

experienced when the gravity beam generator was energized at various

voltages,

Experiments conducted with smoke indicate that the air in the

path of the gravity beam would briefly move forward and back with

the passage of each emitted gravity impulse, hiring the gravity impulses

through pressure-sensitive carbon paper at varying distances consis-

tently produced a 10-centimctcr-diametcr black circle. This indicates

that the beam was able to maintain right coherence over large distances,

with the force of the beam cutting off sharply outside of this circular

boundary. In this fashion, this impulse beam is comparable to a laser

"'[n their 200.1 paper, Fodkletiwv and Vlcxianesc reported a lower instantaneous accel-

eration i:-l the order of a ppmxi mutely 500 y,. Here they assume that the gravitationa I

force is exerted during the entire duiacinn of The pulse, which k.n a duration nf JU' H

second. Hnwcver, sub-quantum Nineties suggests that the- gravitational force is delivered

hy the gradient at the forefront of :hc-i_- shock wave, which is of much shorter duration,

having. a ruse time of less than 100 nanoseconds. I his implies an instantaneous gravita-

tional acceleration a. thousand times Larger than they calculate.
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Figure 6.S. Graph of the penduStttn deflection produced at various electron

beam discharge voltages in the Fodktetnov-Modanese gravity beam experi-

ment. (After PadkSetnov and Madariese, 1001)

beam, but adtieves its coherence without the help of a resonator cavity,

loan article i a June's Defense Weekly, Nick Cook reported that a labo-

ratory installation in Russia had demonstrated that, when fitted with a

laser sight, this beam was able to knock over a set of books one kilome-

ter away and that it exhibited negligible power loss even at a distance of

two hundred kilometers.
11-13

According to Cook, engineers at the Boeing Aerospace Corporation

Phantom Works facility in Seattle were actively interested in investi-

gating this beam technology with the aim of developing it into an

R&D project. An internal company briefing document written entitled

“Gravity Research for Advanced Space Propulsion” states, “If grav-

ity modification is real, it will alteF the entire aerospace business”34

Other aerospace companies interested in Podkletnov’s beam generator

included RAE Systems and Lockheed Martin. Cook reported, however,

that the Russian government had resisted allowing the gravity beam

technology to be exported.

Subquantum kinetics predicts that Podkletnov's gravity impulse

beam generator would produce no recoil when fired. That is, the back-

directed impulse, which is delivered to the superconducting cathode

at the time the electron pulse discharges, is canceled out by the equal

and opposite forward -directed impulse delivered to the anode when

the anode subsequently absorbs the electron discharge. However, the
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gravity field pulse, which continues its forward! journey through and

past the anode, would then produce additional forward thrusts on all

masses through which it passed, in apparenE violation of Newton’s third

law of motion. In this case, when these remote thrusts are included, it

is no longer true that every action necessarily produces an equal and

opposite reaction,

In 2003 l wrote to Dr. Podkletnov indicating to him my belief that

his impulse generator should produce no recoil when it is operating

and also chat, based on subquantum kinetics, I expected that his pulses

would propagate at superluminal speeds, 15 He wrote back that E was

correct that, in fact, the device produces ^no back mechanical reaction”

when fired and also that his team had found that the pulses traveled

supcrlu min ally. He said that they were able to determine that the pulses

traveled at close to sixty-three to sixty-four times the speed of light, a

result that they planned to check and recheck before submitting it for

publication. He also wrote, " It is amazing that you could predict the

effects that we have observed. We will be happy to learn more about

your subquantum kinetics approach,” Lfi
I subsequently sent him a copy

of my book Subquantum Kinetics, and in 2004 he published a very

favorable review about it in Infinite Energy magazine. 1

In their 2003 paper, Podkletnov and Modancsc acknowledge that

conventional theories of gravity fail to explain the action of their grav-

ity impulse beam. For example, general relativity predicts that grav-

ity waves should induce quadrupolar forces in a target mass that are

oriented transverse to the direction of wave travel, Instead, the gravity

impulse beam is observed to produce repulsive longitudinally directed

gravitational forces, hence, in line with the direction of wave propaga-

tion. This is just as Tesla had observed for his shock discharges, It also

confirms a key prediction of subquantum kinetics that electrons would

produce matter-repelling gravity potential hills (G-etheron hills) and

that a change in the electric or gravity potential field should propagate

forward as a longitudinal potential wave.1 *- 13

Subquantum kinetics offers the following explanation of how these

gravity waves might be generated: A shock discharge from a cathode

to an anode would produce a wave having a sharp rise in electric field

potential, followed by a more gradual relaxation. As described in chap-
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ter 4, section. 4.1, su hqua ntum kinetics predicts chat am electron should

generate a gravity potential hill. An electron discharge, then, would, he

accompan ird by an in- phase gravity potential wave, This would appear

similar to chat shown in figure 6.6, in which the wave is shown traveling

from right to left. The front of this wave would consist of a sharp rise

in G-on -concentration, that is, a rise in gravity potential., Its gradient

would induce a gravitational force on encountered masses in its forward

direction of travel, shown as from right to left in the figure, Hence,

it would have a repulsive effect. The trailing part of the wave, which

would have a declining gravity potential, would induce an opposing

thrust that would create an attractive force on encountered masses. This

drawing is highly idealized, since a pulse discharge typically produces

an oscillating decline in voltage as it tails off.

A force (F) applied to an object over a period of time (i) yields a

quantity called impulse, the product of force and time (1 = FXJJ, which

equals the resulting change in the object’s momentum. So if a forward

repulsive force exerted during the passage of the leading edge of the

wave were to be ten times as great as the reverse attractive force exerted

during the passage of its trailing edge but were to last only one-tenth

as long as the force exerted during the passage of the trailing edge, the

forward impulse would exactly eq|ual the reverse impulse. So the wave’s

passage would have no net effect on the momentum of the target mass.

Consequently, to explain the findings of Podkletnov and Modancse,

another important factor must be involved—virtual c harge. The advanci ng

Figure 6.6. A propagating

electrogravitic shock wave

capable ofproducing a

repulsive gravitational

wave u>ouid be

rr.i.w right la left,

an d the net gravitational

force and G-on flux would

also be directed from right

to left. {P. LaVioiette. S3

2007)

force. The

traveling f

->— Net-Gcin llux

Tim&
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electron discharge would be accompanied by a negative electric poten-

tial wave , and not only would the front of this wave have a very steep

drop in voltage with distance, but also its voltage would change with

distance in a highly nonlinear manner.* So this shock front would be

associated with, the creation of a very high negative virtual charge den-

sity that would produce an enormous matter-repel ling gravity field.

This sudden drop in voltage may be modeled with the exponential

equation V = -r ID
,
which is plotted in figure 6.7a, Relation 7, from

chapter 4, predicts that this should produce a gravity potential field

varying as ip^r) v. V^p^r), hence as ip^ k r J
, This exceedingly steep

gravity potential profile is plotted in figure 6.7b. The wave is plotted

in the figure as traveling to the left, and its gravity gradient would be

producing a force depicted as directed to the left, hence it would be

repulsive. The damped sine wave oscillation that trails the shock front

would produce a gravitational thrust that was many orders of mag-

nitude smaller and oscillating from a reverse to a forward direction.

However, the forward thrusts would always dominate, resulting in a

net repulsive thrust..

When the electron discharge is absorbed in the impulse genera-

tor's anode, the electric held potential of the discharge goes to zero.

Nevertheless, the gravity wave that was generated while the discharge

was in flight continues bo move forward. It passes through the anode

and ultimately produces thrust effects on distant masses.

The steep gravity potential gradient at the shock's leading edge

would induce a convective G-on flux in the direction of wave propaga-

tion, or, in other words, would create a G-on ether wind. The G-on

fluxes described here would he accompanied by X-on fluxes traveling in

the same direction (and hy Y-on fluxes traveling in the opposite direc-

tion). In effect, with each firing of the gravity impulse beam, a puff of

v
Kii..iTii iit:v lci;u:L-e<>nirdvt:nr: effects, would .1 ls-i> contribute to the steepness tif This

front. Kt cxjrr.pk, et 500 1c i loveiSts., the elect mn discharge vs oil Id consist of 0.5 MeV
electron with n mas: twice as jrcat a: it: nest mas:, Fleet terns would hr i rave.ice at S7

percent nt the seine ity of light a nd would have a l.orvnti' factor of 2. Consequently, the

voltage rise time would, he compressed hy a factor of 2, malting the potential gradient

twice ax steep. At 2 MeV, the electrons would be traveling; at 98 percent of the speed nt

light and would have a Lorentr factor of 5, which would male their potential gradient

five times as steep.
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Figure 6.7. fa) Voltage at ike front of

tlte electron shock discharge platted

as a function oftime or distance.

The wave travels ta ike left , Jk!

Corresponding gravity potential

profile arising from the virtual

charge density the wave would

generate. (P. LaViolette. © 2007

)

etI nki I
"

i fi n r.h

to (b)

G-ons would travel rectili nearly away from the cathode. We may com-

pare this eo the fitmg of a cannon. in which the outward (light of the

cannon hall is accompanied by a forward-moving dug of air that creates

a collimated ring vortex, or smoke ring. In a similar fashion, this G-on

puff would be accompanied by an outivard-moving G-on ring vortex

thai may help to collimate the impulse.

Podkletnov’s gravity beam generator does not generate gravity

impulses specifically because its cathode emitter is made of supercon-

ducting material. Rather, the gravitational repulsion effect of its shocks

may be attrihuted to the elcctrogravitic coupling that exists between

charge and gravity. The subqunncum kinetics explanation given above

for ihe production of the gravity impulse effect would apply equally well

to the repulsion thrusts produced bv Tesla's shock discharge pulses. The

superconductivity of Podkletnov's cathode emitter more likely contrib-

utes to boosting the pulse’s imparted force by sharpening and steepen-

ing its leading-edge field gradient. Also, it may help hr cohere the gravity

wave into a nondiverging beam.

We may surmise that this elcctrogravitic impulse effect manifests

in essentially the same way as the Biefeld- Brown clectrogravitic thrust

effect. That is, at arises due to an inherent coupling between charge and

gravitational mass, The impulse effect, though, everts a much stronger

instantaneous force than Brown's gravitators since its field gradient is

much steeper. However, because this more intense thrust operates over

a much briefer span of time, it must be cyclically repeated to produce a

sustained propulsion effect.

in July 2003, Podkletnov had disclosed to me that at a higher
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discharge voltage, of around 10 million volts, the gravity wave pulse

became so strong that it was able to substantially dent a 1 -inch- thick

steel plate and punch a 4-inch-diameter hole through a concrete block!20

Compared with the pendulum deflection produced hv a 2-mi I Lion -volt

discharge, this kind of damage implies at least a thousandfold increase

in the delivered force. Such a large impulse is not predicted by the trend

line presented in figure 6,5, which shows pendulum deflection plateau

-

ing as pulse voltage increases. This trend projects a twofold increase

in the impulse strength, not a thousandfold increase. Subquantum

kinetics predicts that voltage gradients chat are steeper and more

nonlinear should deliver greater gravitic thrusts^ recall equation S of

chapter 4. So I theorized that for these more forceful gravity pulses,

Podkletnov’s research team must have powered their pulse generator

with an improved Marx hank, one that was capable of delivering its

charge much more rapidly to the beam generator's superconducting

disc, allowing it to produce a gravity potential pulse having a steeper

rise time.

To check whether my suspicions were correct* in 2007 [ wrote to

Dr. Podk let nov explaining my reasons for suspecting that he used an

improved Marx bank to enable his pulse generator to generate these

higher thrust pulses.
11 He wrote back confirming that this was indeed

the case, that they had modified their Marx hank so that the pulse volt-

age on the superconducting emitter rose much more rapidly.-- He seated

that they observed that the faster the increase in voltage at the cathode

emitter, the Larger the generated impulse force. Since a faster voltage

rise time would increase the nonlinearity of the pulse, their observa-

tions of a greater resulting thrust are consistent with the predictions

of subquantum kinetics. Podklctnov also disclosed that this improved

pulse generator exhibited increased thrust power even when energized

with 5-m ill ion-volt pulses. Also, he noted that these powerful pulses

would sometimes bend the generator’s copper anode as well as damage

the walls of the discharge chamber. It is perhaps because of these higher

impulse results that the Russian government is resisting export of the

technology. Indeed, technology with such capabilities could he misused

as a weapon.
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6.2 SUPERLUMINAL PULSES

Let us now examine same astounding evidence that shows that superlu-

minaJ (i,e., faster chan the speed of light; space travel is possible ami ax

the same time refutes Einstein's outmoded special theory of relativity.

One example of supcrluminal wave propagation is found in the gravity

shock fronts produced by Podklctnov’s heacn generator. His research

team was able to measure the speed of their gravity heam pulses by

using an oscilloscope to mark the moments when the gravity pulse

momentarily dimmed two laser beams directed across rhe beam’s path.

Knowing the distance between the laser beam cross-points and chc times

registered far each successive dimming, they were able to determine the

speed of a gravity pulse. As mentioned earlier, PodJetnov’s team found

that rbe pulses were traveling at sixty-four times the speed of lightE"'

They were only able to determine a lower-limit value since the speed of

the pulses surpassed their oscilloscope’s time resolution limit.

This controversial finding stands as a blatant disproof of the special

theory of relativity, which maintains that nothing can go faster than

the speed of light. However* the high speeds of these pulses becomes

understandable when considered in the context of subquantum kinet-

ics. According to subquantum kinetics, a light wave should have a speed

of c, the velocity of light, relative to the local ether rest frame. Now,

suppose thar rhe field gradient of the advancing gravity potential wave

accelerates a slug of ether to a high velocity relative to the surrounding

laboratory ether reference frame. Let us say that it attains a velocity of

63 c. Theoretically, this should be possible since the ether is not bound

by the same speed limit rules that apply to electromagnetic radiation.

Now, if a light ray or shock front was moving within this ether wind

slug in the same direction as the ether wind, we should find that, relative

to the laboratory reference frame, this light ray would be traveling at

sixty-four times the speed of light, 63 c for the speed of the ether wind

slug plus 1 c for the light ray moving forward within it.

Podklctnov’s team measured a far higher velocity for the concrete-

smashing gravity impulses produced by their improved Marx bank

pulse generator. Using a pair of synchronized atomic docks to measure

the arrival time of the impulses at separate locations, they were able

to determine that the impulses were traveling at least several thousand
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times the speed of light, perhaps faster!"* Their faster speed may be

attributed to their steeper tie-id gradient, which would have propelled

G-ons forward to a very high velocity.

In the 19S0st well before the experiments of Podkletnov and

Modanese, American engineering physicist Guy Obolensky investigated

the speed of electric field shocks to test Tesla’s claims that his radi-

ant energy shocks had traveled at superlumina I speeds, In that work,

Obolensky had shown that the sudden discharge of a 1 6- square-foot,

high-voltage air-gap capacitor produced a surface wave that was able to

travel along rhe Length of a 7,07-mcter-long transmission line at a speed

of 1,23 c, hence 13 percent faster than tighc.2J

In 2005 and 2Q06
r 1 worked with Obolensky at his laboratory in

upstate Mew York to investigate the superlumina I speed of shock dis-

charges. For this we used a high-voltage magnifying transmitter that

Obolensky had built some years earlier and that incorporated many

of Tcsla
:

s design features. Like Podkletnov’s apparatus, Obolensky’s

magnifying transmitter is energized by the discharge of a Marx capac-

itor bank [figure The electron shock discharge is conducted

down the length of a horizontal,, oil -filled cube called a Tesla tron,

which contains a Lengthwise coil that helps to sharpen the shock

Figure 6.1s. A test setup used to measure supcriutttitisi! pulses radiated from a

dome electrode, ,T. I.aVioieite, © 2flO7)
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front, Thus* ir performs a function similar to that of Podkletnov’s

superconducting disc. Tfic tube terminates inside a l-i-meter-dia meter,

mushroom-s h a ped dome electrode that has a geometry similar to the

dome on Tesla's Wardent I yffe tower, The cJeccric potential of tbis

dome “floats” ac the shock's potential, so it functions much like the

cathode in Podklctnov's beam generator, although it has no supercon-

ducting coating.

The shock discharge induces a damped sinusoid oscillation along

the length of the Teslatron column, such tfiaE she initial negative swing

in potential is followed by a positive swing, then a negative saving, and

so on. This AC oscillation imprints itself on the advancing shock wave,

with a typical AC pulse appearing, as shown in figure 6.9, Upon reach-

ing the dome, the electron shock begins to fan out as it moves forward

away from the electrode, forming an electric potential wave termed

a Coulomb wave. This differs from a conventional electromagnetic

wave in that the Coulomb wave exerts primarily longitudinal forces on

charges it encounters, rather than transverse forces.

The negative swing in electric potential at the forefront of the

Coulomb wave would carry a forward- moving negative virtual-charge

density. The subquantum kinetics elect rogravitic coupling relation

Figure 6.9. Voltage

versus time oscillogram

of a typical shock

from pulse measured

by Obolensky. Upper

trace: pulse detected

at 1S9.5 centimeters

from the reference

antenna, lower trace:

positive current flour

detected very close to

the impulse generator's

ground terminal.

(Courtesy ofA

.

G.

Obolensky) 0 2 4 6 a IP 12 14 IE

Time (flanosecendsj
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predicts char this would induce a gravity wave having a rising G field

and! a positive gravity potential gradient. Like Podkletnov's gravity

impulse, this would exert a longitudinal repulsive force on masses it

traversed. The positive swing in electric potential that immediately

followed it would carry a forward-moving positive virtual-charge den-

sity that would induce a decreasing G field and an attractive force on

masses it encountered. As the field continued to oscillate from nega-

tive to positive, the induced gravitational force would change between

repulsion and attraction. Since the individual cycles in this wave train

are sawtooth shaped, with differing rising and falling slopes, they

should produce a net longitudinal gravitational force that presumably

is repulsive. At a later date we hope to report measurements of the

gravity impulse produced by this device.

In the case of the Fodklernov gravity beam, the Kearns cross-

section does nor appreciably increase with distance from the beam

generator. As a result, the pulse forefront should maintain its initial

sharp gravity field gradient as it travels forward and should maintain

its ability to accelerate G-ons in its path up to the same high speed.

Hence, the beam’s initial superluminal speed should not appreciably

diminish with travel distance. However, Kubq;uantum kinetics pre-

dicts a different circumstance for impulses radiating outward from

the dome electrode of Obolensky’s magnifying transmitter. Unlike the

collimated shock discharges emitted by Podkletnov’s gravity impulse

generator, those produced by Obolensky’s magnifying transmitter fan

out as they radiate away from cbe rransmitter's dome electrode. In this

case, because the impulse wavefront expands radially outward as it

travels forward, the velocity of its generated ether tvind would decline

inversely with the impulse's distance from the dome [see box on page

IBi),

Since the speed of a superluminal wave would be the sum of the

impulse’s velocity ^c) relative to the Local ether wind frame plus the

velocity (b| of the Local ether wind relative to the Laboratory frame, one

would expect that the wave’s net velocity would begin at a superluminal

speed and decline toward c as the shock wave advances and the ether

wind velocity tends toward zero.
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Th& Decline of Ether Wind Velocity with Dt fiance-

lr the cast: ol an Isotropic riesirKtaor or graYlatfor 3' sldl, such as

extends outward From tfiE center n f a particle the field's potential gm

dient is observed to decrease n* the "rfrse square cl rstia:1 distance

from the parade's center. However, ip die case of ir electric ?< gravi

isLonil shock wave. the gran em should de dihe ac.ioro.pr na die "v?r:e

a I radial distance ~har e, provided that if
: ^-a I h ol Lhe t-ilse cots

r,or cha-ijE,*, she- grad 1 an r r^ould decline ip a coo -dance with Lhe IA

decline ci Lhe eJectnc or grnv.ty Held ootencai. Ip these tests, the pulse-

a dlh was laurid to remain relatively invariant. so one v\cu|d expect a

I V dechne ir- field gradient

In facia tests than Obolensky and F performed showed thar the veloc-

ity did decline with :ncrejsing distance as predicted. The data wmv best

matched ij ether wind velocity decreased according to the inverse of dis-

tance from the electrode grounding point. This was the first experi-

ment of it:: kind to determine whether a shock 5 supeHunhnflJ speed mi phi

change with increasing distance from an emitting electrode, Oholensk v’s

rest arrangement was able- to measure the shock wave's time-of-tlighr t>

six coil in ear antenna locations. These were situated at distances ranging

from 61 ig ill centimeters, as measured from a reference point located

where t he curren 1 1 impulse from his Man hunk passed to the ceiling groU rid

plane through a ceramic da&c resistor (see figure 6.SLS0 this experiment

was abLc ro rest the validity of rhe stihquuntum kinetics prediction that

the speed cif the shock wave should begin at an initial superlnminaJ value

and should subsequently decline man asymptotic approach tn die speed

of Sight i.i v It also simultaneously tesTcid a specific claim made hy Testa

that lhe impulse* from his magnifying transmitter initially departed at

a theoretically Infinite velociiy and subsequently slowed down, slowing

rapidly .it first and later a: a lesser rate.

Qbolensky’s test setup Used a I -gigahertz-bandwidth LrCroy oscil-

loscope able to sample data at 25G -picosecond internals. Et was much

taster than Lite oscilloscope he had used in hi* cariier experiments. He

used two monopole antennae to detect the electric field component of
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the ground current shock wave as it pissed by. Each antenna was made

from a single 12-centimeter-long wire attached hi a 50-ohm coaxial

cable terminator that led to the oscilloscope, both cables being of equal

length and jacketed with ferrite surface wave suppressors. The oscil-

loscope, in turn, determined the time lapse between the two signal

currents, and knowing the distance between the antennae, the pulse’s

propagation speed could be calculated.

Obolensky positioned one monopole antenna pickup immediately

behind the ceramic disc grounding resistor chat was close to but behind

the dome’s rim. This antenna sensed the positive impulse current that

flowed into the laboratory ceiling ground plane with the shock wave’s

departure. He placed the other antenna pickup at one of the predeter-

mined locations in front of the dome antenna, On successive test runs,

he moved this second pickup to each of six antenna port locations to get

pulse arrival time readings at these various distances from the ground-

current-sensing reference antenna,

The lower trace in figure 6.9 depicts a typical shock current pulse

detected by the reference antenna that is displayed as a positive voltage

rise, its voltage maximum being indicated by an arrow. The upper trace

in figure 6.9 shows the corresponding superluminal surface wave shock

pulse detected by the second monopole antenna pickup positioned 189,5

centimeters from the ground-current-sensing reference antenna, its first

negative potential peak is also marked with an arrow, the surface wave’s

polarity being the inverse of the detected ground plane current impulse.

The time interval between the two arrows indicates the ti me- of-flight

of the superluminal surface wave. The timing of a given marker was

accurate to approximately 125 picoseconds. The temporal width of the

shock's lead wave cycle varied very little as It moved outward, the wave

cycle having a duration of about 1.77 ± 0.09 nanoseconds.

figure 6,10 shows the time-of-flight of the pulses as measured at

various distances from the dome electrode's ground. The measurements

are marked as black circles and a suggested model fit is represented by

the small black diamonds. The 61 -cent! meter data point was given a

zero time lapse since the oscilloscope measurements indicated that the

pulse spanned this near- electrode distance virtually instantaneously.

Figu re 6.11 shows the speed estimated for the shock at various
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6.10. Graph showing shock front pulse time-af-flight as a function of

distance from the emitting impulse generator ground. Black circles indicate

actual data points. Small black diamonds plot the best fit to these data points

based opt the velocity-distance model plotted in figure 6.1 1. (Data taken by

Obolensky and processed by LaViolette f © 2007r F. I.aViolette)

Dutwc* TT*v*#ri (L*iry++t*ci;i

Figure 6.11. Graph shouting superlnminal shock front velocity plotted as a

function of distance from she emitting dome's ground-current-sensing refer-

ence antenna. Gray squares indicate the model that makes the best fit to the

six time-offlight data points plotted m figure 6.10. With increasing travel dis-

tance, shock velocity declines toward cas subquantum kinetics predicts. {Data

taken fry Obolensky and processed by LaViolette r
<£‘200 7. f. I.aViolette)
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distances from the impulse generator's ground point biased on the

t i me -of-flight model fit performed in figure 6.10.. This shows that at

80 centimeters from the ground-cur rent- sen sing reference antenna, the

shock had a superluminal speed of approximately 2,32 times the speed

of light, its speed progressively dropping toward the rest frame Light

speed fcj with increasing travel distance. The model shown assumes

that ether velocity varies with distance (d) as: v = kd{d - 61)
II "CL

S

in which h equals 38,6 centimeters and a distance 6-1 centimeters

from the ground reference point is chosen as the model’s zero point.

Superluminal velocity (c
1

)
is then given as: c’ = <s + v.

The data strongly support the subquantum kinetics prediction that

the superluminal speed of such a wave should decrease with increas-

ing distance when radiated from a magnifying transmitter dome,

furthermore, they show that superluminal speed is a characteristic

of shock discharges regardless of whether the discharges arc emitted

from a superconducting electrode of the sort used in the experiment

by Podkletnov and Milanese, finally, these results lend support to the

unpublished findings of Podkletnov and Modancsc that their gravity

wave impulse had traveled at a high superluminal speed. In other words,

taking the work of Tesla and that of Podkletnov and Modanese in con-

text, we see that superluminal shock front propagation speeds arc the

norm rather than the exception,

Superluminal propagation speeds have also been observed in atomic

bomb tests. Scientists working for the military have known since the

early bomb tests in the Late 1940s that the electromagnetic pulse shock

wave from a nuclear explosion propagates outward at superluminal

velocities when measured near the explosion epicenter. The enormous

energy released in the explosion accelerates the fireball’s free electrons

radially outward at a relativistic velocity, generating a radially propagat-

ing shock pulse that. Like a shock discharge from Obolensky’s magnify-

ing transmitter, moves outward at superluminal speeds. Subquantum

kinetics attributes this breaking of the ''light barrier” to the creation

of a tremendous radial ether wind generated by the electric gradient

of the advancing shock, for an isotropic explosion, the velocity of this

ether wind would decline approximately as the inverse of the distance

traveled, and similarly, the velocity of the electromagnetic pulse shock
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would be expected to tallow this decline in an asymptotic -approach

to the velocity of Light. At such a time when Ehe data are declassified,

it would he worth checking to see if the suhquantum kinetics velocity

decline prediction was horn out.

Clearly, the results of Obolensky’s magnifying transmitter experi-

ment violate the fundamental premise of special relativity that energy

cannot he transmitted faster than the speed of LighE. Beyond 1 merer

from the dome’s ground- current connection, the shock front travel dis-

tance exceeded the shock front's wavelength. Moreover, by the time the

pulse had reached the 3-meter mark, its flight distance exceeded five

pulse wavelengths. Hence, the superluminal speeds observed cannot be

explained away as an allowable violation arising from quantum entan-

glement of the photon quantum, nor can thev be ascribed to a change

in shape of the shock wave profile. Thus, Einstein's theory is certainly

disproved and the subquantum kinetics ether theory is vindicated/

6.3 INTERSTELLAR SPACE TRAVEL

By itself, the electrogravitic impulse effect could serve as an excellent

drive for use in interstellar space travel. One could imagine a spacecraft

outfitted with a large-aperture Podkletnov gravity beam projector that

would be powered by a set of very high -power Marx capacitor hanks

operating at potentials of up to 2 million volts and conveying its dis-

charge to a superconducting electrode seventy times larger in diameter

than the superconducting disc PodkleEnov fabricated for his beam gen-

erator, that is, 7 meters in diameter instead of 10 centimeters. The beam

generator would he mounted at the rear of the ship and would direct

4 Because af [he rcvnlu'ionjry .nature <u shi-se fcidiii us, we conducted 3 :-L, p.ir.'.iL' experi-

ment thar incorporated a Jouklc-dii'ilc «f our measurement*. Vu measured the time

ike wave look to pti frnm point A in point B, and the Urn? wav abo inua.su red far thu

wave !(i |y-. fmm li to C. 1 hesu paints were colhnear with the J;rwt:i>i: nf .ilv'ck wavu

projapatishra. 1 he total of these two flight tinsel. was then osxmparcd with i III- measured

time far the- wave cci pn trnin A tu C. The sununation accurately corresponded tn the

observed A-tn-C value. I his nJiuJU'J that the current pulses that the cables conveyed

io the nsuillaicnpu were refle-rtinp the actual passage nf rhe shock wave away trim the

dome elcetrnde and. rhai the wave's instantaneous position was being faithfully sensed

by tbe pickup antennae.
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its gravity pulses forward coward the ship’s bow. Suppose that, like

Podkletnov’s laboratory apparatus, the ship’s gravity beam generator

were to produce impulse accelerations of greater than. 500,000 g over

the brief 100 -nanosecond puJse interval. Alsu- suppose that the ship's

capacitor hanks have sufficient time to recharge to deliver these pulses

once per second, a rare sixty times greater than Pod kletnov ’s apparatus

was able tu achieve. Averaging this gravity impulse over the 1-second

interval between successive pulses, we find that this would be the same

as if the ship experienced a continuous acceleration of about 0.05 g, or

5 percent of the Earth’s accelerating force,

However, hr run such a propulsion unit would require an. enormous

amount of power, 6,000 megawatts, which is 500,000 times more than

the 20 kilowatts that Podkletnov and Modanese were using, Such power

could be supplied by a set of large-sized nuclear power plants, similar to

those operated by some electric utilities. Or it might he provided by an

onboard, ''free energy” generator such as the gravity wave power genera-

tor described in the nest section or by a Searl effect generator such as

that described in chapter 10,

The beam would need to be designed to produce a very uniform

acceleration across the surface of its electrode so as to minimize the devel-

opment of gravitational sheer forces. If the craft’s occupants were seated

in the path of such a beam, they would feel no acceleration since every

atom of their bodies, and the entire ship as well, would be uniformly

accelerated by the gravitic pulses. The aperture of the beam would need

to be made slightly larger than the craft so as to avoid the rapid drop-off

in the accelerating force at the periphery of the beam. There would be

no fear of meteor collisions because the beam’s forward-directed grav-

itic pulses would clear out a path ahead of the ship that would, be free

of interstellar debris. By negatively charging the ship’s bow, a repulsive

gravitic Arid could be built up there that could deflect any meteor that

happened co make a last-minute entry into the ship’s flight path.

With an acceleration of 0,05 g, the journey co even the nearest scar

would cake far too Jong to be practical for manned interstellar space

flight. Such an endeavor would require engines capable of delivering

gravitational accelerating forces on the order of 10 g. If the Podkletnov-

Modanese beam generator was used, a pulse repetition rate two hundred
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times greater would be needed, or about one pulse every 5 milliseconds.

However, the power demand would rise to the enormous figure of 1,200

gigawatts, which is three times the average rate of power consumption

of the United States or six times the thrust power produced by the first

stage of a Saturn V rochet.

Let us for the moment overlook the practicality of generating such

a large amount of power on board a spaceship. Propelled hv 10 g of

acceleration, a ship would be able to accelerate to 2„S percent of the

speed of light in just one day, By one week, it would be up to 20 per-

cent of the speed of light, and after one month it would be traveling at

about 35 percent of the speed of light. Once up to this subthreshold light

speed, having consumed three times the annual power consumption of

the state of California, the crew could shutoff the beam propulsion sys-

tem and coast for the remainder of the journey. The time to reach Alpha

Ccntauri, the nearest star system, lying 4.57 light-years away, would be

just five years and two months. Upon nearing the Alpha Centauri sys-

tem, the spacecraft would rotate itself 130 degrees and then would once

again turn on its gravity propulsion beam to decelerate, Navigation

could easily be done by using the '‘'galactic GPS system,'* the network

of pulsar beacons that is deployed throughout the galaxy, (See my book

Decoding the Message of the Pulsars for more about the use of pulsars

for interstellar flight navigation.)

Gravity beam technology, in its current state of development, is

impractical from the standpoint of energy efficiency. A spacecraft hav-

ing a mass of 700 tons, accelerated at 10 g with an energy consumption

of 1,200 gigawatts, would have a thrust-to-power ratio of about 5 X 10 !

newtons per kilowatt, or about fifty times less than that of the NASA
Lewis Research Center ion engine. Perhaps a hundredfold-higher effi-

ciency might be secured if the craft's superconducting discs were pow-

ered by improved Marx capacitor banks of the sort Podkletnov used in

generating the 1 0 -mil I ion-volt concrete-smashing pulses. However, this

would still not he much of an improvement over the efficiency of an ion

engine.

If used alone, the gra vity beam technology would be more practical

if the beam generator and its power supply were to he located at a sta-

tionary spaceport facility with the beam being directed toward a specific
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destination to which one wished to travel. The spaceship would then

simply need to he navigated to keep it positioned within the beam.

One advantage of the gravity beam technology would be its ability to

propel the ether forward to a very high velocity within the con tines of its

beam, thereby creating an ether-frame dragging effect that would allow

a ship to approach or even exceed the speed of light without harmful

consequences to its passengers. As we have seen in the previous section,

it is possible to transmit shock wat'cs at supcduminal speeds, presum-

ably because of their ability to surt" the forward-moving ether wind. So,

wc may conclude chat it should also be possible to accelerate a ship

to supcduminal speeds. Unlike special relativity, subquantum kinetics

allows the possibility that both matter and energy waves could be made

to propagate at superluminal velocities. The gravity beam would not

only propel the ship forward., hut it would also push forward the ether

within its supcduminal tunnel. In standard physics terms, the grav-

ity beam, in effect, would be accelerating the ship's local rest frame to

supcduminal velocities. As noted earlier, the Podkletnov gravity beam

generator has been observed to produce gravity shocks that travel at

enormous supcduminal speeds. Eased on this, we may conclude that

it is technically possible to accelerate a “beam ship'" to similar speeds,

al lowi ng it to travel toward its destination at hundreds or even thou-

sands of times the speed of light.

Perhaps interstellar space travel could be made practical if Brown's

electrokinecic thrusters, considered in chapter 3, were used in conjunc-

tion with the gravity impulse beam drive, thereby tremendously reduc-

ing the energy requirements. The power requirements for a trip to Alpha

Ccntauri might then be brought down to around 50 megawatts, compa-

rable to the output of a nuclear submarine reactor.

The initial phase of acceleration would he accomplished mainly

through the operation of the elcctrokinetic thrusters. During this time,

the gravity beam drive would he operated in a Low power mode to con-

serve energy. Its main purpose would be to propel the ether forward so

that the ship would not be exposed to an opposing ether wind. Then,

after accelerating for several weeks up to a su blight speed of say &5 per-

cent of the speed of light, the gravity impulse engine would be brought

up to maximum impulse power, allowing the ship to accelerate through
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its ether wind tunnel to a superb minal speed of 200 c. The remaining

journey to the Alpha Centauri environs would then cake only one week,

it there ever were a .Star Tret-style impulse engine, this would he it,

except instead of saying “Warp 5, Scotty,
1
' che captain might say “^Grad

5, Scotty,*
1

consistent with the ether gradient concept of sufoquantum

kinetics/ For longer interstellar journeys, a spaceship might accelerate

to speeds exceeding J,000 c t equivalent to Warp 11. Then a journey to

our nearest satellite galaxy, the Magellanic Cloud, which lies 180,000

Light-years away, would take only sixty years.

Is superluminal space travel possible ? The answer is a resounding

YES I It is no longer science fiction. It can he done using off-the-shelf

technology coupled with a minimal amount of Rfi; D. Commit $500

million and one hundred engineers and technicians to the project, and

an interstellar drive unit could he built within, say, ten years* time.

*1 he warp factnr scale dfi-vcloprd far the Sfarr iCrri sc-r.us calculates the attained super-

luminal velocity from the warp factor number, using, the- Formula : speed. »c X (warp

Factor^”' 1
. E Icike, Warp 5 ivriuld allaw a ship 10 attain a s-pi-i-d of 214 c.
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PROJECT SKYVAULT

7.1 EARLY MICROWAVE RESEARCH

One evening in J
,

E went out for a heer wit h a friend of mine, a natur-

opathic physician by the name of Thomas Chavez. Like myself, Thomas

had a keen interest in alternative, cutting-edge science. The topic -of

our conversation eventually turned to eleetrogravitics, and at this point

my friend shared an interest j ng story. He told me ebat during, cbe late

1950s, his father had worked as a physicist at the Rocfcerdyne Aerospace

Corporation in Southern California and had been involved in some sort

of super-secret antigravity research. At rhat tame, Thomas had been just a

young boy. He said his father normally told him nothing about what he did

at work because of an oath of secrecy he had taken, hut one evening, after

returning home from work he had been unable to contain himself. Very

exuberantly, he had exclaimed, “'We got it to work, we got it to work'"'

When mv friend inquired what it was that was made to work, his father

drew him a picture showing a lens-shaped craft suspended in midair. He

said, “We got it co lift off!
1 ’ He would not say anything more about it, but

that moment stuck in Thomas’ mind and now he shared st with me. E knew

him well enough to know that what he told me was entirely genuine,

Rocketdyne was first formed in the post-World War II era as a

rocket engine RflfD company. For most of its history, it was associated

with North American Aviation, It was spun off from North American

i v
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Aviation as a separate division in 1955. Then in 1984, it remerged

with its former company; which, hy then was n anted North American

Rockwell as a result of the merger in 1967 of North American Aviation

and Rockwell International. North American's aerospace and defense

business had, among other things, developed the Apollo spacecraft and

the space shuttle. At the time of the merger in 1 9 84, Rocketdync was

producing most of the rocket engines used in the United States, hut

it appears it was developing much more than conventional rockets for

its aerospace propulsion business. As we will discover below, its scien-

tists were working on a nest-generation propulsion system, a technol-

ogy that goes far beyond the conventional rocket. Ac the end of 1996,

Rockwell sold off its Rocketdyne division, along with most of its space

and defense business, to Boeing Integrated Defense Systems, Then in

2005., Rocketdync was resold to Pratt and Whitney, a business unit of

United Technologies Corporation.

I frequently thought about my friend’s story about this Rocketdync

project. It implied that the United States successfully demonstrated a

field propulsion vehicle by the late 1950s, a time when Townsend Brown

was still trying to interest the Pentagon and aerospace companies in

his own electrogravicics research. The 1956 "Hlectrogravitics Systems”

report did mention that North American was studying elec trogravitic

propulsion but that the company bad not yet openly declared that it was

working in this exotic field. No mention was made of its Rocketdync

division, which indicates that, at that early dace, a very tight lid was

already in place on Rockccdyne’s antigravity project.

Some years later, in the summer of 1994, another piece of the puzzle

dropped into place. At the time, I was attending a Tesla science sym-

posium in Colorado Springs, where 1 was an invited speaker, 9 had just

finished delivering my lecture on NASA’s apparent suppression ofelectro-

gravities technologies | discussed in chapter L3| and was surrounded by

a small group of people asking various follow-up questions when some-

one handed me a quickly scribbled note, which I had a chance to read

only much later, The note read:

&ir, I’ve worked with the Biefeld- Brown effect for a number of years.

[ may he of help to you on verifying the effect. [ believe [ know your
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t

mistake with the discs. I did correspond with T. Brown by mail and

phn-iu?. Also associated with Project Winterhaven was a prnjc-cr with

a slang name of “Sky Vaulting,'" a government funded project with

North American Rockwell If you are interested contact me.

P.5. NASA data Is shared with the Department of Defense. Tour key

is with the Air Force. They are many years ahead of civilian research.

NASA is a PR nr a front tn obscure Air Force research.

For purposes of confidentiality, I have chosen to withhold this

person's name and refer to him only as Tom. The story he later told

me about the Skyvau.lt project was quite astounding. He said that he

first heard about it in the fall of 1574, when working for an engineer-

ing firm in Texas. His supervisor, with whom he had come to he very

good friends, one day told him about a top-secret government proj-

ect that he had worked on between 1552 and 1957 while at North

American Aviation, a company that was later renamed North American

Rockwell The project had been initiated by the Defense Department

through North American’s Rockerdy ne division. Although Tom’s boss

had already passed away, Tom did not wish to reveal his name, so to

facilitate the discussion, we will call him Murray, Well, Tom had heard

from Murray that the purpose of this project was to develop an anti-

gravity vehicle that used microwave beams as its means for propulsion,

Et is uncertain whether Skyvault was the official name of the project, but

at Least this is what the scientists at Rockerdy ne used to call it.

Although Project Sky vault was initiated by the government in the

early 1.950s, investigations into this exotic microwave propulsion tech-

nique actually dated hack to the late 1940s. Murray, who held a Ph.D.,

said that in those earlier days he had worked on projects that were asso-

ciated with an initial phase of this research and that later he had contin-

ued this work at Rockctdync, where he worked up until the 1960s. This

microwave antigravity propulsion research project was still in progress

in 1974, because Tom learned chat a close friend of Murray's was then

still working on the project at North American Rockwell, presumably

in its Rocketdync division. At that time* the whole matter was still very

secret, because there was a Lot that his boss couldn't tell him about the

project.
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Later, in 1975, Tom obtained what he felt was additional confir-

mation for the existence of Project Skyvault when the military sent bis

Texas -based engineering firm a bid request for building a vehicle launch

gantry in New Mexico. From the blatant description of the shape of the

gantry and tbe way it was to be built, he recognized that this was to be

a launcher for a microwave beam antigravity craft. In this particular

version, the power was generated on the ground and sent up to the craft

as a microwave beam. The beam was emitted from upward- pointing

microwave horns that were supported by the launch gantry. The craft

was made of a special kind of material that was repelled by microwaves

and, hence, was to be buoyed upward by the beam ijscc figure 7.1). A

portion of the beam was returned to the ground to modulate the out-

going microwave beam. Tbe craft was to be able to go straight up and

down and could deviate only a small amount to either side of vertical.

In 199b, two years after my conversation with Tom, CBS-TV aired a

weekly spy thriller cal led Mr, and Mrs. Smith, which starred Scott Bakula,

an actor who also has had leading rales in various science- fiction scries

such as Quantum Leap- and Star Trek , Interestingly, the "Space Flight

Episode," number nine in the series, which aired on November 5, 1996,

came very close to portraying Tom's story about the propulsion beam

craft and launch gantry his firm was asked to bid on. The plot of this

particular episode was based on the testing of an experimental disc-

shaped vehicle called a “fccam rider,'’ The launching took place from a

secret desert location. The test vehicle was lofted on a powerful micro-

wave beam that was directed vertically upward toward the craft from

a ground-based parabolic mirror. Since much of the early Rockctdyne

research on Project Skyvault was done in the Los Angeles area, it is

not surprising that this idea would one day find itself wjorhcd into a

Hollywood script. However, even though there were four more episodes

left to run, to the disappointment of many, Mr. and Airs, Smith was

canceled immediately after this episode had aired. As we shall see, the

notion of using microwave beams for aerospace propulsion is not sci-

ence fiction.

The discussion about Project Skyvault that is presented here and in

the next chapter is based on notes I made of my conversations with Tom

and on some material Tom had sent me. The latter includes copies of
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Figure 7, Artist's conception nr a Skyvault-lype craft /jcrng hutncijcd ran j

ground-based microu*atv beam. (F, LxVialetie, C 2007/

notes tli j.c he made of hit- 1374 discussions wsth Murray and a copy of

,i letter written by Murray's friend who was at the time still working on

Project Skyvault (sec append is El.

According to Murray, the first indication that microwaves could be

used for propulsion came about when it was discovered that microwave

beams could move objects ii the objects happened to be made from the

right kind of material. The scientists believed that the microwave beam

was somehow inducing a gravitational force on the object. The idea
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that microwaves could move objects was believable co Tom since he

had heard of something remotely similar from a radar engineer friend

of his who worked ac Homestead Air Force Base in Florida. His friend

had witnessed an experiment in which a low-power microwave beam

from a klystron tube was aimed at pencils placed on a table and caused

them to move around. Tom theorized that the microwaves must induce

electric charge gradients in certain materials having nonlinear electri-

cal properties and chat the observed movement was actually due to the

Biefcld- Brown effect imparting a thrust co the material.

The group that Murray had worked with had experimented with a

whole lot of different kinds of samples to find out which ones worked

best. Paper, silk, and some kinds of wood, for example, showed no move-

ment. Erick and concrete also exhibited no movement, being essentially

transparent to the microwaves. They found that some materials would

move quite violently, whereas others would just vaporize. Aluminum

foil would move hut would disintegrate upon exposure. They carried

out extensive tests, subjecting various kinds of materials to microwave

waveforms of varying shapes, and accumulated data on the destruction

and burning of the materials and on the effect of shock waves on those

materials that responded. They found that the best propulsion effect

occurred in materials chat had a particular magnetic property, Tom

attempted to find out more specifically what these types of materials

were, but was told that the information was classified.

Murray said that their group had found chat the effects were very

frequency-sensitive, that Is, chat they were observed only within cer-

tain frequency bands that were characteristic of each material, If the

frequency was off by a slight amount, the object could suddenly vapor-

ize. He described an experience tbev bad in their lab one time when

they were experimenting with various frequencies—they had turned

on their microwave generator and it had produced a bluish microwave

beam that blew a hole through their laboratory wall and continued

through an adjoining outside embankment as well. The beam was

going into another building before they managed to shut it off. He

said it “ scared the living daylights out of them.
w
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7.2 ELECTROMAGNETIC RESONANCE

Allbough Murray would nor reveal whaE this unique class of materials

was tb.iE could, respond with a strong propulsive force, it is apparent

that nc was tailing about materials that exhibit a strong resonance at a

particular frequency. Such materials respond to incident microwaves in

an unusual way. Take as an example a material that exhibits a resonant

response to the electric component of an electromagnetic wave. Over

most frequencies, the material's permittivity will have a positive value,

and as a result, the applied electric field will induce a polarization in the

same direction as its own field vector, as is commonly observed in most

materials. Near a resonant frequency, however, the induced polariza-

tion will become very large, the material’s large response being due to

its accumulation of energy from the microwave bcam over many wave

cycles, The energy stored m the resonating medium can then greatly

exceed that delivered by the incident-driving field. It can be so large that

even changing the phase or sign of the incident wave would have little

effect on the polarization oscillation .
1 As a result, when the frequency

of the incident wave is increased slightly a hove this resonant frequency,

the applied electric field will he out of phase with respect co the induced

polarization oscillation, and as a result, the material will respond by

exhibiting a negative permittivity, the induced polarization now being

out of phase with the applied electric field. The electrons oscillating in

the material will now resist the applied electric field, and as a result, the

electromagnetic wave will exert a repulsive force on the material.

Physicists John Penary and David Smith illustrated this repulsive

force phenomenon by considering the example of a person pushing a

swing. In an article in Scientific Amencats t they wrote:

Think of a swing: apply a slow, steady push, and the- swing obediently

mores in the direct™ of the push—although it does not swing rery

high. Once set in motion, the swing tends to oscillate hack and forth

at a particular rate, known technically as its resonant frequency. Tush

the swing periodically, in tune WLth this swinging and it starts arc-

ing higher. Ncjw try to puih at a faster rate, and the push goes out of

phase WLth respect to the motion of the swing—at some puint, your

arms mLght be outstretched with the swing rushing hark. If you have
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boon pushing ifor a while, the swing might have enough momentum to

knock you over— It is then pushing back on you.
1

In the same way, electrons in a material with a negative permittiv-

ity, c, go out of phase anti resist the “push” of the electromagnetic field.

Such materials include silver, gold, and aluminum, whose resonances

usually occur at optical frequencies.

The same repulsive force phenomenon occurs in materials that res-

onate with the magnetic component of an incoming electromagnetic

wave, The magnecic permeability of the material, p, which normally

would he positive, becomes negative at frequencies slightly above

the material’s resonant frequency, The material's response then is to

magnetically resist the magnetic field of the applied electromagnetic

wave. Materials that naturally exhibit negative p domains include fer-

romagnetic or anti ferromagnetic materials that exhibit resonances.

Such resonances usually occur at frequencies in chc gigahertz range

and tail off at higher frequencies in the tcrahertz-to-infrared range,

for example, a group of Japanese scientists have reported negative

permeability in a granular composite material consisting of 70 per-

cent Permalloy when the material is exposed to microwave frequen-

cies higher than 5 gigahertz.’

The special microwave propulsion materials that Murray said were

being researched by the Project Skyvault engineers, which “had a partic-

ular magnetic property,” were most likely materials of this sort exhibit-

ing magnetic resonances in the gigahertz range. This would account for

Murray's comment that the propulsion effects were very frequency-

sensitive, that is, that each material had its own frequency band at which

it would respond by developing a propulsive force. As mentioned earlier,

negative p domains in such materials are limited to a specific frequency

range, with the greatest repulsive effects occurring when the incident

wave has a frequency close to a material's magnetic resonant frequency.

If the microwave beam was adjusted to have a frequency slightly lower,

so chat it matched the material’s resonant frequency, then the mate-

rial would absorb an enormous amount of energy from the beam and

would score this energy in its resonant oscillation. In cases in which the

material was being exposed to a very powerful microwave beam at this
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resonant frequency, ic it possible that the energy that the material would

capture would he great enough to vaporize it, just as Murray had said.

According to Pendry, the force that microwaves exert on a material

at a given frequency depends on the strength of the materials interac-

tion with that beam, which is proportional to the beam’s scattering

cross-section.'
1
This force is always rather weak but can be significantly

enhanced by tuning the beam to have a frequency close to one of the

material’s resonant frequencies. When the beam is at the material’s

resonant frequency, the material would present a high scattering cross-

section and would strongly absorb the incident b-cam. At a slightly

higher frequency, the scattering cross-section would continue to be high,

but the e or p would now become negative and the material would begin

to exert a repulsive force relative to the exciting beam.

A materia] would respond with an even stronger repulsive force if it

were to exhibit electric and magnecic resonances in the same frequency

range, allowing both e and p to become negative at a slightly higher

frequency range. Such a material would have a negative index of refrac-

tion. The index of refraction (») of a material is determined by the val-

ues of its permittivity and permeability; that is, ti = Ve|u/e0p„ in which

the constants £,>and p„ are the permittivity and permeability values in a

vacuum. Most commonly occurring refractive materials such as plastic

and glass have a positive index of refraction, with either one or both of

their e and p parameters being positive. Materials with a negative index

of refraction ate not normally observed in nature, since electric reso-

nances producing negative e values and magnetic resonances produc-

ing negative p values occur at differing regions of the electromagnetic

spectrum. However, with proper engineering, it is possible to produce

special materials, called “metamaterials,
1

’ whose permittivity and per-

meability both arc simultaneously negative over a specific frequency

range, causing them to exhibit a negative index of retraction. Since

negatively refracting materials arc full of resonances, these resonances

can be exploited to enhance the scattering cross-section and hence the

propulsive force on the material.

The idea that it might be possible to produce a material with a

negative index of refraction was first suggested in the open literature

in 1967 by the Russian physicist Victor Vesclago.' Beginning in the
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mid- i 9 90s
,
researchers began experimenting to slj c if YesulaEu's pre-

diction might hr true. Finally, hy 3.D0L
S
Smith and his colleagiles at

i hi- University of California San Diego successfully demonstrated the

product inn of one such artificial mctam0terial.
s
which they made hv

constructing an array of straight mres and wire-loop F-p.it-nng ruso

nators/
"<

Using lithographic techniques. the\ fabricated .l series of

resonator elements into printed circuit boards having a straigbi wire

on one side and C-shaped split-ring resonator patterns on the other

slJc (figure 7,2j.
q These elements were then assembled m rows hav-

ing a spacing of the order of fl.i centime ret ro compose a merannacL"-

rra! matrix (tigure T
. j.I. The arrsv was found ro cxhibji both cJecrric

and magnetic resonances, causing rhe material's e and p values both

to become negative over a frequency range of 10.2 to 1 L5 giga-

hertz. They showed that a ! If .1 -gigahertz beam 1 S cm warden gch'i

F^Wre ’.2.
i c

T

j
1 A ijiiit-rin^ Figure ~. i. Rescmat or demerits

resonator* \h 1 Xpiis-ring resonators combined ft? farm Lt metamate fiat

combined on o circuit !umrd with .irray, T h >s mefamaterial pi'oWd

straight -wire segments to form an exhibit a ne^iftvc index of rtfradian

electric am/ .'prja; nc 1 ,

:

L resonator over a specific rrucrotvatv [requeuin'

demerit. Marry suck eie merits range, t Photo courtesy ry Richard -l

together Wot/lil be used to compose Shelby

)

the meiamaienat. Ike dimensions

of ike pattern arc specially chosen

tn jlj 1 c-'l
1 the desired resonance

effect, \ After R, Shelb\, e! al.

.

’
jVJ ternware Tnmsmissm pi tbn u 1

a Tti.'ti Dtruensiartai heft- Handed

Wclamaterial" Applied Physics

L esters, ?$I4}{2QM]: 489-Ql. fig. J'
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refracted negatively an predicted. Soon after* Claudio Parazzoli* Kin

Li, and coworkers at Boeing’s Phantom Works Division constructed

a three-dimensional wire lattice in the form of a 2.7- mi Ili meter cube

that negatively refracted a lO-gigahcrEir microwave beam.

Another group, at Bartol Research Institute at the University of

Delaware, created a mctamatcrial in a vet}' different manner by incor-

porating metallic magnetic nanoparticles into an appropriate insulating

matrix, 1 '' This sounds similar to Brown’s idea of embedding massive

semiconductor particles, such as lead oxide, in the conical dielectric

member of his elect roki net ic apparatus. A diagram taken from his 1965

patent and included here in chapter 3 as figure shows these particles

as speckles concentrated near the tip of the dielectric cone. Brown dis-

closed that ic would be advantageous to incorporate suck particles to

improve the thrust of his device when it was excited at microwave fre-

quencies. His dielectric was made so that the particles became increas-

ingly concentrated toward the tip, his intention being to progressively

decrease the permittivity of the dielectric so that the voltage gradient at

its tip would become increasingly high.

Although the term had not been invented at the time, Brown was

in face fabricating a metamaterial. Moreover, like the Bartol group, he

may have been experimenting with embedding ferroclcctrics in dielec-

tric media to cause magnetic permeability to vary along the length of

the dielectric. For example, in his patent he wrote:

In applying potentials to these various embodiments, it has been

found that the rate at which the potential is applied often influences

the thrust. This is especially true where dielectric mem hers of high

dielectric constant are used and the charging time is a factor. In such

cases, the field gradient changes as the charge is built up. In such cases

where initial charging currents ate also high, dielectric materials of

high magnetic permeability like-wise exhibit varying thrust with

time. 11

In either case, by embedding such particles in his dielectric, Brown

would have been producing domains having electric and/or magnetic

resonances over a range of microwave frequencies
,
which* in turn.
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would have created regions where the dielectric's permittivity and/or

permeability would be negative,

5o,
r
many decides before the University of California San Diego

group demons t rated negative index of refraction in a metamater La l.

Brown, was experimenting with similar artificial materials hut with the

aim ot" enhancing the thrust in AC- excited dielectrics. He made no men-

tion of resonances or negative £ and |JL values, so maybe he was not

cntirelv aware of all the reasons why these semiconductor particles were

improving the lift of his dielectrics. He was conducting these investiga-

tions almost a decade after rhe Project 5kyvault scientists had begun

their highly classified early experimentation with similar materials,

so it is not surprising that Admiral Kickover advised him to drop his

electrogravitic investigations. Brown was apparently getting too close

to work already in progress in Project Skyvault. Interestingly, in the

early 1950s, Brown was conducting electric disc experiments at his Los

Angeles laboratory, which was in the same metropolitan area where

Project Sky vault was under wav. One wonders if he had heard rumors

of the 5kyvault work.

Metamaterials have strange new properties not normally seen in

nature. First of all, thev refracr electromagnetic waves more strongly

than naturally occurring materials that have a positive index of refrac-

tion. The diagrams in figure o4 compare the trajectories for a beam

passings |j) through a medium having a positive mdexot refraction and

!&} through a medium having a negative index of refraction. Regardless

ot their refractive index., materials with a positive index always refract

incident rays into the right quadrant, which lies on the opposite side of

the Line that is normal to the refracting surface. .Materials with a negative

index \e,g,, n - -lj always refract incident rays into the Lett quadrant,

which lies on the same side of the norma I line. For this reason, materials

F/jfjdre 7.4. Refraction of i2 tight nay in a

material having ici) a positive index of

refraction and (bf a negative index

of refraction.
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with a negative index of refraction are sometimes termed “ left-handed

materials.”

Another unusual property of left-handed materials is that they can

he u sed co m a he a lens that resolves tar greater detail chan one made out

of a materia] with a positive index of refraction. Such a lens can depict

details even smaller than the wavelength ot" light used to illuminate che

object and can be made much lighter compared with che bulging convex

lenses ot conventional optical devices. Mc-tam accruals retract lighc so

strongly that a planar sheet serves as a convex lens, with the incident

rays coming hr a focus wichin the sheet. In order to allow che beam to

come to a fucus outside the Jens, the meca material muse be fabricated in

a concave shape,

Also, metamaecrials can be designed hr he total absorbers of che

incident radiation, malting them ideal as radar-absorbing materials. In

200:3, Yong Zhang and coworkers at the National Renewable Energy

Laboratory demonstrated negative refraction in a common fcrroelastic

material made from a "twinned
1
" alloy containing yttrium, vanadium,

and oxygen.11 They found that this crystal would negatively refract light

of any frequency with no back reflection at the medium interface, which

raises the possibility of malting reflection -free optical lenses.

The U,S. Air Force Re-search Laboratories has supported a number

of research projects with the recent upsurge of interest in metamaten-

als. Also, the Defense Sciences Office (D50J of the Defense Advanced

Research Projects Agency has an ongoing program for funding meca ma-

teria Is research. In fact, as of J]y 2006
j
the description of its meca mate-

rial program that DSO gave on its website frankly stated that one of che

intentions of its research program was to develop magnetic mctamaccri-

als for "electric drive and propulsion ':

Metamateria Is a re <?ngi neared composites t hat exh Lhit superior proper-

ties not observed in the constituent materials or nature. The objective

of the Meta Materials Program Ls to develop, fabricate, ar,d Implement

new bulk meta materials that will fill the tremendous voids that exist

in the design space for a number of applications of critical importance

to the military liervices. In particular, this program will develop ^1)

magnetic meta materia Is for power electronics and electric dries and
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propulsion, and |2) microwave and optical mi!t.iin.itc-rijls for antumta,

radar, and wireless communication application!-;.
:

Thus, the notion that RocJcetdyne was developing m eta mate ri-

als in the early 1950s for an aerospace electric propulsion application

seems plan si hie.

Interestingly by early November 2007, DSQ had removed this

webpage and replaced it with a rewritten version that made no men-

tion of its interest in using negative index materials for propulsion. Et

now me n t i ons on Lv the appl icat ion of negative index, materials to optics

and to the development of “lightweight* compact RF structures,” with

an additional broad reference to “practical application” of the tech-

nology. Obviously, sometime between |ulv 20 0t and November 2007

E!)efense officials must have decided that the propulsion part of their

meta materia I program was too sensitive to be mentioned publicly. One

wonders whether this website modification might have been triggered

by their becoming aware of the impending publication at this book.

En early August 2007, a draft catalog copy announcing its forthcom-

ing publication and noting its disclosure of Project Skyvault had been

e-mailed to me for author review and by early October 2007 the final-

ized copy of the book announcement had been posted on the publish-

er’s website.

7.3 SAWTOOTH WAVES

Murray said the Skyvault team found that the kind of response they got

with a given material depended on the particular wave shape used. They

achieved the best results with a sawtooth-shaped waveform consisting

of asymmetrical triangular waves that have either a steep voltage rise

or a steep voltage decline. As noted in chapter 6, the shock wave pulses

produced by Psidk-ernov’s gravity impulse beam generator have a sharp

rase at their leading edge and are capable of generating strong repulsive

forces. Tesla also observed longitudinal repulsive forces being produced

by the energywave shocks radiated from his magnifying transmitters.

Sub-quantum kinetics predicts that the magnitude and direction of

the accelerating force depend critically on the shape of the sawtooth
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wave since different wave shapes generate different virtual-charge dis-

tributions, which in turn generate differing gravity potential gradients.

Consider, for example, the wave shape shown in figure 7.5a. This plots

the voltage potential profile, for a capacitor that is gradually

charged through a resistance, R|, and then rapidly discharged through

another resistance, Rt, in which R| is greater than Ri. This produces

a wave with asym metrical rise- and- fa II slopes (sec figure 7.5 legend].

When the .v ax i s i s c hosen to i ndicate dista nee i n stead of time, the graph

shows how the electric potential gradient varies with distance from the

front to the hack of the wave, in which the wave travels from right to

left at the speed of light. The sawtooth profile in figure 7,5h [left) is

a similar type of waveform, hut one depicting voltage potential in a

capacitor that charges rapidlv and then discharges more gradually. In

effect, the values for resistances R| and R; have been interchanged from

those used in generating the curve shown in ure 7.5a. In this second

example, R
(

is less than R Tj

Profiles 7.5c and 7,Jd in figure 7.5 plot the corresponding gravity

potential profiles, ^(r), that would accompany each of these electric

potential waves, based on the assumption that the virtual -charge densi-

ties that this wave creates generate corresponding virtual-mass densities

and associated gravitational potentials. These ate obtained hy taking

the negative second derivative of the voltage potential equation plotted

in figure 7,5a or figure 7,5b. This is in accordance with the subquan-

tum kinetics elcctrogravitic relation specified by equation 7 in chapter

4. The wave profile shown in figure 7,5a that charts a gradual voltage

ascent followed by a rapid voltage decline is seen in the gravity poten-

tial plot, figure 7.5c, to initially produce a weak attractive gravitational

force [small arrow) followed by a very strong repulsive force (large

arrow?. For the particular waveform plotted here, the repulsive impulse

[force multiplied by time) is twenty-five times greater than the attractive

impulse, even though the repulsive impulse lasts only about one-fifth as

long, Thus, this wave would produce a net repulsive force on material

bodies that it passes through. Changing the wave shape to that shown

in figure 7.5b yields a gravity potential wave that has a very steep attrac-

tive gravity gradient at its leading edge and a gradual repulsive gradient

at its trailing edge and produces a net attractive gravitational force (see

figure 7.5dj,
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Figure 7.5. (a) left r VoltAge profile for an asymmetrical RG-RC-type sawtooth

wave having a gradual exponential voltage rise and rapid exponential voltage

fall. \b> Voltage profile far an RC-RC wave adjusted la have a rapid exponen-

tial voltage rise and gradual voltage fall, (c) Gravity potential profile gener-

ated by the virtual-charge distribution of the RC-RC wave shown in 7. id. <d)

Gravity potential profile generated by the virtual-charge distribution of the

RC-RC wave shown in 7. it. Arrows in 7.Sc and 7.Sd indicate the magnitude

and direction of the resulting electrogravitic thrust. (F. LaYialette „ O 2007)

The voltage potential in 7.5a is represented by the following equations;

V = Jt l — e 11
} for voltage ascent ami V = So 1,11

for voltage descent, in which x

represents time from left to right or distance front the front to the bach of the

wave. Thus . the wave has a descent rate that is five times its rate ofascent. The

voltage in 7.5b is represented by the following equations, V - if f - o Jl' 3

^ for

the voltage ascent and V = .] e
Jt
for the voltage descent. Thus, the exponents

in Ihe equation for figure 7. id have been interchanged in producing the equa-

tion for figure 7,5b. The corresponding gravity-potential profiles. 7,5c and

7. id1

, were plotted by taking the negative second derivative of these voltage

relations.
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It thLL wave was made symmetrica] so chat its voltage rate at the

same rate as ic tell [Rj = Kij, then the attractive gravitational force

produced during passage of the wave’s leading edge would just balance

the repulsive force produced during passage of its trailing edge, and as a

result, the net gravitational force would he zero.

If the polarity of the wave shown in figure 7.5a was changed so that

its voleage was negative instead of positive, as shown in figure 7.6a,

then che clectrogravitic coupling relation predicts chat the gravitational

potentials would also reverse polaricv, as shown in figure 7. fit. The grav-

ity gradients would now change sign, malting the net thrust attractive

rather chan repulsive, The same gravitational polarity reversal would

occur if the profile shown in figure 7.5b was to go negative. Instead of

producing a net attractive force, ic would pnjduce a net repulsive force.

Stavros Dimicriou, professor of electrical engineering at the Technical

Kducation Institute in Athens, Greece, has investigated whether capaci-

tors energised with sawtooth waves in the radio frequency range m ight

exert gravitational forces on nearby masses,14-1* In his master’s thesis, he

discussed an electric intensity waveform having shapes similar to those

shown in %ures 7.5 and 7,6, which he named an RC-RC waveform. 1

The RC acronym implies that the wave shape is determined by a capaci-

tor of capacitance (C) being charged through a resistor of resistance |R|.

His clectrogravitic wave research is discussed in chapter 11.

Another waveform shape that Dimitriou has investigated is shown

in figure 7,6b, This one is similar to the RC-RC sawtooth wave shown in

figure 7.5a, except that in this case voltage declines linca rather chan

exponentially. 4 The wave’s voltage descent is created by discharging the

charged capacitor through a constant-current (Norton) clement- hence,

Dimicriou refers to this type of waveform as an RC-.NWton wave. The

subquantum kinetics electragravitic coupling relation predicts that such

a wave would produce an attractive gravitational force during its volt-

age ascent and no gravitational force on voltage descent. That is, since

voleage declines linearly, its second derivative would be zero. Hence,

no virtual charge and no mass density would be produced during this

decline phase.

"'The wave in Eif.vnc-7.6b is represented, by the fnUnwing equation : V -4(1 — e'
1
) ftwtbe

vnLtagc ascent and V - 4(] — 5jt) feir the voltaic descent.
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Figure 7.6. (a) Voltage ofan asymmetrical RC-RC-type wave having a gradual

exponential voltage drop and rapid exponential voltage rise, (hi Voltage of

jrj fi C-Nor/on sawtooth wave having a gradual exponential voltage rise and

rapid linear voltage decline, fej Gravity-palentiat profile generated by the RC-

RC ware shorna in 7.6a. \d) Gravily-patenliaS profile generated by the RC-

Norton wave shown in 7.6b. (F. LaVioiette, Q 200 7,1

if the gravity field is generated primarily by the electnsgravitic

effects of virtual charge, then a triangular sawtooth wave having a lin-

ear voltage rise and full should produce no gravitational thrusc, either

on rhe voltage ascent phase or on the voltage descent phase, In another

example, thrust will not be produced if the wave has a voltage profile

that rises as the square of distance. Such a profile would have a concave

parabolic leading edge similar ro that of profile 2 in figure 7,7a. In

tins case, the negative second derivative of its r
J voltage profile gives
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,i negative gravity potential, that remains constant over time- |see profile

2 In figure- 7,7hj, Hence, its gravity gradient would he zero,. resulting in

no force exertion.

It we change the exponent characterizing the wave’s profile so that

the exponent is not ec{ual to 1 or 2
r
hut to a fraction or any other

whole number, then the wave would he able to exert a gravitational

force, 3n the case in which the profile varies as r \ the gravity poten-

tial gradient creates a repulsive thrust in the same direction as the

gravity wave’s motion (see curve 1 in figure 7.7b). Ei the profile were

to vary as r 1 -
5

, the gravity potential would develop a slope ot opposite

sign that would produce an attractive force opposed to the direction

of wave motion (sec curve 3 in figure 7.7b). If the profile instead were

to vary as r
1

,
the gravity potential would develop a steeper slope that

would produce an even stronger attractive force (see curve 4 in figure

7.7 h).

The shock discharge emitted from Podklctnov's superconducting

cathode would similarly have been characterized by an exponential volt-

age rise at its leading edge, but one with a very large exponent. Hence,

such discharges would have produced much steeper gravity gradients

Time ; Distance
I
bji arbhrMy unite)

Figure 7,7.
f
a) Leading-edge profiles for waves Jd'Jhose voltage rises exponen-

tiatly urilh varying degrees of nontinearity. as-. i
1 1

(curve J.J, r (curve 2j, r ’

(curve 3}, mid r
1 i,cune -t>- (b} Corresponding gravity potential distribution

generated by the respiting virtuai-charge distribution . |F. I.aVioielte, © I007j
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anil greater gravitational forces than, chose modeled here. Also, being

a negative voltage me., the gravitational force exerted by Podkletnov’s

beam is predicted by the electrogravitic coupling relation to be repulsive

rather than attractive, as is observed.

The above analysis assumes that the gravitic effect of these saw-

tooth microwaves arises primarily from the virtual charges that these

waves produce, which themselves arise from the second derivative of

the variation of voltage along the direction of wave travel. If, on the

other hand, the gravity field of the emitted microwaves is produced

mainlv hy the real electric charges that generate the wave, then the

electrogravitic thrust would he proportional to the first derivative

of the wave’s voltage variation, and in this case linear sawtooth pro-

files and r3 exponential profiles would produce gravitational thrusts.

Further research is needed to know which of the two electrogravitic

relations better characterizes gravity wave production at microwave

frequencies, or whether thrust effects arise from a mix of both virtual-

and real-charge electrogravitic effects.

One characteristic of the virtual-charge electrogravitic relation is

that voltage profiles having a more nonlinear variation should produce

greater gravitic thrusts. For example, a wave whose voltage rises as r
1

is predicted to produce a gravitational force 2.S times greater than a

wave whose voltage rises as r
15

. Also, a wave whose voltage rises as r*

is predicted to produce a gravitational force six times greater than a

wave whose voltage rises as r s
. Those with exponents less than 2 would

produce very weak forces, hor example, a wave such as that in profile

1 in figure 7.7a whose voltage rises as r
1

"
1

is predicted to produce a

gravitational force fifteen times weaker than that produced by a wave

whose voltage rises as r
3 '. Corroborating this, Brown observed that the

electrogravitic force developed by an electric field in fact increases as the

nonlinearity of the field’s voltage profile increases.

Dimitriou claims to have generated gravitational forces by ener-

gizing capacitors with sawtooth waves having an amplitude of around

15 volts (see chapter II). Our attempts to duplicate his work in this

low-voltage range, however, did not meet with success. Most likely the

wave amplitude must exceed tens of kilovolts before this sawtooth wave

thrust effect becomes large enough to be significant. This is consistent
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with the findings of Brown and Podkletnov, both of whom used waves

in. the range of 50 to 2,000 kilovolts to get their thrust effects, As we

shall see, the Project Skvvault team was also using waves in the kilovolt

range to get its propulsion effects.

in summary, the kind of propulsion results that Murray’s Skyvault

team would have keen getting would have depended critically on eBc

shape of the micro-wave waveform it was using, One question that

should be examined is whether metamaterials develop a greater pro-

pulsive force (exhibit a larger interaction cross- section!1 when exposed

to a microwave beam having an asymmetrical sawtooth wave shape

as opposed to a symmetrical sine wave shape. If so, it is likely that che

frequency-sensitive materials they were using in their research were in

fact meca materials.

7,4 THE BEAM GENERATOR

According to Murray, during the early stages of their research,, the

Project Skyvault group used magnetron vacuum tubes to generate their

microwave source beam, They worked with frequencies ranging from

7 gigahertz |7,000 megacycles? to upward of t,0QQ gigahertz. By com-

parison, the magnetron tubes used in microwave ovens typically have

frequencies of 2.54 gigahertz, The cavity magnetron has a central

electron-emitting cathode surrounded by a positively charged copper

plate, the anode (see figure 7.8 >. An axial magnetic field causes elec-

trons emitted by the cathode to cycle in a circular orbit. They revolve

at a frequency Ehat depends on the applied voltage potential and the

strength of the magnetic field. As they cycle, they induce microwave fre-

quency oscillations in a series of cylindrical cavities spaced around the

anode’s inner circumference. Just as the length of an organ pipe tunes

the pspc to a certain pitch
f
the diameter of these cavities can efficiently

tune microwaves to a particular wavelength. These oscillations transfer

to the cycling electron cloud and are then channeled out of the magne-

tron to form a microwave beam.

The microwave signal from the magnetron rubes used by the

Sky vault group was sent into a wave amplifier cavity. This was essen-

tially a metallic duct of rectangular cross-section whose long dimension
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figure ?.%. Cross.-iertiunal fiewofa

Ciii'HV magnutTofi,

Magraljr; Fi^i"

was such at to fit a whole Bum he r nt w^vdcngchs ei-f rhe microwave

signal along its length. For example., il rhe magnerraii enutimJ waves j[

a frequency nf IUO gijyihcrta, the cmirzed wavelength would have been

B millimeters. Sn if the cavirv was made to have a length that was some

multiple ci f i tmliimerers, rhen, as these waves reflected hack and forth

inside this eavitv, rlicy would develop a conditEoa oi resonance allowing

I lit in so build up a high- voJtage amplitude.

Rv adding Various types or microwave radar-absorbing materials to

I lie resonator cavity, the inputted microwave signal could he changed

I rom a one wave into a sawtoorh-shaped wave. For tilts, the 5lcVvault

group may have used ceramic dielectrics such as barium titanare polar-

ised with a high-voltage IK potential on the order of 10 kilovolts per

centimeter. Once pnlariird, the high-K JieJeclric would have presented

a high I v nonlinear environment for the microwaves. The same wave

transform ariari inn- a sawtooth shape would have ciccurred in Brown’s

AC-energLzed veriical-thrust apparatus described in chapter J. The

dielectric would have changed the shape of the inpur wave, causing il

in have a more rapid tisr of potential in the direction of the dielectric's

pnlaipuinnn and a more gradual fall of potential during the other half

i it the cvcle. The polarity ot the sawtooth wave, whether sr would rise

sharply io a positive or to a negative potential, would depend on the

polarity applied Lo the high-K dielectric. Microwave power from lIus

amplifier would then have been conducted down a waveguide lube m a

microwave burn, the horn's dimensions having been chosen so t h.a I its

inpedniice' Would match that of I, he surrounding air to allow a mi..ro-

wciie bevaiTi to efficiently radiate from the horn, Once polarized, the
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dielectric wan Id have been able to retain its polarization without any

outride input of DC power. In fact, the sawtooth waves would have

acted to bias the dielectric’s voltage potentials

The Sky vault team did not power their tubes continuously, hut

pulsed them about a thousand times per second using a mechanical

pulser. This was a wheel in an evacuated chamber that spun at 60,000

to 100,000 revolutions per minute 1 1 ,00 0 to 2,000 hertz
|
and on each

revolution actuated a set of platinum electrical contacts that briefly

turned on high-voltage DC to power the magnetrons. The proper puls-

ing rate would depend on how much voltage and power one wished to

extract from the tube. If the pulser was cycled at a faster rate or was in

its on state for a longer traction of the cycle period, more power would

be radiated from the magnetron.

Murray said that they needed to make fine adjustments to the puls-

er’s “square wave™ signal envelope to get its pulse cycle amplitude and

timing, just right. In particular, the magnetron would have had to be

turned on at just the right moment so that its waves would match the

phase of the waves already reflecting bach and forth in the microwave

amplifier waveguide, thereby allowing its energy to properly add to the

amplified signal. Magnetrons are very sensitive. If the pulse timing is

wrong, the tube’s energy potential can build up so high that the tube

will burn out. Failure occurs when an arc jumps from the tube’s cathode

to its anode, burning off the cathode’s electron-emitting thorium coat-

ing and rendering the tube uscIcsSl

Radar researchers later replaced this older mechanical pulser tech-

nology with thvrotron tubes, which were able to produce shock discharge

pulses having a much sharper rise rime. Thyrotrons had a fixed spark

gap enclosed, in sealed glass tube filled with hydrogen and used a third

ignitor electrode to trigger the gap to discharge. These discharges would

be much like Tesla’s shock discharges, except that the magnetrons would

convert these pulses into microwave frequency shocks. In Secrets ofCohi

War Technology^ Vassilatos commented about the explosive forces that

these radar hursts can produce, noting,
IL

As these pulse methods were

reaching their state of refinement, engineers found it possible to produce

single DC impulses of extraordinary power. Components often rup-

tured when these explosive electrical applications were employed. Wires
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explthied, Caskets and scaled electrodes ruptured. Magnetron tubes,

high vacuum vessels, literally exploded Here was that phenomenon -of

which Tesla spoke so highly.” Ia The microwave burses that che Skyvault

engineers were experimenting with were most likely of this sort.

Murray said they were using rhe very best magnetron tubes they

could find, which at that time were being used on military radar sys-

tems. To maximise the gravity wave propulsion effect, they had to oper-

ate these tubes well beyond their voltage specifications, powering them

with up to 250 kilovolts. Murray did not say what the normal voltage

range was for these special radar magnetrons, hut for comparison, one

unclassified research paper published in 1956 described the develop-

ment of a 1.3-gigahertz magnetron that operated in the range of 50 to

75 kilovolts and delivered power outputs on the order of 10 megawarts

during its ten- microsecond pulse period. 5

' Magnetrons available in mili-

tary black projects likely had achieved higher power outputs than this

at a much earlier date.

In this ^out-of-spec,™ high-voltage operating region, the tube's char-

acteristics would have become highly nonlinear and prone to develop

what is called the longitudinal sawtooth instability, which causes elec-

trons circulating in the magnetron to begin to hunch up into clusters,

transforming the tube’s normal sine wave output into a series of saw-

tooth spikes, A similar effect has been reported to have been seen in

the operation of the Synchrotron Ultraviolet Radiation Facility |SURF

HD 10 When che sawtooth instability was present in SURF III, research-

ers observed bursts of coherent microwave radiation that were 10,000

times more intense than the normal synchrotron beam radiation and

which consisted of sawtooth-shaped waves in the 10-gigahertz fre-

quency range.

By operating the tubes beyond their specifications, the Skyvault

team was apparently attempting to produce microwaves having a maxi-

mally abrupt rise time—hence, a very nonlinear negative potential onset

curve. This in turn would have maximized the electrogravitic thrust

that these waves were producing. As seen in our analysis of the grav-

ity shocks prejduced by Podkletnov’s gravity impulse beam, the sub-

quantum kinetics electrogravitic relation indicates that such waveforms

would have been repulsive.
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Murray said that as a result of running the tubes beyond their

specifications, the research team was blowing our magnetrons by the

thousands. Members were willing to take this risk because they knew

that this propulsion effect existed. Apparently, someone in the past for-

tuitously got the frequency and wave shape right and discovered ehe

effect,

Initially, the equipment generating the Skyvault propulsion beam

was quire bulky, The entire set up, which included high-voltage power

generators, microwave generators, waveguide ducts, and wave-shaping

resonators, required a building the size of a barn. Murray disclosed that

iu this early version, the conical test beam was projected upward and

made to buoy a rest vehicle that had a concave bottom wide enough to

receive the beam. He disclosed that this concave portion was made from

a ceramic similar to Corn i ngWare.

Although ComingWare is optically opaque, it is partially transpar-

ent to microwaves. Thus, given the proper shape, it could he made to

act as a microwave Jens, which would look similar to an optical lens

but would not necessarily be optically transparent, Such a leas could be

made out of paraffin, ceramic, or glass. The important thing is that it

be made of a material having the proper permittivity and permeability.

So the Skyvault team could have used the craft’s ceramic bottom as a

lens to refract the microwaves that were being beamed up to it,

However, for a diverging microwave beam, one would expect that

they would have used a converging lens to bring tbe waves to a focus

inside the craft. One wonders whether this concave ceramic was actu-

ally a metamacerial that was engineered to have a negative index of

refraction. One characteristic of left-handed I negative index) materials

is that they have a concave shape in order to bring a microwave beam to

a focus on the other side of the lens.

Although the beam generator for the Skyvault prototype craft was

initially very bulky, with time the Skyvault team was able to make its

equipment mote compact. Murray said that eventually they got the

apparatus small enough to put inside the craft. However, he didn
:

t

specify what kind of power supply was used. The craft were circular in

shape and emitted a greenish blue microwave propulsion beam toward

the earth, The beam was made to pass through au “iris type of con-
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vex Jens
71

coward the ground, where it would reflect hack up to buoy

the craft upward, Ic is unclear what Murray meant by an “iris type of

convex lens,
11 An iris is a small opening at the end of a waveguide that

allows microwaves to pass out.

Perhaps the microwaves were emitted through an iris at the end of

the wave amplifier conduit anti were then focused Ibv a ceramic convex

lens, The microwaves leaving the iris would have diverged and would

have needed a convergent lens co refract them into a microwave beam.

The diameter of che beam at the ground targec region could have been

adjusted by controlling the position of the Jens relative to the iris,

This experimental version of the Shy vault craft, which was being

developed in the 1960s, was apparently much more advanced than

its forerunner, the version that Tom's engineering firm was asked to

bid on in 1975, That is, by carrying its own onboard beam, ic was

far more mobile. Murray said that the craft was remotely controlled

by signals relayed from a radio transmitter, probably situated on top

of a mountain. The transmitter sent out encoded signals b,4Q0 times

per second chat controlled the craft’s pitch, yaw, bank, and velocity.

The vehicle had a range of nearly three hundred miles over the desert

and could attain altitudes of 50,000 feet or more. Murray said that

it could attain “extreme speeds.
71

Initially, they did test flights of an

unmanned craft. Later, they built and flew around a craft having a

crew on hoard, Murray told Tom the vehicles he worked on had an

estimated propulsion efficiency of &Q percent, and he imagined that

by 1974 much higher propulsion efficiencies had been obtained. By

comparison, a jet aircraft has a propulsion efficiency of only about 20

percent.

In the mid-19fi0s, after Murray bad left the project, the Skyvault

team began replacing their magnetrons with solid-state oscillators,

called Gunn diodes, that were much more reliable, Murray had learned

about this from a friend who had continued to work on the Skyvault

project. Wanting to know more, Tom asked his boss if at would be pos-

sible for him to speak to Murray’s friend. Murray contacted his friend,

who told him that he would instead write Tom a letter, which he would

send via Murray. The letter, which is written in a somewhat whimsical

style, is reproduced in appendix E.
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Murray wou!id n cit divulge hi»t friend's name, bui lor practical pur-

poses let us cadi him Don. In hi.s letter. Dart said tJur Cilnn diodes nor-

mally require less than a Watt of power Eu operate, but that by workmg

i L h the m jJTLifactLirtTE they were a.b|e to engineer special high-power

Gunn diodes suited to tltcir project. These Were able to produce tip to

30*000 watt; ol microwave power, anti the various diodes that I hey

fabricated functioned over a frequency range of I tt> 500 gigahertz, Don

d:d not specify whether this power rating referred to the average power

ol a single poise or to the power that was pur nut when operating in j

continuous made.

The fiunn diode was first devdtipcd in 1963, Laier. much hip Iter-

power, snore-effictenr devices called impaci loni/atiao avalanche tran-

sit-lime diodes lEMPATT diodes I were developed that were capable al

higher microwave power ouLpuFS. However, IMPATT diodes have the

shortcoming that rheir signal has a much higher phase muse, meaning

that their oscillation cvcles may not be as precisely rimed, (A descrip-

tion ol how those de r ices operate is given in the accompanying E-c.\r

bos, i Such diodes have the advantage of bring simpler to use than

magnetrons, and they arc more reliable in that they do not burn out

a.- easily. They are also lhJc to produce much higher frequencies. In

I he c.i^e ol gallium nitride tlumn diodes, frequencies as high as 3. If00

gigahertz hive been achieved. Commercially available Gunn diodes

have an efficiency Lit on I y 1 to 5 percent, while IMPATT diodes have

;i somewhat higher efficiency of about 10 percent. This ls Low m com-

parison with mngnei runs, which are able to achieve efficiencies of taO

percent.

Gunn and IMPATT Diode

c

The Gupn dioc: is named after I & Gu"i! the pr ysicist who m 19^3

discovered that a crystal cd^al ium irsar.de! wo,id spontanei:- isi> osci!-

ate ai n trowaVe freqjnmies wher a sufficigTiffy high DC vo|lief_ was

app icc to aiLber side of it.
Thn became owt as the Gum effect.

j->rr found that jpi'ium arsenide exhibits a negiih resistance when

sub ccrj;d i“ in s leant Fie d nl greater man 3,COO voire per cenDme-

Ler Trni e below lt* is entical diresho Lf the electric ain-Ln; passing
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througn ihe trysiii progressively -ncimses ¥ m Ircrcasmr voltage, is it

does in most electrically resistive substances. ImhiE low voitage region,

xhi? crystal is sad to tnhihit uoskive resistance." However it a tr; rj

_al ihreshcla, cne current VoltigE curve plateau; and bpE*ns lu bard

downward such due iht current now d etre-nses wicn Increasing; vclune.,

a p n&r-s men on called negative resistincE.

Due to this peculiar dora-rtenstit. w^en a gaiHum arsenide Gu-in

diode is bijst-d above u criL’Lal threshold ar about S kiiovolrj per

:enQn)etsr. it w 'll spontaneously oscillate at a specific gigahertz ire-

quuncy. Some other substances found r.o c^hibn this oscillatory effect

ire indium pnospr.ide. cadn urn tellunde. c-nc seleriido. and wurtzitE

gall up nilrde This latter material osci lates when biased at a higher

potc-nto oF about FSJ] kilovolts per centimeter

An IMPATT diode is i silicon p n junction d> ade that normally c-oer

uses in a reverse- biased mode. Its principle of operation is different

from a Gunn diode in the: it iwabes impact c-nizacion., wnich results

n an electron avalanche e'scc-cal breakdown k is s.mi u to the Gunn

diode in that 1 1 is a negative resistance device that begins to spontane-

ously jch late when ns oias voltage is increased past a certain peril.

Commercially available Gunn and IMPATT diodes most commonk

have power outputs in the milliwatt range, although 3t is possible tar

civilians to purchase Gunn diodes that produce up to 30 watts of power.

A thorough search for manufacturers of such so] id-state oscillators car-

ried out an i he mkl-l 9 90s revealed that such diodes having power much

higher than 3U w^Ets are unavailable for public sale. The story is quite

different in the case of oscillators being used for military applications.

For example, in 2001 3 learned through a personal contact shat one
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defense aerospace avionics distributor had shipped out art experimen-

tal I ,Q40-gigaherc;t |300 -micron) oscillator that reportedly had a rated

output of 40 kiJowatts-1 This company routinely shipped items marked

as '‘microwave oscillators ” to defense aerospace corporations such as

Northrop Grumman, Boeing, Lockheed Martin, and BAE Systems as

well as to defense RE; D contractors such as Raytheon and 5A 1C [Science

Applications International Corporation),

A survey of cutting-edge developments in the field of solid-state

microwave devices indicates that the high powers quoted for the modi-

fied Gunn diodes used in Project Sky vault arc not all that out of line.

One Literature review written in 1995 noted that gallium arsenide Gunn

diodes were being combined to form units that could achieve the kilo-

watt Level at frequencies above 30 gigahertz, 13 Also, in 2000 Purdue

University researchers announced that they had developed a silicon car-

bide 1MPATT diode that was able to achieve microwave power outputs

four hundred times higher than silicon-hased IMPATT diodes. Their

simulations projected the possibility of achieving power outputs as high

as 4,2 kilowatts at 10 gigahertz,” A lightweight microwave- emitting

tube cal Led the Pasotron (tor plasma-assisted slow-wave oscillator), devel-

oped in the early 1990s at Hughes Research Laboratories and Hughes

Missile Systems Co., was able to achieve even higher outputs,"' This uses

an electron gun that generates high-energy electrons that emit a beam

of microwaves as they pass through a low-pressure glow discharge, The

device produces microwave pulses lasting 100 microseconds with pulse

voltages of 220 kilovolts, pulse power outputs of 1 to 5 megawatts, and

efficiencies of between 20 and 50 percent. More recently, Pasotrons

have been reported, to produce 100-nanosccond pulses with microwave

powers of 7 gigawatts, Although it is not a solid-state device,, it has the

advantages chat it discs not require a magnetic held for its operation, is

much lighter in weight, and docs not burn out easily. It is not known

whether the Project Skyvault team tested Pasotrons at some point in ics

research

,
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7.5 THE BEAM AMPLIFIER

According to Murray’s friend Don, the high -power Gunn diode used in

the Skyvault vehicle, lake the magnetron, was mounted in a waveguide

box. This had an opening at one end and dimensions that matched the

diode’s oscillatory characteristics. ]n other words, the conduit s length

was made to equal some multiple of the wavelength of the microwaves

emitted From ihe Gunn diode so that The waves would resonantly rein-

force one another as they reflected hack and forth along the length of

the waveguide. This resonance would increase the beam’s voltage.

Although Don did not mention their voltage requirements in his

Letter* Tom told me that he had learned that these special Gunn diodes

were designed to operate in the range of a few hundred thousand volts

to a million volts. These voltages arc unusually high in comparison with

the voltages that commercially available Gunn diodes normally operate

at, which is in the range of 5 to 100 volts DC. One is left to wonder

whether this voltage might refer to ihe voltage rating of the diodes, that

is, the voltage thev were designed to withstand that could be generated

in the amplifier cavity. The voltage of the amplified microwave beam,

then, may have ranged up to several million volts.

As noted earlier, a simple waveguide cut to the proper dimensions

would he able to increase the voltage of a microwave beam but not its

total energy. But in his letter, Don seems to be talking about a different

sort of amplifier, one capable of increasing the total energy of rhe beam.

He said that this “amplifier” was needed to “extend the use” (he., the

ability! of the Gunn diode so that it could “‘launch the . . . vehicle” [see his

letter in appendix E). Although the modified Gunn diodes used in Project

Skyvault had a power output far greater than those commercially avail-

able today, even a power output of 10 kilowatts would likely have fallen

short of what was needed. The magnetrons that the project had been

using in their earlier work must have had power outputs several orders

of magnitude higher than this. So to match this, they would have had to

boost the power of the Gunn diode beam in an “energy amplifier”

Most likely the Skvvault project was doing tills with a parametric

amplifier, a device commonly used bv microwave engineers to boost

signal strength, A parametric amplifier consists of a cavity containing
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.1 nartlincjr medium such as .i varacLor capacitor diod:.'. The beam to

Km amplified es a

i

Lowed to writer and exit thE ampliher cavity through j

port, and while in the cavity it passes; tli rough the diode where its energy

is pumped uu as rhe nesuEr of tlie action of a second microwave beam

raJJrd the pump beam. The pump beam typically has j frequency twice

rltai rtf the main oscillator beam and is oriented ai 90 degrees rn chc

mam h;im so as not to directly interact with it | figure
’7.9.k

The pump hcam affects rile mam osollatoT beam indirectly by

Varying the diodes parameter, its dielectric constant, at just Lhe right

rime in r he main beam’s oscillation cycle/ For example, by decreasing

ihe varactors dielectric constant {Kl_ the pump beam signal reduces

ilte d Lode’s electric permittivity ie>- this, in turn, decreases Lhe diode's

capacitance ;C ei and increases its voltage IV I/O. Rv doing this

it rhe phase or rhe cycle in which Lhe mam bcunYs Voltage is approach-

ing either a positive or a negative voltage maximum. lh: amplitude and

power of the main beam may he bn listed. In this way,, the pump beam

is able em progressively step lap the power ut" the main beam Often, the

parametric amplifier is interfaced with a circulator that allows the main

beam tu circulate in a loop WEth some of its energy being do'cried uito

tin.- parametric amplifier fur amplification. Parametric amplifiers are

able to amplify a beam's energy anvwhcre From line hundred to nne

tlioLtsand rimes. Thus, a lU-kdnwart microwave oscillator signal could

be huostrd to create .1 111 -mega watt microwave beam.

One interesting thing about parametric amplifiers is that Llieir

'[brjiiiccc ,in ,r:iJier'- aJjo liu a k-rnii mo.i unaJ as rh«r nnciLuitn.T m>. rzi and

wort hv invitaJ Viiyjivj; lhe migutK f-jnneabiJil i p nt ihe ieml*. Ths ntiruuone is

.L-n . u 1 1;, the- uqu1
.
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energy output can greatly exceed their energy inpur. The amount of

energy that the pump beam requires to alter the permittivity or perme-

ability of the amplifier’s nonlinear medium can be much less than che

amount of energy that the amplified beam gams through the parametric

excitation process. The amount of this overunity output versus input

depends on the type of nonlinear medium and its response in che fre-

quency range used.

The magnetic resonance amplifier is an example of one such

amplifier that operates in the audio frequency range rachcr than at

microwave frequencies. It is based on the work and theories of che

ninteenth-century American inventor John Ernst Worrell Keelv and has

been extensively researched by hobbyists. Circuit diagrams and research

results on its operation arc available on the Intern er.
-" 11

It uses a high-

ly dielectric such as a barium titan ate capacitor hooked in scries with a

coil wound around a barium ferrite ceramic magnet core. By exciting it

at a frequency of around 20 to 40 kilohertz, this nonlinear tank circuit

is made to oscillate at its resonant frequency of around 8,000 to 11,000

hertz. Thus, the excitation frequency is chosen to be three times the

resonance frequency, that is, three octaves [nine harmonics) above reso-

nance. Power is drawn from che oscillating ferrite core through a sec-

ondary winding chat is connected to a bridge rectifier. One such device

built and tested by American researchers Joel McClain and Norman

Wootan achieved a power output of 2.75 watts, for an input power of

0.7 watt or an overunity ratio of about 4.’ ? At resonance, the voltage

across the tank circuit ranged up to 1,000 volts when excited witb a 50-

volt AC pump signal.

Even higher outputs than this have been reported for parametric

amplifiers in the audio range. For example, in 1949, Obolensky built a

parametric amplifier that used Super Permalloy ferrite as its nonlinear

medium and was able to achieve an overunity ratio of about a mil-

lion to one when he pumped it at frequencies of 60 and 400 hertz. 30

Where does this excess energy come from? Physicists aren’t really sure.

Obolensky suggests chat the energy is cohered from noise present at the

atomic level in the amplifier's nonlinear medium and in the immediate

space environment.

While it is possible to use a separate power source to generate che
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pump beam fed inco the amplifier,. it is also possible ed draw off some

of the energy surplus in the main beam that is being amplified and to

recycle this to power the parametric excitation process. This could be

done by connecting the pump beam waveguide tube to a fourth port

on the circulator cavity [figure 7.10). The circulator would contain not

only the fundamental frequency of the main beam but also its harmon-

ics, So by making the length of this connecting waveguide equal to an

odd number of half wavelengths of the main beam's second harmonic

frequency, the fundamental frequency would be blocked and just the

second harmonic (he,, 2f
( J would pass through to the parametric ampli-

fier. As the fundamental frequency becomes more intense, so would its

harmonics, and a greater amount of power woti Id become avail able in

the second harmonic for parametric excitation. As a result, the beam

intensity would progressively increase,

Such a system, however, runs che risk of being unstable in thac with-

out proper regulation it could create an exponential buildup of energy

that would ultimately result in an explosion. That is, energy could be

created in the amplifier faster than it could be rentoved. Making such

an amplifier work properly so that it :s able to boost the wattage of the

microwave beam without blowing the amplifier apart is quite tricky.

It requires ingenious engineering—such as incorporating a tast-actmg

servo control that automatically changes the phase of the pump beam

Figure 7. JO. A possible

arrangement of components

making up fbe microwave beam

generator mounted on board the

Skyvault craft \F, I. a Vialette,

© 2007J
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frequency when the amplifier's output power level gets coo hit'll, This

would squelch, the amplification process and halt the exponential rise in

energy production.

Don did not mention rhe use of a sawtooth wave-shaping dielectric,

so we do not know whether the wave-shaping dielectric was placed in

the wave amplifier cavity or whether It was put in a separate wave-

shaping resonacor cavity. We will suppose the Latter was the case. So

once it had become amplified, the craft's Gunn diode beam would have

exited the circulator and entered a waveguide containing a polarized

high-K dielectric that would have shaped the wave into a sawtooth

waveform. As in Brown's vertical-lift elect rokinetic apparatus, the inci-

dent microwave beam would have exerted a substantial elcctrogravitic

thrust along the length of the dielectric that would have helped loft the

craft, H ence, this wave- shaping chamber was likely securely anchored

so that its thrust would he transferred to the vehicle-support structure,

If the beam in the interior of the craft was directed upward through

the wave-shaping dielectric, it may then have been made to pass into

a convex slab of metamarerial having a negative index of refraction.

Ah mentioned earlier, a microwave beam tuned close to the material's

resonance would exert a strong repulsive force, so an upward-directed

microwave beam would produce an upward propulsive force on the

meta material slab as well. Metamaterials have also been found to effi-

ciently refract microwave beams through tight turns. In fact, Pendry

and Smith showed how a meta material slab having a convex lens shape

retracts a beam through a 130-degree turn. In a similar manner* the

meta material thruster at the same time could have been used hr redi-

rect the beam downward through an adjacent waveguide, from which it

would ultimately exit the saucer via a focusing Lens and proceed coward

the ground (see figure 7. 10).

Chapter 8 further ex a mines Don's disclosure about Project Skyvault.

We will find that, besides pushing upward against the craft, it was nec-

essary that the microwave propulsion beam also project downward and

sca tter back to the craft from a ground reference point. In so doing, the

beam could he made to resonantly store vast quantities of energy for

supporting the craft, and the flight of the craft could he more precisely

controlled,
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MICROWAVE PHASE
CONJUGATION

S.I PHASE-CONJUGATE MICROWAVE
PROPULSION

Ah mentioned in the previous chapter, my contact Tom had received

a letter from a friend of his supervisor, a fellow we have called Don.

[n 1974, when Tom received this letter, Don was actively involved in

Project Skyvault. The letter gave only a rough sketch of the project's

microwave propulsion technology, since much of that work was then

still classified. Nevertheless, Don gave enough information that, shortly

after hcuringTom’s story, 1 was able ro come to an important conclusion

about a key aspect of the crafts microwave beam propulsion technology.

E was able to connect at to a field of optics research that in 1994 was just

beginning to emerge in the open literature, but which apparently had

been secretly under full development for aerospace applications hack

in the early 1950s. Before discussing this optical phenomenon, called

phase conjugation, and how it might be applied to vehicle propulsion,

let us summarize some additional details that Don provided about the

propulsion system.

Don said that the microwave energy from the microwave amplifier

cavity was directed into a horn- shaped waveguide that controlled or

22 ^
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shaped the wave radiation pattern, Although he did not specifically

mention it, this horn antenna was most likely situated between the iris

and the ceramic convex lens chat, as Murray had described, was used to

control the diameter of the beam.

After leaving the Jens, the microwave beam was allowed co pass

through the air to a target area, which was presumably a ground surface

location. Microwaves that reflected back up to tbe vehicle from this

target region were then allowed to enter a cavity that contained a mixer

diode (figure B.l). There chey were mixed with a portion of the outgoing

microwave beam that had been locally diverted from the craft’s beam

generator. A mixer diode is a radar-absorbing material with nonlinear

electromagnetic characteristics that is able to combine waves of slightly

differing frequencies to produce a more complex wave having frequen-

cies that are the sum and difference of the two frequencies. Interestingly,

one material that has such nonlinear properties is barium tdonate, the

piezoelectric ceramic that Brown employed in his experiments, l>on

noted that a stable DC-voltagc source was connected across the mixer

diode to bias it and that the Gunn diode oscillator was biased in a simi-

lar manner.

Figure fi.t. Murray's description of

the microwave transmitter,'mixer

detector used in Project Skyvault.

|T. LaYicIette, O 2006)

Taj^t -''M
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Dan described two types at antigravity microwave -systems. The

simpler version, called a homodync, used the same conduits for both

transmitting and receiving. He commented that this system ‘'suffered

from a Jack of range
lf

since its microwave beam typically targeted at

no more than thirty miles. The second type of configuration, which

he called the “Micro-X unit,
1
' used separate transmitting and receiving

antennae and presumably could achieve a greater targeting range, it was

probably named the Micro-X because it originally operated in the X

microwave band, which extends from & to 12 gigahertz.

Up to this point, the apparatus that Don described sounds much

Like a basic radar unit. In the case of radar, the transmitter emits a pow-

erful microwave pulse that then reflects hack from the distant target

and enters the radar receiver. This weak reflected wave is then com-

bined in the radar's miser chamber with a portion of its original out-

going signal. Suppose we let fa represent the reference frequency of the

outgoing signal and / represent the return signal that reflects from a

target such as a distant aircraft. If the target is moving, the return signal

frequency / will be slightly different from the original outgoing signal

/l>7 for an approaching target f > [<,
and for a receding target f<fa - The

two frequencies will differ by an amount A /, equal to twice the Doppler

frequency shift, that is A/ =/—/„ = in which v is the velocity of

the target relative to the radar transceiver and c is the velocity of light.

A frequency [phi), equal to this frequency difference, q> = A/, would

come out of the radar’s miser chamber. Its magnitude and sign would

indicate how fast the target is moving and whether it was approaching

or receding. The greater the frequency difference, the greater would be

the relative velocity inferred for the target.

However, the nonlinear media used in a radar miser, as it turns out,

can also act as a phase conjugate mirror. That is, when illuminated with

a radar pulse echo coming in from the target, it produces an outgoing

microwave pulse that exactly retraces the path of the incoming target

echo signal. This is very different from normal mirror reflection.

Consider an example in which visible light reflects from a conven-

tional mirror. When a laser shines its beam on a target object and some

of that Light scatters off from the object and strikes a conventional mir-

ror at some angle to its surface, that Light will then reflect away from
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the mirror's silvered! surface at a similar angle. The reflected light will

continue on a divergent path that takes it incrcasi ngly farther from the

mirror arid the light-scattering object (sec figure B.2a),

in the case of a phase conjugate mirror, on the other hand., the sil-

vered mirror surface is replaced with a translucent piezoelectric crystal

such as barium titanatc, which has nonlinear optical properties. Again,

consider an example in which a laser illuminates the target object and

some of the light chat scatters from the target enters this crystal, but in

addition, part of the light coming directly from the laser is diverted anti

made to enter the crystal as beam Pj. This laser beam passes through

the crystal and reflects hack from a mirror on the other side to form a

second beam. Pi, propagating in the opposite direction \see figure 8. 2b).

These countcrpropagacing beams are called the pump beams. The light

that scatters from the target object toward the crystal is called probe

beam. The light waves forming the probe beam enter the interior of the

crystal and interact there with the counterpropagacing pump beams. The

interaction of the probe beam with each of the pump beams produces an

interference pattern that alters the index of refraction within the crystal

to form a complex pattern of light-refracting surfaces collectively called

a holographic amplitude grating. The holographic grating formed by

pump beam Pi then refracts the oppositely directed pump beam Pl to

form an outgoing phase cunfagate beam. In contrast, the grating formed

by beam P| refracts beam Pi to again form an outgoing phase conjugate

beam, with complementary characteristics, This combined phase con-

jugate beam is represented in figure B.lb by the gray wave fronts, The

phase conjugate beam has the special attribute that its lightwaves move

outward from tbc crystal along trajectories that precisely retrace the

trajectories that had earlier been followed by the probe beam’s incom-

ing waves, Hence, the phase conjugate beam converges back to the

original light- scattering Locations on the target object, and from there

its waves rescatter back hr the original laser beam light source,

The phase conjugate mirror, in effect, generates a new set of light

waves that have the same angle, wave shape, and phase as the incom-

ing light waves scattered from the target object but travel in a reverse

direction, moving back toward the target. The effect appears as though

time bad been made to run backward., causing the incoming scattered
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Figure 8.2. Comparison of an ordinary minor and a phase conjugate mirror..

(a/ Light waves refleeting from an ordinary mirror. The black wave fronts

represent the incident rays and the gray wave fronts represent the reflected

rays. (b) Light waves reflecting from a phase conjugate mirror. The black umve

fronts represent the incident rays and the gray wave fronts represent the phase

conjugate rays that travel " in reverse." converging toward the tipper left The

phase conjugate beam is generated front the interaction of the incoming probe

beam with the two connterpropagating pump beams, F
}
and JV

light wives to reverse in their tracks. However* here Ehe effect ^accom-

plished with time running forward as it usually does anil with light

waves different from the incoming waves since the incoming waves are

what are generating the grating pattern, Thus, unlike conventional mir-

ror reflection, in which the reflected light continues Co spread out into

the surrounding environment,, with phase conjugate reflection the light

stays bottled up, contincd to a beam that extends among the laser light

sou rcc, its Ll lu nun ,itcd light- sea tte ring objec t, a nd the non linear med ium
of the phase conjugate resonator. Since the lighc waves have no immedi-

ate exit, the energy trapped in this phase conjugate resonator can huild

up to very high intensities.

Physicists have come to call, this arrangement a four-wave mixer

since four beams intersect in the nonlinear medium: the incoming probe

beam, the two cuuncerpropagating pump beams, and. the outgoing phase

conjugate beam. Although the probe beam initially would be relatively

weak, energy supplied by the two pump beams would emerge from this
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tour-wave mixer as a powerful outgoing phase conjugate beam. Upon

entering the laser resonator cavity, this phase conjugate beam would

stimulate a more powerful outgoing laser beam, that would he specif-

ically d irected toward points on the target that preferentially scatter

light into the four-wave miser. As a result, the probe beam entering

the miser crystal would progressively increase in intensity. Over time,

a high-intensity light path would resonantly build up among the laser,

the target object, and the four-wave miser, and very little if any of the

laser’s light would he scattered into the environment.

The second law of thermodynamics tells us that in closed systems,

order always tends toward disorder, that is, ir predicts that light scat-

tered from an object should disperse into space and eventually dissipate

its energy. This is not so xvith light striking a phase conjugate mirror.

The grating records the information carried by the incoming probe

beam concerning where its light waves originated and in turn refracts

[steers
|
the pump beam to creace an outgoing phase conjugate beam

whose waves precisely retrace the paths chat had been followed by the

incident rays of the probe beam. Thus, a state of initial disorder is made

to tend toward a subsequent state of greater order. The scattered, light

is returned in a more concentrated state toward the point from which

it emerged.

In most media, the electromagnetic wave interference pattern

formed between the incoming probe beam and the pump beams would

have no effect on light wave propagation, but in a polarized piezoelec-

tric medium such as barium titanatc, these field potentials are able to

physically alter the index of refraction of the piezoelectric medium at

a microscopic level. Through this multifarious patterning of its index

of refraction, the crystal is able to complexly scatter light waves pass-

ing through it so as to reconstruct the “time-reverse" phase conjugate

beam. If we were to think of the crystal as a computer hard drive, then

the probe beam striking this cryscal would, in effect, be writing data

into this hard drive about all of the directions and phases of its various

light rays. This stored information refracts the pump beam, directing it

to form an outgoing phase conjugate beam.

The pump beams entering the mixer need not he formed from a

laser beam split off from the illuminating laser. Rather, they may be
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spontaneously seeded from the probe beam, provided chat mirrors arc

placed on either side of die mixer crystal at rhe proper angle. How such

a passive phase conjugate resonator works is summarized in the text

box on page 231.

The academic scientific community flrse became aware of optical

phase conjugation through its members 1 work with lasers. Such Laser

experiments were conducted in 1972 at the Lebedev Physical Institute

in Moscow. Subsequently, scientists an rhe United States and other coun-

tries began investigating the phenomenon., 1,1 This technology found a

military application in the development of a Star Wars weapon chat can

track an enemy missile target by illuminating it with a beam of Laser

Light and subsequently destroy the target by sending out a powerful

laser pulse that converges onto the target, retracing the path of the light

rays that had reflected from rhe target.

In 1994, when 1 first heard about Project Sky vault, the only refer-

ence co phase conjugation was in experiments that were being conducted

ac optical wavelengths with lasers, but Don's discourse on microwave

beam mixing immediately led me to conclude that Project Skyvault was

performing microwave beam phase conjugation. I conducted a Literature

search, but it turned up no references to the use of phase con j ugation at

microwave frequencies. Nevertheless, I concluded that if phase conjuga-

tion worked at optical wavelengths, it should work just as well at micro-

wave wavelengths. Since that time, a significant amount of research on

microwave phase conjugation has been published, indicating that my

earlier conclusion was indeed justified.

figure S.J. A self-pumped

optical phase conjugate mirror

showing an incoming probe

beam (if interacting with

counterpropagating pump beams

(3 and 4) between mirrors M
;
and

to produce the outgoing phase

conjtigale beam fZ ).
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Optical Phase Conjugate Resonance In Ear Inn Tltanate

When s probe lassr beam, pr "seEd" Dean" of cor.gr =nt laser light

(see ray | figure 8.2f, it directed to past into a nonlinear dielectric

medium, such 35 an Electrically polarized crysta of bdrikifn ccar-aLe,

ana rh is dieJectric is paced dpiween lwo parallel mirrors. mis probe

earn wi.l excite two coupterpropagatjng pump beams" |'see ray" 3

one ' L
. figure 8.3' to buildup be tween th e mirrors These pump beams

interact with tne incoming probe beam lo prc-duCL- a rtaiio^nry p^n

adit electric field anc r Ef"ract>.v-E- index pattern terr-gd a hciogrephir

rmpirtude grating. Experiments Have sho^r thaL lpe counterp-ropn

gating pump beams can self Excite to ir-tsns*tiES s^xty L-mes LoaL of

the- noth signed bEam without ary additiornl energy iipul -iightr

amplification cceffiriEnts cou J oe ach eyed by reducing the losses of

ihe resonator caWy and by taking advantage of natural resonances 'n

tbe nonlinear d elictric

This passive resenotor also functions as a pnase conjugate mirror.

~He holographic ampditude grating produced by Lhe interaction of Lne

pump beam iray j in figure B.i'l wsdi iIie incominr probe seam (ray 1)

r=fraciE ihe cauotprprapagating pump beam (ray A) lo yie'd an outgo

ng LiT.e rgysrsLC beam (r^y
2J,

also caifer- a phase conjugate bear

Similarly, the grating produced by ihe interaction of the beams ;rays

\ and 1) refracts the co unterpro-oagating pump beam 1 "ay 1) to p"o-

duce a sim lar outgoing phase conjugate Dear’ (ray 1) n phase with :hat

oroduted by the other pump beam (ray A)
T
he electro magr-rtic wave

fronts m the ouigcng beam (ray 2} are i-dertical to the ord.nary wave

fro F’ ts in the probe- beam fray '
j, except thaL they propagate backwa"d

ns tend oF forward oreqsely nairaring the pnf.s fohcweo oy the far-

ward -moving Wave Fronts of the ordinary beam Consequently, the

o-trium titanane crystal functions as a sef pumpcc ape cal phase cor.|i..

2-jC”-- mirror. If the probe be-im were to originala frem a barcair point.

Lbo p rose con|ugate mirror wcuid refiett a beam that oanvErgES pack

lo that pr-»nt. This prinripk is used in Star Wars weapons des.fned to

trati and destroy miss ies by using a laser beam.
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However* if microwave phase conjugation was indeed being used in

Project Skyvault, we get a very different picture of the historical devel-

opment of this branch of science, It indicates that about two decades

before academia discovered phase conjugation in laser experiments, this

phenomenon, was under intense investigation hy aerospace black-project

scientists studying its ability to amplify and hot tie up microwave radia-

tion into intense downward -directed beams from aircraft,

If made to function as a microwave phase conjugate resonator, a

radar unit could be able to automatical ly lock on to and track its target

and also to exponentially amplify the intensity of the incoming radar

echo. Instead of being dispersed into the environment, most of the

radar signal’s energy would become confined to a nondispersing beam

extending between the radar unit and the target, This has the advan-

tage of allowing very intense microwave beams co be built up with very

little input power, clearly an advantage if one needed to generate intense

microwave beams for vehicle propulsion. Thus, Don's rather cryptic

description of the Skyvault vehicle propulsion unit makes quite a hit of

sense if he was describing a microwave device that operates similar to a

phase conjugate resonator,

With some knowledge of howa phase conjugate resonator fu nctions,

we can understand Don's description of the Micro-X unit as fol low's.

The Skyvault vehicle has a high-voltage DC power source on board that

drives a high-power Gunn diode mounted within a resonator conduit

mounted below the craft. Coherent microwave radiation emitted from

the Gunn disidc repeatedly reflects back and forth along the length of

this conduic and becomes amplified in voltage, Dielectrics placed in the

conduit transform the signal into a sawtooth-shaped waveform, The

microwave radiation from this resonator passes through an iris and

radiates downward through a microwave horn. A convex lens focuses

the radiation into a beam that shines on the ground (see figu re 8.4). A
fraction of this radiation is absorbed in the ground and the remaining

fraction is scattered upward, of which a small portion scatters back

toward the craft. A second convex microwave Jens mounted below the

spacecraft intercepts a portion of this scattered radiation, which consti-

tutes the incoming probe beam, and focuses it through another iris into

another resonator cavity that contains the mixer diode. The mixer diode
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diode and reflects from the far end of the resonator cavity, The cavity is

designed to have a length, chat is a whole-no mber multiple of the Conn

diode wavelength to ensure that resonance is achieved. This establishes

two counrcrpropagating phase-locked pump beams within the cavity.

The mixer diode's electric polarization axis is oriented at the proper

angle relative to these pump beams.

Withi n the mixer diode med iu m, the probe beam i neeracts with each

of the two counrcrpropagat i ng pomp beams to produce a holographic

electrostatic grating pattern. In turn, the grating pattern produced by a

given pump beam interacts with the opposing pump beam to produce

an outgoing microwave beam that is the phase conjugate of the prohe

microwave beam, or, in other words, is the phase conjugate of the radia-

tion scattered back to the craft from the ground target site. As was the

case with laser light phase conjugation, the waveform, angle, and phase

of the phase conjugate microwave beam are configured just Like chose of

the incoming probe beam, except that the waves propagate in a reverse

direction. As such, these phase conjugate rays exactly retrace the paths

followed by the ground-reflected rays and ultimately converge hack

to the probe beam’s point of origin. That is, this time-reversed beam

converges on the ground- reflection site and then continues to retrace

the probe beam’s path, ultimately entering the spacecraft's Gunn diode

oscillator cavity,

This arrangement of two counterpropagating pump beams* an

incoming probe beam, and outgo! ng phase conjugate beam, all interact-

ing within the craft’s nonlinear mixer diode, constitutes a four-wave

mixer. Since the oscillation phases of the probe and phase conjugate

beams are precisely matched, these ordinary and time-reversed yvavrs

reinforce one another to produce a resonantly amplified stationary wave

pattern, or soliton, between the craft’s mixer resonator cavity and the

ground and between the ground and the craft’s Gunn diode resonator

cavity, As a result, the electromagnetic energy beamed to the ground

from the Gunn diode amplifier cavity and also the energy beamed hack

to the ground as the outgoing phase conjugate beam become efficiently

stored in this soliton beam. Based on the large body of knowledge that

has been accumulated about the phase conjugation phenomenon, we

know this energy storage soliton phenomenon to be fact,
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Tin lh stationary wave in effect behaves as a giant energy capacitor.

The soliton’s intensity progressively builds op to a very high value, lim-

ited only by absorption energy Josses when the microwave beam con-

tacts surfaces that partially absorb the microwave radiation. The soliton

beam develops specifically between high-reflectivity ground scattering

surfaces. Ground scattering sites illuminated by the beam that are very

absorbing to microwave radiation will return little radiation to the

miser, and hence, those ray paths will carry an insignificantly small

fraction of the soliton beam’s total energy flux.

Considering that passive phase conjugate resonators using barium

titanate crystals have developed sixty fold power gains over their seed

(probe) laser beam intensity, we might speculate chat Project Skyvault

was able to achieve microwave beam intensity gains of at least two

orders of magnitude and perhaps higher. If they used a Gunn diode that

operated at a power of 10 kilowatts, then the soliton beam could have

stored 1 to 10 megawatts of energy. If, on the other hand, the craft used

a parametric amplifier to amplify the Gunn diode beam to a power of

several million watts, then the soliton beam could have stored several

gigawatts.

We can only speculate how much beam power was needed to lift the

Sky vault craft. Don did noc disclose this, nor did he mention the size of

the Sky vault craft. Obviously, the power needed for a given propolsion

beam would depend on the weight of the craft and on how many beams

it used for levitation. With this method, it should be possible to lift a

craft even the size of an aircraft carrier.

As mentioned earlier, sawtooth -shaped waves having a sharp rise

in negative electric potential will produce repulsive forces on bodies

they encounter. Also, artificial metamatcrials having electric or mag-

netic resonances close to the microwave beam frequency arc capable

of responding with very large repulsive thrusts. As mentioned in chap-

ter 7, the Sky vault craft very likely used such a material tor its wave-

shaping diode and in a beam refractor that reversed the path of its

main beam to pass through a lens toward the ground. The mixer diode

may also have been made out of such a metamaccrial so that, in addition

to producing an outgoing beam that would be the phase conjugate of

the incoming probe beam, the diode would also be lofted by both the
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intaming probe beam and the downward-refracted pump beams,

Consequently, the sawtooth-shaped waves emitted from the Gunn

diode resonator cavity will exert upward forces in the wave-shaping

diode, in the beam reflector, and in the mixer diode that will together

act to levitate the craft. The microwave beams that strike the ground

will produce a downward force on the ground, hut this force widJ not be

as great as that lofting the craft's dielectrics, since it is unlikely that soil

material typically encountered in the ground would have any resonant

frequencies near the craft’s microwave beam frequency.

Based on Don's testimony, we can conclude that this microwave-

induced thrust would not be just an electrostatic effect, hut also an

electragravitic effect in that it would repel the mixer diode through a

mass effect. In such a case, this phase-locked soliton beam could induce

a gravitational force on the craft that was opposed to the Earth's down-

ward pull, thereby reducing the craft's weight and causing it to levitate.

The idea that a microwave beam should have gravitational effects is

not entirely unexpected. As discussed earlier, research by Brown and

Podkletnov indicates that sawtooth electric potential waves produce

gravity-like thrust effects. This electrogravitic coupling phenomenon is

also a key prediction of subquantum kinetics.

A Skyvault spacecraft could maintain proper pitch stability by

using th rec microwave beam generators spaced from one another so

as to produce a tripod! ike beam arrangement [see figure S.5). A single

mixer could be located at the center of the craft’s lower hull to phase-

conjugate the three beams. Alternatively, three mixers might be used,

one near each of the craft’s microwave beam generators.

In summary, by using phase conjugate technology, a craft would be

able to build up a resonant energy beam between itself and the ground

that would have a cumulative power far in excess of that which the

craft would be feeding into it. Its advantage for propulsion may be read-

ily seen when compared with a conventional microwave system that

uses an onboard maser (microwave amplification by stimulated emis-

sion of radiation! as a microwave transmitter. In the case of a conven-

tional maser system, the emitted radiation would simply leave the craft,

strike the ground, and scatter in various directions, with a minute frac-

tion of the original radiation scattering hack toward the craft. To get a
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reflected beam hy this method that would exert a measurable propui-

: sve force, the craft’s transmitter would have to be so powerful ,tnd :ts

energy source of such, a large size as co make Fhis method ot microwave

propulsion torally impractical.

However, in tkc case of a craft employing pkn.se conjugation tech-

nology, : he initially minute amount at microwave radiation scattered

from I he ground and striking the cratL would be phase conjugated and

sent hack to the ground as a ci mo-reversed beam. Tku time-reversed

beam would retrace eke path of vh-i scattered rays, targeting jusi those

taceis on The ground dim were reflecting microwaves toward the craft

and reflecting back from rho-M.- facers ia the crafts maser transmit-

Ter. So our of all tk c microwave rajs being vearrered from rkc ground,

rke phase canjugator would pick our just those char were striking; the

craft and send out ids energy to trace in reverse ihr tra|cctorv of those

rays hack to rkesr transmission source, As rhe microwave energy was

resonantly reflected back and forth among che craft’s rra i ; . ; miner, the

ground, and the craft's jib.isc comugator, a soliton beam would form

specifically between the craSr and the ground and begin to progres-

sively l.i crease in intensirv. The waves would remain coherent despite

rencaled reflections, so losses would lit minimal. Eventually, this beam

would accumulate an intensity Sar in excess of the power being out-

putted From the craft’s AC maser source and pus.dhiv would even draw

in energy cohered from tiie surrounding environment. Given that this
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sol iron beam exerts an upward repu sivc forte an the craft, with suf-

ficient resonant amplification it would produce an upward farce suf-

ficient to support the craft. En effect, this microwave phase conjugate

resonator would act as a gravity wave amplifier to generate an enor-

mous elecrrogravitic thrust for supporting the crafr. Ray, the black-

project physicist 3 had spoken to, said that in the black RjficD world,

this resonant amplification effect is referred to as “field-induced soli-

ton phenomenon-’
1 -1

8.2 VEHICLE FLIGHT CONTROL

Another purpose of projecting beams out from rhe craft to the ground

surface would be for flight control. As mentioned earlier, the ground-

reflected probe beam enters the mixer diode, where it is mixed with

the beam from the craft’s main Gunn oscillator to produce sum and

difference frequencies, the difference frequency being the Doppler out-

put signal, whose frequency is determined by the speed of the vehicle's

motion relative to the ground. Don said that in both the homodyne and

Micro-X units this difference signal was fed into what he termed the

u
processing circuit,'’ where it was amplified and processed “to produce

the vehicle in motion Unfortunately, he gave no additional informa-

tion as to the nature of this processing or how it might result in moving

the vehicle. He stated that the frequency of the Doppler output signal

not only depends on the speed of the vehicle, but also "controls rhe

speed of the vehicle
11

(sec page 3 of Don's letter in appendix: Kl-

in his letter* Don wrote that the Doppler frequency, ip, caused by

the vehicle's movement in a 100-gigahertz microwave radiation field
(fa )

was given by the equation:

f = 2/f, vfc

in which ip is the frequency difference due to Doppler shifting of the

outgoing signal, fit is the frequency of the outgoing microwave signal

generated hv the vehicle, v is the speed of the vehicle in centimeters per

second, and c is rhe speed of light (3 X I0 1
" centimeters per second!.

Unless he was just using an analogy here, Don seems to imply that they

were usings 100-gigahertz oscillator for their propulsion beam—hence,

one that operated in the W microwave band. The if in the above equa-
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tion represents the difference frequency, A/i that would be produced

by che mixer diode as a result of combining che incoming probe beam

signal with the spacecrafts local oscillator reference signal, the pump

beam.

If the vehicle was stationary relative to che targeted region, the

waves scattered back to the craft would have the same frequency as

the original outgoing microwave signal, Don noted chat in this case the

output in the mixer diode would be relatively simple^ that is, no differ-

ence frequency would be produced, However, in a case in which the

vehicle was moving relative Co the ground, the reflected signal would be

Doppler shifted, causing its frequency co differ slightly from che space-

craft's local oscillator frequency. In this case, he said che signal output

from the mixer would be more complex, that is, there would be a dif-

ference signal output.

As an example, if tbc vehicle was beaming down a signal of = 100

gigahertz and was receding upward from the ground at a speed of 1,5

meters per second, this 100-gigahercz signal would arrive at the ground

redshifted by 500 hertz |10 EI Hz X y/c), presenting a frequency fa — 500

hertz, Upon being reflected from the ground up toward the receding

vehicle, this redshifted microwave beam would appear co be redshifted

by an additional 500 hertz relative to the vehicle. As a result, che incom-

ing reflected signal would be redshifted by 1,000 hertz compared with

the signal originally sent out by the craft's local oscillator, Consequently,

when this redshifted frequency /is combined, in the microwave mixer

with the pump beam frequency f0 from the local oscillator, tbe mixer

would produce a 1,000-hertz difference signal, which is the Doppler

output frequency, ip. Harmonic multiples of this fundamental Doppler

beat frequency would most likely also be present, although in a lesser

amount.

It is quite likely chat such a phase conjugate propulsion system

would emit sound, since piezoelectric media physically move and

oscillate when they arc excited by electromagnetic waves. In fact, such

materials are used in telephone speakers and sonic alarms, Similarly,

the piezoelectric mixer medium in the Skyvault spacecraft, excited by

this difference frequency, would emit a sonic vibration. If such a craft

was to hover up and down at only 15 centimeters per second on its
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100 -gigahertz microwave beam, the fundamental harmonic of Ltn heat

frequency would have a very Low value of around 100 hertz. Sonicallv,

this would be at the lower end of the audible spectrum. Ah the vehicle

proceeded to climb at an increasing, speed, the sound pitch emitted from

its mixer diode would accordingly increase, passing up through the

audible range to ultrasonic frequencies. At an upward velocity of 30

mccers per second (sixty- seven miles per hour), the craft would be gen-

erating a 20,000-hertz beat frequency li.e,, in the ultrasonic range).

Unconventional flying objects, however, have been sighted chat emit

somewhat lower microwave frequencies. For example, in one aerial chase

of a UFO that took place near Meridian, Mississippi, in July 1937, elec-

tronic countermeasures equipment on board an RE-47 plane was able

to pick up a 3 -gigahertz microwave frequency emanating from the UFO.

The signal occurred in 2-microsecond-long bursts that repeated six hun-

dred times per second. 1
’ UFOs have generally been observed to radiate

electromagnetic waves in the 0.3 to 3 gigahertz range, hence in the L HF
band.

-
If the craft was to transmit a 1-gigahcrtz maser signal and travel

upward at a velocity of 30 meters per second, its hear frequency would

be felt in the low frequency audio range at 200 hertz.

Let us next attempt to interpret Don's laconic statements describing

how the Sky vault craft’s microwave receiver operates when the ship is

in motion. As we noted above, when the craft is moving upward, the

ground will be receding from che craft and, hence, upon reflection from

the ground, the local oscillator frequency ftl will be Doppler redshlfted

to a slightly lower frequency by an amount — Also, as

the ground- reflected probe beam enters the mixer diode, it will experi-

ence an additional Doppler redshift due to the craft’s upward receding

motion. Thus, upon entering the mixer, the probe beam will have been

Doppler shifted relative to the local oscillator frequency by a total of

—2A/1 which is equal ro — q;.

However, the mixer diode will compensate for this frequency

shift. That is, because the incoming redshifted probe beam and the

pump beams differ in frequency by 2A/i they will generate a mov-

ing holographic grating pattern within the medium of the four-wave

mixer diode. This is well known from experiments with optical phase

conjugation. Upon interaction with this moving grating pattern, the
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pump beams will produce an ou tgoi ng phase conjugate beam that

is frequency shifted relative ro the local oscillator (pump beam) fre-

quency by an amount equal to- the frequency shift of the incoming

probe beam, but opposite in sign,* Hence, the four-wave mixer will

automatically produce a phase conjugate beam chat is bluesbifted in

frequency by an amount if- = +2Af. That is, the outgoing beam will

be reverse Doppler shifted. The incoming redshifted probe beam and

outgoing blueshifted phase conjugate beam then differ in frequency

by 4

A

f in the mixer diode reference frame. After reflecting from the

grou nd and converging into the Ciunn diode resonator cavity, the blue-

shifted phase conjugate beam will have been redshifted by an amount

q = -2A/. So upon reaching the receding craft, its frequency will end

up precisely matching the local oscillator frequency. Thus, a condi-

tion of resonance will be established with the outgoing local oscillator

frequency.

In the Earth's reference frame, the frequencies of the ground-

reflected probe beam and the phase conjugate beam will differ by

an amount 2Af, numerically equaling the difference frequency,

or beat frequency, that the ground-reflected probe beam generates

in the four-wave mixer. As a result
1
these two counter propagating

beams will build up a phase- Locked sol iron beam between the craft

and the ground that in the ground reference frame will have a beat

frequency tp = 2Af. This is equivalent to the frequency that Don’s

formula specifies to be the ''frequency caused by movement of the

unit
71

(or vehicle Its value depends on the speed of the craft relative

to the ground. This beat frequency will iikely induce an audible sound

in any material body on the ground that it happens to push against.

This could explain UFO sightings in which witnesses have reported

hearing humming sounds.

Ef we properly interpret Don's letter, he appears to say that the

mixer’s Doppler output signal may be used to control the speed of the

vehicle. He talks of amplifying and processing this signal. Presumably,

this amplified Doppler signal is fed back into the mixer. The amplified

signal, in turn, would add its power to the outgoing phase conjugate

beam and ultimately to the soliton beam. Thus, by controlling the

amount by which the Doppler signal is amplified, a pilot would be able
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to control thesoliton beam intensity and the amount of thrust that the

beam would develop. In this wav, he could control the speed of the

craft. With more amplification, the craft would accelerate away from

the Earth and with Jess amplification it would decelerate or ever enter

a descending flight mode, As the craft moved horizontally, its velocity

relative to a beam’s particular ground target location would continu-

ally change and as a result the frequency of the mixer diode’s Doppler

output signal would be changing accordingly. Whatever frequency the

mixer happened to be outputting, the amplifier would be amplifying

that signal at the amplification level that the pilot had set.

Thus, although the power level of the Gunn diode beam generator

could also be changed, for finer adjustments the craft guidance sys-

tem would be controlling the power level of the much- lower-frequency

Doppler signal, This is reasonable since lower-frequency waves in the

audio or radio frequency range are much easier to control than chose in

microwave frequencies. If the craft supported itself on three microwave

beams, it would need some very sophisticated computer hardware to

coordinate and properly control the Doppler signal power levels of all

three beams,

Et is conceivable that the same technique could be used to produce a

tractor beam that would loch on to objects and draw them toward the

craft, A microwave beam could be changed from a rcpulscr beam into a

tractor beam simply by inverting its sawtooth waveform to have a sharp

increase of positive potential followed by a gradual decline, This could

be done by reversing the polarity bias on the Gunn diode and on the

barium titan ate dielectric that would be used to shape the wave. If the

craft had several phase conjugate resonators (i.e., more than one local

oscillator and several mixer diodes), some might be used to create repul-

sive beams to support the craft, leaving another free to phase conjugate

an attractive soliton beam that might be used to target a transport-

able object. By adjusting the power applied to its tractor soliron beam,

the craft could control the movement of the targeted object as it made

its approach. Similar technology could explain UFO sightings in which

cars or people have been picked up by a force field and drawn toward a

hovering craft.

In summary, the development of microwave field propulsion tech-
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noEogy combines three areas of research: {a) research into the produc-

tion of high-power microwave beams, (bi research into meta materia Is

that exhibit a negative index of refraction or strong electric or magnetic

resonances at microwave frequencies, ami (c) research into microwave

phase conjugation. With the proper engineering development, it should

be possible to produce a vehicle capable of free levitation.

8.3 AEROSPACE INDUSTRY INVOLVEMENT

Is there evidence that companies have been doing work in the field of

microwave phase conjugation in more recent years? Indeed, a survey

of unclassified literature indicates that Rocketdyne has been relatively

active in this field. For example, in 1990, scientists associated with

Rocketdyne and with Rockwell International coauthored a paper titled

“Microwave Phase Conjugation in a Liquid Suspension of Elongated

Microparticles.”" The nonbnear electric properties ot the particle sus-

pension described in the article would allow it to serve as an ideal

medium in which four-wave mixing could take place. Also, it is not a

secret that Rocketdyne has been interested in the development of high-

powered microwave beams. For example, in 1993, scientists affiliated

with the RockrtJyne division, of Rockwell Internationa] and with the

Titan- R eta Corporation reported tests of a high-power maser system

capable of delivering a 2. B£ -gigahertz pulsed microwave beam having a

peak power of 65 megawatts! 10 The system used an SI.AC 5045 linear

accelerator klystron tube that functioned as a tree-electron laser and

was powered by a modulator unit developed by Titan- Beta. The unit

delivered 3.5-microsecond pulses at a rare of ISO pulses per second. The

paper does not mention what the beam was to be used for, but its power

would have greatly surpassed that of the magnetrons used in the early

days of Project Skyvault,

Hughes Aircraft is another company that was active in the field erf

microwave phase conjugation. Recall the story told by my friend Thomas

whose father had worked at Ruckctdyne, presumably on Project Sky vault,

and had drawn him a picture of a lenticular levitating vehicle that had

been successfully tested. His father had later moved on to work at Hughes

Aircraft, also in deeply classified projects. When Thomas later asked
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his father if Hughes was doing research in. elect rogravicics, his father's

terse answer was, “They are the world leaders.
11

Later in 1992, [ had

the occasion to ask one high-ranking Hughes manager whether Hughes

Aircraft was still pursuing its clectrogravicies Rii; D. He answered, “Yes,

hut they keep their work very quiet.”*' The same could probably he said

for the other aerospace companies that today continue to work in this

field.

Et is also known through papers published in the open literature that

give author affiliations that a considerable amount of research was going

on at Hughes in optical phase conjugation. One military application of

such technology, mentioned in chapter 7, is the targeting and destruc-

tion of missiles by means of a pulse from a high-powered laser. Thus,

considering that Hughes was also doing cutting-edge research in clcc-

trogravitics, it stands to reason that it was also applying its phase conju-

gation knowledge to microwave phase-conjugating systems on projects

involved in developing vehicle propulsion systems. In fact, Hughes has

had a long involvement in military radar systems. The forward-looking

radar used on the R-2 bomber, for example, was developed by Hughes.

We may conjecture, then, that Hughes Aircraft was heavily involved in

Project Skyvault’s research.

An indication that Hughes had been conducting research on micro-

wave phase conjugation came in 1993 with the granting of its patent

for radar cross-section enhancement using phase- conjugated impulse

signals (U.S, patent 5,2 23 ,&3 B ) . Researchers were applying the prin-

ciple to radar as a way of I ocking on to a distant target. By receiving

a radar echo that normally would be too weak to properly detect.

-r Prior t'i its. dissolution (..iron ell corporate merger, Hughes had a long history of

being involved in the development of very advanced, leading-edge technology. About

“’0 percent of its work was defense re.ated, most of which is highly classified RS{D.

During the early t9Sffls, when the U.S. Government Accounting Office was crack-

ing down on defense contract truce, evidence surfaced that an astounding turn-

thirds of Hughes's contract costs could nut he accounted fur, fur more than fur any

or.ter corporation surveyed. Whereas other contractors received stiff fines fur their

unaccounted costs, Hughes managed to emerge virtually unscathed. Could federal

authorities have understood that these Excess cash flows were not cost overruns, hut

rather funds whose specific hluek-nrngrams destinations could not he revealed or

even admitted to)
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mixing it :n a mixer diode with a. pump maser beam to create a holo-

graphic gracing, and pumping the grating with a radar pulse hr create an

outgoing phase conjugate beam, they were able to create a soliton beam

between the radar transceiver and target that would resonantly amplify

the original radar echo to a detectable level. The patent mates no mention

that similar tech oology could be used to create a soliton beam beneath

an aircraft for the purpose of levitation, Any patent disclosing such an

aerospace application would likely have run rhe risk of being classified, so

there is no way of knowing whether such a patent in. fact exists.

When all the above evidence is considered as a whole, a pattern

emerges that points to Hughes having made a major effort in developing

microwave phase conjugation field propulsion technology, Hughes has

since been split up and sold off to a number of companies. The Hughes

research facility in Malibu was a former hotbed of research on antigrav-

ity propulsion according to the testimony of a “Dr, B,” in Steven Greers

booh Disclosure (2001, p. 262 J, The laboratory, which currently goes

by rhe name HRL Laboratories, is today jointly owned by Boeing and

General Motors,

The technology of microwave phase conjugation is also being

applied to aerospace communications. Ideas along these lines were

discussed by University of Michigan researchers Leo Di Domenico and

Gabriel Rebciz in a paper they published in 199fLu The technology has

several advantages, hirst, compared writh standard maser beam tech-

nologies, it is very energy conserving since the rransmitted microwave

energy is restricted to a tight beam extending between the ground

communication station and the spacecraft. Unlike a standard maser

beam, very Little radiation is lost into space. Second, the link is very

secure since, unlike radio broadcasts* it is very difficult for anyone to

eavesdrop unless be places his receiver in the path of the beam. Third,

the phase conjugate beam Jocks on to the spacecraft and, hence, is

able to automatically track the spacecraft, even though the spacecraft

is moving. The Di Domenico and Rebciz paper is interesting because

it talks about phase conjugation of an incoming signal that has been

Doppler shifted due to motion of the target. So, many of the same con-

siderations involved in a vehicle propulsion system are already being

discussed in the context of communication systems. The mathematics
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arc somewhat involved, requiring the use of Heaviside operators or

Laplace transforms/

8.4 TESLA’S MAGNIFYING TRANSMITTERS

Tesla’s magnifying transmitters also Functioned as phase conjugate

resonators, and this was most likely known to him, although the spe-

cific concepts behind the phase conjugation phenomenon would not be

developed for many decades. These devices were known for their abil-

ity to generate exceedingly high voltages and to occasionally produce

violently destructive ball lightning sparks, The Wardendyffe tower was

the largest of bis generators [sec tigurc Tesla huilt it eo show that

it was possible to transmit megawatts of power over global distances

to power entire cities and air vehicles as well.,
11 Const ruction of the

tower began in 1901 on Long Island near the town of Shoreham, The

central parrot its resonator consisted of a Large, dat spiral coil mounted

horizontally and shielded within a £8 -foot-diameter mush room -shaped

dome electrode, this whole structure being perched IB7 feet above the

ground at the top of a wooden tower. The center of the coil was electri-

cally connected to the dome electrode tofornt a resonator. Power induc-

tively supplied to the coil would surge in re-sonance between the coil and

the dome electrode, poising the dome with extremely high voltages.

The dome electrode consisted of a honeycomb array of 1 -foot-diameter

parabolic shells whose small-curvature radii facilitated ionization of

the surrounding atmosphere. Thus, when electrified, the entire dome

would have become enveloped in an ion halo. The nitric oxide gases

that would have formed in chis halo have electric properties that are

* fhnse interested in jircparmp themselves for 3 career m fir d propulsion technology

should consider gotn^ I' : r an undergraduate drpnee in physics is it ii a minor in Electrical

ci;u iui!cr.ii£. I hen. pn an ti> vet cither n master's or doctoral decree irs electrical c-iiui

-

nrrrmjq, s-prLLakxm^ irs microwave or radar ciiuinccn r.|!.. Make sure tu lake courses,,

amunp oilier l bines, io opticat and microwave phase conjugation. Fourier analyse,

sind Laplace transforms. I he aest universities to pick are those at wh ich professors are

already w ,"-rl; liiu. in the area ut microwave 7 ham* conjugation applied to radar nr cc*m-

naunicatioji systems. Examples that crane tn mind are the L'lLivcrstty of Miclnpjr and

ike University lit California Los AniysEes. En particular, the CaltturnLa professnrs have

in the past ecuui.hured papers, in this area WLth ftockvtJyne screntists.
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-try non linear anil would have served; as an nival phast-ctinpugiiisng

medium. s;

We may deduce. 'hen. that this ion halo would have phase-conjugated

the Eow'cr’s resonant oscillations, allowing it tD fu action as a phase-

conjugate resonator and to generate field powers far in excess of the

power used to run it. Since rhe dome electrode would have been radiat-

ing longitudinal waves to the Earths ionosphere, an immense soliion

Would have lormed between the halo and the ionosphere, and since the

halo would have phase-conjugated the waves returning from the iono-

sphere. ihe tower would have been able to draw on energy cohered From

a vast region of space.

Unfortunately, this miraculous structure was never completed be-

cause Tesla’s sponsor cur off the project’s funding, hut earlier, Tesla

had built and operated 5 mailer-scale versions. These magnifying

Figure X.6. The Wardarrci^ffe tower.

{Ffci to Courtesy i ! C. yusJ. from

Ttfs.'cj’s Tujd'iV
I Wurdefirlvffe }

"

Electric lipjcvcralfc Journal

iMjTfffttTW J 'i 9 Jj'J
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transmitters emitted a repeating series of very high-valt-age shock

fronts from their dome-shaped negative electrodes. Unlike hertirian

waves, these wave fronts had little transverse polarization. Their elec-

tric field profile was sawtooth-shaped with a very sharp rise in poten-

tial and a subsequent more-gradual decay, and the field gradients were

oriented longitudinally in the direction of wave propagation. When

operating, his transformer would gradually build up immense field

potentials, approaching 100 million volts, as a result of the cumulative

effect of repeating pulse cycles. The progressive amplification of these

phase- conjugated waves is an example of what we earlier referred to as

the field- induced soliton phenomenon, The high voltage that accumu-

lated as a result of these repeating waves would have been apparent as

a growing luminescence. In his hook Secrets of Cold Wax Technology,

Vassilatos wrote;

He |Tesla| had already observed htnv the very air near these

Transformers could be rendered strangely self-luminous. This was a

light Like no high frequency coil ever could produce, a corona of white

brilliance which expanded to ever enlarging diameters. The light from

Tesla Transformers continually expands. Tesla described the growing

column of Light which surrnunds any elevated line which has been

connected to his Transformers. Unlike common high frequency alter-

nations, Tesla radiant energy effects grow with time. Tesla recognized

the reason for this temporal growth process. There were no reversals

in the source discharges. Therefore the radiant energy would never

remove the work performed on any space or material so exposed. As

with the unidirectional impulse discharges, the radiant electric effects

were additive and accumulative. In this respect, Tesla observed energy

magnifications which seemed totally anomalous to ordinary engineer-

ing convention. 1:5

further on, Vassilatos wrote:

Tesla performed outdoor experimental tests of broadcast power in the

northernmost reaches of Manhattan by night. Sending metallized bal-

loons aloft, he raised conductive lines. These were connected to the
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terminals of his Transformers, and activated. When properly adjusted,

tho white Luminous columns began covering the vertical aerial line

and expanded by the second. Enveloping Tesla, his assistants, and the

surrounding trees, this strange white luminosity mtsved out into the

countryside to an enormous volume of space. Tesla described this phe-

nomenon in several of his power transmission patents, the obvious

artifact of a non-electrical energy.u

Like Tesla’s transformers, the Project Sky van It vehicle may similarly

have made use of a nitric oxide halo to phase- conjugate its microwave

beams. If part of the pump microwave beam signal was used to energize

the outer surface of the craft, the resulting high-frequency, high-voltage

field won Id have ionized che air immediately around the craft, envelop-

ing it in a phase-conjugating layer of nitric oxide gas. Then, che entire

lower surface of the craft would have served as a secondary mixer, and

the three incoming ground-refLecced probe beams would have become

time-reversed (phase-conjugated) on the craft's hull rather than in Its

interior mixer diode. This could explain why the bodies of many UFOs

are seen to be luminous and radiating microwave radiation in the 0.2-

to-J -gigahertz frequency range. The observation that UFOs often vis-

ibly pulsate when hovering or taking off could be explained if they were

pumping their surfaces with a low-Dappler heat frequency that modu-

lated the brightness of their luminescence.

It is also possible that the hull of such a spacecraft could itself be

fabricated out of a metamaterial such that any microwaves impinging

on its lower surface would result in a propulsive force. The unusual,

layered bismuth and magnesium metal known as Art’s Parts, reportedly

retrieved from che hull of a crashed UFO, cou Id he an example of such

a material (sec chapter 9),

5uch material could also have rhe dual purpose of functioning cither

as a radar-absorbing or as a radar-diverting material, one rhat would

bend incident electromagnetic waves around an object in such a way

as to give the impression chat they had passed through the object com-

pletely unobstructed. For example, physicists David Smith, John Pendrv,

and David Schurig announced in May 2006 that within five years their

team would be able to demonstrate a metamaterial cloaking shield that
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would render a craft within it completely invisible to elecEromagnctic

waves at microwave frequ encies

,

1

Ray’s comment in chapter 4 that black-world anrigravity propul-

sion technology was based partly on Tesla’s work further supports the

notion that phase-conjugate microwave resonators have been developed

for aerospace propulsion. Ray was apparently quite familiar with phase-

conjugatc resonance technology because he said that one of the highly

secret Rik'D projects he had been assigned to involved working on the

application of this technology in the field of cryptography. Apparently,

his group had developed a way to encrypt an electronic message by

degrading it into unrecognizable noise ami then later recovering it by

using a phase-conjugate resonator to time-reverse that noise back to the

original ordered message, He felt that this same technology provides

some of the key concepts that can explain how these antigravity pro-

pulsion craft work the way they da, [discussing a version of this pha se-

ctjnjugition technology, he stated, “l have seen demonstrations of this

stuff—of the raw technology. One of them breaks the second law of

thermodynamics, the law of entropy. It breaks that lawt"11 Statements

that the first or second law o! thermodynamics might be broken amount

to blasphemy to the mind-set of the conventional academic physicist. In

the world of black-project engineering, however, they arc routine faces

oi life.

8 8 BROWN'S PHASE-CONJUGATING
MICROWAVE DISC

Brown’s levitating disc would have operated much like the Project

Sky vault vehicle. The disc- shaped antenna attached to the bottom of

the conical dielectric isec figures 3,2 T 13,3, and 3.B) would have radi-

ated microwaves at a frequency of a few gigahertz and would have

acted much like the Gunn diode in The Skyvault vehicle. The positive

electrode, which would have had either a parabolic or a cone shape,

would have served as a wave amplifier cavity since a portion of the

microwave radiation reflected downward by the electrode would have

been reflected back at the mouch of the cavity. As a result, its signal

would have resonantly amplified and built up to a high intensity across
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the high-K piezoelectric dielectric cone located inside the hornlike

cavity. This dielectric cone,, which would, have been polarized with high-

voltage DC, would have had very nonlinear electrical characteristics

and would have functioned in a manner similar Co the mixer diode in

the SkyvanJt vehicle. Since the dielectric was being pumped with the

resonantly amplified microwave beam that was reflecting back and

forth along its length, microwaves reflected up from the ground would

have acted as a probe beam that would have interacted with the pump

beam to produce a holographic grating pattern in the dielectric. At the

same time, the pump beam would have produced a phase-conjugate

beam that would have traveled downward to the ground, precisely

retracing the pathway followed by the ground- reflected waves. Tbe

upward-reflected ordinary beam and the downward-propagating

phase- con jugate beam would have been phase-locked to produce a

soli ton wave.

As in the Project Skyvault vehicle, the solicon wave extending

between the ground and the mixer dielectric in Brown’s saucer would

have resonantly amplified to a very high intensity, This would be an

example of the field-induced soliton phenomenon. Much of the micro-

wave radiation radiated by tbe saucer's disc electrode, then, would have

been bottled up in this beam.

Et is possible that the ion discharge surrounding the positively

c h a rged u mbrel I a electrode also served as a phase-conjugating medium,

in addition to the barium titanatc dielectric, As mentioned above, nitric

oxide ions surrounding a high-voltage electrode would have very non-

linear electrical properties and could phase-conjugate waves, much like

the glow discharge that surrounded the dome electrode of Tesla's mag-

nifying transmitter.

With Brown’s saucer, the DC polarization along the length of the

dielectric would have progressively build up to a high voltage due to the

dielectric's tendency to rectify some of the AC signal, As a result, a very

steep potential gradient would have formed and would have exerted an

upward thrust. This ramping up of the dielectric’s potential gradient

would have been helped by the tendency of the saucer to function as a

phase-conjugate resonator with self-amplifying pump beams. In addi-

tion, if the oscillator could have been made to emit sawtooth -shaped
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waves, the saucer would have experienced more upward thrust due to

the electrogravitic impulse effect.

Brown made no mention of phase conjugation in his electroki-

netics patent, which he applied for in 195&, At that time, the phase-

conjugation effect was unknown in chc unclassified engineering world.

The maser was invented in 1954 by Charles Townsend, and the rubidium

optical laser was invented in I960 by Ted Maiman at Hughes Aircraft.

The field of laser holography began developing shortly after that, in the

early 1960s, and it was not until 1972 that optical phase conjugation

began to be discussed In the open literature. Thus, Brown was most

likely unaware of the phase- conjugation principle behind the levitation

effect he had experimentally discovered, Bahnson came close to the idea

when he inferred that energy from the AC waves was being resonantly

stored in the ether surrounding his saucer's electrodes. Indeed, the ether

very likely also plays an important role, but chc effect finds a ready

explanation in terms of the phase- conjugating properties of the saucer’s

ceramic dielectric and its electrode’s plasma sheath.

By 1957, when Brown had begun experimenting with the idea

of pulsing dielectrics at microwave frequencies to get elect rograv-

itic thrust, he was apparently rediscovering a microwave propulsion

phenomenon that for some time had been known to Project Sky vault

scientists and that by chat time was in an advanced stage of secret

development. His vertical -thrust apparatus would have functioned

much like the homodync version of the Project Skyvault vehicle. This

is the version chat incorporated the microwave transmitter and mixer

in the same conduit. Since Brown was a latecomer with a history of

conducting independent investigations that did not adhere to normal

security protocols, he could have been regarded as a threat to efforts

to maintain the secrecy of this area of investigation. This may

explain why his attempts to obtain military funding were continually

rebutted by chc Pentagon and why Admiral Rickover had advised him

to drop his work on elec trogravide propulsion.
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8.6 THE RUNAWAY MODE

Phase conjugate resonance and ses related fie Id -induced sol iron phe-

nomenon appear to be kev to understanding this futuristic aerospace

technology. However,, this technology is not without its hazards. One

important problem that engineers have had to face is ensuring that

their microwave-powered vehicle does not enter a runaway mode such

that rbc energy of its soli ton field increases exponentially and finally

explodes.

Guy Obolensky, one of the early researchers in microwave phase

conjugation, has observed firsthand this explosive resonant amplifica-

tion phenomenon in the phase-conjugating systems he has worked with.

He coined the term “faser phenomenon” to refer to rhis exponential

energy increase, “faser™ being an acronym that stands for “/orce trmpli

-

fixation by stimulated energy resonance.
1' 19

Ed is term, in effect, describes

the field- induced solicon phenomenon concept.

The phase-conjugate resonator Obolensky was testing in his lab-

oratory in 1958 was so highly efficient that it entered this runaway

energy-increase mode;, which ended in a violent explosion

.

w’ 1] The

phase-conjugate resonator he had constructed, which lie termed a “limit

cycle faser, ’ consisted of long surface-waveguide resonator of a size

that could he placed on top of a desk. The waveguide was made of

an aluminum sheet approximately 0.25 millimeter thick laid over an

aluminum slab and separated from it hy an insulating Mylar film that

was hermetically sealed on either side with I avers of distilled water. The

separation of the waveguide walls had to be accurate to within a few ten

thousandths of an inch. At one end of the waveguide, a 17-kilovolt spark

discharge was made to jump across a series of spark gaps, tuned so

that their sparks were self- quenching. The resulting spark oscillations

generated longitudinal microwaves that traveled down Ehe waveguide,

skimming between Ehe cop and bottom metal surfaces. Normally,

waves reflecting back from the end of the waveguide would disturb the

spark discharge, causing it to become noisy and have excessive energy

losses. Yet bv placing five evenly spaced strips of Permalloy rape at the

far end of the waveguide, Obolensky was able to create a phase-conjugate

mirror. The nonlinear electrical properties of these strips altered the
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waveguide’s characteristics in such a way that they phase-conjugated

the surface waves coming from the spark and reflected them hack as

time-reversed waves, thereby making the spark oscillations coherent,

that is, totally ordered.
1
' As a result, his resonator had a phenomenally

high output efficiency—far over unicy. A powerful soliton consisting

of nine harmonics of the fundamental submillimetcr wave was able to

build up within it.

Apparently* Obolensky’s waveguide was optimally tuned and its

Permalloy magnetic grating was optimally configured, because the

energy resonance process became self-reinforcing, causing the wave-

guide's stored energy to increase exponentially. The current gain was

so enormous chat ball lightning-like sparks began to erupt from the

waveguide and actually perforate its aluminum wall. Finally, in a blind-

ing flash, the whole resonator assembly explosively discharged its accu-

mulated energy and fragmented itself. Surviving pieces showed that

the waveguide’s submillimetcr-thick wall was perforated with clusters

of tiny holes spaced apart by a certain precise distance-multiple of the

planar waveguide’s thickness to form a periodic pattern. The dendritic

pattern connecting these holes traced out the branching path of the

immense electrical discharge that had formerly traveled down the full

length of the conduit. Judging from the amount of energy required to

vaporize the quantity of aluminum that was missing from the perfo-

rated section, Obolensky concluded that it would have required several

hundred thousand joules (--100 watt hours) of energy, about 100,000

times greater than the 7 joules (-2 calorics) of coulombic energy in the

DC charge that his power supply had fed into bis waveguide. 11
In subse-

quent experiments, Obolensky found that this field amplification tech-

nique could be properly controlled by means of a feedback circuit that

would temporarily detune the oscillator powering the resonator when-

ever an excessive energy began building up in the resonator. He found

*1 hat is, (hi- permakiy strips prtyduced a swim i>f impedance d isunncinuitiuis t.iat

formed j current dependent electromagnetic grating pattern along the ‘waveguide. The

grating rHid.ul.atud the surface conduction of the wave* in such a way that it wnuld

reflect them hack ,l :- phasc-cssnjugate waves:. Tesla had also discovered the secret of

making coherent spark J i-iu h .'. rjj.L-s- characterized |r. negative resistance.; he once com-

mented that an arc is nut working properly when it is noisy: to he efficient it should

"sing," i *-. bu enherent.
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that circuits employing normal hertzian signal conduction functioned

much, too slowly to effectively control the resonator, that only longitu-

dinal shock front waves could travel fast enough,

In another experiment, Obolensky used such self-regulating faser

circuits to achieve a 20 percent increase in light output from a 500-watt

sodium vapor arc lamp, at the same time eliminating its flicker.
22,24

He attributed its increased efficiency to the nonlinear reactance ele-

ment that he placed in series with the lamp that phase-conjugated the

plasma oscillations of its arc.

Obolensky theorizes that his resonators derive their excess power

by -‘cohering” incoherent energy present :n their wave shape and pos-

sibly even entraining the zero-point energy in the surrounding ether."

’

He feels that this may have somethmg to do with the resonator’s ability

to excite multiple harmonics of its fundamental frequency. Whereas

a normal resonant electric circuit amplifies only the fundamental

resonant frequency, these phase-conjugate resonators also exchange

energy among and amplify up to nine harmonics- 21*’17 Since these har-

monics mutually interlink In the resonator’s nonlinear elements, noise

energy present in the environment that happens to excite certain of

these harmonics would become entrained and cohered into this multi-

mode resonance, That is, the phase conjugator’s nonlinear elements

would send time-reversed waves back to those “noise” fluctuations,

creating a coherent sol iron that would entrain incoherent energy into

the self- amplifying energy resonance pattern, thereby reversing the

entropy of that “noise.” Since the soliton not only resides within the

resonant circuit but also extends outward to surrounding space, its

resonance would entrain the surrounding energy and cool its immedi-

ate environment.

Obolensky observed an environmental temperature drop when

operating the 200-kilovolt pulse discharge magnifying transmitter

described in chapter 6. He noticed that when he switched on his device,

the temperature immediately dropped in the surrounding room. He

attributed this to the ability of the ionized medium surrounding his

dome electrode to phase-conjugate shuck fronts reflected back from

the environment, creating a soliton wave pattern that entrains envi-

ronmental noise fluctuations. Like the dome of Tesla
h

s magnifying
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transmitter, Obolensky’s scaled-down replica creates a luminous aura

that is ideal for phase conjugation.

Unlike Obolensky’s limit cycle faser experiment, the energy entrain-

ment rate of his magnifying transmitter was sufficiently low as to pose

no danger ot explosion. Oscillograms showed char the accumulated

energy produced a 5Q-kilavolt negative bias on the dome electrode,

which otherwise should have maintained a zero voltage. To control rhe

energy buildup, he uses a series of high- ohm resistors immersed in an

oil cooling bath to continually drain off power from his antenna dome

to ground. He says that in so doing, he bleeds off excess power that

his transmitter is cohering from rhe environment, a blatant example of

entropy reversal. If Tesla's technology could be used on a large scale for

power generation, the threat of global warming would indeed be a thing

of the past.

It is possible to conceive that the Project Sky vault vehicle was simi-

larly phase-conjugating and entraining environmental noise energy into

its soliton pattern. If so, its Gunn diode may have initially been oper-

ated at full power to seed the microwave beam and get the soliton field

established. Once deployed, the soliton beam would have drawn upon

entrained energy as its supplementary power source.

Other researchers experimenting with nonlinear resonators also

have reported observing environmental cooling effects. In the late 1 9&Qs,

Russian physicists Vladimir Rosbchin and Sergei C<jdin were testing a

version of the Scad effect generator that they refer to as the magnetic

energy converter (MEC; see chapter 10), They reported observing a

seven -degree Cen tigrade drop in room air temperature when the MEC
was in operation, with the temperature drop being confined to a scries

of concentric, shell-like cylinders surrounding the MEC’s spinning rotor

and spaced from one another at intervals equal to the rotor radius. This

suggests that the MEC was setting up a radial stationary wave pat-

tern, that is, a soliton. Like Tesla’s dome electrode, their disc developed

a luminous aura when operating, providing an ideal environment to

phase-conjugate incoming waves reflected from the environment. The

disc was likely entraining energy from the environment, because above

a certain critical rotational velocity, the rotor was observed to sclf-

accelerate and had to he forcefully restrained with a braking system.
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The temperature drop in the environment was probably a consequence

of this energy entrainment.

One day ] received a telephone call from a physicist named Greg

who wanted to discuss subquantum kinetics, hut as the conversation

turned, to eleccrogravitics, I quickly learned that he had considerable

inside knowledge about UFO propulsion technology. He told, me his

interest in this subject began as a young boy, since his father had served

as a consultant on secret military projects that were attempting to

reverse-engineer UFOs, Greg agreed that many of the antigravity vehi-

cles being developed use microwaves to generate their propulsive force

through interaction with certain kinds of nonlinear materials. However,

he underscored the problem that these kinds of antigravity drive sys-

tems are inherently unstable, Referring to phase-conjugate technology,

he said:

[ know why some of this stuff is dangerous and [ agree with it being

kept secret. Because, while achieving a desirable effect of free bndy

levitation is relatively easy to do, . . . there is an energetic mode in

addition to the force mode and the energetic mode has to be controlled

with some finesse. It is far easier for the setup that they would create to

blow up in their face and wipe them out, and perhaps their neighbors,

before they would figure out that such a thing is a potential problem.

Anything that has an exponential! rise with a few microsecond time

constant is not something to take trivially .- 1

Greg said someone would need a very sophisticated knowledge of

mathematics to be able to design such a system so that it could operate

safely. The reason is that linear mathematics, the kind most physicists

use when they solve explicit function equations on the blackboard, does

not adequately represent the behavior of the nonlinear interactions that

characterise how individual parts of such a system mutual lv interact

with one another and how they arc affected by the system as a whole.

He said:

You have tn ha into nonlinear partial differential equations, and you

have to he good with your numerical analysis. You can’t go out aod
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use anybody’s tanned iignr ifh m. You have to pet all the auxiliary

functions, analog soJtirians.} anything, that remotely smells of a linear-

isation scheme to approximate what the nonlinear solution would he

is likely to overlook the runaway solution, the one that's going to end

up getting you. You can lead about this in IEEE. They've come across

this sort of thing Ln their microwave simulation studies before . . .

When you're diring high-frequency stuff . .
.
you will find that

standard second-order linear differential equations are incapable of

modeling the behavior. You will readily see that there are terms that

you are neglecting of how the whole system is interacting with Itself.

It's wrong to think about Lt as "field” being separate from "material.”

You have to think of it as an implicit function system . . . Suppose you

say that Z is a function ofX and Y and Z, then you have to know what

the Z function is before you can say what the answer to it is, that’s an

implicit system . . . For any of these nonlinear systems, especially the

interesting ones, you end up wirh an implicit function system. So if

you are making an approximation, guessing the behavior of the func-

tion in a nonrigorous way, and if you violate any of the convergence

criteria, then what you’ll end up with is a spurious solution. You have

to go into the differential topology of the system. Chaos mathematics

and stuff like that come in there.-*

The- phase-conjugation demonstration that Ray, chc black-project

scientist, bad witnessed convinced him of che need to keep tbc details of

this technology secret. In his 1992 phone conversation with me, he said,

“When I saw the demonstration, it proved radically to me- that this scuff

has got to he kept under wraps. I agree with the secrecy.”
,l[

I said l had read abouc the weapons applications of phase-conjugate

technology and had wondered, if this is true, are we really ready for this

sociologically?

Ray responded, saying, “We re not. We arc not. Let me tell you

why. The engineering applications of this scuff are extremely simple,

very fundamental, and there is no way co control it. What it amounts to

is giving out the recipe to make an atomic bomb by going to tbc local

drugstore. We don’t want to broadcast chis kind of stuff. Ac this point

in time, its not good to do thaE.
?’ ,l
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E felt that Ray may have been exaggerating a bit, The explosion

that blew up Obolensky’s limit cycle faser certainly could not have been

more powerful than that produced hv a cherry bomb or M-B0 pyrotech-

nic. Et appeared that this was more a concern for the personal safety

of chc experimenter than ic was an issue of a destructive bomb that

could potentially be used by a terrorise. Certainly it is nowhere near chc

hazardous potential of nuclear fission, which now is in -common use

worldwide. I then commented chat, looking at the ocher side of the coin,

there are many problems this technology could help to solve, such as

providing an alternative to fossil fuels chat could eliminate air pollution

and ultimately do away with the global warming greenhouse effect,

Ray responded that there were economic considerations for intro-

ducing such a major shift in energy technology. He said, “Rut the prob-

lem exists also that we cannot switch from the way things are to the

way things should be instantly, because one interferes with the other

completely, Vou have to have a slow' evolution with chis,”
,1

When l commented that this slow evolution did not seem hr he hap-

pening since the technology was encapsulated within the black-R&D
world, Ray said, “That’s because there are political considerations at

the moment. You are going to find a Little bit more of this exposure

beginning, of course, with some of the articles like the one in Aviation

Week & Space Technology and other articles you’re going to see. By

the year 1995, you're going to hear a Lot more about it, according to the

grand plan, according to what 1 can tell. So it’s coming out slowly but

surely,

However, 1 995 has long passed and the existence of field propulsion

technology is still being kept quiet.
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UNCONVENTIONAL
FLYING OBJECTS

9.1 SIGHTINGS

Information gathered from a variety of fightings suggests that many

UFO d

i

hu craft support anti propel themselves by means of phase-

conjugate microwave beams similar to those used in Project Styvault.

En his book Unconventional Flying Objects, Paul Hill reviews a num-

ber of sightings of craft that propelled themselves by means ot" down-

ward-directed force field beams. One evample is a case chat occurred in

Norway in 1970 in which a 10-meter-diameter disc was havering above

a snan standing next to his car.' The craft was steel blue and shimmered

yellow all around its circumference. Suddenly, it began to leave, and as

it did., an invisible force knocked the man to the ground and imploded

and pulverized his car windshield. The man did not feel any pain from

the impact of the force field, which suggests that it acted uniformly on

every cell in his body.

In a similar fashion, the phase-conjugated microwave beam pro-

jected from a Project Skyvault craft would have exerted a repelling force

on the ground and on ground- based objects or people as it supported

the craft. Since the microwave beam would hive been targeted over a

large region of the ground and would have penetrated some distance

2 aD
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into the objects it tauched, its force would have been distributed dif-

fusely, as was apparently the case in the Norwegian encounter.

Hill mentions several other sightings. The force field from an over-

head UFO in one example gave a soft push to a moving vehicle; in

another, rocked a vehicle front side to side.; and in yet another, actually

flipped over a stopped truck,
1
In another encounter, which happened in

1959 in the Creek villages of Dtgcliotica and Agio Apostolou, the field

from a low-flying disc repelled several ceramic roof tiles off the roof

of one house as the craft passed overhead. The village priest, Pappa

Costas, who was inside the dwelling at the time, reported that the whole

house seemed to shake, making him think there was an earthquake,

but it could not have been an earthquake since other houses had not

experienced a similar shaking. All of these force field effects would be

expected if the UFO was projecting a microwave beam capable of evert-

ing a repelling force on solid objects.

Downward forces have also been observed on underlying vegeta

-

tionA One bullet- shaped UFO, approximately 45 feet in diameter, was

sighted in Maryland in 1953. As it moved at about thirty miles per hour

at an altitude of 300 feet, it emitted a steady hum and its skin illuminated

the surrounding terrain with, a green glow. Tree branches lying along its

flight path were bent down and in some cases broken. In another sight-

ing, which occurred in 1974, four UFO discs were spotted hovering only

a foot off the ground in a field of rape plants. Approaching to within

15 feet of one rotating craft, a man named Edwin Fuhr noticed that the

grass below was being swirled down. The four craft departed vertically

about fifteen minutes Later, after which he noticed that the grass below

where each had hovered was flattened in a clockwise swirl pattern, form-

ing a ring with the grass in the center being left standing upright.

Generally, UFOs are observed to sit level when they hover and to

tilt when they perform all other maneuvers. For example, they tilt for-

ward to move forward, tilt backward to stop, bank to the Left to turn

left, and so on. All of these tilting maneuvers are the kind chat would

be performed by a craft driven by a matter- repelling microwave soliton

bca m.

Another common characteristic of UFOs is their penetrating hum-

ming, buzzing, or whining sound. In his book. Hill describes one case
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in. which a man reported a UFO casting a greenish light: into his cabin an

a throbbing hum shook irs walls."
1

In another case, the observers “fclr'
f

a high-pitched intense sound as a 5 -meter-diameter UFO took off. In

yet another encounter, a UFQ hovered 1.5 meters above the surface

of a mountain lake and was seen to excite the water below to dance in

thousands of sharp-pointed waves. Hill concludes that the propulsive

fields that UFOs project downward are oscillatory and that the energy

they transport to the ground and objects below excites oscillations at

the same frequency and induces sound to radiate from the objects them-

selves. A craft levitated by a phase -conjugated microwave soli ton beam

having a heat frequency q> in the audio range would prsnluce precisely

these effects.

Also, UFOs have been observed to extend luminescent beams to

the ground. Hill reviews one sighting that was made in Bahia, Brazil,

in 195B in which a 70-fooc-dia meter UFO disc was observed to emit a

silver- blue glow. 5 As it hovered 90 feet above the ground, its luminos-

ity was seen to extend like a curtain all the way to the ground, creating

an illuminated area on the ground that was about twice the diameter

of the UFO. After climbing to an altitude of about 600 feet, it made a

tight circle in the sky, and as it hanked for this turn, its luminous focus

on the ground traced out a much larger circle. Hill concludes that the

luminosity surrounding UFOs and coming from their beams must be

caused by their field energy ionizing the air and producing a cool, lumi-

nous plasma. He reasons that the plasma must be cool because in one

case a UFO that looked like a ball of fire had passed very close to foliage

without burning it.

Although Hill suggests that X-rays might be producing the ioniza-

tion, the same effect could also he produced by an intense microwave

beam. In particular, a phase-conjugated soliton beam would store an

enormous amount of energy and build up very high electric potentials

capable of ionizing the air and exciting these ions to become lumines-

cent, much like the gas molecules inside a fluorescent lamp. Recall that

Tom’s boss had said that the Project Skyvault vehicle supported itself on

a microwave beam that gave off a greenish blue glow.
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9.2 THE CASH-LANDRUM ENCOUNTER

Evince that The Air Foret was test-flying an anligiavily craft suitnccd

oo rhe nip hi of December 29, 19S0, llecry Cash. age fifty-one, her triend

Vickie Landrum, age fifty-seven, and Vickie’s seven -year -old grandson

Colby had bev-n driving through the Pinewaads area near the Houston,

Texas. suburb of ITuf fman, located about twenty miles north cd Job nson

Space Center.
1 Ahoui 9 p.m., rhey spotted a fiery abject high jn rbe sky

rhai quickly descended to treetop level. Eventually, it caanc to hover

.thrive the road. They drove eo within l TO feci td sc and gut our of rheir

car for several minutes to watch it. The era Ft was hovering .thorn 70 teei

off the ground. It was diamond-shaped, tapering to rounded points at

the top and bottoms and was about she siat; of a city water tower (about

20 feet in diameter' figure ti.
j ;

,
Every so often, a reddish orange cone

of flames would roar out of its bottom, as if From a giant blowtorch or

rocket. Ai such times, the milt would loft into the air about 25 feet,

only to gradual h descend once again. The flames brightly lit the ’ un-

rounding pine woods and bathed them in an ink-use heat, rurnmp the

nearby pine branches brown and badlv damaging the road's blacktop

surface.

Frightened hy what they saw, Landrum and her grandson got luck

in the car, and were joined some time later bv Cash. The car door

became so hoc from ihe radiation that Cash could nor touch it with her

bare hands, but instead used her coat lh grab the handle. After about

ren minutes, the object rose up and once again hovered oyer the frees, At

F/garc g .t. \ sketch i
•[the craft seepr

m tkc I 930 PineWitads eneoHnifr.
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that point, the three witnesses noticed that the vehicle was approached

by almost two dozen twin -rotor military helicopters, later identified as

CH-47 Chinooks and some of the Bell-Huey type. They appeared to be

escorting the craft, The three concluded that they had witnessed a test

Flight of some kind of advanced ancigraviev military aircraft. One year

later. Cash met a Chinook helicopter pilot who admitted to her in front

of a witness that on the night of the encounter he had been called to fly

to the area to check on a UFO that was in trouble near Huffman.

The description Cash and Landrum gave suggests they had

observed a test flight of a prototype microwave vehicle similar in some

respects to the Project Sky vault craft. The highly incandescent reddish

orange “flames’" were likely the exhaust from a flame -jet high-voltage

generator adjusted for incomplete combustion. As mentioned in chap-

ter 2, Brown had proposed a 10-foot-diameter saucer with a downward-

pointing flame-jet generator as one version of the vehicle he had

planned to research as part of Project Winterhavcn. The Wintcrhaven

design may have looked something like the sketch shown in figure

2J1, chapter 2 l

The high voltage from this flame-jet generator may have been used

to energize high -power Cunn diode oscillators to generate a downward-

directed microwave beam of a kind similar to that used in the Project

Skyvault saucer. After their encounter, Cash, I.andrum, and Colby

experienced radiation burn symptoms such as hair Joss and inflamed

eyes, the sort produced by exposure to an intense beam of microwave

radiation. Allot them became extremely sick within the next few hours.

Of the three. Cash had spent the longest time out of the car (about ten

minutes) and, not surprisingly, she had the worst symptoms. Her head

and neck were blistered, and soon her eyes swelled shut, fluid seeped

from welts on her head and scalp, and she suffered from severe head-

aches, nausea, vomiting
,
diarrhea, and body pains, After a couple of

days being cared for at Landrum's home. Cash checked into a hospital,

where she was treated as a burn victim, remaining for fifteen days. She

began losing large patches of skin from her face, her hair began to fall

out, and her eyes swelled so badly that she could not sec for about a

week. After a month in the hospital, she still showed no improvement.

Then she developed breast cancer and bad to have a mastectomy. She
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later died at the young age of sixty-nine, Landrum was also losing her

hair and kcr -scalp was numb and painful, Colby bad problems with bis

eyes, All three of the victims were treated for radiation poisoning* and

doctors listed tbeir condition as life threatening,

Cash and L. andrum sued the LbS- government for $20 million in

damages* hut after dragging on for many years, their case was finally

dismissed on the grounds that no such object was owned, operated, or

in the inventory of the Air Force, the Army, the Navy, or NASA. The

ABC television show Nigbtline in 1 9S7 broadcast a recorded statement

made by Richard Doty, a special agent with the U,&. Air Force Office

of Special Investigations who then named himself “Falcon.” Doty

claimed that the object Cash and Landrum saw was a captured alien

UFO that was being test-flown and had temporarily experienced some

flight problems. Quite likely, Doty was dispensing misinformation. A

more plausible explanation is that Cash and Landrum encountered a

prototype unmanned electrogray it ic craft built for the military by an

aerospace corporation. Possibly the craft was remotely controlled, and

the helicopters were there to observe it and provide military security

should the need arise. Had information about Project Skyvault been

made public, along with the existence of black projects in microwave

phase-conjugate propulsion, perhaps Cash and Landrum would have

won their suit.

The severe effects that Cash, Lundrum, and Colbv sustained in their

encounter suggest they were exposed to a very intense microwave beam.

This could have occurred if the vehicle's microwave propulsion beam

was confined to a narrow angle and had mistakenly “'locked on” to the

observers and their car. They would have then been exposed to its full

intensity. An incident similar to the Cash-Landrum encounter occurred

in the late 19S0s in the vicinity of Fort Hood, which lies about sixty

miles north of Austin, Texas. A woman and her daughters, who had

been observing a glowing, hovering object, became badly burned and

suffered serious health effects. The victims subsequently sued the mili-

tary for damages.

If the propulsion beam from these craft was being property con-

trolled to fan out to a wide enough area on the ground so that its radia-

tion level per unit area was at a safe level, then a brief exposure would
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not be hazardous, Even so, a pilot should not FI v ,1 beam propulsion

vehicle in a populated area so that accidents of this nature are avoided.

It anything, these casualties of microwave exposure should be a warning

to hobbyists that they are caking a serious health risk when chey experi-

ment with high-intensity microwave beams in the kilowatt range.

9.3 TRIANGULAR CRAFT

Enuring the lace 19&0S, there were numerous sightings of hovering

vehicles that resembled the B-l bomber. For example, in 1937, a year

prior to the B-2’s unveiling, hundreds of people living in Wythe County,

Virginia, claimed that on several occasions they had seen a triangular-

shaped black craft hovering in the night sky, mostly between the hours

of eight and ten. Many who had seen the craft concluded that there was

military involvement. One resident said that low-flying jets flew until

7 p.m. and Then the “saucers” took over. Another witness had observed

these objects flying a certain pattern at night and said that at the first

crack of dawn, helicopters would fly the same pattern. Observers said

the strange flat craft made no noise and in some cases hovered motion-

less in the air.

Danny Cordon, news director of radio station WYVE in Wy theville,

Virginia, was one witness to the phenomenon. Regarding the similar-

ity to the IS -2 bomber, he stated, “Unequivocally, undoubtedly it was

the same aircraft. I saw it, a lady in Fort Chiswell saw it . . . the same

aircraft, flat-wing V-shape. This is not all the UFOs we’ve seen here, hut

this is one type, and I believe it's connected..
7,1

Cordon said that several nights earlier he had paced a similar air-

craft while driving his car at a speed of twenty-five miles per hour.

Ely said he did not know how anything chat big could travel at such a

slow speed and not tall out of the sky. He concluded that the stealth

bomber was being tested in their area by the Air Force and that other

aircraft also observed might be part of the experiment. While Air Force

authorities have acknowledged that the B-2 is a relatively slow-moving

aircraft, such sightings lead us to believe that it also has the ability to

hover totally motionless. If so, then this may have been accomplished

along the lines suggested in chapter 5, that ss, by applying high-voltage
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AC across ceramic dielectrics oriented vertically at spaced intervals

within its wing, The propulsion method would have been similar to that

used in Brown’s vertical-lift electrolcinetic apparatus, and as concluded

earlier, ch is type of AC field propulsion won Id have generated soliton

beams beneath the craft.

These sightings might not all be B-2 craft. LL&. Air Force officials

acknowledge that diamond- and triangular-shaped vehicles arc
4L
chc

trend now,
1 '" According to Aviation W<?ck t one of these high -altitude

military craft has earned chc name Pulser because it is seen as a single

bright light that sometimes pidscs. The craft emits no engine noise or

sonic boom, yet it has been seen crossing the night sky at extremely

high velocities, exceeding the speed of conventional aircraft. Speaking

about aircraft under development in U,S. black projects, the magazine

reported in

[n addition, there is substantial evidence that another family of craft

exists that relies on exotic propulsion and aerodynamic schemes not

fully understood at this time . . , Over the past 13 months, large,

triangular wing-shaped aircraft characterized by a relatively quiet

propulsion system have been the object of at least 11 sightings near

Eidwards Air Force Base, Calif., and one near Fresno, Calif. These

are supported by additional reports of similar vehicles seen and heard

around remote central Nevada communities near government ranges

operated by the Energy Dept, and the Air Force,

Possibly prototypes or concept demonstrators of the Air Force

B-2 or Navy A-L2, the fairly flat, triangular-shaped vehicles have a

rounded nose, rounded wingtips and probably no vertical tail sur-

faces. The flying wings' trailing edges may be slightly curved, hut

definitely are not sawtooth-shaped like those of the Air Force's B-2

bomber, according to reports received so far. One observer in Nevada

described the shape as ‘'like a manta ray,” 111

Very large aircraft whose shape fits this general description have

been seen in chc Hudson Valley region, thirt v to sixty miles northeast of

New York City.
11 Beginning in the spring of 1 9 3 J? and continuing fora

period of several years, tens of thousands of people on various occasions
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saw an immense craft described as looking like a boomerang- shaped

Flying wing with a rounded prow and measuring about 300 fees from

wingtip to wingrip, It was usually seen flying at night with iigbts along

its leading wing edge and at various locations beneath its body. These

would periodically turn off or sometimes change in color. The craft was

often seen hovering noiselessly or moving very slowly, about twenty to

forty miles per hour, but occasionally it would accelerate to enormous

speeds, disappearing to a point on the horizon in the blink of an eye.

Either this was an exotic craft that the United States was secretly devel-

oping or one must presume it was an alien vessel, Clearly, to he able to

hover noiselessly and undergo such enormous accelerations, the craft

does not use a conventional means of propulsion.

Triangular- shaped craft have been sited hovering over various parts

of Belgium on numerous occasions since 1939, with witnesses also num-

bering into the tens of thousands. Eyewitness accounts and photographs

suggest the shape shown in figure 9,2. On top, the craft have a dome fit-

ted with several windows. Viewed from beneath, they have bright white

circular regions at each corner and a single red light near their center.

Could these cornet "lights” be luminous emissions from microwave

horns that are part of a microwave phase-conjugation resonator system

projecting down beams that support and propel the craft?

The craft were observed to hover, sometimes to move slowly hori-

zonta lly, and at other times to accelerate vertically or horizontally to

great velocities, On one occasion, after one of the craft was detected

by radar, the Belgian government scrambled two F-1& fighters, hut

they were unahle to apprehend it. The craft exhibited erratic changes

Figure 9.2 . Drawing of a spacecraft

seen over Belgium as viewed from

below.
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in. direction and very rapid linear accelerations, [n one ease, a eraft

changed its altitude by 9,500 feet in just five seconds, an acceleration of

more than 24 g. This would have been fatal to any pilot it it had been

a vehicle operating on the conventional jet-thrust principle. Although

the spacecraft attained a velocity of nearly twice the speed of sound, no

sonic boom was heard. Quite possibly, this was a military test of a beam

propulsion vehicle of the kind developed in Project Skyvault.

9.4 CRASH RECOVERY OPERATIONS

The early research efforts leading to Project Skyvault began not long

after July 1947, when an extraterrestrial spacecraft is reputed to have

crashed near Roswell, New Mexico, Shortly after the crash, the site was

secured by a top -secret military task force, and the scattered wreckage,

including the vehicle’s occupants, was subsequent Iv removed to U.S.

military laboratories for analysis. Similar operations were conducted

in subsequent years to recover other downed alien vehicles. Although

the military has made a concerted effort to keep knowledge of these

incidents from the public, much information has since come to light as

a result of research by dedicated investigators. This has been summa-

rized in books such as Behind the Flying Oncers
,
The Rasu’ett Incident.

VbO Crush dl Aztec, Above Top Secret* Aiicn Contact, and The Truth

About the UFG Crash at Roswell,
12 " These recovery operations are

said to have resulted in an accelerated program to develop antigrav-

ity propulsion technology under projects code-named Y and Redlight.

Since Project Skyvault and other advanced propulsion technology devel-

opment programs were initiated around this time, it should be helpful

to review something about these UFO crashes.

The first incident is believed to have taken place on the night of

July 4, 1947, when a wedge-shaped spacecraft measuring about 15 by

25 feet crashed about thirty-five miles north of Roswell, New Mexico,

Same say that two crashes actually took place at the same time hut

separated by some hundreds of miles. A few months later, in October, a

36-foor-diameter, dome-shaped craft is said to have crashed in Paradise

Valley, Arizona. Then in March 194E, a 100-foor-diamcter disc report-

edly crashed in Aztec, New Mexico, and in July of that same year, a
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90-faot- diameter disc is said to have come down near the Sabinas River

in Mexico, thirty miles southwest of Laredo, Texas. In UFO Crash at

Aztec, UFO researchers William £. Stein man and Wcndellc C. Stevens

estimate that as many as sixteen UFO craft may have crashed at various

locations around the world between 1947 and

Although the U.S. government has officially maintained that UFOs

do not exist, a secret memo dated September 2d, 1 947, indicates that the

military was taking this matter very seriously. It was written by General

Nathan Twining, commander of the Army Air Force's Air Materiel

Command at Wright Field, to the Air Technical Intelligence Command

in Dayton, Ohio, Excerpts from this memo, printed in Aviation Week

& Space Technology, read as follows;

1. As requested by AC/AS-2 then? is presented below the considered

opinion of this Command concerning the so-tailed "Flying Discs” . ,

.

2. ]t is the opinion that:

a. The phenomenon reported is something real and not visionary or

fictitious,

h. There are objects probably approximately the shape of a disc, of

such appreciable size as to appear to be as large .is man-made

aircraft.

c. There is a possibility that some of the incidents may be caused by

natural phenomenon, such as meteors.

d. The reported operating characteristics such as extreme rates of

climb, maneuverability
\
particularly in roll), and action which must

be considered evasive when sighted or contacted by friendly aircraft

and radar, lend belief to the possibility that some of the objects are

controlled either manually, automatically or remotely,
19

Also, a twenty- six-page classified report issued in I94B by the Air

Technical Intelligence Command stated:

It must he accepted that some type of flying objects have been observed,

although their identification and origin are not discernible. In the inter-

ests of national defense it would he unwise to overlook the possibility

that some of these objects may be of foreign origin ... if it is firmly
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indicated that Lii'ieis no domestic explanation., the objects are a threat

and warrant more active efforts nf identification and interception .
111

Additional confirmation about the saucer crashes and the govern -

ment’s secret R&D involvement in the matter has come from a con-

versation that Wilbert B. Smith had in September 1950 with electrical

engineer Dr. Robert Sarhacher, who was then serving as a consultant to

the Research and Development Board, headed by Dr, Van nevar Bush.

Smith, who was a senior radio engineer with the Canadian Department

of Transportation, had read the account in Scully’s book about the

A/Eec, New Mexico, saucer crash and secret government retrieval oper-

ation and wanted to verify if there was any truth to it, so he contacted

Sarhacher through the Canadian embassy in Washington. According to

Smith’s handwritten notes, their conversation went as follows:

Smith: . , . I have read Scully
1
! bonk cm the saucers and warsId like to

know hew much of it is true.

Sarhacher: The facts reported in the book are substantially correct.

Smith: Then the saucers do exist?

Sarhacher: Vos: they exist.

Smith: Do they operate as Scully suggests on magnetic principles?

Sarhacher: We have not been able to duplicate their performance.

Smith: Do they come from soma other planet?

Sarhacher: All we know is, we didn't make them, and it’s pretty certain

they didn't originate on earth.

Smith: I understand the whole subject is classified.

Sarhacher: Yes, it is classified two points higher even than the H-bomb.

In fact, it is the most highly classified subject in the US government at

the present time.

Smith: May [ ask the reason for the classification?

Sarhacher: You may ask, but [ can't tell you."

Note that Sarbacher’s comment about the classification level was

made two years before the H-bomb had been detonated. On November

21, 1950, Smith sent an Lncra- departmental memo to the Controller of

Telecommunications of the Canadian Department of Transportation
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that summarized some of what he had learned from Sarbacher, The

memo, which is reproduced in appendix F, was marked TOP SliCKliT hut

was downgraded to “confidential” in September 15, 196?. [f seated:

a. The matter is the most highly classified subject in the United States

government, rating, two points higher than the I l-bomb.

b. Hying saucers exist.

c. Thai modus operand i is unknown but a concentrated effort Is being

made by a small group headed by Doctor Vannevar Bush.

d. The entire matter is considered by the United States authorities to be

of tremendous significance,
12

Iiu response to inquiries made in 19&3 by UFO researcher William

Stein man, Sarhacher wrote a letter confirming that chc U.S. government

had recovered crashed flying saucers, along with the bodies of their

occupants, 11

The top-secret administrative group chat Sarbacher said was

headed by Bush was later discovered to have the code name MJ-12,

or Majestic 12, This group of twelve individuals is said to have been

formed September 24, 1947, under the authority of President Harry S

Truman for the purpose of investigating UFOs, reporting the findings

to the president, forming policies on the basis of those findings, and

implementing policies that had received presidential approval. A photo-

copy of the memorandum Truman wrote to authorise its formation is

displayed in appendix F.

Programs to analyze the crashed saucers and to attempt to dupli-

cate their technology came under the direction of the Research and

Development Board, which, in turn, reported directly to MJ-12, The

Research and Development Board, which Sarbacher was consulting

for in 1950, was organized by Bush in 1947 at the time that M.f-12

was formed. Under Bush’s direction, this board headed up the Rfi;D

organizations of three branches of the military; Army Research and

Development, Air Force Research and Development, and the Office of

Naval Research, Brown’s electrogravitics technology, which was evalu-

ated by the Office of Naval Research in 1952, was probably closely

scrutinized by this overseeing organization. Bush had previously headed
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the- Office of Scientific Research and Development, which administered

the Manhattan Project and other top-tec ret wartime efforts, such as the

development of radar and the proximity fuse.

On November IS, 1 952, two weeks after his election. President-elect

Dwight D. Eisenhower is said to have been briefed on MJ-12 and the

crashed saucer retrieval operations. In 1 9S4, television producer Jaime

Sbandera and UFGlogist William Moore obtained a document through

intelligence contacts that they believed to he- the top-secret
lL

eyes only’
1

document used in that briefing. Although some doubt whether the

document is in fact genuine,14-^ a Washington Post arcade docs con-

firm that President-elect Eisenhower bad received a military briefing

on November 13, 19.52, the same date stated on tbe MJ-12 briefing.
1

M oreover, tbe existence of a subsequent briefing with MJ-12 is cor-

roborated by a memo that Moore and UFO researcher and physicist

E3r. Stanton Friedman obtained from tbe National Archives through a

Freedom of Information Act request, "t he memo, dated July 14, 1954,

was written by Robert Cutler, special assistant to President Eisenhower,

and sem to General Nathan Twining, one of the individuals claimed to

belong to MJ-12 , The memo, which concerned the NSC/MJ-12 Special

Studies Project, states, “'The President has decided that the MJ-12/5SP

briefing should take place during the already scheduled White House

meeting of July 16 rather chan following it as previously intended.”''

The NSC designation refers to the presidential office’s National Security

Council, which was also created in 1 947. MJ-12 is said to operate under

the NSC as an unacknowledged subcommittee called the Spccaal Studies

Group, with a current membership of thirty-three.

9.5 ART'S PARTS REVERSE ENGINEERED

The Coast to Coast radio talk show, and in particular Art Bell, who

served as its host for many years, is well known to many. The show’s

favorite topics have been UFOs and alien encounters. In April 1 996, one

ot the show's listeners, a man who asked to remain anonymous, mailed

to Bek a number of metallic artifacts that he said had been retrieved

from the exterior of an alien spacecraft that crashed in 1947 between

White Sands and Socorro, New Mexico. He said that his grandfather
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had gathered the materials while he was a member of the military secu-

rity team connected with the retrieval cleanup operation and had given

them to him before he died in 1?74,

The- parts, which have come to be known as Art's Parts, were exten-

sively discussed on Coast to Coast and pictures of them for some time

had been posted on Bell's webpage. One of the two shipments of the

alleged alien artifacts that were sent consisted of two irregularly shaped

pieces of metal measuring approximately 6 hy 3 centimeters and 5 by 2

centimeters, respectively, both having a thickness of 3 to 4 millimeters.

These were alleged to have been taken from che exterior underside of

the craft and were believed to have formed a shell-like shield of sorts.

In the following months, the fragments were analyzed using a scan-

ning electron microscope outfitted for energy- dispersive spectroscopy. 10

The results for the two hull fragments were quite interesting, Analysis

showed that they consisted of twenty-five well-defined layers alternat-

ing between a thick layer of magnesium -zinc |97 so 97.5 percent mag-

nesium and 2 to 3 percent zinc) and a thin layer of pure bismuth. The

metals were of exceptional purity. The magnesium-zinc layers ranged

in thickness from 100 to 200 microns [0.1 to 0.2 mm), and che bis-

muth layers ranged in thickness from 1 to 4 microns. When examined

in cross- section, :it was apparent that the layer interfaces were not even

but rather contained microscopic undulations.

Some researchers found it unusual that the material would jump

around when exposed to the high-voltage field of a Van dc Craaff gen-

erator. However, American research technologist Nicholas Reiter, who

conducted a similar test, says there is nothing unusual about this since

any metal fragment would similarly dance arou nd in a 200-kilovolt AC
field.

51 To check for any elect rogravicic force effects, he exposed the

artifacts to DC voltage potentials in the range of 15 to 50 kilovolts, hut

observed no weight change as measured with a laboratory digital mil-

ligram balance, Thus, contrary to widely publicized claims, there is no

evidence to date that che fragments might Jose weight when subjected to

high voltage potentials.

Linda Moulton Howe, an American investigative journalist and

documentary producer who was investigating the nature of the frag-

ments, interviewed a large number of metallurgic experts from vari-
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1

J institutes, including a eruspace and defense

CDEnpaniEt. None had heard ni such 2 muieri .d „ and they- Jidn'T undei-

stand 1 i
f purpose. Huy.-l .il-so wrote IctTer-i to Various agen-tlcg like the

National Science Foundation to [^ct information about the material. A

foundation scientist working in the Division of Materials Research said

that he was unaware oJ anv research into such 2 material. A computer

search of the foundation's database on materials consisting of bismuth,

magnesium, and zinc turned up nothing.

However* insights into the nature of rhss bismuth- layered material

may be gained by considering recent investigations info negative index

uf refraction materials. In 2005, Professors VLcide Podolskiy 2nd Evgerm

Nanmartuy and graduate student Leonid Alekscyev, working at Oregon

State University and Princeton University, respectively, announced [heir

discovery that a fhsn layer of munocrysi.i Hi ne bismuth exhibited a nega-

tive index: of re/racuun ai microwave frequencies, making it the only

known, naturally occurring 5ubiFani.e £0 exhibit such a property,.

They sandwiched a 4. '-micron-chick layer o! manucrvstallitie bismuth

between two metal plates, as shown in figure 9.3. In this arrangement,

the semi metallic bismuth acts as a dielectric and the flanking metal Liv-

ers a cl as waveguide walls. When a 5,000-gigahertz microwave beam

itilf-mkrnn waVelertgthl was directed into L he bismuth laver. the beam

was found to retract negatively. Thai is, they found that over a narrow

band of Wavelengths, ranging from about >3 tof>3 microns, the lusmurh

exhibited a negative index of refraction,

bismuth achieves negative refraction in a manner very different

Irom that oi the metamateriiiJs described in chapter
-

Recall that such

materials exhibited negative refraction because they had magnetic and

f igufe A J . ff'j vegifitin

mudv of mo nqct yatof li ov

Mj

s

mulb suihiu ich ed

hfluHen Iwf) fsft'tai fuyj rj

unu ttstd to tipmutistr.U?

r)£gfltii
la refraction

< if ri 5,0WJ-g)gjbi’ r/2

nrfcr-ix Jtf htfuffr,
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clrctrii: rraoaaxitzcs nttjr tilt same frequency, creating a frtqueiiL i' t-inge

over witich their permittivity., r. and perm vj hi I i

t y, |u. would siimulra-

neaU sly attain negative values, With £ and u simultaneously negative,

the refractive index wou d also be simultaneously negative. However,

bismuth i-s nonmagnetic and, hence, has no magnetic resonances.

However, theory shows that a didecrric can exhibit a negative refrac-

tion index if the material has a permittivity anisotropy, that is, differ-

ent values of permittivity for different wave propagation directions

relative to the dielectric crystal axis, and if permittivir) in one of these

directions becomes negative over a specific frequency range wink the

permittivity in the other directions remains positive. Iksmuth has such

j property tsee test boxl.

Why BkmiKh Exhibit? i Negative Ind&x of Refraction

Although its population uf Free electrons is much sma-le r Lhaf that

of moit metals, bismuth has whs: is termed an e/e-ctren muss onirat-

opy, m which the effective mass of its free electrons s lower parol

el tc rt tri^or n' a?: is as opposed lo perpendicular Co its axis. S nee

these Free aiLcerons behave as a plasma, which has a specific resonant

frequency, this anisotropy causes the plasma frLq_.ercY :c de Iowei

n diE direction para lei to the h smuth Ic^er. as :om o-ircd with the

Diasma frequEncy for osc,Nations perpendicular ic cne plant of tfds

tayer iparalla' to the engona 1 axis: i.E., f> < Since th-e dielectric,

constant for b.smurh <s determined Ldh by the value of is. eteczicn

oiasmo treouenty and Che Frequency o> t.ne exciting beam, this differ-

ing plasma frequency causes thE permittivity parohel to the bismuth

aycr to be more- negative than ths perm.ttiv ty perpendicular to

the fc 151
—

• uth -ayes
;

Consequently when the bismuth s exated

at Irequencies between thEse two p asm a kcq>_enc>es. Li e permitriv

ty in the d recuo parallel to the layer wid be- negative wher the pc r -

mlttivity perpendicular 10 the layer is stil positive ei| ^ 0 - *

?!. which prov-dc t the necessary condition for the index of rcFrocL-on

to b= negat-ve (sec figure 3.4
[
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Figure L
>.-r EiEclrtc permit ttrily fretiS part} fdurrcJtrs a futiciuin rtf radiation

' jr The iulid tine efruTfs f f'e cmtjJLji nah'; {ktraUil to the bismuth !a \ :<

ami ska dashed hncakant iheLt ntsfnmstil perperniicNijr fo this lay* r. Nggadi'i'

index of refraction is exhibited m the rar‘igc m uthtek < 0 Lind £. Jrp
:=- 0.

IriLeresiing’y, chi- “hull fragments” amwiig Art’i Parts consisted. cif h»-

murh Inver* having i chick ness range J-4 rmcionr.1 only sJighdv ihinner

than ilut tested by the L iregnn StaLte-Princi'tQQ team. One might then

d lil"i ^ rhat the magnesium-zinc lavers in rbe .Art’s Parts fragments bad the

function oi acting as metal lvaVcguide walls around [lie bismuth layers.

T it i-.' wem Id •: n sure that m i crowavcs propagating within the bismuth layers

W? lit Id be confined no ihnse layers, Magnesium is a relative]],1 good electric

conductor, so it would serve as a good metal to use for a waveguide wall.

El also has the advantage that it is lighter and stranger than aiutninurri.

Negative refraction should characterise bismuth layers Lhat are even as

thin as I micron. Although the layer thickocsi- is a factor ir. determin-

ing the exact value of rhe pccmittivdyt it does not affect the values ot ihe

electron plasma fresjuencieji along the two bismuth crystal axes. Thus,

the bismuth-layered samples in rJie Art’s Parts collection would also he

expected to exhibit negative retraction of a J^OOQ-gigahcrlz. beam.

As mentioned in chapter 7, metamateri-als having a negative index of

refraction ate also capable ot developing a strong repulsive force when

exposed lh? a mtcrowHve beam. The same may he rrue ol bismuth films,

so iL i? possible that, the layered. material would develop a thrust v. lien

exci Led with .vlldO -gigahertz microwave radiation. This could he easily

checked in a laboratory. An Art’s Parts hull fragment could he mounted

on a pendulum or on a torsion balance anil exposed to a high-power
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terahertz beam, A 100-watt tree-electron laser that has been tuned ta a

5
s
QGQ-gigaherlz frequency might serve as an adequate beam source. IF a

thrust effect was found, it would be the first time that such an effect has

been discovered, since to date no research group has considered looking

for such a beam thrust effect in layered bismuth. A positive result could

help validate the claim that the Art’s Parts layered-metal fragments were

part of a shield that once covered the underside of a spacecraft and may

have been a lofting material that was part of Ehc craft's exotic electro-

graviti.e field propulsion system.""

One would expect a thrust response to occur in a direction per-

pendicular to the bismuth C 3 trigonal axis. In the case of the sample

tested by the Oregon State- Princeton team, such a thrust would occur

parallel to the layer pLane. If the intention was instead to produce a force

perpendicular to che Layer plane, that is, perpendicular to the spacecraft

hull* the Cj trigonal axis would need to be oriented in the plane of the

bismuth layer instead of perpendicular to its plane. It would be interest-

ing to discover how the trigonal crystal axis is oriented in the Art’s Parts

hull artifacts.

9.6 PROJECT REDLIGHT

En tbe years immediately following the first saucer recoveries, MJ-12

ran a super-secret investigation program that concentrated primarily on

analysis of the saucers, with the hope of learning something about their

power source, mode of propulsion, instrumentation, and weaponry. In

parallel with this effort, autopsies ivere performed on the saucer’s occu-

pants to learn something about their physiology. Information obtained

from reliable eyewitnesses indicates that the recovered discs and occu-

pants have been stored and analyzed at a number of secret facilities that

Trs August I cantaicted members of the Oneflnn StaTe-l'rsnccton team ta sec if

they knew nt .mynne ivha had ttbs-rrvcd a rmeirawaf e beam rrpulsiun phenamen(m sn

.layered bismuth. 1 hey said they did nisr knaw of anyone- whn had investigated llus,

bat indicated interest in my wg^'stion that such an effect might be present. They

requested [ send anything] may have puh^she-d dis this. I |i iwever, after i nuiici-J ta

them haw an experiment might he easily carried nut and suggested mutual collabora-

tion an the project, they mysteriously brafce (iff contact. My subsequent e-masls tn

thern went unanswesed.
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include Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, in Dayton, Ohio' KirtJand Air

Force Bate and the Sandia Laboratory complex in Albuquerque, New
Mexico; and a highly restricted area on the Atomic Energy Commission

[A EC) Reservation, in southern Nevada. Here again, we encounter the

Wright-Patterson connection, although artifacts that were in storage

there are believed to have been transferred to the Kirtland-Sandia com-

plex when the Department of Special Studies at Wright Air Development

Center was moved there in 1 956^ Substantial information about a

program to analyze and even test-fly some captured saucers is found

in the “‘above top secret” Report No. Id of Project Blue Book, Blue

Book being a U.S. Air Force project established to document and ana-

lyze UFO sightings. Steinman and Stevens, who summarize this report

in UFO Crash at Aztec, received this information from a witness who

inadvertently reviewed the document in 1977 while working as an infor-

mation analyst at a highly secure Royal Air Eorce/tLS. Air Force radio

espionage facility in Chicsands, England ,

11 The front cover of this 624-

page bound document was dated 1953 with a 1963 date in parentheses,

indicating that it was later updated with penciled annotations. A length

of red tape indicating code-red security measures was stretched diago-

nally across its front from corner to corner, and the cover was scamped

in red ink, TOP SECRET— NEED TO KNOW ONLY—CKYPTO CLEARANCE

14 REQUIRED, The top-secret compartmentalized clearance the report

demanded was higher than that of the Blue Book management office

staff, who were cleared only up to the secret level. This would explain

why Project Blue Book itself has no record of Report No. 13, even

though its inventory includes status reports numbered 12 and 14,

According to the Air Force analyst. Report No. 1 3 reviewed the U.S.

government's official procedures concerning downed UFOs and UFO
close encounters, It also summarized what the Air Force knew about

crashed discs, their power systems, and their weaponry, and it included

photographs of alien craft, crash debris, and the bodies of some of the

craft's occupants. Also of interest, the report described a project called

Redlight, whose purpose was to test the propulsion and weapons sys-

tems of retrieved saucers and to examine various pieces of hardware

recovered from the crafts, This operation was carried out in the highly

restricted one-hundred-square-mile UFO research facility located in
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Nevada in the north-central part of the threc-thousand-squarc-mile

AEC Reservation, The facility was said to harbor at lease three alien

saucers, One was dismantled, and the other two were in pood enough

shape that they could he made flyable, although one of the two was said

to ha\re later exploded in flight with two U, 5
,
pilots aboard.

Based on information given in Report No. 13 and from eyewit-

ness accounts* the following is known about the highly secret Nevada

facility,
;

Variously known as Area 51 or Dreamland, it is situated in

the Groom Lake area northwest of Las Vegas, ft is the most heavily

secured area in the United States, It lies inside the guarded perimeter

of the existing AEC nuclear-testing reservation and Air Korcc weapons

practice range. This dry lake site is screened on all sides by a mountain

range, and this is ringed with electronic detectors, including infrared,

motion, and ammonia detectors, which are so-called people sniffers.

The area itself is surrounded by three additional defense perimeters.

Security teams in helicopters and planes arc on twenty-four-hour alert

to respond to any intrusion.

The site was originally a Navy air field Installation that was being

used as a nuclear weapons storage base, In 1951, the base was put on

alert, and all personnel were evacuated except for the medical personnel,

who were restricted to the hospital facility. The Navy then brought in

a Scabee construction battalion and, over a six- to eight-month period,

dismantled the base, built underground work facilities, and surmounted

them with large aboveground hangars. At the end of 1951, after rhe

work was completed, the Sea bees moved out and the Project Redlight

personnel moved im Thei r ranks grew to eight hu ndred to on e thousa nd

personnel permanently on duty and all living on the sice. A large but

undetermined number of top scientists having very high security clear-

ances were reported to come and go from this maximum security area.

Some had been formerly associated with the Manhattan Project,

Nevada residents living in the vicinity of Area 51 have seen disc-

shaped craft being tested there from the 1950s to the present. In. their

book, Stein man and Stevens described several cases in which hovering,

disc-shaped aircraft were seen to he test-flown in the Area 51 vicin-

ity,
Jl One story concerns a Navaho Indian who was backpacking in a

canyon that ran down into the AEC Reservation area (dace unknown).
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After having camped the previous night in the canyon, he had awoken

and had just finished, preparing hit: pack for the hike ahead when a heli-

copter approached. It was broadcasting warnings from a loudspeaker

cautioning anybody in the canyon area co make his presence known so

that he could be moved to safety and explaining that a military cesc was

scheduled to be conducted that would be very dangerous. The helicopter

returned fifteen minutes later broadcasting the same message, Feeling

safe among the rocks, the Indian remained hidden and waited to see

what would happen. About a half hour later, two helicopters came into

view flying up the canyon about 500 feet apart, They escorted between

them a dark gray, metallic, disc-shaped craft that had a raised dome at

its center. Ten minutes after the three had passed, the two helicopters

flew hack the way they had come, but without the saucer, The saucer

appeared some time later as it flew very fast and silently down the mid-

dle of the canyon, retracing its original path of entry.

Another story concerns an Air Force fighter pilot who was part

of the Tactical Air Command Combat Squadron and had been caking

part in a “red flag” war game exercise chat was being conducted in an

area adjacent to the AEC Reservation. The pilot accidentally flew his jet

across a corner of the reservation and happened to pass just north of the

Area 51 region. At that time, he saw below- him to the south a 60-foot-

dia meter, circular, disc-shaped craft in flight. At that moment, he was

hailed on the open emergency channel of his radio, told to abandon his

mission, and ordered to fly directly co Nellis Air Force Ease, where he

was told to land. Once on the ground, he was taken into custody and

escorted to a security office for interrogation. He was released two days

later, only after pretending to be convinced that the disc-shaped object

he had seen was merely a water tower.

Yet another story concerns a man who during the early 1 9 60s per-

formed top-secret radio work for the Air Force at Area 51, He reported

seeing one unconventional aircraft that was bei ng flight-tested there

under Project Rcdlight. The craft was 20 to 30 feet in diameter and

pewter colored, He didn't see the craft in operation since ar those times

he was brought indoors for security reasons. However, he did note that,

unlike conventional craft, it made no engine sound when ic rook off or

landed.
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Aircraft of nonconvent ion a I design such as tfn.- stealth bomber,

stealth fighter, an J Navy A- 12 fighter have ill been air-tested at Area

51. So, quite possibly, there is a dose relation between Project Redlight

and the development of such advanced aircraft. This area also may have

served as the test site for the discs developed in Project Skyvaull.

Another sighting of a very large, 200-foot-dia meter craft was

reported hv frank Batts of Santa Barbara, California, Writer George

Balanus summarized Batts’s story as follows. On the evening of April

50, 1 997, Batts and his friend Joe had set out on an expedition to Area

51 in the hope of viewing some of the unusual hypersonic vehicles often

seen in that vicinity by UFO watchers. About 10;2Q p.m,, they had set

off to find the landmark known as “the black mailbox, which is located

along Highway 575 about twenty miles southwest of Rachel, Nevada.

The area where most viewing enthusiasts camped out was about eight

miles from there, away from the main highway, hut Batts and Joe Lost

their wav and did not find the black mailbox. Instead* they ended up

at a spot on the north side of the Area 51 range, opposite from where

UFO buffs normally congregated. This northern spot was known as the

“back door” of the installation. It lay much closer, about seven miles

from the edge of the Area 51 facility. Flight testing had been conducted

in that area in the past, but locals reported that tests had supposedly

c eased there for some time.

Batts and foe bad parked on the shoulder of the road and were

facing out into the desert. After about an hour, they saw a blue ball

appear above the mountainside, hover, and then dance about for about

two minutes before disappearing below the ridge. This sounds very

much Like a plasma ball test that was sighted in 1 993 in the Superstition

Mountains twenty-five miles east of Phoenix.
111

After the blue hall had vanished, they noted red, yellow, white, and

blue lights still glowing out in the desert 175 to 200 yards from their

location. Sometimes the red rights flashed and sometimes they stayed

constant like the other lights. The two men thought they were observ-

ing a building at tbc base, but after about an hour and a half, what

they thought was a building suddenly lifted slowly off the ground and

hovered. At that point, they realized that what they were seeing was not

a building. White light reflecting off the desert floor illuminated the
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underside of the craft, revealing it to be a very large silver saucer, They

estimated that the disc was about 200 feet across. It had curved upper

and lower hulls with a hank of red and orange Lights around its middle.

For about an hour and fifteen m inures, they watched it maneuver from

side to side and up and down. Eventual ty, ix receded and finally disap-

peared over a distant mountain range.

Du ring the sighting. Batts tried to operate his camera,, but it wouldn’t

work. They also tried the car radio but got only a high-pitched whining

sound, whereas before and after the sighting they were able to tune in

a radio station,

9.7 THE SPORT MODEL

Robert Lazar, a former employee of Los Alamos National Laboratory,

claims that in December 19SS, the Office of Naval Intelligence gave

him a compartmentalized clearance thirty-four levels above a top-secret

“Q 71

clearance and employed him at the highly secret “5-4’' test facility

located about fifteen miles south of Area 5t. He says that he was hired

to study the power source of a captured alien flying saucer and try to

figure out how it functioned.* 1 '4- Four months later, having become dis-

enchanted with his work and concerned that such important scientific

discoveries were being kept secret from the American public, he broke

his vows of secrecy and began describing his experiences to friends. He

led them on night outings to remote spats near Area 51 to view some

of these captured UFOs being rest-flown. Later, he appeared on a local

Las Vegas television news broadcast to relate his experiences and pres-

ent some insights into the propulsion hardware on the craft he had been

assigned to. Subsequently, he lectured at a number of UFO conferences

and also put up a Web site on the subject, His description of the propul-

sion unit is of particular interest because it sounds in many Wat's similar

to the microwave propulsion system developed in Project Skyvault.

Gene Fluff, who has socialized with Lazar since the late 1980s and

knew him during the period when he wa s h ired to work at 5-4, has w rir-

ten an interesting biography that corroborates many aspects of Lazar's

story. 41 However, others have come to mistrust Lazar’s claims, consider-

ing the large number of contradictions in his story as well as statements
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he has made that appear hr indicate a substantial lack of knowledge of

basic physics. Several of these critiques appear on the Internee website

www.drcam La nircsort.com/area5 V. 1 * Nevertheless, the gravity wave

propulsion beam technology that Lazar refers hi comes sufficiently close

to the field propulsion ideas reportedly developed in Project Skvvault,

so it is worth summarizing his story, although, as will be pointed out,

many of his claims appear to be disinformation that may have been

planted to protect the technology's secrecy.

Lazar says that while working at the 5-4 test site near the dry bed

of Papoose Lake, he was shown a 52 -foot- diameter spacecraft that he

nicknamed the Sport Model (sec figure 9.5). He says he was told that

the craft was powered by an "‘anti matter reactor
1
" located at its cen-

ter. He claims that the reactor was designed to emit burses ot positrons

7.46 times per second, which, in turn, would generate bursts of type-

A “gravitational” microwaves that he terms Gravity A waves. He says

that these gravity waves would travel up the vertical conduit attached

to the top ot the reactor, where they would become amplified in inten-

sity. This conduit, which is said to be about & centimeters in diameter,

could act as a microwave waveguide and could serve as a microwave

amplifier, just as Lazar claims, provided that its length was properly

matched to tbe microwave wavelength. However, from Lazar's descrip-

tion, it is not entirely clear whether he believes these to be pure gravity

waves or electromagnetic waves tbar have gravitational effects. Indeed,

a waveguide would be unable to contain a pure gravity wave of tbe sort

commonly known eo physics. Sucb waves should freely pass through

waveguide walls without reflecting from them, much like Podkletnov’s

gravity impulse beam did. If the microwave emissions from the Sport

Model’s reactor are able to be contained by a waveguide, then they can-

not be considered exclusively gravitational.

In fact, at one U FO seminar in 1993, Lazar disclosed his belief that

gravity is electromagnetic In nature but that it is an electromagnetic

wave of a particular microwave frequency, which be did not wish to

disclose at the time. Yet, in my opinion, it is a major error to assume

that gravity is electromagnetic in nature or to suggest that the electric

ot magnetic field itself produces gravitational effects. It would instead

be more reasonable to postulate that electric and gravity potential
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Fi’tjjin? ?..i. A ci-iHs-SKHanal view of' the Sport i3uje/, .j filing disc nf aiism

. Hared
1

on Robert J.iiiJr': description.
\
After i", INjticrl

Hr IJs are coupled and thru electromagnetic wives and elrctric shook

discbarj^cs -ire accompanied hy a distmcl gravely wave component, To

n.ter tit che nait'i microwave etuisiions ns grsvitv waves per se and

rtj cLieiti rhat such gravitational effects maniJcst oniv at :i specific fre-

quency, in my view i.s rather onLlandish. RccalJ that in chapter 7 we

learned thuT Project 5kvvault scientists found that when miizrawai'e

beams were tuned m specific frequencies, they were able to strongly

interact with matter ind produce stronp dec trograviric repelling forces.

Also, we learned that met a materials that have resonant frequencies in

the microwave range exhibit strong repulsion torces when beams arc

tuned 10 frequencies slightly above these resonances. T hus, frequency is

critical Lo obtaining :t maximal rcpdling force from .1 microwave beam,

but not tine way Lazar s-trems to imply,*

So if we discount Lazar's contention that the so-called reactor is

generating gravity waves Ihis Gravitv A waves'—and we will discover

that there is pood reason ro ignore such an assertion—wr are then left

with the idea that this is essentially a microwave generator, hence, the

equivalent of the Cunn diode oscillator cavitv on the Project Skyvault

vehicle. Ltzar did not describe she inside a I the vertical waveguide, hut

4
Lj&ej.r ‘.ti qgL-ued ihu une otKild inirr the ramrmvjve fruq'JAiL'y I nini Lnu duncnun^L-.

•I :Jie- waveguide Tutu' [ bennung 'kjf if! ir.'.iJi* dLunerex li st'mev'.'hai thin ir^ !i

iScnti meter mt.ttdf Jh.imii. r. jjjv i cuntim g-rera nod Lhdl a tulf -v.i t
i kr

ii
j

.''- ii Iixa iermi

dtis -1: r k. 1 ,1 .t.. ili::- tvijuju mrty a li i-iiij-nrv 1
' jnout <- gtc-dicriM Inr 7 fp^jLurt?: lor s

LjjJ-'A'jvrliTiiph. |jt\
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if it were to have a series of properly spaced ringlike -cavities alone; its

length, it could function as a klystron, that is, a linear microwave gen-

erator. As charged particles {positrons or electrons) would shoot along

the length of the wavegu ide and move past the cavities, they would set

up microwave oscillations in the cavities that would become progres-

sively more intense as the end of the tube was approached.

However* one has great difficulty believing La ear’s story Ehat this

gravity wave generator is powered by hursts of high-energy positrons

emitted from chc radioactive decay of a slab of exotic metal located

at the bottom of the reactor. For Instance, in one radio interview, he

described having been present when this reactor was being bench-tested

with its waveguide tube removed and said that he had been allowed to

put his hand over the top of it, If this had been a real high-energy posi-

tron beam, no reasonable physicist or engineer would have let him put

his hand over it to feel its matter-repelling force field. If Lazar had done

so, his hand would have received a severe radiation burn and a danger-

ously high dose of radiation. Clearly, this would have upset the health

and safety people at the laboratory, if the story was true. Also, when

positrons annihilate, they produce 1-mi II ion- electron -volt gamma raj's.

Lazar made no mention of such energetic by-products or precautions

taken to shield them. More likely, what was coming out of chc reac-

tor was a microwave beam emitted by a crystal oscillator, without any

accompanying beam of high-energy particles. But even if it had been a

microwave beam, the beam power would have had to be sufficiently low

so as not to harm him.

The other part of this reactor story that raises doubts is Lazar’s

claim that this slab of exotic stable metal was composed of element 115

and that these matter-repelling waves were emitted when this clement

was bombarded with protons, inducing it to transmute into clement

116, which then immediately decayed by emitting a positron. He says

element 1 15 is a stable element that does not exist on Earth but is gener-

ated in the cores of massive stars many light-years from Earth and that

the only available supply of this material on Earth is held under tight

secu ritv i n a supersecret faci lity i n A tea 5 1 . H e says that only discha rges

of this normally inaccessible material are able to generate his so-called

Gravity A waves used for propelling the disc.
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However, in 2004, about fifteen years after Lazar began making

claims about t!h

L

h rare element, Russian scientists successfully synthe-

sized small amounts of elements 113 and 115, and four years earlier

had created, clement 116. The problem is that both isotopes of clement

115 that they were able to synthesize were unstable. They lasted only

for several tens of milliseconds, and chey decayed not into element 116

as Lazar claimed, but into element 113, with the emission of an alpha

particle. Also, clement 116, which Lazar claimed could be momentarily

created by bombarding element 115 with a proton, was found to decay,

but not by emitting a position. It too decayed by emitting an alpha

particle,41 It seems, then, that Lazar's antimatter reactor idea is on the

rocks, as is his idea for the existence of Gravity B waves, which he

claims can be produced only through this 115-to-116 decay process.

This antimatter reactor part of the story was most likely a fabri-

cation included to make the Sport Model field propulsion technology

sound very exotic and, hence, not easily duplicable in most laboratories.

If we are willing to accept that Lazar actually had worked at this secret

Nevada test sice, engineers there most probably misinformed him on

purpose as to how this microwave oscillator functioned. In this way,

the technical details of the disc’s operation would he protected in case

he decided to rebel and speak out, as he has done. Alternatively, some

have suggested that agents may have employed brainwashing techniques

to manipulate his mind.ih Such black-project research facilities are likely

in possession of technologies that would allow them to erase specific

memories and replace them with false ones, similar to what is portrayed

in the movies Tata! Recall and The Bourne Identity. Area 51 security

agents may have felt that they were not breaking the law to use such

methods since Lazar says that prior to his employment on the project he

had to sign a secrecy agreement waiving his constitutional rights.

Conversations I have bad with several people lead me to believe that

such abhorrent brainwashing techniques are unfortunately being used.

One case concerns an individual who claims to have worked on a highly

classified time travel project supposedly conducted on Long Island,

near Montauk, as an extension of research done on the highly secret

Philadelphia Experiment. I had a chance to talk to him after he had just

finished giving a lecture about his unusual experience. He believed that
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he bad formerly been director of this time travel project and that, after

having had some disagreements- with people there, he was subjected to a

mind-altering therapy that attempted to erase from his memory experi-

ences he had on the project. He says that he later began to recall these

memories after he had a chance street encounter with someone who he

claims had once worked under him on that project. He said this began

to trigger the suppressed memories.

In his mind, this individual thoroughly believed that what he was

saying was the truth, that he had directed this project and that it had

been capable ot temporarily transporting people into other time peri-

ods. However, it was obvious to me that what he was saying was a

complete fabrication. I believe he was correct in stating that he had

been the unwilling subject of mind control, but I believe that during his

brainwashing session, false memories were implanted in his mind about

the existence of this fictitious time travel project and hotv he had once

served as its director. While under hypnotic inducement, he was most

likely instructed that he would forget about the mind-control session,

but that meeting a certain person in the street would be a trigger that

would allow him to begin to remember the implanted memories as well

as some of the mind-control session. However, the implanted memories

were to he remembered as being events that had actually taken place.

Also, he was instructed hr believe that the purpose of the mind-control

session had been to erase his recollection of those supposed real events

[the implanted memories) t Perhaps he also was given a subliminal sug-

gestion to write about his implanted experience and to lecture about

it. A person who actually believed in his heart that what he was saying

was the truth would be the ultimate in misinformation dissemination.

Could Robert Lazar have actually had some experiences working on the

Sport Model and later undergone similar techniques to implant confus-

ing ideas about the technology?

Lazar's diagram of the reactor depicts a conical structure at the

bottom of the chamber that he identities as the clement 115 fuel source,

which he says is made up of a stack of thin wafers, In view of the cle-

ment IIS fiasco, much of what he has described about the reactor should

be discounted. If there was such a microwave -emitting structure in the

reactor chamber, it would be better construed as a solid-state oscilla-
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tor simiLar to an IMPATT or Cun a diode, Its enclosing hemispherical

chamber and capping waveguide tube would then form the microwave

amplifier duct,

We might guess this crystal oscillator was made of a material

dense enough that it could give an unsuspecting person the impres-

sion that it was in fact made of an element having an atomic weight of

115, For example, recall from chapter 4 the disclosure by black-project

engineers of the development of very dense, radar-absorbing materi-

als containing uranium. Lazar says he was not involved in measuring

the atomic mass of the material he worked with but only correlated

the data taken by others who reportedly worked on the project before

him. These data, then, could have been “cooked” to give Lazar the

impression that he was discovering something with an atomic weight

of 115. The trick apparently worked, because he wholeheartedly

believed them.

Lazar commenced that when the reactor was bench -tested with ics

waveguide tube removed and he was allowed to place his hand over ics

mouth, he could feel the pressure of the field, which he described as

being similar to the repulsion one feels when two I ike poles of a magnet

are brought together, He said char they also played around with the

repulsion field by bouncing golf halls off it. The force that he refers to

sounds very much like what Tesla says he felt from the radiant energy

shocks discharged from his magnifying transmitter. Podklecnov also

says chat he was able to fed the repulsive field generated by the momen-

tary discharges of his gravity impulse beam. However, both Tesla and

Podklernov were feeling the repulsive force of sawtooth-shaped waves

produced by electron shock discharges. Subquantum kinetics predicts

that if these were positron shock discharges, they should instead have

produced an attractive force. If anything, I.azar’s hand should have been

sucked into the reactor if it was actually emitting positron discharges.

His positron pulse claim is, in my opinion, misinformation that he is

perhaps unwittingly disseminating.

To continue the story, Lazar said the gravity wave [i.e. t microwave

emission) generated in the reactor was piped into three “gravity ampli-

fiers” (i.e., microwave amplifiers) located in the lower compartment of

this vehicle, each amplifier measuring 2 feet in diameter and 4 feet in
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length 'figure These were equally spaced (nun ni: another in a

Cnad arrangemcns and u
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lI lit: swiveled ru Him in any direction. He

said the gravity wave (electromagnetic micmwave l from tlu- reactor

Was of too loia an amp] dude to be effective for propulsion and that ii

became amplified lei i he gravity amplil iers into waves powerful enough

to propel the craft. Each oF these gravity amplifiers would emit a micro-

wave beam downward., which was used, ml huov the craft upward. The

cralt would sit cm these beam; and Lend Lu bounce around on them m a

Flight mode he referred to as- rhe '’omicron configuration." He said the

disc would move forward hr focusing one or more ot she beams, behind

it. which would cause the craft to fall forward.

M ore specific itllv, Lazar said the graviiv amplifiers achieve their I i ir-

i n g force by se n d i ng a ut mic rowa vc h cam T t he G raviiv A wavc, rowa rd

die- Earth’s surface and bv phase-shifting rhis wave relative to rhcmicro-

wave propagating up from the Earth, which he Eermed the “Gravity fi

wavei” His description bounds a lot Like that for a microwave pliase-

coii| upa ic resonator, all hough described in verv vague terms. In other

wards, his outgoing Cravirv A wave would correspond to the outgo-

ing phase-conjugate microwave beam and Ins incoming Gravity B ware

would correspond to the incoming ground-refletted probe beam, which

would actual I', consist oi microwaves that had previously originated

trom the discs microwave generator I its reactor!1

. The energy lu outgoing

A wave would be lucked in phase with the incoming ground-reflected

B wave and would eventually retrace rhe R wave's scattering path back

i j [he beam's ground target point and ihen back to the vehicle’s central

source oscillator, As m the Profect bkyvaull crafr, chcse incoming and

fjjjinrf 9.6. fJm> of Ihi gravity amplifiers. Rmed uw Rr-beri Law's descrip-

tion. (A/ier F- Potlcr!
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outgoing beams would be focused t>y some sort of microwave lens,

Clearly, considering the controversy su rrou ndi ng the veracity of

Lazar's statements, it is difficult to pick out fact from fiction. AIJ we can

say is that many features that be describes bear a strong resemblance to

the Project 5kyvau.Lt technology. Moreover, we arc compelled to accept

that the Sport Model or something like it exists since many people claim

to have seen from a great distance some sort of unusual levitating craft

being test-flown in the vicinity of Area 51. Consequently, to understand

how this craft might work, it makes more sense ifwe disregard, the grav-

ity wave mumbo jumbo and refname Lazar’s dialogue in terms of what

is already known about microwave phase conjugation.

The gravity amplifier would be the equivalent of the mixer diode

cavity in the Skyvault vehicle, Like the Skyvault mixer cavity, each such

amplifier is reportedly energized by microwat'cs from the craft's central

microwave source, that is, its reactor and waveguide resonator. Provided

that each gravity amplifier contains a polarized dielectric medium, these

piped-in microwaves would serve as pump beams, which would interact

with the probe beam entering the amplifier (Lazar’s gravity B wave)

to generate a holographic grating pattern in the dielectric. The pump

beams would then interact with the dielectric’s grating pattern to pro-

duce an outgoing microwave beam that would he the phase conjugate of

the incoming probe beam. In describing the amplifiers, Lazar makes no

mention of any internal dielectric but does say they contain a series of

plates. Perhaps these are -dielectrics.

Lazar’s gravity amplifiers, then, most likely function as phase-

conjugate resonators that allow microwaves from the craft’s central

microwave source to seJf-amplify and create powerful soliton fascr

beams between the craft’s mixer diodes and the ground, Provided that

the microwaves consist of saw toothlike shock discharge waveforms, as

one may infer from Lazar’s description, the soliton beams should create

a repulsive force both on their ground surface target and on the craft,

which would tend to buoy the craft upward.

L aza r m a kes a num her of sta temerits concern ing the nature of grav-

ity that seem to be nonsense and that some have had issues with." For

example, he contends that the two gravity waves the craft phases rela-

tive to each other to obtain its propulsion, the Gravity A and Gravity
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Ei waves* arc actually the results of two very different types of gravity.

He identifies the Gravity A wave with the strong nuclear fu-ree, the

very shore- range force that hinds protons and. neutrons together in the

atom Li: nucleus, and claims that only through the clement 115-to-116

antimatter reaction is it possible to release this in the form of a trav-

eling wave having a specific wavelength in the microwave frequency

range. He identifies the Gravity B wave with the gravitational force

of standard physics, that is, the field that causes celestial bodies to

attract one another.

However, to suggest there arc two types of gravity and to identify

one of them with che strong force sounds absurd, even to the most open-

minded of physicists. The idea has no basis in standard physics, nor is

such a concept compatible with subquantum kinetics. In suhquantum

kinetics, nuclear binding arises because nucleons have wavclike electro-

static potential fields in their cores that interlock with one another when

the particles are in close proximity* that is, close enough to form an

atomic nucleus. This subquantum kinetics model of the strong force has

been confirmed by particle-scattering experiments.43 Lazar, however,

offers no experimental evidence to support his odd theory of gravity

except vague references to the operation of a flying saucer kept in the

supcrsccrct S-4 rest facility. Considering that one key aspect of his theory

has now been disproved, his claim that the Gravity A wave is produced

by the spontaneous positron decay of element Ilfi, we may conclude

that his gravity wave theory should not be taken seriously or, at least,

we should regard it as disinformation that was purposely disseminated

by black-project security staff. Along these same lines, we may safely

disregard Lazar's statements that the Gravity A wave entering the craft’s

gravity amplifiers bends space around the disc as it becomes amplified.

Lazar claims that gravity, as observed in nature, which he refers

to as the Gravity B field, is in essence electromagnetic and that it spe-

cifically involves oscillations in the microwave range.. This again is

nonsense, apparently interjected to create confusion. The Harth’s gravi-

tational field docs not oscillate at microwave frequencies. If it did, this

would have been widely known to the physics community, since various

gravity wave antenna experiments have been conducted over the past

thirty-five years, and if we include Brown’s gravitoeleccric detectors.
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this work would date hack more chan sevent)' years, Lazar’s assertion

of the Gravity B wive being electromagnetic in character and oscillating

at microwave frequencies would make better sense if it was not part of

the E a rch’s natural gravity field, hut instead consisted of gravity micro-

waves that originated from the craft itself; chat is, if they radiated from

its central reactor, or wive amplifier unit, and then reflected from the

ground and happened to return to the craft, Lazar reports that before

beginning work on the Sport Model, he was allowed to witch i dem-

onstneion of it taking off, ascending about 30 feet, moving to the left

and right, and then returning to the ground. He says chat just prior to

and during its liftoff, it gave off a hissing sound similar to chat coming

from the coronal discharge from a high-voltage line. Its bottom gave off

a blue glow, which he says was due to air atoms being excited by the

craft’s electromagnetic emissions. Again, these characteristics seem to

suggest a field propulsion technique similar to the one used in Project

Skyvau It,

Lazar relates that the gravity wave generators operate in two

modes—theomicron and delta configurations. In the omicron configu-

ration, mentioned earlier, one or more generators (microwave misers)

are directed downward to form a supporting beam for the craft (see

figure 9.7a | . In the delta configuration (see figure 9.7b|, all three beams

are intersected at a distant location to achieve propulsion relative to that

intersection region, which measures on the order of a meter in diameter.

The beams then are said to develop an attractive force, rather than a

repulsive force, which causes t he craft to suddenly jump to that loca-

tion. Lazar maintains that the beams gravitationally warp space-time

at the intersection zone and that the resulting warping is what pulls the

spacecraft coward that point. Here it seems he relies on standard general

relativity concepts while pursuing an unusual theory of gravitation that

has nothing to do with general relativity. His critics, however, rightly

contest that if space-time was indeed warped at that distant location

to the extent Lazar claims, every ocher object in the vicinity of that

intersection zone should also be suddenly sucked in, as though toward

a miniature black hole, which would result in a major collisional catas-

trophe. So again we encounter a baloney factor chat appears to cast a

shadow over the whole matter, Also, note that Lazar docs not invoke
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Figure 9.7. The beam configurations for [tying the Sport Model „ tts described

by Robert Laian (a I the omicron configuration r \b) the delta configuration.

general relativity concepts in explaining the beam repulsion effect pro-

duced in the omicrcm configuration, probably because standard general

relativity theory does not allow gravitational repulsion.

To pursue an independent line of thought in regard to the delta con-

figuration, one might imagine that these microwave solkon beams arc

intersected at a particular location to generate a plasma that acts at an

anchoring point for wave scattering to take place. If the polarity of the

beam's sawtooth -shaped waves arc reversed to produce a sharp decline

of negative electric potential at the beginning of each wave cycle or

microwave burst rather than a sharp rise in potential, then it is possible

that the beam could function as a tractor beam instead of a repulsion

beam, as was theorized in chapter 6 in the discussion of the Podkletnov

experiment. In that case, the soliton field the craft would he creating

would generate an attractive force on the craft that would be vectored

toward the target region and result in propulsion of the craft in that

direction.

Although so much, of Lazarus story sounds like nonsense, it is dif-

ficult to dismiss entirely when so many features of the Sport Model

resemble Project Shy vault technology. This raises a lot of questions. If

this was really one of several captured alien discs, did Project Skyvault

begin as an attempt to reverse- engineer alien technology? One can make

a strong case for microwave phase conjugation having originated as an

outgrowth of the World War [[ development of radar. Also, there is the

work of Townsend Brown, who apparently had gotten quite close to
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these ideas -on his own without having any captured alien dines ac hand

to reverse-engineer. If we are to believe that the discs were given to uh

by Zeli Reticulans -as part of some technology-exchange program, an

Lazar claims, then perhaps these beings did so because they knew that

our own research had already advanced co the point that they would

have little to lose to let us look at what they had,

Then there is the issue of the misinformation that was apparently

given co Lazar during his employment at S-4, with the outside possibil-

ity that he also went through some sore of mind-manipulation session,

as some have suggested. It Lazar worked at S-4, was his recruitment

planned from the start as a disinformation campaign to create confu-

sion abouc how field propulsion vehicles might operate?
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THE SEARL EFFECT

10 1 THE SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR.

Et was during an indoor test that EiiitasFi inventor John Searl watched his

permanent magnet generator levitate off its bench and ultimately bump

into the ceiling. As he had envisioned in his dreams, his generator was

not only able to propel itself with an oveninity power efficiency, but it

was also able to defy gravity. In its more advanced design, has generator

consisted of three concentric ring magnets flanked by Three sets of roller

magnets that revolved in a clockwise direction about their cincom ference

l.see figure 10,1 1,
1 The innermost ring consisted of a stationary stator

magnet, which he called a plate, having ics magnetic north pole point-

ing down perpendicular to the plane of the ring. Twelve or more roller

magnets, called runners, were spaced around the plate's periphery and

allowed to roll around its circumference (see %ure 10.2J. The runners

were placed with their magnetic fields oriented north- pole up, so that they

would be magnetically attracted to the plate’s rim as they rolled around

it. However, they were spaced so that there would always he a small air

gap between their surfaces and the place. The diameter of the runners was

such that they would revolve on their own axis a whole number of times

tor each revolution around the plate. This allowed the revolving magnets

to establish a condition of resonance, with each revolution reinforcing the

previous to build up a stationary wave magnetic field oscillation.

2 9 =
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Figure J n. The .Ntfji'f effect geurraiar, showing the arrangnmeut i
,

1 the

nojfcentire ring jnJ rfrioter magnets, !de.ifly t the miiiJte ring id.
1

- uSJ h,tle

tipeniy-liLU i
?r more mnners end the 13 ii* ring thirty-iiea rr mart runner'

{After i. Sandberg)

figure Mi 1. Schematic of tire Seetri effect generator's inner errij- ami iis ran-

ne r magneti, iitwsthUing tf>i> tuagvflic polurUV end ehrctric pohintv Jet ri-. <yi rJ

during lyficrafUin. 1 After S. tsdnetberg)

This inner roller ring wjs, m turn, surrounded rv a ’Coond ring-

hhfi pi^cf mag n c-ti-L
-

it .1 tor pij t-c with jn adjacent set at at least twenty-two

runner magnets. This was surrounded h , .1 third ring-shaped mag-

netic stator and an adjacent stL of aF Least thirtw-two runner niagnet 1-.

Previous tests ol smal Ler-siacd units indicated that a negative voltage

was produced at rhe nm r.if the runner magnets, allowing a current to he

collected ht stationary brushes contacting die niimer’s rim.

In i ?>2, ^carj and a friend conducted [he I irsi outdoor test ol i^ne cii
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his 3 -foot-diameter mu.Iri.-ri mg generators. 2 They act the rotor in. morion

using a small engine chat applied torque through a clutch mechanism.

Even though it was rotating at a relatively slow speed, chc device pro-

duced an unexpectedly high potential at the rotor's periphery, on the

order of .100 kilovolts or more. The large potential was indicated by the

field's characteristic crackling sound and ozone smell and the effect it

had on surrounding objects.*

After the rotor had passed a particular threshold speed* its rate of

rotation began to accelerate. Operaring on its own power* it began to

lift off and break the union to its starter engine. It is said to have risen to

a height of some 50 feet, where it hovered for a while* still speeding up.

it surrounded itself in a bluish pink halo similar to the glow discharge

phenomenon seen when air is ionized in a moderate vacuum. Its puls-

ing field caused nearby radios to turn on. Finally* the whole generator

is said to have accelerated upward at a fantastic rate and disappeared,

presumably flying into space.

Scarf's unusual device has since come to be knoum as the Sear! effect

generator (SEG) or the Scad levity disc. In the years that followed, he

and his team members built and flew some dozen or more generators,

some of which similarly became lost in flight until Scad found a way of

controlling the rotor speed. He also built some generators that were 12

feet in diameter and two that were 30 feet in diameter; sec figure 10.3,

There appeared to be a positive- feedback loop involved in the opera-

tion of Searl’s generators since beyond a critical speed they would begin

to accelerate on their own, without any mechanical assistance from the

driving motor. In the beginning. Sear! had not figured out how to con-

trol the effect. Later, he found that it was possible to reduce the speed

by electrically loading the generators so that power was siphoned off

from them.

Searl found that when the generator was running, there was a dra-

matic drop in air temperature in the immediate vicinity of the genera-

tor and in its interior, 1 Also, there was an accompanying drop in air

pressure in its interior, wr ith air being found to move outward from the

generator’s rim. This air expulsion effect was attributed to the high-

^Scimc claim even h ighc j atytentiais on Thr aider of 10 mill inn mupn volts

!
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Figure 10.3. M.'.rj Scii rj' \fefl) lI pjJ cawarher

s

cu,irs;rrjrlrpjjj aSeurl effect genera-

tor. tTbato courtesy afJohn Thomas)

voltage ionization present along die generator's rim, [tie effect being

most pronounced when she rim voltage exceeded dO kilovolts. The higb-

volragc emission was believed to cause the generator to he enveloped in

a vacuum. Electrons expdied from the rim as negative ions would have

arced to the positive plate, exciting a glow discharge in the low-pressure

environment.

Thi.- electric fields produced by the device were apparently quite

strong, since Searl noticed that after he hail been working near the

generators when they were operating, he had a
<lcobweh T

’ static elec-

tricity sensation on his skin and found that his clothes clung to him.

The iields were apparently strong enough to leave a residual electric

polaritv in his body tissue. When the generator was made to hover low

above the ground for an extended period, the soil was seen to become

burned because of the heat from ihe electric currents induced in the

ground.

Objects placed inside The generator ring were found to lose weigbT.

Also, a hr candle placed at its center became extinguished. Whether

this was due to lack of oxygen from the towered air pressure or to Jack

of convection from the reduced gravity field is not certain. Outside the
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generator, the field was such that objects approach i tig. it were diverted

before actually colliding,

in his 1 968 paper on the Sear! effect, P L. Barrett presented a sketch

shelving the appro* imatc direction of the gravity field in the vicinity of

an operating 5carl generator (figure 1Q,4}„
4 The hatched regions indicate

gravitational neutral zones, one being centered below the generator and

a ringlike region positioned above the generator. Barrett wrote thac any

objects thac entered those regions would tend to be held there. Also, it

was found that upon taking off, a 5carl craft would lift up a chunk of

earth along with it. Asa result, the craft would often leave behind a large

hole in the ground. A similar lifting phenomenon has been observed to

occur beneath UFOs. Numerous reliable witnesses who observed UFOs

hovering over a body of water have nested that the water peaked beneath

the craft, as shown in figure 10.5,3

The takeoff effect of a Searl-typc disc might explain how a massive

chunk of soil was torn up and displaced to a spot feet away on a

farm in north-central Washington/ A farmer's two sons discovered chc

chunk on October 13, 19B4, while rounding up cattle, Passing through

a wheat field that bad been harvested about a month earlier, they dis-

covered an irregularly shaped hole about 10 feet long and 7 feet wide.

Figure 10.4. Sketch showing how (he gravity field fiux vectors {e.g. ,
C-on

flux vectors'} are oriented fpj the vicinity of a hovering Sear! disc. The vectors,

which lire represented as arrant, map the Earth's gravity field combined with

that induced by the disc. Shaded regions indicate neutral gravity zones. tErom

Barrett, “Searl Effect." fig. i V)
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Figure IQ. T. How water peaks beneath a tow-havering UFO, as based on

numerous eyewitness reports. (After Sigma, F.thci Technology SQ)

and from 1 Vi to 2 feet in depth. The hole war not a meteorite tracer, as

it had vertical walls and a fairly flat bottom, looking as chough it had

been cut by a giant cookie cutter. The removed piece, still intact, was

found right-side up and rotated about 20 degrees counterclockwise from

its original position in the hole. An arc of dribblings traced a path from

the hole to where the chunk was found. Ey one estimate, this chunk of

soil must have weighed about 5 metric tons. The dense root mass in the

soil apparently held the clump together, hut some of its roots looked as

if chey had been torn out at the time the piece was removed, since thev

were seen still dangling from the vertical walls of the hole. This feat of

transportation could not have been executed by any kind of excava-

tion machine. Besides, there was no evidence that the removal had been

man-made, nor were any machinery marks found.

One geologist speculated that the shock waves from a local 3.0-

Richter earthquake spontaneously focused their energy to this spot and

caused the massive chunk of soil to pop out, but seismologists found this

unlikely. Besides, for this to happen, nature would have to violate the

law of entropy. For this multi -ton piece of soil to move intact without

breaking apart, it must hate been subject to a uniform force pulling

all of its mass upward, countering a downward gravitational pull of at
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least 90 grams per square centimeter. This would be about two hun-

dred times greater than the lift force developed beneath Brawn’s £-inch-

dia merer (15-ce,ntimetcr| AC rlrctrokinetic test apparatus.

Since this event took place on a remote farm, field at a time when

no observers were present, no L'KQ sighting was reported. Nevertheless,

the physical evidence at the site was consistent with the UFG soil-

displacement scenario that Schafftanke had documented seven years

earlier. The crafE must have hovered near the ground, with its eleetro-

gravitie field penetrating the soil, below. Then as the craft rose, thin

extended field gradient would have moved up as well, inadvertently

drawing up this chunk of soil with it. As the craft slowly swung in an

arc-like trajectory across the field, pieces of soil dribbling from the bot-

tom of this hovering chunk would have floated to the ground. Eventually,

the craft must have accelerated. Leaving the soil chunk to break away

from its towing l i eld and thump to the ground at its new location, What

would otherwise be a mystery becomes easily explainable when one has

a foreknowledge of gravity field propulsion technologies, Nevertheless,

it leaves us to marvel at the enormous lift that such an antigravity field

can generate, one capable of overpowering the natural force of gravity

to allow tons of soil and a massive spacecraft to float freely. Whether it

was made by us or came from somewhere else maybe we will never

know.

10.2 THE MAGNETIC ENERGY CONVERTER

The Russian physicists Vladimir Roshchin and Serge Godin in the mid-

1990s built and tested a version of the SEG
r
which they named the

magnetic energy converter (MEG), It resembled one of Scarl’s ear I ier

generators, consisting of a smgle magnetized stator rang measuring I

meter in diameter flanked by twenty-three roller magnets, each having

a diameter of 7,4 centimeters! sec figure 10. 6 .

K

Roshchin and Godin’s generator differed from Scad's in several

respects, the principal difference being in the design of the runner

magnets, They refer to the runners as rollers, so I will use their term

instead. Scad used a special magnetization technique to create mag-

netic spoke domains in the cylindrical sides of his runner magnets
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Figure Ifl.ti. The magnetic energy converter. {Based an n drawing by

V. Rashchin and 5. Codin. 2000)

oriented! perpendicular to the runner's axis of rotation. The MEC
accomplished the same thing with dipole magnets implanted perpen-

dicular to the surface of each roller magnet so that the north pole of

each mag nee was oriented perpendicular to the stator plate. The stator

had a complementary set of dipole spokes with their north pole point-

ing out toward the rollers. As in Start’s SEG, these mutually repulsive

magnetic domains helped to orient the rollers as they revolved around

the circumference of the stator plate and helped to keep the rollers

from contacting the plate.

The axles of the roller magnets were secured via bearings to a com-

mon rotor frame that kept each roller at its proper relative spacing as

they rotated around the stator ring. The rotor had a shaft that was con-

nected to an electric motor via a clutch mechanism. As in Sea rl
h

s experi-

ments, the motor was used to get the generator up to speed. Roshchin

and Godin found that the .M EC had a specific rotational speed at which

it began to partially power itself* with its drive motor accordingly con-

suming less power. This occurred when the rotor speed surpassed about

200 revolutions per minute [3.3 hertz). After about one and a half min-

utes, the rotor had. accelerated to 550 revolutions per minute (rpm), at

which point the starter motor current consumption had reached zero

and was beginning to go negative. The clutch assembly was then made
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to disconnect the motor from the rotor shaft and in ics place connect a

generator, As the rotor continued to accelerate, an increasing load was

applied to the generator* reaching 7 kilowatts by the time the rotor had

a reached a speed of 595 rpm, Greater loads caused the rotor speed

to subsequently decline. Ac greater than 590 rpm, the MtiC made “an

unpleasant high frequency whistling sound
1
' that damped out as soon as

an increased electric load was placed on the generator.

Roshchin and Godin also found that the weight of the generator

assembly decreased as the rotor accelerated. Weight loss first became

noticeable when the rotor speed reached its critical value of 200 rpm,

and by the time ics speed had reached 450 rpm, weight loss began to

increase exponentially [figure 10.7). At 550 rpm, there was an inflec-

tion pause in the weight-loss curve and after 590 rpm* an extremely

steep rise in weight loss with increasing rotor speed. By the time the

rotor speed had reached 595 rpm, the apparatus as a whole had become

55 percent lighter, with the weight of the generator alone dropping 50

percent. There was substantial hysteresis in this weight loss-rotation

rate curve. As rotor speed decreased from 595 to 400 rpm, weight loss

remained constant at the 35 percent reduction level, Measurements

were not made at greater than fiOQ rpm for fear that the MEG would

enter an uncontrollable supercritical regime in which positive feedback

would cause an exponential rise in rotor speed. A similar positive fecd-

Figure ffl.7. Weight loss as

a function of rotor speed

u jben a IQ-kilovolt potential

ji-vas applied hetuveu the

plate and she rollers of an

.Vi EC. {After Roshchin and

Godin, 2000)
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back mode bad resulted in Searl losing several of his devices through

uncontrolled levitation.

The MEC was found to produce this weight-loss effect only

in clockwise rotation (for rollers with their north pole oriented up).

Counterclockwise rotation produced a weight-gain effect, with the gain

in weight being proportional to the rotor speed. Roshchin and Codin

found that application of a 20,000-volt bias potential applied, between

the plate and the roller magnets improved the performance of the MEC,

allowing its weighc reduction to begin to cake effect at a lower rotor

speed. This potential would have1 ionized the air around the MHC, a I lour-

ing the electron current to flow more easily across the 1 -centimeter gap

between the stator and the rollers.

Like the SEG, the MHC generated a luminescence around itself

when seen operating in the dark. The bluish pink ionization cloud was

observed to cover both the stator ting and the roller magnet ring. Also,

when looking ac the edge of the rotating roller magnet ring, Roshchin

and Codin saw, superimposed on this emission, a series of horizontal,

yellowish white luminescent bands (four or five) spaced along the height

of the roller magnet’s cylindrical surface. This luminescence suggests a

possible high-voltage electron discharge from the surface of the roller

magnets, although it was not accompanied by sounds characteristic of

arc discharge. This silent emission could occur because the emission was

coming from a large surface area, rather than from a point source. They

compare it to high-voltage, micro-wave -induced luminescence observed

prior to the point of electric breakdown.

Roshchin and Godin also found that when in operation, the MEC
surrounded itself with a stationary magnetic-wave pattern consisting of a

nested series of cylindrical “‘magnetic walls
71

(see figures IQ.B and 1 0 . 3 j

Magnetometer measurements indicated the presence of a magnetic-

field flux: inside the walls of 0,05 tesla, with the field orientation being

the same as that of the roller magnets and at about & percent ot their

0.S5 tesla magnetic flux. Wo magnetic flux was detectable outside of the

walls. There is no evidence to suggest that the magnetic-wall pattern is

hazardous in any way, Roshchin and Godin did not notice any harmful

effects. On the contrary, Searl has reported that the field emissions of

his SEC actually had healing effects.
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The magnet ic-wa I
J
pJ 1 1 em extended out from the MEC’s stator

rang for a distance ut up to 15 meters;, beyond which the magnetic fIllm

within successive wal?s rupidiy decreased in intensity, The field pattern

could be tensed on the second Floor of the laboratory, indicating that
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the walls extended upward ,tr lease to a height of £ meters and possibly

downward into the ground tor a similar distance. The innermost walls

were spaced from one another bv approximately 0.5 meter (one stator

radius), and this spacing increased 0,8 meter as distance from the MFC
increased. Also, the walls had a thickness of about 5 to 6 centimeters,

approximating the 7.4 -centimeter-diameter of the roller magnets.

The proximity of these dimensions to that of the ring of roller mag-

nets Led Roshehin and Godin to conclude that there was a direct con-

nection between this stationary field pattern and the circumferential

movement of the magnetic rollers. This conclusion was also supported

by their observation that there was a decrease in air temperature

within the magnetic walls, which could he immediately fclr by placing

one's hand within a wall, Moreover, they found that the temperature

decreased in proportion to the rate of roller-ring rotation, the decline

becoming noticeable above a rotor speed of 200 rpm and reaching

-7,5 nC by the time the rotor speed had reached 550 rpm. Consequently,

they concluded that energy from the environment was somehow being

transferred to the ring of roller magnets to assist their rotation,

Below, I will attempt to explain the principle of how the MEG
generator operates, with the understanding that the same explanation

should apply equally well to the SEG. These ideas were first presented in

June 2001 at the Conference on New Hydrogen Technologies and Space

Drives. 1 " Briefly, clockwise rotation of the rollers causes a current to flow

radially outward from the M EC’s plate to its rollers due to the Faraday

dssc dynamo effect. As a result ol the ‘'ball-bearing motor effect,” this

current then creates a torque thac induces the rollers to continue their

clockwise rotation. The rotating rollers create resonant extremely low-

frequency |ELF) oscillations that phase-conjugate to form an extended

soliton wave pattern. Energy entrained from this soliton helps to propel

the rollers. Let us begin by examining the Faraday effect.

10.3 THE FARADAY DISC DYNAMO EFFECT

The Faraday disc generator, also known as the homopolar generator,

was first built by physicist Michael Faraday in the late nineteenth cen-

tury. Faraday placed a copper disc between the poles of two cylindrical
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magnets bn that she; magnets’ field ran perpend! cuiar so tlie plane til she:

disc. He found that when he spun the disc,, a current was induced tea

flow, with electrons moving outward, from the disc's center toward tf h

periphery. This was attributable to the £• '< B rule, in which i represents

.I conductor's velocity vector and. fj represents the magnetic force Jicld

vector, ihe two heirtg vector-moll iplied with one another.

Faraday also discovered that if the copper disc was cemented to

rite mapnets ami the map nets and dbt were rotated Lugether as j unit,

electrons would still flow to the disc's periphery ifigure ID. K) l.
M This

led him to conclude than tIic mapncjiic field produced Tw the Tiapners

did nut rocare with the m.tpners, bur rather was anchored in space \Le.,

in Lhc local ether rest frame-. Researchers such as liTucc De-Palma,

Adam From^lev, and IVrama ha nsa Terwari bu ll various versions of

this cemenled-disc homtjptilar generator wirh rbe hope cil developing a

motor generator having an overunity effiidency.

As in the classical Faraday disc generator, in this remenrrd-disc ver-

sion lIic magnitude and direction of the decLron-enrrent llovv ss- detet-

mined by the t < li rule. Remember to use the left-hand rule instead

oi the right-hand r Lite when de.slinp with electron current flows. That

is, if you poim the mdcY finger of vour left hand in ihe magnetLC-fjux

direction isuuth to north and vour thumb in the direction -n! rotary

movement, then yoLir middle finger will indicate the direction of elec-

tron flow.

The nlnners lei the SEC and the rollers in the MF.C arc essentially

little Faraday disc generators. They dr? not have a cemented -copper disc,

hut the magnets themscivts are conduv the;— nos as conductive as top-

per, but nevertheless lbcv conduct electricity Thus, like the Faraday

disc generator, they should generate a radial, current If w; consider a

single roller magnet rotating in a clockwise direction with its Jir^rrh pole

Fvgifrc 10, JO

A Faraday ihrr

tor it dh a cvppxT

Jrsc ec usented to the

.'FkTj.ppei'i’L pule pit<as.

'After Archt r CflerjSV

Systems}
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posming up. as shown tn figurr IQ.fe, the left-hand rule indicates that

tin.
1 roller should. produce an dccTron current flow From tbi- roller into

I he stator ring plate. However when operating the Scad dine and the

MEC produce an electron current thur flows outw ard /rum the plate to

i he rollers, not inward.

This discrepancy arises because we have not accounted tor the effect

ihe entire system in motion. In addition to the Faraday cftecL due to

! he rotations ot the Individual roller magnets, vve must also account

kvr the Faraday effect produced by the collective translational move-

ment of those manners around the circumfenenes of the Stator pi art,

that is, about she staters central axis,. Ln i.on!cidenng this effect, we may

rreat rhe to I ter mugners collectively as composing a single ring magnet

whose ml sal chuck ness is equal u> the diamuttr of cln rollers and whose

magnetic field ts jn the s.tmc direction as that in the individnaJ rrdfeF

magnels.' Once again upplvinu rite left-hand rule, we see that clockwise

rotation of this rmg produces an electron-current flow outward Frntn

the stator plate to the toller magnets, opposing the current flows aris-

ing individually from rhe Faraday eKect ot each toilet. As it rum; (tut,

the I' a radu y-vl tec t voltage induced hv this collective translation Is much

greater thin the opposing Voltage pttlartrv that arises from rhe individ-

ual magnet rotations. Tilt net rrsull is that the electron current should

flow outward from ihe plate to the roller magneLs, just as is observed.

For illustration, llie relative magnitude ai these two opposing Faraday

disc L-tfecr-i is calculated in the accompanying text bits.

Faraday Effect Potential Induced by Roller fling Rotation

Lee. us rrsc consider ih-a voltage generaiea bry the rotatiu of :-n-:h irdi

vdual roller
T
he >

"iduccd voJtagE may be calculated usin^ the equation

tpp icibic to a -aradoy disc dynamo ;

- cr) ft]

n which lu n Lh e magnet's angiCair Velocity and h ard are iLe outer

and inner radi; In this case of iS’e MEC prototype, 0 = 0.057 meter the

" Flare we assume iIijt must uJ ihe return majjm-hr flit* 'nini rhr: Lnds'.-jdunJ nnllier maj:-

iwts 1 vbiu h. •pci.r-sdeking I* lux return* either nDlxid. nr muUe the na|s hi nilli'T ijmkdl'c-'

...ill to x leaser tslcni,- in ihe spine be-npvKETi ilw mlltir Triaf^neci.
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•ra*ler diameter, inda- C.C 05 metar. the. i :r olet ofthe Tci-eri certral

j haft hole, Wnen ihe hie of rc ler? le moving libo lit tHe c raj.mfe-rencG

of r.ho JitiLor plate x 55G rpm, ’.he mdlvidja. rollers will de rotating

LWenLy-thrEe i mu; fsEte^. her>:e, uj = 1j,* 55Q/Ej0x1t7 = 1 325 radian:

?er second, Taking S = C.95 tesla, equac^n I predicts a vedtage of V =

0.7t vol l, ih which the center of the roller -h positive and its periphery

s negative

Now let us cnlcutatE the vantage gercraLEd n* che displacement cf

the enure n~g of rollers The iiurer jpd inner radii uf ibi ring are taken

aL d = Cf.'jTd meter and j = 0 5 meter, which are the -d>5 Lances from the

MtC's Len-.^ji axis ic die oucer jnd nrer circumferences bounding tne

roller ring. I' lh s roller ring revti"/ies about the MEC": central axis at

550 rpm or at an anguia^ velocity or in = 57b radians per second, then

equation 3 predicts that it would generate a voltage of V = 1 -95 voile.

W [I- the potential being negative at rhe edge farthest from Lh e stator

obte. Consea uently. oven though th-a roller rirg rotates Far slower than

the- ir.div duaJ rollers. 1-oroduces a far larger voltage

On tli ir side of the roller nearest the stator place. The voltage gener-

ated La)' rhe clockwise displacement of rhe roller ring wilJ be opposed by

rhe Voltage being generated by each roller.. Yet on. tlie opposite side of ebu

roller, the side farthest from l he1 stator pEalc. the roller's Faraday effect

will produce a voltage polarity in tht same direction as chat produced

by ihc displacement of tht roller ring: hence, the two will add to one

another. The net resull is thiE the Faraday -

effect arising from ibe rota-

i leu of each roller cancels nut. leaving just char arising from ihe mllt-r

ring
1

.! clockwise di sp I .icemen t. In thr example presemed in the text box,

Lliis would Leave a net voltage of 1.^5 volts, inducing art electron current

In t low Toward the MEC’s periphery

Roshckio and Godin used nondvm imn iron hiiron magnets m thirir

MEC. IfvpEcnlJv sA percent iron, .1” percent neodymium* 4 percent fer-

rous sulfate, and 1 percent boron J. This alloy has an electric resistance

of about 144 nucici -ohms per cemi meter,, so a T.4-ccncL merer- tliamcECF

roller would offer a resistance nl 1066 ull. RoshchLn and Gridin did ncH

staic bow much current was flowing inter each roller at a given rotoF
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speed, but as ,1 guess, we might suppose that at an operating speed of

550 rpm, this was on the order of BOO amps for each roller.

As this electron cu treat passes radially outward into the rollers,

it generates a motive force on the rollers that assists their rotation.

This production of circumfcncntia] torque from a radial current flow is

known as the bait-bearing motor effect.

10.4 THE BALL-SEARING MOTOR EFFECT

E first saw the hall-bearing motor effect in action in the spring of

1991L An alternative-energy political demonstration was being held in

Washington, D C., on the western Mail. Many there were preparing

themselves for the predicted breakdown of society that was expected

to occur the following year, when the year-2000 computer- calendar

glitch was to occur. Among the attendees sprawled on the grassy lawn

was Mark Gubrud, a LI niversity of Maryland physics student. He was

demonstrating an interesting motor that consisted, of a shaft mounted

in a ball-bearing race (figure 10.11). He applied DC voltage from a

figure tO.li . Comparison of the ball-hearing motor to the M EC's stator and

roller ring. {a) The ball-bearing motor, jAfter M. Gubrrtd.in T. Vahme, Homo-

polar Handbook, J4—JfJ The centroi shaft rotates retattire to a sfjJjoPi'jfY ryJVn -

der. fb) The Jontv portion of the abore diagram, unfolded to show equivalents

to the geometry of the roller magnets traveling around the MEC stator, itt each

ease, the electron flan-
1 moves from the stator toward the tuJ/ bearing jor roller

magnet). Charge polarity in (b'f is reversed since the .51EC functions instead as

a generator, with the electron flow inducing tire buildup of charge whereas in

the case of ,vr,i an applied charge instead induces electron flow.
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Em-all battery pack between tbe shaft ami the outer easing of the ball-

bearing raec. Then, when he gave the shaft a starting torque, it con-

tinued to rotate in the direction of the applied torque and continued

to turn aE long as voltage was applied, If the shaft was given a starting

torque in the opposite direction, it again continued to rotate, hut in

that new direction. Cub-rud had with him an explanatory write-up of

the motor’s principle of operation, which he gave me, I gave a copy

to Tom Valone, and he subsequently published it in his HomopoLir

Handbook, 1 *

After learning about this phenomenon,, I realized that the same

effect powered the notary motion of the runners in the SEC and the

rollers in the MEC. Using Guhrud’s explanation, let us review haw an

applied radial-current f low through a ball hearing induces torque forces

on the bearing, causing it to rotate around its bearing race (see figure

10.12). A current passing through the hall hearing at time fi, flowing

from the bearing casing to the central drive shaft, will magnetize the

bearing. The hearing, though, wilt retain a residual field in this same

magnetization direction at time it, although the direction of this resid-

ual held has changed because of the hearing’s rotation. At time ti, this

residual magnetic field will be directed at some angle &. to the direction

of current flow, which always occurs through the points where the ball

bearing contacts the axle and bearing race. The current component i

that lies perpendicular to this residual field will then induce a force (F =

i X Bj that produces torques on cither side of the hearing, which induces

it to keep revolving in the direction of its initial rotation.4

The same principle applies to the rollers of an MEC or the runners

of an SEG, Consider the ball-bearing motor in figure 10.11a. The outer

ball-bearing race remains stationary as the axle turns, If we take this

outer- race circumference and fold it hack so that its inside faces out, we

get the geometry shown in figure 10,1 lb. Imagine that the hall hearings

are roller magnets rolli ng arou nd the stator plate. The two mechanisms

are then seen to be equivalent. The electric polarities are reversed in each

14 Note that tike current flow Illustrated in figure 10.11 fallows the engineering conven-

tion that current flews in the opposite direction from electron flow. Electron current

would be in the opposite direction, and. one would then use the left-hand rule instead of

rsght-hand rule to determ' ne the directions of the torques. 1 he result, however, comes

OUt the U3LL-.
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Figure 10.12. A batt bearing skaurn magnetized at time tj that retains a resid-

ual field in that same direction at time t : , eren though it has rotated in a

clockwise direction. Vectors shoo/ the clockwise tonnes derefoped by the

applied current. (Based cm M. Gnbrud's diagram, in T VaSone, Homopclar

Handbook, 54—55}

case because the motor in figure IQJla is powered by dissipated power

[electrons flawing from minus to plus] and chc mocor in figure 10.1 lb

in powered by generated power [electrons flowing from plus tea minus).

As in the ball-bearing motor), if an electron current flows from chc plate

outward through each roller, this current will produce a torque on each

roller, assisting it co move in chc direction of its esca Wished rotation.

These two processes together, the Faraday disc dynamo effect and

the ball-bearing mocor effect, form a positive feedback loop in which a

clockwise displacement of the roller-ring rotor produces a radial electric

current chat induces roller rotation and greater clockwise displacement

of the rotor (see figure 10.13, upper left).

The high voltage the MEC induces at its periphery could, he due

to the sudden change in chc electric resistance the electrons encoun-

ter in the course of their radial outward movement. Upon leaving the

low-resistance environment of the magnets and continuing their push

through the high-resistance environment of the surrounding air, chc

electrons' voltage potential associated with their current flow would

have shot up proportionately, since E = /R_ That is, for the same current

value, voltage will increase in direct proportion to resiscancc.

Rosbchin and Codin found it necessary to use an external mocor

to apply mechanical torque to che MEC to scare it and keep it going in
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Figure 10.! 3, An energy fimv analysis than of the M£C. (P LaViolett*., 0
2006}

the low-revolutions-per-minutc regime, Nevertheless, as in Searl's ear-

lier generators, they found that the roller ring began to spontaneously

accelerate once it had been spun up to a critical threshold speed. For the

MEG, this critical rate of rotation was around 200 rpm, although Scarl

succeeded in designing generators that would spontaneously accelerate,

even from rest. This acceleration phenomenon suggests that the MHC,
like the 5EG, must have been receiving an additional input of energy

from some unknown source. Let us nest consider where this energy may

have been coming from.

10.5 THE CYLINDRICAL SOLITON

This additional, unaccounted-for energy mput that was assisting the

roller ring^s movement around the stator plate most likely was being

entrained from the MEG's immediate environment.. This hypothesis

finds support in the observation that during its operation, the MEG
caused a drop in air temperature within a series at nested cylindrical

zones established in its immediate vicinity (see figures 10.8 and I0.9L

Here we will attempt to understand how this magnetic wall pattern is

generated, and later we will examine how energy from this field pattern

msghe be entrained to power the roller- magnet rotor.

As the roller magnets travel clockwise around the stator plate, they
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E5 ecause the diameter (if the rol ler magnets (D
)
and the apace between

the roller manners (&) :n figure 10.14 are approximately the same, the

rotary displacement of this succession of equally spaced roller magnets

would set up a resonant oscillation in the stator reference frame. As an

example, when a ring of twenty-three roller magnets revolves at 550 rpm,

the generated frequency would equal 211 hertz. This time-varying field

I fi I, in turn, would induce a sinusoidal elec trie- potential wave oscillation

at the same frequency that is directed radially inward and outward from

the MECs center in the stator's non rotating reference frame. However,

compared with the magnetic field maxima, the electric potential max-

ima would be displaced 90 degrees in phase, chat is, by one roller radius

in the clockwise direction [see Lower trace in figure 10,14).

Also, as discussed earlier, the Karaday disc dynamo effect would be

generating a radial electric field gradient across the diameter of the roller

magnets with the potential being more negative at the outer periphery

of each magnet, thus inducing an electric current to flow radially from

the stator through the roller magnets. Consequently, the sinusoidal AC

electric field that the roller magnets generate would modulate this DC-

negative potential in the vicinity of the roller ring, causing its amplitude

to \rary sinusoidally with time. This is analogous to what was happen-

ing in Brown's elect rokinetic apparatus when the high-voltage DC field

across the capacitor dielectric was modulated with an AC Reid from the

apparatus’s negative antenna electrode, hut in the case of the MEC, the

field geometry would he radial rather than axiaL

Asa result, the electron flow from the MECs stator toward its rotor

would pulsate at the frequency induced by the translating roller mag-

nets. When a roller magnet is tangential to a given location on the sta-

tor, that is, most proximal to that Location, the electric potential that

induces current to flow radially outward to the roller would at that

moment only he at its median potential. The potential at that particu-

lar location would reach its maximum only after the roller magnet has

passed and become displaced by a distance of one roller-magnet radius,

so there would he a tendency for arcing to occur on the trailing side of

each roller. This would be especially apparent when a high-voltage gra-

dient was present in the vicinity of the MECs rollers, thereby allowing

negative ion discharges from the stator to cross large air gaps.
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Thin recurrent outward pulsing of negative charges in some ways

resembles the asymmetrical, longitudinal waves radiated from Tesla’s

transformers, The oscillating, nonrtversing magnetic field and the oscil-

lating, nonreversing electric field produced around tfic circumference of

the roller magnet ring would induce a longitudinal ELF electromagnetic

wave to propagate radially outward, from the stator ring in the stator

ring plane. This wa ve would have a cylindrical wave-propagation geom-

etry, with its magnetic field aligned to the cylinder wall that parallels

the roller magnet field and its electric field component oriented perpen-

dicular to the cylinder wall, oscillating radially outward and inward

with respect to the center of the MKC. Roshchin and Godin, however,

did not report having observed such radial electric field oscillations in

these walls.

Also, this radiated ELF wave would have a circumferential wave

component, Since the stationary wave produced hy the rotating roller

ring contains a total of twenty-three wavelengths that fit a whole num-

ber of times around the roller-ring circumference, a similar whole

number of wavelengths would be required to fit around the circum-

ference of field oscillations appearing outside the roller ring, These

would be able to manifest only at multiples of the 0,5 -meter stator

radius. At a radius of 1 meter, equal to two stator radii, forty-six

wavelengths would fit around the wave's cylindrical circumference, At

1.5 meters, equal to three stator radii, sixty- nine wavelengths would

fit around the wave pattern circumference, and so on. No oscillations

would manifest at intermediary radial distances because a whole num-

ber of wavelengths would be unable to fit into the cylinder circumfer-

ence at those other radial distances, This is because Roshchin and

Godin used twenty-three magnets in their roller ring, 23 being a prime

number. Hence, oscillating potentials arc able to build up to detect-

able levels only at radii that arc whole-number multiples of the stator

radius. Ac any intermediary radial distances, the oscillations would

destructively interfere, hence preventing resonant oscillations from

building up there.

The radial ELF oscillations would manifest as a sol iron pattern con-

sisting of a series of concentric cylindrical wall nodes similar to those

shown in figures IQ, 8 and 10.9, Each wall would have a depth, of about
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one roller radius and would be separated from the nest wall by a d,i h

-

tance of about one stator radius. The symmetry axis of this cylindrical

soliton pattern would be centered on the MEC’s axis of rotation. Hence,

when tbc MEC's field patterns are analyzed in this way, it becomes

understandable why Roshchin and Godin observed their M.EC to be

surrounded by a cylindrical, shell-like field pattern. Although station-

ary wave patterns that vary in smooth-sine -wave fashion are more com-

monly observed, patterns with sharp transition boundaries are also

known to occur. For example, such sharp- edged boundaries have been

observed in stationary waves produced in the laboratory with Tesla

-

wave-type oscillations. 1
"
1

The waves within each of the sol iron's walls would revolve around

the circumference of their walls in synch with the rotation of the roller-

magnet tint;, remaining stationary with respect to the rotating frame

and with respect to circumferential oscillations occurring in the other

wall-like nodes. Hence, the waves in tings at successively greater dis-

tances would circuit around the circumference of their walls at suc-

cessively higher velocities. The waves circuiting in the 1 -meter- radius

node, whose circumference would be twice the roller-ring radius, would

oscillate at twice the roller-ring fundamental frequency (i,e,, at 2ftl).

More-distant walls spaced at one-stator-radius intervals would support

oscillations circuiting at progressively higher rates, at frequencies of 3fQ ,

Mu* so on. Thus, as one proceeds outward through this soliton

wave pattern, moving radially outward from the center of the MEC, one

encounters progressively higher harmonic modes, whole- number mul-

tiples of the roller magnet's fundamental frequency We might also

speculate that a whole scries of harmonic modes m ight coexist within

each of these walls but at intensities below that of the main harmonic

mode circulating in that wall.

Since 23 is a prime number. Lower-frequency subharmonic modes,

such as fjl and £,/3, situated at radii smaller than chc roller-ring radius,

would not form. The roller ring would itself be the Lowest-frequeue y res-

onance in this stationary cylindrical-wave pattern. Given that Roshchin

and Codin observed the walls to extend about IS meters out from the

generator, this indicates that the outermost wall had a frequency of

about 30 fv This would have produced a frequency of about 6,300 hertz
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for a ring-rotation rate of 550 rpm. [e is remarkable that rhe soli ton pat-

tern was stable enough to produce such a high harmonic. This 15-meter

soliton pattern, though, mav limit how close MFCs can be pJaccJ to

one another. For example, if an aircraft was to employ more than one

MFC or SFG for lofting, the units would need to be spaced apart by at

least 50 mcEers.

If Searl had. used twenty-two magnets for his inner magnetic ring,

then he also would have observed a cylindrical wave pattern forming

around his discs, but with twice as many nodes because 22 is not a

prime number. But when divided by two, it yields the prime number It,

so such a disc would have generated nodes at half multiples of the fun-

damental frequency, with a lowest-frequency node at fj

2

positioned at

half a stator radius and with nodes repeating at radial distance intervals

ot half a stator radius.

10.6 ENERGY ENTRAINMENT

The MFC's AC electric and magnetic- field oscillation is induced in a

nonlinear medium. That is, the ferromagnetic material making up the

stator and roller magnets has nonlinear electric and magnetic proper-

ties. In addition, the high-voltage discharge that surrounds the stator

plate and toller ring when the MEC is operating at high rpm would

generate nitric oxide, which also has nonlinear dielectric properties.

As explained in chapter 7, the nonlinear dielectric properties of such

plasmas make them good phase-conjugating media. For example, the

phase-conjugating characteristics of the plasma surrounding the dome

ot Tesla's magnifving transmitter could explain bow his tower was able

to “beam" radio- frequency energy to distant locations without appre-

ciable attenuation. Also, as mentioned earlier, Obolenskv bas succeeded

in phase-conjugating arc fluctuations in an arc lamp by placing a non-

linear reactance clement in series with the lamp. 1
' This demonstrates

that phase conjugation can Eakc place even in the ELE frequency range.

The notion that the MEC was phase-conjugating the ELF waves it was

generating, then, seems plausible,

AVc might presume that some of the MFC's outgoing ELF radiation

was reflected back to the MEC from surfaces in its environment and
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that these reflected waves were then phase-conjugated by the MFC's

nonlinear media. The phase-conjugate wave would have retraced the

path of che ordinary wave to che remote reflection site and then back

to che MEC 's oscillating field. The ordinary and phase-conjugate ELF

waves would have interlocked and constructively reinforced one another

to produce phase-locked field potentials that would have manifested at

each node of the cylindrical soliton pattern.

One interesting characteristic of a phase-conjugate resonator is

its ability Co decrease entropy. For example, in che case of optical and

microwave phase conjugation considered in chapter ff, when an outgo-

ing laser {or maser) beam scatters from the environment, its entropy

increases— it becomes more disorganized. The probe beam scattering

back toward the phase-conjugate mirror therefore is mote disordered

than the original outgoing beam. This state of disorder, however, may

be reversed through the emission of the phase conjugate of the probe

beam. That is, the emitted phase-conjugate waves precisely retrace the

path of the scattered ordinary waves, causing the entropy of the wave

system to decrease as the wave regains its original ordered state. As a

result, energy that normally would be Lost through scattering to the

environment becomes bottled up in che soliton wave pattern.

As in the case in which microwave phase conjugation is used, to

generate intense beams for spacecraft propulsion, so too would phase-

conjugate resonance occurring in the vicinity of the MEC generator

bottle up back- scattered ELF waves, storing their energy in the soli-

ton wave pattern. The repeating AC oscillations that che roller magnets

would generate in the reference frame of the stator plate would then add

to one another, causing the soliton’s ELF field oscillations to progres-

sively increase in magnitude. Experiments have shown that an optica!

phase-conjugate resonator can self-excite to intensities sixty times that

of the input signal beam without any additional energy input, and it

has been suggested that even higher amplificacion coefficients should be

achievable.
14’ 17 We might speculate that even-greater signal amplifica-

tion occurs in the MEC.

The laser effect produced by phase conjugation of the ELF waves

should amplify not only the MFC's electric field pulsations in the stator

reference frame, but also the associated magnetic field soliton pattern
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rotating with, the roller-magnet ring. Consequently, since the direction

of the soliton’s B field matches that of the roller magnets, the soliton

magnetic held should reinforce the roller-magnet fields, causing rhe

ambient magnetic field in the vicinity of the roller magnets to progres-

sively increase over time to far exceed the 0.85-tcsla strength produced

by the roller magnets alone. The maximal amount of this induced

increase would depend on the rpm of the roller ring, higher ambient

field strengths being achieved at higher revolution speeds.

As explained earlier, the radial electric field andcurrent flow induced

by rhe circumferential displacement of the roller magnets depends not

only on the roller ring's rpm but also on the field strength of the mag-

nets. Since phase -conjugate resonance would boost this field strength,

one would expect that the potential developed at a given rotation rate

would far exceed the voltage that we calculated earlier on the basis

of the Faraday disc effect. In addition, the radial electric field compo-

nent of the soliton’s ELF waves would amplify through phase-conjugate

resonance, and in the MEC's nonlinear environment, a portion of this

amplified AC potential would likely transfer over to boost the MEC’s

DC electric held component. Consequently, it is possible to imagine that

these effects in combination could produce a DC voltage drop in the

vicinity of the MEC of tens of thousands of volts or more, rather than

just of a few volts. This would explain the origin of the high-voltage

glow discharge that Roshchin and Codin observed even when their 20-

kilovolt external bias voltage was switched off. It would also account

for the pink, high-voltage glow discharge that Searl observed around

his discs. We are here reminded of Tesla's towers, which similarly devel-

oped potentials so high that nearby objects were excited to luminesce.

Earlier, we concluded that the circumferential displacement of the B

fields of the roller magnets induces a radial electron flow from the stator

plate to the rollers that, in turn, generates a ball-bearing-motor torque

that aids the clockwise rotation of the rollers. Consequently, the boost-

ing of the radial electric potential gradient due to these various faser

effects would proportionately increase the induced-current flow and

thereby aid the rotation of the roller ring, In this way, energy from the

sol:iton-field pattern would be continuously converted into mechanical

energy, inducing the roller ring to accelerate in spite of resistive losses.
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TIilh additional energy input into the MEC is illustrated by the feedback

loop on the right hide of figure 10.13,

Since this array of magnetic-wall solitons is part of a single reso-

nance phenomenon, these resonant modes should exchange energy with

one another. Hence, the buildup of potential energy in the vicinity of the

roller ring [the inner soliton cylindrical wall that was assisting roller pro-

pulsion) could easily be conveyed from the other cylindrical wall nodes

whose frequencies resonated harmonically with this base frequency.

The temperature drop observed in the magnetic walls may be a

direct result of thermal energy being extracted from the air and being

entrained into the soliton throughout its harmonic range, [f so, the

soliton field must then somehow he physically interacting with the air

molecules in the magnetic walls and possibly he drawing energy from

their Brownian motion. For example, the magnetic field oscillating in

the cylindrical walls might slightly magnetize the air or solid objects

that a wall happened to intercept, and magnetized molecules whose

Brownian-motion oscillation happened to match any of the wall's ELF

harmonics would then have their energy entrained into the soliton.

Consider, for example, an inner wall located 1 meter from the MFC's

axis. It would support an ELK frequency of 2/0 ,
twice the fundamental

frequency. However, this particular harmonic could he excited by an

entire spectrum of harmonics existing in the ambient molecular move-

ment: fiy, Zfiy, 2foi 4fil3 5/d ,
and so on, up to the ninth harmonic^ recall

the discussion in chapter S. Thus, there are abundant opportunities for

frequency matches to develop,

Using the heat capacity of air, Roshchin and Codin have estimated

that heat was being lost at the rate of 1,700 calories per second from the

eight innermost magnetic walls residing within 4 meters of the MFC’s

center. 4 This loss rate equals 7 kilowatts,, which slightly exceeds the £>

kilowatts of electric power that the MEC was mysteriously generating

without any mechanical input. It the caloric loss of the entire soliton

pattern is taken into account out to a radius of 1i meters, then there

is more than enough energy loss to account for the MECs source of

4
H.(iKhi:ht.n and Cndin estimated chat thr ivj.Hk measured 11 mtiteri in height hy 5 c-cn-

Timccets in jin:,1 J. 1 I: and calculated chat the air passing, through [fiat volume underwent

a temperature drop when the MEC wax nperatiuj; at 350 rpm.
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power, Thun, the MEC mjv have a dearly identifiable energy source

in its immediate environment, It would be partially propelled by beat

flowing into the magnetic walk from rbe ambient air and laboratory

structures, with this energy being subsequently entrained into the soli-

ton pattern, A generator such as this chat cools its environment while

it generates power appears to be the ultimate solution for the global

warming problem.

It is also possible that rhe MEC is entraining background electro-

magnetk energy. The universe is permeated by energy spanning a wide

range of frequencies
,
including frequencies in tbe ELF range. Also, there

is rhe well-known ionospheric Schumann resonance, which is excited at

approximately H hertz by solar particle bombardment of tbe ionosphere.

Higher harmonics of this resonance might march some of the soliton

harmonics,

The MEC may also be cohering energy from the omnipresent zero-

point energy background that extends throughout space. As was noted

in chapter 4, the reactive ether of subquantum kinetics is conceived to

have X* Y, and C reactant concentrations that continually fluctuate

in magnitude in seemingly random fashion. The X and Y ether fluc-

tuations correspond to spontaneous pulsations of the ambient electric

potential field, and the C ether fluctuations correspond co spontaneous

pulsations of the ambient gravity potential field. Together they make

up the zero- point energy continuum. It seems plausible that the zero-

point energy background would locally transfer a portion of Its energy

to material bodies it surrounds, so that if there was a decrease in the

energy density of rhe zero-point energy background, then one might

observe a corresponding local decrease in air temperature. Thus, if rhe

MEC was cohering energy from the zero-point energy background, the

observed drop in air temperature might be a collateral effect and not

the actual source of the MEC’s energy. If it was able to extract energy

directly from the zero-point energy background, then tbe MEC would

be able to continue powering itself even in empty space,

The subquantum kinetics zero-point energy spectrum differs from

that of conventional physics in that it spans al frequencies, including

ELF frequencies. The zero-point energy concept of quantum mechanics

and quantum field theory, for example, predicts that such fluctuations
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should instead occur primarily at high energies since such, fluctuations

arc- theorized to arise- in the simultaneous appearance of a virtual sub-

atomic particle and its virtual anti particle. Most of the energy in the

conventional zero-point energy spectrum then would he at frequencies

greater than 1CH" hertz (the MeV range; and would extend on up to the

Planck, limit of 10 J
hertz (f0-

[ electron volts). Conventional physics,

then, would be off by at least eighteen orders of magnitude in provid-

ing an appropriate frequency match for Ehe MEC's energy extraction,

hubquantum Janettes, on the other hand, allows energy to be extracted

from the fluctuating ether at frequencies in this ELF range and even

lower. En fact, in subquantum kinetics, the probability of a fluctuation

occurring increases as frequency decreases. High -energy fluctuations in

the MeV range and greater that would be potentially large enough to

nucleate che materialization of a subatomic particle would be exceed-

ingly rare events.

If we detine our system boundary so that it surrounds both the

MEC and che magnetic-wall soliton pattern that it creates in its immedi-

ate vicinity, we find that the Searl effect does not violate the first Jaw of

thermfidynamics, hut it does violate the second law of thermodynamics.

However, the violation of che second law is the expected norm whenever

phase-conjugate resonance is occurring.

10.7 EXPLAINING THE WEIGHT-LOSS EFFECT

The MEC’s weight- loss effect is not easily explained in terms of stan-

dard physical theory, but it is understandable within the framework of

subquantum kinetics.'
1 “ The MEC would develop a negative electric

potential at the periphery of its roller ring and positive potential near its

central axis. The resonant oscillations would cause this field to fluctu-

ate in magnitude at its negatively biased periphery. From an elect rodv-

namic standpoint, the Searl disc’s oscillating field is analogous to the

nonreversing AC field that Browm was exciting across the dielectric of

his AC elect roki net ic apparatus. Hence, che analysis illustrated in rigure

4.5 for Brown’s apparatus should apply equally well to the Searl disc.

That analysis assumed that gravitational thrust was being produced as

a result of the creation of a virtual-charge gradient across the capaci-
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tor dielectric. Furthermore, on the basis of the clectrogravitic coupling

prediction {equation 7 from chapter 4), we would expect that this vir-

tual-charge gradient would induce a corresponding gravity potential

field. As figure 4. Sc shows, the resulting oscillating gravity field gradi-

ent would induce a gravitational thrust in the negative -to-positive elec-

tric pole direction. A similar thrust would be predicted for the MFC,

directed from the MRC 's periphery toward its center.

In the subquantum kinetics ether concept, this radial gravity poten-

tial gradient is envisioned as a G-on. concentration gradient that angles

downward toward the MEC’s center and whose slope varies cyclically

with time. This concentration gradient would induce G-ons to diffuse

radially inward at a rate that just compensates the rate at which G-ons

are being added to the MECs periphery as a result of the electrons and

negative virtual-charge densities that arc being pumped there and that

act as G-on sources. Thus the revolving ring of roller magnets would

act as an ether pump, pumping G-on sources [electrons and negative

virtual-charge dcnsiricsl toward the MEC's periphery, thereby lowering

the G-on concentration at the MFC’s center,

4

" This outward G-on flux

would likely have a rotary component aligned in the clockwise direction

of magnetic ring rotation, in which case a clockwise ether vortex would

be produced.

The above analysis suggests that while in operation, the MEG or

Searl disc would generate a gravity field in its generator’s interior where

up would he oriented toward the generator’s periphery and down would

be oriented toward its center. Thus, the induced internal gravity gradient

would act as a centripetal force that would counteract the centrifugal

force of rotation. This disagrees with Barrett’s inference that the gravity

field in the Searl generator would be oriented with the center being up

and the rim being down. 10 In the same paragraph, Barrett commented

that
IL

side effect electromagnetic forces help to keep the Searl generator

4 [n addit inn to these C -(m f

I

uxfs., X-on and Y-on flu xcs would, he i nd.uci.-L hy the radia I

X-on and Y-<xn concentration gradients, tvhirh m conven'daim I physics aiE the eriunte.r-

pa res of the Electric fold.. Thus, at the M EC's negatively charged, run, X-on concentra-

tion would he elevated and Y-on concentration depressed, while at the \3EG s center,

X-on concentration would he depressed and Y-on concentration would he elevated.

Consequently, accompanying the centripetal flow of G-ons there would he a centripetal

flow of X-oais and a mnnifugal flow of Y-ons.
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together,
11

that is, counteracting the centrifugal force of rotation. Here

he is partially correct^ the Scarf generator induces a
u
side-effect

71

force

that helps to keep it from flying apart, but this force is clcctrogravitLe,

not electromagnetic as Barrett inters. On the other hand, if the Sear!

generator was spinning counterclockwise, the gravity and electric field

gradients would he just the reverse, and in chat case the gravitational

field would act to pufl outward in the same direction as the mechanical

centrifugal force.

Let us consider what effect this radial G-on flux would have on the

Earth’s gravitational field in the vicinity of the MEG, According hr sub-

quantum kinetics, the Earth is a net consumer of G-ons. Hence, it forms

a radial concentration gradient in the G ether that extends out into space,

with G-on concentration progressively rising with increasing distance

from the surface of Earth, More specifically, this ether gradient, which

corresponds to Earth’s gravity potential gradient, diminishes according

to the inverse of increasing radial distance, with, the G-on concentration

gradient progressively decreasing with increasing distance, This gradi-

ent induces G-ons in space to continually diffuse downward Into Earth,

where they are reactively consumed at a higher race, This downward flux

is illustrated by the large gray arrows in figure 1 0.1 5. This environmental

gravity gradient extends vertically through the MEC and tends to exert a

downward force on it; see my book Subcjuantum Kinetics for an explana-

tion of how ccheron gradients induce movement.

Figure 10,15, which displays a side view of the MEC stator and roller

ring, also shows the directions in which the MEC induces C-on move-

ment. Thus, when the MEC is operating, G-ons chat normally would

diffuse downward coward E.arth, forming E.arth’s gravity field gradient,

would instead he induced to move in a perpendicular direction, paral-

lel to the MEC’s rotational plane. G-ons would be drawn from above

the MEG as well as from below, so G-ons residing below the MEG that

normally would flow away from the MEG downward toward Earth

now would diffuse upward toward the MEC’s center, which establishes

a low G -on concentration, or G well, when the MEC ls operating. Note

that the ether flux pattern mapped out here is similar to that mapped

by Barrett (see figure 10.4 J, which was inferred from experiments with

the Searl disc.
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T he alteration o( the G-im [memories correspondingly alter* the

gravity field gr-asheni pas-dag vertically through the MFC. Figure llf.lfj

shows how Earth's gravity potential gradient would be.
1 altered actns\

Lcrcical sections taken near the MEC 's peripheral roller ring ray;h
t
pro-

file! and near jib center ;lefr profile!. Flu.- dashed line indicates thfecrav-

i iv potencul gradient that Earth normally produces. TIuj heuat hJidwh

rliaj gravity potential lb ho listed Ln the vicinity of the roUer Inig because

the outward flow of ilcctrons- | negative gravity massl inutaseL rJi: lli -

on concentration near the periphery :>( the MFC and decreases il near

its center, t objects approaching ne.ti lEhs peripheral region would be

gravitationally repel ltd. The •ppostCi situation wouIlL occur near the

MFC’s center. Gravity potential a: the center of the .MTl! would he

decreased relatiye Lli cm iron mental levels. Hence, objects approach mg

I he M EC near its center would be drawn inward.

Along the MEC't nudplane, at both its center and Lts periphery.

I lie gravity gradierii would approach a zero-gradient condition, gmng
the MFC a condition ot weightlessness if a sufficiently high rare of

rota tinn. Even ict. the MFC would experience a net Eorce repelling it
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Figure W.16. Hour Earth's

gravity potential field is jtiered

when the MEC fs operating

A trows indicate the direction of

gravitationai force outside the

MEC. Afopjjj the plane of the

disc, sphere the G profile becomes

vertical, there would he no

gravity gradient . hence a state of

weightlessness.

from Earch, just tike Start’s 5EGs, which would suddenly rush upward

after a brief period of hovering. The reason for this is that the- MEC
would surround itself with a gravity potential hill chat would tend to

screen chc gravity potential well being generated at its hub. Thin len-

ticular gravity potential hill would behave jusc like a body of negative

gravitational mass polarity. That is, under chc influence of Earth’s

gravity potential gradient, ic would spontaneously move up this gradi-

ent from a lower toward a higher potential. Consequently, the MEC’s

gravity potential hill field would migrate away from Earth's surface,

the MEC moving along with it * This scenario, which follows from

suhquantum kinetics, is consistent wr ith Barrett's analogy chat when

the SEC is in chc drive condition, its surrounding field is such that “the

crafc is shot out of the earth's field like a wee orange pip from between

the fingers."" 1

If the ring of roller magnecs was instead made to revolve in a counter -

(
[t i spacecraft was built with tbu Mi l >.ir Sim r. generator js its central engine, it

-won Id be beneficial ro convey the electrons emitted Iram t.te- eencr.uor i tin to the bull

of the craft, -which would he- electrically insulated from the generattu1

'* positive Ti.nce .

Thb would. co.use the entire craft to he surrounded by a high-voltage negative potential

and a natter-repelling gravity potential hi

L
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clockwise direction, G-ons {and electrons) would he propelled radially

inward, towardthc center of the stator. In this case, this auxiliary vorti-

cal effect would surround itself with a gravity potential well that would

tend to screen the gravity potential hill accumulated at the MEC's core.

Thus, the MEC’s outer field pattern would behave as though it was pro-

duced hy a mass of positive gravitational polarity. Its field, then, would

he attracted toward Earth and would pull the MEC downward, thereby

increasing its overall weight. This is consistent with the observations of

Roshchin and Godin.

The MEC’s weight-reduction hysteresis may also have a ready

explanation. This concerns the observation that when the MEC’s rate of

rotation passes a critical threshold, its weight decreasing with increasing

rotor speed, if rotor speed is subsequently decreased, the MEC main-

tains its lowest attained weight even when rotor speed has been dra-

matically reduced. This may he an indication that much of the MEC’s

G-on pumping action comes from the field oscillations that produce its

soliton pattern. Even though the rotor speed drops, this pattern would

still he supplying energy to these oscillating fields and would continue

to pump ctherons,

Another prediction that emerges from suhquartum kinetics is that

the inertia] mass of the MEC or 5EG should decrease when it is oper-

ated in the levity mode [clockwise rotation). That is, in suhquantum

kinetics, an increase in G-on concentration (higher gravity potential;

would affect the Model C ether reactions in such a manner as to cause

a lengthening of all photon and particle wavelengths, Thai is, a rise

of gravity potential would increase the Compton wavelength of the

electric potential wave pattern that characterizes the particle’s field pat-

tern.'
3 '3 This wavelength, is related to the particle's inertial mass by the

formula K-j = htmQC, in which h is Planck’s constant and hiq is the parti-

cle's inertial mass. So an increase in Compton wavelength is equivalent

to a decrease of inertial mass. This supports Searl’s claim that his SEG

becomes incrtia-frcc during operation, 11'14

These interrelated effects of gravity-induced wavelength change

and gravity-induced inertial mass change, which emerge as a necessary

outcome of subquantum kinetics, allow suhquantum kinetics to account

for well-known astronomical phenomena such as the gravitational
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lensing of starlight by a massive body anti orbital precession, Gravi-

tational lensing would arise from die wavelength -ahiera t idn effect, and

orbital precession would arise from the incrtial-mass-alteration effect.

In the past, general relativity has attempted, to explain both of these as

outcomes of the supposed warping of space-time by massive bodies. In

the twenty-first century, the outmoded theory of general relativity will

be forced to relinquish its ownership of these astronomical phenomena

as subquantum kinetics enters to fill its vacuum.

This inertial-mass-alteration effect has been demonstrated in the

laboratory, Kazakhstan physicist Valcrv Mikhailov conducted two

experiments in which he observed the oscillation frequency of an elec-

tron located within a charged sphere, In one, the sphere’s potential was

varied between -3,000 volts and +3,000 volts, and in the other^ the

sphere’s potential was varied between -125 kilovolts and +125 kilo-

volts, He found that the electron's effective inertial mass changed

in direct proportion to the applied voltage potential—decreasing with

increasing, negative potential and increasing with increasing positive

potential. This is in agreement with the predictions of subquantum

kinetics. That is, by negatively charging the sphere, the gravity poten-

tial in the interior of the sphere should be raised; hence, the inertial

mass of particles in. the sphere’s interior should he decreased, as was

observed,

Apparently unaware of subquantum kinetics., Mikhailov cited his

results as confirmation of a different theoretical prediction, made by

Brazilian physicist Andre Assis on the basis of force field interactions

predicted by the elcctrodynamic approach of the ninteenth-ccntury

German physicist Wilhelm Weber." Assis’s interpretation of Weber’s

electrodynamics theory, however, makes the different prediction that

the sign of this inertial effect should depend on the particle’s electric

charge; hence, a proton’s inertial mass should increase when the sphere

is negatively charged. Suhquantum kinetics, on the other hand, predicts

that the proton’s inertial mass, like that of the electron, should decrease

with increasing negative charge. Apparently, another experiment should

be performed on the oscillation frequency of a positively charged ion to

determine which of these two theories is correct. Meanwhile, we cur-

rently" have only anecdotal reports on the behavior of the SEG to suggest
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that the subquantum kinetics alternative may be the correct outcome.

Yet another prediction coming out of subquantum kinetics concerns;

the phenomenon of Jematcrialization, It predicts that if a spacecraft's

gravity potential was to rise very high, the craft could become invis-

ible or, in some cases, could dematerial ize all together. In such a case,

an increase in gravity potential above a certain critical threshold!, £L ,

would dictate subcritical conditions in the ether reaction system, which

in the extreme would cause energy waves and matter to ultimately dis-

sipate, leaving behind uniform concentrations {i.e,, the vacuum state).

Further experimental evidence is needed co determine whether this

could account for observations of spacecraft invisibility.

The analysis presented above for the MEC would apply equally well

to Scad's multi ring SEGs. Since a second added ring would rotate in

the same direction as the first hut would be rotating twrice as fast and

clockwise relative to the innermost runner ring, the gravitic effects of

the two tings would be additive, effectively doubling the weight loss of

the apparatus at a given rotation rate, This can be compared to operat-

ing two water pumps in series, The inner ring of roller magnets would

pump G-ons outward and the outer toller magnet ring would further

assist this pumping action. Adding a third ring would boost this effect

even more.

Compared with the beam propulsion technology discussed in chap-

ters 7 and &, the SEC and the MEC appear to offer a simpler approach

to gravitational levitation. However, it may not be as desirable from a

weaponry standpoint in that a craft using such levitation would not be

able to abruptly change its direction of flight. This may explain why the

military has preferred the beam propulsion technology, since high-speed

maneuverability would give a craft a distinct advantage in combat. For

more-peaceful applications, such as for high-speed personal transport

across the globe or beyond toother planets, the SEC and MEC technol-

ogy appears to he the better choice. It also has the benefit of offering a

virtually limitless energy source that could ultimately eliminate global

warming. Power companies, however, will need to- reeducate themselves

rapidly on basic physics and engineering so as not to follow the police

-

state tactics of their predecessors. For example, in May 1982, govern-

ment agents broke into SearTs home, confiscated an SF'C unit chat was
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Figure The second magnetic energy converter prototype in tin- process

ofbeing iissefttblid h\ Roschtn and Godin nr Mozzotv.

under Lest supplying electricity to his house, and, tore our .ill Lhe clectri-

cal wiring from his house. Citing as evidence a sequence of Unusually

low metered electrical hills, the Southern Electricity Board then pros-

ecuted him on trumped-up durgcs of "stealing electricity by means of

a unique device,’' and sued htm lor a large sum of money. As a result,

Scad’s family broke up and he became very depressed, The Court had

him confined ed jail for shout .1 year and white so detained in arsonist

set his house on fire, destroying most of his records and equipment.- 6

koshchin and -Godm do not presently have access to their earlier

generator. Reminiscent of Searl's plight, ibey report that fheir first

prototype was stolen from their laboratory. However, they arc cur-

rently working on building .1 second prototype it ebe Glushko “NPE

Energotna-sb’’ Company in Moscow with tbe intention of duplicating

their earlier results (figure 10.1 7j, Gtraups led by Seirl in the Lnitcd

Kingdom and hy American researcher John Thomas in the Lin i ted States

are also undertaking pir.i]ccts that intend to duplicate Searl
r

s earlier

Work.
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ELECTRD G R AV1TIC

WAVE EXPERIMENTS

11.1 THE DIMITRIOU GRAVITY SHIELD

Stavros Dimitriou- a professor of cltccric.il engineering, has performed

an experiment that may demonstrate some degree of gravity shielding.

Like the SECT the weight-loss effect produced by Dimirriou's apparatus

appears to arise because electrons are induced to move radially in and

out from a central poinE in a plane oriented perpendicular to the Hartb's

gravity field. Dimitriou arranged a set of eight wire loops in a radial

pattern, the loops* ends being joined at upper- and lower-hub junctures

[see %ure 11.1).
1 The entire ''antenna,” which has a diameter of about

90 centimeters, was suspended from the ceiling by means of a thread.

A 15 -volt, square -wave pulse signal having a frequency of about

75 metiahcrtit was applied across the antenna's upper and lower hubs

to excite currents to oscillate back and forth through the wire loops.

These currents would flow radially with respect to the hubs and for

the most part parallel co the Earth's surface t Dimitriou was supplying

a radio-frequency power of only 2,5 watts to- his antenna. In order to

maximize the current flowing in the loops, the excitation frequency was

chosen to match the antenna’s resonant frequency, at which a quar-

ter of a wavelength would tit across the loop's approximately 1 -meter

333
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figure 1 1 .

j‘
. The gravity screening rodin-freijtieiicy tvrt^nrtn jrr^ty tested hy

Stam •£ Dimttrunt. fA Jjpf£ir/mm j Jrati'm# twi fftjatf-J.oiErs iVacniin '? rt'ffarfc'.

rr1

.-/if rj j nd/p, tree.frJ

!

radm?. At resonance, the currents circularing m the would he

tar hip.hi.-F than the AC exciting current, with maximum value? being

reached at the antenna? periphery. For example, if his inop tvtretn had

if Li-resimancc qualify factor of flO
T rhe lOft-miiliamp AC signal' would

have excited currents reaching up to 9 amperes.

LdmilrioU measured ihc antenna’s ability to alter gravity by swing-

ing lE back and forth an its -suspending thread and measuring Lts period

of oscillation, with the AC runted both 0:1 and off. Comparing the peri-

ods, he found that the antenna’s swing period was slightly greater when

I he AC was on. Since the length of the antenna's suspending cord did

not change, he concluded i liar the antenna was. a bit to local iv reduce the

gravitational accelerating force by 1,3 percent, with the period of any-

swung of the pendulum being determined hr rts length and the force of

gravity acting on its mass." Hr believed ill trt this reduction arose because

currents induced in the loops were somehow' creating a local gravity-

shielding effect. He also swung a small pendulum hub that he held near

the odio-frequenev antenna and, by timing iis swing, found that ees

period also increased when the antenna was excited.
1 Consequently, he

concluded th.ir objects in rhe immediate vicinity or rhe antenna were

similarly affected by rhe gravity reduction.

' Pcnud - Y f, in which I. a dir. I^igtii. -jf the penJ-iJun ztird ,nd g r. rht zrmin-

LluruS i-. ll'! i:rj i ic

.
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The question that arises, however, is whether the reported percent-

age of reduction in the gravitational acceleration, g, is a real effect or

a statistical artifact. There is -considerable error involved in measuring

the period of a pendulum. Even with no variation of the gravitational

force or the pendulum length, the clocked period of the hob's swing can

vary from one clocked, period to the nest due to friction in the pendu-

lum string, room ait currents, and timing inaccuracies. Consequently,

such a pendulum period measurement has meaning only if many sets of

measurements arc made with the AC signal both turned on and turned

oft, for which pcri<Hi averages and. period standard deviations are calcu-

lated. If the difference between the average length of the “on
71

periods

and the average length of the “off"’ periods is shown to be significantly

greater than the data standard deviation, then one might surmise that

a real effect on gravity is present. But past reports of the existence of a

g reduction effect may instead be misinterpreting statistical artifacts of

the measurement process as evidence of a real effect.

French researcher Jcan-Lou is Naudin attempted to duplicate Dimi-

triou’s pendulum antenna experiment. 1 He built a similar wire loop

array and excited k at a resonant frequency ot 82 megahertz. Whereas

Dimitriou had used a handheld stopwatch to clock the antenna swing

period, Naudin allowed the antenna pendulum to cut the path, of a

laser beam as it swung and recorded the swing intervals electronically.

Measuring the period increase of the pendulum swing, he calculated a

much greater, 7 percent reduction in gravitational acceleration when

the oscillator was switched on. In another version of the experiment,

Naudin tested the period swing of an antenna having wire loops that

each included an extra turn at its outer extremities, with the extra loops

being oriented in the horizontal plane. With this design, Naudin mea-

sured an 1
1

percent reduction in gravitie force, for a power consump-

tion of about 2,5 watts. Both test rigs were found to have a Q value of

about 10,
4

*Naudi n's Q value was lilcely lower than that -of I imitnctu s antenna hecause Naudin

made his Incipx from uncoatcd wire that wax subject to surface uxedaticin and, hence,

would have had a greater surface resistance. At mc^ahert?: trequencscx, such an were

used. i:n this es peri meme, current tlnwx mainly on The wire surface. Elence, surface

ox ide i can diminish .he antenna x Q value.
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However. Like Demitriou, N.iudin reported only in estimated pei-

rmtzge of gravitational reduction, wilhmji providing the standard

deviation values to allow one to judge the accuracy o| the method of

measurement. Thus, until a Lest of 'he radio frequency (RV) pendulum

antenna is property performed giving the purported RF-induccd period

change along with the variance oF the period measurement, it is not pus-

< ib#c to determine tor certain if iht eliect is real. All ih.it c an he said at

present is that :r is .in inrerestinq subject lor investigation.

DimitrioU also proposed another version of his RF pendulum

antenna experiment in which lIic wire loops of his antenna are replaced

hi' a disc- shaped printed circuit hoard having copper-clad upper and

lower surfaces electrically joined at Us periphery I tgure 11.2s ' En this

way, the two surfaces would form, a pancake-shaped RF cavity thai

would lisv* ;i beneficial high Q valiae. He proposed rltai the hfs c-tfect

would be more eastiv seen hy testing a 30-degree pie seciinn ol the disc

and observing its tib when energized witlt radio-frequency power, given

that a greater Weight Joss Would he obtained at the sector's periphery

l han at its center,

NauJin has attempted to duplicate Ehmitriou’s RF pic-wedge exper-

iment. The wedge shown in figure U.3 was hjianced around i t = center

of grav ft1
,
and checked for evidence <>l gnv nil when energized with i

rad iu-t requeuev-excitmg eircuLt connected at its apex. \audin reported

rliat he Was ahlt ro get same Weak upward movements of the wedge's

rim, lim dtat these movements were not easily reproducible.

In 21>07t 1 witnessed several test; ol the disc version of the DtmiLriniu

Rb pendulum antenna being resonantly excited with 20-volr pukes, hut

in my opinion there was no change of the pcnduSum's penod above tbt-

Figure It. 2. The auc-

slfHIHld Kj" uriJi'rijij

p.
1 ij/i ueJ b\ Dimitri' Tj

in 1QB1. The upper- and

fi nwr-djjc surface m-oiiid

tie eticrgtzt'd n iil< j j<Jri>-

faquency puttier near

/tom ts A JirJ
1

B,
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Figure I J . >. A wedge-shaped primed drctiis board l • uisJ rtu fed by Haitdifj -.a

a test bf Dimitriou’s experiment, fCourtesy uf l.-L. biandiu. front hts itvbsite.

tjttpif/fnditdinjrec.frfy

margin at measurement error; hence, no dear indication chat gravity

was bring reduced when the disc was energized. It there was an effect,

it was too slight to be detected. By accurately recording large num-

bers of pendulum swing periods, it should he possible to substantially

reduce the variance sn the persod. measurement daca.. in which case the

sensitivity at the rest to detecting small alterations m gravity might be

improved, ii future tests demonstrate iliac a gravity-screening effect is

produced, this would he one of the mast promising among eJeci rag rav-

ine technologies, not only hccause cd its Simplicity, hut also because of

its high energy efficiency.

Although it may be too carfv to theorize ahoui hnw Dimittinu's wire

and disc antennae might produce a gravity-screening effect,, we m ight

venture an explanation dtnilaf na Lhat given for the operation of The

Seirl disc. Thar is, one might expect a gravity-screening effect to arise

because f.-ons are being induced to move in a horizontal ds recti '.in >,i.c.,

per pen dicu 1 .1 r to the Earth’s gravity field gradient I. The AC resonance

in the antenna would set up oscillating electric potential field gradients

directed radially inward and outward along the length of the upper or

lower conductor wires. Alternatively, in the case of the R.F disc, these

Would be directed radially to and from the centers of upper or lower

disc surfaces. These oscillating fidd gradients would be steepest, near
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the periphery of the wire loops |or disc surfaces), where the induced cur-

rents would also be maximal. According to suhquantum kinetics, these

oscillating electric fields would he accompanied by oscillating gravity

potent ia I fields whose field gradients would also be maximal at the loop

or disc periphery. Consequently, the radial back-a nd-forth movement of

electrons would be accompanied by a horizontal radial back-a nd-forth

movemen t of G -ons. T he oscillating grav ity field propel! i ng these G-on s

in the horizontal plane would also entrain G-ons associated with the

vertical G-on flux that naturally flows toward the Earth in response to

the Earth's gravity field gradient. Consequently, in the vicinity of this

oscillating electrode, the ambient G-on flux and its associated G-on

concentration gradient would be deflected from their normal vertical

orientation toward the horizontal. As a result, objects in the vicinity

of this disc would no longer feel the full downward pull of the Earth’s

gravity, being effectively screened from this field by the disrupting effect

of this AC resonator.

In the Searl disc, the pulsing fields were nonreversing and always

induced G-ons {and electrons) to move radially outward coward the

periphery of the disc. In that case, then, an occupant of such a vehicle

would feel a centripetal inward-pulling gravitational force. In a gravity

shield created by radio-frequency excitation of a Dimitriou antenna, on

the other hand, the direction of this radial C-on flux would reverse 100

million times per second or so. Consequently, the horizontal gravity

field component would have a net-zero value.

Brown may have inadvertently been producing such a gravity-

screening effect in his vertical-lift electrohinetic apparatus. His electro-

kinetics patent proposed applying AC to a negatively charged ““ h a I f-wave

radiator'’ disc electrode positioned at the tip of a conical dielectric (see

figure -LS in chapter d). Like Dimitriou's disc, this would have propelled

G-ons radially inward and outward in the plane of the disc and set

up a gravity-screening field in the electnide's immediate vicinity. The

induced G-on flux would have locally redirected the G-on flux that

normally moves downward toward the E.arth to flow in a horizontal

direction, thus decreasing the gravity field gradient across the saucer

and locally reducing the g-value affecting the saucer’s mass. The AC

oscillations induced in the positively charged canopy electrode would
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also have contributed to the gravity-screening effect. Thus, part of the

lift that Brown was getting might he attributed to an induced gravity-

screening effect.

11.2 LOW-VOLTAGE SAWTOOTH-WAVE
EXPERIMENTS

In the mid-1990s, DLmitriou conducted an experiment in which he

radiated sawtooth waves from the end ot a specially configured dipole

antenna. 1 The antenna, which is shown in figure I t ,4., measured IS. 5 by

12..5 centimeters. A detailed explanation of why it was constructed in

this fashion may be found in his master's thesis, lie excited the antenna

with a Id-megahertz, 1 5. 5-volt peak-to-peak RC-Norion signal of the

sort graphed in figure 7.6b. The oscillating current would have reached

its maximum value along its central wire axis and attained lower values

in the two outlying wires* each of which was capacitivelv loaded with a

total of Jd picofarads.

Dimitriou discovered chat the antenna created a gravitational force

in Lme with its central axis when it was being excited with this sawtooth

wave. He suspended a 4,1 -gram, 1.5 -centime tcr-dia meter glass sphere

at the end of a 2-mcter cotton string from the ceiling, positioning rhe

sphere close to one end of the centra! antenna wire. A grounded copper

atiraaivfl

lo'ca
• fOpulSr-O low

^^petriulum bob

OOpt^r JSPKT

Figure 11.4. Art antenna constructed try Stavros Dimiiriou that ra dutes longi-

tudinal gravity Ji-urra from either end ofits centre! conductor. Cj,. C ; , C. >„ end

Cj ere toffi/urg capacitances. The pendulum boh teas hung .1 centimeters from

the antenne in line with the centre l conductor.
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plate was placed between the antenna and the pendulum, to screen any

electromagnetic effects. He observed that when the antenna was ener-

gised, a longitudinal force was exerted on che nearby test pendulum.

When placed near the negative end of the central antenna wire, the boh

was attracted with a force of 4 dynes, indicating that it was subject to

a gravitational attraction of 0.1 percent. When placed near the positive

end of the central wire, it was repelled with a force of 3 dynes, that is,

repelled with a gravicic force of 0.0 B percent g. Dimitriou theorized that

this gravitic force was exerted on the test mass by a beam of gravity

waves emitted from the end of the central wire.

In yet another experiment, Dimitriou demonstrated that sawtooth

waveforms produced frequency shifts in light being emitted from the

junction of a light-emitting diode [LED|. He reasoned that the LED’s

junction functioned as a miniature capacitor and that the sawtooth

wave created a gravitational force that induced it to move, with the

motion producing a Doppler shift of the LED’s frequency. He measured

the resulting velocity change of the junction by observing the amount

and sign of che frequency Doppler shifting that this motion induced in

the LED’s light. A blueshift (frequency increase! indicated a forward

thrust of the LED’s light- emitting junction, and a redshift
1
frequency

decrease) indicated a reverse thrust of the junction.

Dimitriou excited the LED with a 1.85-mega hertz sawtooth wave

having an amplitude of about 2 volts peah-to-peak. The voltage was

adjusted so that the LED began to emit its light just when the volt-

age reached its peak value. This was done because as the LED junction

reaches full Luminance, it Joses it capacitive characteristics and, hence,

no longer functions elect rogra vitically.

He studied the effect of two types of waveforms. One was an RC-

RC waveform of the type pictured in figure 7,5b, with an exponential

voltage rise that lasted one-third as long as its exponential voltage

decline. The other sawtooth wave was a ramp-tvpe wave having a linear

rise and linear fall, also in a one-to-three duration ratio. The leading

edge of the exponential waveform produced a frequency blueshift equal

to 8J6 millimeters per second, and its trailing edge produced a fre-

quency redshift equal to 2.B5 millimeters per second, which was 2.86

times less. The ramp sawtooth waveform surprisingly produced frequency
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’tiifth as wdl, wsch the Icuding-edge velocity -vh Lit being 2. 5~ rimes ibe

trji i I i cip,-c lLcc velocity shift Alsu, ihc ramp wave produced velocity shifts

that were about 2,
-
nines less than those produced h\ the exponential

vya Reform,

The Velocity charge cannot he attributed sold; to the electrogLJ-

vilic effects of virtual charges since, if such were the case, the ramp

Waveform, whose potential varied linearlv with distance, should have

induced no velocity change in the LED junction. Alternatively, it is pos-

sible thal the Frequency shift oJ the LEFT junction arose because the

sawtooth waves induced changes in the dectrical characicrisiurs of rbe

junction through some unknown effect.

Di tnicriou also performed a scries of experiments, in wh ich he repeat-

edly charged and discharged a parallel plate capacitor vvnh an R.C-

IMrirmn sawtooth wave similar to that shown in figure 1 1,5 and lunkedl

for evidence of whether the capacitor was experiencing a gravitational

thruss
" x Hr experimented with sawtooth -WaVe frequencies ringing

from several hundred kilohertz up to slightly more rh.tn I megahertz,

liavmg a comparably low peak voltage ol up to I 2,4 volts. He produced

this waveform using the circuit shown in figure I Lb, which consists of

j ’555 integrated circuit chip, two capacitors, and a charging resistor

R
|
in senes with r he test capacitor. The value o! I his resistor was chosen

to he 2,3ti
-
oh ins. 2 tZ,-„ in which Zu is the tree space impedance of

276,7 ohms,

Dimitriou applied this waveform to two capacitors attached to

either end of a 3 H -centimetcr-long rotor arm, repeatedly charging ami

discharging them at a 22 k -kilohertz Lrequencv ! see figure 3 1 Each

capacitor measured S ccmimeters and consisted of a I -centimeter- thick

figure t l .5 . Air JiC-lVdriorr

srietavth imifn hapiiMj a

gradual exfscmerittnl iltihige rjjf

,]n J rapid, Itni J r .; n/tirjfL decline.

The rtnrrp voltage drub uvts

riptide in iast about

j {MTcmt l) f the duration cijf the

i‘i\)Utgi' rise phase.
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Figure 1 1 .6. Cj'n.-«j'J

diagram for producing

the RC-Noriors-lype

sawtooth wave.

slab of copper flanked by two thin sheets of dielectric that, in turn,

were flarked hv 0.5 -millimeter-thick bronze end plates. The outer

bronze plates nerved as the capacitor’s positive and negative electrodes.

Dimicriou reported that when he energized them with this sawtooth

wave, the capacitors developed a thrust in the negative-to-positive direc-

tion, causing the rotor arm direction to twist Ibv about 5 millimeters,

which was equivalent to a one-degree rotation. He also ran a similar

test made with an air gap instead of a dielectric between the capacitor’s

plates and reported that it also produced a thrust. Thus he concluded

that the effect did not depend on the presence of a dielectric,

In March 2007, l conducted my own tests ot Dimitriou’s thrust

capacitor effect. I constructed printed circuit board capacitors measur-

ing about T5 by 5 centimeters and having a capacitance of about 410

picofarads, A piece of aluminum foil formed one plate and the copper-

clad printed circuit board formed the other plate, both separated by a

layer of double-stick tape. I also built an RC-Norton oscillator based

on the circuit diagram shown in figure 11,6 and used it to energize the

capacitor with 15-volt sawtooth waves having a frequency of about 1

megahertz. E hung an BO-cent i meter- long pendulum bob near one face

of the capacitor, buc observed no deflection when the capacitor was

energized (i.e.. Ax < 1 mm). This indicated that any Lateral gravitational

acceleration produced in the immediate vicinity of the capacitor would

have had to be smaller than 0.1 percent g. [ also used a waveform gen-

erator built by Dimitricm and got the same null result.,

For another test, I constructed a capacitor measuring 10 by 12,5

centimeters and placed it horizontally on a milligram balance that was

sensitive to 1 milligram weight changes. When energized with the RC-

Norton sawtooth waveform, no weight change was observed. Since
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the capacitor itself weighed 35 grams, this indicated that there was no

change in gravitational acceleration larger than 0.001, percent g.

To check the Dimitriou capacitor rotor ex peri men t, I built a rotor

setup similar to that shown in figure 11,7, The capacitors were con-

structed from two 30 -mil rectangular copper slabs measuring 10.5

by 14 centimeters and separated from one another by a thin polyeth-

ylene-film layer,. The -capacitors each weighed about 200 grams and

had a -capacitance of £55 picofarads, They were mounted at opposite

ends of a 90 -centimeter-long stick chat was suspended from the ceil-

ing at its center point (see figure 11,3). The sawtooth-wave generator

and its battery-power supply was attached to the stick. I worked with

Professor Panagiotis Pappas and his assistants to carry out tests of

the apparatus in his Athens laboratory. We energized both capacitors

with the RC-Norton wave, but could see no persistent rotation of the

apparatus.

Checking the sawtooth wave with an oscilloscope, we found that

an unwanted high-frequency oscillation was present in the waveform,

which was due to inductance added by a long lead wire connecting chc

wave generator to both capacitors, To eliminate this oscillation* we

placed the wave generator as close as possible to one of the capacitors

and disconnected the wire supplying RF to chc other capacitor, The

second capacitor, then, was used as an inert counterbalance weight at

the opposite end of the rotor arm.

Before carrying out a retest, we constructed a photo-relay circuit
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l capacitor rotor constructed by the author- 1 f. LiiVfolelta, d

rhat would KTcrsc tlrr sawtooth-wavr polarity ia the capacitor. Thus,

by operating a switch in the ndfoininc observation room, we could

momentarily turn on a room light and activate the photo-relay circuit

to reverse the capacitor polarity without actually touching the appara-

tus.. Pappas also set up a video camera on the ceiling that looked down

on the capacitor rotor so we could, view anv movement of the appara-

tus remotely from the observation room, This was done to minimize

the chance thaL air currents produced by movement of people in the

room, or by rheir breathing would disturb the apparatus. We found

that it would rake at least an hour lor the swinging id the apparatus to

oahssde, and even then oscillations would still he present due to room

drafts.

We energized the capacitor with a 1..^ -mega hertz RC -Norton

wave, remotely reversing the waveform polarity on lire capacitor, hut

we saw no comparable reversal or alteration in the swung of the appa-

ratus. We concluded l.hai no gravitational-thrust effect on the rotor

could he seen other than the rotors cm going slow oscillations arising

from room drafts. Using a makeshift ten so merer, 1 determined that

it rhe capacLtor was able to develop a gravitational force of at Least

IkUd percent g, a persistent rotary movement of the apparatus should

have been observed. The null result, then, calk into question claims

that I' >w-v.;j I t-age waveform : are able to induce gravitational ibrustson

capacitors.

Later, Pappas- modified the rotor assembly so thal l he sawtooth-
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wave generator was supplied with 16 volts DC via fine feed wires

attached to the rotor’s suspension wire, with the power switch being

situated in the observation room,. In this way, we were able to turn the

wave generator on and off from our remote location, We also deac-

tivated the polarity- reversing relay to omit any vibrations that arose

when the relay was energized. After allowing several hours for the

apparatus to equilibrate, power was turned on and later turned, off,

but no thrust could be seen other than the swings arising from room

drafts.

Naudin reported that he had duplicated the Dimitriou capacitor

rotor experiment and had observed a 1 -degree rotation of the appara-

tus. Our rotor was constructed in a fashion similar to that of Naudin’s

except our capacitor plates were made from sheet copper instead of

sheet aluminum and we activated only one of the two rotors. Eased

on our results, we are left to wonder whether the I -degree rotation

Naudin reported was due hr air currents and not to a true detection

of gravitational thrust. In his description of the experiment, Naudin

acknowledged that air currents could pose a problem to the stability of

the capacitor rotor arm,

Dimicriou's original rotor experiment used capacitors that were

much more massive than those used in our experiment, since they each

incorporated a I -centimeter-thick copper slab. Thus, the rotor experi-

ment should he repeated using copper slabs of similar thickness to see if

a positive result is obtained. Another experiment that should be dupli-

cated is a rotor experiment that Dimitriou demonstrated to professors at

the University of Manchester. In that case, two 1.5 -centimeter-diameter

mica capacitors were placed at opposite ends of a 25-centimeter rod that

was suspended at its center. When energized with an RC-Morcon wave-

form, the arm reportedly rotated 20 degrees,

Dimitriou has developed a working theory that has guided his

experimental discoveries, details of which arc given in his master’s

thesis. He makes a number of deductions from conventional electro-

static and gravitation theory that have led him to assume an equiva-

lence between the rate of change of a capacitor’s charging current and

a gravitational acceleration acting on the capacitor. Alternatively, he

formulates this as a relationship between, an accelerating rate of change
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ai j cjpuritu r’s electric field intensity and a cDiMcqucat gravitational

accelrcation acting i»n the capacitor. As shown in the text box below,

Ins cLrctrugravitk: acceleration relationship
[
13 ) is in agreement with

the SLibquantum hi Tie-tics prediction o( how virtual charge induces

gravitation.il force given by equation 8 :n chapter 4 .

Equivalence of Che DimltHou EHectrogravltlc Theory

with That of Sub-quantum Kinetics

Dim-tnou assumes that a constant current, l, produc-ng a constant

rate of change of charge. dQ/dt, tm a capacitor sh ould ne equivalent to

effecting a propc-roonate state of motion n the capacitor and inducing

ls movEmeni sc a constant velocity, y, relative to ch-a charge s Irarre di

reference. mathamaticajl expressed as:

i = ^«-V (10!

Alte rnauve given trail oop.stintJy charging current will proctucE a

constant i ncraa se n the rate d change oF electric field intensity. dE/dt,

ne state e that th-s tslc of increase shau d de equivalent to a proportion

ace cusse ofmudan ai velocity, v, Expressed as

W)

n which ; is
-.ha dielectric constant of the capacitor and a is ts surFace

area. Note that electric field irter-sicy is the same as the negrt ve of tine

voltage fradieot across the capacitor (i.e
,
E = —Vni-£ )

Tnus he posits

that a linear increase in charge on a capacitor pi ate. or inear increase n

voltage graeiert across a set ofcapacitor plates, is equivalent to a vrtuai

ve’odty vector directed toward the capacitor's pos-tive Dole out lhaL

ih is does noL reset in any acceleration or motional d sp acEmenc of ths

capadtor.

Further D-mitriou deducts that Lne rate of change of curri-nc, di/dt.

dradiirang an accelerating change: >n the amount of charge cn a capacitor

cPQ/dtJ
. or on accelerating change in the eiEctnc field intensity across

the capacrlor plaiee, dJ
E.'dt

J
,
should be equ valent to effecting suite n

c aE
1=6-0 -r y -v

at
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wnicn the cop.iciitir behaves is the ugh ic was subject to a grawtalianaJ

aocelerar. 1 in. a^, expressed asr

di _ {PQ

dr df
(
12

)

j"hus. supposes thaton scca'cnsung; increase m charge on a capac

tor pate. sir accelerating increase n vantage ^rad ent across a sec of

capacity places, is equivalent to an acceleration o'" the apacnor toward

ti positive pole, -ie presumes thaT exeroon of a grivitatiorai Force

sr.d displacement o' a capacitor occur only in utuaiionc o r
the .sscord

kind, as in equation 12, in which the capacitors electric fielc iniepj.lv

-ncreases or decreases non ine ah’y- ich time.

Or the assumption mat the electric Field intensity is concaived as

a wavE traveling at the soeed oF light and chat ns amplitude charEiss

with distance n the same manner as it changes wish brnt, equation

12 may oe expressed in terms ct the change or electric potent al

w-sh respEca to distance, r, rather than with “Esaect ic tame-. t, as

fallows:

« =
• $ («W rt) = *{r*» ID) - (H)

in which E = -Vu:. Given tha: a, = F t /m, this may he- seen to be iden

tical to equatfan B. the subqunrtum kinetic coupl ng relation der ved

n chapter A that expresses the elcctrograv tic effects of virtual charge

densities.

Di rnitriou
r

s theory relates elrcirogravitic acceleration to charging

current, which is advantageous From an electrical engineering stand-

posnt since the output of a wave generator is ofren described in terms of

i he current ss generates. EiubLjuariEum kinetics, however,, has ihc advan-

tage of offering j conceptual inodd thair allows one so see what might

be going on to cause Lhere In he rhis elrctrograviiic linkage. It allows one

to sec the connection between electric field potential, vircual-eJccrnc-

diarge density, gravity field potential, and gravitational acceleration.

.Sufiquanrum kinetics also shows that a first derivative of electric field
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potential may also be important in ebe h igh- frequency regime. It is

interesting that Dimitriou arrived independently at an experimen tally

based formulation that is equivalent hr the electrogravicLC formulation

of subquantum kinetics,

En summary, further research is needed to check out Dimitriou’s

findings. I believe that an clecErogravitic thrust effect should, exist,

but at wave voltages much higher than the ones Dimitrou and Naudin

were using. Additional experimentation with sawtooth waves in the

kilovolt range should hopefully bring this eleccrogravitic thrust phe-

nomenon up to a detectable level. Similarly, additional experiments

should he conducted to excite Dimitriou’s disc antenna with RK in

the kilovolt range to determine with greater certainty whether gravity

screening is produced.
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HIGH-VOLTAGE
ELECTRGGR AVI TICS

EXPERIMENTS

Investigations into electnagravitics have continued outside of the classi-

fied world as amateur rescaic hers-, inspired by Brown’s work, have striven

to reproduce his results. Experiments conducted hy a few researchers

are reviewed below. The reader should he aware that one takes a consid-

erable risk when working with high voltages., since high-voltage power

supplies can deliver lethal shocks, Thus, it is not recommended that

people undertake these experiments unless they are thoroughly familiar

with the hazards involved and have taken proper safety precautions.

12.1 TOM TURMAN'S ELECTROKINETICS
EXPERIMENTS

Electrical engineer Tom Turman’s initial mspiration to do research in

clectrogravitics came after reading a t95& article by Gaston Burridge

about Brown’s work, In an attempt to duplicate some of Brown’s flying-

dssc experiments;, Turman conducted private clectrogravitics research

between I 965 and 1972
,
while studying electrical engineering at Texas

34-9
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Tech University, In 196$, he began corresponding with. Brown, both

by telephone and by letter,. He cold Brown about the experiments he

was performing anil asked if Brown could clarify some aspects of his

flying-disc experiments, Brown was impressed with Turman’s indepen-

dent work and at one point was seriously considering hiring him as his

assistant. Unfortunately, circumstances did not permit him to follow

t h rough

.

Turman did nor have university funding to help him carry out his

research, Most of chc equipment he acquired for his task was cither

given to him or purchased at a low price from electrical surplus deal-

ers and subsequently reconditioned. He had a homemade power supply

capable of delivering 300 kilovolts DC ar up to 100 milliampcrcs, an

eight- channel osci Hograph for use in measuring voltage, current, and

force, and a capacitance-type gauge capable of measuring small changes

in the weight of a suspended elect rogravicic test device.

Turman built several types of lightweight, asymmetrical capacitor

devices. One cylindrical device that he built weighed between 3 and 6

grams and achieved maximum thrusts equal to as much as half of its

weight. 1 For this design, he used a sheet of insulating plastic film that

was a few mils thick and was wrapped around a cylinder 4.75 inches in

diameter and 4.4 inches long [figure 12.1). A 2.4-inch-wide aluminum-

toil skirt was wrapped around the lower end of the cylinder, with a

0.5 -inch overlap onto the plastic film, to serve as the negative electrode.

The positive electrode was an aluminum-foil tube measuring 0.25 inch

in diameter and 3.6 inches in length that was located at the opposite end

of the cylinder and positioned in line with the cylinder's axis so that half

the tube extended into the cylinder’s interior.

Figure 12.1. A cylindricat-

shaped ion-producing device

built and tested fry Tom

Turman. Jfs construction

was based on reports of

~lifter " tests carried out by

Thomas Townsend Brown.

(Based on a sketch fry

Turman)

0.25"

ElocIrodB
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Turman found that life increased, exponentially with increasing volt-

age, V, approximately as V J to V 1

,
confirming similar results found

in Brown's earlier work. Turman’s cylinders developed thrusts ranging

from 0.3 to 3.5 grams (5 Xo 50 grains} when energized with voltages

ranging from 35 to 135 kilovolts with a current draw of a few mitli-

amps. He found that the amount of thrust depended on the type of insu-

lating film he used in making the cylinder. He obtained greater thrusts

with materials having greater dielectric constants, observing thrust to

increase according to K" to K1J
(figure 12.2). He also found that thrust

depended on the dimensions of the device, such as the length of the posi-

tive electrode and its depth of penetration into the cylinder, the length

of the cylinder, and to some extent the width of the aluminum-foil skirt.

S3ata from thrust tests he conducted on a 1 3.,75-inch -dia meter cylinder

are presented in cable I.

DC- Voltage (Klavote)

figure 12.2. Chart of lift produced by 4.75-inch-diameter cylindrical lest

devices made from various types of plastic film with differing iviues of

dielectric constant (K). Curves are shown for Kaptan (K = 2.7) r Mylar

(K = 2:lK deflate film (K =1.9), and high-density polyethylene (K = 2.2).

(After T. Turman)
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TABLE 1. VARIATION OF THRUST WITH CHANGES IN LENGTH
OF CYLINDER AND DEPTH OF POSITIVE ELECTRODE

(Tested at 250 Kilovolts)

Length (inches) Depth (inches) Lift (grams)

10.9 2.5 22

114 2.3 20

11.6 11 20

12.1 24 16

Turman obtained the greatest thrunt when applying high-voltage

DC pulses, an effect Brawn also had noted. When energized in a puked

fashion, Turman's device achieved thrusts nearly sufficient to sclf-

levitate- He found chat his cylinder would also develop a thrust when

energized with AC, hut not as much as when energized with DC. The

unbalanced electrostatic force effect described in chapter 3 accounts

for the thrust that would be developed when a reversed voltage polarity

was applied to the cylinder. Regardless of whether the smaller upper

electrode had a positive or negative polarity, more ions would have

been emitted in the vicinity of the small upper electrode, where the

electric field density was greater, and this would have exerted a strong

upward-repulsive force. This force would have been greater than the

downward-repulsive force component produced in the vicinity of the

lower-cylindrical electrode, where fewer oppositely charged ions would

have been generated and where the consequent repulsive force would

primarily have been directed radially outward, away from the cylinder’s

central axis. Consequently, electrostatic ion-repulsion effects appear to

dominate over electragravitic effects in lightweight devices producing a

nonlinear field. The same applies to the lifter experiments carried out

by later researchers.

Turman noted that his cylindrical thruster device was a copious

producer of ion wind, and hence, he could not rule out ion wind as the

principle mode of propulsion. However, observing that the electric field

between the two electrodes was highly nonlinear, he predicted that the

device should exhibit a discernible Biefcld- Brown effect when tested in
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a vacuum environment, He had almost tin i sited budding the vacuum

equipment necessary to conduct these tests when he had to disassemble

everything and move his residence due to a job change. Afterward, he

never reassembled his equipment,

Turman’s cylindrical device did not come close to jiving the kind

of vertical lift that Brown had obtained from his 100-gram, rriancuatc-

shaped disc {figure 3.2), Nevertheless, Brown expressed considerable

interest in the design. In one of their telephone conversations, when

Turman told Brown about getting really good thrust from his cylinder

dev ices, Brown quizzed him extensively about them and said, “IMjalcc

some drawings and send me those drawings because [ am really inter-

ested in chose cylinders,” Turman sent him same drawings and data,

and subsequently, on November, 1, 1971, Brown wrote bach, saying,

“Your sketch shows a point and ring configuration of electrodes with

an intermediate dielectric tube. I cake it the ends of this cube are open

and the airflow is in the direction of the divergent field.. This would

make the cube assembly move in the opposite direction, that is, toward

the small positive electrode. Is this not so? , , , Have you observed any

thrust with the positive end of the tube closed?” 1

Another asymmetrical capacitor design that Turman tested con-

sisted of a flat B -inch -diameter disc of polyethylene film with aluminum-

toil electrodes attached to its upper and lower surfaces,
5 The upper

Figure 12.3. A ffat-profile electric

disc designed and tesled by Tam

Turman. {Based on a sketch made

by T. TifF'flriiffJ
Top View

[ + } Disc
Dtereclrir:

*H-) Fling

Side View
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(positive) and lower (negative) electrodes consisted of a i-inch-dia meter

foil disc and a 7-inch -diameter foil ring (see figure 12,3), The disc was

supported by a balsa-wood structure attached by monofilament lines to

an equal arm balance for weight measurement, The device was found to

develop a lift of up to 30 percent of its weight when energized. As with

the cylindricai device, this flat disc also developed lift when AC was

applied to it, hut not as much as with DC voltage. Also, the device was

found to perform better with DC pulses chan with steady DC.

Turman also attempted to duplicate Brown’s flying-disc device. He

made a 28 -inch -diameter saucer out of cardboard and covered it with

aluminum foil (figure 1 2 .4 j

,

4 The disc was 2,5 inches thick at its cen-

ter and tapered to 0.1 2-inch -dia meter blunt edge at its periphery, He

curved a 125 -mil-diameter brass rod 70 degrees around the disc to serve

as the outhoard positively charged electrode and spaced it 4.75 inches

from the negatively charged disc with a series of Plexiglas insulators.

In a static test, the device developed only 4.5 grams of thrust when

energized to SO kilovolts. This yielded a chrust-to-weight ratio of only

1 percent, far lower than even the thrusts observed in the 1952 Office

of Naval Research tests in which Brown’s discs developed thrusts of

18 grams under a charge of 47 kilovolts, Because of this disappointing

performance, Turman wrote to Brown inquiring what might be wrong

with the basic design he had used.

In his November 1, 1971, letter (see appendix A), Brown responded

by drawing a picture of his electric disc (shown in figure 2,bj, This

indicated that Brown used a much smalicr-gaugc wire as his positive

electrode, one that had a diameter of 1 mil (0.001 inch). In his electro-

kinetic apparatus patent. Brown noted that small -diameter wires should

be used for discs energized with voltages less than 125 kilovolts, for

discs energized at higher voltages, he recommended that the positive

electrode consist of a hollow pipe or rod having a diameter of 0,25 to

Figure HA. A device, similar to

Thomas Townsend Brown's electric

disc, built and tested by Torn

Turman. .(JJiiW on a sketch by

T. Turman)
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0,50 inch* Turman, however, tested his discs in the lower-voltage range

with a wire chat was more than one hundred times larger in diameter

than Brown would have used. This may explain why Turman got lower

thru sc from his disc* Also, the radius of curvature of the edge of chc

triarcuate disc in Brown's drawing was eight times larger rhan in Tom's

design (0.50 inch rather chan 0.06 inch). In designing his disc, Turman

had originally been guided hy the diagram Brown gave in his 1960 cJcc-

trokinetic apparatus parent.

En a subsequent telephone conversation, Turman learned from

Brown that the patent did not include a depiction of an optimal design

and that the blunt-edgc design performed better because it produced

a more nonlinear field configuration between its electrodes. Brown

emphasized ebe importance of creating a nonlinear E-field to maximize

thrust. Although Brown’s patents mentioned nonlinearity, Turman

found that Brown placed far more emphasis on this point in his per-

sonal conversations. IfTurman had decreased the diameter of his posi-

tive leading-edge electrode wire by a factor of 120 and had shaped

the edge of his negatively charged disc to have a gradual curvature,

he would have greatly increased the nonlinearity of the disc’s electric

field. This would have produced a substantially greater ion emission

from chc vicinicy of his positive electrode, whose forward-acting repul-

sive forces would have translated into a substantially higher forward

thrust for the disc.

Turman asked Brown many other questions as well; Compared

with the results of a static test, is chc propulsion efficiency of the device

increased if it is allowed to run in a circular course? Does the ratio of

thrust to weight increase as the size of the disc is increased? What was

the largcst-sizc disc that you constructed and what were the problems

you encountered? Brown was reticent on the subject.

Turman also built an asymmetrical capacitor device to test the per-

formance of a slat I ike device described in Brown's 1960 elcctrohinetic

apparatus patent (sec figure 12,5) A It bore a close resemblance to the

lifter devices that later became popular among electrogravitics hobby-

ists, but it was of much heavier construction, Turman used a stack of

four brass slats as the negative electrode, each slat measuring 1 inch

by 12 inches, and a 12 -gauge (110-mil-diameter) copper wire as the
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$uu Figure 12. H. A slut-style

asymmetrical capacitor

device built by Tom

Turman that ttsed a

heated positive electrode.

{Bused on s? sketch by

T. Turman}

outboard positive electrode.* Turman said that bis de-vice produced a

tremendous ion wind when energized with 30 kilovolts. In addition to

applying high-voltage DC to the electrodes, be electrically heated the

positive electrode using a modi tied 12-volt X-ray-tube filament trans-

former. He found that by heating tbc positive electrode, be was able to

get a greatly increased thrust. He noted that luminous ionization beads

would form at regularly spaced innervals along the wire, forming sites

where ions were discharged at a higher rate. As the wire was heaecd to

a higher temperature, an increasing number of beads would form along

the length of the wire. In his patent. Brown similarly proposed

electrode heating as a means of improving the elcctrogravitic thrust of

his vacuum tube gravitator cells (recall figure lL£j,

Turman noted that after a black oxide coating had formed on the

wire, be could still get a lot of thrust, even when be stopped heating the

wire. The oxide-coated wire apparently produced a lot more thrust than

did a clean copper wire. Turman felt that Brownes flying discs may have

used a positive electrode wire that was coated with some exotic mate-

rial to enhance ion emission. Such a film may have formed on the wire’s

surface as the result of heating and oxidation, bor example, rare-earth

oxides are used in radio tubes to enhance the emission of electrons from

their filaments,. The same type of coating might also enhance the for-

mation of positive ions at the surface of a positively charged electrode.

Brown did not mention using heated or coated wires in his flying-disc

experiments, and Turman never brought up the subject with him since

he performed bis tests on heating wires years after be had talked with

Brown,

More recently, after reading my paper on the B-2 bomber, Turman

"'Tujm an did not suli1 iki- thick rwi: i>f ms dart.
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speculated tiui the Icj ding edge of the B-2’s wing may have .in oxide or

chemical coating ro enhance ionization. Another way of inducing ion-

ization might be to use RF excitation^ According to one source,, a tna|or

aerospace company had taken out a patent :n the Sate I 95 Oh on a method

of using high-frequency voltage on the skin of planes to reduce air drag.

A similar technique might he employed in rleetritvinp the E-2.

12.2 LARRY DEAVENPORT'S ELECTROKINETIC
DISC TEST

In 3 995, independent researcher Larry Deavenporr carried out high-

voltagc tests designed co investigate Brown’s electric disc experiment.

Fie constructed it It -inch-long armature made from shellacked balsa

wood and suspended two aluminum discs 5.5 inches below each end of

the arm
|
figure I 2 , 6

1

/ Each disc measured about 2.6 inches in dm merer

Figure 12. b. A smathsize rotary electric disc setup built fry tarry Detfi'eir-

t.'i'jrJ to duplicate Thomas Towiiscud Brown's eicctrokmetic disc experiment

.

{Photo courtesy of L. Bieawttport)
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anil was one-cighch of an inch thick at the center, tape-ring to 20 mils

[0.02 inch} at thr edge, A curved piece of brass wire measuring about 50

mils in diameter and held 1.8 inches from the disc by she! I ached balsa

wood fingers served as the positive leading-edge electrode. Each, disc

weighed approximately 33,5 grams, The entire carousel rig was pivoted

at its center of gravity on a needle bearing.

When the discs were energized with 0.8 milliamp at 30 kilovolts

DC, the apparatus revolved at a speed averaging three-quarters of a

revolution per second and reaching as high as one revolution per second

[4 feet per second L Ballistic pendulum measurements determined that

the discs produced a thrust of 0,58 gram when energized at 25 kilovolts

and 1.7 grams when energized at 50 kilovolts.

Deavenport had used a 50- mil-diameter wire, much finer than the

125 -mi I -diameter wire that Turman had used. However, Deavenport’s

wire still was about fifty times thicker than what Brown recommended

in his letter to Turman. According to Brown, using a smaller- diameter

wire would have increased the field nonlinearity around the leading

electrode and that would have boosted the thrust developed by the

discs.

Deavenport also conducted carousel tests of a cylindrical electro-

kinetic device made from aluminum bottles. He was able to get the

apparatus to revolve at up to one revolution per second by applying high

voltage between 50 -mil-diameter curved emitter wires secured at the

bow and stern of the cylinder and separated from the cylinder by about

2 inches. The rear wire was connected to the cylinder body. He found

that the apparatus revolved slightly faster when a negative potential was

applied to the lead, wire, indicating that the propulsion he was seeing

was primarily electrostatic and not gravitic, Deavenport ’s disc elec-

trodes instead performed better with their lead wire made positive, as

in Brown’s experiments. Nevertheless, this suggests that Brown’s elec-

trokinetic discs most likely would also have revolved if charged with a

reverse polarity and that a large fraction of their thrust may have been

due to electrostatic force effects.
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1Z3 ROBERT TALLEY'S ELECTROGRAV I TI

C

ROTOR TEST

Between 1988 Lind 1991, Robert Talley conducted research at Veritay

Technology Inc. to investigate Brown’s electrogravitic rotor cm peri

-

mcnt7 The project was financed by a Small Business Innovation

Research grant under sponsorship of Phillips Laboratory at Edwards

Air Force Base. Talley’s experiment was similar to the vacuum chamber

experiment that Brown conducted in Paris [figure B.1), hue with two

exceptions, Tally used DC voltages ranging up to 19 kilovolts, rather

than up to 200 kilovolts as Biown had done. Sparking between Talley’s

electrodes prevented accurate measurements from being made at higher

voltages. Also* unlike Brown’s rotor, which was free to revolve, Tilley’s

was restrained by fibers that allowed the rotor's thrust to he assessed

through the amount of twist it generated. This arrangement was sensi-

tive to thrusts as small as 0.2 micrograin.

Talley’s rotor consisted of two capacitors mounted in pinwhecl fash-

ion (figure 12.7). Each consisted of an S-centimcrer-diameter brass disc

separated by 4 centimeters from a I -centimeter- diameter aluminum baL

electrode. In some cases, a quarrer-ineb-diamerer rod of high-K dielec-

tric such as Titanium- lead zirconatc |K = 1,750) was placed between the

electrodes. The rotor was mounted inside of a chamhcr that was evacu-

ated to a pressure of 10 4 rorr (10* millimeters of mercury, or about a

billionth of an atmosphere]. Talley found no evidence of thrust when his

rotor was powered with steady potentials of up to 19 kilovolts. However,

Figure 11.7. A schematic of

the test rotor Rotten Tolley

used in his vacuum chamber

experiment.
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he found that the rotor developed substantially large rotational thrusts

when sparks jumped between its electrodes. Since this spark-induced

thrust was observed only when he used a hlgh-K dielectric between the

rotor’s capacitor plates, he concluded that the dielectric material must

somehow be directly involved and that this thrust phenomenon could

not easily be attributed to ion propulsion or to other known elect rodv-

namic effects. Talley’s experiment provides support for the thrust effect

that Brown observed when his clectrogravicic rotor sparked during tests

in a high vacuum.

In 200 American inventor Hector Serrano duplicated Talley’s

vacuum chamber rotor experiment.9 Unlike Talley, Serrano was able to

get a 70 -degree rotational deflection of the rotor clement in the absence

of sparking in a vacuum of 10' tort. Serrano’s success may possibly

be due to his use of a greater voltage potential, 41 kilovolts instead of

19 kilovolts, so his tests appear to confirm Brown’s findings that an

elcctrogravitic force is propelling the rotor in the absence of any ionic

discharge, Talley’s finding that his rotor did not develop any torque

at 19 kilovolts is consistent with Brown’s findings that a certain volt-

age threshold must be exceeded in order to observe a thrust effect. For

example, in testing his highly efficient vertical-lift elect rokinetic appa-

ratus, Brown observed that he had to apply in excess of 10 kilovolts

before any noticeable thrust effect was observed, Also, if we extrapo-

late the voltage-speed trend line for Brown's eleecrokineric disc [figure

2.4), we find that saucer speed drops precipitously* projecting just 9

centimeters per second at 30 kilovolts and 1 centimeter per second at

20 kilovolts. Brown has no data points at such low voltages probably

because he found the thrust to be so low that it was unable to overcome

his carousel’s bearing resistance.

Talley’s observation that the spark- induced thrust was greater when

a high-K dielectric was placed between the rotor electrodes confirms

Brown's statement that the thrust on his electrokinctic apparatus was

proportional to the dielectric constant of the support rod placed between

its electrodes. For a given, voltage differential across the rotor clement,

a materia] with a higher dielectric constant would cause more negative

charges to accumulate on the negative electrode. Hence, the negative ion

cloud formed at the time of spark discharge would have repelled these
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accumulated charges with g rearer forte So produce a greater thru el in

the direction of eLc positive electrode..

12,4 THE CORNILLE-NAUDIN PENDULUM
EXPERIMENTS

En 199ti
r
physicist Patrick Cornillo constructed a double-ball pendulum

similar so the one Brown had tested in bit 1 92(Js experiments. 1
'5-112 He

suspended a pair of aluminum spheres, each weighing 500 prams, from

two nylon, lines and applied between 3D and SO kilovolts DC to the

spheres through two wires secured cm these lines '.figure 1

2

.. 8

1

. F.ach

high-voltage feed wire measured half a milLimcrer |20milsj in diameter.

Each time he Turned on his power supply, the pendulum would swing

in i he direction of ifs positively charged sphere, in apparent violation

of Newton’s third law rd motion. Thai is. Brown's classic pendulum

experiment apparently violates the law of conservation of momentum.

At 51} kilovolts, the pendulum was acted on by a force of 3.5 grams.

CurjoUsly, Cornille found ihai the effect occurred only when he used

bare feed wires, as opposed to insulated feed wires. Hr found that the

figure 12. S'. The clecfnigrafitic pendulum experiment earned out by Fatrkh

Cornice in fitly f
L|,|6. High-nntisge DC rs fed l * ihe spheres via the sitspen-

i ifl u'rres. I'FboCo court esy of I'. Coraffle

t
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bare feed wires were able to emit a 1.5-mi I Liamp ion-leakage current

t h rough the air. This demonstrates chat the emission, of charges into che

atmosphere plays an important role. He showed that the conventional

ion wind theory, however, failed to explain the pendulum’s movement,

since ions attracted to the opposite electrode would impact with a force

that was two orders of magnitude too small, Also, such a mechanism

would not explain his finding that the developed force increased as a

moderate function of the pendulum mass, -m 1-3
.

Cornille theorized that the leakage current was somehow related

to the thrust effect, hut offered no clear explanation, As we shall sec

below, the observed thrust effect is most likely electrogravitic, arising

from the ion space charge established in the air. For example, Cornille

estimates that his feed wires would have been emitting ions at the rate

of about IQ 1,1
' ions per second, since their ion-lea It age current amounted

to 1.5 milliampcnc5. ]J Consequently, they would have been generating

about 5 X 10 11 ions per second per centimeter of wire length. Let us

suppose that this built up space charges of the order of IQ 11 ions per

square centimeter along the wires. Here, we make a very rough esti-

mate, adopting a value similar to that given in Supplement R of the 1 960

“Electrohydrodynamics
1

* report for the ion- space charge developed

around Brown’s vertical -thrust electrokinetic apparatus. 3 ^ In the case of

Cornille’s experiment, the volume of air lying within 5 centimeters of

each wire would have contained on the order of 10 1 ions. This would

be more chan 10,000 times the surface charge that would have accumu-

lated on the surface of the feed wires and the pendulum spheres, which

according to Cornille’s estimate would have b-ecn around 5.5 X 1,0"

ions.
lf So we see that the electrogravitic force would be substantially

enhanced by allowing a leakage current to create ions in che vicinity of

the feed wires.

In the case in which the wires were insulated, a small amount of ion

leakage would have been present between the pendulum's spheres, hut

according to siih-qu.an.tum kinetics, the gravity gradient created between

the resulting positive and negative- ion space charge would have existed

between the spheres but would not have intercepted the spheres them-

selves (see figure 12.9). Only the lightweight plastic spacer between the

spheres would have been affected by this field, so the electrogravitic
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thrust sin the pendulum Would have been very slight, A ho, since the

:
phenes i hat make up I lie hulk of the pendulum mass would have lain on

the outer sides o| rhe ion clouds, they would have experienced a thrum

in a direction opposite to the central ihrust vector acting on the insu-

lating spacer. Furthermore, airier die ism-Jealcage current between the

spheres was relatively low at .1 mi cron nips, or about five hundred tunes

less Hun the ion leakage produced when the pendulum was rested wish

bare Iced wires., Ehe spheres wnuld have emiited onli a small number

of ions. Hence, rhe induced gravity gradients would have hcen quite

tmnimaL Jn summary, rt is nor surprising Hue Cormllc observed no

pendulum movement.

HaweycF, in rhe case in which rhe pendulum was nested with bare

feed wires, merer of rhe inns would have been released .dong rile length

of tht 'vres at a considerable distance from the pcnduLum masses. The

ions released Srom the lower extremity ot the" feed wires, where the

wires attach to the spheres . would have had the greatest influence on the

pendulum. Their ion clouds would have been separated by a sufficient

diHtiince so that thc:r induced gravity field gradient would have inter-

cepted part of the pendulum masses (sec Sigitne ll.ltJ). The G-un jJuxt-p

coming from rrone remote ion space charges located farther up the feed

wire may also have had some effect hi enhancing the magnitude of the

gravLtv potential hulls and wells being generated m the vicinity ul Ehc

pendulum.

E would like to emphasise, again, tliar the elect rostadcallv charged

pendulum experiences sa applied gravitational thrust in die absence

of any so- called space- time warping. The general relativistic concept
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of gravitational spacc-tprne warping is a fiction Understanding e|cctro-

gravitics requires L

h

be we dispense with -such outdated ideas, and adopt

new concepts such as Lhose proposed in gubqujnTUm kinetics. Namdy,

gravity potential gradients arc understood to he concentration gradi-

ents creaied in an ether this occupies a Euclidean space. Such gradients

cause movement bv altering the etheric tcactians that arc ccinimually

regenerating the tieJds cvf the propelled object’s cnnsticucnl subatomic

particJcs.

French researcher Jenn-Lou is Nautlin duplicated Crrrnille’s pendu-

lum experiment and tound rhac the pendulum muved even sc lien the

vertical ion- emitting feed wires were detached Imai the metal spheres

and supported at the distal end- of the spheres In means of insulating

polystyrene blocks,
1

' so he demonstrated that charging of the spheres

Waa nor crucial to Ehr effect. Like t iormllc, lie found that the magnitude

CEt the lorce increased as the mass of the -.phenes i rtcnea.se d, indicating

1 he presence of an unconventional gravitational effect,

[ hese results support the electrogravitic theorv suggested above as

j n jnlerpret.il ion of C orndJe's pe.nd.ulum experiment and also suggesletl

L-arJier in the analysis nt Brown's electric discs. Naudin was generating

positive and negative Eon clouds tm enher side ul ihc rest mass spheres

jiilI. according tn the sabqu&n turn kinetic theorv, j gravity poteotiai

gradient would have been generated between ihcte charged Lori poles.

The test masses, which were dluared in the midst of this electric and

gravUv potent Lai field gradient, then moved in the d.i rcc ci 1 n of the nar-

king gravity potential well, that it. the outlying positive Ton cloud {see

figU re 1 2 . 1 1 1

.
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Naudin also tested Ehc pendulum by energizing it through 1 c-c-Jl

wires that were le^h li L; i c>jd ,mJ through which a 0,5-milliarup ionization

current was allowed! hi flow between the iwd balls. As m Lorndlc'e

experiment with insulated feud writs, N.iu din's experiment provided no

lihscrvable pendulum movement. This resolved tilt question. raised by

Ndudin as [( whether curteni flrw iniuJu play a crucial role. It showed

thai it is nor the current flow itself that is important, hut rarhrr the luna-

tion of Lon discharge in relation to :hc spherical masses

12.5 LIFTER RESEARCH

Eturmg the 1970s. feff Cumcrim. an engineer working in Huntsville*

Alabama, was researching a laser preionszer, j triangular high-vokagr

filament used no ionize the lasing medium m gas laser, when he

observed unusually strong forces deforming the pTclonixrr element.

This led him later no build and test i large-scale replica. It wii simi-

lar m the parallel slat thruster described ilt Brown’s elect roka

-

petic uppnruriu;. patent and to eKc tprUstcr built by Turman, hut Was

much lighter in weight and had us slats arranged to form a rri angle.

This electrostatic thrust device, which has since comt to he called a

lifter, consisted of three vertica I alum in urn- foil ;
: ins connected Lo form

a forger triangular strurrure with a ihin wire supported horizontally

itovr the fins. The upper edg^ of each fin facing the wire was made to

have 3 rounded contour. When charged with .^0 Lilavolts, the device

was observed leviraic.

After Cjitffun posted hL& findings un Lhe Internet, Naudin tested

a modified version tif Ca menu n ’s lifter that used 3 2-mi I-Jiamct cr
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I l),f] 5 -ms 1 1 imeterl emitter wire and a central baffle to duet she airflow

tfsgure i2.12|. J
Interestingly, this wire diameter comes close la the I-

msl dijmeter that Brown used m his elrctrokinctio dtsc experiments.

The lower-fin electrodes in Naudin’s device were L5 centimeters wide

and 30 centimeters- Song, and had a no untied upper edge. The wire was

suspended
-

centimeters above the fin, His device was able to lirt cts

own weight "f J pram-' pjui an jJtieJ 2-gram weight when energized

with 3 7 kilovolts.

Alter Naudin posted the construction plans for building a lifter

on his website, hundreds of hobbyists began duplicating the experi-

ment and testing their own versions. The ensuing frenzy even attra-CEed

media attention. Lifter resca rchcr Tim Ventura played a central role in

catalyzing this widespread activity ihai even developed into competi-

tions to sec who could huild and levitate the heaviest lifter. Ventura’s

website i. www.americanflntipravitv.com } ;s a good resource for those

ioieresFcd in ongoing liltct research. Experimenters found that they

could obtain even more spectacular results when they combined many

triangular lifters into a single structure. Some have been made Lhai

Weigh as much as 250 grams, which includes t he weight of a fiO-pram

payload. An image of one such multielement litier in flight is shown

in figure 12.13.

Saviour, a Trench researcher, found that he could Improve the thrust

figure f2.J2. .1 iifli-r buitl ^tid tested f?y jiutt-Lwiis t^and/n.
\
Fhcti eourtpsy

*if SiiitdtH, ftrunhti Hvbsite, httpif/jn^iydin.ffesr.frl!
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f 11.13. A multielement lifter ttr flight, i
["halo courtesy 0 / 7'rrji V'fitrmra,1

uf rhe lifter by using a niehrcjme' emitter wire heated with .1 current From

3 12-volt power supph. Thus, he rediscovered the phenomenon Turman

had discovered in the earlv 1970s in carrying out his brass star liireF

experiment. The heated wire was able to emir more ions at a given vci!e-

igc potential. Again, these findings confirm ideas hinted at in Biown’s

writings, which indicate tha t methods uf encouraging ion emission From

the were electrode would increase the resulting thrust. Although ions

are important sn producing the lifter's thrust, its thrust is not due to ion

wind effects., that is, forces arising from the recoil or impact of ions on

the electrodes, huch mechanical forces have been shown to fall short by

several orders of magnitude in accounting tor the observed lift.

As Turman discovered in bis cylindrical, asymmetrical capacitor

experiments, so, too. lifter researchers Bound tJi at they could get lifters

to work by charging the wire ro either a positive or a negative poten-

tial. hi nee the I diets are made of extreme] y lightweight materials^

such as alummum foil ami plastic soda straws, clcctrogravitic forces

wuuld nor play an important role in producing their thrust. Rather,

the thrust is mosT likely attributable to unbalanced electrostatic fortes

I see text brix on page .768.1, Others, such as Naudin, have given similar

explanations, 1 *
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Unbalanced tonic Electrostatic Forces Acting on a Lifter

Coni .Jof 3 case in when ih* li'ier s emitter wre is positively chargee

Th-E positivD ion cloud gen-urateci around log wire woo'd tie displaced

tieJow the wire sir.ce the He'd world!d bo stranger on the lower side of

Lhe Wire Toeing the underlying negative electrode. “his downward

d ip aced clouo would produce a net- upward electros ratic repulsive

farce an Lhe oci;a-cerr wire. Since the fie- d s very nonlmeor nrd concern

traced rear the wine this Upward repulsive farice \ r ule be romps rid.,

sUorg. Also the Upper eogr of t'.e negative electrode would eiepen

ernce in upward ifcrre oe cause t is electrostatically attracted ta one

Dositive-ion ctouc

The tower negative ion cloud would not ne os extensive as :he uppei

oositivEion cloud fora n.jmbEr of r=-aions. First, negative ion, would be

tmittec from ihe nega tive electrode at a lower rats because edits lower

Electric field gradient Second, positive ions brought downward by the

on wind would neutralize - an;/ of the negative i-:-res in ihe a'r j-.d would

also impinge on Lhe regacive elect rece so neutralize negative charges

on the electrode. Furthermore, thiE mixture -of positive mo negative

Hans in the vicinity of Lhe negative electrode would tend ta screen the

negative ion space- charge. Any net-rvegatjve-ion charge present >7. the

v*dr.ity of the negative electrode- wou d direct its fence nearly horizontal

to the e 'ectrode Fm. pushing toward the fir fror' either side. In ad di tier

the downward ion wind f‘ow would cause a modest negative ion space

charge to bund up ue c* the negative "lecarode :i~d this wo Jd tenc ra

a^oduce an upward directed repulacn force on shat electrcde All of

th ese fortes together woud cause the E-nt-re after structure to levitate.

|f the wire was nstead negatively charged a~d the fins were positively

charged, unbalanced electrostatic foroES wou d again produce liA.

A.thcugn cm i an wi-.d conunuslly rushes downward that is, in the

direction of lower eierlnc field intensity, these ions are continually

replaced by newly emxced ons. so sh-cse ion space charges w II always

do present to exert :heT upward forces on the wire and fi r
. Any means

of encouraging greater on emission from the upper elSrcLroae -vould

ncrease the >on space -.harge ir the vicin ty o5
:he wire as *.<»' as the

upward repulsive e c-ctroscaiic forces, thereby imp roving lift,
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Such electrostatic forces would produce an upward thrust regard-

less of the applied field polarity. Similar unbalanced electrostatic

forces would account for the thrust developed by Turman’s cylinders.

Electrogravitic forces become more signifacanr in. the cLcctrokinctic pen-

dulum experiments of Brown and Corn i lie, which involve the propulsion

of a heavy mass. Accordingly, we find in such cases that the apparatus

always moves coward its positive pole.

However, che explanation of electrostatic forces produced by ion-

space charges does not tell the full story of what is happening in che

lifter. For example, Purdue University researcher William Stein carried

out a lifter test in which a 1 2-cent i merer-long lifter was energized with

17 kilovolts in a high vacuum. 1 ’’ Although the lifter was unahle to sup-

port its weight, it reportedly produced a levitating thrust of 0.3 milli-

newtons. Stein’s test would indicate that with ion emission essentially

eliminated, a lifter is still able to generate a measurable thrust, which

would be about 12 percent of what it would generate if allowed to oper-

ate in air.* Hungarian researcher Zoltan Losonc has done a computer

analysis of the electrostatic forces that a Lifter's charged electrodes would

generate when electrified in a vacuum. He has concluded that no Lift

force should be produced and, hence, that some exotic principle must

be operating to explain the results of the Purdue vacuum test.
211

' The

question remains as to whether Stein’s measurements may have been

influenced by electrostatic forces developed between his Lifter clement

and the vacuum chamber walls. His 1 2-ccndmc ter-Jong Lifter should

have weighed Jess than 2 grams, as compared with the arcuate discs that

Brown vacuum tested, which ranged in weight from 17 to 125 grams.

Naudin has also performed tests that, like Stein’s, suggest the lifter

may be generating a force in the direction of its smaller electrode in

the absence of ion electrostatic forces. He placed plastic soda straws

over a lifter’s emitter wires to prevent its emission of ions and found

that the lifter still produced a measurable Lifting force. :: He also found

*"] compare this with Njudin’s lifter model, whose three tins had a cnm.bitied length

of 90 centimeters and which was emcrgsxcd at a voltage about twice as. hiph, we muxt

sea.:.- up this, thrust by a factor of lf», giving a chrust of 5 msllincwtons, <ir D. 5 u.r.ui:

.

By comparison, Xaudm s lifter tested in air achieved a thrust of d grams, eightfold

greater.
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that his lifter produced a measurable thrust even when enclosed in a

plastic bag, thereby contain ing its ion wind.. Nandi n has ported, only

general information about this on the Internet, leaving some questions

unanswered, such as whether the force he measured may have been due

to electrostatic attraction between lus lifter and the beam balance on

which it was placed. So, as with Stein's results, it may be premature to

draw any conclusions. If the thrust in a vacuum is observed only when

the wire is positively charged, then perhaps the force could he cx plained

as a manifestation of the Biefrld-Brown effect, thar is, an electrogravitic

force acting on the lifter's mass. However, because of die absence of any

massive dielectric element between the lifter electrodes, ic is unlikely

that an appreciable clcctrogravitie effect would he present.

Unclassified public research on electrogravities research is^ for the

most part, being conducted by independent researchers^ some of whom

have been mentioned above. With few exceptions, no similar research

is being conducted at universities or government research institutions.

Clearly, the science and engineering establishment needs to take a seri-

ous interest in conducting additional elect rogravirics research before the

secrets of field,-effect propulsion, currently locked away in black R5; D

programs, becomes openly applied to make mankind’s dream of anti

-

gravity a reality.

12.6 THE LAFFORGUE THRUSTER

French inventor Jcan-Claude Lafforgue has patented an asymmetrical

capacitor field propulsion thruster having a shape similar to that shoivn

in figure '12.14,” Like Brown’s asymmetrical capacitor, I.afforgue’s

device develops a net thrust through unbalanced electrostatic forces,

with the thrust acting in the same direction regardless of plarc polarity.

To determine the thrust acting on his capacitor, Lafforgue calcu-

lated the magnitude and direction of the force per unit surface area

acting on the capacitor's plates at various plate locations, this quan-

tity alternately being referred to as the force density or the electrostatic

pressure, P. It is mathematically expressed as: P = F/A = E*>j/A = E*o, in

which F is electrostatic force, A is surface area, E is electric force-field

intensity, q is charge, and o is surface-charge density. Thus, he relies on
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tin.- conventional practice of calculating electrostatic force as the prod-

uct of the electric held intensity and the L-k-ctric charge.

Sub-quantum kinetics achieves the same outcome, except that it

works with the negative electric- potential gradient, -Vip* instead of elec-

tric force-field intensity. with the two being equivalent |i_e.„ E = -VitJ.

Ah mentioned earlier, suhquanrnm kinetics prefers to work with energy

potential ,ether concentration], si net il regards this as the re.tl existent

rather than Lite lorce-field intensity, Laffnrgue's approach of summing

I lie electrostatic pressures acting aver a particular plate surtace area

LO get a resultant force sector is equivalent to Lhc subquantum kinetics

approach of multiplying the field-potential gradient present on a given

electrode sector by i he surface-charge density present in that sector and

summing tin: resulting force vectors, This approach was J escribed ear-

lier iq anafyai ng rlic electrostatic forces acting on Browns rlectrokinctic

apparatus (see chapter 3„ section _T. j

.

Also. La ftargue proposed that roe uEectrk field intensity is seated

in rhe local space-time continuum and, hence, exerts its force tm Ebe

plate surface charges from a reference frame that is not attached to the

capacitor. Thus, any resulting force imbalance would be able to displace

the capacitor as a whole. LaffargUe's- approach, which presumably Was

arrived at through experience gained from experimental observation, is

in accord with the theoretical approach oi subquantu.m kinetics, w hich

views the elect r:c-iield potential as being seated in the ether and able to
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act tm a capacitor independent of the capacitor's reference Iran:* and

ilu-iL'hv cause it to L>l* displaced. Suh^uantum fcinrt[cs t though, goes

i net” riuch greater detail ro explain haw the electrostatic potential iiclJ

is generated and how it exerts its force on a charge without any coun-

tering reaction force, iiince the approaches of Lafforgue and of sub-

quantuin kinetics were developed independently and produced similar

conclusions, we are reassured from both observation and theory that it

is correct to conclude that Unbalanced electrostatic forces can propel

an asymmetric a I capacitor if it is properly designed. An analysis of how

unbalanced forces form on the Lafforgue capaciroF is presented in the

text box liclow.

Analytic of Electrostatic Forces

on the Lafforgue Capacitor

The Ufiha|ar1ced (hnust acting on ane Lif-orgae .asyrTir’etr cil capacitor

may be undPTLoed to an-seas fellows, ^efeiring to 11.14, Ohe fie i

ires coming Iron-, rbe upper ends of vertical negatively charts d outer

nbces diverge as cney apprsacr the rental, positively charged place,

wr.icn curves in a horizontal T shape at the upper end of c^e espadtar.

As j result, cne ; eld fines and surfan? charge are me b conoentmEed on

the negative elecirode chan on tine positive which causes lKc aural live

force, or electmsiauc pressure, that is directed from cfc negauve e’ec

Trodc- out Id rhe positive io dd grcaLsr chan Lne attractive force coat is

directed from the pa: bve electrode ip toward the negative.

The opposing horizon L=>l components directed In toward the posi

tive electrode caned one another hut cne upward -d/rected compo

nerVt is unopposed 'eavng a net-upward rhrust. Ir. additiap, the held

Sires emerging downward ram the lower tip of the central, positively

charged electrode djvergE toward the horizontal as they approach the

L'-vo flanking negatively cl anged electrodes, resu cmg-n a net force, or

pressure, directed downward away from cne positive Electrode. Toe

farces. of pressures, attracting the Lwo negative electrodes toward

ifiE cenapaJ iDGsicsve electrode, being far r+ic- jodse part h j-rizontal and

Pffpcetip sa one another wi ! cancer each other out, leaving the down

A-arn m&dyti farce on Lhe positive electrode unopposed
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However since ihe ;,£ld gradient: it the uupsi- e id of the negative

elecirtde is mud - sreitnr in magnitudE 1 1

-
n r, ih hexmad arou'.d ene

Jcwe' Dortion o J" this cantml etectrooe. the- upward thrust Frcm die

negative electrode will be myomere Frc-m 3 to IB oercon greater thin

Lhc downward thrust generated it the lower c-nd or the positive elec

Lrode. -esuir. 1 net-Upvrand ihrjcr. will ict on the capacitor is 1

\ mIo. The result will tom-e out the time evert, F the pos-uve a'd negj-

ti-E plane pciiriDas are reversed

Naudin olfers a consi-cLtra bJc amount of information ahuul Uic

Lafforgue thruster on has website He Ins uaken the fr-rce equation

given in LalioFgucs piLeni,, made 1 tew manor curieciiorts;, and. used

t he m to create- -tea leu la to r For co mpn ti n g a capat i tor s t hrusl

,

3 V kit< ws

Ciin enter values tor 1 capacitor's dimension^ charge voltage, and JieJee

rnc constant and tltcn compute what thrust would he expected. For

example, a 5 l>-ki I u-pram thrus-tcr measuring 3S..5 centimeters high, K.3

oentimciers wide, and 23 centimeters long, using a 4_l^00- K dielectric

and charged to 100 kiluvoEts, is computed to develop a phenomenally

high thrusl ni 0.65 ton, a Force that measures almosT inuneen limes the

capacitor's normal weight.! Thirty of these thrusnus would be capablr

liking 1 20-ton vehicle, forward movement could he obtained simp I v by

vectoring she direction of nnt' of the rlirusiers. However, evpers mental

data on a lugb-K Laflonguc thruster that might substantiate rhesc pro-

jections is current!! not njiluhlr.

Since barium titanutL- has a volume resistance of ahouL HI" ohm-

meters. .1 capacitor of this size would have a total resistance of about

Id 1 ohm^, provided, that its electrodes are properly insulated from con-

tact with the outside air. This would amount to z current leakage of 10

mienlamps, nr a power dissipation of I watt. Sl*. theoretically, all thirty

thrusreFS could be powered with a 100-watt power supply- A prupul-

41on device yielding 2G metric tons of Force for a power tlssstparitm of

100 warts would have a thrust-to-power ratio of 2 mtlljiin. newtons per

kilowatt, -about 130,000 cimcs that of a |er engine.

However, it is Jikdv that due to the opposing thrust vector developed

by its polarized dielectric, the Lafforgue thruster loses its thrust once it
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becomes fLilJv charged. Hence, like Brown's clectrokincdc apparatus, it

may need to he repeatedly charged and discha rged to create a continu-

ing, thrust effect. If 30 of these Lafforguc thrusters, then, were to have a

combined capacitance of about 30 microfarads and were to be charged

to 100 kilovolts once every second, they would draw 300 kilowatts of

power. This would project a lower thrust-to-power ratio of about 670

newtons per kilowatt or about 45 times that of a jet engine,

In his patent, Lafforguc notes that in addition to its use for air trans-

port, his thruster could be used for power generation by mounting a

number of thrusters around the circumference of an axis and connect-

ing the axis to a generator, For example, four thrusters of the size esti-

mated above, each producing 6B0 kilograms of force and each mounted

at the end of a rotor arm extending 1 feet out from the axis, would col-

lectively generate 13,000 foot-pounds of torque . Spinning at 5,250 rpm,

this electrostatic motor would be generating 12,000 horsepower, or 8,7

megawatts, of power. Accounting for efficiency losses in the electric gen-

erator and due to bearing resistance, a motor-generator combination

should be capable of producing 5 megawatts of power, hut the thrusters

would require only 40 kilowatts of power if the capacitors were being

charged and discharged once per second, Hence their output power

would exceed their input power by a factor of 125,.

Laffoiguc’s patent was issued in 1991. If we are even somewhat close

in our thrust projections, the question that arises is, What has everyone

been waiting for? Why aren't these being offered for sale to power our

homes or electric cars? Is it perhaps that people just don’t believe that

something this simple might solve the energy problem? Indeed, some

people’s belief in and subservience to ebe law of energy conservation

(and to Newton’s third Jaw of motion) are so ingrained that they would

rather continue to burn oil and gas and ultimately create ecological

disaster on our planet than give up their cherished misconceived belief.

Waudin has built and tested some small-sixc Lafforguc thrusters

measuring just 0.5 millimeter thick and has demonstrated that they pro-

duce a net thrust just as Laffotgue claims. Maud in used a Jow-K epoxy

dielectric (K = 3.7) and operated his thruster at a much lower voltage

of 9,500 volts, using the test setup shown in figure I2.15„
u When ener-

gized, his Lafforguc thruster generated about 0.03 gram of force, as

indicated by the upward swing of the armature. N audio commented
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¥igure S1.!S. jt iesi of the Laffotgue thruster carried out by Jean-Louis Nau-

dn\. (Photo courtesy ofJ.-L, Naudiri, from his website. httpJfjnaitdin.free.frf)

TABLE 2. THRUST-TQ-POWER RATIO COMPARISON

Reid Propulsion versus Conventional Technologies

Propulsion Technology newtons/lcilcrwasts

T. T. Brown s electnokmetic apparatus (barium titanate) 7-0.000

T. T. Brawn's electnok netic apparatus (pyre* d electric) 2.200

T. T. Brawn s gravitator 2,000

LaFForgue th-uster £pu sed barium titanate dielectric)* approx. 700

LaFForgue fch-uster (epoxy dielectric) tested by Naudin approx. 30

Jet engine 15

Pod-kletnov gravity impulse beam (improved version) 0.5

Space Shuttle Main Engine (NASA) 0.22

NASA Lew5s Research Center ion thruster 0.23

Phoebus nuclear thruster 0.20

S ERT II mercury- propellant ion thru seer (NASA) 0.03

Micro Pulsed P asma Thruster (Air Force) 0.QF

"Based nr Niudm's- theoretical thrust prajectcn
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Figure tl jh. ^ test of the rotating Lafforgtte thruster i.iTTit'd out k-\ fe.m-

Lnius Ntrndin

.

fPlboiti courtesy of ].-L. Njuoin fram lifts website, httptff

jnat(iSin,free.frf}

that lie was able to reduce his leakage current to ‘"Gear zero" by properly

insulating his capacitor so thai the idectra-des were nor in ctmtacr with

the ambient air environment. By this, he meant chat the current was

“nor measurable in a microampere- range.
'' Supposing his thruster wan

drawing less than 1 miemam p at 10 kilovolts, ibis would be a power

consumption of less than JO milliwatts, which amounts To a L h r ust-to-

power ratio ot about 30 newtons per kilowatt.

Table Ton page 375 compares the tbrus t-tn-power ratios of various

Held propulsion technologies to those of conventional jet and rocket nm-

puisitm techniques.

L ,i fforgae’s equations indicate that thrusE should sc lie in direct

proportion tn the capacitor's- dielectric constant, in direct proportion

to the capacitor's length ^e.g., plate a real-, and according to the square

o( the applied voltage, This t- and V-dependence is essentially the

same as what Brown found in testing the performance of his asymmet-

rical capacitor, as disclosed in the “ Electrohydrodynamics Report,

discussed in chapter 3. Scaling Naudin’s experiment up to a K = 6,000

capacitor measuring 33 centimeters long with slight! v different elec-

trode curvatures and energized at 100 kilovolts, we find that thrust
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increase* by a factor at" more than. 100 mi Ilian, prajiMrcini' a thruse of

about 3 metric tons!

in another experiment, Naudin placed two 0,5-milli meter-thick

epoxy dielectric La Ifargue thruster* at apposite end* of a rotor arm, as

shown in figure 12.lt/' When energi?.ed with 15 kilovolts, the appa-

ratus began rotating, reaching a top speed of 40 rpm. It would con-

tinue to rotate as long as 0.1 S watt of power was supplied to maintain

the capacitor's charge. The thrust was not attributable to an ion-wind

effect, since the electrodes were shielded to minimize any ion emission.

Hence, Naudin's experiment confirms that the rotation arises from the

creation of action without reaction, a clear violation of Newton’s third

law of motion.

There is no indication that anyone has conducted high-voltage

tests of a Lafforgue thruster made with a high-K dielectric such as

barium titanate. One cleccrogravitics researcher, Anthony Colacchio,

reported having constructed a Lafforgue thruster made with a Jow-lo-

medium-K dielectric consisting of barium-titan ate powder mixed into

an epoxy matrix, 14 Such a mixture would typically have a K-valuc of

about 30. He tested his thruster at a potential of 100 kilovolts but

says he found no indication that any thrust was produced. Given that

his thruster was forty times thicker than Naudin's, used a dielec-

tric having an eightfold-higher K-value, and was tested at a voltage

about tenfold higher than Naudin’s, one would expect a thrust about

35,000 times greater. Hence, this experiment should have produced

about 1 kilogram of force i f the scaling relations arc correct. Perhaps

Colacchio observed no force because he applied DC to his capacitor.

The dielectric's tendency to create an electric dipole moment directed

in opposition to the applied electric field may then have negated

the thrust effect. Recall that such was the case in Brown’s gravita-

tor experiment. Thus, perhaps better results might be achieved if the

voltage is applied to the capacitor as a pulse rather than as steady

DC. Naudin,, for example, was pulsing his epoxy dielectric Lafforgue

thruster with a 5 percent duty cycle. Clearly, more research needs to

be done on this design before it can be said to be ready for commer-

cial application. Again, a word of caution: Experimenting with high-

voltage capacitors can be lethal.
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BLACK HOLE
DIS COVERED
IN NASA

b;i the space exploration outreach
PROGRAM

On .3111}' 20, 1 989, President George H. W. Bush proposed that the United

States undertake an. ambitious mission of manned and robotic explora-

tion of the solar svsEem that would include building a permanent base

on the moon and landing humans on Mars beginning around the year

2014. This was known as the Space Exploration initiative. Shortly there-

after, Vice President E3an Quayle, who was chairman of the National

Spate Council, requested that WASA “cast a net widely to find the most

innovative ideas in the country
71

for carrying our the initiative. Thus

was born the Space Exploration Outreach Program iSEOP)-

To initiate the program, NASA administrator Richard Truly made

a public requcst T inviting anyone who was interested to submit new

technology ideas that rnighE help NASA execute the space explora-

tion mission it was undertaking, I was one of about 45 T30Q individuals

who, early in 1990, received a tlycr describing SHOP and inviting us

37B
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to contribute -our ideas, AEI suggestions were to be sent to cite RAND
Corporation, which was responsible for their review. Ideas were solic-

ited in the following categories:

1. Mission concepts and architectures

2. System, design and analysis

3. Space transportation, launch vehicles* anti propulsion

4. Space ami surface power

5. Lite- support systems, space medicine and biology, and human

factors

6. Space processing, manufacturing, and construction

7. Structures, materials, and mechanisms

8. Communications* telemetry, and sensing

9. Automation, robotics, and tcleoperators

10. Information systems

11. Ground support, simulation, and testing

12. None of the above (specify category!

Seeing thac this might be a good, opportunity to inform NASA of

the benefits of electrogravitic propulsion technology, E decided to make

a concept submission under category 3, “Space transportation, launch

vehicles, and propulsion..
1

’ Certainly a means of transporting people to

M ats in five days rather chan 224 should be of some interest to NASA.

112 IDEA CENSORSHIP

The submission I made to SHOP, cataloged by NASA as idea number

100159, is reproduced in appendix Gr My submission pointed out that

electrogravitics could make an important contribution toward helping

NASA meet its space exploration challenge. 1 noted that development

work on electrogravitic propulsion is currently in progress at major

aerospace companies, but that the work is restricted by military clas-

sification. Furthermore, I explained that application of electrogravitic

technology to NASA's space program to replace outmoded rocket pro-

pulsion technology would enrail a minimal amount of R&D if aircraft

designs already perfected in the military aero space sector could be
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declassified. Hence, the issue would not be one of technological feasi-

bility, hut richer one of political decision—the decision to declassify an

advanced technology already in existence. 1 suggested that NASA make

a serious Lobbying effort to convince military authorities hr declassify

the technology for more open use in space exploration. In addition to

citing Brown's elcctrogravitics work, [ included several quotes from the

February 195£ Aviation Studies report.

A total of 1,697 people responded to NASA's submission request

[about 4 percent of the people originally solicited). The ideas were ini-

tially screened hv Feat Marwick Main fi; Go. to remove submissions

that were deemed to contain classified or proprietary ideas. About 149

were removed as a result of this screening, The remaining 1,54S ideas

were sent on to RAND, which divided the workload among five review

panels. Each panel reviewed idea submissions concerned with a par-

ticular aspect of NASA's activities and each wrote up its own summary

report. The review panels carried out an additional screening of the

ideas, with the result that only 21,5 ideas {13 percent of the total num-

ber submitted to RAND) were passed on for final synthesis. A syn-

thesis group summarized the RAND panels' reports along with ideas

obtained from other sources. These other sources were the American

Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, the Department of Defense,

the Department of Energy, the Department of Interior, the Aerospace

Industries Association, several aerospace contractors, and NASA, The

overall organization of the outreach synthesis process is illustrated in

figure 13.1.

The synthesis group summarized this information in a document

titled America at the Threshold, which was publicly distributed in the

fall of l??!. 1 This appeared to he more on the level of a NASA public

relations document chan a report with any kind of technical substance.

It was replete with pictures of planets and astronauts constructing space

stations and attractive artwork of spacecraft. The text did not go into

much technical depth, It appeared to be directed primarily to a general

aud inure.

Upon receiving this synthesis group report, I discovered chat no-

where did it mention anything about elcctrogravitics. Puzz.led as to the

report’s silence on the subject, I called up the SE0P synthesis group
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office, but [ was dismayed to find that the project had been disbanded.

Lace in 199Q, afoer the review process had been completed, che Space

Exploration Initiative office wenE through a dramatic change. Aerospace

engineer Dr. Michael Griffin tool; over as its director and replaced al-

most all: of its personnel, leaving only one person who had some knowl-

edge of che preceding activities. I contacted the office at the end of June

1991, but Lieutenant General Thomas Stafford ^LLS. Air Force, retired!',

who had been responsible for chairing the project, was no longer there,

and George Abbey, who had coordinated the synthesis group, had been

moved hi che White House, where he was working on another project.

Personnel from NASA who had worked on 5EOP later became scattered

between two NASA offices—the Office of Exploration in Washington,

D.C,, and the Exploration Program Office at the Johnson Space Center

near Houston. Neither office was able to give me a reasonable explana-

tion as to why clectrogravitics had been excluded from the synthesis

group report. They suggested I talk with the people at RAND who had

adm mistered the proj ect,

However* personnel at RAND were of little help, As far as they were

concerned, their contract was over, and they wanted nothing more to do

with SHOP. Any telephone inquiries were directed to a spokesperson who

would not allow me to speak directly' with RAND employees who had

been involved in the project. However, they did send me a copy of their

technical report summarizing the findings of che panel that reviewed

the ideas in category d,
;: This contained considerably more information

on submissions in this particular category and had an appendix listing

the titles of the 34^ submissions chat had been reviewed in this category.

However, the main body of the report remained curiously silent on che

subject of clectrogravitics.

A review of the titles in the report’s appendix indicated there were

several other submissions beside my own that also had suggested NASA
look into nonconvencional propulsion technologies. The titles of some

of those are in table 3,

l wanted to get copies of this subset of submissions along with the

names and addresses of their respective authors for the purpose of

correspondence, hut was stonewalled. The RAND representative cold

me all material processed for SEOP had been turned over to NASA.
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TABLE 3 A SAMPLE OF NONCONVENTIONAL
SUBMISSIONS MADE TO SEOP

ID No. Name Title

1001 OS Williim . Taylor Whiriey-go

100136 (unknown) Inertial drive unit

100151 Joe Hughes Beyord electric propulsion

100159 Paul LaViolette Electrogramtics: An erergy-efficient

means of spacecraft propulsion

100174 Fred R. Nehen Gyro propulsion

101456 William W. Few The Sear! lE(vity disc

101570 Rage r Fri Lz nertial engine

200453 Gordon C. Campbell How to build a flying saucer

However* people at NASA’s Office of Exploration and Exploration

Programs Office were rot of much help either. One person at NASA
thought chat the submissions were being stored temporarily in some-

one’s office but did not know whose. An individual at the Office of

Exploration seemed to become nervous when I ashed b im about the

whereabouts of the submissions, [ got the impression chat he actually

knew where chcy were being kept but was trying Eo avoid telling me.

He instead direcced my request Co the Johnson Space Center office.

People at that office, in turn, directed my request to the Washington

office. Thus, I very quickly got chc impression that I was being sent

in circles. This was supposed to he an open, unclassified solicitation

of ideas. Why should they he crying to avoid public inquiries into che

ideas that had been presented? Was there something about this project

they were crying to hide?

After ahout four months of calling one office or another and getting

nowhere, finally at the end of May 1992, 1 instituted a request through

NASA’s Freedom of Information Act Office, After some difficulty, they

eventually located the archived documents and in September sent me

copies of most of the requested submissions. NASA would not divulge

the addresses of the submitters, only their names. A review of these

SHOP submissions confirmed what I had suspected, that there were oth-

ers who also had attempted, to make NASA aware of nonconvencional
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propulsion technologies and that their ideas had also been omitted From

the final report.

Two submissions had. informed! NASA about clectrogravitic propul-

sion: my own [no. 10015?) and that ot joe Hughes, on electric propul-

sion (no, 100153), which is reproduced in appendix H. Hughes referred

to Brown's flying disc experiments as well as to Brown's proposed design

for a spacecraft powered by a plasm a- jet, high-voltage ion generator.

He included a copy of Brown’s elec troidn eric generator patent. Hughes

also cited Dr. George McDonough, director of science and engineering

at NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center in Alabama, as saying that

electric propulsion ’is an interesting alternative to nuclear propulsion

which is the only one being considered by the agency" and that the

Soviets “consider it a viable way to do the job.”

In the case of the submission titled “The Searle levity disc," the

search could locate only the abstract, Quite mysteriously, the backup

paper that was supposed to contain an explanation of the disc’s opera-

tion could not be found. As discussed in chapter 10, this is a device

developed by tbc British engineer John Searl that nullifies gravity by

rotating a set of roller magnets. It was foolish of NASA not to take a

serious look at this concept, since a few years after the SEQP report was

issued, Rosbchin and Godin, working in Russia on a shoestring budget,

built and successfully tested a version of the Searl disc in which the rotor

and its test platform were observed to lose 35 percent of their weight

with the rotor spinning at the modest rate of 600 rpmA

Several individuals had also sent SEOP submissions suggesting

that NASA look into gyroscopic inertial drive as a feasible method of

spacecraft propulsion [submission nos. 100105, 100136, 100174, and

101570), Inertial drive technology is entirely mechanical in nature. It

generally involves various methods of either rotating or repeatedly jerk-

ing back and forth the bearing supports of a massive spinning gyroscope

wheel so as to produce a reactionless vectored thrust of the entire appa-

ratus. Several devices immediately come to mind. One prototype inertial

propulsion engine developed by American inventor Robert Cook (U.S.

patent 4,23 3, ?6£) has been shown to develop a thrust of 1 pound, J

Another device, built by Canadian inventor Roy Thomson, has dem-

onstrated a thrust of 3 pounds. Yet another inertial propulsion proto-
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typo, developed by Scottish engineer Sandy Kidd, ha? produced, about

0.50 pound of thrust/ With the financial backing of an Australian oil

drilling equipment company, Kidd has subsequently begun work on a

much larger, passenger- carrying prototype. All of these inertial devices

blatantly violate Newton's third Jaw oil motion, which states that every

action must have an equal and opposite reaction. That is, unlike a

rocket, an inertial drive unit moves forward without ejecting mass in

the opposite direction. Nevertheless, like elect rogravitics, such devices

have had a long history of development and a proven track record.

The inertial drive idea submissions to NASA were generally quite

well written, and in particular, the authors of two of these (nos. 100105

and 100156) indicated that they either had work ing devices or had done

considerable computer simulation work establishing concept feasibility.

Yet nowhere in kAMD's space transportation/propulsion panel report

or in the synthesis group report was there any mention of the inertial

propulsion concept, By all reasonable standards, NASA should have

looked into these ideas, yet like the other nonconvention a I propulsion

concepts, the RAND and synthesis group reports totally ignored them,

it NASA was asked, to “cast a net widely to fmd the most innovative

ideas in the country,
1
' why had these ideas not been considered? Had

RAND selected panelists who were grossly inept, scientists with tunnel

vision who callously weeded out some of the best ideas of the bunch

just because they did nor fit standard textbook theories, or was there a

concerted effort to exclude such ideas in the name of national security?

The latter seems more likely since the RAND Corporation, which has

a history of being involved in intelligence projects and weapons devel-

opment, is said to be a front organization for the Central Intelligence

Agency,

Et Ls doubtful that this screening operation was put in place to avoid

criticisms that might have been leveled by academics skeptical of non-

conventional ideas, More likely its intent was to discourage NASA from

considering technologies that were already being worked on in defense-

sponsored black projects. The censorship of the SEG!J ideas submit-

ted hr RANE> can be traced directly to the screening procedures that

RAND had adopted. Some revealing information in this regard may

be found in the transportation, launch vehicles, and propulsion panel’s
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technical report. It states that of the 350 submissions reviewed by that

particular panel, ““approximately 30 percent were judged infeasible'*

either because they ““violated known physical Jaws or the performance

claimed for a concept wouJd he impossible to achieve.’'" Actually, the

total number rejected on this pretense was closer to 39 percent, since, at

the end of the screening process, only 213 submissions had been passed

on for more- formal analysis.

The report states that of the submissions that made it through this

screening, none contained
ll

any new scientific laws or principles, or

wholly new areas of technology . . . nothing was presented that is truly

newr and revolutionary.” Moreover, it states that most of the submissions

had proposed “concepts or ideas that are currently being considered
|
by

MASA] or have been examined in tbc past.
1151

These observations about

the outcome of the SEOP project should not he surprising; it is obvious

the screening process was set up so that any ideas that were truly new

and revolutionary were omitted. As the expression goes, QuayJc’s team

of appointed panelists and hired think-tank consultants “threw out the

baby with the bathwater.” It is apparent that this was not just one other

instance of Murphy’s Law at work. These people knew what they were

doing, as one panelist privately admitted to me that SEQP had received

quite a tew “advanced technology” suggestions and that none of these

had been included in the final summary report,^

The bias against considering innovative ideas is evident in the pro-

cedure used to rank the submissions. Each submission was ranked on a

scale of 1 to 5 (5 bci ng the best) in each of five attribute areas; utility,

feasibility, safety, innovativeness, and cost. However, for reasons not

seated, these areas were not given an equal weighting. Eor example, the

transportation, launch vehicles, and propulsion panel weighted these

attributes respectively as 25 percent, 25 percent, 25 percent, 5 per-

cent, and 15 percent. Thus, feasibility was considered to he five times

more important than innovativeness, with such feasibility being judged

according to whether the ideas violated “known 1

* physical Jaws. It is no

wonder that after being asked to ““cast a net widely” for new technolo-

gies, the panelists bad come up with nothing, with American taxpayers

foot i ng t he bill

,

What is even more shocking, the panelists usually ranked the sub-
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missions by considering their scores on just the first two attributes

—

utility and feasibility. Thus, safety, innovativeness, and cost did not seem

to count much in the final outcome. This explains why the transporta-

tion, launch vehicles, and propulsion panel report seriously discusses

concepts such as explosion- driven spacecraft and. antimatter annihila-

tion propulsion that, by most standards, fail miserably to meet safety or

cost-cffcctiveness criteria, In the case of explosion- driven propulsion, a

nuclear bomh is detonated behind the spacecraft and the shock wai'c is

made to impact a pusher plate that propels the craft forward. Nowhere

did the report express any concern about matters such as passenger

safety and dangers associated with the proliferation of nuclear weapons

in space. The report’s discussion of antimatter annihilation propulsion

is another case in point. It would take a million years using the current

multi billion- dollar CERN and berm i lab facilities just to accumulate

1 milligram of antiprotons, enough to propel a I -ton payload to escape

velocity from Earth, Accumulating and storing such Large quantities of

antimatter is an even more formidable problem, from both the technical

and the cost standpoints. If cost was really of any concern, the report

should not have even bothered discussing the antimatter subject, Perhaps

they were trying to please the fans of Sfjr Trek.

In view of the above, :it is quite disappointing that no space at all

was given to reviewing propulsion technologies like cLecerogravitics,

magnetic drive, and inertial drive that not only are feasible, but are safe

and cost-effective as well. One wonders whether the Space Exploration

Outreach Project was worth the millions of dollars that taxpayers

spent.

It seemed that i had exposed a very large black hole, one that hap-

pened to be centered right smack in the middle of NASA and was swal-

lowing up a Lot of money and with it a lot of good ideas. We are told

that one of the characteristics of a black hole is that whatever goes

into It can never emerge again. This definition very much firs NASA’s

Space Exploration Outreach Program, for in 1991, after the synthesis

group report was completed and copies mailed out, participants fouad

it nearly impossible to learn anything about the fate of their submitted

ideas or to get any information about ideas submitted by other partici-

pants. As soon as the report was completed, the arm of this “outreach
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program 11 was immediately retracted, with no plans in place tor carry-

ing out to] low-up activities. It seemed, the program orga niters planned

it chat way from the start. By the end of 1991, NASA had dismantled

the project's office and transferred its personnel to other jobs. The origi-

nal idea submissions were diverted either to someone’s office closet or

to an obscure archive repository. The rapidity with which the SHOP

office was dissolved and its personnel and raw data scattered is remi-

niscent of the sodden dissolution of an FBI front operation after it has

caught its crooics. It is cleat that SHOP had been planned to be a one-

way information-gathering intelligence operation.

133 THE MISSING DISCS

The transportation, launch vehicles, and propulsion panel report states

that information about the evaluation of each SHOP submission was

logged into a Macintosh computer database (Fourth Dimension by

AC I US h This included “the unique ID number of the submission, the

reviewer, the date of review, the name of the panel performing the review,

and the title or subject of the review." 10 Also, the database included the

score assigned to the proposal franked on a. scale of 1 to 5) and a writ-

ten justification for that score. The report states, “'Each reviewer was

required co briefly explain the reasons for scoring a submission as he or

she did.”
11

Information scored in this computer database should have been

made available to anyone requesting information about the face of his

or her submission, hut when attempts were made to locate the computer

disks, Ehev were nowhere to be found. Neither RAND nor NASA per-

sonnel claimed to know their whereabouts. One NASA employee went

as far as to claim that there was no computer database. However, one of

the transportation, launch vehicles, and propulsion panelists had previ-

ously told me he had used the database in his proposal review. Thus,

the database definitely existed at one time. [ initiated a NASA Freedom

oE Information Act request eo obtain a copy of the information on this

disc, but the officials failed colocate this information, either in the mag-

netic media archives or in the archived boxes containing the written

submissions. An appeal also failed, to turn up anything. Later, I came
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in. conract with Debra Ladwig, a NASA employee who had worked as

a computer support person during the synthesis group phase of SLOP.

She told me she had in [dally received a copy of the discs from RAND
and that at the c-osc of the project she had turned the discs over to Dr.

Brenda Ward ol Johnson Space Center. However, in May 19 L?2, 1 asked

Ward if there had been a computer disc summarizing the submission

reviews, and strangely, she maintained she did not know of any. At pres-

ent. then, the magnetic disc records of RAND’s evaluations of the SHOP

submissions remain missing. Was their disappearance just an accident,

or did someone not wane Ebe public to know why certain idea submis-

sions were not included in RAND’s final report?

The disappearance of the proposal evaluation database is particu-

larly disturbing. The closed-door nature of the whole evaluation pro-

cess sounds more like a classified, black R&[ D project than a NASA
program. Et is reminiscent of what reportedly was going on in the UFO
study conducted by the Air Force under Project Blue Book. According to

informants connected with that project, the more-unusual UFO reports

submitted to the project were routinely siphoned off to a highly classi-

fied intelligence group, never to be seen again by the puhlic. The missing

reports not only were absent from Project Blue Book’s database but also

were omitted trom its final report. It is not surprising to lind that the

same operating procedures arc being practiced at NASA to screen out

information relating to antigravity and fie Id- propulsion technologies.

13.4 THE NATIONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE

At the time the SEOP report was published, NASA had plans in the

works to develop the X-30 National Aero-Space Plane, also called the

space plane, which was to be the eventual replacement for the space

shuttle. The plane was to use three different propulsion systems. The

“ low-speed” propulsion system, whose technology was then classified,

was designed to take the craft up to a speed of about Mach 3 and to

altitudes of greater than 50,000 feet. Ar M ach 3, a 3 iqu id- hydrogen -

burning ramjet would take over. Unlike the space shuttle, which uses

a liquid- oxygen oxidizer, the X-30 ramjet would be air breathing, A

ramjet is a jet engine that has no moving parts and that depends on the
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high pressures created in front of it to force air through its combustion

chamber. Since liquid oxygen accounts for 89 percent of the fuel weight

in a standard liquid-oxygen /liquid-hydrogen rocket, this ramjet system

allows a substantial reduction In the rocket’s overall weight. At Mach 6,

the ramjet would convert into a scram jet—a supersonic ramjet—as the

airflow in its combustion chamber transitioned from subsonic to super-

sonic flow. The scramjet then would propel the X-3Q into speeds of

Mach 12 and greater. Ground tests achieved Mach 12 speeds, and much

higher Mach numbers were expected to be forthcoming when actual

t light tests would he conducted. For comparison, at Mach 12, a trip

from New York to Tokyo would take just one hour, As the space plane

would attain an increasingly high altitude, it increasingly would rely

on the addition of liquid oxygen to sustain combustion in its scramjet.

Outside the atmosphere, it was hr rely entirely on Siquid-oxygcn/liquld-

hydrogen rocket combustion.

One problem NASA anticipated with the space plane was that its

wing leading edges would experience excessive frictional heating during

the plane’s high-velocity f I ight t h rough the atmosphere (at Mach 3 and

above), just in this one area, the project could have substantially ben-

efited from knowledge about Brown’s electro-gravities work, which was

discussed in two of the SHOP idea submissions, ideas that were weeded

out from SHOP’s final report. In particular, high-voltage electrification

of the leading edge of the aircraft’s body, in the manner Brown had

suggested, would have assisted in deflecting the approaching airstream

so it would not directly contact the vehicle’s surface, thereby reducing

the air frictional drag and softening the vehicle’s transition through the

sonic barrier, Howevery personnel working on the space plane project

i ndicated t h at t h ey had not heard of elcctrogravitics or about the poten-

tial of high-voltage charge to alleviate air drag, one of the project’s most

pressing technical problems

Determined to circumvent SEOP’s idea censorship, in May 1991

l sent copies of my clectrogravitic propulsion SEGF submission and a

copy of the 1 956 Aviation Studies report, '’Elcctrogravitics Systems,” to

Charles Mortis, director of the space plane project. He said he would

circulate this material among the project’s engineers, One month later,

he sent a letter stating that “the concept is not appropriate for cons id-
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eranon within the National Aero-Space Plant: (NASF) program" \sec

appendix i). A year later, I convinced him to reconsider the idea. Since

he had not kept any of the material 1 had sent earlier, in September 1993

I sent him a new packet of information (see appendix f). Later that year,

when [ inquired whether he thought the space plane might benefit by

using a high-voltage charge, the director commented that he found the

ideas very interesting, but was not optimistic that NASA would, adopt

such a technology in the immediate future.

Subsequently, a scientist at NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center

commented to me:

ElecErugravitics is one of those things th.it certainly is worth looking aL

because wete running up against boundaries, and nuclear propulsion

isn’t going to happen in our time, as far as [ can tell . . . Wt don't have

a program. That’s the problem. Wo don't have anything on the horizon

when? there's support at headquarters for really futuristic things , ,

.

There are some real interesting things out there like this. NASA used

to be a lot better at forward thinking than w? have gotten to be, and if

we are going to survive in this age, we are going to have to take off our

"things-as-isSLi.il hat" and think about some of these things. 12

Work on the space plane proceeded far several years but was discon-

tinued in 19^4 due to budget cuts and because the program could not

deliver the kind: of results Congress was expecting. En 2003, there was a

strong lobbying effort to resurrect the project, but none of the proposed

ideas made any mention of the idea of applying electrostatic charge to a

wing's leading edge to solve the hull-heating problem.

13,5 THE COLUMBIA DISASTER

On February 1, 2003, the Columbia space shuttle crashed to Earth in

flames as the result of damage its wing had suffered earlier in the mis-

sion. Enuring takeoff, a suitcase-size chunk of insulating foam had bro-

ken off from its main propellant tank and impacted the leading edge

oi the shuttle’s left wing, causing damage to one of the wing’s thermal

profecrion tiles. The damage went undetected and later caused a major
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problem when the vehicle attempted to reenter ctie atmosphere during

landing. Air friction normally beats tbc wing surface to incandescent

temperatures during the high-velocity atmospheric reentry. As a result

of the earlier damage, superheated gases were able to penetrate a gap

in tbc wing’s thermal protection tiles and cause damage to the shuttle’s

internal wing structure, Exposed to these hot gases, the wing structure

ultimately failed, the vehicle became uncontrollable, and it was even-

tually destroyed by the extreme beat of reentry. Seven crew members

perished in the crash,

Had Brown’s aerospace technology been implemented on the space

shuttle, the Columbia disaster would never have happened. Thirteen

years earlier, two SHOP submissions had pointed out the advantages of

electrogravitics, hut the SEQP review panel discarded the ideas and did

not include them in its final report to NASA. As mentioned earlier, in

1992 I had also contacted space plane project director Charles Morris

of NASA to suggest a solution to the hull -heating problem foreseen to

plague the project. [ had pointed out to him how air-friction heating of

the leading edge of a shuttlecraft’s wing could be prevented simply by

applying a high-voltage charge to the wing. Again, in my 1992 letter to

him (reproduced in appendix j), l wrote
Hl

. , . electrostatic charging of

the plane’s leading edge would also have chc added benefit of reducing

air friction heating of the hull surface,
71

However, NASA personnel did

not employ the idea,

Somewhat later I spoke with Jonathan Campbell, an engineer who

works on electrical propulsion systems at NASA’s Marshall Space Flight

Center. I learned that he had been trying for years to convince NASA to

look into electrokinetics as a means for spacecraft propulsion, but his

requests for money were routinely turneddown by management. He took

out two patents on a thrust-producing apparatus (see figure 12.2) that is

very similar to one of Brown's electrohydrody na mic devices. Although

he has acknowledged chut Brawn's work inspired him to develop his

cylindrical thruster, curiously, Campbell’s patent did not cite or discuss

Brown's prior work. 1
' 4 Campbell has a more conventional view on the

"'[nteres-tniflly, lurmara's cylindrical thruster Experiment {sec chapter 12) bears a dose

resemblance to Campbell’* a sym metrical capacitor; compare figure- 11.1 to figure 1 2.1.

lurm.'.n :i research predates Campbell's patent applecatinn by ar least twenty-six years.
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Figuye i 3.2. A symmetrica)

capacitor apparatus for

penerating tbrus! . A high-voltage

DC potential causes izjr to flour

from the copper cylinder toward

the copper disc. (Campbell*

2001 }

operation of asymmetrical capacitors than Brown and others, denying

that any exotic principle such as clcctrogravitics operates. His patent did

not discuss the idea ot charging the leading edge of a spacecraft's wing,

so even it NASA had funded Camp hell's research
*
there is no guarantee

that Brown’s airframe-charging idea would have been employed.

In March 2O0J, l submitted a suggestion to the Columbia Accident

Investigation Board (reproduced in appendix J), l pointed our again

the benefits of charging the wing leading edge, stating* “One technol-

ogy that could prevent a Columbia-type hazard from happening in che

future would be to apply a high voltage charge to the Space Shuttle hull

during reentry* in particular to the leading edge of its wing. The ion

sheath so formed would create a buffer zone around che craft, ionizing,

repelling and deflecting oncoming air molecules and thereby preventing

them from directly impacting and hearing che hull.
1

' I also noted that

Northrop had researched this technique thirty-five years earlier and

named some references they could consult. I also summarized Brown’s

work and che use of eleccrogravitics on the B-2 bomber, 1 noted how

[ had earlier attempted to make NASA aware of the technology, both

through my submission to SHOP and through my contacts with Morris.

[ named Campbell as someone at NASA whom they could contact and

also offered my own assistance to point them in the right direction, but

nothing ever came of my suggestions. A I ! they sent me was a form letter

thanking me for my input. Efforts made to resurrect the space plane as

a future space shuttle replacement made no mention ot my suggestion

for wing electrification.

The aerospace industry has not shown the same bureaucratic dinoc-

racy. In 1994, one year after NASA turned down the idea for its space

plane, BAE Corporation (formerly British Aerospace) became seriously

interested in Russian research into plasma air-drag reduction. Together
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with the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency (DER A] t Britain’s

m slitary research organization, it began researching the idea of generat-

ing plasmas upwind of an aircraft: as a means of reducing air drag. 1 *

[n I99t>, Terry Cain r a research engineer with DERA, traveled to

Russia to meet Anatoly Klimov and his colleagues and to repeat the

plasma drag reduction experiments they had performed. At the Central

Ac rohyd rodynamks Institute, near Moscow', they carried out super-

sonic wind tunnel tests on 10 -centimeter, conical-shaped bodies that

used plasma generators to create upstream plasmas. One method they

used to generate rhe plasmas was to energize the cones with a Tesla coil

that created voltages high enough eo cause air co ionize over large dis-

tances. The high-voltage fields generated ^little streamers ot" lightning”

that propagated into the airflow' ahead of the test model, 1
' They mea-

sured drag reductions of 10 percent.

In the United States, the Arnold Engineering Development Center,

at Arnold Air Force Base in Tennessee, has modified its wind tunnels

to conduct airflow' tests of plasma-assisted msKlels. The long list of

aerospace planes that have undergone aerodynamic testing at Arnold

includes the B-2 Stealth Bomber and the X-10 National Aero-Space

Plane. In 2000, the head of its applied technology directorate was quoted

as saying that a number of organizations have shown interest in plasma

air-drag reduction, although he wroutd not give their names. Might we

expect NASA to he among those showing interest?
1 "

13,6 NASA: A MILITARY FRONT
ORGANIZATION?

Donna Hare, a former employee of a NASA contractor, has disclosed

evidence that implicates NASA in covering up evidence of rhe presence

of advanced-technology spacecraft. During the E970s, Hare worked

for NASA contractor Philco Ford in its photo lah at the fohnson Space

Center. Since she had a secret clearance, she was able, one day, to walk

into the NASA photo lab where a friend of hers worked. The lab was

involved in developing satellite pictures and pictures taken during

NASA’s various missions.. Her friend directed her attention to an area

of a photo mosaic he had been working on. Then, smiling, he suggested
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she look at a particular area of one of these photo panels. There she saw

a round white dor with a very crisp outline. She asked, if it was a dot

on the emulsion. Grinning* he said, “Docs on the emulsion don’t leave

shadows on the ground.’’ Sure enough, there was a round shadow on

the trees at the eorrect angle from where the sun would have been shin-

ing. She asked, "Is this a UFO?” He answered, "I can’t cell you chat,”

meaning it was a UFO, hue he wasn’t allowed to tell her it was. He said,

“We always have to airbrush them out before we sell them co the pub-

lic.” Hare’s astounding testimony can be found in Stephen Greer's book

Disclosure .
17

Hare also disclosed stories she had heard from NASA employees

about same astronauts having seen extraterrestrial craft. One gentle-

man whom she knew very well said just about every one of the astro-

nauts who had gone to the moon had seen things. One said there were

three craft on the moon at the time the Apollo II mission had landed.

He said that as a precaution, the astronauts were put in quarantine for

a while after they had returned and that some of the astronauts who

wanted to talk were threatened.

Hare also related a scory told to her by someone who used to work

at Johnson Space Center as a security guards He said one day soldiers

came in fatigues and ordered him co burn photographs. At one point, he

stole a glance at one of the pictures and could see that it was a UFO on

the ground. One of the guards apparently caught him doing this and hit

him in the head with a gun hutt. She said she could sec that as he told

his story, he was very frightened.

So we see that NASA and its employees are being threatened and

manipulated into silence to maintain the status quo of a cover-up about

the presence of alien craft and the existence of advanced aerospace

propulsion technologies. Seeing that the NASA administration seem

determined co steer clear of elect rogravicics technology despite repeated

attempts by several people co interest them, one Ls led to sympathize

with Tom, my Project Sky vault contact, who said in the note he passed

me at the 1994 Tesla conference thar NASA is essentially a public rela-

tions organization or a front that obscures Air Force space research.

Over the phone, Tom later cold me an astounding story of the scope

of the Air Force’s involvement in space. He said he had been in the
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Civil Air Patrol and had been given a Mitchclson Award, the highest

award that one could get. As a result, in 1963 he was chosen to rep-

resent the state of Idaho and go to ChanuEe Air Force Base along with

Civil Air Patrol representatives from the other forty-nine states. One

day they were all gathered in an auditorium
,
and onstage there were

about eight generals who were available for a “no bars” question-and-

answer period. One person popped up and asked them about Air Force

Major Donald E„ Kevhoe, who at che time was wricing about UFOs

and had been severely censored. One of the generals responded that

they had a way of caking care of people who gave out a little too much

information, He said they would use physical injury or whatever was

necessary Eo make them shut up, indicating they would kill a person

[extreme prejudice, if you will). Someone else started to ask more about

UFOs and one of the generals said the United States had a defense sys-

tem in place at the time that consisted of a number of satellites, in orbit

not only around the Earth, but also around Mercury, Venus, Mars,

and a few other, more distant planets they couldn't talk about. He said

the satellites together functioned as an early warning system, that they

were afraid of the “people out there” because they didn’t know very

muck about them, This satellite defense system was built Co observe

three possible sources: missiles that m igbt come from the Soviet Union,

missiles thaE might come from China, and intrusions of aliens coming

in coward F.arth. Someone asked why the generals were being so candid

with chem. According co Tom, one responded by saying, “If you wanE,

you can go ahead and roll people what we told you, but they're not going

to believe you. Besides, if you did get anyone eo believe you and they

came back to ask us, we would just deny it. So we have nothing to lose

by telling you this.”"
11

Russia bad put the Sputnik satellite in orbit around the Earth in

1957, and the United Slates followed by putting the Explorer in orbit

the next year. In 1959, the Soviets phocographed the far side of che

moon with Luna 3. In 1962, the Mariner 2 probe of Venus sent back

close-range information about Venus, and that same year, the Russians

launched the first probe to Mars, but contact was lose. So in .1963, Tom

was told chat the United States at thac time bad a network of sophisti-

cated warning satellites scattered throughout the solar system, orbiting
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planets farther out than Mats! The well-funded military space- pro-

gram was apparently several decades ahead of what was being publicly

acknowledged! Tom said he had heard rumors that the first satellite ever

was launched by the United States in 194B using a modified V-2 rocket.

He said the Soviets never really were ahead of the United States in the

space race. The military used the publicity of the Soviet effort to their

own advantage to get more money from Congress,

North American Rockwell delivered its first space shuttle to NASA
in March 1979. This was the Columbia shuttle, which made its maiden

voyage two years later, in 1981, but Tom said that Rock well had been

delivering space shuttles to the U.S. Air Force as early as 1976. He also

said the Air Force has its own shuttle system and that its shuttles were

being launched from a highly secured island in the Pacific known as

Johnston Island. He said he had been working for the Air Force between

1976 and 1 978 and that during this time he met a captain who was an

engineer with tbc Air Force and who had returned from Johnston Island

after being there for a year or two. He said this captain told him he

had heard rumors that the United States had a base on the moon. The

captain said that from looking at the cargo manifest for one of these

shuttle launchings, one could conclude that provisions were routinely-

being shipped out. This was several years after the Apollo program had

been terminated, the last Apollo mission to the moon having been com-

pleted in December 1972.

Thus, it is apparent that there has been an effort to keep secret the

military's capabilities in space. While NASA was mesmerizing the pub-

lic with its rocket flights, aerospace companies were carrying out secret

research on clcctrogravitics and microwave beam propulsion technolo-

gies. A good guess is that the U.S. military currently has large fleets

of craft capable of hypersonic flight in space chat use nonconventional

means of propulsion.

This educated guess may be fact. In 2002, a forty-year-old British

computer buff named Gary McKinnon succeeded in using his home

computer to hack into the computer network of several U.S. military

organizations. Although not part of any terrorist organization and only-

snooping to satisfy his own curiosity, he now faces up to sc\rcnty years’

imprisonment in a U.S. jail, but what he found on one of his Internet
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hor.iys was quite astounding. In a U.S, Space Comma mi database,

McKinnon found a list of officer’s names under the heading "Non-

Terrestrial Officers,
11 He also found a list of “flect-to-fleet transfers”

and a I i sc of ship names. He cried to look chem up, hut found they were

not Navy ships, He came to conclude chat these were off-planet vessels.

The U.S. Space Command is headquartered, at Peterson Air Force

Rase in Colorado Springs. Its website states thac its “mission is co conduct

joint space operations in accordance with the Unified Command Plan

assigned missions.” These include "Space Force Support, Space Force

Enhancement, Space Force Application, and Space Force Control.”10

With records of nonterrestrial officers carrying out flect-to-fleet trans-

fers, its missions appear to be far bolder than the average U.S, citizen

might have guessed, It seems the United States has ongoing, manned

space operations that go beyond anyone’s wildest dreams, all taking

place under a cloak of secrecy and all made possible by advanced field-

effect propulsion technologies chat were under intense development in

the middle of the twentieth century,

The Russians may also have a substantial presence in space, in his

book The Awakening of the Red Bear, Dimoschencs Liakopoulos wrote

that the Russians have large electrogravitic-propulsion craft called cos

-

mosphcrcH that ate equipped with particle beam weapons. 11 He main-

tains chat these are used co ferry supplies to ten bases on the moon.

As for the application of field-propulsion technology co civilian aero-

space flight, it is apparent that NASA, with its rocket-oriented approach,

will not he the one to take chc initiative. That, instead, will likely be

undertaken by farsighted aerospace corporations such as the Spaceship

Company and. Virgin Galactic. The ability of non military private enter-

prise to compete in the space arena became evident on October 4, 2004,

when Brian Binnie piloted SpaccShipOne to an altitude of 114 kilome-

ters to win the $ 10-million X-Prizc. This prize, which was offered by the

X-Prize Foundation, was available to anyone who succeeded in reaching

an altitude of at least 100 kilometers twice within a two-week period.

That was Space ShipOne’s second voyage, its maiden voyage having been

made just five days earlier. The winning team, led by aerospace engineer

Burt Rutan, showed the world that, with a little ingenuity, space flight

is possible even on a shoestring budget.
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Figure ! 5. J. SpneeShipOne landing in the Mohave Desert i>.rj OLiolrL'r

4, 2004. It ma the first pyivntely owned plane in achieve suborbital

fligf)t> iFhoto courtesy of Mike Mjsseel

[n July 2005. Rutan's company, Scaled Composites, signed an agree-

ment WLtli Virgin Galactiqja spin.- oil of the Virgin Croup of Companies,

founded by Sir Richard Bra naan, to form a new aerospace production

company that both companies will jointly own. This new company,

called the Spaceship Company, has plans to build a fled of commercial

suborbital spaceships and launch aircraft and to marker them to space

line operators, one of winch wiil he Virgin G

a

LicClc . Rutan, who will

head up the company s technical development team, said, ^[TJkis will

rruly herald an era p»t personal spaceflight first described by the vision-

ary science tiction writers cii the IfldOs ami 1950s. Rjchard Branson

and 1 share a vision Ehat commercially viable and sale space tourism

will provide rhe foundation for the human colonization nf space.”" 1

It

is more liScc-Sv rhat entrepreneurs such as These, who are accustomed to

i hinging out of the bos, will ultimately be the ones who will develop

hield-eifect propulsion for aerospace flight.
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A TECHNOLOGY
THAT COULD
CHANGE THE
WORLD

Clearly, gravity control wvuEd he a boon to society. So why is wort on

this important technology being kept so highly classified? One obvious

reason is that the mi lira ry sector wants to make sure that its defense

technologies are always one step ahead of everyone else’s, According to

one estimate, black- program technologies are at present at least fifty to

one hundred years ahead of those used in the commercial world. A sec-

ond motivation for secrecy is rhe concern over whether society is able to

monitor and control the public use of this new science effectively. A case

in point is the advent of nuclear technology coward the middle of tbc

twentieth cent ury. AVhile ways were later found to harness atomic energy

for peaceful uses* its initial development was for use as a weapon, the

atomic bomb. This brought with it the accompanying threat of nuclear

holocaust, and today, even though the cold war has ended, the threat

still lingers that terrorists might detonate a dirty bomb. Similarly, the

same physics that gives us a proper understanding of gravity control and

4d
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that could be put to many peaceful uses could also be used to build very

destructive weapons.

According to Ray, the black-project scientist I had spoken to, the

curators of this technology do not feel that society as a whole has

matured emotionally to an extent that this knowledge could safely be

made available to the public. Apparently the behind-the-scenes indi-

viduals who monitor black-world research and decide whether or not

it stays classified arc following a program of “controlled evolution.*
1

If

these “powers chat be*
1

determine that the world has advanced to a point

where it can handle a new technology, they will allow it to be introduced.

This leaves us with the question of whether this scif-cbosen group is itself

sufficiently qualified co he making these kinds of decisions. With prob-

lems like global warming, global deforestation, acid rain, widespread

pollution of the oceans, radioactive waste, overpopulation, hunger,

and the AIDS epidemic looming ever larger, shouldn't at least some of

this knowledge he declassified to help the world? Some members of the

black-programs community feel that it should, and as a result, they are

making efforts to push things in a more liberal direction.

When the internal combustion engine was developed at the turn

of the twentieth century, should it have been classified because of its

military potential to create tanks and war vehicles? If it bad, we may

still he driving a horse and huggy and would undoubtedly be Jiving in a

world chat had a much lower standard of living. Today, it seems that our

government is intent on keeping our current technology status quo. On

January 15, 20 OS, four group directors that bead the U,S. Patent and

Trademark Office (USPTQ) sent out a memo to all USPTO technology

center patent examiners that is just as reactionary as if they had outlawed

the automobile. The memo reminded the examiners about the USPTO

Sensitive Application. Warning System [SAWS
I

program and required

that they “flag" any patent application that contains subject matter of

“special interest,™ specifically those containing the following topics:

“1) perpetual motion machines |L.e., over unity energy generators],

2 1 anrigravity devices, 3) room temperature superconductivity, 4) free

energy—tachyons, etc,, 5) gain assisted supedumina I light propaga-

tion (faster than the speed of light). 6) other matters that violate the

general laws of physics , .
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Further* the- directive required the examiners ro, among other

things, “applications with pioneering scope
71

and “applications

dealing with inventions that, if issued, would potentially generate

extensive publicity.*
1

It stated that the SAWS program ““is intended to

ensure that the [USPTG| examination standards and guidelines are

applied properly to such applications.” Such guidelines instruct examin-

ers to reject any applications that violate the
lL

fcnnwn laws of physics,
w

Obviously, the laws the Patent Office are referring to is the catechism

taught in university physics courses around the country. Ey those laws,

patent applications for any invention using over-unity energy genera-

tors, electrokinetics technology, or superluminal beam generators (such

as that developed by PodJtlctnovj should be promptly rejected.

Rut let us imagine for a moment that the prevailing bureaucratic sup-

pression has faded, ushering in a host of possibilities. Once field-effect

propulsion technologies and energy generators are commercialized, they

could dramatically improve people’s lives, For example, Earth- based

transportation would be revolutionized, commuters would be able to

travel vertically as well as horizontally, roads and bridges would no

longer be needed, and ground-level rush-hour traffic jams would he a

thing of the two-dimensional past, However, in populated areas, spe-

cial navigation computers would he required in order to prevent midair

collisions. Transport speeds would he vastly increased, and there would

be few limits as to where such vehicles could go. Antigravity vehicles

would revolutionize farming, mining, building construction, and skip-

ping, stimulating the world economy beyond our wildest dreams.

Space flight would be made practical. Travel from one's Earth-

based home to an orbital space station would become as easy as making

flights from one town or city to another. Flight from the Earth to bases

on the moon or Mars, or even journeys to the more-remote planets of

the solar system, would be accomplished as easily' as present-day inter-

continental flights, Such journeys could be completed with a minimal

expenditure of fuel, just think of all the billions of dollars that would

be saved if nations used antigravity propulsion instead of rocket pro-

pulsion to accomplish their space missions, Hlectrogravitic spaceships

could theoretically attain velocities exceeding the speed of Light, making

it practical also to travel to nearby star systems.
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World peace would be aided, Antigravity transportation would erase

the distance Carriers separating the nations of the world. Imagine,, trav-

eling anywhere in the world in one hour! International air traffic would

skyrocket, Geographical space would shrink, bringing people from dif-

ferent parts of the world closer together. People would become more

internationally oriented and would see one another as close neighbors.

As people grew more tolerant of other cultures and as poverty declined,

a new planetary world order would arise, With luck, war might even

become a thing of the past,

Ecologically sate methods of energy production would become

available. Rlcctrogravitics could he usefully applied as a means for

generating pollution-free electric power. One method would use per-

manent magnet generators such as the Scar I effect generator or the

M EC, discussed in chapter 1.0. Another method might be to use

phase-conjugating parametric amplifiers that had overumty outputs.

Yet another technique might be to develop rotary generators such as

the electrostatic motors suggested by Lafforguc (sec chapter 12} and

Brown [see figu re 1,10).

Electrogravitic frce-cncrgy machines* as well as other types of scien-

tifically advanced energy generators, would provide society with clean

energy. Besides producing affordable power, such technology would he

environmentally and socially safe because it would not produce danger-

ous waste products that could pose health hazards. Nor would it release

carbon dioxide or waste heat into the atmosphere that could threaten

global warming, Tbe energy output would he almost entirely in the

form of mechanical motion. In the case of the Scad effect generator, it

could actually have the side benefit of refrigerating the environment as

it generates power, Although clcetrogravitic devices use high voltage,

they may be rendered safe by being properly enclosed. Moreover, power

production would become decentralized. Each home, factory, or vehicle

would have its own power unit. The miles of unsightly power lines that

presently clutter our landscape would become a thing of the past as each

persou became his own energy c?.ar,

Declassifying the black-world ether physics would substantially ben-

efit society from an intellectual standpoint. It would galvanize a whole

new era of expansion in fundamental physical theory, which today has
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largely stagnated as a result of Jogged, perpetuation of outmoded ideas.

It would also benefit society from a humanistic standpoint. One could

argue that the spiritual vacuum and overemphasis on materialism that

characterize modern society stem in part from the teaching of positiv-

istic science that recognizes only experimentally observable quantities

as having a real existence. The new ether physics, on the other hand,

acknowledges that the physical world is only a manifestation of a much

more fundamental, subtle realm that is not directly accessible co our

physical senses, hut whose operation to some extent may be elucidated

with the aid of reaction-kinetic models. It leads io a worldview in which

science becomes united with mystical teachings, rather than separated

from them. Widespread knowledge of this new conceptual paradigm

could bring humanity hack toward a more ethical track, to a global

mind-set better prepared to receive the advanced technologies that are

now kept from us.
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The following letters Ion pa_g.es 405 to 41 Oj from T. Townsend Brown to

Thomas Turman were written in IPtB and 1971.

Thl£ TOWNSEND BROWN FOUNDATION
ywr*&

SASSOON FIM.. fflO.MX it:,

haSSau, kmu;

Cnlnhr
I AUiu,

Ximri, d&tm KrfJ, *

1W1 Hiind Slftiit

Swift Monk*. Ofllrf.WJ
Jwvjory 23* 194$

Mir. IHorrjGi Turman

15C4-A A™*!.
Lubbaak, Tu«i 7940E

&ew Wr* Tinmans

Ape in I >iwil apolasins far my dteluy in ravpardtag la y*ur Kqparti*

Yaii'firiisy E aara* bswi* afts* a slay in iho hospital wMah inefarf^pd on apnralion,,

I on pot foe ffiig vary wall and j an nal able Jp l+.rJiEc too claarly. Tfo company
la which ( serva as consultant has not rol eased cne a: the On formatFan you have

r.iiqL'Uirec and i am vary n jeh at a loii ta know what 10 say.

Tlifl PstHTit Mo . 3„ T87,20i centoint ilia *f;*ntial r*eihiA5 in uliriln-

3rav3:5ai. A ArFf^itSan sF fbtr ateefregraviFic fare* misfit be " (Fm poodwimo-tivB

[eree deauFa^eJ within a higk-K dfatecicit atjiw elecFri«l itrain
h

. T>m pai*nt

Hoak^b th* v» of non-lrnflor olaetrrc TTflFi iLPch si rhino FnHinalJy dsveFaped In

iTur-CQted canes nf dipieerrte rraierial

.

Jn ot veFFagizi tram 75 KV rg >25 KV ar mure, lliii Itirvil epwars

preiWunflod in VO«uum„ It penkl? pa long El th* vol’ofl* is mg-|nliarn«d and >1

irttfaperfinr at 111* arlantoripn with [aspect Ed rFw Earth, 'i ^cavity weetar.

4DG
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Therm ora a .Tumbar of mysteries concerning tho catuna oF tha JOf*o>

largely ‘he ucrial ions v.+icn IF undergoes . There appear !o be at Irast tbsta

lemi -diurnal cyclers

0 relating Nj neen seta' time (with meM.fma ort 4 MA end 4 Ft/1

)

2) relating to lunar rveur angle with mournc coaraxlmatiily 2 hinjrt

tier tbo y-,per arid lower PKririian iTcrilf of thc^moOn, and

3) relating So sidereal lime With 0 sbixp peak at 16 S.T,.eed

a mi nor fiKndjmjm at 4 '' S
J
.

h

"no reasons "or these 'wtotiflrti oi well as. far l-bc rocMtis. Bor the elmyft cceiinwuf

secular varieties 1* wmpletaly unknown,.

The tel i L'f that the pSrMiOmtrtOn h grov il ic in nalurfc h bated uli-rOd-t

entirely upa.n the EppectaTice of the rffncll of mini (in Iho dlrlrctrfc motofio!}

an the force exhibited.

W#. Thdmoi A*. Turtncn. -2 - Jee. 22,

Youf belt bet fa ufideftekfa^ experimentation In "his field would be

to nr^u OOrtioa: lUCt'orl Of hr-K, hl-^danlrty dleLotfio Jbarium tibaiate and

lead rvunaxidv) and suspend the 10.ua with Ittui’ sensOn in high vacuum ^ For

the gravitic effecS every effort must te made ha eliminate thrust contamination

by ambient Ions nr e lectrashatio Fields,,

You ash if | have ever been able In get on cnS i-grevitic device to

lift from the ground
f

its weirtih being entirely removed » The answer i* no.

The relatively small farces axe datectrfble^ usually only 3ri vac:igm and thee,

only at exceedingly high electric gradients ^ Conte mina flan of the farces

-twhc it necessa ry to bo extrema ly careful In the desigp cf the apparatus and

this, needless ho say is expensive, Far example the equipment used to observe

tbo cyclic effacn cost us Over S23/3GQ.

1 —ti »rry fhsJ I am gnpble oT thTs tin* tp give you more detailed

infamottori taf the rt^Wri? I have explpiqed obove, mpybe by iSQKt HimtaW

these problems w[ll be sufficiently x«alved w that we can go farther.

Sincerely yew.

t. Townteed Ettm

TTBtJb
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F. O. Bern L321

Avo Ign Californio 90704

Noy, |, I$7l

Mr. Ttw.mcs M. TWinon

L 6 1 1 li-h Street

Lubborx^ Texes 7?401

Daoc Mr. lumens

J hove reviewed y*vr l«-»«r pna eJ» tried io ramewMr what we » lk«d

obout Er. meant telephone ccr.venarksei, I will prebobly nor b« able to

answer cs il af jrOur ftiasrioni end I shall leave sR’ie'h'ing tier future ;cr resporr"

dertoa *

It was o please^a to- look over the pltohi^aphi *F Ac equipo'ent yov hsrvc

OSSO-mOiec for it rfidiiOSOl iO-me rorhor thorough planning on yogr per' g rA the

ixpg/rditung of quite a sum of maney. |t gppugrr you have put together the

GKSnfial pree«S of apparatus to perform high Quality ft* pari mental work and this,

E know, will tte 3 grtoT seiisfacraon to you .

Sgnmpay I would lilta far you to send .'n* rpryr* derailed information and

o circuit diegresis of your high voltage supply. F (fraught I urderstoaa' it wes a
voltage deubler bur J would like to know in greater derail ihe capacitor) end

rcPrJ Fieri you ate Ding. Inis ii Ot same DOfxcern, partiovlprly os ta the rlpp-le

prasonc i -. rhp do output

.

Your sketch jhowi c pairr end ring tot Figuration of eleehrodci with an

'filar -nedioto dieieOlfrO tuii c . 1 Take it ihe end: af this Ivb* ere Open god ike

efr Flow is in the direction of divergin'! field . Ifiij vugele .weir a the tube

Assembly rrajvg In rho opposite direction-, rirat is, toward Lra imoll positive

eJeciswB, h ihi* rafte?

1 in olio interested in rjit way you ireesure Forces, You ncntinnfld 3

caoaci’or lype pickup, which Would feed, thru an amplifier, !g Inc recorder.

Have abierved. any ter thrust with the positive end of the tube closed?

Goi.nq to she disc airfoil;, you ctk about the spacers used to meur.: the

olccirsdej From iha dive body. I was ™: Interested rhea in lift, oily thrust

and 3 bo top speed Ground 0 50' turnstile, The attached diogfOtf. will give yCkr

same Idea of the setup.

Experiments involving Sift ware «S e different no Kit®. We utod a friarcustc

bollistFo electrode os tho uoade end a small alactraca undcrntoifi os the e 5 iiioee ,

substantially as folLowil
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TTiarnns Mi. . jman 2- NCWr 1j 1?71

True lirge elec/rOc* rtieiJ* o: a balsa umbra llo-Elike fra Tie wi>h

alyenirum fall covering * A fhin gloss slond-off insulator nsojiitffff ikff cathffd*

dii fhgwrj In :hff Rawing:* TSf I rfrof hli unit of 170 kv wai oboul 125 ^omt.
Hit h I C S I rOtta IjfuffFurff Miff if YfligHrtd only cfcdul ECO grams,, sc If was Dchucily

iaJf-tffvfFati'rig.

h x\y nffj<t Iff+ler I will vcnd yfHi sott prowur® profiLi aero» [ho bsltiitk

elfrcs^odff wh.ffs* w« srtcmpied no cnci-/*e ShEi I IF:, tul E vUali ndw EE iJw subjuci

6 r" a -m iner InTer".

I thoU try to gai this uHs^r lflt:tr off !g you within a f#w dayi r

Sincffrc iy
t

Ti "owrjfpjid 3town

fTB:[b

Enel,
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P. 0. Sax 1321

Avtlaft, California 90704

hjjv-amwr 12, 197]

Mr. Tbwra-M. tirfmon

1611 14th Straet

Lubbock, To:oi 79401

JiMST lift. tollman?

] cm Kj-rry I haw &fmfl vj ftng In -ellirg this tMifr gff [ ycu bgt
d

during my recuperation H I seldom get1

ific g-fflce.

Jn my tflEfer gf November T*t
|
proirlwd fa tend y*u some pressure

proHleSj such OL I AtHrlnf fhemj wfi icb caused the move mo- rift of l"H*

If iar-taato bdtiitrC dcclradc. A itoqtth of the »l«trod» and the applOX-
irngit-t profi^r* pngfEl* _Tf g* fig! WlE

It v«i found l4*of r by canting tb* e«il*r e fodfod*, fh* prtihim

could b* untnlonwd » that on* tfde or lb* other' usild be ihtJ. Ibis

‘C-u id provide horiiariTtjl Stability In b large prolalypi;, An qltemale way g f

doing fltrs is la provide fbfao indeporddriJ electrodes fn trmngulgc cenfrgvfrj't'on

i/Mleos of ang c*nf»j glgctrodg r 7h.*nn tlettrodtH CCn fc» diftlHfltly chaffed

ilf order !c thong* the efocirit s«rld eanfrgufo Iran unde* the bailhrSc canopy

and rhri did a'nay with Via wtuiiily ‘"or a mechanical moving pert. hiorizarral

ilibl lily could be maintained entirety gigcPricaSJy. flia structure it iubslcfiiid 1
1 y

ds follows:
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Thorpca M. Tg™®n 1 - Ndvh 12, 1971

Hf ycu are sole re ptlhftn ory *F thex expc.-rncnts, | sv-eu!d

cgrlvamly like to -
rtQr ascut rhc'.m .

KTnfliit pcrwnqJ fcggnafj.

Sfrac pr-q-ly ynvrs-,

I , Tawnssne Grown

rr^ib
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APPENDIX C

ELECTROGRAVITICS SYSTEMS

An Examination ofElectrostatic Motion, Dytutmic

Counterbary, nnd Biirycentric Control

The following excerpt ls a reproduction of the Aviation Studies

[International) Ltd/s- t95fi Gravity Research Group report entitled

“‘Eleclragravitics Systems-; An examination of dectrostatic motion,

dynamic eounterh-ary and barycenttic controlA also known as “Report

GRG -01 3^56—Eleetrogra vines Systems

,

T1

4 i 3
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II. Electrostatic Patents

It has been accepted a? axiomatic that the way to offseE the effects of

gravity is co use a lifting surface and considerable molecular energy to

produce a continuously applied force that, tor a limited period of time,

can remain greater chan the effects of gravitational attraction. The origi-

nal, invention of the glider, and evolution of the briefly self-sustaining

glider, at the turn of chc century led to progressive advances in power

and knowledge. This has been directed co refining the classic Wright

Brothers’ approach. Aircraft design is scill fundamentally as the Weights

adumbrated it, with wrings, body, tails, moving or flapping controls, land-

ing gear and so forth. The Wright biplane was a powered glider, and all

subsequent aircraft, including the supersonic jjets of the nineteen-fifties

are also powered gliders. Only one fundamentally different flying prin-

ciple has so fat been adopted with varying degrees of success. It is the

rotating wing aircraft that has led to the jet lifters and vertical pushers,

coleoptcrs, ducted fans and lift induction turbine propulsion systems.

But during these decades there was always the possibility of making

efforts to discover the nature of gravity from cosmic or quantum theory,

investigation and observation, wnth a view to discerning the physical

properties of aviation's enemy.

It has seemed to Aviation Studies that for some time insufficient

attention has been directed to this kind of research. If it were successful

such developments would change the concept of sustentation, and con-

fer upon a vehicle qualities that would now be regarded as the ultimate

in aviation.

This report summarizes in simple form the work that has been done

and is being done in the new field of electrogravitics. it also outlines the

various possible lines of research into the nature and constituent mat-

ter of gravity, and how' it has changed from Newton eo Einstein to the
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modern Hlavacv concept of gravity as an electromagnetic force rhar may

be control led like a light wave.

The report also contains an outline of opinions on the feasibility of

different elect rogravidcs systems, and there is reference to some of the

barycentric control and electrostatic rigs in operation,

Also included is a list of references to electrogravitics in succes-

sive A viation Reports since a drive was started by Aviation Studies

International Limited to suggest to aviation business eighteen months

ago that the rewards of success arc coo far-reaching to be overlooked,

especially in view of the hopeful judgment of the most authoritative

voices in microphysics. Also listed arc some rclevanr patents on electro-

statics and electrostatic generators in the United States, United Kingdom

and France.

Gravity Research Group

25 February 1956

DISCUSSION

Electrogravitics might he described as a synthesis of electrostatic energy

used for propulsion—either vertical propulsion or horizontal or both

—

and gravities* or dynamic counterbary, in which energy is also used to

set up a local gravitational force independent of the earth's.

Electrostatic energy for propulsion has been predicted as a possible

means of propulsion in space when the thrust from a neutron motor

or ion motor would he sufficient in a dragless environment to produce

astronomical velocities, but the ion motor is not strictly a part of the sci-

ence of electrogravitics* since harycentric control in an electrogravitics

system is envisaged for a vehicle operating within the earth’s environ-

ment and it is not seen initially for space application. Probably large

scale space operations would have to await the full development of elec

-

trograviries to enable large pieces of equipment to be moved out of the

region of the earth' s strongest gravity effects. So, though electrostatic

motors were thought of in 1925, electrogravitics had its birth after the

War, when Townsend Brown sought to improve on the various proposals

that chen existed for electrostatic motors sufficiently to produce some vis-

ible manifestation of sustained motion, Whereas earlier electrostatic tests

were essentially pure research. Brown's rigs were aimed from the outset
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at producing a (flying vehicle. As a private venture he produced, evidence

of motion using condensers in a couple- of saucers suspended by arms

rotating round a central tower with input running -down the arms. The

massive-k situation was summarized subsequently in a report. Project

Winlerhaven, in 1952. Using the data some conclusions were arrived

at that might be expected from ten or more years of intensive develop-

ment—similar to that, for instance, applied to the turbine engine. Using

a number of assumptions as to the nature of gravity, the report postu-

lated a saucer as the basis of a possible interceptor with Mach 3 capa-

bility. Creation of a local gravitational system would confer upon the

fighter the sharp- edged changes of direction typical of motion in space.

The essence of clectrogravitics thrust is the use of a very strong posi-

tive charge on one side of the vehicle and a negative on the other, The

core of the motor is a condenser and the ability of the condenser to hold

its charge | the k-number] is the yardstick of performance. With air as !,

current dielectrical materials can yield 6 and use of barium aluminatc

can raise this considerably, barium titanium oxide [a baked ceramic)

can offer 6,000 and there is promise of 30,000, which would he suf-

ficient tor supersonic speed.

The original Brown rig produced 30 fps on a voltage of around

50,000 and a small amount of current in the milliamp range. There

was no detailed explanation of gravity in Project Winterhaven, but it

was assumed that particle dualism in the subatomic structure of gravity

would coincide in its effect with the issuing stream of electrons from

the electrostatic energy source to produce counterbary. The Brown

work probably remains a realistic approach to the practical realization

of electrostatic propulsion and sustentation. Whatever may be discov-

ered by the Gravity Research Foundation of New Boston, a complete

understanding and synthetic reproduction of gravity is not essential for

Limited success. The elcctrogravitics saucer can perform the function

of a classic Lifting surface— it produces a pushing effect on the under

surface and a suction effect on the upper, hut, unlike the airfoil, it does

not require a flow of air to produce the effect.

First attempts at elcctrogravitics arc unlikely to produce counterha rv,

but may lead to development of an electrostatic VTQL vehicle. Even in its

developed form this might he an advance on the molecular heat engine in
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its capabilities. But hopes in the new science depend on an understand-

ing of the close identity of electrostatic motivating forces with the source

and matter of gravity. Et is fortuitous that lift can be produced in the

traditional fashion and if an understanding of gravity remains beyond

full practical control, electrostatic lift might be an adjunct of some sig-

nificance to modern thrust producers. Research into electrostatics could

prove beneficial to turbine development, and beat engines in general
„
in

view of tbc usable electron potential round the periphery of any flame.

Materials for electrogravitics and especially the development of com-

mercial quantities of high-k material is another dividend to be obtained

from electrostatic research even if it produces no counterbarv. This is

a line of development that Aviation Studies’ Gravity Research Group is

fol lowi ng,

One of the interesting aspects of electrogravitics is that a break-

through in almost any part of the broad front of general research on

the intranuclear processes may be translated into a meaningful advance

towards the feasibility of electrogravitics systems. This demands con-

stant monitoring in the most likely areas of the physics of high-energy

sub-nuclear particles. Et is difficult to be overoptimistic about the pros-

pects of gaining so complete a grasp of gravity while the world’s physi-

cists are still engaged in a study of fundamental particles—that is to

say those that cannot be broken down any more, Fundamental particles

are still being discovered—the most recent was the Scgre-Chamherlain-

Wicgand attachment to the bevatront which was used to isolate the

missing anti-proton, which must—or should be presumed to—exist

according to Dirac's theory of the electron. Much of the accepted math-

ematics of particles would be wrong if the anti-proton was proved to be

non-existent. Earlier Eddington has listed the fundamental particles as:

The charge of an electron,

m. The mass of an electron.

\1. The mass of a proton.

h. Planck’ s constant

c. The velocity of light,

G. The constant of gravitation, and

X. The cosmical constant.
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Et is generally Iil
l
Ii1 that no one of these can be inferred from the oth-

ers;. Bur electrons may well disappear from among the fundamental par-

ticles, though, as Russell says, it is likely chat e and m will survive. The

con scants are much more established than the interpretation of them

and arc among the most solid of achievements in modem physics.

Gravity may he defined as a small scale departure from Euclidean space

in the general dicory of relativity. The gravitational constant is one of

four dimensionless con scants: first, the mass relation of the nucleon and

electron. Second is eVhc; third, the Compton wavelength of the proton;

and fourth is the gravitational constant, which is the ratio of the elec-

trostatic to the gravitational attraction between the electron and the

proton.

One of the stumbling blocks in elect rogravitics is the absence of

any satisfactory theory linking these four dimensionless quantities. Of

the four, moreover, gravity is decidedly the most complex, since any

explanation would have to satisfy both cosmic and quantum relations

more acceptably and intelligibly even than in the unified field theory.

A gravitational constant of around 1.0
f9 has emerged from quantum

research and this has been used as a tool for finding theories that could

link the two relations. This work is now in full progress, and devel-

opments have to be watched for the aviation angle, Hitherto Dirac,

Eddington, Jordan and others have produced differences in theory

that are too wide to be accepted as consistent. It means therefore that

[ij without a cosmical basis, and (ii) with an imprecise quantum basis

and (iii) a vague hypothesis on the interaction, much remains still to

be discovered. Indeed some say that a single interacting theory to link

up the dimensionless constants is one of three major unresolved basic

problems of physics. The other two main problems are the extension

of quantum theory and a more detailed knowledge of the fundamental

particles.

All this is some distance from Newton, who saw gravity as a force

acting on a body from a distance, leading to the tendency of bodies to

accelerate towards each other. He allied this assumption with Euclidean

geometry, and time was assumed as uniform and acted independently

of space. Bodies and particles in space normally moved uniformly in
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straight lines according to Newton, and to account for the way they

sometimes do not do so, he used the idea of a force of gravity acting at

a distance, in which particles of matter cause in others an acceleration

proportional to their mass, and inversely proportional bo the square of

the distance between therm

Rut Einstein showed how the principle of least action, or the so-

c ailed cosmic laziness means that particles, on the contrary, follow

the easiest path among geodesic lines and as a result they get readily

absorbed into space -time. 5o was born non-linear physics. The classic

example of non-linear physics is the experiment in bombarding a screen

with two slits. When both slits arc open particles going through are not

the sum of the two individually but follows a non-linear equation, This

leads on to wave-particle dualism and that, in turn, to the Heisenberg

uncertainty principle in which an increase in accuracy in measurement

of one physical quantity means decreasing accuracy in measuring the

other. If time is measured accurately energy calculations will be in error;

the more accurate the position of a particle is established the less certain

the velocity will be, and so on. This basic principle of the acausality

of microphysics affects the study of gravity in the special and genera!

theories of relativity. Lack of pictorial image in the quantum physics of

this interrelationship is a difficulty at the outset for those whose minds

remain obstinately Euclidean,

In the special theory of relativity, space-time is seen only as an unde-

fined interval which can be defined in any way that is convenient and

the Newtonian idea of persistent particles in motion to explain gravity

cannot he accepted. Et must be seen rather as a synthesis of forces in a

four dimensional continuum, three to establish the position and one the

time. The general theory of relativity that followed a decade later was a

geometrical explanation of gravitation in which bodies cake the geode-

sic path through space-time. In turn this means that instead of the idea

of force acting at a distance it is assumed that space, time, radiation and

particles are linked and variations in them from gravity are due rather

to the nature of space.

Thus gravity of a body such as the earth, instead of pulling objects

toward it as Newton postulated, is adjusting the characteristics of space

and, it may he inferred, the quantum mechanics of space in the vicinity
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of the gravitational force. Elect rogravitics aims at correcting this adjust-

ment Do put matter, so to speak, “at rest.”

One of the difficulties in 1954 and 1955 was Do get aviation to take

electrogravitics seriously. The name alone was enough to put people

oft": However, in the trade much progress has been made and now most

major companies in the United States are interested in counterbary.

Croups arc being organised to study electrostatic and electromagnetic

phenomena. Most of industry's leaders have made some reference to it.

Douglas has now stated that it has counterbary on its work agenda hut

does not expect results yet awhile. Hiller has referred Do new forms of

flying platform, Glenn Martin say gravity control could be achieved in

six years, hut they add that it would entail a Manhattan District type

of effort to hring it about. Sikorsky, one of the pioneers, more or Jess

agrees with the Douglas verdict and says that gravity is tangible and

formidable, hut there must be a physical carrier for this immense trans-

spatial force. This implies that where a physical manifestation exists, a

physical device can he developed for creating a similar force moving in

the opposite direction to cancel it, Clarke Electronics state they have a

rig, and add that in their view the source of gravity’s force will be under-

stood sooner than some people think. General Electric is working on

the use of electronic rigs designed to make adjustments to gravity—this

line of attack has the advantage of using rigs already in existence for

other defence work, Bell also has an experimental rig intended, as the

company puts it, Do cancel out gravity, and Lawrence Bell has said he is

convinced that practical hardware will emerge from current programs.

Grover l.eoning is certain that what he referred to as an electro-magnetic

contra -gravity mechanism will be developed for practical use, Convair

is extensively committed to the work with several rigs. Lear Inc., auto-

pilot and electronic engineers have a division of the company working

on gravity research and so also has the Sperry division of Sperry- k and.

This list embraces most of the LAS. aircraft industry. The remainder,

Curtiss-Wright, Lockheed, Boeing, and North American, have not yet

declared themselves, but all these four are known to be in various stages

of study with and without rigs.

In addition, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is working on
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gravity, the Gravity Research Foundation of New Boston, the Institute

tor Advanced Study at Princeton, the CalTech Radiation Laboratory,

Princeton University and the University of North Carolina arc all

active in gravity. Glenn L., Martin is setting up a research Institute for

Advanced Study which has a small staff working on gravity research

with the unified field theory and this group is committed to extensive

programs of applied research. Many others arc also known to he study-

ing gravity, some are known also to he planning a general expansion

in this field, such as in the proposed Institute for Pure Physics at the

University of North Carolina,

A certain amount of work is also going on in Europe. One of the

French nationalized constructors and one company outside the nation-

alized elements have been making preliminary studies, and a little com-

pany money has in one case actually been committed. Some work is

also going on in Britain where rigs arc now in existence, Most of it is

private venture work, such as that being done by Ed Hull, a colleague of

Townsend Brown who, as much as anybody, introduced Europe to clcc-

trogravicics, Aviation Studies’ Gravity Research Group is doing some

work, mainly on k studies, and is sponsoring dielectric investigations.

One Swedish company and two Canadian companies have been

making studies, and quite recently the Germans have woken up to the

possibilities, Several of the companies have started digging out some

of the early German papers on wave physics. They are almost certain

to plan a gravities program. Curiously enough the Germans during the

war paid no attention to electrogravities. This is one line of advance that

they did not pioneer in any way and it was basically a U.5, creation.

Townsend Brown in elcctrogravicics is the equivalent of Frank Whittle

in gas turbines. This German overlooking of electrostatics is even more

surprising when it is remembered how astonishingly advanced and pre-

scient the Germans were in nuclear research.. The modem theory of mak-

ing thermonuclear weapons without plutonium fission initiators returns

to the original German idea that was dismissed, even ridiculed. The

Germans never went very far with fission, indeed they doubted that this

chain would ever be made to work. The German air industry, still in the

embryo stage, has included. electrogravitlcs among the subjects it intends

to examine when establishing the policy that the individual companies
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will adopt after the present early stage of foreign licence has enabled

industry to get abreast of the other countries in aircraft development.

Et is impossible to read thorough this summary of the widening efforts

being made to understand the nature of matter of gravity without shar-

ing the hope that many groups now have, of major theoretical break-

throughs occurring before very long, Experience in nucleonics has

shown that, when attempts to win knowledge on this scale are made,

advances are soon seen. There arc a number of elements in industry, and

some managements, who see gravity as a problem for later generations.

Many see nothing in it all and they may be right. But as said earlier, if

Dr, Vaclav Hlavaty thinks gravity is potentially control I able that surely

should be justification enough, and indeed inspiration, for physicists

to apply their minds and for management to take a risk, Hlavaty is

the only man who thinks he can see a way of doing the mathematics

to demonstrate Einstein's unified field theory—something that Einstein

himself said was beyond him, Relativity and tbe unified field theory go

to the root of electrogravitics and the shifts in thinking, the hopes and

fears, and a measure of progress is hr be obtained only in the last resort

from men of this stature.

Major theoretical breakthroughs to discover the sources of gravity

will be made by the most advanced intellects using the most advanced

research tools. Aviation's role is therefore to impress upon physicists of

this calibre with the urgency of the matter and to aid them with statisti-

cal and peripheral investigations that wi II hel p to clanfy the background

to the central mathematical and physical puzzles. Aviation could also

assist by recruiting some of these men as advisers. Convair has taken the

initiative with its recently established panel of advisers on nuclear proj-

ects, which include Dr. Edward Teller of the University of California.

At the same time much can be done in development of laboratory rigs,

condenser research and dielectric development, which do not require

anything like the same cerebral capacity to get results and make a prac-

tical contribution,

As gravity is likely to be linked with the new particles, only the

highest powered particle accelerators are likely to he of use in further

fundamental knowledge. The country with the biggest tools of this kind
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is in the best position to examine the- characteristics of the particles and

from those countries the greatest advances scent most Likely.

Though the United States has the biggest of the bevatrons—the

Berkeley bevatron is 6.2 hcv—the Russians have a 10 bev accelerator

in construction which, when it is completed;, will he the world's largest.

At Brookhaven a 25 bev instrument is in development which, in turn,

will he the biggest. Other countries without comparable facilities are of

course at a great disadvantage from the outset in the contest to discover

the explanation of gravity. Electrogravitics, moreover, unfortunately,

competes with nuclear studies for its facilities, The clearest thinking

brains are bound to be attracted to localities where the most extensive

laboratory equipment exists. So, one way and another, results arc most

likely to come from the major countries with the biggest undertakings.

Thus the nuclear facilities have a direct bearing on the scope for elcc-

trogravitics work.

The OEEC report in January made the following points:

The U.S. has six to eight entirely different types of reactor in opera-

tion and many more under construction. Europe has now two

different types in service.

The U.S, has about 20 research reactors plus four in Britain, two in

France,

The U.-S. has two nuclear-powered marine engines. Europe has

none, but the U.K, is building one. Isotope separation plants for

the enrichment of uranium in the U.S. arc roughly 11 times larger

than the European plant in Britain.

Europe's only heavy water plant (in Norway] produces somewhat

Jess than one-twentieth of American output,

In 1955 the number of technicians employed in nuclear energy

work in the U.S. was about 15,000; there arc about 5,000 in Britain,

1,&00 in France, and about 1,000 in the rest of Europe. But the work-

ing party says that pessimistic conclusions should not be drawn from

these comparisons. European nuclear energy effort is unevenly divided

at the moment, hut some countries have notable achievements to their

credit and important developments in prospect. The main reason for
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optimism is that, taken as a whole, “Europe*! present nuclear effort

falls very far short of its industrial potential."

Though gravity research, such as there has been of it, has been unclas-

sified, new principles and information gained from the nuclear research

facilities that have a vehicle application is expected to be withheld.

The heart of the problem to understanding gravity is likely to prove

to be the way in which the very high energy sab-nuclear particles con-

vert something, whatever it is, continuously and automatically into

the tremendous nuclear and electromagnetic forces. Once this key is

understood, attention can later be directed to finding laboratory means

of duplicating the process and reversing its force lines in some local

environment and returning the energy to itself to produce counterbary.

Looking beyond it seems possible that gravitation will be shown to be

a part of the universal electro-magnetic processes and controlled in

the same way as a light wave or radio wave. This is a synthesis of the

Einstein and Hlavaty concepts. Hence it follows that though in its initial

form the mechanical processes for countering gravity may initially be

massive to deal with the massive forces involved, eventually this could

be expected to form some central power generation unit. Earycentric

control in some required quantity could be passed over a distance by

a form of radio wave. The prime energy source to energise the waves

would of course be nuclear in its origins.

It is difficult to say which lines of detailed development being pro-

cessed in the immediate future is more likely to yield, significant results.

Perhaps the three most promising are: first, the new attempt by the team

of men led by Chamberlain working with the Berkeley bevatron to find,

the anti -neutron, and to identify more of the characteristics of the anti-

proton^ and each of the string of high energy particles that have been

discovered during recent operation at 6.2 bev,

A second line of approach is the United States National Bureau, of

Standards program to pin down with greater accuracy the accelera-

tion values of gravity. The presently accepted figure of 32.174 feet per

*Thc reaction ii as follows: protons ate accelerated to £.1 bev, and directed at a target

of copper. V hen ckc proyton projectile lurs a neutron in one of the- copper atoms eke fol-

lowing emerge-: the two original particle: (the pri>|ectilc and - h t- struck neutron} and a

new pair of particles, a proton and anti-proton. The arid-proton continue-: briefly until

it kits anfirker proitan, then both disappear and decay into menomi.
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second per second is known to be not comprehensive, though it has

been sufficiently accurate tor the limited, needs of industry hitherto. The

MBS program aims at re-determining the strength of gravity to within

one part of a million. The present method has been to hold a hall

feet up and chart the elapsed time of descent with electronic measuring

equipment. The new program is based on the old, but with this excep-

tional degree of accuracy it is naturally immensely more difficult and is

expected to take 3 years.

A third promising line is the new technique of measuring high-energy

particles in motion that was started by the University of California last

year. This involves passing cosmic rays through a chamber contain-

ing a mixture of gas, alcohol and water vapour. This creates charged

atoms, or positive ions, by knocking electrons off the gas molecules.

A sudden expansion of tbc chamber results in a condensation of water

droplets along the track chat can be plotted on a photographic plate.

This method makes it easier to assess tbc energy of particles and to dis-

tinguish one from the other. Et also helps to establish the characteristics

of the different types of particle. The relationship between these high-

energy particles, and their origin, and characteristics, have a bearing on

electrogravitics in general,

5o much of what has to be discovered as a necessary preliminary to

gravity is of no practical use by itself. There is no conceivable use, for

instance, for the anti -proton, yet its discovery even at a cost of $9 -million

is essential to check the mathematics of the fundamental components of

matter. Similarly it is necessary to check that all the nuclear ghosts that

have been postulated theoretically do in fact exist. It is not, moreover,

sufficient, as in the past only to observe the particles by radiation coun-

ters. In each instance a mechanical maze has to be devised and attached

to a particle accelerator to trap only the particle concerned. Each discov-

ery becomes a wedge for a deeper probe of the nucleus . Many of the par-

ticles of very high energy have only a Meeting existence and collisions that

give rise to them from bevat non bombardment is a necessary prerequisite

to an understanding of gravity. There are no shortcuts to this process.

Most of the major programs for extending human knowledge on

gravity arc being conducted with instruments already in use for nuclear

research and to this extent the cost of work exclusively on gravitational
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examinations is still not of major proportions, This has made it diffi-

cult for aviation hr gauge the extent of the work in progress on gravity

research

,

CONCLUSIONS
L No attempts to control the magnitude or direction of the earth’s

gravitational force have yet been successful. But if the expla-

nation of gravity is to be found in the as yet undetermined

characteristics of the very high energy particles it is becoming

increasingly possible with the bevatron to work with the con-

stituent matter of gravity, It is therefore reasonable to expect

that the new bevatron may, before long, he used hr demonstrate

Limited gravitational control,

2. An understanding and identification of these particles is on the

frontiers of human knowledge, and a full assessment of them is

one of the major unresolved puzzles of the nucleus. An associated

problem is to discover a theory to account for the cosmic and

quantum relations of gravity, and a theory to link the gravita-

tional constant with the other three dimensionless constants.

3. Though the obstacles to an adequate grasp of microphysics still

seem formidable, the transportation rewards that could fol-

low from electrogravitics are as high as can be envisaged. In a

weightless environment, movement with sharp-edged changes of

direction could offer unique maneuverability,

4. Determination of the environment of the anti-proton, discovery

of the anti-neutron and closer examination of the other high

energy particles are preliminaries to the hypothesis that gravity

is one aspect of electromagnetism that may eventually be con-

trolled like a wave. When the structure of the nucleus becomes

clearer, the influence of the gravitational force upon the nucleus

and the nature of its behaviour in space will he more readily

understood. This is a great advance on the Newtonian concept

of gravity acting at a distance.

5. Aviation's role appears to be to establish facilities to handle many

of the peripheral and statistical investigations to help fill in the

background on electrostatics,
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6 . A distinction has to he made between electrostatic energy for

propulsion and countcrbary. Counterbary is the manipulator, of

gravitational force lines; baryccntric control is the adjustment to

such manipulative capability to produce a stable type of motion

suitable for transportation.

7. Electrostatic energy sufficient to produce low speeds (a few

thousand dynes) has already been demonstrated, Generation of

a region of positive electrostatic energy on one side of a plate

and negative on the other sets up the same lift or propulsion

effect as the pressure and suction below and above a wing,

except chat in the case of electrostatic application no airflow is

necessary.

8. Electrostatic energy sufficient to produce a Mach 3 fighter is

possible with megavolt energies and a k of over 10,000.

9. k figures of 6,000 have been obtained from some ceramic mate-

rials and there are prospects of 30,000,

10. Apart from electrogravitics there are other rewards from invest-

ment in electrostatic equipment. Automation, auconctics and

even turbine development use similar laboratory facilities.

11. Progress in electrogravitics probably awaits a new genius in

physics who can find a single equation to tic up all the con-

flicting observations and theory on the structure and arrange-

ment of forces and the part the high energy particles play in the

nucleus, This can occur any time, and the chances are improved

now that bev. energies are being obtained in controlled labora-

tory conditions.

ADDENDUM L

Extracts from Aviation Report

A ICTl- C E AV1TATIQN RE5EAECU

The basic research and technology behind electro-anti-gravitation is

si) much in its infancy that this is perhaps one field of development

where not only the methods but the ideas are secret. Nothing therefore

can he discussed freely at the moment. Very few papers on the subject

have been prepared so far, and the only schemes that have seen the

light of day are for pure research into rigs designed to make objects
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doit around freely in a box. There are various radio applications,

and aviation medicine departments have been looking for something

that will enable them to study the physiological effects on the diges-

tion and organs nf an environment without gravity. There are however

long-term aims of a more revolutionary nature that envisage equip-

ment that can defeat gravity.

Aviation fteporf, 20 August 1R54

Manaceii]a.l Policy ton Antl-Ghavitics

The prospect of engineers devising gravity-defeating equipment—or

perhaps it should he described as the creation of pockets of weight-

less environments—docs suggest that as a long term policy aircraft

constructors will he required to place even more emphasis on electro-

mechanical industrial plant, than is now requited for the transition

from manned to unmanned weapons. Anti-gravities work is therefore

likely to go to companies with the biggest electrical laboratories and

facilities. It is also apparent that anti-gravities, like other advanced

sciences;, will be initially sponsored for its weapon capabilities. There

are perhaps two broad ways of using the science—one is to postulate

the design of advanced type projectiles on their hest inherent capa-

bilities. And the more critical parameters Ithat now constitutes design

limitation) can be eliminated hy anti -gravities. The tsther, which is a

longer term plan, is to create an entirely new environmentwith devices

operating entirely under an anti-gravitic envelope.

Ai'j'jfian Report, 24 August 1D54

The Cheater the Easier

Propulsion and atomic energy trends are similar in one respects the

more incredible the long term capabilities are, the easier it is to attain

them. It is strange that the greatest of nature’s secrets can be har-

nessed with decreasing Industrial effort, but greatly Increasing mental

effort. The Americans went through the Industrial torture to produce

tritium for the first thermonuclear experiment, but later both they and

the Russians were able to achieve much greater results with the help

of lithium 6 hydride. The same thing is happening In aviation propul-

sions the nuclear fuels are promising to he tremendously powerful in
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their effect, but excessively complicated in their application, unless

there can ha some means of direct conversinn as in tha strontium 9-0

cell. But Lying behind and beyond the nuclear fuels is the linking of

electricity to gravity which, is an incomparably more powerful way of

harnessing energy than the only method known to human intellect

at present—electricity and magnetism. Perhaps the magic of barium

aluminum oxide will perform the miracle in propulsion that lithium 6

hydride has done in the fusion weapon. Certainly it is a well-known

material in dielectrics, hut when one talks of massive-k, one means of

course five figures. At this early stage it is difficult to relate k. to Mach

numbers with any certainty hut realizable 1: can, with some kinds of

arithmetic, produce astounding velocities. They are achievable, more-

over, with decreasing complexity, indeed the ultimate becomes the eas-

iest in terms of engineering, but the most hideous in terms of theory.

Einstein's general theory of relativity Is, naturally, an important factor,

but some of the postulates appear to depend on the unified field theory,

which cannot yet be physically checked because nobody knows how to

do it. Einstein hopes to find a way nf dning so before he dies.

Aviation Report, 31 August 1R54

CttAVBTICS FOttMULATIDNS

All indications are that there has still been little cognizance of the

potentialities nf electrostatic propulsion and it will be a majnr under-

taking to re-arrange aircraft plants to conduct large-scale research

.ind development info novel forms of dielectric and to improve con-

denser efficiencies and to develop the novel type of materials used for

fabrication of the primary structure. Some extremely ambitious theo-

retical programs have been submitted and work towards realization

of a manned vehicle has begun. On the evidence, there are far more

definite indications that the incredible claims are realizable than there

was fm instance, in supposing that uranium fission would result in a

bomb. At least it is known, prnof positive, that mutlnn, using surpris-

ingly low k, is possible. The fantastic control that again is feasible,

has not yet been demonstrated, but there is no reason to suppose

the arithmetic is faulty, especially as it has already led to a quite

brisk example of actual propulsion. That first movement was indeed
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an historic occasion, reminiscent of the momentous day at Chicago

when the first pile want critical, and the phenomenon was scarcely lass

weird. It Ls difficult rn imagine just where a well-organized examina-

tion Into long-term gravities prospects would end. Though a circular

planform is electrostatically convenient, it does nut necessarily fol-

low that tha requirements nf control by diffenenti.il changes would

ha the same. Perhaps the strangest part nf this whole chapter is how

the public managed to foresee this concept, though not of course

the theoretical principles that gave rise to it, before physical tests

confirmed that the mathematics was right. It is interesting also that

there is no point nf contact between the conventional science of avia-

tion and the New= it is a radical offshoot with no common principles.

Aerodynamics, structures heat engines, flapping controls, and all the

rest of aviation Ls part of what might ha called the Wright Brothers

era—even the Mach 2.5 thermal harrier piercers are still Wright

Brothers concepts, in the sense that they fly, and they stall, and they

run out of fuel after a short while, and they defy the earth's pull fora

short while. Thus this century will he divided in two parts—almost

to the day. The first half belonged to the Wright Brothers who fore-

saw nearly all the basic issues In which gravity was the hitter foe. In

parr of the second half, gravity will be the great provider. Electrical

energy, rather irrelevant for propulsion in the first half becomes a

kind of catalyst to motion in the second half of the century.

Aviation Report 7 September 1D54

E lectho-C is avitics Pa it a d-ox.

Realization of electro-static propulsion seems to depend on two theo-

retical twists and two practical ones. The two theoretical puzzles are=

first, how to make a condenser the centre of a propulsion system, and

second is how to link the condenser system with the gravitational field.

There is a third problem, but It is some way off yet, which Ls how to

manipulate kva for control in a 1 1 rh ree a xes as well as for ptopu Ision and

lift. The two practical tricks are first how, with say a Mach 5 weapon

in mind, to handle 50,000 kva within the envelope of a thin pancake

of 55 feet in diameter and second how to generate such power from

w ith in so sma 1 1 a space. The electrica I power In a sma 1 1 a i rcra fr i s more
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than in a tail sized community the analogy being that a single rocketjet

tan provide as much power an tan be obtained from the Hoover Dam.

[t will naturally take an Long to develop electro-gravitic propulsion as

it has taken to coax the enormous power outputs from heat engines.

True there mishit tea flame in the electro-gravitk propulsion system,

hut it would not he a heat engine—the temperature of the flame would

he incidental to the function of the chemical burning process.

The curious thing is that though electrostatic propulsion is the

antithesis of magnetism,* Einstein^ unified field theory is an attempt

to link gravitation with electro-magnetism. This all-embracing the-

ory goes on Logically from the general theory of relativity, that gives

an ingenious geometrical interpretation of the concept of force that

is mathematically consistent with gravitation hut fails in the case of

eLecrro-magnetism, while the special theory of relativity is concerned

with the relationship between mass and energy. The general theory

of relativity fails to account for electro- magnetism because the forces

are proportional to the charge and not to the mass. The unified field

theory is one of a number of attempts that have been made to bridge

this gap, but it is haffliog to imagine how it could ever he observed.

Eiostein himself thinks iris virtually impossible. However Hlavaty

claims now to have solved the equations by assuming that gravitation

is a manifestation, of electro- magnetism.

This being so it is all the more incredible that electro- static pro-

pulsion (with kva for convenience fed into the system and not self-

generated
|
has actua I ly been demonstrated . It may be t hat to apply all

this very abstruse physics to aviation it will he necessary to accept

that the theory is more important than this or that interpretation

of it. This is how the physical constants, which are now regarded

as among the most solid of achievements in modern physics, have

become workable, and accepted. Certainly all normal instincts would

support the Einstein scries of postulations, and if this is so it is a

matter of conjecture where it will lead in the Long term future of the

electro-gravitic science.

Aviation Report, 10 September 1954

*1 hou^h i si a xeeixe this is true, it is better expressed in thix report than i* was here in

L9SA.
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Electhd-Ciavehc Phopulsium Situation

Under the terms of Project Winterhaven the proposals to develop elec-

tro-gravities to the point of realizing a mach 3 combat type disc were

not far short of the extensive effort that was- planned for the Manhattan

Districts Indeed the drive to develop the new prime mover is in tome

respects rather similar to the experiments that led to the release of

nuclear energy in the sense that both involve fantastic mathematical

capacity and both are sciences sn new that other allied sciences can-

not he of very much guide. In the past two years since the principle of

motion hy means of massive -k was first demonstrated on a test rig,

progress has been slow. But the indications are now that the Pentagon

is ready to sponsor a range nf devices to help further knowledge. In

effect the new family of TVs would be on the same tremendous scope

that was envisaged by the X-l, 2, 3, 4 and .5 and D-iaSs that were all

created for the purpose of destroying the sound barrier—which they

effectively did, but it is .1 process that is taking ten solid years of hard

work to complete. (Now after 7 years the X-2 has yet to start its tests

and the X-l is still in performance testing stage). Tentative targets now

being set anticipate that the first disc should he complete before 1960

and it would take rhe whole of the sixties to develop it properly, even

though, some combat things might he available ten years from ntrw.

One thing seems certaioat this stage, that the companies likely to

dominate the science will he those with the biggest computors to work

out the ramifications of the basic theory. Douglas is easily the world's

leader in enmputor capacity, followed by Lockheed and Convair.

Tbe frame incidentally is indivisible from the engine. If there is to

he any division of responsibility it would he that the engine industry

might become responsible for providing the electrostatic energy (by,

it is thought, a kind of flamel and the frame maker for the condenser

assembly which is the core of the main structure.

Aviation Report, 12 October J9.S4

Cbavitics Study Widening

The Trench are now understood to be pondering the most effective

way of entering the fieLd of electro-gravitic propulsion systems. Hut

'
. he proposals, n s-Lm.l,: he added, were nut accepted.
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not least of the difficulties is to knew ju,st where to begin. There ere

practically no patents so far that throw vary much light on the math-

ematics of the relation between electricity and gravity. There Is, of

course, a large number of patents on the general subject of motion and

force, and snmc nf these may prove to have some application. Thera

is, however a series of working postulations embodied in the original

Project Winterhaven, but no real attempt has been made in the work-

ing papers tn go into the detailed engineering. All that had actually

been achieved up tn just under a year ago was a series of fairly accu-

rate extrapolations from the sketchy data that has so far been actu-

ally observed. The extrapolation of 5£i mph to 1,B00 mph, however,

I
which Is what the present hopes and aspirations amount tn| is bound

to be a rather vague exercise. This explains American private views

that nothing can be reasonably expected from the science yet awhile.

Meanwhile, the NAGA is active, and nearly all the Universities are

doing work that borders close to what is involved here, and something

fruitful is likely to turo up before very Long.

Aviation Report IP October J 954

CEAvmcs Steps

Specification writers seem to be still rather stumped to know what

to ask for in the very bavy science of eJectro-gravitic propelled vehi-

cles. They are at present faced with haviog to plan the first family

of things—first of these is the most realistic type of operational test

rig, and second the first type of test vehicle. In turn this would Lead

to sponsoring of a combat disk. The preliminary test rigs which gave

only feeble propulsion have been somewhat improved, but of course

the speeds reached so far are only those more associated with what

isattaioed on the roods rather than in the air. But propulsion is now

known to he possible, so it is a matter of feeding enough KVA into

condensers with better k figures. 50,000 is a magic figure for the com-

bat saucer—it is this amount of KVA and this amount of k that can he

translated into Mach 5 speeds.

Meanwhile Glenn Martin now feels ready to say in public that

they are examining the unified field theory to see what can be done.

It would probably he truer to say that Martin and other companies
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are now Looking for men who can make tome kind of sense out of

Einstein's equations. There’s nobody in the air industry at present

with the faintest idea of what it is all about. Also, just as necessary,

companies have somehow to find administrators who know enough of

the mathematics to be able to guess what kind of industrial investment

is likely to be necessary for the company to secure the most reward-

ing prime contracts in the new science. This again is not so easy since

much of the mathematics just cannot be translated into words. You

either understand the figures, or you cannot ever have it explained

to you. This is rather new because even things like indeterminacy in

quantum mechanics can be more or less put info words.

Perhaps the main rhing for management to bear in mind in recruit-

ing men is that essentially electro-gravities is a branch of wave tech-

nology and much of it starts with Planck’s dimensions of action,

energy and time, and some of this is among the most firm and least

controversial sections of modern atomic physics.

Aviation Report, 1? November 1954

Euctxq- Ckavitics Puzzle

Back in 451 and 4?, the public in the U.S. had a surprisingly clear idea

of what a flying saucer should, or could, do. '['here has never been

any realistic explanation of what propulsion agency could make it do

those things, but its ability to move within its own gravitation field

was presupposed from its maneuverability. Yet a II this was at Least two

years before electro-static energy was shown to produce propulsion.

It is curious that the public were so ahead of the empiricists on this

occasion, and there are two possible explanations. One is that optical

illusions or atmospheric phenomena offered a preconceived idea of

how the ultimate aviation device ought to work. The other explana-

tion might be that this was a recrudescence of Jung’s theory of the

Universal Mind which moves up and down in relation to the capabili-

ties of the highest intellects and this may be a case of it reaching a very

high peak of perception.

But for the air industries to realize an elect ro-gravitic aircraft

means a return to basic principles in nuclear physics, and a ne-exami-

nation of much in wage technology that has hitherto been taken for
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granted. Anything that goes any way towards proving the unified

field theory will have as great a hearing on electro-gravities efforts on

the furtherance of midear power generally. But the aircraft industry

might as well face up bo the fact that priorities will in the end he com-

peting with the existing nuclear science commitments. The fact that

electro-gravities has important applications other than for a weapon

will however strengthen the case for governments to get in on the

work going on.

A viiilion Report t 28 J anuary 1 955

Management Note scut Eeectko-Ghavitics

The gas turbine engine produced two new companies in the U.5.

engine field and they have, between them, at various times offered

the traditional primes rather formidable competition. Indeed General

Electric at this moment has, in rhe view of some, taken the Number

two position. In Britain no new firms managed to get a footing, hut

one, Metro-Vick, might have done if it had put its whole energies into

the business. It is on rhe whole unfortunate for Britain that no bright

newcomer has been able to screw up competition in the engine field as

English Electric have done in the airframe business.

Uni ike the turbine engine, electro-gravities is not just a new propul-

sion system, it is a new mode of thought in aviation and communica-

tions, and it is something that may become all-emhracing. Theoretical

studies of the science unfortunately have to extend right down to the

mathematics of the meson and there is no escape from that. But the

relevant facts wrung from the nature of the nuclear structure will

have their impact on the propulsion system, the airframe and also its

guidance. The airframe, as such, would not exist, and what is now a

complicated stressed structure becomes some convenient form of hard

envelope. New companies therefore who would like to see themselves

as major defence prime contractors in ten nr fifteen years’ time are

the ones most likely to stimulate development. Several typical compa-

nies in Britain and the U.!i. come to mind—outfits like AiResearch,

Raytheon, Plessey in England, Slotax and others. ISut the companies

have to face a decade of costly research into theoretical physics and it

means a great deal of trust. Companies are mostly overloaded already
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and They cannot afford to, but when they sit down and think about the

matter the}' can scarcely avoid the conclusion that they cannot afford

not to be in at the beginning.

Aviation Report^ B February 1955

E LECTHO- C E AVITICS Be EAKTH SOUGHS

Lawrence Bel] said last week he Though that the tempo of development

leading to the use of nuclear fuels and antigravitatianal vehicles |he

meant presumably ones that create their own. gravitational field inde-

pendently of the earth's) would accelerate. He added that the break-

throughs now feasible wiill advance their Introduction ahead of the

time it has taken to develop the turbojet to its present pitch. Beyond

the thermal harrier was a radiation harrier, and he might have added

ozone poisoning and meteorite hazards, and beyond that again a time

harrier. Time however is not a single calculable entity and Einstein

has taught that an absolute barrier to aviation is the environmental

harrier in which there are physical limits to any kind of movement

from one point in space-time continuum to another. Bell (the company

not the man) have a reputation as experimentalists and are not so

earthy as some of the other U.S. companies? so while this first judg-

ment on progress with electrogravities is interesting, further wnrd is

awaited from the other major elements of the air business. Most of the

companies are now studying several forms of propulsion without heat

engines though it is early days yet to determine which method will

see the I ight of day f i rst. Pnocu remen twill open out because the capa -

hi!ities of such aircra ft are im measu ra bly greater tha n t hose envi saged

with any known form of engine.

Aviation Report, L 5 July 1 955

Thee mos uc lea it-Electrog k avitics 1 inter action

The point has been made that the most likely way of achieving the

comparatively low fusion heat needed— 1 ,000,000- degrees provided

it can be sustained Iwhich it cannot he in fission fnr more than a

microsecond or two of time)— is by use of a linear accelerator. The

concentration of energy that may he obtained when accelerators are

rigged in certain ways make the production of very high temperatures
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feasible but whether they could he concentrated enough to avoid a

thermal heat problem remains to be seen. It has also bean suggested

that linear accelerators would be the way to develop the high electrical

energies needed for creation of local gravitational systems. It is pos-

sible therefore to imagine that the central core of a future air vehicle

might be a linear accelerator which would create a local weightless

state by use of electrostatic processes and turn heat into energy with-

out chemical processes for propulsion. Eventually—towards the end

of this century—the linear accelerator itself would not he required

and a ground generating plant would transmit the necessary energy

for both purposes by wave propagation.

Aviation Report, 30 August L955

Point ae-olti Tjieu won ltclear Reaction Reactoxs

The 20 -year estimate by the AEC last week that lies between present

research frontiers and the fusion reactor probably refers to the time

it will take to tap fusion heat, But it may be thought that rather than

use the molecular and chemical processes of twisting beat Into thrust

it would he more appropriate to use the new hear source in conjunc-

tion with some form of nuclear thrust producer which would he in the

form of electrostatic energy. The first two Boeing nuclearjet proto-

types now under way are being designed to take either molecular jets,

or nuclear jets in case the latter are held up for one reason, or another.

But the change from molecular to direct nuclear thrust production

in conjunction with the thermonuclear reactor is likely to make the

aircraft designed around the latter a totally different breed of cat. it is

a I so expected to take longer than two decades, though younger execu-

tives in trade might expect to live to see a prototype.

Aviation Report. 14 October 1955

E LECTHOCrE AV3TICS Fe.A £] B I l.ITT

Opi nion on the prospects of using electrostatic energy for propulsion,

and eventually for creation of a local gravitational field isolated from

the earth’s has naturally polarized into the two opposite extremes.

There are those who say it is nonsense from start to finish, and those

who are satisfied from performance already physically manifest that it
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is possible and will produce air vehicles with absolute capabilities and

no moving parts. The feasibility of a mach 3 fighter (the present aim

in studios] is dependent cm a rather large k extrapolation, considering

the pair of saucers that have physically demonstrated the principle

only achieved a speed of some 30 fps. But, and this is very important,

they have attained a working velocity using a very inefficient (even by

to-day’s knowledge] form of condenser complex. These humble begin-

nings are surely as hopeful as Whittle's early postulations.

It was, by the way, largely due to the early references in Aviation

Report that work is gathering momentum in rhe U.5. Similar studies

are heginning in France, and in England, some men are on the job full

time.

Aviation Report. 15 November 1955

Elbctho-Ghavitics Effort Widening

Companies studying the implications of gravities are said, in a new

statement, to include Cleon Martin, Convair, Sperry-Hand, Sikorsky,

Bell, Lear Inc. and Clark Electronics. Other companies whn have pre-

viously evinced interest include Lockheed Douglas and Hiller. The

remainder are not disinterested, but have not given public support to

the new science—which is widening all the time. The approach in the

U.S. is in a sense more ambitious than might have been expected. The

logical approach, which has been suggested by Aviation Studies, is to

concentrate on improving the output of electrostatic rigs in existence

that are knnwn tn be able to produce thrust. The aim would he to con-

centrate nn electrostatics for propulsion first and widen the practical

engineering to include establishment of local gravity fnrcelines, inde-

pendent of rhose of the earth's to provide unfettered vertical move-

ment as and when the mathematics develops.

However, the U.S. approach is rather to put money into funda-

mental theoretical physics of gravitation in an effort first to create the

local gravitational field. Working rigs would follow in the wake of

the basic discoveries. Probably the correct course would he to sponsor

both approaches, and it is now time that the military stepped in with

hig funds. The trouble about the idealistic approach to gravity is that

the aircraft companies do not have the men to conduct such work.
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There is every expectation in any case that the companies likely to find

the answers Lie outside the aviation field. These would emerge as the

masters of aviation in its broadest sense.

The feeling is therefore that a company like A.T. Si T. is most likely

to he first in this field. This giant company (unknown in the air and

weapons field! has already revolutionized modern warfare with the

development of the junction transistor and is expected to find the final

answers to absolute vehicle levitation. This therefore Is where the bulk

of the sponsoring money should go.

Aviation Report, 9 December L955

ADDENDUM II

Electrostatic Patents

Elect KosmTic Motor

(a) American patents still in forte:

2,41 3,391 Radii) Corp of America 20-6-42/3! -1 2- 46 Power

Supply System

2,417,452 Raytheon Mfg. Co. 17-1-44/18-3-47 Electrical

System

2,506,472 W.E. Smics 3-7-46 HoLI/ 2-5-50 Electrical Ignition

Apparatus

2,545,354 C.E.C. 16-3-50/13 3-51 Generator {=Engl.

P. 676,953]

2,567,373 Radio Corp of America 1 0- 6-49/1 1 -9-51 EMstatic

Generator

2, 577,446 C h aebam Electron ics 5 - 3 -50/ 4-1 2 -5 1 El’staric Voltage

Generator

2,578,908 US-Atomic Energy C. 26-5-47/1 S -1 2-51 El’slatic

Voltage Generator

2,588,513 Radio Corp of America 10-6-49/11-3-52 EMslatic

High-Voltage Generator

2,610,994 Chatham Electronics 1-9-50/16-9-52 El’static Voltage

Generator

2,662,191 P. Dicey 31-7-52/8-12-53 EL'static Machine
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2,667,615 R. G, Brown 30-1-52/26-1-54 El’static Generator

2,671,177 Consolidated Eng.Corp 4-9-51/2-3-54 Ecstatic Charg-

ing App's,

2,701,844 HR. Wasson S -1250/8-2-55 El’static Generator of

Electricity

2,702,353 US-Nary 17-7-52/15-2-55 Miniature Printed Circuit

Electrostatic Generator

(b) British patents seiJI in force:

651,153 Metr,-Vickers Elrctr. Go 20-5 -48/ 14-3 -51 Voltaic Trans-

formation of Electrical Energy

651,295 CE. F. Wart hen Sr(U.S.A.) 6- B -48/14-3-51 Electrostatic

AC Generator

731,774 “Liccntia” 19-9-52 &c 21-1 l-53Gy/l 5-6-55 EMstatic

High-Voltage Generator

(c) French patents still in force:

753,363 H, Chaumat 19-7-32/13-10-33 Moteur eleccrostaciquc

utilisant I’energie cinecique d’ions gazeux

749,832 H. Chaumat 24-1-33/29-7-33 Machine clcccrostatiquc

a excitation inJepcncLnte

The patents on page 441 derive from P. Jolivet (Algiers), marked

“"A,
71 and from N. J. Fclici, E. Gartner (Centre National ties Rccherches

Scientifique |CRNS|),, and later hv R, Morel and M. Point [5, A. des

Machines Elect roststiques [SAMES] and of Societe d' Appareils dc

Controle et d’Equipmcnt des Motcurs 1 5 AC EM]), marked "G 7
’ (because

the development was centered at the University Grenoble).



PATENTS

Mark of Application England A-mcrici Franc* Germany Title-

Applicant Date

G B - 1 1 -4-1 437.434 1.4 9*.140 973.01

7

9*0,*49 EleeirDstatir

InrlueneE Mr.eilro

14-6.45 5*.017

G 17-11 44 439,*53 1,533,*3E 993.053 31 5,*47 El eeCre-s title
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:
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APPENDIX E

NOTES ON THE SKYVAULT
ANTIGRAVITY PROJECT

Below a re reproductions of my informant “Tom’s” notes from inter-

views with his supervisor on two occasions (see chapter 7).

August 2, I974 t Interview Notes

Project was initiated by the government through Rocketdyne in the

middle to late 50s t E*trcmdv high frequency in 1000 gigaHcrt/: on up

were employed with a voltage waveform being triangular [i.c^ sawtooth

shaped
|
(other forms were tried;, hut this was the best to use! at 100

kv with infinitesimal amperage—milliamps, Lowest frequency ranged

from 7,2 to 8.7 giga Hertz.

With use of waveguides, a beam of conical shape was projected

upward from ground to a vehicle which rode upon it. The vehicle had

a concave bottom and the cone of the beam was wide in respect to the

vehicle—the concave surface received the beam and was buoyed by it.

|Tom later acknowledged that he had misinterpreted the above propul-

sion scheme; see the notes from his October 2
f

I 974 interview with his

supervisor reproduced below.

|

Mathematical, analysis, &£ other related studies, of the conical

shape region proved chat Einstein was correct on gravitational waves

and particular and that the high frequency nullified gravitation effects.

l
:
or nullification of gravity, the frequencies do extend upward into the

lower spectrum of light. The vehicle that did carry a man was powered

(controlled) by a transmitter located upon a mountain jno info on this

transmitter;'. The highest observed flight remembered I though it prob-

ably had a higher capability' was -50,000 feci and a range of near 300

miles—over desert and attained extreme speeds.

Microwaves do exert a pressure and aluminum foil will move and

444



Note! cn rhe Skyvault Anti^avity Project a a, 5

disintegrate upon exposure, Other materials may or may not be affected

in. the name manner—paper will not work
,
some kinds of wood and silks

will not. Best movement occurs if the material has a particular magnetic

property (not mention as to meaning, however, he inferred paramag-

netic} I . The concave portion of the vehicle had something similar to

ceramic like Corning ware. Extensive tests involving materials and wave

shapes were made and. data was accumulated on destruction, burning,

and shock waves on those materials chat responded,. The microwaves

employed were able to pass through brick walls &; concrete without

affecting either and with non diminishing effect on the microwaves.

The estimated efficiency of the propulsion system was 60% with a much

higher efficiency at this time as high probability. Diode material for

the rectifiers (and maybe Gunn diodes} were furnished, by Internationa!

Rectifier. Reactions with the beam with some materials were violent

and unpredictable. Used different shapes of waveguides throughout

research.

October 2, 1974, Interview Notes

[ asked if the mechanical pulser had very small electrode for arcing fi;

if it operated somewhere from 60 to 100 thousand rpm—both were

answered with a “yes.
71

I asked if they had temperature problems with

electrodes burning— No, he said, but using platinum it was eliminated

and there was very little arcing due to the ultra high vacuum.

They did try at first a mechanical pulser at atmospheric pressure hut

discarded it promptly due to bouncing and noise in its pulses,

I have had a misinterpretation. The propulsion device was buil t ::nto

the spacecraft and a transmitter on the ground was used to provide

directional control only to the spacecraft,. 5o it is not a beam rider. The

propulsion beam from the spacecraft was focused by an iris type convex

lens towards the Earth and was a greenish blue light.
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Letter Tom receivedfrom bis supervisor’sfriend.

Tap* ftie
p-^Tc? &*= >LSnffl.

^7^

/•.•.".LJ.-
i
1
.> iti^ Jp^'rr. Lriv*: -Irt vdi. irttif 1 k iV: «W JOELF */Y

J ^.vj , .'"'*j;#.: i'ji.ili utaW id irtiri*.' ACCP pIpzh&iL} ana! n/Zecii.-.;

Aa-in-v/ j/i .Wf^thjl -jdn il ii-y- j'

-

i /u.i (, i* 'iW -W* id ivji

mrdilnljihi in.1 ti1
|T,.7 jj’U *Al.i li' V *ri.'l kjLi Stii i*i> a i*EtD* -A ‘'.id

cAm-titf s&FMniiiii ft (Iff JiUcJm,

Thr •’mjc*, pt&itK aUA. -pyj-dtl;. aOb^CicAp. i.1 thx. '-'- JflP IWJ iW iK* firjti */

nww/ .tut if. effectively cunininta. At ih*. ztyvnmiival'j 4“ /^unw .'•• •

• iw AdkiaL'-bCL-id'j yx.f.isali mH* ins nicci J*wiwn wittec 4V:

avto iu m 4Aud iAn a'o&ciNU vnAcLiabi*. •Ask «.ny aniit

—a ••'•i.’iQ in thr tW ht.-W <i.
JF
(r.a idlCvMMuj tefxAntd id *J ‘W a-kd-t'.di

6

ic«ir >s ^uut> oja d.iH Li.-i-i . qi^uiKivdc. seise4? T-n a-wnp fttp-r£*ix*4 mi ^syoxtw
iivv titvfiLtptid. Tax.j* 'Urt/y ifliit tacLed A'vC 4ir>iii£^ rtciuz^uUiy ana un*wii

lift netAdvKiAif fiM an art-f vLtn.iiin Ytbici*^ ' ‘r-cjr ai*<? rBOSTAri" nw ''An

wi 'uww 4* -dijaaiy a -lianeay a/ av.4»i "it" 4V drtillAifity >f

ti dfA^ice £&e yaiwt nidifae - a raiv a;vw i&r.vt# a-A'Z-K.n-t-iii if utc

TVsew #m*U J-rKLCAt
f rafaiwip 4lm*4 iAara and ws(-t ie axvstx, k«

dtiiin <Aj 4m(4 i irtta tfin iai /ui/tiicp a-U Mn arjuiniTrjiij /«m a: ftv^yjfr' wia

w/A&btx. unit, SeiiabLLUy, at cikm#^ uv^ ps 4aii Ai^t Wk/w 4>£ oh
H.'-tL-bWsi AjfftiAtS <Ae -7.rlT fl |' /Vf ,-j>.-.ii:irr J ij'rvJ. j J|j..‘.- ,'iv'.' J,

,: anii e«catia44^ A "iyra' i4 #i iiy in a -j^vW

Siha^ v*hic£t ant aimri in ikz ftnirfj[ ^vw-itr-un aj( -u-wa

fy*7V
,

ildttl,Sn( *nfl' i'a.VJ/ laiJj'j iii-t JlAx£ Jidi

j'rt.Ti' r.'yj nAai Aoj^pcna iiHW! 1^4) “yn.Fi* j«4i A*^ tiW 4nyiT*td

in a-'Fd' in m-cJ.T.n
f
7A* rtMi i* ad’ii fi4*+ijTi*(/

rir^uuUIAnd. On {rr. OHitid*Wft if Afl^ .ff iA-' r^tf TOiJiiddi ^ 4ijA/. iiW iijAi

Aayu^ 4iic*ataa-Atf iMMti in -iwi^/ti iiti-j ±n^^ if xp.ptxAtM If art vbjtti*

l
!7k-uT 4U id ilSv.tb-Ai/ lidu

1' jjJ L*; nrtijri nlirthirti]^ i-L.3,.' u-i4 lVL liid'--'-!.--!-

,-lic^EJlvC.J, /j id ,L\f.if t,?.*r twr-fitifiii 4

1

iAirtA -d'l? u'AkudA',! jri.-i; iVhlriili/ci ij

Aj -(Adt ItrAi1

' A4- i i L-jJ.-jfrrr.- n r i: vt-iaLUy-. it CJ 4 jirdij c?/ a i

.

5W in. aiJlcA. ilvd.W au
iw £t^'i>nc'nj|-5 > a* fsaiaAd. 7A<^4 «( i?.tfaal iAn £ one wai.' u %.*& i-v: *jAai

(

iy

^lAMwiLCililrt ip. iAt aaiuciuvi pfej^a££.&art.
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7Ae itf Me £ atvi ft vtticutf Li Mot M^y in ^ffvdi Me tawwpe

in Me AlI jW/ unc:' ituiMoi (fj ptcAt <mu Mey mw ji _n /-..' .'it
i>

'uiM to* ^4W4eLtu¥l d/ ir*) ,lW.t niUlMClM sudiAtL^ -WM-Mdrl

Jaw ewvvtf i0 •iaf, *> «vi oMifi/iM Asu if An uia^ ip ixjfrd LL ** iwe L? 4iwiM
Me 'i'A;'isw veiiciin

'aw auli/ai* ifL McM ^vspcncj llifift iil-Mu it M.n itbiuAn

irkTi-i, , ifcflji/k" La ntiMmtZf ALopff Offl i r.tTNri MW -Me /iWl fl/ Me £iMil jjyj't

rtn^ * -jmAh jtju td & dit&it wito}* JjirtH. irie« &« ewiair. -aHhii£i*td

mWM JM.fi ie Jfri/j/Vmi info.w. M* A*iLoad pnqamtp #*f .jiff-ji-fiiy fl.w siMuiai,

7ii ocAiem Me** awi.tiiv-,1
,
Me cLuhV M ptaoad in. a 'aivtij, * a tmAi,

ainplt open at one lvm'l # in eMinMuiiM 0/ Me it« hm wMatf trtf jnt.it

«* h> n#AM M* Maitf-tiyyijiicd ^ Me £unn irirf* ^ ijLirJzu m#f
in jirt^diaiKV- icV'ia ir-off M Mfl <Ufioo ff if /-9S. 5 it 5EJ3

7A* <**-%; jene*!^ id ijii/t inltiti* LUlitid LI Li &M&Lot AH Cl CMliwiiei

‘.'A2y *fUo Me 1 L-*:! to Ae L'jii--! Aa . 7a adlLovt t\Llj. 4 tP-'YAzycLLir La —j clJj lAict 7:1. ' J

-Me i'-^-r £»L ff "ikSt* Mai 444V? E=v jrtlirt Lixft-d-iiiJ.,-

/. 7-s -wica Me tavLt# to oLal 7k* !a_an iA Me A*m ffifu-ti r Mai Me re i-j

a «w(l
, £«A4 c.tj'-on /an Sir oavet^ iff ilwo li-L iftv. rdw.!iwi o/ di.- -v r

it oc Me iwineJen^i^

7. :? ,>47B, ,".;ir cr mnvvi Li / QiY? Me nauaiijm OI LLt/.% f.C 4 :4«, jLliL

ivtffi n-i 4 < i-c i'cM-iljM'

1

4's/omMj Ml.'-: M .Me / -a.'ji .
'

ki:-cM.U:v iAli M/W ALt-ly.L r^inr.-:- IUH Jviuci-V

^.d.iv-Liic-^'cMi ^ie jcMcMi1 4/ Me i*«t anivi-t -fAe. wihiiun uiUMn JLn ™M p/ M<-

r
-iMan.-d

, 7it -rMici Me itn
l
M.JL «/ Me iW.-ai* Me A4kk‘«a Me ivt* tdiiM," Me riivtA=jr.-;

Me tzi 'r.\ Me .d.--L-j.TL-»-.r Me in™

A’f Anvir M yfzA •iLtCLA.iO&t £it p'ArAiL tL-An

>

iWl. ru4.4num.va 4ee ^.ivuvnii^ «*C McfflMaf'

Miit Me LTcji/iinj nr-MMej 7n it iii! .cl>j +ne Ho •utyueuiv-d iz-w umiA Xu n:** M«
rail- vr,t|iMe.

in. & jAipticK of Me inn wi; iAk oayiiji ffiw
1

Ad hi cw^miiy Ls a devLst

=-' Me eieen riL.xff,

*iww, iiflu yiet iie A e.IL f i> ,[
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fXil' 4tc j-r pcbc isJAi/vf ni%jai tht A/SUMmAadAon. tu L-i.A ArAL —— ’

7.A4 Lii-tr'j-''’ of (Aid di&Lt id At atovidt an ftuA.utA ij: JlV: ,-u'^j'jy 0^ /_!.

^Myw*y- .
rivu JAXs Xj jflSiiiJ7y ejlL^vOjTS 0/ AW jkouw™

4igt*d f-u*i Ata AunmLlALnp 4hAw iAt AAttinij^ rtnA*?™. -^W Ata *AfW £*

V-ajJ
1

»XAt iAc «tXz«fz3fti'£ /hc*“ 44c a-ra o/Att -u^kcAuuid

i-
1'

Ifts-te. Xd Jifl rA^t 4* -AVI ^'f-y +T-'L -wcoinci-, Ain «uAsuA in, AAe ciljua iXjiit X: vvxp .u

«; 4ic jfinw VAct&f Aw J&wiftp «/ iA< mu mV* Ac afpiitji #1/ A^ie AtAij

<*«•» A'p jj!* u--k-£ij! &«i $/ £££4X1$ Xi & ciiMdcA XAii -
,i

': ltiV An. «&&»
t'££ft a inapt vxiac <tuni&L acAts* ft dApAiii^tei njiAoft 4«uM. Sindinp ciM^nd ii

iirt.nT.''.''h- An Ata Sum i*l ai£*3-tfir> - j/ix.vj-aj-. i r

fAm AAfi esi^iift Xi A 4%c *(&j£eJ. =nttii wid «/iecAai AfeQftXd Ahft

Atr AfJifAjfii oip*U ictiii r**tiJL TKwt c/nnpc in. dignaA id *ixtd wlin dm*, fo

AV jitxniip sUyrAttJ cXcArtrvt abou/AA/^ 0 TOGUEAzAa: jAi^u.4 Init *1*

mirtv* di^dt. ritxt&i&iAd iAx wwt 4? .™ki m 4uAa^ siAinV X* iAta j^sa mi
Afct pte>4£44Ah£ tXauAA.

d.te eidtarux of ihc. eyt Cam tit ouicuA amfiifitn. duptfrii on AAc lo&Lopijyp fsnAi.n;

r,_ /., f .e i"X) £a*^t of jAu Ey? tt^i A&c. ^f.(££4^v“ J. J,k jAj* e>£ AS*

?r .dAwri^AA l>/ iii4.<KU*v4 in.4.-^jr,- i-! (j*a2,

0^ 44* tiVw4 &.* tyt id Aft Afa 'iiAtcij^ iai jt'.Ei’ raXBuinbv: !.•-., .-.yj ij. u-A-j!

^Tir
r
Airvi ihjc AAe «^r

iAft flB-ic 'iXytMEL-£ «*444 XiAcrtcc ftAo^

i[ «Awi^e dipnnt Adtduiii/ip. ,'^.ti± .V^e -,—juA -iktv
*

^w AS /ci-E -ftAKLUdJEft^ aapLLimit G^n^td if5 -3 -'VTlJ -.

.

p
1 -Xf-'J Al WViiktA CICAfrC 4^

7^ ^4 ajVhTeX ?",^iA Tfe /fiipflWj: 4^4 aA^sis-i viiovzA-ai' Aj A4i 4*44
'

«id4 Xe ^oftM&Aut EB^i
1

Atid i^rtt-V-d W fimAtois A4« ^moc' -s/ Ata iwii'c. ri MuXlfy
G^*atXlU:4A«l 0/ At? ftW ij- *U4'*T.ilA djl 41 iffi ^4/ Xj

A’
/yp

uAf^!T. ,’ 1^4 - /Wyi’.jd.fy «X»r«A Ay PU™*KyiA j/ uftit

J*i « r*,^^ of o&jjf-cA Ah cmfotz^

fm I tH'cESJ-'CV* (AXqUCA£.y Aft »BOJil-TlEftAj.
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ctyrr

}

Me opvnjUng in Me X-6and mi wiiAin. ftnifr.t ifvtdj .^uaW ihk

^htUid-ln ei Jfl ncctlj£fli'l!c itHZ./. /I'jj^-'L.M /.V.-^'V^y LtWAiid e4MA .^rj Mo v^'Il

JtftfluiMSEyit -LL** ftJijL Jii dttlii&lAU, Wd ^M«irtS' (WjiM, Mi AljAu* Mi
Me. /ftdri i'iii i* tki. U},+JjfaK*? vf f*‘nrljciS4i?n a/ Mi tne-v’y Mak^A
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f i'!0rs:
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APPENDIX F

SECRET GOVERNMENT MEMOS CONCERNING
OPERATION MAJESTIC TWELVE

Below is a reproduction of Dr. Robert Sarbacher’s Canadian Department

Transport it ion memo describing the- U.5. effort to reverse-engineer

DbO technology.
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APPENDEX G

ELECTR.OGRAVIT1CS: AN ENERGY-EFFICIENT
MEANS OF SPACE PROPULSION

NASA SEOP Submission no. IQQJ59

“ Elecrrograv i tics: An Energy- Efficient Means of Space Propulsion'' is

the abstract [ submitted to NASA under the auspice of The Starburst

Foundation— a nonprofit research institute E founded in 1 9S4 to advance

our understanding of the natural world.

Electfldgrayiticsl An Energy-Efficient

Means of Space Propulsion

by I\tu! LaVialette, Pb.D.

The itarbu rst Foundation

Description, The- proposed propulsion technology would replace

the energy -intensive rocket technology presently used for propel-

ling spacecraft. The technology, called elecirngravitics, has already

been developed in "black" defense research programs, programs sti

highly classified that their existence is not publicly acknowledged.

Electrogravities may appear tn violate certain assumptions about

gravity commonly held by physicists and aeronautical engineers, sti

the reader is requested to keep an open mind. The technology dues

cxlsI^ it has been under development for the past 40 years^ and it has

been shown to be feasible both in carefully cnntroELed laboratory

experiments and in actual test flights.

basically electrogravi tics is a technology that allows a spacecraft

to artificially alter its own gravity field eh such a manner that it is

able to levitate itself. This is accomplished by applying a megavolt

pulsed DC electric potential across the outer hull and wing of the

spacecraft. The craft wuuJd bo designed to have a relatively large body

surface area, similar to the flying wing concept employed in the B-2

bomber. Alternatively it could he discoidal in shape with a lenticular

4b9
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cross-seebon . Thrust would always he in the direction of the craft's

positively charged surface. To quote a February 1956 Air Force intel-

ligence report (now declassified), such a craft "can perform the func-

tion of a classic lifting surface— it produces a pushing effect on the

under surface and a suction effect on the upper, hut unlike the airfoil,

it does not require a flow of air to produce the effect."'

Payoff, The value of this technology is that the era ft may achieve

Earth orhit flight at a much lower velocity than conventional rocket

propulsion and without the huge fuel expenditure. It would eliminate

the hazard of polluting the F.arth’s stratosphere and space environ-

ment with aluminum oxide spherules, which has beenme an increas-

ing problem with the solid fuel boosters currently in use. The fuel

requirements for eLcctrograv itic propulsion are less than one percent

of those presently used to lift the space shuttle inter orhit. Problems

typically encountered with the Space Shuttle's rocket propulsion tech-

nology (e.g., liquid hydrogen leaks, exhaust leaks around O -rings in

the solid fuel booster! would not he present in this technology. Due

to its much lower power demands, electrogravltics Ls much safer and

more economical.

Performance Characteristics. As early as 1956, an Air Force study

estimated that a manned electrogravitic craft could achieve Mach 3

flight capability with a 50,000 kilowatt power requirement. Such air-

borne electric power generation is within the reach of present technol-

ogy. It would require two General Electric superconducting gene raters

powered by two 50,000 horsepower rochet turbine engines. The

superconducting generators mentioned here were developed for the Air

Force Ln the late 1970's for use in high -altitude aircraft. Incidentally

higher efficiencies are acbeived in space due hr reduced ion Leakage

from the hull's charged surface.

Other enabling technologies. All enabling technologies have been

developed. As early as 1953, a small scale model of an electiograv-

itic powered aircraft was able to lift 110% of its weight. Since then

^EJectrogjairitics Systems: An examination of electrostatic motion, dynamic cauntcr-

hary and barycentnc control. Report no. C RG 01 3-56. Aviation Studies (Internjtional.l

Ltd., Special Weapcns Study Unit, Lnndnn, February 1956, pp. 3—4. (Library nt

CmgKE no. 3, 1401 ,00034,5879; call no, TLS65.A9.)
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manned vehicles have been secretly developed and are presently being

test flown.

RoEalion to major mission objectives, Electrogravitics would allow

NASA to make frequent flights into space without the numerous

delays presently plaguing the Spate Shuttle launchings. ^The present

three year wait for repairing the Hubble Telescope could he cut to 3

weeks.) It would allow flights directly from l-aith to Mars without

the necessity of laboriously constructing a Mars spaceship in Earth

orbit. Such a flight would no longer be contingent on the preexistence

of a space station. Moreover the high speeds potentially achievable

with electrogravitics would allow travel to Mars to be made in under

a month.



APPENDEX H

BEYOND ROCKET PROPULSION

ANSA SEOP Submission no. 100153

The fallowing is an abstract submitted to NASA by.Joe Hughes.

BEYOND ELECTRIC EROPCLSION'

In ik ij-mi 0 unwKmrt In linnet ipUfl niLiv.knfrt aji'tfwtd putVIiiOrt drtitfu irrvaJer
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mjciejj »ut jsrotjjcn cf rad-Ji-ya L*

Cn ccoerMn ra rorwtflCiQrul elecmt pet{vj|sunn cnt»liK0lhFU5thy U*e

acjelendng pu coly, the JW.-in engine iomrti ihe eilii\| (511. *ui tfeninj uiclectrinl potmtid

hitwim ihe jm ind thettjjit mtlE 5u(& Uin flirt rifud u.h tnh«. WHh *t m^Jl iSii. MdrilA; ®
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feyard Rocket ftupJsion ^55

atYOM> ELECTRIC rRQPl'LSFON!

Liic paitfic, line ifw jjh
J
t!hniu wtil htnti:! Liaspircd u iht *v(tspid.' In fttt,

i n::> (47tkt;'1d is. at work here Fjui::Jly, Brea n dj:crff«l iha a jurfe*fuLy .iu^ tifiliiUK

ncKiS>il» vnidiaKtniiH thru! in ibt dirediiM. of r.t positive place 'fa piiiv* ih.u >.U <up*i!vi) i.m*i

HfiHcChin^ iWifr ih^-i pj*i pfopuliiM hr in-—parsed them In nil, aosdium which. doe* riuiily to* ire

sad nhiniveii dtu the Ouiai wu Owr nieae rg i h ._ j! r

"n early acmfvsFhf rit Ksua he u«J a pgw (J lopgt ofW vtdt To Ir an rt«(riral puli otiii

fif SQ-OW relts ^diLdi cieaml iig disc ihifrtJ au^nity to fiy * Ll miiri CtT huor. To iurthfr prtivf hU

point :hai soonclhing p»k tiua inn projadsien me u. unit hits, ho leued hli iis;* ia 1 vi^km h> the

I gftil.T !h: aoJpiifi gf a Frmih corporition, La Sxjts Tutaule de CwjitruCCiOA AcsMauii^uc

Sv4 OstW I5KCA&&I. Hi i*d (hmcixoi Ihm Lit ipttJ u: h i dues woold nxitiMr* •ixponeMliHy with

*oi r
rl££ applied, ltd vi«.foa!#J w flying! s^nsr-of hi* i fort disci [nauarasm a: speeds af le.srii

hundred rnkti an hem using an pHcmtU or ?W«S) wla. Unfortunately, as a av^olL of a

fo^ctSe mcrfCF with irmh:: French company, SyJ tsi, poofMlhM T [Borti werO-drhppnl fui

ufiknowfi fmso'-s ttsmfictrcme&n airfiome rmr.'jfatnjre and dtiij;™

[h Ihs r®>¥ m&es Tonvciseod Proud, orpeaod biieuAfl-WipWMiOS umlct Iho nfertcRind

rr.InrJrt— J Limited. Fn spite of numirii pr.emx, one of ivhtdi < iroacfc&j. ltd many

ikjtKMiaiaikiai, kkih leaded hiir1
. die rim? was nor riphu poojlo *tf 1 100 1.H Oh (hr rtpS I > w*y tif

IfiLlJi. NO* cvciytitiny is t.r jamt ni» him. ireifann j;g ;.rt ah rino*. which is

why } h-avc frtMatnniltcd uiaidn.



APPEHDiX ]

CORRESPONDENCE WITH CHARLES MORRIS

Assistant Director for the National Aero-Space Plane Project

Below is a reproduction of my correspondence with Charles Morris,

assistant director for the Kataonal Aero-Space Plane propram.

NASA
h'jTjutaart

Soajfi Aa™wjr$*ar

u C
20W,

jm it >

.Mr, I^MplrlUJ
1 176 s I Mij-i Ts iKj*t ]jnr
Schenectady, tt¥ 12309

T)e*r Mr. LiLYiolelL*

Thank you for lntMrrnCivn «<n «l«( ruKMvitwi' for prtpcJnicn. Ifcmvw [4 date
liaa dvlATunnwl LhtU the rtft«'(>t il 1W>1 «JjprtiJ)ri,Bl« fur follsiduWioi'i villiirt tin'

National A*rc-fi|ww PUn* (KASP) pfflfjr.nfcii. A* <ipp»n,ifni1it* *ri», ] will

ewknu* u to.-k iniere-H irv eh* eontopL arvt <it* you a* u point oftented

.

Thn n-k y$u for your Lntoreit in JfAHF.

Sine* rely.

4S]



Correspondence with Charles Morris a &

1

ThS Starts rsl Foun ckitifar ^
1 1 *6 Hcdgv*ood i «K
SehShKlody. ffp 13KB

Eoprombgsc 27, 1M3

We- Ch«i(ra E. K. HuEla, ji.
As siflt ant Director for WASP
HUA/ta
trtfhlrHjEon, &.C. 20546

Dear Mr. Horrlgi

omloaeti ia angth&y C6py of ny iiifcilaai*ri |* NASA's Sparijo

EKplgsgtlgci Oulrfrach Progier which cfwerlbea ttp tWMfits of
eUctiogrevltic propel.® sen, AJbc 1 have ftnolgsud several p*p*c« I
^a™ written, gn the a-ufrjeet,, a mpy dt s 5555 article in Imerdvl-a
H*5*HhG, orrd a copy of tli* February 5915 Avigtign Studied report
On. elect rogtavl tigs, P5aa*t Enturn the A.vlatl*n Stud Sea
fc'h-nn you. *rg Through, tr.e other 1 i ’,4 •‘Mure you njy Sigajj,

I urge you tg pn.Tj cl* is rater Sal p.7 gg oth*r people in ygur
group *g f|i*t hatefully a™ dliOlHlfli t-dm get started on
Wtyinrg this tcchnplo^y to Ehb Aerc-Epace P5*ai„ fiaaldea rhg
beneiitn or gravity propel slot, j ell*gTjr*ac.atic chuigfcng Of the
pl#r»"» iMd'Sh? edge mould >1^ hive tn* adders fceuefit of re-dUgl^
*ir frlctLcn boating S3 the hull aurfogg.

Cl-MITly tbggo who ate about elect EOGrSvitics for ttoi
first tine arc pre.ivnc^d mith the hurdlt of believing that it u
true and not ao*e wild fabrication, 1 brpe dial 1 hove provided a
auffSaitnt rwrber g| gecdi&le references in the enclosed t^coiiei
to iilay such slttpU-cia*, 1 htvt ala* a-ncidacd ggpg ilrgjle UstS
df -ntudisa vTiich Aviation Stwiiba liaa put gut c« give *r, i,im» if
Their line -of activity.

If,, iftnt leading through, this rtatenal *p.d dlfcciiBning it
jusen§ ysiirselyts, vpu hsw« *ny quest ion? fed fete eg osritdct ire.
Ky number Ln Itlflh - IX VOi mint fort bar ValLdetlen at^jut
thr, «5*pofel!iEl*n of tiiSn. technology, I gggld atterpe ;« put you in
T-SUCh with people ufWp have been qgtatly doing verb in tfiia SEES,

Si r*erely yggri,

foul a, LtViolett*



APPEND! >: J

PREVENTING ANOTHER COLUMBIA DISASTER

Below is a suggestion ] submitTed in rise CulumbwAcdileji t luvc&ctgitiian

Bud rit. Ae rM vct t [ h-jve received m; Further cumjtiiniicjbnn trorrv rht;

board.

4 liMturmhE^ t I v _ 1 1 1
1

I ; U;al CiVuUI Ilf-ijH iwJJ lifldtLlitr (i nliiLuLilA dlsjaLbr

h^sill A. ! AV inl'“lL.

T.-il FliiItt

J

i' iuq

Klaattidfct! ^1 .lui:i Jt-Ufa*: 7Ui-25[^KHj

Mnrrh

One iei.inplngy Itoi cculd pwfrenl t Columbia Lvp; IksiuixI Iran >isjipeninE n LSs Jutuse

wet l.l be t: mpiry a LieL i-blla^e iLdr^e' :l- Lae .

:

^f
.

ahui.Llu hull duri-ue itcalj;.-. ic “lriiciiJu

Lu :luf k'^JUil|£ ‘hipr fil 1 I3 wi sc. The hop. ihhntr ;r- jrm td wpu 'I r.r-'ain a K*: H-

-.
1 -" >. :i vinih.l

L.TT ru-.lli .miiLiiiu. W 1 J«i Jrflftli nji q|icnnnlu£ n| mslntnlr:^ *ml r-^irl>> prcyfeiUihii

Jk:iii tom r Ilne-Ol Imperil |£ .‘nd he:'inj i| ‘mil Tk- rcichi ili.RJ Ifl not H *£ htyU

decodes a*D. -Ji is dtHjr.bcd Klr^ llus tlcctilkaUrc itilb’iJlocv ivmiJd |tniMluc

a second ine ‘.n drLiiK. Ic i«u- l:caLm:r pr: ;jki: MippLuisiU^j die iWniriDry die life: Llii, ir

currmUj Lucd.

:

r.i"ne ej^irj'"i;jiinri letjTpnlpgv

AilfUfflt- elwtrifitiirinn *w frm ^!'-LC^lc=r1 bv Thrminr Townsend ftroim ivlid- JLd

• diinuc tfv I'KCM ind IHffi. Pefemmij in K<vw<i';. Mik Of
i

ilim- a

liij.i '.'diagp el‘jrjj.c Li; llie loodLn;: l? >it jj: i"nniL. Dr. Mr: ::n Rose ‘.vnnr i'l Kt-J rnn

list pas’lrve Field "-vliLi'n Ls trji'Cliric in Dam lif (li= rrjli 'ach- as j miffer 'yinr ,v>.if!h d

icjavbtE IbL 'ir £Hi( .j| llie fra, ... atld a an i:i;i:rin^. ^ved^u ^.hic]i si: l> hi. i lie siircTicsnic.

aiv-mar. i
*--

1
1 ^ jiI'^w-i-d I'm: I'inkriil litijinf: eiif:' H I' ' <=T"-H Pi Ki fpr^r rp|g j EoftFnfd prCIJim;

if¥|S.
r

Erwn'1 li-nrb 'van ryrrl.^nhfd In a |'H{i j|- LmeJIi^nr-n i^OH fnhlvil "Ellt.Jl CpiiiVinlia

^v^ceniF ' iHU«d by AviilLdn Inti, j I?Ei basdc intBlUpsince mini! sank, i binaJiitil j

ISjpj fltf [Lib Lt|x:u1 Itoiii Wj^t Film WI| j\Jl but Tctlluk i] Liiirart ic L9SS. The

n^Sil iJMjl; ',','Wl tiilCifii. i.huur ch'.i .I .-.Uiijy Lbsi La varinui pail iv:uef nT lln

A,vjii|.tr^ l-ffivl ^5. liCWdkdf^l ., h^i. 1^-^; iCnfii.l- -I Jli a Lui-Sk lyy Mil rume r.inic enljhled

jETeMrnfravi r,'d; S^rnems. 1 Tin; xpciri Ibe nuenet r>r isunj neraFpiLB i^orpwaJLhXTt lliiil

’vere actively TLMdichir^e Uu: iii Tianii sleLlri rcalvnn wchnn-Agy 'ip “hr H-*ly rdJUs.

N'lh liirup 4i:rpurjrinii was ltt. uf Ln^re Lmnpmiei. Ai jrj jer'nrpnce icipiirny i
.
i 1 1

1

1 |i

li?l£ n k'* 1* Vre-* ic, -
faiinar] nf |W«. F.?innri'r-. fimn K-^n<iLO>b Muniij JiVuitin rrpurliad U ji

ihej
1

we-nd n. ri nnr nr i^irrl njnnbL imrfiei nr ;ht aeiiwIyunMk rifs..3y . = aiulj-ii^L hj^li-.^ jUj^e

cluHgei Id- llie leading ed.ct:, cT luql; :q>ced ariinifi nnd «.• ‘ will: Mljixi Riifcd Lid

«>jr*dbs:| C'V-T h ur-:-dr Mrikf liicv iN Mirv CXpCtCKl Uui "In; iJiL-lnaJ Jl:1Hl;i| prtrn-iji

fr'ijlltd uiiXTil^S e. jtMCuib il.iw-- |L-«. p?up*£tite Jovu'iril fnran uve craft
1

! jeaJi'.Q o,|j. v-^ |u

j'liilrf iiid llI+J iMf HfrOlwiiLit i||iV' 'id ul :h£ tirr.niB Tbc w; ,iliir.£ npnkive r-lrrii!i^:il [umvi
i-O-iliJ :':i.iir-jrji.u rhi; ;il: y iCxtua ki ja til tuwtr Lrug. imiiiic heeunf.. and .-rrrr.- oi i Jilnha^.' Lb;

jpursooL bw'om. Arcurcira ki joirinr Wi liii \i »•. e|il l-^Uili wuil ji^n.liram in ;hn
•«•' hipa idlbjK DC was applied in a wi&£ ^h.tpKl H vrjI'ijvlLi! i a Aipersm-k: flnw

jLciin^l-- nuw ’I’^clro aeriyifrTian-i.- qiiAlHii's a]![-*ai.\I vrlilrL lUEjjI cd Li M^rJUcbiil air drag
•ml ji‘i inr- (in dv Si-i'HrdP^,-. sn -,i Ikt . :ua.| diimn^tiuii ui inch'in llu-isJ A^ind-yiMmiv linvuii^g.
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P? evEPiirg Armthsr Catimbri fester 463

]L Li claimed dial LSr Hi -2 bomber e[ocjr|fd« lie. w'ig^-IcKlLpg Lilye 44 i mran: rji pisi^isj;

ili; propulsion/ This appears b:i ‘have twee- ms c^tv6n*lm- of listing thi! Neclhrrvp had carow)

iiir n lly riiy=,. KtjrclutV Ittiflg 1l*a pdrnv cuiilractut far lhe dernr inri eowMtuCCiwi cil Lit* 11

"* a iffsai* (" I d'SOuSSCd Uif apjdjs.al.ioii ol this technology ra Ibn Tt-* ! a oCiilfercccc ps^istr 1

pr-.sssmtd ij 1?93. n;isi 'Vlinlli Was Filer iTprirjicd in £Znrtmgrauldc{ i'yo^u.

DirtJV LjUMt "

Airframe eleclriJitaliOh Mil ill (Ik: ti-2 tOm.be; (0 K4iKt i-lr drag add bull ffitbCn (fhuLO

evunsay of BobN -Garcia).

feTwa-acncmion:

ih* efceiriMtJsic charge applied la 1h: winf leading edge miy be supplied either hi i

HiAlt jfr geitrrat,* pgwe red by the ihtullJe’x own main engine or hy flaw tFcougJh wind pedp

rhvuMcil' OP- 1 he wiflg turfice lhe btler alternative -wettld have (hr advaalage lhal Li would

reno ire no furt nonsumption- Tim ii. die eniijsj would bo vjp.pl Kd by the iwiuty platim

wdml ihiking Ihe rhultle The wied J
«'r

generator would npeiite much like a V** de Uralf

genriaiDt where the air urt-am n auilotcus mi the charge -reft
j
di£ heM m ilw Van de Chalf.

Tn± lie il icaeii would enter the pod on the upwind end and I save Lhe pod on the downwind

end. At the pod's entrance negative icmr would be injected inlo lhe air ilrcam and u chi-,

flowed inward the rear end. nF the pod, it noold cany ihe.se iona n» i p«s£nss lively higher

dMtniial different* where a pprilq* of die loot would be collected hy a (onducMve grid, lhe

remainder bfjnf allows to now nwjy toward ihe war of the craft The grid would recycle

this current iwtiiog an ln|r|*i Sn,<hXi volt inner iurront imo a mulh megaton euncH, Sirtfc

the cfgaiive i&ni art foccdwlijr earned away frem ihr craft by Lhe rctracy wand, the ihobtlc

would acquire a very high ><jllagc positive Cltti$£ in CiKSi frf LD million id la, reaching

minimum at the wing"* leading edge, which would he canrioclcd to I he generator's positive

Terminal

Hus pliiisi jet would tvperaie much like iJw flame jet jpewwttx tbw Tdwnjcud Brawn hai

described m his |K>2 ekilrokiuclrt gcnciaWr patent fK*. 3.-02L.-I30), wherr lhe -hof combut'

I ;sn gates are here replaced by l:ic rtcnLiy airflow rap'.di ed by lhe wind pods. In Fact, ir. Dili

potejil Qicwr aLatod that any kind of flowing nonccnduclivc gai would ter.e as s.jhia'u:U

r« eombtniicHi gacEi

Re^fl^ry.^J^Kla

One e rfeet dF hull elci lriFieation would be lu Keelcralc lhe speed of the erafl. Ilui i*.

hull eleetrifici I on would not. only reduce bull healing but also air friction drag ygaiflct the

enfi. Consequently, the craH wetild Dir lanrn bo dKelenle as it entHed tk JUnOi^hfft.

Hit be accijmnwdiied. by nfjngiqg fw the hi hive a Jortgcr ah flight patli, e.g..

pliv-ng Ihruwgk she atmudphete at 4 ahgkly ktwei angle, Allcenilivcly, if mom braVirg u
desired at Kiy given luhc during icculry. lhe vOflagg electrifying lhe wing may be. redjeed «r

jhpgelhcr shuL eft, thereby engaging once again air frkiian vie! face heating. Fly ahematcly

sumii^ the efecLfjficanon on and off, bull surface leniperat urei niay He l-rpc nnnnul wp.de

FtWlMnsL deceleralinei ii employed. Tbit tH( -of tsoflirultirf «eflify rkeefciatiem by dv flick

of st swiich muy be futud m Ik Jupcriiw uj c«iiidllihg ibc forward pitch a! ihe cm Ft. u ix

currently dOCK.



4=4 Appendix \

Thwronrpct with NASA ±ii IflCh tioIpjj*:

ill ]St9l> 1 Jiml | :

j

L i
i. ipilcd in NASA, a Spice Exploration OultttAClt P.rL'itn:t and had

i.> l> i m I [ 4 J an ilka miLiLkd
1

L kciritgru vllLcs: An *Tirtrgy-cf[i-clC-f*l jurmri gf jpocecrd tl

Jir-npnlsim' fcpbmrsslcm cahrr ft^ EpafC lrauSporLstliuD, launch vehicles. .ind propullLotl),

Wy paper informed KA-SA SiCtJt T. T Brti'Wi; wurk and abcul ike- ITid A'JUlioo Sludksj

jn.il ICpOrT mem iaorf abft'A; L lupg&sLed LhaL NASA aggressive'!1 pjj
r

-

1
.

1 r: ^looii0^ra-.jika Tor

prapuEshan. Although try submission wan nor ETiruniWlEiid lit |jc final report j-jh-mirmri [p

NASA El bad u^r=rlunaH]y liser. omitted fry Stand C«|p. Cftfllrta c.iipiujee; whi» fmmrl Li,

in t'naLT apinioa, imelevar.L tn NASA'; otijeeliVCS. Ur£ (Alice pariidpml had also snhminod a.

sustsef-ii^n ;hal NASA loci ini-a applying Brawns ticcungravitic lechmolqgy Eli chic um
ai? Ofiii'K'd fi-iittl liif itiaLu repwi Attempts war: in.Hft to n rhc con vJutGr re-curds rrom

(hit pioiccl giving Ilia reasons why Lhi.s recknnfcigy wb* doomed Unsuitable. hia ihese rips*.

*i?nf i . L':.'i ki.l y "aliasing.

"

Ili flind mm " ill S'yy 3. 1 ccm Lie tec! Mr. Chirk; Morris, Jr,
-

.vlfiO wat 3 . :bo£ Sims
l'A«C:ii|i NASA'S A-liCfifll Aci b-3pacc Plana fNASPl pmpnnrr, mad Imd CiiuuuciijL;rd hair, ia

l3 vc. HASA loak IILIC? Olcctrapraviliics. ] aim him a lor
1
. rid Tintori.V. atKj-jr Townsend Drawn1

;

research, including Ihe Avi.irion $iiidl(:.£ [lilcni;iLicr.J icpurL bi oerr telephoto Kinvti satiGcia« h:c discussed Lhe issue erf neriniry l'#jrlnfl (-1 ||^ Lull, which wza ipparerrtiy ; prrtjdons l'mji

NA5P was grappling with. En a lener J ;yc1 iu liiiu in September 17
r

ii)W, E yBCdfififllly

hid polnifd OJ! till HCi'ltt-iaiiS LLiunr'iL; Lit' ll:.u pi;: a;:; lr;nl
1r» fjgf would hdVt lie aiLJril

bocicJit ul rudLKiir^i; air frirLiuu heaLing of ti>e hull snrfope.' t3(Jl noth' cam: i:f this Mr.

iim r.i later mltirjccd ms ihu: ha wi nrihle ra cen.fiFite say biUauaL al NASA tn lnok dupher
inli? liii:.

HASA b-H.d a 13 yiai .-.dvincc waming. TF rhftir raEftirch |ih.mi;iii..j had pursusd Ihi;

WCbsiulO^y aryl lud asplted iL Ln Ihs Spice Shintrlr, lbs liw« An tailirt enw could h:iw hwn
Siv^i uluiiu, with (h? h.iiidivii; cid r-iiU:.ar:s dH.lflLS iliae arc udw gniriu, imn rhe=

PKflvery imr) r|'s eob[ of pULiinu lI-ic apaue poanrarr, or hnld.

NCTClthelfiae, locking <1? tliE TuLurs, il is my hrfw rlror HA3A will rxiw Lndsrlnks rpc

ClialU'-.iCt- Uid Miiously research !he uj;i od Ihi^ rccli[»loj£y JiMalhin Camp'asll of NASA
^fJJSh.^il Spam Plighr Pl^iir^r

1

a.-)pli a. gLud cantad point For begiNning. gutli a projeul. lie

Kj* snsnt many ytara r?W*.r-?h i lift Lhe appJicaiign of high volspftt; diSr^e In leraipace
pmciLlrian AMbongh hla requwia fCd NASA inkma] furding of (hia lijlio uf rcaairch have in

the pul biinn lnmcrj down, DOpcfulEy HASA will pd'-V fJVC 1 Idgliai oiiicily In this woefe m :he

Wako ul Uiu CgLumbia disaiiler. As a rran, wind -Uiiftol OApurizisnts shnuid [b owriud out
biiml’j h> LIiis-hu Nurllizop ojnduclsd IS yenm .ljo mid ctlOrls alimld bs made at dc^tlOpum a
lideli-yf(?i!aE.u wind icL generator far .nppl pj? mil [* [fie SffliK 3ltmlLe. T wrvali bt glikl K? aaiisL

NAKd in tbiifc -cffctt.

Erkoenmi

. T. VnlnTie (edjloij £Jncfin?ynrrvi'lBCf Syttcmx: Cvi v .^rw r'lu-pi; Ern:Mi dfurturAjEfjj-.

WsshirglOlt. I5.U,; JiiLugriLy Kojeancb Inszihitn, lejjH.

1. "Nbrhrop studying MlUt bcOsn ram«dy,
r
Aleutian Vfak A i/wice Tecimeiofiy. Jsn. 12>

196S, pc 21.

3. "Sonic Ltjuii: cxpiriments.’ Fnwftux J^irvftrei'rr^, SH, Much LS, lEX(jg,.
fp, dJ-6.

4. W Ft. ^enrr, 'Hlnog woild. uigisietrs, scieriislr snrmiraoj ua.]np highly classified

LK-cimiagy Lor civiE applkjrinra," AHririon IVtcit ^ L-Tbarvr T^uteddyiy, Much tf. EW2,
pp. dfi fii'T.
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chabman
COLUMBIA ACODBHT Lh’YGSTttiA.'nON liUARU

2tSJ0 SATtJfiJt J-ANE, HOUSTON, TX 7705*

Svr CAII/IU
:v h sr oj.

C*-nJ Or. lnsVlolcttCr

TOUei* you- fe r your letter oi 17 Kjrdi.

t Lite anALysi.': you provided. Your letter has beist

provided to 4U-K irtdopg&dfrJ’-t tSdOnieuil grotp, and tluiy will bo In

touch with ydu if tWthK Iftlexntlon S 9 T-<M4*$-

Orjce again thanti yen J*tf you*

Jineerbijfi

Hr W. fcstBWK f

<W.wic*l. U.3n Navy Iktirtd!
Oib i rron
rnimhu Accident Investigation Utjtd

tf , Pg.ij.1 A. LAVldlettdj Pd.B.

70s Stfiybtirst F<?An<J*t ton
4,Jf9 Ou-ry] fcoad

Suite 144
Uexar.dr is r YA 23*12
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